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Abstract

In this dissertation, I investigate the formal semantics and pragmatics of alternative focus in Kwak’wala, a critically endangered Northern Wakashan language of British Columbia, Canada.

I show that several notable phenomena and outstanding mysteries of Kwak’wala grammar involve focus expression, and by making their discourse contexts explicit we can observe how changes in discourse-relevant alternatives correspond to changes in morphosyntactic expression. These observations invite reappraisals of classic claims about Kwak’wala and Wakashan grammar, such as the claims that Kwak’wala lacks a noun/verb/adjective distinction (Boas et al., 1947, p. 280) and also lacks a copula (Boas et al., 1947, p. 205). Instead, I argue that Kwak’wala does indeed have a noun/verb/adjective distinction as well as equative (but not predicative) copulas, and show that these are tied up closely with the expression of focus. I argue, contra Koch’s (2008) proposal for Nłeʔkepmxcín focus, that Kwak’wala focus is not based on alignment to the edges of prosodic phrases, but based on the use of marked predication structures in which speakers choose non-optimal predicates like NPs and DPs over unmarked predicates like VPs.

I also examine Kwak’wala additive and exclusive focus operators, and in particular investigate their distinctive association patterns, in which different exclusive operators associate with different types of “focus phrase” (cf. Drubig, 1994), while additive operators exhibit free association. I propose a hybrid focus model, a combination of the models in Wold (1996), Roberts (2012), and Krifka (2006), among others, in which Kwak’wala focus operators associate with focus phrases, but derive their specific alternatives indirectly, through constraints on a contextual “question under discussion” variable.

Finally, I examine the ubiquitous “discourse” enclitic =ʔm, which I propose expresses a discourse-relevant bipolar (e.g., \{P, ¬P\}) contrast, and thereby distinguishes bipolar from monopolar (e.g., \{P\}) questions and answers (cf. Krifka, 2013). The appearance of =ʔm in all additive and exclusive sentences provides morphological evidence that such sentences respond to complex alternative sets consisting of both constituent-type and polar-type contrasts (cf. Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003).
Preface

This dissertation consists of original and independent work by Patrick William Littell. It is based on field research with first-language speakers of Kwak’wala, and is covered by UBC Ethics Certificate H08-01182, “The Representation of Focus in Languages of the Pacific Northwest”.
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Part I

Introduction
Chapter 1

Overview

1.1 Topic of investigation

In this investigation, I examine the formal semantics and pragmatics of alternative focus in the Kwak’wala language. Kwak’wala is a critically endangered Northern Wakashan language of British Columbia, Canada, spoken on northern Vancouver Island, the adjacent mainland, and the islands in between. While narrative Kwak’wala is comparatively well-documented, there has been little documentation of conversational Kwak’wala and little investigation into interactional phenomena like question-answering.

I am investigating “focus” in its contemporary formal semantic sense – that is, I take “focus” to be a phenomenon by which speakers invoke or reveal that alternatives (in the sense of Rooth, 1985, 1992) are relevant to the interpretation of their utterances (Krifka, 2007). Such alternatives are ubiquitous in discourse – the alternatives introduced by questions or disjunctions, the alternatives contradicted or contrasted in contrastive sentences, the alternatives excluded by “only” sentences, the alternatives presupposed by “also” sentences – but they are not always made explicit. Using the same expressive capabilities that they use to answer questions or draw contrasts, speakers sometimes answer questions that no one has explicitly asked, or draw contrasts with propositions no one has explicitly voiced. The study of focus is interesting in part because focus expressions are sensitive to both explicit and implicit context: by examining the relationship between focus expression and discourse structure when the discourse context is explicit, we can then use focus as a diagnostic for discourse structure when such context is not explicit.

My investigation of Kwak’wala proceeds along such lines. I will show that several of the outstanding mysteries of Kwak’wala grammar involve focus expression, and by making their discourse contexts explicit we can observe how changes in discourse-relevant alternatives cor-
respond to changes in morphosyntactic expression. These discoveries are not, however, simply intended to dissolve mysteries about Kwak’wala grammar; once established, they provide a window into human discourse in general. Kwak’wala focus phenomena, being somewhat different from focus phenomena in other languages, give us an additional angle from which to investigate the nature and structure of linguistic interaction.

1.2 Preview

Kwak’wala (along with related languages in the Wakashan family) is well-known in the linguistic literature for various phenomena: its complex morphophonology, its wealth of “lexical suffixes” and enclitics, and, most importantly for this investigation, its apparent “category neutrality”, that word stems do not obviously fall into syntactic classes like “noun” or “verb”. For example, it is not infrequent that apparent nouns like “water” are sentential predicates without any apparent copular element like “be”, and apparent verbs like “wanted” are frequently used as sentential arguments.

(1) w̓ apən ?əx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ ɛʔ
    w̓ ap=n ?x̌-ʔɛx̌sd-sw̓ =ɛʔ
    “I want water.” (Lit: “My [one that is] wanted is-water.”)

Sentences like these led investigators like Boas et al. (1947) to claim that Kwak’wala had no noun/verb distinction, nor any “be” like element. Closer inspection, however, reveals that there are various phenomena in Kwak’wala that are sensitive to a word-class distinction, and moreover that the evidence for acategoriality at the word level is not particularly strong (Chapter 3). Moreover, Kwak’wala does have a “be”-like element, although (as in many languages) it is absent in predicative sentences (Chapter 4), even if the predicate is nominal or adjectival.

These phenomena are tied up closely with the expression of Kwak’wala focus. Kwak’wala focus expression appears to be primarily syntactic, and is indicated by choosing sentences with certain “marked” deviations from the basic Kwak’wala verb-subject-object order (Chapter 6). That is, sentences like (1) with a nominal predicate (here, w̓ap) constrain possible focus interpretations in a way that sentences with verbal predicates do not; while a verbal-predicate sentence is compatible with various sets of alternatives (alternatives to the first person, alternatives to wanting, alternatives to water, etc.), a nominal-predicate sentence like (1) is only compatible with contexts in which alternatives to the nominal predicate (here, water) are relevant. This property is not unique to Kwak’wala, but the predicate/argument flexibility of Kwak’wala
allows us to observe the relationship of predication and focus in relative isolation.

Kwak’wala also exhibits interesting focus operators (operators along the lines of “also”, “only”, etc.): these elements comprise a morphosyntactically heterogeneous group with varying constraints on their interpretation. For example, while the Kwak’wala additive operators associate freely – any constituent part of the sentence could be the associated focus – the exclusive operators have limited association, and can only associate with particular constituents. 

*higa-* associates only with foci in subjects (2a), whereas *ʔo-* associates only with foci in predicates (2b), and *ʔaɬ-* only with foci in temporal adjuncts (2c).

(2) a. *Context: No one else drinks coffee in the morning, so I make a pot just for myself.*

higam̓ən naqa ḥa kafi ḥa gəʔala
higa=ʔm=n naqa ḥa kafi ḥa gʔ-ala
only=VER=1 drink ACC coffee ACC early-ONGOING
“Only I drink coffee in the morning.”

b. *Context: It takes me a long time in the morning to work up an appetite, so I skip breakfast and drink a coffee instead.*

ʔonaxʷam̓ən kafiga ḥa ʔəʔala
ʔwamaha=ʔm=n kafi-ga ḥa ʔʔ-ala
so=ever=VER=1 coffee-consume ACC early-ONGOING
“I only drink coffee in the morning.”

c. *Context: I am a morning coffee drinker, but if I have coffee at any other time of day it disrupts my sleep schedule.*

ʔalnaxʷam̓ən kafiga ḥa ʔəʔala
ʔalamaha=ʔm=n kafi-ga ḥa ʔʔ-ala
late=ever=VER=1 coffee-consume ACC early-ONGOING
“I only drink coffee in the morning.”

Finally, while special marking to express “WH-” type contrasts (e.g., between two entities, or between two sets) seems to be optional in Kwak’wala, marking *verum* focus and other polarity contrasts (e.g., between an affirmative and a negative) is, with a few exceptions, obligatory, by use of the ubiquitous “discourse particle” =ʔm.

(3) a. dənx̌ʔinux̌ʷm̓ eʔe Ben
dn̓x̌-h inuxʷ-meʔe Ben
sing-expert=VER=QUES=3DIST Ben
“Is Ben good at singing?”
b. ?əm, dənx̌ʔinux̌ʷm̓i.
   ?m, dnx̌-hinux̌ʷ=ʔm=i
   VER, sing-expert=VER=3DIST
   “Yeah, he is good at singing.”

This marker, which occurs in both questions and answers, reveals that polar alternatives are relevant to a variety of expressions. For example, it provides a morphological reflex that distinguishes between “monopolar” or “bipolar” (Krifka, 2013) questions, and moreover indicates that additive and exclusive sentences both involve polarity contrasts. Polarity-type focus can be observed only indirectly in English and other familiar languages, since polarity contrast is marked indirectly if at all, but Kwak’wala provides relatively straightforward evidence for when polarity contrasts are present.

1.3 Chapter overviews

In Part I, I introduce the nature of this project, and introduce the Kwak’wala language in relatively informal terms; a much more detailed sketch of the language can be found in Appendices A and B.

- In this chapter, I discuss the scope of this project, the notion of “focus” used, and the methods I used to examine it. §1.6 provides an informal introduction to the semantics of focus, for readers unfamiliar with focus and formal semantics. §1.4 presents a few possible reading orders of this thesis, depending on the audience.

- In Chapter 2, I give a brief and informal overview of Kwak’wala grammar, concentrating especially on topics that might be surprising to a reader completely unfamiliar with Kwak’wala or Wakashan languages, or, conversely, familiar with Kwak’wala but unfamiliar with linguistic terminology and analysis.

In Part II, I address some of the claims in Boas et al. (1947) in light of new evidence:

- In Chapter 3, I re-examine a classic claim of the structuralist era – almost certainly the most widely-disseminated claim about the Wakashan languages – that Wakashan languages do not differentiate between classes of nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and have only one open lexical category, the “predicate” (Swadesh, 1938; Boas et al., 1947). I provide evidence from a number of phenomena that Kwak’wala grammar is sensitive to a noun/verb distinction, at the stem level at least, and some evidence that adjectives may be distinct from either. The establishment of a noun/verb/adjective distinction in
Kwak’wala is important for the discussion in Chapter 6, where I examine the effect of predicate choice on focus interpretation.

• In Chapter 4, I re-examine another classic structuralist claim: that Kwak’wala has no equivalent of “be” (Boas et al., 1947). While it is true that verbal, nominal, and adjectival predicates do not take any sort of copular element, I show that Kwak’wala does have a series of copula-like elements that appear when the sentential predicate is not verbal, nominal, or adjectival: in equative sentences, for example, and locative sentences. Once the copular structure is recognized, it can be found in a variety of sentence types. These copular elements appear frequently in focus constructions, but I argue that they are not themselves “focusing” particles.

In Part III, I look at the expression and semantics of focus in Kwak’wala, including the additive, exclusive, and verum focus operators.

• In Chapter 5, I present a formal semantic model of focus and discourse congruence that will underlie the discussion and argumentation in later chapters.

• In Chapter 6, I examine the primary structures that express focus in Kwak’wala, the nominal predicate construction and the cleft. I argue that it is not a phonological alignment constraint that conditions these expressions, but that their interpretation follows from principles relating the choice of sentential predicate to the possible focus interpretations of a sentence.

• In Chapter 7, I describe the focus operators of Kwak’wala: those equivalents of “only”, “also”, and “even” that depend on focus semantic values for their interpretation. In this chapter I am especially concerned with “association”, the mechanism (or mechanisms) by which focus operators have access to information about the location or interpretation of the focus.

• In Chapter 8, I investigate verum focus, the kind of focus that appears in answers to yes/no questions and polar contrasts, and find that these contexts all contain the “discourse” enclitic =ʔm. I propose that all instances of =ʔm are actually markers of a polarity contrast, and that polarity contrasts are more common in discourse than the English stressed auxiliary construction reveals. I argue that the presence of =ʔm in exclusive and additive sentences expresses that these sentences respond to a complex implicit question that involves both WH-type and polar contrasts.

In Appendices A and B, I give a more detailed sketch of Kwak’wala’s phonological, morphological, and syntactic systems. There are many aspects of Kwak’wala grammar that remain
unclear, but these appendices at least record some of the assumptions I have been making when proposing underlying forms, segmenting words into morphemes, and making arguments based on differences in form and structure.

1.4 Reading order

Given the range of topics presented here, it is possible that some readers will prefer to read only selected sub-parts of the dissertation.

If you are primarily interested in learning Kwak’wala in order to speak it, but are not as interested in theoretical analyses, most of the chapters begin with relatively informal description and slowly become more theoretical later in the chapter. (This is on purpose, so that it is possible to read as far as possible into a major section or chapter and, when it becomes too theoretical, to simply jump to the next major section or chapter.) Although the overall goal of this work is to examine a particular theoretical concept, I do so by examining several ordinary, everyday aspects of communication:

• How do you say that two individuals (for example, “Darth Vader” and “Luke’s father”) are the same individual (“Darth Vader is Luke’s father”)? How do you say where things are, what they look or sound like, or that they are the same as other things in particular ways? (Chapter 4)

• How do you answer WH (who, what, etc.) questions? (Chapter 6)

• How do you express “too/also” and “only/just”? Is there any way to express “even”? (Chapter 7)

• How do you answer yes/no questions, or draw contrasts between affirmative and negative sentences? (Chapter 8)

These aspects of conversational Kwak’wala have not been described in detail before, so reading at least the earlier parts of each chapter (except for Chapter 5, which is solely theoretical) might be valuable for intermediate or advanced language students, even if you are not interested in the theoretical question of what Kwak’wala communication reveals about human communication in general.

If you are primarily a formal semanticist interested in the semantics of focus within an unfamiliar language, I would recommend reading this introductory chapter (where I explain the direction in which I am investigating “focus”), Chapter 2 (for a crash course on some of
the more notable ways Kwak’wala differs from more familiar languages), and then jumping straight to Part III.

If you are primarily interested in some of the classic questions of cross-linguistic typology, and how Kwak’wala fits into these categories, I would recommend reading Chapter 2 (as an overview of Kwak’wala) and then Part II, where I re-examine some of the classic claims about Kwak’wala, and Chapter 6, which explores where Kwak’wala fits in the typology of focus expression.

If you are primarily a Wakashanist “classicist” (i.e., a scholar of Boas and Sapir), you may be interested in the question of how well Boas’s description of the language lines up with the modern language. Chapters 3 and 4 and Appendices A and B are examinations of “Boasian” questions – primarily questions that concerned Boas – whereas the chapters in Part III address questions outside of Boas’s primary concerns.

1.5 Scope of investigation

The notion of “focus” is among the more nebulous notions in linguistic description, due to the diversity of expressive phenomena described as focus expression, the wide variety of other notions (question semantics, referentiality, topicality, givenness, presupposition, identification, etc.) that are invoked to explain these expressions, and the range of semantic phenomena (e.g. negation, quantifiers, conditionals, conjunction) whose interpretations are influenced by focus expression.

This multiplicity poses a problem to any field investigation of focus in an unfamiliar language, in that it can be difficult to pin down what range of empirical phenomena count as “focus” and therefore what phenomena are within the scope of the investigation. On the other hand, if we define “focus” very narrowly, we may, at the end, come up empty, having tried to investigate a language-specific aspect of focus expression in a language that expresses focus by some other means.

To avoid these extremes, I am concentrating on a very specific semantic notion of focus, but one that is almost certainly universal: in order to calculate their truth and use conditions, some expressions must have, in addition to their ordinary denotation, a denotation in which they are interpreted as if they were variables. For example, some aspects of the interpretation of “ALICE raises chickens” require “Alice” to refer to a particular person, whereas other aspects of interpretation would require that “Alice” be interpreted as varying over a set of referents (say, {Alice, Bernie, Chris, Dylan, etc.}). I term this the “semivariable” property. While not every model implements foci as actual variables (as I do in Chapter 5), every major formal model of focus has some mechanism to achieve a similar duality of interpretation.
We can use “focus semivariables” as grounding for an investigation of focus in an unfamiliar language, since we can be almost certain that these exist cross-linguistically. First, we can investigate semantic and pragmatic phenomena, like question answering and alternative exclusion (“Only Alice raises chickens”), that would require semivariables for their interpretation. Then, we can attempt to address the question, “By what linguistic means do speakers narrow down which elements in a sentence are interpreted semivariably?”

Investigating these means in Kwak’wala requires some substantial detours into some under-described aspects of Kwak’wala morphosyntax (Chapter 3, Chapter 4), which themselves raise a host of questions about the expression of predication and equation, issues of specificity and referentiality, and the cross-linguistic construction of clefts and other special clause types. Although these questions are important for our understanding of Kwak’wala and interesting for what they say about language in general, I will mostly have to concentrate on description and leave some of the typological and theoretical ramifications for future investigation.

1.6 An informal introduction to focus

In this section, I will attempt to introduce the semantics of focus (or rather, some aspects of the semantics of focus that are explored in this investigation) in a relatively informal way. A more formal treatment of focus will follow in Chapter 5.

The term “focus” is used in a wide variety of ways in linguistics; in this investigation, I am concentrating on one particular use of “focus” that has become standard within contemporary formal semantics: roughly, that focus refers to a phenomenon by which a speaker “indicates the presence of alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation of linguistic expressions” (Krifka, 2007, p. 13).

Focus in the above sense is, at its core, a theoretical notion, that is “rooted... in theories of how communication works” (Krifka, 2007, p. 13). Models of focus within formal semantics have largely taken the position that expressions of “focus” do not correspond to a specific meaning or use (be that contrastiveness, exhaustiveness, uniqueness, question-answering, or some other notion), but rather represent descriptions of a particular kind of abstract semantic object. Speakers make use of this abstract object to express particular meanings, but the object

---

1It is no longer a surprise to find languages that do not use prosodic expressions of focus (e.g. Zerbian, 2006; O’Rourke, 2007; Koch, 2008), and it is at least conceivable that a language could lack any special linguistic expression of focus, but it is difficult to even imagine a language in which expressions could not receive semivariar interpretations; there would be many quite ordinary meanings that such a language would be unable to express.

2Different theories of focus propose different kinds of abstract objects for this:

- a set of alternatives (Rooth, 1985; Beaver and Clark, 2008),
- a set of sets of alternatives (Büring, 2003),
itself does not have any single meaning associated with it.

While the semantic “core” of alternative focus may be rather abstract, there is nonetheless a series of simple empirical patterns that we can use as the basis for an investigation of focus in an unfamiliar language. We can begin an investigation based on the idea that some sentential phenomena are “alternative-sensitive”, such that differences in the context-relevant alternatives correspond to systematic differences in the expression of sentences.

1.6.1 Alternative-sensitivity

For example, we can observe systematic differences in the expression of sentences depending on what question they are answering, or depending on the sentences with which they contrast. In English we can observe that sentential accent placement in answers varies depending on the question that is being answered.

(4) a. “Who ordered chicken?”
   b. “ALICE ordered chicken.”

(5) a. “What did Alice order?”
   b. “Alice ordered CHICKEN.”

When “Alice ordered chicken” answers “Who ordered chicken?”, “Alice” is accented, and when it answers “What did Alice order?”, “chicken” is accented. In particular, we can observe that neither of these expressions of “Alice ordered chicken” serves to answer the opposite question: (4b) does not (in the absence of additional conversational context) serve as an answer to (5a), and (5b) likewise does not serve as an answer to (4a). So English accentuation patterns are “question-sensitive”: not all accentuation patterns are compatible with all questions.

Other phenomena in English are question-sensitive as well. For example, the “cleft” constructions in (6-7) are also question-sensitive:³

³In this section, I do not mark the accents in cleft sentences, in order to illustrate the “sensitivities” of the cleft structure itself. These sentences likewise have an accentual pattern, of course, which is likewise question-sensitive.

- a phrase containing a particular kind of distinguished variable (Kratzer, 1991; Wold, 1996; Beck, 2006),
- a “structured meaning”: a semantic object (such as an ordered pair) representing a sentential partition (Jacobs, 1983; von Stechow, 1991; Krifka, 1991),
- a kind of underspecified event (Bonomi and Casalegno, 1993), or
- a hybrid of several of the above (Krifka, 2006).

The informal introduction that I give here would be compatible with any of these theories. I present the examples here in terms of Rooth-style sets of alternatives, but in Chapter 5 I adopt a Kratzer-style formalization.
(6) a. “Who ordered chicken?”
   b. “It was Alice who ordered chicken.”

(7) a. “What did Alice order?”
   b. “It was chicken that Alice ordered.”

   Again, we can observe that these answers do not serve as answers to the opposite questions: (6b) does not serve as an answer to (7a), and (7b) does not serve as an answer to (6a). So, English clefts are also “question-sensitive” in some way.

   Question-answering is not the only phenomenon that displays this kind of pattern. We can also observe this pattern when contrasting two statements.

(8) a. “Chris ordered chicken.”
   b. “No, ALICE ordered chicken.”

(9) a. “Alice ordered fish.”
   b. “No, Alice ordered CHICKEN.”

   Again, we can observe that (8b) cannot serve as the contrast to (9a), nor can (9b) serve as the contrast to (8a).

   We can note the same kinds of sensitivities in various Kwak’wala constructions. For example, the sentences in (10b) and (11b) differ in what the apparent predicate of the sentence is: in (10b), the apparent predicate is w̓ap (“[to be] water”), and in (11b) the apparent predicate is n̓ugʷa (“[to be] me”). These sentences are used to answer different questions, and neither can answer the others’ question (12-13), suggesting that these sentence structures are, in some way, question-sensitive.

(10) a. mačaliʔs ?əxʔɛ̃x̌sdəsw̓əʔəʔs
    mačal=ʔ=ʔs ?x̌-ɛ̃x̌sd-sw̓=a=ʔs
    what=3DIST=2POSS DO.want-PASS=INVIS=2POSS
    “What do you want?”

   b. w̓apən ?əxʔɛ̃x̌sdəsw̓əʔɪ?
      w̓ap=n ?x̌-ɛ̃x̌sd-sw̓=ɛʔ
      water=1POSS DO.want-PASS=INVIS
      “I want water.” (Lit: “That wanted by me is water.”)
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In Chapter 6 I will look at a variety of Kwak’wala sentences in an attempt to determine what Kwak’wala sentence patterns are question- and contrast-sensitive, and why.

The examples above all involve contextual restriction – these phenomena restrict the discourse contexts in which their sentences can occur, but do not change the “meaning” of the sentence: “ALICE ordered chicken” and “Alice ordered CHICKEN” are both true in the same set of circumstances. No matter its accentuation, “Alice ordered chicken” is true in situations in which Alice ordered chicken, and false otherwise. However, phenomena like accentuation can even change the situations in which a sentence is true.

(14) a. “Alice only raises CHICKENS.”
   False in situations where Alice raises both chickens and ducks.
   True in situations where Alice both raises chickens and eats them.

b. “Alice only RAISES chicken.”
   True in situations where Alice raises both chickens and ducks.
   False in situations where Alice both raises chickens and eats them.

“Only” is only one of many English operators and constructions whose interpretation is
influenced by focus expression (Rooth, 1996; Kadmon, 2001; Beaver and Clark, 2008); others include “just”, “merely”, “also”, “too”, “even”, “always”, “still”, “usually”, “not”, “because”, and many more. These do not all act in a uniform manner (Beaver and Clark, 2003, 2008), but the commonality is that the same phenomena that are “question sensitive” and “contrast sensitive” above are also associated with different interpretations of many semantic operators. I will examine the Kwak’wala equivalents of some of these operators in Chapter 7.

1.6.2 Explaining these sensitivities

Patterns like those in §1.6.1 have been noticed at least since Paul (1888), but there has been much controversy regarding what aspect of the conversational context, exactly, conditions the difference in expressions. There is some property that “eggs” has in (15b), with respect to the broader context, that “Chris ate ... for breakfast” does not, but what property is this?

(15) a. “What did Chris eat for breakfast?”
   b. “Chris ate EGGS for breakfast.”

There are various proposals for what this difference consists of, falling into two broad categories.

(16) a. “Eggs” is special because it is new information in the conversational context or new information to the listener, while “Chris ate ... for breakfast” is already present in the discourse or known by the listener (e.g. Chafe, 1976; Clark and Haviland, 1977; Prince, 1981; Schwarzschild, 1999).
   b. “Eggs” is special because it represents a point of variance between alternatives – in this case, the possible answers to “What did Chris eat for breakfast?” – while “Chris ate ... for breakfast” does not vary between these alternatives (e.g. Rooth, 1985; Kratzer, 1991).

It is not always straightforward to distinguish these, since the “core” phenomenon in most theories of focus is question-answering, and the information that answers a question is often new to the discourse or the listener, but also represents a point of variance in a set of alternatives. Nonetheless, many authors, including Rochemont (1986), É. Kiss (1998), and Vallduvi and Vilkuna (1998), have argued that these notions should be kept separate and that (some variant of) both of these are empirically necessary: that both the distinctions in (16) are distinctions to which human languages are sensitive, and neither can be treated as the absence of the other.

There is, in the linguistic literature, somewhat of a “terminological minefield” (Vallduvi and Vilkuna, 1998, p. 80) regarding these distinctions, with authors using a wide variety of terms
for a variety of similar but not-identical distinctions, and opposing them in a variety of ways. Recently there appears to have emerged a consensus in works that make use of both of the distinctions in (16) (e.g. Krifka, 2007; Selkirk, 2007; Büring, 2007; Féry and Ishihara, 2010; Rochemont, 2012a) to call the phenomenon in (16a) “givenness” and call the phenomenon in (16b) “focus”; I will follow this usage.

In this investigation, I will concentrate primarily on the distinction in (16b). The most notable and interesting Kwak’wala phenomena detailed here seem to be alternative-sensitive, rather than givenness-sensitive, so I have couched my explanations in terms of alternative focus.

1.6.3 Focus as representing alternatives

The idea of “focus” as an expression of semantic alternatives (Rooth, 1985) has been a particularly successful one in formal semantics, as it allows us to account for the question-answering, contrasting, exclusive (“only”, “just”), additive (“also”, “too”), and other uses of focus using a single framework. The unifying idea is that, instead of focus having a single meaning or use, focus expresses the properties of an abstract semantic object – an alternative set or something formally similar – which is used in various semantic calculations.

For example, consider the use of focus in a sentence like (17b), where the speaker means to suggest a contrast between Dylan, who behaved himself, and someone else, who didn’t.

(17) a. “How was your day? Did the kids give you any trouble?”
   b. “Well, DYLAN behaved himself.”

We might say that, in this case, the speaker is using “contrastive focus”, and what contrastive focus does is to suggest that there exists someone else who did not behave him- or herself. However, if we then consider the sentence in (18b), what seems to be suggested is that there exists someone else who did behave him- or herself.

(18) a. “I’m glad to hear that Chris behaved himself today.”
   b. “DYLAN behaved himself, too.”

Is this a separate sort of focus with a separate meaning? It could be, but as Büring (2007) notes, we should also consider “the alternative: to regard these as different uses of focusing, but not different foci” (p. 80). What these uses of focus have in common is that both refer to certain alternatives to “Dylan behaved himself” – specifically, those alternatives of the form “[someone] behaved him/herself” – but they differ in what they do with these alternatives.
1.6.4 Focus semantic values

To back up for a moment, let us consider how a listener manages to calculate the meaning of the sentence in (19).\(^4\)

(19) “I convinced the linguists in Vancouver.”

We presume that the meaning of a complex phrase is built in some way from the meanings of its component parts: that the meanings of “linguists” and “convince” and “Vancouver” and “the” and “in” combine in some way to form more complex phrases like “the linguists in Vancouver”, “convinced the linguists in Vancouver”, and so on up to the level of the entire sentence.

Consider, however, how we manage to calculate the meaning of the sentences in (20).

(20) a. “I only convinced the LINGUISTs in Vancouver.”
   b. “I only convinced the linguists in VANCOUVER.”

These sentences have different meanings; (20a) means that I didn’t convince some other set of people (say, philosophers, businesspeople, chefs, etc.) in Vancouver, whereas (20b) means that I didn’t convince linguists somewhere else (Victoria, Toronto, etc.). This difference is hard to capture if the calculations only have access to the ordinary meaning of the phrase “the linguists in Vancouver”; if that is all the computation had access to, then both sentences in (20) should have the same meaning.

So at some level, the meaning calculation must also have access to meanings like [other people] in Vancouver or linguists in [other places]. How exactly these meanings are represented, and in what manner the calculation has access to them, is a matter of much debate (e.g. Rooth, 1985; von Stechow, 1991; Krifka, 1991; Kratzer, 1991; Rooth, 1992; Drubig, 1994; Krifka, 2006; Beaver and Clark, 2008), but a common thread that all these models share is the idea that “the LINGUISTS in Vancouver” must have, in some sense of “meaning”, two different meanings, its ordinary meaning and another meaning that allows calculations to consider the appropriate alternatives.\(^5\)

The first of these meanings of a word or phrase is called the “ordinary semantic value”, or OSV, while the secondary meaning, the one consisting of the alternatives to the word or phrase, is called the “focus semantic value”, or FSV. A sentence like “Alice raises CHICKENS” would have the OSV in (21a), but its FSV would be something like a set of meanings (21b).

---

\(^4\)This sentence has several distinct interpretations – that the linguists were in Vancouver, or that Vancouver was where the convincing occurred – but here I am only considering the first interpretation, that I convinced a group of people, and that group of people consisted of linguists in Vancouver.

\(^5\)In §1.5 and Chapter 5, I call this the “semivariable” property.
(21) a. Alice raises chickens

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Alice raises chickens} \\
&\text{Alice raises ducks} \\
&\text{Alice raises goats} \\
&\text{etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

With access to both of these values, the meaning calculation can correctly calculate the meanings of sentences like “Alice only raises CHICKENS”, by having it mean something like “None of the meanings in (21b) is true except for the meaning in (21a)”. Meanwhile, the meaning of “Alice also raises CHICKENS” can be calculated as something like “The meaning of (21a) is true, and another meaning in (21b) is true but not equivalent to (21a)”. Without some sort of access to both of the values, meanings like these could not be calculated.

1.6.5 Question-answer congruence

The term “congruence” is used to describe the relationship between a question and the appropriate expression of its answer. The question-answer pair in (22) is congruent, because (22b) is an appropriate expression of “Alice raises chickens” in response to this question, but the question-answer pair in (23) is not congruent.\(^6\)

(22) a. “What does Alice raise?”
   b. “Alice raises CHICKENS.”

(23) a. “What does Alice raise?”
   b. \(\times\) “ALICE raises chickens.”

\(^6\)Note that an answer that is incongruent to the question that immediately precedes it might become an appropriate answer given additional prior context. For example, we might “rescue” the incongruent answer in (i) by making it address a more complex context.

(i) a. “I really want to go see some chickens. Was it Bernie who raises chickens? Or was it Alice? What does Alice raise?”
   b. “ALICE raises chickens.”

We can potentially do this with many examples, making the otherwise-incongruent answer address an earlier question, or address a more complex set of considerations, by embellishing the context. In general, when I observe that a particular answer \(A\) is incongruent to a question \(Q\), I am actually saying that \(A\) is incongruent to \(Q\) in the absence of additional context.

In Chapter 5, when I define congruence more rigorously, I will actually be defining congruence in terms of contexts rather than questions – \(A\) will be congruent or incongruent to a entire context, rather than congruent or incongruent to a question – and so when I say that an answer \(A\) is congruent or incongruent to a question \(Q\), this is actually an informal shorthand way of saying that \(A\) is congruent or incongruent to a context \(C\) that only contains \(Q\).
Once we have “focus semantic values” like those in (21b), modeling this relationship becomes more straightforward.

Alternative sets like those in (21b) were already familiar in formal semantics, as the semantic object to which questions refer. Following Hamblin (1958; 1973), many semanticists have treated questions as if they referred to the set of their possible answers, so that the meaning of “What does Alice raise?” would be a set something like that in (24).

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Alice raises chickens} \\
\text{Alice raises ducks} \\
\text{Alice raises goats} \\
\text{etc.}
\end{cases}
\]

Since “Alice raises CHICKENS” is a congruent answer for “What does Alice raise?”, we can model this congruence as a relationship between the sets in (24) and (21b). If each meaning in the question’s alternative set is also in the answer’s alternative set, then the question and answer are congruent. Since this is indeed the case for (24) and (21b), the corresponding question-answer pair is predicted to be congruent.

If there are any meanings in the question’s alternative set that are not in the answer’s alternative set, however, the question and answer will not be congruent. Consider the incongruent question-answer pair in (23). The question in (23a) refers to the set in (25a), but the FSV of (23b) is the set in (25b).

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Alice raises chickens} \\
\text{Alice raises ducks} \\
\text{Alice raises goats} \\
\text{etc.}
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\begin{cases}
\text{Alice raises chickens} \\
\text{Bernie raises chickens} \\
\text{Chris raises chickens} \\
\text{etc.}
\end{cases}
\]

The set in (25a) contains meanings that the set in (25b) does not contain, so as a result this question and answer are not congruent.

So in summary, associating particular expressions of phrases (like “ALICE raises chickens” or “Alice raises CHICKENS”) with particular “alternative sets” gives us a way to account for several interesting phenomena in language, including the fact that different expressions answer different questions, and that different expressions cause different meanings in the presence of
words like “only” and “also”.

It also helps resolve a mystery: why is the same accental pattern associated with so many different meanings: contrastive meanings, additive meanings, exclusive meanings, etc.? The answer is that English speakers can use accental patterns not to express a particular meaning, but to communicate which alternatives they consider relevant, and this information is used directly or indirectly in a variety of meaning-related calculations.

1.6.6 Why investigate focus?

Focus, in the “alternative” sense used here, is worth investigating for several reasons.

For one, although “focus” is alternative-sensitivity, not all of these alternatives are made clear in the rest of the discourse. Focus often refers to unspoken alternatives, unspoken questions, unspoken contrasts; focus is not a purely mechanical calculation based on what has already been said, but is often the way that speakers express what alternatives they consider relevant. That is, focus is not purely reactive; it is often communicative.

For example, answers do not always have the exact “shape” that we would predict from §1.6.5; sometimes speakers express answers as if they respond to questions that are slightly different than the ones actually asked.

(26) a. “How are the children?”
   b. “Well, DYLAN is behaving himself.”

The speaker in (26b) has chosen the focus expression that one would expect if the question had been “Which children are behaving?”, and in doing so calls to attention other possible answers (say, “Chris is behaving himself”) that they have not chosen. Or consider the difference in (27); even if the speaker is not directly responding to any question, focus expressions allow them to indicate which questions they consider the important ones.

(27) a. “I was glad that it was you who called my mother.”
   b. “I was glad that it was my mother that you called.”

In (27) speaker makes clear what question they considered important: “Who called my mother?” or “Who did you call?” The speaker does not need to express this question – they do not need to say “I was concerned about [who was going to call my mother/who you were going to call], and...”, because the expression in (27) makes this clear.

In other words, focus is one of the ways speakers reveal what is otherwise left unspoken, and if we do not know how a language expresses focus, these things remain unspoken.

Another reason that focus is interesting to investigate is that it appears likely that all lan-
languages do *something* to express focus, but not all of them use English-like accentuation (Zerbian, 2006; O’Rourke, 2007; Koch, 2008). Some change the order of words in the sentence, or use special constructions like clefts, or add special endings to words; in many languages focus is one of the *most* important things to consider when deciding how to structure your sentences (É.Kiss, 1995).

So, when we do not know how a language expresses focus, there is potentially a lot about that language that we do not know: why some sentences are structured in the way they are, what certain morphemes mean, and sometimes, why one expression of a thought is chosen over another possible expression.

### 1.7 Focus and focus marking

In the previous section, I avoided the use of the term “focus” to refer to a particular element of the sentence (say, “Alice” in “ALICE likes chickens”), in part to avoid making a conflation between the idea of an element being a “focus” in the semantic/pragmatic sense from its being “focused” – that is, *marked* as a focus in the phonology, morphology, or syntax.

In this investigation, being a “focus” simply means being an element that is treated by the semantics as a point of variance between a set of alternatives, whether or not speakers have done anything to mark it as such. For example, if the alternatives under consideration are {Bob likes cats, Bob likes dogs, Bob likes rabbits} – for example, if the question under discussion had been “What animal does Bob like?” – then I consider “dogs” in an utterance meaning “Bob likes dogs” to be a “focus” in my sense, even if the language does not use accentual emphasis or a special construction to single out “dogs”.

In other words, “focus” here is a semantic notion, discovered through noting what questions an utterance answers, what it contrasts with, and what entailments and presuppositions it has; we can then note how particular sentential expressions are compatible or incompatible with particular possibilities for focus interpretation. From this point of view, there is nothing *a priori* impossible about an “unmarked focus”; some sentential expressions in some languages might not give any information about which elements are foci, with the result that sentence would be compatible with any contextual alternatives.

Since English intonation marks focus with some regularity and precision, in much of the literature on English there is not a clear distinction between being-a-focus and being-focused. Partee (1999) makes this clear when considering the possibility, in English, of foci without phonological marking: “The notion of inaudible foci at best would force the recognition of a multiplicity of different notions of ‘focus’ and at worst might lead to a fundamentally incoherent notion of focus” (Partee, 1999, p. 216). This concern is understandable if “focus” refers
to a particular sort of form-meaning correspondence: how can we discuss a correspondence phenomenon in the absence of that correspondence?

In investigating a comparatively unknown language, however, a conflation between the semantic notion of focus and its implementation in the phonology (or otherwise) poses an empirical problem, in that it would presuppose a particular sort of result. Consider the following Kwak’wala examples, in which either (28b) or (28c) can serve to answer the question in (28a).

(28) a. ʔəngʷu̱x̌da ʔngʷ=ux̌=da
    who=3MED=DET
    q̓ʷay̓alax̌ q̓ʷas-(k)a-la=q
    cry-sound-ONGOING=VIS
    “Who is crying?”

b. ʔw̓ac̓iux̌da ʔw̓as=ux̌=da
    dog-NMZ=3MED=DET
    w̓ac̓i=x̌ a-la=q
    dog-cry-ongoing=VIS
    “A dog is crying.”

c. w̓ac̓iyux̌da ʔw̓as-ux̌=da
    dog-NMZ=3MED=DET
    w̓ac̓i=x̌ a-la=q
    dog-cry-sound-ongoing=VIS
    “A dog is crying.”

Both of the sentences in (28b) and (28c) are possible answers to the question, but only in (28c) is the speaker using a dedicated focusing construction, in this case a nominal predicate construction (§6.5.2). Nonetheless, I consider both instances of ʔw̓ac̓i to be foci, for two reasons. For one, if we use question-answer congruence as a diagnostic for the location of focus (in the semantic sense), which is nearly a requirement when investigating focus in an unfamiliar language, then the evidence for ʔw̓ac̓i being a focus is just as strong for both sentences. Secondly, if we use syntactic realization as a necessary condition for semantic focus – if we only consider (28c) to have a focus – then arguments for a syntax/semantics mapping become circular, and many claims that we might want to make about focus would become unfalsifiable. This is true for any kind of focus marking – if we were to use having-a-pitch-accent as a necessary condition for being-a-focus, then “All foci are marked with pitch accents” ceases to be an empirical claim; there would not be any kind of evidence to falsify it.7

We must, therefore, work from one direction or another:

1. by identifying a sort of marking as “focusing”, and then investigating the semantic and

---

7I return to this argument in §6.3 and §6.4.
pragmatic effects of that marking.

2. by identifying a semantic or pragmatic notion as “focus”, and investigating what kind of marking (if any) occurs to mark it.

In this investigation, I primarily take the second approach, treating as “foci” the minimal elements in an utterance that would have to have a secondary, variable interpretation in order to calculate the sentence’s truth- and use-conditions\(^8\) – the points of variation between possible answers to a question, the points of variation between two contrasting sentences, the points of variation between those alternatives included and excluded by an exclusive operator – and attempt to determine what elements of sentential expression correspond to these foci.

Once I have isolated several constructions of interest, however, there is by necessity some degree of the first approach, because the elements found may or may not be “focusing” in all their uses. For example, many focus constructions begin with the elements \(yu\) and \(he\), but I argue in Chapter 4 that these are not themselves “focus particles”. On the other hand, while many instances of the “discourse” particle \(=ʔm\) are not obviously focus-related, I attempt an account in Chapter 8 in which \(=ʔm\) nonetheless indicates focus of a particular sort.

Regarding focus “marking”, it is also important to consider that most forms of focus expression do not uniquely narrow down which elements are foci, such that one could, in all cases, identify the relevant alternative context from that marking alone.

(29) a. “ALICE raises ducks.”
   = Alice\(_F\) raises ducks [... not anyone else]

   b. “Alice raises DUCKS.”
   = Alice raises ducks\(_F\) [... not chickens]
   = Alice [raises ducks]\(_F\) [... rather than grows corn]
   = [Alice raises ducks]\(_F\) [... and that’s all that happens]

(30) a. “It was the professor from Canada that found the treasure.”
   = It was the professor\(_F\) from Canada that found the treasure [... not the student from Canada]
   = It was the professor from Canada\(_F\) that found the treasure [... not the professor from Germany]
   = It was the professor\(_F\) from Canada\(_F\) that found the treasure [... not the student from Germany]
   = It was the professor from\(_F\) Canada that found the treasure

\(^8\)Note that this formulation treats contrastive topic as a kind of focus; I will return to this point in §5.5.
[... not the professor currently in Canada]
= It was the [professor from Canada]_F that found the treasure
[... not a truffle pig]

b. “It was the treasure that the professor from Canada found.”
= It was the treasure_ F that the professor from Canada found.
[... not a manuscript]

(31) a. “Only young boys smash pumpkins.”
= Only young_F boys smash pumpkins [... not older boys]
= Only young boys_F smash pumpkins [... not young girls]
= Only [young boys]_F smash pumpkins [... and nobody else does]

b. “Young boys only smash pumpkins.”
= Young boys only smash_F pumpkins [... they don’t carve them]
= Young boys only smash pumpkins_F [... rather than eggs]
= Young boys only [smash pumpkins]_F [... and don’t do anything else]

c. “Young boys smash only pumpkins.”
= Young boys smash only pumpkins_F [... rather than eggs]

Focus accentuation (29), clefting (30), and “only” placement (31) are each compatible with a range of focus interpretations; they sometimes uniquely identify which sentential elements are foci (29a, 30b, 31c), but not always (29b, 30a, 31a, 31b).

For this reason, in the chapters on focus expression (Chapters 6 through 8) I will not refer frequently to focus “marking”, or a constituent being “focused”, except as an informal kind of terminological shorthand. I will instead talk mostly in terms of the “restriction of focus interpretation”: does a particular kind of expression allow the listener to narrow down what focus interpretations are possible for the sentence?

1.8 Methodology

When not accompanied by a textual reference, all Kwak’wala-language data in this work come from my fieldwork with eight Kwakwəkəwəkwə elders in Vancouver, Victoria, and Port Hardy, British Columbia.

The investigation of focus in an unfamiliar language poses some difficulties for formal semantic investigation. Much of the semantic investigation of focus in English, German, Hungarian and other languages uses the intuitive method; which set of alternatives are relevant to a
particular utterance, and whether it is felicitous in a particular discourse context, are available to the speaker-investigator via introspection. These kinds of judgments can be difficult to draw out of another person.

In this investigation, I used a variety of methods for eliciting focus data and judgments, including contextual judgment tasks, contextual “translation” elicitation, various visual elicitation tasks, and game-like activities. While each of these methods has some drawbacks, when they yield results consistent with each other, it is very unlikely that the results are entirely task effects. This data is further augmented by volunteered and spontaneous examples, as well as examples from existing texts (e.g. Boas and Hunt, 1905).

1.8.1 Contextual judgments

To determine the semantics of a particular morpheme or construction, I use the contextual judgment method detailed in Matthewson (2004). In this method, the elicitor sets up a context (sometimes imaginary, sometimes represented with pictures and props) and asks whether a constructed sentence would be true (or, for phenomena that do not have truth-conditional effects, appropriate) in that situation.

This method gave robust results for those phenomena where focus had effects on the truth conditions of the sentence; judgments about “only”-type operators were entirely consistent across speakers and sessions.

However, when the effects of focus were only “use-conditional”, most speakers were reluctant to “reject” sentences for focus reasons alone. That is, so long as sentences were well-formed, pronounced correctly, and true of the situation, many speakers would accept them regardless of considerations like what question had been specified in the context. Only a few speakers would regularly reject sentences for “answering a different question” than was asked.9

---

9I would emphasize, however, that speakers who do not reject sentences in these conditions are not necessarily “incorrect” or “misunderstanding the task”. Focus, in the view I laid out in §1.6, is an expressive phenomenon, expressing aspects of the discourse that are often left implicit. More specifically, focus expresses that discourse-relevant alternatives differ with respect to a particular element; when someone “focuses” an element, they are communicating that they consider alternatives to this element relevant to the conversation. Rejecting focus marking means rejecting that alternatives of a particular form are relevant to a context, which is a very different kind of rejection than rejecting a sentence for being false in a context. Speakers sometimes do this, but not always.

The purely “pragmatic” focus judgment tasks presented in Chapters 3, 6, and 7 are those from sessions in which speakers were being “tougher” about contextual felicity, rather than accepting anything produced. I do not consider undiscriminating acceptance incorrect, but such judgments simply do not provide much information about Kwak’wala pragmatics.
1.8.2 Contextual elicitation

Contextual judgment tasks – indeed, many kinds of tasks – rest on a base of elicited content: the task wherein the investigator uses an intermediate language (in this case English) to ask something along the lines of “How do you say X?” or “What does Y mean?” Field investigations do not always acknowledge the extent to which elicited translation tasks underlie the empirical program, but I think it is worth highlighting, here.

While there are significant caveats associated with elicited translations, there are also some upsides worth noting. Eliciting pragmatic judgments is itself a pragmatically unusual situation, but translation is a comparatively familiar and natural act; these speakers have been bilingual since childhood, and some have years or decades of experience as language experts, translators, and researchers in their own right. Their translations from English utterances were very consistent in how they expressed distinctions, and used morphology, about which it proved very difficult to get judgments.

Since my primary goal was to examine the effects of discourse context on expression, translated utterances in isolation would be of limited use; it would not be clear what questions were under discussion, what alternatives were possible, etc.\(^\text{10}\) While these factors are never completely known – the speaker might or might not be keeping them in mind when translating – the more we can be completely explicit about questions, alternatives, etc. the less likely it is that the speaker is imagining a different discourse situation. So, translation tasks were performed in contexts as carefully specified as those in §1.8.1; the utterances to be translated were treated as utterances in a particular situation, by a particular participant, rather than as a sequence of words in isolation.

The most important downside of translation-based elicitation, of course, is the influence of the intermediate language. When a set of contextual translations shows sensitivity to a semantic or pragmatic distinction that English does not indicate, or indicates only very indirectly, or indicates by entirely different means, this is potentially good evidence that this distinction is a genuinely Kwak’wala phenomenon. However, when a set of contextual translations indicates a semantic or pragmatic distinction exactly as English does, then this does not necessarily constitute evidence that Kwak’wala makes this distinction or expresses it in the same way, since the speaker may be translating too literally from the English.

\(^{10}\) For example, if you ask speakers to translate sentences with English universal quantification, the “discourse” particle \(=\overline{m}\) seems to occur more or less at random. I think this is in part because, without pinning down the question under discussion, the speaker can imagine various questions under discussion that “All the boys ran” answers, some of which condition the presence of \(=\overline{m}\) and some of which do not.
1.8.3 Storyboarding

An intermediate step between translation and more freeform visual elicitation is *storyboarding* (Burton and Matthewson, 2015), the presentation of a comic-like “storyboard” for the speaker to interpret. In most cases, I take the speaker through the story a single time – occasionally twice, on speaker request – and explain the story in English, and then record the speaker’s interpretation in Kwak’wala. Also, some speakers requested clarifications on particular pictures during their interpretations, which I also provided in English. So these storyboards should not be taken as completely naturalistic Kwak’wala, independent of all English language influence, but whatever influence there may be would be less direct than it would be in a pure sentence-by-sentence translation task.

The use I have made of these storyboards is often different than their original intention. For example, the “Feeding Fluffy” storyboard (TFS Working Group, 2012) was intended to answer a specific question about epistemic modal interpretation, whereas for the most part I have used the results to illustrate particular morphological and pragmatic phenomena that the storyboard had not been specifically designed to target.

One particular set of storyboards – those I call “scramble storyboards” – need some further introduction. These storyboards (Littell, 2010a,b) each involve two parallel storyboards, depicting simple question-and-answer dialogues. However, in each pair, the picture describing the *answer* is shared, whereas the picture describing the *question* is not shared; this is illustrated in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2.

These storyboards are offered to the same speaker (although always with at least an hour break in between, and usually in a different elicitation session), with the intention of seeing what differences (if any) the effect of the question has on the expression of the answer.
Figure 1.2: Agent-focus picture pair: “Who brought the drinks?” “Snake brought the drinks.”

1.8.4 Card games and other games

One activity that proved a useful way of getting question-answer pairs was to play simple card games and discuss the state of play. An elicitor acts as the questioner, and does not play, but asks the speaker questions about the state of play (“What did Masaki draw?”, “What happened to it?”, etc.).

One benefit of this is that the speaker tends to pay close attention to the context – they have to, to play the game – thus increasing the confidence that they have the same context in mind as the elicitor. Card games also make clear the range of possible alternatives (whether that be alternatives to number, alternatives to color, alternatives to player, etc.) that might be discourse-relevant.

On the downside, however, in most cases we played these games in groups of several learners and a single speaker, meaning that prompts were given by a non-fluent speaker, and the answers were directed to non-fluent speakers.

1.8.5 Find-the-difference

The value of story boarded dialogues, like those in §1.8.3, were that question-answer pairs were self-prompted: the speaker provides their own question prompts, and therefore the potential interference of a non-fluent questioner is avoided.

The most effective self-prompting activity that I found was to provide speakers with “find-the-difference” tasks: showing two pictures that differ in one or more details, and then letting the speaker describe the differences they find (e.g., “In this picture the cat is chasing the rabbit, but in this picture the snake is chasing the rabbit”).

Tasks like these allow the speaker to respond to a discourse context that they themselves set up.

I also set up this activity for pairs of speakers, in which each speaker was given one of the
pictures but could not see the others, and the speakers were encouraged to discuss what they found in order to determine what details differed between the pictures.\footnote{This proved a difficult activity for some pairs, so in these cases I removed the barrier and let them see each other’s pictures as well.}

One interesting benefit of using these “find-the-difference” activities with multiple speakers is to be able to observe the expression of factual disagreements without making one speaker “wrong”; both speakers are, of course, “correct” about what is in their own picture.

### 1.8.6 Spontaneous speech

Insofar as possible, I also tried to take into account spontaneous speech, not as my main data source – one cannot be certain, as a beginner in the language, that one has really understood the real discourse context – but as potential confirmation or falsification of the generalizations made on the basis of less-spontaneous data.

In a few cases spontaneous speech proved an important falsifier. For example, the deeper investigation of $=ʔm$ in Chapter 8 was spurred largely by a few spontaneous utterances that violated the simplistic hypotheses (e.g., that $=ʔm$ expressed the same thing as the English stressed auxiliary construction) that less-spontaneous tasks had suggested to me.

### 1.8.7 Texts

As a further source of confirmation or falsification, I have tried to find textual evidence of the major phenomena investigated here, both in classical (Boas and Hunt, 1905) and modern (Dick and Shaughnessy, 1977; Goodfellow et al., 1991; Cranmer and Janzen, 2014) sources. While not every phenomenon encountered in this investigation is frequent in texts, and it can be difficult, in a monologue, to know what questions the narrator might be addressing or what alternatives they might have in mind, some of the phenomena investigated here are well-attested...
Equative sentences (Chapter 4), for example, are reasonably common in texts, although examples with two full arguments are not especially common. Additive and exclusive focus operators (Chapter 6) are textually quite frequent, and the alternatives that they invoke are often expressed explicitly (e.g. “He didn’t do X; he only did Y.”). This provides an important confirmation that some of the major phenomena found in this investigation are not just methodological artifacts, and, for that matter, not recent innovations.

There is one important caveat, however, in that the semantic details of the English translations that accompany Kwak’wala texts do not always match the semantic details of the original Kwak’wala sentences. This is particularly important when we consider “only”. Kwak’wala indicates the positional possibilities of exclusive foci in the sentence by choosing one of three exclusive operators; English indicates this with the position of the word “only” within the sentence. However, while sentences with a Kwak’wala exclusive operator usually correspond to English sentences with “only” or sometimes “just”, the position of the operator in English translations does not always indicate the same possibilities as the Kwak’wala operator choice, and sometimes indicates incompatible possibilities. (That is, the writer of the English story probably recognized an “only” meaning in the Kwak’wala sentence, and tried to find a place where “only” fit naturally into the English sentence; this usually works fine but occasionally results in an inaccurate or misleading rendering of the Kwak’wala original.)

1.9 Summary

Investigating focus in an unfamiliar language poses difficulties, due in part to uncertainty (both with respect to English and cross-linguistically) over what phenomena count as being “focus marking” or being “focus-sensitive”. In this investigation I take a semantic definition of focus – focus is a property of words or phrases such that they can either have their ordinary semantic interpretation or a variable interpretation. By investigating communicative phenomena that rely on this property, like question answering, contrast, exclusion, and addition, we can observe by what means speakers narrow down which words or phrases in the utterance have this property.
Chapter 2

Kwak’wala overview

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I give a preliminary and informal introduction to Kwak’wala, attempting to present an overview of some of the key phenomena in Kwak’wala grammar without relying too much on specialist terminology or argumentation.

I revisit each of these topics in much more detail in Appendices A and B.

2.1.1 The Kwak’wala language

Kwak’wala is a Northern Wakashan language of British Columbia, Canada, spoken on the northern part of Vancouver Island, the adjacent mainland, and various islands in between. Kwak’wala has been under significant pressure from English for over a century, and currently there are only about 150 first-language speakers remaining, most in their 70s or older (First Peoples’ Cultural Council, 2014), although significant revitalization efforts seek to reverse this situation and produce new generations of speakers.

There is no completely unambiguous and accepted term to refer to the language as a whole. Early works on the language, such as the extensive texts and descriptions from Franz Boas and George Hunt, referred to it as “Kwakiutl” (pronounced kʷaq̓uʔɬ), the name of the tribe at Fort Rupert. By the 1970s, the term for the language in the linguistic literature had shifted to “Kwak’wala” (e.g. Grubb, 1977), which is the term in the language itself for the dialect spoken by the Kwakiutl. (To be precise, kʷakʷala means “to sound like a Kwakiutl”, and is a verb rather than a proper noun; all language designations in the language are verbs.)

This term is not used by all speakers, however, since the dialect in question is spoken by many people who are not themselves Kwakiutl, and in any case the term does not encompass
the various other dialects, including Gwat’sala (the dialect of the Gwa’sala of Smith Inlet), ’Nak’wala (the dialect of the ’Nakwaxda’xw of Blunden Harbor, very similar to Gwat’sala), Gut’sala (the dialect of the Gusgimukw of the Quatsino area), and Liq’wala (the dialect of the Ligwilda’xw of the Campbell River area, which can also be considered a separate language altogether).¹ Therefore, some speakers, when describing their own speech, use the more general verb bakʷəmk̓ala instead (“to sound like a Bakʷəm, roughly, a Northwest Coast First Nations person”). Some people prefer this term for the language as a whole, since Kwak’wala refers more narrowly to a specific dialect of the language; others feel that Bakʷəmk̓ala might be too broad a name, since this word could also encompass how other Northwest Coast language speakers speak. (That is, to speak Heiltsuk or Nuuchahnulth, or even some languages unrelated to Kwak’wala, could be to bakʷəmk̓ala also.) The term for all speakers of Kwak’wala considered together (in the sense of the language, not the sense of the specific dialect) is the Kʷakʷəkəw̓ akʷ (“Kwak’wala speaking people”).

For the purposes of this work, I will use the term Kwak’wala, because that remains the most common term in the current linguistic literature, and also because the Kwak’wala dialect itself is the specific dialect portrayed here.

2.1.2 Sources

Where not otherwise indicated, my data comes from elicitation from first-language Kwak’wala speakers, as detailed in §1.8.

The standard references for the Kwak’wala language are Boas (1911) and especially Boas et al. (1947), the posthumous compilation and publication of his detailed notes; these works are based on the extensive collections of vocabulary, songs, narratives, and myths (including Boas, 1893, 1896; Boas and Hunt, 1905; Boas, 1910) that Franz Boas and his assistant George Hunt collected, particularly during the Jesup North Pacific Expedition. Boas et al. (1947) is the standard reference, although Boas (1911) is a better entry point for beginners, being clearer and more concise. I also make some use of Boas (1900), which represents an earlier stage in Boas’s growing understanding of the language; this is valuable to me in particular because it contains some insightful informal observations that do not entirely survive in his more mature work.

For the same reason, I make use of the practical grammar and Bible translations from the missionary Rev. Alfred J. Hall (1888a; 1888b; 1882; 1897). All of Hall’s materials must be used with caution, since his understanding of the sound system and structure of the language was rudimentary; as Boas (1900) critiqued, “the author has not succeeded in elucidating [the

¹These do not exhaust the speech varieties of the Kwakwakawakw nations, but they are the varieties that my consultants reported when asked what words describe different speech varieties.
language’s] structural peculiarities” (p. 708). Nonetheless, these materials remain valuable, in particular his grammar, originally intended as his own notes for whoever succeeded him. Since Hall is concerned with ordinary conversational usage, he records things like what form of a sentence would be used in response to particular questions; this is a topic that is somewhat outside of Boas’s core concerns.  

Hall’s translations should be treated with even greater caution; while it is clear that Hall had significant assistance from fluent speakers, no particular sentence can necessarily be trusted to have come from a fluent speaker. Nonetheless, these translations have some value. For example, the form of “only” that I frequently encounter, higa, appears to be absent from Boas’s texts (in its place is a term lixa that functions similarly) but is frequent in Hall’s translations, confirming that higa meaning “only” was in use even in the 1880s. On the other hand, the different words Hall uses for “only” do not quite follow the patterns we can observe in Boas’s texts, or observe in modern speech; my sense is that Hall had a rough idea of when to use each, but his usages should not necessarily be taken as genuine Kwak’wala data.

For the analysis of the sound system – that is, for the phonology – of Kwak’wala, I rely on more recent work such as Grubb (1977) and Bach (1975); in particular I adopt the idea that there are six basic vowels (i, e, a, o, and u), some subset of which are probably derived from the others, and the basic word stress generalization (that the leftmost “heavy” syllable is stressed, but stress defaults to the final syllable when there are no heavy syllables). My assumptions are most similar (although not identical) to those made by Lincoln and Rath (1980). For the analysis of structure – that is, for the morphology (the formation of words from meaningful parts) and syntax (the formation of sentences from words) – I follow the general tradition starting from Levine (1980, 1981, 1984) and Anderson (1984) and continued in more recent work such as Chung (2007), Sardinha (2013), and Sherer (2014). In examining the phonology and morphology of Kwak’wala, I made significant use of the FirstVoices (2009) word list, based on the Grubb (1977) dictionary.

For other sources of data, I use a collection of stories and texts from Ruby Dawson Cranmer (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014), a collection of short texts and songs from ḍonica Mary Dick (Dick and Shaughnessy, 1977), a children’s book ḅənənəmasa Kʷakʷə̱kə̱w̓akʷ (“Children of the Kwakwaka’wakw”) (Goodfellow et al., 1991)³, and the “Learning Kwak’wala” textbook series (Powell et al., 1981a,b,c, etc.).

²While Hall does not provide enough such data to reconstruct a system from it, the question-answer pairs that he does give show the same patterns that speakers use today. This is helpful in confirming that the patterns we can observe today are not just recent innovations.

³ ḅənənəmasa Kʷakʷə̱kə̱w̓akʷ is a Kwak’wala-only book, so I consulted with an elder to ensure I was not misinterpreting or mistranslating the sentences I reproduce here.
2.1.3 Orthography

Kwak’wala has been written down in many ways; since Kwak’wala has so many more sounds than the 26 Roman letters can express, and since it is still not entirely certain which sound distinctions need to be expressed (for example, do we need to distinguish two different kinds of e?), there has naturally been disagreement as to which conventions are best when using Roman letters to express the sounds of Kwak’wala. These sets of conventions, called orthographies, are just writing conventions, rather than languages in themselves: we can express the same Kwak’wala sentence in various orthographies, or use the same orthography for Kwak’wala and for a different language (say, Haisla or Heiltsuk).

There are six main orthographies in which Kwak’wala has been written.4

- NAPA (UVic) was the orthography taught in Prof. Thom Hess’s courses at the University of Victoria, and used by his students.

- NAPA (UBC), which varies from NAPA (UVic) only in the use of ɢ and χ for ġ and ķ, was taught in Prof. Patricia Shaw’s courses at the University of British Columbia, and used by her students.

- U’mista is the orthography promoted by the U’mista Cultural Center in Alert Bay, and has become the de facto standard for most communities and speakers.

- Grubb, on which U’mista is based, is the orthography used in the most widely distributed dictionary (Grubb, 1977).

- The orthography I term Boas 1900 represents the orthographic conventions from Boas’s earliest works, including Boas (1900).

- The orthography I term Boas 1947 represents the orthographic conventions from Boas’s later works, including Boas et al. (1947).

The first four of these are nearly equivalent, and text can be converted between them with little loss.5 The only substantial difference is that NAPA orthographies can distinguish glottal stop + resonant sequences from glottalized resonants (ʔm vs. m̓) whereas U’mista represents both with ‘m.

---

4This does not include the orthographies used by Hall (1888a; 1888b; 1882; 1897), since Hall did not manage to hear many important distinctions that are crucial in producing readable Kwak’wala.

5It should also be noted that conventions from one orthography are sometimes seen in material written intended to be in another orthography. For example, Grubb-style conventions (like e for schwa and ʔ for the glottal stop) are sometimes used in material that is intended to be in NAPA or U’mista orthographies, probably because authors are using the Grubb (1977) dictionary but neglect to convert these idiosyncrasies. Likewise, we can sometimes find U’mista conventions in NAPA-style material, like the use of ʔ+resonant to represent glottalized resonants, probably due to direct conversion from the FirstVoices (2009) word list.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>NAPA (UVic)</th>
<th>NAPA (UBC)</th>
<th>U’mista</th>
<th>Grubb</th>
<th>Boas 1900</th>
<th>Boas 1947</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
<td>p’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t!’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’s</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
<td>t’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>dz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tl</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t’l</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
<td>t’λ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dl</td>
<td>λ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
<td>tλ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kl</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’l</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>k’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
<td>q’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
<td>g’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>kw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
<td>k’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
<td>q’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
<td>g’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’l</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
<td>x’w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
<td>x’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
<td>xw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
<td>χ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
<td>χ’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
<td>χ”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1:** Orthographic correspondences: oral stops, affricates, and fricatives
Table 2.2: Orthographic correspondences: resonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>NAPA (UVic)</th>
<th>NAPA (UBC)</th>
<th>U’mista</th>
<th>Grubb</th>
<th>Boas 1900</th>
<th>Boas 1947</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
<td>ʔm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
<td>ʔn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
<td>ʔl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
<td>ʔy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
<td>ʔw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a, ä</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a, ä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e, e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>eh</td>
<td>ä, ĕ, ĕ</td>
<td>ĕ, ĕ, ĕ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i, ĭ, ĭ, ĕ</td>
<td>ĭ, ĭ, ĭ, ĕ</td>
<td>ĭ, ĭ, ĭ, ĕ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
<td>ò, ò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u, ū, ū, ū</td>
<td>ū, ū, ū, ū</td>
<td>ū, ū, ū, ū</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə, ɨ, o</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e, ā, a</td>
<td>e, ā, a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I use the NAPA orthography here because it allows underlying forms to be expressed unambiguously, even in the absence of schwas; I use the “UVic” variation because several of my consultants use or know this variant. I have also distinguished two different kinds of &lt;e&gt;: e and e, but I often have trouble distinguishing them, so my transcription of a sound as e or e should not be taken as authoritative.

2.1.4 Kwak’wala and English

When reading any linguistic work on Kwak’wala, it is important to acknowledge that, in whatever decade it was written, much scholarship made rather restrictive assumptions about how human languages work and what was possible and impossible in language. This is because the bulk of language scholarship had concentrated on European languages, and things that are common in European languages were assumed to be universal. When writers like Boas, Levine, and Anderson were trying to present Kwak’wala to a wider audience, portraying Kwak’wala as it really is meant emphasizing those ways in which Kwak’wala did not fit those assumptions.

So it can sometimes appear, when reading these works, that the authors are taking English
as an example of a “normal” language and trying to portray Kwak’wala as very strange, but this is not what they were doing. Rather, they were doing the opposite, trying to convince other scholars that English was not “normal” at all, and that there were other, equally good ways for language to “work” besides the way European languages work.

From the point of view of a European-centric grammatical theory, Kwak’wala grammar holds surprises at almost every level of grammar: in the way the sound system works, in the way words are put together, in the way sentences are put together out of words. I have heard from several speakers that from a Kwak’wala point of view, English can seem quite strange as well!

However, one overarching theme of Part II of this work is to clarify that Kwak’wala is not the opposite of English or familiar languages. For example, many phenomena that are sensitive to word class (that is, the noun/verb/adjective distinction) in English are not sensitive to word class in Kwak’wala, but this does not mean that there are no phenomena in Kwak’wala that are sensitive to word class (Chapter 3). Many sentences that require a copula (that is, a word like “be”) in English do not require a copula in Kwak’wala, but this does not mean that there are no sentences in Kwak’wala that require a copula (Chapter 4).

Rather, English and Kwak’wala illustrate two particular ways that languages can work (with respect to word class, with respect to copulas, with respect to focus, etc.); in some matters Kwak’wala is more flexible, and in some matters English is more flexible, but they are neither the same, nor opposites. While English is frequently invoked in this work, as an illustration or a contrast, there is nothing special about English, except that I can assume all readers speak English, and most of the literature on “focus” concerns English and related languages.

2.2 Words

2.2.1 Roots and suffixes

Most Kwak’wala words are complex, in the sense that they are made up of parts (morphemes) that are themselves meaningful. For example, we can see that many words having to do with knitting all have the same beginning (yəq or a variant of it), and many words having to do with paddling a boat all have the same beginning as well (sixʷ or a variant of it).

(32)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kwak’wala</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yəqa</td>
<td>“to knit”</td>
<td>6.6&quot;, “to paddle, to travel by boat”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəqalas</td>
<td>“wool” (&quot;knitting material&quot;)</td>
<td>6.6&quot;alas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəgayu</td>
<td>“knitting needle(s)”</td>
<td>siwayu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəqɪnuxʷ</td>
<td>“someone good at knitting”</td>
<td>siwɪnuxʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yəq̓inux̌ʷ</td>
<td>“someone good at paddling”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What is more, we can see that the morphemes that follow have systematic effects on the meaning as well: the form with a indicates the action, the form with alas indicates materials, the form with ayu indicates instruments and tools, and the form with inuxʷ indicates someone with expertise.

Most Kwak’wala words are composed in this way, beginning with a root, usually but not always describing actions (for example, walking, dancing, or throwing) or states (being a man, being green, being hungry). Roots are followed by suffixes, which indicate a wide range of meanings: where the event takes place (in a house, on the ground, on the beach, in the stern of a boat, etc.), what part of the body is used or affected (the head, the hand, the eye, the neck, etc.), which participant in the event the word refers to (the undergoer, the instrument, the location, etc.), and many more meanings. Kwak’wala suffixes can mean such specific things, compared to suffixes in most languages, that they are sometimes called lexical suffixes, which means that most other languages can only express with an entire word what Kwak’wala tends to express as a suffix.

It is not unusual, in Kwak’wala, to find words in which the root has little or no meaning, and all or most of the meaning in the word is carried by the suffix. For example, in the word ṭəx̌ʔɛxs’d (“to want”), the root ṭəx̌ does not contribute any particular meaning, whereas the suffix -ʔɛxs’d means “want”.

There are no prefixes in Kwak’wala – that is, there are no morphemes that precede roots within a word – except for “reduplicative” prefixes that take a portion of the root and repeat it before the root, like the ba- in babəkʷa (“try to be a man”), which I will discuss in the next section.

In this work, I will separate roots and suffixes with a dash (-), below the original word; note that this is different from Boas’s convention in which some suffixes are marked with a dash and others with an equals sign depending on their effect on the root.

(33) sixʷalas
    sixʷ- alas
    paddle-material
    “material for a paddle”

Outside of this chapter, all of the Kwak’wala examples will have these four lines. The second one divides the meaningful morphemes, and attempts to provide a single, invariant form for each one. (Since the form of morphemes can change depending on what other morphemes are present, the first and second line might appear very different from one another.) The third line represents a rough idea of the meaning of each piece, often an abbreviation, but note that this is really just a label for each morpheme. The English label will not always – and often does
not – match the real meaning of the morpheme; often there is no exact English equivalent of what a morpheme means.

2.2.2 Sound changes due to suffixes

We can see above that the root can take several different forms. This is not arbitrary, but depends on properties of the suffixes that are added.

The addition of suffixes to a root (or even a root+suffixes combination) can cause the root (or the root+suffixes) to undergo systematic changes. For example, the root “man” can occur in many different forms depending on which suffixes attach to it.

\[ bəgʷanəm \quad \text{“man”} \]
\[ bagʷans \quad \text{“visitor” (literally, “unexpected man”)} \]
\[ babəgʷəm \quad \text{“boy”} \]

\[ bəkʷəm \quad \text{“without expression, sternly” (literally, “man-face”)} \]
\[ bək̓ʷəs \quad \text{“Wildman of the forest”} \]
\[ babək̓ʷa \quad \text{“try to be a man”} \]
\[ bak̓ʷəm \quad \text{“First Nations person” (literally, “genuine man”)} \]

These changes can be complicated, but they are usually systematic and predictable. The four main changes are:

- **Weakening**: changing the last sound from a plain sound (like \( k^w \)) to the corresponding “weak” sound (in this case, \( g^w \)). Above, the suffix -\( anəm \) (a suffix that occurs on various words referring to people, among other uses) weakens the last sound of the root \( bək^w- \) to form the stem \( bəg^wanəm \) (“man”).

- **Hardening**: changing the last sound from a plain sound (like \( k^w \)) to the corresponding “hard” sound (in this case, \( k^w \)). Above, the suffix -(ə)s (“outside, on the ground, in the forest”) hardens the last sound of the root \( bək^w- \) to form the stem \( bək̓ʷəs \) (“Wildman of the forest”).

- **Lengthening**: changing the schwa (ə) in the root to an a. Above, the suffix -(ə)m (“true, genuine”) lengthens the schwa of the root \( bək^w- \) to form the stem \( bak̓ʷəm \) (“First Nations person”).

- **Reduplication**: taking part of the root and repeating it before the root as a prefix. Which part is copied, and what other sounds can be added in the process, depends on what suffix
is added. Above, the suffix -əm ("small, diminutive") causes the first part of the root \( bək^w \)- to be "doubled" and forms \( babəg^wəm \) ("boy").

Particular changes are associated with particular suffixes, and suffixes can have multiple effects. For example, the "genuine" suffix seen in \( bak^wəm \) is both hardening and lengthening, whereas the "small, little" suffix seen in \( babəg^wəm \) is both weakening and reduplicating, while the "face" suffix seen in \( bək^wəm \) is neither. Since all three of these suffixes, themselves, appear as əm, seeing their effects on the root is the only way to tell whether the resulting meaning will be "genuine", "small", or "face".

To distinguish suffixes with different effects, I will put a small \( w \) (for "weakening"), \( h \) (for "hardening"), \( e \) (for "extending"), or \( r \) (for "reduplicating") after the dash:

(35) siwayu
    sixʷ-ᵦayu
    paddle-INSTR
    “a paddle”

Consonant mutation – that is, weakening and hardening – is predictable, although \( s \) (and possibly \( c^6 \)) has two different possibilities for each: it can weaken to either \( d^c \) or \( y \), and it can harden to either \( c^' \) or \( y^' \). There are also various suffixes which are somewhat irregular regarding whether they cause mutation. Other than for \( s \), however, the output of mutation is predictable for each consonant.

\(^6\)I have not manage to track down any roots or suffixes that unambiguously end in \( c \).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Weakened version</th>
<th>Hardened version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>p̓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>t̓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ƛ</td>
<td>ƛ</td>
<td>ƛ̓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>k̓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kʷ</td>
<td>gʷ</td>
<td>k̓ʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>ĝ</td>
<td>q̓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
<td>ĝʷ</td>
<td>q̓ʷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>d̓ or y</td>
<td>̆c or ̆y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When the root (or root+suffix combination) ends in a sound not included in this list (like d or k or a), the results are somewhat more complicated, but usually the result is that əʔ is placed before the suffix.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wəd}- (\text{“cold”}) & \quad \text{wəd} \text{ači} (\text{“container”}) = \text{wədəʔači} (\text{“refrigerator”}) \\
\text{yənk̓-} (\text{“slingshot”}) + \text{w(ə)kʷ} (\text{“-ed”}) & = \text{yənk̓əʔəkʷ} (\text{“slingshotted”}) \\
\text{ləʔsta-} (\text{“go in water”}) + \text{wəči} (\text{“container”}) & = \text{ləʔstaʔəči} (\text{“bathtub”})
\end{align*}
\]

I look more closely at weakening, hardening, lengthening, and mutation in Section §A.7.

### 2.2.3 Vowels and consonants

The above changes are not the only sound changes that roots and suffixes undergo. Sometimes roots and suffixes show systematic changes even when the suffix is not hardening, weakening, lengthening, or reduplicating. For example, the two words below actually share a root, but this root appears as either gay or ge depending on whether a vowel or consonant follows.
There are many correspondences like this – between i and y, between ay and e, between ya and ε, etc. – that suggest that the sound system of Kwak’wala – in particular, the relationship between the mental representations of words and the way they are pronounced – is more complicated than it at first appears, and that many things that appear to be vowels are treated by the sound system as if they were consonants, vowel+consonant sequences, or consonant+vowel sequences.

While this might seem to make the sound system more complicated, it allows for much simpler explanations of some of the more surprising root+suffix changes. For example, adding a weakening suffix (like -wɬ or -wkʷ below) to a root that ends in s can change the s to y, but adding a weakening suffix to a root that ends in as changes the as to e!

(39)  
\begin{align*}
g^w\text{as} \; (\text{“to chap”}) & + \varepsilon_w l \quad = g^w\text{el} \; (\text{“chapped”}) \\
x^w\text{as} \; (\text{“to excite”}) & + \varepsilon_w k^w \quad = x^w\text{ek}^w \; (\text{“excited”})
\end{align*}

This would be surprising – we might expect g^w\text{ay}l and x^w\text{ay}k^w – except we already saw above that ay was pronounced as e before a consonant.

I look into the sound system of Kwak’wala in more detail in Appendix A. While many of the issues discussed here are not central concerns of this thesis, it is nonetheless important to pay careful attention to these issues. Some observations and conclusions about focus depend, indirectly, on identifying when a particular morpheme is present or absent, and without a thorough understanding of the way morphemes combine into words, we run a greater risk of mis-identifying morphemes and drawing incorrect conclusions about how the form of words and sentences is related to their meaning.

2.2.4 Nouns and verbs

Wakashan languages, including Kwak’wala, have traditionally been described as lacking a noun/verb distinction, most famously in Swadesh (1938) and later in Boas et al. (1947); indeed, in the wider linguistic literature this is what the Wakashan languages are most famous for.

Speakers and learners of Kwak’wala sometimes express surprise when they hear this; it seems obvious to them that Kwak’wala has a noun/verb distinction, especially because it is
usually very easy to tell if an unfamiliar word refers to a thing or an action by its suffixes. Boas acknowledges this, saying that “the formal distinction of noun and verb is quite sharp” (Boas, 1911, p. 441) and “The classification of suffixes here given shows that a division of words into verbs and nouns has taken place, both being fairly clearly distinguished by suffixes” (Boas, 1911, p. 443). For example, you can generally tell that a word ending in -la, -əla, or -ala will have a verb-like meaning, and a word ending in -eʔ (sometimes pronounced -aʔi or aʔi as well) will have a noun-like meaning; Boas et al. (1947, p. 313) provide the examples in (40) and (41).

(40)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>katəmala</td>
<td>“to have a painting on the front”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λaxʷəmala</td>
<td>“to have someone standing at the head”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λugʷala</td>
<td>“to have a treasure”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qeqəla</td>
<td>“to have one walking among others”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(41)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>katəmeʔ</td>
<td>“the painting on the front”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λaxʷəmeʔ</td>
<td>“someone standing at the head”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λugʷeʔ</td>
<td>“treasure”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qeqəʔ</td>
<td>“person walking among others”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, this is not the question that Boas was considering when he says that “there is no clear cut distinction between noun and verb.” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 280). What he meant is that a number of grammatical phenomena that we might expect to be sensitive to a noun/verb difference are not sensitive to this difference in Kwak’wala, leading to a question of whether “noun” and “verb” are really categories that Kwak’wala grammar is sensitive to. A central concern of Boas and his colleagues was whether familiar grammatical distinctions were valid for unfamiliar languages like Kwak’wala: they did not want to do what Hall (1888a) did and simply assume that Kwak’wala words fell into the same categories that European words did.

For example, in English, we observe that speakers can say “I <verb>” without any need for “am”, but they cannot just say “I <adjective>” or “I <noun>”; “am” is necessary to make these full sentences of English. In other words, only a verb can be the predicate of a sentence on its own; nouns and adjectives need something else to “join” them to the subject, termed a copula.

(42)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I eat.</td>
<td>*I am eat.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*I tall.</td>
<td>I am tall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*I fisherman.</td>
<td>I am a fisherman.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is not the case in Kwak’wala; none of these (həməpən, gəl̓ı̕xstən, k̓i̓l̓ínuxʷən, respectively) require any extra element. In other words, words that might appear to be verbs,
adjectives, and nouns can all be predicates directly, without need for copulas. (Other sentences do require copulas, which I will explore in Chapter 4, but these sentences do not.)

Meanwhile, we can observe that some suffixes in English are restricted in that they can only go on verbs, or only on nouns, or only on adjectives. While English speakers can describe an event of dancing in the past by using the term “danced”, they cannot describe cats in the past with “catted” or being tall in the past with “talled”. On the other hand, Kwak’wala can describe things this way, and indeed there are few suffixes that only attach to verbs or only attach to nouns.

\[
\begin{align*}
kʷa\text{̓}kʷa\text{̓}la & \text{ “to speak Kwak’wala”} & kʷa\text{̓}kʷa\text{̓}la\text{̓} & \text{ “will speak Kwak’wala”} \\
\text{wayas} & \text{ “sweetheart”} & \text{wayas} & \text{ “future sweetheart”} \\
gəl̓ɪx̌st & \text{ “tall”} & gəl̓ɪx̌s & \text{ “will be tall”}
\end{align*}
\]

What Boas was considering was whether any phenomena in Kwak’wala were sensitive to the apparent noun/verb distinction. Many of the most obvious distinctions in familiar languages like English (being a sentential predicate without “be”, being preceded by determiners like “the”, taking tense marking, taking plurality marking, etc.) did not apply in Kwak’wala. Each of these phenomena (being-a-predicate, taking determiners, taking tense marking, taking plurality marking, etc.) could apply to Kwak’wala words whether they appeared to be nouns or verbs.

However, since Swadesh and Boas, there have been various investigations into related and neighboring languages (e.g. Jacobsen, 1979; van Eijk and Hess, 1986; Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Wojdak, 2001) that observe that just because a language fails to fulfill some English-language tests for being a noun, verb, or adjective, it does not necessarily mean that no phenomenon in that language is sensitive to this difference. In Chapter 3, I re-investigate Kwak’wala word classes in light of this, and conclude that there are actually a variety of grammatical phenomena in Kwak’wala that are sensitive to whether a word is a noun, verb, or adjective.

### 2.3 Sentences

#### 2.3.1 Basic word order

Kwak’wala sentences have what is known as **Verb-Subject-Object** (or VSO) order. The verb (*həm̓ ap*, “eat”) comes first, followed by the subject (*gadaw̓ac̓ix*, “this dog”), followed by the object (*x̌akalica*, “the carrot”).
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This terminology, however, is slightly misleading since, as we saw above, nouns and adjectives can be predicates as well. Kwak’wala does not necessarily put the verb first, it puts the *predicate* first. It is not uncommon to see nouns used as predicates, and verbs used as subjects. For example, in response to a question meaning “What does Pat want?”, one of the ways of phrasing the answer “Pat wants a shirt” is as follows:

\[
\text{q̓əsʔəney̓} \quad ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔs \quad \text{Pat}
\]

Literally: “That wanted by Pat is-a-shirt.”

The predicate of this sentence is \( \text{q̓əsʔəneʔ} \) (“shirt”, or “to be a shirt”), and the subject is \( i \ ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔs \ ⁴⁴ \ ⁴³ \text{ Pat} \) (“the one(s) wanted by Pat”, or “what Pat wants”, or “Pat’s wanted-one(s)”). (I will explain the composition of this subject further in Section § 2.3.4.) Sentences like the above have a very specific usage – they serve to contrast “shirt” with other things that Pat might have wanted – and play an important role in this investigation. I look into these sentences in more detail in many places in these chapters, but especially in Chapter 6.

### 2.3.2 Enclitics

One important consideration in the interpretation of Kwak’wala sentences is that certain short word-like elements *modify* the following word, but *attach* to the previous word. For example, the *gada* in Example (44a), meaning roughly “this”, is indicating the location of the dog (*w̓ac̓i*) but is attached to the previous word *həm̓ap* (“eat”). This is systematic; particular short words (the Kwak’wala equivalents of “this”, “that”, “my”, etc.) systematically “pile up” on the previous word, even though they form a structural unit with the word or words that follow.

We can see this in two different lines of the same story, about how the *bək̓ʷəs* (Wildman of the forest) helps a lost boy. Both of these lines mean the same thing, but the subject of the sentence (Wildman) is in a different position each time. What is important to observe is that the *i* (indicating that the Wildman is far away and/or not currently present) occurs before *bək̓ʷəs* each time; whenever *bək̓ʷəs* moves, it moves as well.
This is one among many reasons to consider that \( i \) and \( bəkʷəs \) together form a structural unit (a constituent), even though the \( i \) is pronounced as a part of the previous word, as if it is a suffix.

There are also many such short words that modify the sentence as a whole, or a phrase as a whole, but attach as if they are a suffix to the first word in the sentence or phrase. This particular position, called **second position**, is an important position in a Kwak'wala phrase; many things (like tense markers, and the subject, and markers of visibility) occur in this position within their sentence or phrase.

For example, \( ' \) marks sentences that contrast with previous sentences in certain ways, like “but” does in English. \( ' \) appears on the first word of the sentence, as if it were a suffix to that word, regardless of whether that word is the contrastive part or not. For example, in example (47a), it appears on the word for “bigger” (\( \text{walasağawe} \)), while in example (47b) it appears on the word for “still” (\( \text{ʔoxʷsem̓} \)), and in example (47c) it appears on the word for “not” (\( \text{k̓iʔs} \)).

(47) a. \( \text{walasağawe}𝘁uχ \text{kasux ŋulas} \)  
(Masaki’s car is big...) “**But** his brother’s car is bigger.”

b. \( \text{ʔoxʷsem̓ist}i \text{ λaχʷili Ayako.} \)  
(Hannah has fallen asleep...) “**But** Ayako is still standing.”

c. \( \text{k̓iʔstəh eŋigili} \)  
(Shelookslikelike someonelse...) “**But** she doesn’t act like her.”

Elements like \( i \) and \( ' \), which attach to the previous word whether or not they are actually modifying that particular word, are called enclitics. Many languages have enclitics – the possessive \( ' \) in English is an enclitic – but Kwak’wala is notable for how just many words in the language are enclitic, and how many enclitics can “pile up” at once on the previous word.

In the rest of this work, enclitics are indicated with a preceding equals sign, like \( =i \); note that this differs from Boas’s (1947) usage of the equals sign to mean a weakening suffix. It is often difficult to tell whether a particular suffix-like morpheme is actually a suffix or an enclitic, and I suspect that some morphemes have both suffix-like and enclitic-like uses. When I put a dash to indicate a suffix (-X) or an equals sign to indicate an enclitic (=X), it should be noted that this is just a hypothesis; often it is necessary to choose one despite limited evidence one way
or the other.

2.3.3 Determiner phrases

We saw above that subjects form a unit with enclitic elements, like the \(=i\) in \(=i\) \(bəkʷəs\); this is a pervasive feature of subjects, objects, and other phrases that describe people and things. In many languages these units would be called (somewhat informally) **noun phrases**, but this terminology would be slightly misleading for Kwak’wala; it is important to remember that arguments need not be nouns, as such. Rather, it would be better to call these **determiner phrases**: phrases introduced by determiners (like \(=i\)) whether or not what follows is a noun.\(^7\)

These “determiners”, of which there are various kinds, express a number of different meanings. For example, in the determiner phrase \(=u̇x̌da\) \(g^*i?g^*əsu̇x\) in example (48), the enclitics that precede and follow \(g^*i?g^*əsu\) (“pigs”) mark it as the subject of this sentence, as being neither very near nor very far from the speaker, and as being visible.

(48) \(həmapu̇x̌da\) \(g^*i?g^*əsu̇x\) \(x̌ux̌da\) \(xətəm̓x\)

“The pigs are eating the carrots.”

Determiner phrases do not always have a word or phrase that follows the determiners; sometimes a sequence like \(=u̇x̌da\) occurs on its own and acts like a pronoun. There are also special pronouns that occur here, in the same position as \(=u̇x̌da\), like the first person (me) pronoun \(=ən\) and the second person (you) pronoun \(=s\). It is important to note that Kwak’wala pronouns do not indicate gender – there is no difference between “he”, “she”, and “it”. Instead of marking third person (he/she/it) pronouns for gender, Kwak’wala systematically distinguishes third person pronouns according to their relative location (near the speaker, further away, and much further away).

The first element in the determiner sequence encodes **case**; speaking roughly, whether the determiner phrase serves as the subject (no overt case mark), direct object (\(xin\) or \(x̌a\)), or indirect object (\(s\) or \(xa\)) of the sentence. However, it should be emphasized that these categories do not perfectly line up with English-language categories like direct and indirect object; various arguments that would be direct objects in English are expressed with \(s(a)\) in Kwak’wala (Boas et al., 1947, p. 285).

\(^7\)In general, having separate terms for being a noun, and being used as a subject/object/argument, is necessary, and is especially necessary for Kwak’wala. One of the reasons it is difficult to interpret Boas’s claims about nouns and verbs is because by “noun” he sometimes means “a word in the formal class of nouns” and sometimes he means “used as an argument in a sentence”.

I am being somewhat informal, as well, in the choice of “determiner” to describe these particles and “determiner phrase” to describe this constituent. Strictly speaking, these elements would be different kinds of syntactic heads, and the whole unit is probably a **case phrase**; Chung (2007) gives an analysis along these lines.
Thenextelementinthedeterminersequenceindicates,roughly,thelocationalrelationship betweenthespeakerandtheentitybeingdescribed,similarto“this”and“that”inEnglish.This categoryofmeaningsiscalleddeixis,andswordsthatexpressdeixisarecalleddeictic. Entities markedwith=gaaregenerallywithinarm’sreachofthespeaker,thosemarked=ux̌aregenerallynearbybutnotrightnearthespeaker,andthosemarkedwith=iarefurtherawayorabsent entirely. Thiskindofmarkingisobligatoryforsubjects;objectsandotherargumentscanlack it.

Therearealsoformsindicatingwhopossessestheentity;=ənindicatesthathethefirstperson (me)possessesit,=ənʔsthathew(includingyou)do,=ənuʔx̌thatw(excludingyou)do;and=ʔsthathesecondperson(you)possessesit. Thereisalsoanelement=dathatoccursinthis position,whosemeaningisdifficulttopindown;Iconsideritin somemoredetailinSection §B.4.4.4.

Thereisalsosequenceofdeterminersthatoccursafterthefirstwordofthedeterminer phrase(thatistosay,itisoccursinsecond-positionwithinthedeterminerphrase),indicating whetherornottheentityisvisible,resspecifyingitsdeicticcategory,andpotentiallyresspecifying whopossessesit.

Amorein-depthlookateachclassofdeterminer,andeachdeterminerinach,canbefoundinSection§B.4.4.
2.3.4 Headless relative clauses

As noted above, the determiner phrase does not have to be a “noun”. Many determiner phrases in Kwak’wala appear to be, instead, **headless relative clauses**. A relative clause is something like “that Pat wants” in (51a) or (51b).

(51)  

(a) “I saw the shirt **that Pat wants**.”  
(b) “I saw the one **that Pat wants**.”

In sentences like (51b), Kwak’wala does not use a word like “one”; it does not use a word there at all. Rather, it uses the relative clause without an overt word (“head”) that it describes – in other words, “headless”. There is one very important consideration, however, in that the resulting determiner phrase will always refer to what would have been the subject of the relative clause. If you want to say “the [one that] Pat wants”, you have to say “the [one that] was wanted by Pat” instead. This can then be used as an argument (for example, a subject or direct object) in a sentence.

To construct the Kwak’wala equivalent of the bolded phrase in (51b), we begin with a verb, in this case the verb for “want”:

(52)  

iéx̌x̌sd

“want”

If we were to make a headless relative clause out of this, it would mean “the [one that] wants”, not “the [one that] was wanted”, so we have to passivize it, in this case with the suffix -suʔ (which will later show up as -səw̓ when it is followed by a vowel, similar to the ay/e distinction seen in Section §2.2.3).

(53)  

ióx̌éx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔ

“be wanted”

To get “the [one that] was wanted”, we add determiners like those seen in Section §2.3.3; with these determiners we are indicating that the one wanted is not nearby and not visible.

(54)  

=í ióx̌éx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔ

“the [one that] was wanted”

If the subject of the wanting (here, “Pat”) is expressed, it is expressed as a possessor of “the [one that] was wanted”. In the same way that we could say “Pat’s cat”, we say “Pat’s [one that] was wanted”.
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While the “subject rule” may seem very restrictive, Kwak’wala has an extensive collection of “voice” suffixes, like those seen in (32), that allow almost any participant to be expressed as a subject; I detail some of these suffixes in Section §B.3.4.

Headless relative clauses like these are used extensively in Kwak’wala; in particular, they are necessary when forming many questions and various kinds of focus-marking constructions. For example, you can see =i ?ə̌x̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔs Pat in both the question in (56a) and the answer in (56b).

(56)  a. ʔə̌x̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔs Pat
    “What does Pat want?” (Literally, “The [one that] was wanted by Pat is-what?”)

    b. qə̌sʔaněy̌ ʔə̌x̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔs Pat
    “Pat wants a shirt.” (Literally, “The [one that] was wanted by Pat is-a-shirt.”)

2.3.5 Questions

Question words in Kwak’wala are predicates, rather than determiner phrases. In other words, the Kwak’wala equivalent of “who” really means “is who?”, “what” means “is what?”, etc.

For example, if we want to say “Who is that man?” in Kwak’wala, ʔə̌ngʷ- (“is who”) will be the predicate, and =ux̌da bə̌gʷanəmx̌ will be the subject of ʔə̌ngʷ-.

(57) ʔə̌ngʷux̌da bə̌gʷanəmx̌?
    Literally: “That man is-who?”

In order to express a question like “Who ate the fish”, then, it is necessary to construct a headless relative clause, like =ida hə̌m̓xʔideʔ xa ˈkutəla (“the [one who] ate the fish”), and have that be the subject of ʔə̌ngʷ-.

(58) ʔə̌ngʷida hə̌m̓xʔideʔ xa ˈkutəla?
    “The [one who] ate the fish is-who?”

Questioning a specific participant in an event – who it happened to, what tool or instrument was used, whose benefit it was for, etc. – therefore requires use of the voice suffixes mentioned above, because the element that is questioned has to be able to be subject of the relative clause.

A few types of questions, including location questions (like “where”) and some measure questions (like “how long”) have a different structure, which will be described in more detail.
in Section §4.4.2. Yes/no questions are marked with a variety of morphemes; I will examine them in more detail in Sections §8.4, §B.4.3.4, §B.4.3.8, and §B.7.1.

\section*{2.4 Summary}

In this chapter, I have tried to give an informal overview of some of Kwak'wala’s most notable features and constructions.

This is in part because most readers will need an overview of how Kwak’wala works, but will not necessarily need to read the detailed explanations in the appendices regarding why I choose to analyze something one way rather than another. It is also because, for those who are interested in these explanations, I sometimes have to invoke a phenomenon that I have not yet gotten to in the text; having an overview ahead of time mitigates some of the potential confusion.

Readers who do intend a detailed reading of the argumentation are encouraged to skip ahead to Appendices A and B now, and read them before continuing to Part II.
Part II

Word class and predication
Chapter 3

Word class

3.1 Introduction

There is a long-standing debate in Wakashan linguistics regarding whether open-class lexical items are differentiated into word classes such as “verb” or “noun”. Initial investigation of the language family reported that noun/verb distinctions in Wakashan languages were weak, flexible, or nonexistent (Sapir, 1911; Boas, 1911; Sapir, 1921; Swadesh, 1938; Sapir and Swadesh, 1939; Boas et al., 1947).

For example, much has been made of “predicate/argument flexibility” examples like the Nuuchahnulth pairs in (59) and (60):

(59) a. ʔi·ḥma· qo·ʔasʔi
    he.is.large the.man
    “The man is large.”  
    (Swadesh, 1938, p. 78)

    b. qo·ʔasma ʔi·ḥʔi·
    he.is.a.man the.large
    “The large one is a man.”  
    (Swadesh, 1938, p. 78)

(60) a. mamo·kma qo·ʔasʔi
    he.is.working the.man
    “The man is working.”  
    (Swadesh, 1938, p. 78)

    b. qo·ʔasma mamo·kʔi
    he.is.a.man the.working
    “The working one is a man.”  
    (Swadesh, 1938, p. 78)
In the above examples, the 3rd person indicative marker -\( ma \) can be attached to either stem to form a predicate, and the determiner -\( \ddot{h}i \) can be attached to either stem to form an argument. Any such stem, whether apparently nominal, verbal, or adjectival, can serve either role.

Modern speakers of Kwak'wala show the same flexibility. We can see below that apparently nominal stems like ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ (“chief”) and ć\( \ddot{e} \)daq (“woman”), apparently adjectival stems like noĝad (“intelligent, knowledgeable”), and apparently verbal stems like ga\( \ddot{x} \) (“come, arrive”) and duxʷʔaƛ (“see”) can all serve as either predicates or arguments.

(61) a. noĝadida ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ
    noq\( \ddot{-w}.ad \)=i=da ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y} \)
    mind\( -\text{REL}=3\text{PROX}=\text{DET} \) chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ} \)
    “The chief is smart.”

b. ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ\( \ddot{u} \)x da noĝadi\( \ddot{x} \)
    ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y}=\ddot{u}\ddot{x} \) da noq\( \ddot{-w}.ad=i\ddot{x} \)
    chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ}=3\text{PROX} \) DET mind\( -\text{REL}=\text{VIS} \)
    “The smart one is a chief.”

(62) a. ć\( \ddot{e} \)daq\( \ddot{u} \)x da ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ
    ć\( \ddot{e} \)daq=\( \ddot{u} \)x da ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y} \)
    woman\( =3\text{MED} \) DET chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ} \)
    “The chief is a woman.”

b. ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ\( \ddot{u} \)x da ć\( \ddot{e} \)daq
    ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y}=\ddot{u}\ddot{x} \) da ć\( \ddot{e} \)daq
    chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ}=3\text{PROX} \) DET woman
    “The woman is a chief.”

(63) a. du̱xʷʔaƛəl da ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ ga\( \ddot{x} \)ən
    duq\( ^{-w}.?a\ddot{\lambda}.l=i \) da ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y} \) ga\( \ddot{x} \)=n
    see\( -\text{achieve-ONGOING}=3\text{PROX} \) DET chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ} \) come\( =1 \)
    “The chief saw me.”

b. ǧiǧ\( \omega \)meʔ\( \ddot{u} \)x da du̱xʷʔaƛəl\( \ddot{a} \)x ga\( \ddot{x} \)ən
    ǧiq\( \ddot{-w}.m-a\ddot{y}=\ddot{u}\ddot{x} \) da du̱xʷʔaƛ\( \ddot{\lambda}.l=(a)\ddot{x} \) ga\( \ddot{x} \)=n
    chief\( -\text{NMZ-NMZ}=3\text{MED} \) DET see\( -\text{achieve-ONGOING}=\text{VIS} \) come\( =1 \)
    “The one that saw me is a chief.”
While the argument for Wakashan acategoriality rests largely on examples like the above, all we can establish from these is that Kwak’wala predicates are not limited to apparent verbs, and that Kwak’wala arguments are not limited to apparent nouns; we cannot establish from these examples that no phenomena in Kwak’wala are sensitive to a noun/verb/adjective distinction. As van Eijk and Hess (1986) observe, “It is quite normal for languages to have operations that are applicable to members of two (or more) different word classes, without these operations invalidating the word-classes themselves” (pp. 326–327). It remains possible that other phenomena are sensitive to a word’s part-of-speech, and the literature on related (Jacobsen, 1979; Wojdak, 2001) and neighboring (e.g. van Eijk and Hess, 1986; Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Burton and Davis, 1996; Davis and Matthewson, 1999; Montler, 2003) languages provides a number of potential directions of investigation (cf. Davis et al., 2014, for an overview). When we examine these phenomena in detail, we can observe that there is evidence at various “levels” of grammar for a noun/verb division within Kwak’wala, and at least some evidence that adjectives form a distinct class as well.

### 3.1.1 The word class question

The question at hand in this chapter is easy to conflate with other questions, and therefore it is valuable to clarify it. If we were to make a claim that “Kwak’wala does not distinguish between nouns, verbs, and adjectives”, there are various ways that this claim could be interpreted, only one of which is a matter of any controversy.

For one, the question at hand is not whether word class criteria from English and other European languages, applied to Kwak’wala, result in a clear noun/verb/adjective distinction. This is not a matter of controversy; many of the most salient English tests for word class produce no results for Kwak’wala. This is not necessarily an argument against the universality of word classes, however; it is only an argument against the universality of particular word class criteria.

It is also valuable to clarify at the outset that the question at hand is not whether Kwak’wala
shows *any* word class distinctions. It is uncontroversial that “particles” (e.g. determiners and other such small words) must be in a different class or classes than “predicates” (open-class lexical items like verbs, adjectives, and nouns). The “word-class” controversy discussed here is only about whether there are distinct sub-classes within the “predicate” class.

There is also a potential conflation between two questions:

- Do Kwak’wala *words* show a word-class distinction?
- Do Kwak’wala *roots* show a word-class distinction?

When presenting word class evidence for English, we sometimes conflate these two questions; in Kwak’wala, where words tend to have greater morphological complexity, it is important to keep these conceptually separate.

There is also a potential conflation with the question of whether nouns and verbs can be “distinguished” and whether any grammatical phenomena distinguish between them. It is fairly straightforward to observe a correspondence between particular suffixes and informal semantic classes – even the earliest descriptions of Kwak’wala notice this (§3.2.1) – but this does not necessarily provide evidence that Kwak’wala grammar is sensitive to these apparent morphological classes. It could be that Kwak’wala has two observable classes of words, but that neither the morphological nor syntactic systems of the language are sensitive to this distinction between the two.

The question at hand is just this: What phenomena, if any, in Kwak’wala appear to divide the lexicon into classes, particularly classes corresponding to the noun/verb/adjective classes we see in other languages?

The reason this question is important, for this investigation, is that we can observe in Chapter 6 (as well as in §3.5) an apparent class of sentences with systematically restricted focus interpretations, and the common factor they share is that their predicates are words that, in other languages, would be nouns. Other sentences – those with predicates that would be verbs or adjectives in other languages – are not restricted in this way. Since earlier descriptions had hypothesized that “noun” was not a Kwak’wala word class to the exclusion of “verbs” and “adjectives”, it is important to return to this question and see whether we can establish these classes by other means as well.

That is to say, if we intend to make the observation that “nominal predicates restrict focus interpretation”, it is valuable to take some time to determine whether “nominal” means anything in the language in question.

The discussion that follows will sometimes appear to be assuming a priori that certain words are nouns, verbs, or adjectives – that “dog” is a noun and “run” is a verb – but this is not
exactly the case. Rather, these are hypotheses; given the preponderance of languages treating “dog”-like words and “run”-like words very differently, this forms a natural starting place to see whether Kwak’wala does as well. As Davis (2011) explains:

Given the pervasive presence of a noun-verb distinction in natural language, for example, it is reasonable to hypothesize its presence in an unfamiliar language as a heuristic procedure, without making any a priori commitment to its existence. In practice, this involves setting up provisional classes of ‘notional nouns’ and ‘notional verbs’, and then systematically testing their behavior across as wide a range of syntactic tests as possible. The results tell us whether and to what extent the original hypothesis is correct (Davis, 2011, p. 2).

We do not know at the outset whether the words chosen correspond to the actual Kwak’wala classes; while there are some helpful morphological signposts (e.g. -la, -xʔid, -ay̓) for likely verbs and nouns, these are not absolute – a few words in -la, like ḱutə-la (“salmon, fish”) are probably nouns – and there is nothing in particular that can help us to select a class of likely adjectives, save that certain words (say, “good”, “tall”, or “green”) are often adjectives in other languages.

### 3.1.2 Zero-derivation?

Also, to address in advance a common misconception, it is important to note that when we speak of the “predicational freedom” of Kwak’wala words, that this is different in kind from the phenomenon by which English words like man, drink, or shovel can be used either as nouns or verbs. English allows quite free zero-derivation between word classes, and the process is somewhat productive and the results are somewhat predictable, but the resulting words have systematically different semantics.

For example, as a noun “shovel” is something like λx.x is a shovel; as a verb, something like λx.x uses a shovel (ignoring other arguments for simplicity). This zero-derivation is one of the most productive and transparent English zero-derivations; it works with most tools (that are not themselves derivations), including new tools like “Google”, and the meaning is roughly “to use that tool”. However, despite this relative transparency, the two meanings of “shovel” must be treated as distinct for the purposes of semantic calculation. When we say “Bob shovels”, the presence of verbal morphology indicates that the meaning of “shovel” must be λx.x uses a shovel; when we say “The shovel is heavy”, nominal cues like the determiner indicate the meaning of “shovel” must be λx.x is a shovel. These sentences cannot mean “Bob is a shovel” or “The one who shovels is heavy”. In Kwak’wala, the stem has the same meaning whether it
is used as an argument or predicate. \( \text{bogwanem} \) means \( \lambda x.x \text{ is a man} \), and \( \text{subayu} \) means \( \lambda x.x \text{ is an axe} \), whether they occur as arguments or as predicates.

3.2 The word class debate in Wakashan

3.2.1 Early observations of word classes

The observation that Wakashan languages lack a strong noun-verb distinction appears in early descriptions (Sapir, 1911; Boas, 1911; Swadesh, 1938; Sapir and Swadesh, 1939; Boas et al., 1947). However, it should be emphasized that not all early authors make the same claims or with the same degree of certainty.

The earliest description of Kwak’wala word classes comes from Hall (1888a), who claims that there are “eight parts of speech in the Kwagiutl language” (p. 61), and proceeds to give examples of Kwak’wala words sorted into familiar English classes. Although his class assignments are reasonable, the categories themselves are clear imports from familiar English grammars.

Sapir (1911) and Boas (1911) describe a two-way distinction between nouns and verbs, but paint a more nuanced picture regarding word class than is usually acknowledged: one in which there is a noun-verb distinction, but one that need not apply to every word or at every level of the grammar.

In both [Nootka and Kwakiutl] the stem\(^1\) is, as far as its meaning allows, indifferently verbal or nominal and one or more suffixes are required to give rise to definitely verbal or nominal complexes (Sapir, 1911, p. 17).

Almost all Nootka and Kwakiutl words are noun or verb forms, there being almost no particles properly speaking (Sapir, 1911, p. 19).

Boas (1911) offers a similar sketch of Kwak’wala, in which there is a distinction between verbal, nominal, and “neutral” words. Like Sapir (1911), Boas claims that, aside from interjections and particles, which are their own distinct classes, all other roots are neutral and can become verbal or nominal through the application of suffixes.

Although the formal distinction of noun and verb is quite sharp, the great freedom with which nouns may be transformed into verbs, and verbs into nouns, makes a classification difficult. All stems seem to be neutral, neither noun nor verb; and

---

\(^1\) Boas and Sapir term “stems” what we would now call “roots”.
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their nominal or verbal character seems to depend solely upon the suffix with which they are used, although some suffixes are also neutral (Boas, 1911, p. 411).

The classification of suffixes here given shows that a division of words into verbs and nouns has taken place, both being fairly clearly distinguished by suffixes. We find, however, that syntactically the distinction is not carried through rigidly; nouns being treated with great ease as verbs, and verbs as nouns (Boas, 1911, p. 443).

It should be noted that during this period, Sapir and Boas did not clearly distinguish between formal word class and predicate/argument function; “verb” sometimes meant the class of verbal stems, and sometimes meant “predicates”, while “noun” sometimes meant the class of nominal stems and sometimes meant “arguments”. In some passages it is clear which notion Boas means – when he says “treated as verbs” and “transformed into verbs” he probably means acting as a predicate – but sometimes it is not clear which he means.

When Boas says that verbs and nouns are “clearly distinguished by suffixes”, he is most likely referring to the fact that, for many words, whether it refers to a thing or to an action or state is clear from the final suffix of the stem: stems referring to actions and states very often end in -la or -(x)id, while stems referring to things often end in -wəm, -wənəm, -wəyu/-əyu, -h, -ay (-eʔ), or -uma(s) (among many others). While this pattern is not inviolable and does not apply to every lexical item, it is also a difficult generalization to ignore: given an unfamiliar stem, it is usually predictable from its suffixes alone whether it refers to a thing or an action.

For example, Boas (1947, p. 313) notes the following correspondences, in which each stem with -ay denotes a thing whereas the corresponding stem with -la denotes an action or state. Although there are notable noun-like stems that end in -la and not every -ay stem seems to be a (prototypical) noun, alternations like the following are quite common and it is largely predictable which meaning each form will have.

(65) a. katəmala
   kat-(g)m-ala
   write-face-ONGOING
   “to have a painting on the front”

   b. katəmeʔ
   kat-(g)m-ay
   write-face-NMZ
   “the painting on the front”

---

2 For these particular correspondences, Boas translated the -ay form nominally, although in the rest of Boas et al. (1947), -ay stems are variously translated as nouns, participles, or passives.
(66) a. λaxʷəmala
   λaxʷ-(ǧ)m-ala
   stand-face-ONGOING
   “to have someone standing at the head”

   b. λaxʷəməʔ
   λaxʷ-(ǧ)m-a’y
   stand-face-NMZ
   “someone standing at the head”

(67) a. λugʷala
   λugʷ-ala
   treasure-ONGOING
   “to have a treasure”

   b. λugʷeʔ
   λugʷ-a’y
   treasure-NMZ
   “treasure”

(68) a. qeqəla
   qas-ʷ_q-la
   walk-among-ONGOING
   “to have one walking among others”

   b. qeǧeʔ
   qas-ʷ_q-u_a’y
   walk-among-NMZ
   “person walking among others”

It is important to remember, then, that later claims of acategoriality do not rest on nouns and verbs being indistinguishable; patterns like these are pervasive in the Kwak’wala lexicon.

3.2.2 Claims of acategoriality

The question, instead, is whether Kwak’wala nouns and verbs are distinct word classes in the sense that Kwak’wala morphosyntax treats them differently.

Such clear formal distinctions are hard to come by in Wakashan, particularly when one only
considers positive evidence. It is this absence of evidence, presumably, that leads Swadesh (1938) to put forward the strongest claim of Wakashan acategoriality:

One general type of word structure applies to all words with the exception of a limited number of particles. Normal words do not fall into classes like noun, verb, adjective, preposition, but all sorts of ideas find their expression in the same general type of word, which is predicative or non-predicative according to its paradigmatic ending (Swadesh, 1938, p. 78).

Swadesh’s strong claim of Wakashan acategoriality was to become perhaps the most famous claim regarding Wakashan (or even Northwestern) languages. The example sentences in (59-60) are without doubt the most circulated Wakashan sentences in the wider linguistic literature, and they are frequently cited in introductory textbooks, such as Hockett (1958, p. 225), Hurford (1994, p. 143), Carnie (2002, pp. 59–60), and Miller (2011, p. 196). Indeed, many mentions of Wakashan acategoriality outside of the specialist literature rest solely on the presentation of the four sentences in (59-60).

In later work (Boas et al., 1947), Boas offers a statement more in line with Swadesh’s acategoriality:

Strictly speaking there are only three classes of words: predicative terms, syntactic particles which define the function of the predicative terms, and exclamatory forms. Notwithstanding the occurrence of “nominalizing” suffixes there is no clear cut distinction between noun and verb. Any “verb” preceded by an article is a noun [...] and any noun with predicative endings is a verb (Boas et al., 1947, p. 280).

Levine (1977) echos this:

Words are assignable to two major classes: particles, with extremely limited inflectional possibilities, and roots, which permit extensive inflectional and derivational suffixation (Levine, 1977, p. 99).

On the other hand, Boas frequently uses “noun” and “verb” even in Boas et al. (1947), including describing restrictions on suffixation based on these classes (§3.3.1, §3.3.2.1, §3.3.2.2).

3.2.3 Subsequent evidence for categoriality

Jacobsen (1979) provides data that show that Southern Wakashan categoriality is not as simple as a cursory look at (60) would indicate. For one, although nouns and verbs are alike in that
they are compatible with determiners, verbs must have a determiner to be an argument, whereas nouns need not have a determiner to be an argument. Likewise, although nouns are compatible with tense inflection, tense-inflected nominals lose their ability to function as arguments without a determiner.

Mithun (2001) proposes an alternate interpretation of Jacobsen’s data, where the distinction is not one of syntactic word class but one of predicate/argument probability, in which low-probability arguments must be marked as arguments while high-probability arguments can, but need not be, marked. This could potentially work for sentences with simple (that is, one-word) subjects and predicates, but there would be little reason to invoke predicative frequency as an explanation for any of the DP-internal phenomena in §3.4, and nor would it predict the actual distribution of forms. Adjectival stems, for example, are usually sentential predicates and rarely sentential arguments on their own, but within DPs they pattern more similarly to nouns than verbs.

Anderson (1985) offers another critique of the famous Swadesh examples. He argues that -ma· and -ʔi· are actually enclitic rather than suffixal, appearing in particular syntactic positions regardless of the function of the word in that position, and therefore they offer little evidence regarding the class or function of words like mamu·k or quʔas.3

Wojdak (2001) takes several word-class tests from the literature on the neighboring Salishan family (Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Davis et al., 1997) and applies them to Nuuchahnulth, and finds that various syntactic phenomena are sensitive to a noun/non-noun distinction.

For example, while any open-class lexical item in Nuuchahnulth can function as a simple predicate (as seen, for example, in Swadesh’s examples in §3.1), non-nouns are restricted when occurring as the rightmost member of a complex predicate.

(69) a. ✓ qʷačal-aq-ʔiš ɬuucma Susan
   beautiful-very-3SG.REAL woman Susan
   “Susan is a very beautiful woman.” (Wojdak, 2001, p. 624)

   b. X qʷačal-aq-ʔiš ƛul Susan
      beautiful-very-3SG.REAL good Susan
      “Susan is a very beautiful good-hearted one.” (Wojdak, 2001, p. 624)

3We will see in §3.3 that the apparent suffixes that serve as the best examples of morphological insensitivity to category are, likewise, probably enclitic. That is, the fact that -(a)gaway (“more”) or -ƛ (future tense) attach to words of any category is not necessarily an illustration of Kwak’wala having weak or non-existent word classes. Rather, it is just that these morphemes are probably enclitics rather than true suffixes, and therefore are not good indicators of word class in the first place.
A similar restriction applies within arguments; only nouns can serve as the heads of modified arguments.

(70) a. ✓ tiit-cēʔ-aʔɛł-ʔiš ḥaa waʔiʔ-il-ʔi čakup
   alive-MOM-now-3SG.REAL DEIC sleep-inside-DET man
   “That sleeping man is in better health now.” (Wojdak, 2001, p. 625)

b. X čims-ʔiiš ḥaa tupk-uml-ʔi haaʔwapš
   work-3SG.REAL DEIC black-CL-DET eat
   “That black eating one is a bear.” (Wojdak, 2001, p. 625)

c. X yaacaa-ʔiš ḥaa nunuuk-ʔi qʷačal-aq
   leave-3SG.REAL DEIC sing-DET beautiful-very
   “That singing very beautiful one is leaving.” (Wojdak, 2001, p. 625)

So, even though a category-neutral account might be able to capture simple sentences like those from Swadesh (1938, p. 78), Wojdak (2001) shows that a category-neutral grammar will not correctly generate more complex sentences, with complex predicates and arguments.

### 3.3 Morphological evidence

While the morphological evidence for word class in Kwak’wala is not as strong as the syntactic evidence, a few phenomena do suggest that word formation is sensitive to the class of the base. There is not, however, the overwhelming morphological evidence that we have for English word classes, in which many affixes attach only to bases of a particular word class.

Compare, for example, the English comparative suffix *-er* with the comparable Kwak’wala comparative *-ʔaway̓* as seen in (71).

(71) a. walasəʔawɛʔ
   wala-ʔaway̓
   large-more
   “bigger”
In English, I can say that “I am taller”, but I cannot say that I am better at cleaning by saying
that *“I cleaner” or am a better/higher chief by saying *“I am (a)chiefer”. In Kwak’wala, this
is possible; although -gaway is very productive with adjective-like stems and does not seem
so productive with verbs and nouns, it can indeed occur on stems that appear to be verbs and
nouns.

(72) a. ?aʔekɪgilgaweʔ
   ?aʔ-ʔiʔ-ʔa-gi-l-ɡaway
   REDUP-good-try-make-ONGOING-more
   “to clean up/fix better [than someone else]”

b. giqagaweʔ
   giq-aɡaway
   chief-more
   “high ranking chief” (FirstVoices, 2009)

This is not to say that any derivational suffix may appear on any stem, but when they do
discriminate, this discrimination does not seem to be a class discrimination. Not every suffix
is entirely productive; some stems simply don’t seem to exist, and many combinations would
not entirely make sense.

We find the same lack of discrimination in the inflectional morphology; categories like tense
or plurality do not discriminate whether a root is nominal, verbal, or adjectival.

(73) a. kwakʷalaƛ
   kwakʷ-ka-l=(a)ƛ
   Kwagiulh-sound.like-ONGOING=FUT
   “will speak Kwak’wala”

b. wayasƛ
   wayas=ƛ
   sweetheart=FUT
   “future sweetheart”

---

4 Strictly speaking giq- is a root, and thus might not have a class at all, but its derivations are mostly nominal
and (72b) is at least translated as nominally rather than adjectivally.
(74) a. miʔmi̍ xa
my̍ -mi̍ xa
REDUP-sleep
[of multiple things] “sleeping”

b. gʷiʔgʷəsu
gʷy̍ -gʷəsu
REDUP-pig
“pigs”

c. dᶻiʔdᶻaʔstu
dᶻy̍ -dᶻaʔstu
REDUP-blue-eye
[of multiple things being] “blue”

We should observe, however, that some of the evidence above, while it does not serve as any sort of argument for a word-class distinction, is not particularly good evidence against a word-class distinction. The future tense marker =ƛ is very likely enclitic – it comes after =ʔm (Chapter 8) which is almost certainly enclitic – and the behavior of -aǧaway̓ in (75-76) reveals it as a predicate-modifying enclitic (§B.4.2).

(75) a. ǧelaǧawegy̍ n mi̍ xa laʾx
Čy̍ -al-aǧaway̓ =n mi̍ xa l=(a)x̌
long.time-ongoing.position-more=1 sleep PREP=ACC
“I slept longer than her.”

b. mi̍ xaǧawegy̍ n Ġela
mix-aǧaway̓ =n Ġy̍ -ala l=(a)x̌
sleep-more=1 long.time-ongoing.position PREP=ACC
“I slept longer than her.”
a. ǧeɬaǧawey̓ux  cəgiɬ  gaṅən
    ǧy-al-aǧaway̓=ux  ck-Ći  gaṅ=n
    long.time-ongoing.position-more=3MED  awake-indoors  come=1
    “She was awake longer than I.”

b. cəgiɬaǧawey̓ux  ǧela  gaṅən
    ck-Ći-aǧaway̓=ux  ǧy-ela  gaṅ=n
    awake-indoors-more=3MED  long.time-ongoing.position  come=1
    “She was awake longer than I.”

The failure of apparent enclitc elements to discriminate based on word class is not particularly good evidence for or against word classes (Anderson, 1985).

3.3.1 Evidence from morphological restriction

While the evidence for word class based on morphological restrictions is not nearly as overwhelming as it is in English, there are nonetheless a few suffixes which have been described as only attaching to verbs, or never attaching to verbs.

For example, Boas et al. (1947, p. 318) note that the suffix -wəs (“place”) (§B.3.4.10) is “Used only with verbs.” While it does, as part of the suffix string -wəs-Ći (“container, boat, building”) (§B.3.4.11), occur with noun-like roots (like in kʷigʷač̓i “eagle’s nest” from kʷiq “eagle”), it does not seem to occur after nominal suffixes.5

Boas et al. (1947, p. 315) also note that the causative suffix -(a)mas (cf. Sardinha, 2015) is “used with both active and static verb stems, but not with nouns... -amas is not added to words which end in nominal suffixes”.

Both of these are compatible with Sapir’s (1911) word class hypothesis – that although roots may be neutral with respect to word class, suffixes can create “definitely verbal or nominal” stems.

3.3.2 Evidence from suffix semantics

Even when an affix can attach to both nouns and verbs, we can sometimes observe that the resulting meanings systematically differ depending on the class of the base (Burton and Davis, 1996).

5There is a particular exception; Boas et al. (1947, p. 318) go on to describe how -wəs interacts with “nouns” in -ał’̓, but the nouns given are somewhat unusual examples. Kwak’wala has a class of words describing locations and positions, built from the “empty” roots ʔəx̌- and ʔw-, place/shape/part suffixes, and the usually nominal suffix -ał’. All of Boas’s examples of -ał’wəs are this type of “noun”.
As noted in §3.3, many morphological elements in Kwak’wala seem to be insensitive to word class; they add an identical meaning to a stem regardless of its apparent class. Whether added to nominal or adjectival or verbal roots, they modify the “be X” meanings that we see in their predicative uses (and which we would in any case expect given an ⟨e,t⟩ analysis of nouns and adjectives).

(77)  a. həmsa
    hmsa
    pick.berries
    “to pick berries”

    b. həmsabuɬa
    hmsa-bula
    pick.berries-pretend
    “to pretend to pick berries”

(78)  a. ɬawis
    ɬawis
    angry
    “to be angry”

    b. ɬawisbula
    ɬawis-bula
    angry-pretend
    “to pretend to be angry”

(79)  a. gəla
    gla
    bear
    “(to be a) bear”

    b. gəlabuɬa
    gla-bula
    bear-pretend
    “to pretend to be a bear”

We can see from the desiderative -ʔɛx̌sd that this “to be X” reading of nominals is used even when a different interpretation might be more plausible:
Although wanting to have axes and tea is much more likely than wanting to be either of these, the resulting interpretation is nonetheless “to want to be X”.\(^6\)

However, there are at least four morphological elements in Kwak’wala that might exhibit a semantic contrast between verbal and nominal stems: the reduplicating “try” suffix \(-rh_a\), the “bring, lead” suffix \(-hud\), the “have” suffix \(-nuk^w\), and the instrumental suffix \(-wu_ayu\). Each of these exhibits a polysemy that may be sensitive to word class.

### 3.3.2.1 \(-rh_a\)

To express “trying” in Kwak’wala, a verb stem\(^7\) is circumfixed with a reduplicant prefix \(Ca\)- and the hardening suffix \(-rh_a\).\(^8\) Boas (1900, p. 717) terms this the “tentative”. Usually, this results in a “try to X” meaning:

\[(81)\]

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>lalaʔa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>la-l-(-rh_a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REDUP-la-try</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“to try to go”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>kakiƛ̓a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ka-kiƛ-(-rh_a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REDUP-net.fish-try</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“to try to catch fish with a net”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^6\)I should note, as I did in §3.3, that these particular “suffixes” are ones in which there is some evidence to consider them enclitic (§B.4.2). While these elements offer no particular evidence for a word-class distinction, nor do they offer particularly strong evidence against a word-class distinction.

\(^7\)Although this process usually only applies to roots, it occasionally appears to apply to multimorphemic stems.

\(^8\)This final \(-a\) in this \(-rh_a\) is the familiar stem-ending \(a\), and as such does not appear in some further derivations, like in “school”: \(ʔaq̓uləʔac̓i\) or \(ʔaq̓uləʔelas\).
However, when added to “nouns” (Boas, 1911, p. 527), the meaning is not “to try to be X” as we might predict but “to try to get X”:

(82)

a. ćaćəlkə
   ća-ćlk-rh,a
   REDUP-feather-try
   “to try to get feathers” (Boas, 1911, p. 498)

b. p̓ap̓əwa
   ʰpa-ʰw-rh,a
   REDUP-halibut-try
   “to try to catch halibut”

c. xʷaxʷənkʷə
   xʷa-xʷnkʷ-rh,a
   REDUP-child-try
   “to try to get a child” (Boas, 1911, p. 498)

d. ǧaǧəkə
   ǧa-ǧk-rh,a
   REDUP-wife-try
   “to woo” (Boas, 1911, p. 527)

In Boas’s (1911, pp. 498, 527) examples of this suffix, all of the “try to X” meanings are built on apparently verbal bases, whereas all of the “try to get X” meanings are built on apparently nominal bases. Could this be a case of a word-class distinction, or is this just a case of these particular stems being more likely to be something one tries to obtain rather than something one tries to be?

The root bəkw- (“man”) provides a useful test case for this: both possible interpretations “to try to be a man” and “to try to get a man” would be reasonable. If babəkʷa means “to try to get a man”, this would be compatible with the word-class hypothesis; if it merely means “to try to be a man”, then it is more likely that the above pattern is due to those roots describing particular sorts of objects: those that people tend to try to obtain rather than be.

When I constructed this form, my consultants responded that it meant “to try to be a man”
rather than “to try to get a man”; one volunteered the following as an example sentence:

(83) babəkʷux̌da  hilʔa
     ba-bəkʷ=ux̌=da  hilʔa
     REDUP-man=3MED=DET young.man
     “The boy is trying to be a man.”

This suggests that the “try to get \( X \)” meanings are tied to a particular subset of nouns, rather than being sensitive to a more general word class distinction.

3.3.2.2 \(-h\, ud\)

Boas et al. (1947, p. 332) identify another potential distinction, involving the suffix \(-h\, ud\) (“to bring, lead”).\(^9\) When used with verbs, it often means “to bring someone along or to lead them” (84), with nouns “to bring something to someone” (85).

(84) a. pəƛ̓ud
     pəƛ̓-\(-h\, u\)-d
     fly-bring-CHANGE
     “to lead someone flying”   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

b. qay̓ud
     qas-\(-h\, u\)-d
     walk-bring-CHANGE
     “to take someone along walking”   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

c. siw̓ud
     sixʷ-\(-h\, u\)-d
     to.paddle-bring-CHANGE
     “to guide someone home in a canoe”   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

d. həmt̓ud
     hmt-\(-h\, u\)-d
     give.piggyback.ride-bring-CHANGE
     “to carry child on back somewhere”   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

\(^9\)This suffix probably complex; the final \( d \) is the form that we would expect \(-xʔid\) to take after \( u \). Boas et al. (1947, p. 332) give one example of a word with \(-h\, u\) on its own, and as we might expect it has a nominal reading: \( m̓ ut̓uy̓u\), “food taken home after it has been delivered”.
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(85) a. hamayəʔud
hm̓-ay̓-əu-d
eat-NMZ-bring-CHANGE
“to bring food to someone” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

b. wapaʔud
wap-əu-d
water-bring-CHANGE
“to bring water to someone” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

c. ləqʷaʔud
lqʷa-əu-d
wood-bring-CHANGE
“to bring firewood to someone” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

d. ƛ̓aqʷaʔud11
ƛ̓aqʷa-əu-d
copper-bring-CHANGE
“to bring a copper to someone” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

However, apparent classificatory roots (cf. §B.2.3) – those that vary according to the shape of their theme – pattern with the nouns, meaning to bring something of that shape.

(86) a. w̓ ik̓ud
w̓ ik-əu-d
carry.long.thing-bring-CHANGE
“to bring a long thing” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

b. t̓in̓ud
t̓ix-əu-d
carry.round.on.shoulder?-bring-CHANGE
“to deliver” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

c. gəmx̌ʔud
gmx̌-əu-d
carry.flat?-bring-CHANGE
“to take blankets somewhere” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 332)

11Boas has ƛ̓awqaʔud, but this must be a typographical error.
This suggests that the -\textit{ud} division is, like -\textit{a}, a matter of likely interpretations rather than a division by word class.

### 3.3.2.3 -\textit{nuk\textsuperscript{w}}

Another potential candidate for a semantic distinction based on word class concerns the suffix -\textit{nuk\textsuperscript{w}} ("have") (Sardinha, 2013). In most uses, -\textit{nuk\textsuperscript{w}} adds a "to have something that is \textit{X}" meaning:

(87) a. businuk\textsuperscript{w}
   busi-nuk\textsuperscript{w}
   cat-have
   "to have a cat"

   b. \textit{c\textacute{\textae}yinuk\textsuperscript{w}}
   \textit{c\textacute{\textae}y-nuk\textsuperscript{w}}
   younger.sib-have
   "to have a younger sibling"

   c. s\textsuperscript{x}(\textsuperscript{g})ganuk\textsuperscript{w}
   sx\textsuperscript{w}-(g)ga-nuk\textsuperscript{w}
   platter-dish-have
   "to have a platter"

However, when added to a passivized verb, the resulting meaning is "to have \textit{X}’ed something unspecified".

For example, in (88a), \textit{ʔx\textacute{\textae}xsd} means "to want", and \textit{ʔx\textacute{\textae}xsd\textacute{\textae}su} means "to be wanted", while \textit{ʔx\textacute{\textae}xsd\textacute{\textae}su}\textit{nuk\textsuperscript{w}} means "to want something [unspecified]". It does not mean "to have something that is wanted" in the literal sense.\textsuperscript{12}

(88) a. \textit{ʔx\textacute{\textae}x\textacute{\textae}xsd\textacute{\textae}su}\textit{nuk\textsuperscript{w}}
   \textit{ʔx\textacute{-\textae}x\textacute{\textae}xsd\textacute{-sw-nuk\textsuperscript{w}}}
   do-PASS-want
   "to want something"

\textsuperscript{12}Except, of course, insofar as English has this same metaphorical extension of "have", in that English speakers can use "have a destination" to mean "is going somewhere" in the exact same way as Kwak’wala speakers use \textit{ləʔasnuk\textsuperscript{w}} (89c).
b. nəqasunukʷ
   nqa-sw-nukʷ
drink-PASS-want
   “to drink something”

c. həm̓xʔicunukʷ
   hm̓-xʔid-sw-nukʷ
eat-CHANGE-PASS-want
   “to eat something”

d. xəlt̓isunukʷ
   xlt-xʔid-sw-nukʷ
saw-CHANGE-PASS-have
   “to saw something”

Some of the “voice” suffixes detailed in §B.3.4 receive a “to have something that is X” reading, while others receive the “to have X’ed something” reading. For example, stems in -w as and -w anəm get a “to have X’ed something” reading (89).

(89) a. loλanəmnukʷ
   loλ-w anm-nukʷ
get-obtained-want
   “to receive something”

b. gəluλanəmnukʷ
   gluλ-w anm-nukʷ
steal-obtained-want
   “to steal something”

c. ləʔasnukʷ
   l-w as-nukʷ
go-PLACE-want
   “to go somewhere”

d. midʔəlnukʷ
   mis-w l-nukʷ
smell-STIM-have
   “to smell something”
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Meanwhile, however, the suffixes -ay̓ and -wəkʷ do not participate in this construction; -ay̓ receives the ordinary “to have X” meaning while -wəkʷ was rejected.

(90) a. həm̓ eʔnukʷ  
    hmi-ay̓-nukʷ  
    eat-NMZ-have  
    “to have food” (not: “to eat something”)

b. X subəkʷnukʷ  
   sup-wəkʷ- nukʷ  
   chop-PART-have  
   Intended: “to chop something”

c. X xəldəkʷnukʷ  
   xlt-wəkʷ- nukʷ  
   saw-PART-have  
   Intended: “to saw something”

Unlike the distinctions seen in §3.3.2.1 and §3.3.2.2, this does not simply seem to be a “most likely interpretation” difference; həm̓eʔ and həm̓xʔicuʔ both mean, roughly, “what is eaten”. Rather, the distinction seems to be formal – that the -ay̓ puts the stem into a particular class of words, and the interpretation of the -nukʷ depends on membership in that class.

3.3.2.4 -wəayu

As noted in §3.3.1, Levine (1980) found that the “stimulus” voice suffix -wəl resisted being added to verbal stems. We can make a similar observation regarding the “instrumental” voice suffix; while -wəayu can be added to verbal stems, it has a different range of meanings than -wəayu added to roots and non-verbal stems (§B.3.4.1).

In its general “lexical” use, -wəayu can attach to roots (and stems) with both verbal and non-verbal meanings. In each of these forms it refers to some sort of instrument or tool, but even when it is attached to a root with an apparently verbal meaning, it does not exist in any particular thematic relationship with the corresponding verb stem.

I do not have any naturally-occurring instances of -wəl-nukʷ in this construction; all such instances here are constructed, but accepted by speakers. -sw-nukʷ seems to be more natural for the “to X something” form of sense verbs, but it is worth noting that speakers can at least interpret -wəl-nukʷ, whereas the -wəkʷ- nukʷ constructions below seem to be uninterpretable.
(91) a. yəgayu
   yq-\text{w}ayu
   knit-\text{INSTR}
   “knitting needles”

b. k̓wəmdayu
   k̓wmt-\text{w}ayu
   suck-\text{INSTR}
   “cigarette”

c. q̓əgayu
   q̓k-\text{w}ayu
   bite-\text{INSTR}
   “spring loaded trap used for small animals” (Grubb, 1977)

On the other hand, when -\text{w}ayu attaches to transitive verbs – not just roots that refer to actions, but stems with verbal suffixes (like -xʔid) and roots that on their own are used as verbs (like čw-,”give”), we find a different set of meanings. The referent of these stems is not necessarily an instrument or tool, but it stands in a particular relationship with the corresponding verbal stem; specifically, it corresponds to what would play the role of an “oblique” object to that verb (Sherer, 2014).

(92) a. təp̓ʔidayu
   tp-xʔid-ayu
   break-\text{CHANGE-\text{INSTR}}
   “to be used to break”

b. kəlgap̓əndayu
   k̓lk-\text{w}ap̓-nd-ayu
   plait-neck-\text{CHANGE-\text{INSTR}}
   “[of one’s neck] to be plaited” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 312)

c. c̓oyu
   čw-ayu
   give-\text{INSTR}
   “to be given”
d. qayayu
   qas-ayu
   walk-INSTR
   “to be taken for a walk”

While not restricted from occurring on verbal stems, like -w/l is, this suffix nonetheless has a different interpretation when added to verbal stems, even those verbal stems that appear to be bare roots, like čw- and qas-.  

### 3.3.3 Evidence from postnominal enclitics

Jacobsen’s (1979) observations regarding Southern Wakashan determiners have counterparts for Kwak’wala, as well. Although I do not usually receive strong judgments about whether postnominal enclitics are required, and speakers sometimes say they are optional, they are nonetheless nearly always present on apparent verbal arguments, whereas they seem to be frequently missing from nominal arguments.  

#### 3.3.3.1 Verbal arguments

We can see this in the examples in (61-64): all of the non-nominal arguments (noĝad “smart”, duqʷʔatləla “see”, and gač “come”) appeared with visibility enclitics, whereas the nominal arguments (čədaq “woman”, giq̓omeʔ “chief”) lacked them.

In particular, the third distal invisible marker, which surfaces as =ɛʔ when the stem is possessed or would otherwise end in a (§B.4.4.8), is very frequently present on verbal arguments. Consider, for example, kanukʷa (“to have a car”), in a non-argument context such as (93).

(93) 
   nugʷʔəm kanukʷa
   nugʷʔə=ʔm ka-nukʷ=a
   be.1=VER car-have=A
   “It’s me who has a car.”

---

14This, I should point out, is the only Kwak’wala phenomenon of which I am aware that potentially identifies a set of roots as having an inherent word class.

15I should also caution, as I did in §B.4.4.8, that I do not always reliably perceive these markers, and so their presence or absence in my transcriptions should not necessarily be taken as evidence for or against the observation below. I have tried here to concentrate on distinctions that are easily perceived, like the difference between [-uʔs] and [-oʔoʔs].

16In order to see the -a ending clearly, it is necessary to use a construction, like a cleft, in which the verb is not immediately followed by a subject.
When it serves as a subject, however, plain kanukʷa is rejected, and kanukʷɛʔ is required.\(^\text{17}\)

\[(94)\]

a. ✓ ئʊŋʷʔ i da kanukʷɛʔ
   ئʊŋʷ=ʔ i da ka-nukʷ=a=aʔ
   who=3 prox det car-have=a=inv
   “Who has a car?”

b. X ئʊŋʷʔ i da kanukʷa
   ئʊŋʷ=ʔ i da ka-nukʷ=a
   who=3 prox det car-have-a
   “Who has a car?”

Questions are often a better environment to isolate something as an argument, than declarative sentences with a nominal predicate; the word that follows the determiners in a nominal predicate construction might be the second word of a complex predicate (§B.5.1).

\[(95)\]

a. ئʊŋʷʔ ida vannukʷɛʔ
   ئʊŋʷ=ʔ ida van-nukʷ=a=aʔ
   who=3 prox=det van-have=inv
   “Who has a van?”

b. ئʊŋʷʔ adʔ ida ئʊŋʷʔ adʔ sa van
   ئʊŋʷ=ʔ adʔ=ʔ ida ئʊŋʷ=ʔ adʔ=aʔ=sa van
   who-aug=3 prox=det do-have=rel=inv=poss van
   “Who has the van?”

We can see this noun/verb alternation with second-person possessive forms as well, since there is a noticeable difference in the postnominal possessive enclitic =uʔs depending on whether it is preceded by a visibility enclitic =aquʔs (“visible 2nd person possessive”) or =əʔoʔs =oʔoʔs (“invisible 2nd person possessive”). Although nominal arguments can take the full postnominal enclitic sequence, they often do not, having only the possessive enclitic =uʔs (96) or nothing at all (97), whereas the verbal subjects in (98) have the full sequence.\(^\text{18}\)

\(^{17}\) I should note that I am not sure whether the first a in the sequence is the same “predicative” a that we see in kanukʷa or same as the “possessive” postnominal a (§B.4.4.7).

\(^{18}\) It does not seem that the difference is simply that verbs tend to end in -a whereas nouns do not; n̓ula, identified by Boas et al. (1947, p. 228) as one of the few noun stems that do seem to reliably end in -a, is nonetheless n̓uluʔs in (96c).
I am not certain whether verbal subjects must have this full sequence – as I noted above, I only rarely receive judgments about postnominal enclitics, and do not always perceive them correctly in any case. However, the pattern seen above is sufficiently reminiscent of Jacobsen’s
(1979) observations that it is worth pointing out.

3.3.3.2 Tensed nominal arguments

Again paralleling Jacobsen’s (1979) observations, tensed nouns (99) behave more like verbs so far as postnominal enclitics are concerned, appearing with =εʔ (99) and =oʔaʔs (100).

(99) a. ʔəŋʷαƛən  wayasƛɛʔ
    ṣəŋʷ=(a)ƛ=n  wayas=ƛ=a=aʔ
    who=FUT=1POSS  sweetheart=FUT=A=INVIS
   “Who’s going to be my sweetheart [in our upcoming play]?” (Lit: “My future sweetheart will be who?”)

b. ʔəŋʷiʔs  wəʔoxʷdoʔoʔs?
    ṣəŋʷ=iʔ=s  waukʷ=xd=a=uʔs
    who=3PROX=2POSS  another=R.PAST=A=2POSS
   “Who were you with?” (Lit: “Your other was who?”)

c. ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən  ṣəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n
    ʔəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n
    see-want=1  for=1POSS  REDUP-write-PART-occupy-ONGOING
   “I want to read the book you’re writing” (lit: “your future book”).

(100) a. ʔəŋʷiʔs  wəʔoxʷdoʔoʔs?
    ṣəŋʷ=iʔ=s  waukʷ=xd=a=uʔs
    who=3PROX=2POSS  another=R.PAST=A=2POSS
   “Who were you with?” (Lit: “Your other was who?”)

b. ʔəŋʷiʔs  wəʔoxʷdoʔoʔs?
    ṣəŋʷ=iʔ=s  waukʷ=xd=a=uʔs
    who=3PROX=2POSS  another=R.PAST=A=2POSS
   “Who were you with?” (Lit: “Your other was who?”)

c. ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən  ṣəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n
    ʔəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n
    see-want=1  for=1POSS  REDUP-write-PART-occupy-ONGOING
   “I want to read the book you’re writing” (lit: “your future book”).
As a side note, although verbs and tensed nouns are treated similarly as arguments, it is probably not accurate to say that tense “converts” nouns into verbs. Tense seems to be enclitic – at least, it follows elements like =ʔm that do seem to be enclitic, and like enclitics follows the first word of the phrase no matter whether it is the head, as in (101) where it attaches to ʔəngʷ ("other") – and thus probably does not serve to change the morphological class of the stem.

(101) Context: We had been playing “Guess what animal I am”, and a new player came in and joined the game. His secret animal was the squirrel, but someone earlier had chosen a squirrel as well. After the animal is revealed, a speaker is wondering if anyone can remember who the other squirrel had been.

ʔəngʷida ʔəngʷ=da ʔəngʷ=da
who=3DIST=DET one-person=RPAST=Α=INVIS squirrel=Α

“Who was the other squirrel?” (Lit: “The past other squirrel was who?”)

Rather, I would suggest that tense is indicative of a clause, and both verbal and tensed nominal arguments are of clausal origin. We see the same morphology occurring on ʔʔs when an argument that is presumably of clausal origin serves as the subject of (102).

(102) m̓ asi ʔʔsλəʔoʔs la yaq̓nt̓əmax̌
m̓ as=i ʔʔs=λ=a=uʔs la yaq̓nt-k̓-(ǧ)m=(a)x̌
what=3PROX not=FUT=Α=INVIS go speak-sound-face=ACC

“Then why not go talk to her?” (Rough lit: “Your not-already-talking-to-her is what?”)

It should be emphasized that this is not a general property of tensed nouns, just tensed nouns used as arguments. Tensed nouns in non-argument positions do not need anything beyond the tense, even if given second person possessive inflection, as seen in (103a) and (104).

(103) a. kiʔsλəʔ n̓əmugʷaʔuʔs
kiʔs=λ=n n̓əmukʷ-ʔu=ad=λ=uʔs
not=FUT=1 friend-REL=FUT=2POSS
“I’m not going to be your friend!”

b. ʔʷəlisʔəmλəʔ n̓əmugʷaλ
ʔʷəlis=ʔm=λ=n n̓əmukʷ-ʔu=ad=λ.
be.own=VER=FUT=1 friend-REL=FUT
“I’ll be my own friend.”
"No, I’m not going to be your girlfriend.”

3.3.3.3 Denominal verbal arguments

We see this as well when we compare arguments that contain nouns with those that contain denominal verbs. The suffix -xƛa (“be called, be named”) provides an interesting example. Although -xƛa stems are usually predicates, they occur as arguments with a particular shade of meaning, something like “the so-called X”, as in (105-107), and seem to be used when the speaker knows a name but doesn’t know who or what it refers to. Such stems, although based on proper names, invariably seem to occur with the postnominal =ɛʔ typical of verbal arguments.

(105)  
Context: We were chatting about Napoleon and the origin of the English phrase, “met his Waterloo”. A speaker notes that she doesn’t know what or where “Waterloo” refers to.

kiʔsan mālela x̌a Waterlux=ƛɛʔ
kiʔs=n māle-la x̌a Waterlu-xƛa=aʔ
not=1 recognize-ONGOING ACC Waterloo-be.called=INVIS
“I don’t know this so-called ‘Waterloo’.”

(106) Context: Stacey is trying to buy food for Pat’s pet “Fluffy”, but had neglected to ask what kind of animal Fluffy actually was.

wəciΧənti da Fəlaφiƛɛʔ
was-ƛi=xnt=i da Flaf-xƛa=aʔ
dog-NMZ=MODAL=3PROX DET Fluffy-be.called=INVIS
“This so-called ‘Fluffy’ must be a dog.”
(107) Context: Another elicitor and I were having a side discussion about whether a particular stem had a “normal a” or an “underlined a” (that is, a or ə). A speaker volunteers, jokingly:

\[ \text{kiʔsən qəšə xa “normal a”xəʔ?} \]
\[ \text{kiʔ=qəšə xa normal a-xəʔ=a?} \]
\[ \text{not=1 know ACC normal a-be.called=INVIS} \]

“I don’t know this so-called ‘normal a’.”

3.4 Syntactic evidence

We can find more evidence of Kwak’wala word class in the syntax. Although, as seen in (61-64), words of any apparent class can serve as sentential subjects or predicates, the rest of the syntax is not so free. For example, if we set aside the clause level and look inside DPs, we find their syntax to be much more restricted. If there were only a \text{PRED} label in Kwak’wala grammar and no labels along the lines of N, V, and A, the grammar would generate a much wider variety of DPs than speakers produce or accept.

3.4.1 Adjective-noun order

The relative order of apparent adjectives and nouns in noun phrases is fixed: the adjective always precedes the noun it modifies.

(108) Context: The table is covered in brightly-colored wooden people; a green one is lying down.

a. \( \text{mix̌ux̌ da ɬənx̌ʔstu bəgʷənəm} \)
\( \text{mix̌=ux̌ da ɬn̓x̌-ʔstu bkʷ-ənəm} \)
\( \text{sleep=3MED DET green-eye man-person} \)

“The green man is sleeping.”

b. \( \text{mix̌ux̌ da bəgʷənəm ɬənx̌ʔstu} \)
\( \text{mix̌=ux̌ da bkʷ-ənəm ɬn̓x̌-ʔstu} \)
\( \text{sleep=3MED DET man-person green-eye} \)

Intended: “The green man is sleeping.”

One could potentially offer a counterargument that this ordering is semantic in nature. For example, one could argue that attributive constructions are not sensitive to word class, but that
speakers always order attributive constructions so that more “accidental” properties come first and more “essential” properties come later. However, this would likewise predict that the verb-noun constructions seen in §3.4.2 should be strictly ordered, which they do not appear to be.

That adjectives always precede nouns is not always immediately apparent; I have occasionally found examples that could be taken as counterexamples. Each of these apparent counterexamples stems from the fact that DP boundaries are unclear; the claim above is that adjectives precede nouns within DPs, but the right boundaries of DPs are not overtly marked. Consider the sentence in (109), in which there is an adjective right after the noun, in apparent contradiction to ordinary adjective ordering. Whether this is one clause (“That’s a pink bird that is singing”), or several (“That’s a bird, it’s pink, it’s singing”) is not clear.¹⁹

(109) Context: The consultant is describing a picture containing many things, one of which is a pink bird that is singing.

```
heməsida  pìpəƛimas  pinkʔstubidu
he=in=as=i=da  pì-pəƛ-imas  pinkʔ-stu-bidu
be.3DIST=VER=PRSNTV=3PROX=DET  REDUP-fly-NMZ  pink-eye-DIMIN

la  dənʔələd’ikas
la  dənʔ-oḷa-ʔi-kas
now  sing-ONGOING=AUG=AUG
```

“That’s a pink bird singing” or “That’s a bird, it’s pink, it’s singing”.

This sentence does not necessarily constitute a counterexample to adjective-noun order, however, since it is possible that this utterance actually constitutes several sentences. For many meanings, it appears more natural in Kwak’wala to express the idea with two sentences rather than using attributive modification; attributive modification seems to be avoided except when expressing contrast. When the adjective is merely providing additional information, speakers usually express the adjective as the main predicate of its own sentence.

Not every Kwak’wala sentence has an overt subject, particularly when they follow sentences with subjects; that these adjectives lack overt subjects does not necessarily mean they are not sentences. That they can have overt subject pronouns, and often do, is strong evidence that they are indeed separate sentences.

¹⁹It is probably not a single clause – the auxiliary la would not ordinarily appear in this position. It could, however, be two clauses (“There’s a pink bird; it’s singing”) which could still suffice for a counterexample.

The prosodic evidence here – i.e., whether there were intonational breaks in between each putative sentence – is unclear. This particular sentence was offered with significant hesitations in between each word, but they may have been pauses to remember words rather than genuine sentential breaks.
In addition, consultant comments suggest that these are indeed two sentences. When these utterances are presented to speakers, they sometimes reject such utterances (“it doesn’t go there”) and sometimes accept them, but when they are accepted some speakers qualify this with “It needs a comma” or “There’s a pause in there.”

We can also see this by adding a time adverbial that is compatible with the matrix predicate, but incompatible with the supposed modifier. In the following sentences, when the adverbial ɬənsƛɛʔ (“yesterday”) follows gəlt̓əxstaƛi (“will be tall”), the resulting utterance is incoherent because the adverbial modifies this second sentence, not the first.

```
(111) ✗ duxʷʔaƛən >x a híʔa, gəlt̓əxstaƛi ɬənsw̓əɬ
  duqʷ-ʔaƛ=n >x a híʔa, glt-h=xst=(a)ƛ=i
  see-achieve=1 ACC young.man, long-?=FUT=3PROX
  next.day-PAST
  Intended: “I [saw [the boy who will be tall] yesterday].”
  Actual: “I saw the boy; he will be tall yesterday.”
```

If gəlt̓əxstaƛi were indeed attributive, as the verbal relative clause ɬənsƛɛʔ “the one who will speak Kwak’wala”) is below in (112), then ɬənsƛɛʔ would be acceptable in this position, since it could still modify the matrix predicate.

```
(112) ✓ duxʷʔaƛən ƛəx a gənanəm ɬənsƛɛʔ “the one who will speak Kwak’wala”)
  duqʷ-ʔaƛ=a ƛ=(a)ɓəm gənanəm ɬənsƛɛʔ “the one who will speak Kwak’wala”)
  see-achieve=1 ACC child ACC Kwagiulh-sound-ONGOING=FUT=a=INVIS
  ɬənsw̓əɬ
  ɬns-w̓ɬ
  next.day-PAST
  “I saw [the boy who will speak Kwak’wala] yesterday.”
```

### 3.4.2 Verb-noun order

Unlike adjective-noun DPs, DPs consisting of a noun and a verb can occur in either order.
a. gʷəsunukʷu̱x̌da  
mi̱x̌a  bəgʷənəm

pig-have=3  sleep  man-person

“The sleeping man has a pig.”

b. gʷəsunukʷu̱x̌da  
 bəgʷənəm  mi̱x̌a

pig-have=3  man-person  sleep

“The sleeping man has a pig.”

a. mi̱x̌ux̌da  
gʷəsunukʷe̱x̌  bəgʷənəm

sleep=3  man-person  pig-have

“The man with a pig is sleeping.”

b. mi̱x̌ux̌da  
 bəgʷənəm  gʷəsunukʷa

sleep=3  man-person  pig-have

“The man with a pig is sleeping.”

DP-internal post-nominal verbs appear to be relative clauses modifying the noun; they can, for example, take objects and be modified by adverbials such as ɬənsw̓əɬ (“yesterday”) or ɬənsƛɛʔ (“tomorrow”).

bəgʷənəm

man-person

“Which pig is the blue man carrying?”/“Where is the pig that is carried by the blue man?”

20“Which” questions are not straightforwardly translatable into Kwak’wala (§B.7.3).
3.4.3 Heads of relative clauses

It also appears that verbs cannot be the heads of relative clauses, consistent with claims by Demirdache and Matthewson (1995) and Baker (2003) that, universally, only nouns can head relative clauses.

(116) Context: *A pet thief (like the ones in 101 Dalmatians) has a bag with an animal inside.*
The animal is snoring.

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{X: } & \text{?əŋʷu̯x̌} \quad \text{ʔəngʷux̌da} \quad \text{ʔngʷ=ux̌=da} \quad \text{who=3MED=DET} \\
& \text{?x̌uʔs} \quad \text{x̌uʔs} \quad \text{loλanəmaquʔs?} \quad \text{loλanəmaquʔs?} \\
& \text{loλ-} \quad \text{a}=\text{aq=ux̌=da} \quad \text{x̌uʔs} \quad \text{loλ-} \quad \text{a}=\text{aq=ux̌=da} \\
& \text{MED} \quad \text{=DET} \quad \text{=DET} \quad \text{=DET} \\
& \text{snore-sound-ONGOING=VIS} \quad \text{ACC=2POSS} \\
& \text{get-obtained=VIS=2POSS} \\
& \text{“What’s that snoring thing you caught?”}
\end{align*} \]

3.4.4 Complex predicates

One of the primary arguments for word class distinctions in Salishan languages regards the possibilities for complex predicates: that only particular combinations of categories can serve as a complex nominal predicate (Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Davis et al., 1997; Davis and Matthewson, 1999; Montler, 2003), and this was confirmed in Nuuchahnulth by Wojdak (2001).

I have not managed to get many judgments on similar sentences in Kwak’wala; speakers usually express such ideas using different constructions, sometimes going to great syntactic lengths to avoid complex predicates (§B.5.1). There are two notable exceptions to this: Ḳik (“good”) and ʔáksəm (“bad”).
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My father is a good man.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 69)

“One is a bad child...”

“One is a bad child...”

“Were you a good kid?”

“Naomi is a very kind woman.”

I have also encountered bəgʷanəm ("man, male person") used in the same or similar construction (123).
A storyboard in which a little chicken is looking for its mother, but keeps finding the wrong animals. At the end, the little chicken finds a chicken, but it’s a rooster rather than a hen.

Note, however, how the first-person enclitic =n does not appear in second position in (123), which, given the enclitic positions in (121) and (120), we might expect, suggesting that it may just be that this is a noun-noun compound (that is, N+N=N) rather than a complex noun phrase (N+N=NP).

3.5 Discourse-level evidence

The argument that Wakashan words (as opposed to roots) lack word classes is based largely on predicate/argument flexibility, of the sort most clearly exhibited in examples like (59-60) and (61-64). A consequence of this argument is that it should make no difference whether a verbal or nominal stem is chosen as the predicate, since the grammar does not distinguish between the two.

However, on further investigation, it does seem to matter which stem is chosen as the predicate. Although pairs like those in (61-64) appear to be truth-conditionally equivalent, they are not actually interchangeable in discourse.

Whereas an answer like (124b) is a felicitous response to either “What is the cat doing?” or “Who is snoring?”, the answer in (124c) is only felicitous in response to “Who is snoring?” That is, the answer with the nominal predicate is felicitous only in that discourse context where the nominal is focused (cf. Koch, 2008).

(124) Context: I have several noisy animals making various sounds.

a. ʔəngʷux̌da ̕x̌ənt̓ala̕x
   ?ngʷ*=ux̌=da ̕xnt̓-ka-l=(a)x̌
   who=3MED=DET snore-sound-ONGOING=VIS
   “Who is snoring?”
b. √ ḵənt̓alux̌da  busi̓x
   ḵnt-ka-l=ũ=da  busi=̕x
   snore-sound-ONGOING=3MED=DET  cat=VIS
   “The cat is snoring.”

c. √ busiyux̌da  ḵənt̓ala̓x
   busi=ũ=da  ḵnt-ka-l=(a)̕x
   cat=3MED=DET  snore-sound-ONGOING=VIS
   “The cat is snoring.”

(125)  a. ʔəngʷida  busi̓x
   ʔngʷ=i=da  busi=̕x
   who=3DIST=DET  sing-ONGOING=INVIS
   “Who is singing?”

b. √ ḵənt̓alux̌da  busi̓x
   ḵnt-ka-l=ũ=da  busi=̕x
   snore-sound-ONGOING=3MED=DET  cat=VIS
   “The cat is snoring.”

c. ✗ busiyux̌da  ḵənt̓ala̓x
   busi=ũ=da  ḵnt-ka-l=(a)̕x
   cat=3MED=DET  snore-sound-ONGOING=VIS
   “The cat is snoring.”

The same pattern is seen in (126-127); when ḷonxəla (“sing”) is the predicate, the answer is felicitous in response to both questions; when ḷaˈya (“younger sibling”) is the predicate, it is felicitous only in that context in which ḷaˈya is the focus.

(126)  Context: Two brothers are performing at a talent night, one of whom will sing and one of whom will dance. Out in the lobby, someone asks what’s going on onstage.

a. ṭəngʷida  ḷonxəleʔ?
   ṭngʷ=i=da  ḷonx-la=aʔ
   who=3DIST=DET  sing-ONGOING=INVIS
   “Who is singing?”
b. ✓ dən̓x̣əlida  c̓a̓yə  
dnx̣-l=ɪ=da  c̓a̓yə  
sing-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib  
“The younger brother is singing.”

c. ✓ c̓a̓yida  dən̓x̣əleʔ  
c̓a̓y=ɪ=da  dnx̣-la=aʔ  
younger.sib=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=INVIS  
“The younger brother is singing.”

(127) a. wigilida  c̓a̓yə?  
wi-gi-l=ɪ=da  c̓a̓yə  
what-do-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib  
“What is the younger sibling doing?”

b. ✓ dən̓x̣əlida  c̓a̓yə  
dnx̣-l=ɪ=da  c̓a̓yə  
sing-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib  
“The younger brother is singing.”

c. ✗ c̓a̓yida  dən̓x̣əleʔ?  
c̓a̓y=ɪ=da  dnx̣-la=aʔ?  
younger.sib=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=INVIS  
“The younger brother is singing.”  
Speaker comment: “I think c̓a̓yə is in the wrong position.”

We find the same asymmetry in more complex sentences, as well, that are not simple “inversions” of subject and predicate:

(128) Context: A waiter comes to the table to see what you want to drink.

a. mačaliʔs  ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəʔoʔs  
mačal=ɪʔ=s  ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sd-sw̓=a=uʔs  
what=3PROX=2POSS do-want-PASS=INVIS=2POSS  
“What do you want?”

b. ✓ ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən  xa  ʷap  
ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n  xa  ʷap  
do-want=1 ACC water  
“I want water.”
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(129) **Context:** *A waiter comes to the table with glasses of water.*

a. ʔəngʷi da ?əxʔɛxsdɛʔ ʔəx̌ɛx̌sdɛʔ
   who=3PROX DET do-want=a=INVIS ACC water
   “Who wants water?”

b. ʔəx̌ɛx̌sdɛʔ ʔəx̌ɛx̌sdɛʔ
   do-want=a=INVIS ACC water
   “I want water.”

c. ʔəx̌ɛx̌sdɛʔ ʔəx̌ɛx̌sdɛʔ
   do-want=a=INVIS ACC water
   “I want water.” (Lit: “That wanted by me is water.”)

Again, when a nominal is chosen as the sentential predicate, the sentence is only felicitous in response to a particular question, while a verbal predicate is compatible with either question.

It should be emphasized that it is not just that the sentences have different focus interpretations. If, for example, the predicate *always* had to be the focus, we could still maintain acategoriality. What motivates categoriality here is that the possible focus interpretations are, in addition, asymmetrical; verbal predicate sentences have possibilities for interpretations that nominal predicate sentences do not.

Similar question-answer pairs involving nominal and adjectival predicates, seen in §6.5.2, can likewise establish that nominal and adjectival predicates have different effects on focus interpretation, providing another source of evidence that Kwak’wala grammar treats nouns and adjectives differently.

We will also see a similar pattern when we examine association-with-focus in §7.2.4. Although some focus-sensitive operators exhibit strict restrictions on association, the second-position enclitic sequence =ʔm=ʔa, meaning “also”, can associate with any element of its sentence. However, when a nominal predicate is chosen rather than an available verbal predicate, the interpretation of the additive is constrained in the same asymmetric manner as seen above.
As noted in §1.8, the sorts of discourse felicity judgments seen in (124-125) and (128-129) are not always reliably given – consultants sometimes just accept any sentence that offers the appropriate information, regardless of its information structure. However, when consultants do offer judgments, rather than just accepting anything, the judgments follow the pattern above. I would be hesitant to rely solely on such occasional judgments, were they at odds with elicited and naturalistic data, but the same patterns hold for both elicited and naturalistic speech.

Sentences with marked nominal predicates are almost never offered in elicitation and translation tasks unless the prompt is a particular question. For example, I could not elicit the sentences in (61b), (62b), (63b), and (64b) until I set up appropriate contexts that included the correct questions (i.e., “Who is that smart one?”; “Who is that woman?”, etc.)

In more free communicative tasks, like the “Find-the-Difference” picture task (§1.8), verbal predicates were used in a wide variety of discourse contexts, whereas the use of nominal predicates (when a verbal predicate was also available) has invariably been in contexts where the nominal was in focus.

(130) **Context:** The speaker is looking at a “Find-the-Difference” puzzle: two cartoon drawings depicting a picnic scene where some details differ between the pictures. The speaker has been asked to find all the differences and explain them.

a. ǧʷaw̓inaga kʷala lax̌ga λo?six
   ġʷaw̓ina=ga kʷ-aɬa l=(a)ƛ=ga ƛxʷ-ʔs=ix
   raven=3PROX sit-ONGOING.POS PREP=ACC=3PROX stand-outdoors=VIS.3PROX
   “There’s a raven sitting in this tree.” (Lit: “This sitting on this tree is a raven.”)

b. dəxdəxəliɬxga kʷala lax̌ga n̓əmx λo?š
   dəx̌dəx̌li=ga kʷ-аɬa ̓=l(a)ƛ=ga ̓n̓um=x ̓laƛʷ-ʔs
   owl=3PROX sit-ONGOING.POS PREP=ACC=3PROX one=VIS.3PROX stand-outdoors
   “There’s an owl sitting in the other tree.” (Lit: “This sitting on this other tree is an owl.”)

In “Find-the-Difference” tasks, constructions like these were never used except when the nominal was in focus. Sentences with verbal predicates, on the other hand, were used in a wide variety of focus contexts – not just in cases when the verb or VP was in focus.

One final and interesting judgment suggests to me that this phenomenon does indeed depend on some formal property of the word, such as word class, rather than depending on the semantic referent of the word.

As detailed in §B.3.4, Kwak’wala has a wide variety of “voice” suffixes that can be added to an eventive root to denote some participant in the event, from general notions like patient
and instrument to more specific things like materials, clothing, containers, and surfaces. Some of these suffixes, like the passive -səw/-suʔ, are probably verbal in nature, whereas others (like those denoting specific objects) are more likely nominal derivations.

The result nominalizer -əkʷ, listed by Boas (1911) among the “nominal suffixes” and labeled the “passive past participle”, creates words that refer to the results of actions of creation and transformation (§B.3.4.4).

(131) a. قادəkʷ
  ˀkat-wkw
  write-PART
  “letter, something written”

b. څولدəkʷ
  څlt-wkw
  saw-PART
  “something sawed”

c. ښوبəkʷ
  ښp-wkw
  chop-PART
  “something chopped”

d. Ӈəmdʰəkʷ
  Ӈms-wkw
  pick.berries-PART
  “berries that have been picked”

e. ڃəګəkʷ
  ڃq-wkw
  make.berry.cakes-PART
  “berry cakes”

The resulting words generally occur within DPs, so out of curiosity I attempted to use one as a main predicate:

(132) ?? ښوبəkʷida ڃəqʷa.
  sub-wkw=i=da ڃqʷa
  chop.with.axe-PART=3DIST=DET firewood
  Intended: “The wood was chopped.”
The speaker rejected this sentence entirely until, after some reflection, decided there was only one situation in which it sounded okay: when a person is wondering how the wood was split (was it chopped? ...split? ...sawed? etc.), and another person responds with (132) to say that it was chopped.

I have only one use of a participial form used as main predicates in more spontaneous discourse, coincidentally the same word. It likewise exhibits a contrast centering around “chopped”; the speaker was contrasting a group of chopped-down trees and a group of unmolested trees.

(133) Context: The speaker is pointing at a grove of trees in a picture. The speaker then points to a collection of stumps elsewhere in the picture.

a. heʔnasida
   he=ʔm=as=i=da
   be.3PROX=VER=PRSNTV=3PROX=DET REDUP-long.thing.stands-on.ground
   “There are trees.”

b. siʔsubəkʷida
   sy̓-sup-\w̓=i=da
   REDUP-chop-PART=3PROX=DET REDUP-long.thing.stands-on.ground
   “Those trees were chopped.”

That is, this word subəkʷ, which takes an apparently nominal suffix, exhibits the same restriction on possible focus interpretations that a nominal predicate does. Meanwhile, the passivized verbal form sup̓icuʔ (“was chopped”), although roughly synonymous, does not seem to induce a restriction on interpretation. For example, here it is used in an apparently thetic sentence; another speaker on another occasion is looking at the same picture, but does not seem to be contrasting the trees with anything.

(134) Context: A speaker is describing the collection of stumps.

sup̓isəw̓ ida
   sup-xʔid-sw̓=i=da
   REDUP-change-PASS=3PROX=DET three tree
   “Three trees were chopped.”

These examples in (132-134) also suggest that it is the predicate being nominal, rather than the argument being verbal, that constrains focus interpretation; these are all sentences with ordinary noun phrases as arguments.
3.6 Summary

The claim that Wakashan languages lack any noun/verb distinction, while widespread in the non-specialist linguistic literature, is somewhat of a simplification of the actual claims in the Wakashanist literature (§3.2). The observations of Wakashan acategoriality from the structuralist era were primarily claims about argumenthood and predicatehood: observations that nouns could be “treated like verbs” (that is, act as predicates) and verbs could be “treated like nouns” (that is, act as predicates); beyond this, Boas (1911; 1947) identified various phenomena that distinguished nouns and verbs.

If we look beyond argumenthood and predicatehood as the primary criteria for word class, a close inspection of Kwak’wala morphology (§3.3) and syntax (§3.4) provide a number of additional examples of phenomena that we can use to establish a three-way distinction between nouns, verbs, and adjectives.

Moreover, interpretational asymmetries like those in §3.5 show that the classic “predicate/argument” pairs invoked by Swadesh (and many sources since then) do not provide such a strong argument for Wakashan acategoriality: such pairs, although striking when viewed in isolation, are not interchangeable; nominal predicates restrict focus interpretation in a way that verbal and adjectival predicates do not.

Given that the classic examples of noun/verb interchangeability do not result in genuinely equivalent sentences, and that many of the morphological elements that appear to be class-insensitive can be shown in other contexts to act like enclitics, which we do not expect to be class-sensitive, there is actually not very much left that we can point to as an argument for Kwak’wala acategoriality. In every morphosyntactic context – as bases for affixation, as predicates, as heads of arguments, as modifiers of arguments – we can observe distributional and/or interpretational differences between nouns and verbs, and a few of these suggest an additional class of adjectives as well.
Chapter 4

Copular sentences

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 The search for copulas

The picture of the Wakashan languages that we inherit from the structuralist period is one with almost complete freedom of predication: that any open-class lexical item can be a predicate without the addition of any sort of copula (i.e., a word that functions as “be”) required:

As in other languages that lack the defining verb ‘to be’ (as in ‘it is a man’), the distinction between noun and verb offers difficulties, because every noun may also be predicative” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 205).

It is certainly true that nouns, verbs, and adjectives can serve as sentential predicates without a copula (Chapter 3), but these do not exhaust the predicative possibilities of language, and do not exhaust the environments in which copulas occur. When we extend the search for a copula beyond nominal, verbal, and adjectival predicates, we find that Kwak’wala does have copular elements: specifically, nugwa-, su-, ga-, yu-, and he- and a few special-purpose copulas.

Although “copula” can be defined in a number of ways depending on one’s formal framework, the basic notion of copula (literally “that which joins” in Latin) is that it is a sentential element that joins a subject and predicate together. In particular, we find copulas when a phrase that cannot itself act as a predicate (“tall”, “a fisherman”, “the winner”, “in Vancouver”, etc.) nonetheless appears to serve as the predicate of the sentence.

(135) a. *He tall.
    b. He is tall.
Basic copulas  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nugwa-</td>
<td>1st person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>su-</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic copulas</th>
<th>3rd person proximal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ga-</td>
<td>3rd person medial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yu-</td>
<td>3rd person distal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special copulas</th>
<th>exclusive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hig-</td>
<td>interrogative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k'ayos</td>
<td>negative existential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.1: Kwak’wala copulas**

(136)  
(a) *He a fisherman.  
(b) He is a fisherman  

(137)  
(a) *He the winner.  
(b) He is the winner.  

(138)  
(a) *He George.  
(b) He is George.  

The apparent uniformity in English between the examples in (135-138), however, is misleading. Some of these sentences are **equative** like (137) and (138), and express that two entities are the same entity; others are **predicative** like (135) and (136), and express that an entity is one of a set (e.g., the set of tall people, the set of fishermen).  

If we were to restrict ourselves to examining sentences like (135-136) in Kwak’wala, then there is indeed no element equivalent to “is” in such sentences. (That is to say, there is no **predicative** copula.) However, when we examine sentences like (137-138) in Kwak’wala, we find that these sentences do take a special “is”-like element – an **equative** copula – and show a very different structure than the ordinary predicative sentences seen in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Appendix B.

### 4.1.2 A variety of copulas

In this chapter, I will examine a variety of sentences that do not fit the basic “predicative” sentence pattern, but exhibit a rather different morphosyntactic pattern, and suggest that there are actually a number of copulas in the language (Table 4.1).

Various authors, including Boas et al. (1947), Anderson (1984), Sherer (2014), and even

---

1I suggest in §4.3.7, however, that the English copula and the Kwak’wala copula have different functions and different structural positions, so for some definitions of “copula” the Kwak’wala copula might not count.
Hall (1888a), find morphosyntactic abnormalities in sentences that begin with these elements, and I will show in this chapter that they have distinctive morphology and structure.

4.1.3 Types of copular sentences in Kwak’wala

There are two basic types of copular sentence in Kwak’wala. “Type I” copular sentences express the identity of two entities, like the identity of Hannah and Juliet in (139a), of Sally and =ən ʔəmʔp (“my mother”) in (139b), and of =s (“you”) and ʔəpidsuʔ (“[the one that] was cut”) in (139c).

(139) a. yuʔəm Julietux̌ Hannah
    yuʔ=ʔm be.3MED=VER Juliet=3MED Hannah
    “Hannah is Juliet.”

b. hem̓ən ?əmʔp industri Sally
    he=ʔm=n ?bmp=i Sally
    be.3DIST=VER=1POSS mother=3DIST Sally
    “Sally is my mother.”

c. suʔəm ʔəpidsuʔs
    suʔ=ʔm kp-xʔid-sw̓=s
    be.2=VER scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS=2
    “You were the one who was cut [got a haircut].”

The above type of copular sentence I will call a “Type Ia” copular sentence or a “canonical” equative copular sentence, and I will investigate them in detail in §4.2. Note that when an element is verbal, like ʔəpidsuʔ (“was cut”) in (139c), the other element is identified with its subject role (the one that got cut). That is to say, this appears, except for its lack of determiners, to behave like an ordinary Kwak’wala relative clause.

There is also a variation of this type, in which the elements appear to occur in a different order, which I will term the “Type Ib” copular sentence or “cleft” equative copular sentence.

(140) yudu ux Pateq əpidsəwa
    yu=d=ux Pate=q np-xʔid-swa
    be.3MED=DET=3MED Pat=VIS throw-CHANGE-PASS
    “It’s Pat that you hit.”
Although the constituent ordering is different—the nominative DP (=x Patêx, “Pat”) comes second rather than last—this also shows the hallmark of the “Type I” copular sentence, in that one element (ux̌ Patêx ) is interpreted as coreferent with the subject of the other (nəp̓idsəw̓a, “was hit”). I will examine these sentences in more detail in §4.3.

The other type of copular sentence does not follow the “subject” rule. In these sentences, which I term “Type II”, the one element is interpreted as coreferent with a locative argument of the other, or one of a few other arguments that Kwak’wala treats like locations (times, measures, and standards of comparison).

(141) heda gayũɬi da nəʔange
    he=da gayuλ=i da nʔ-nge
    be.3DIST=DET be.from=3DIST DET REDUP-mountain
    “It comes from the mountains.”
    (Rough lit: “The mountains are where it comes from.”)

    (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 29)

I look at these sentences in more detail in §4.4. Unlike Type I sentences, which play a role in focus expression, these Type II sentences will not play any important role in the chapters that follow, but it is nonetheless valuable to isolate them as a distinct sentence type. Just as the conflation of predicational and copular sentences has confounded analyses in the past, the conflation of Type I and Type II copular sentences can confound the analysis of Type I sentences.

### 4.2 Type Ia copular sentences: canonical equatives

#### 4.2.1 Predication vs. equation

At least as early as Russell (1919), it was acknowledged that there were two critically different logical senses of “to be”, one of which serves to assert that an entity is part of a set (predication), the other of which serves to assert that an entity is identical to another entity (equation).

(142) a. **Equative sentences** are those sentences that assert that one entity is identical to another (“Clark Kent is Superman”, “Hannah is the tallest”, “Darth Vader is Luke’s father”, etc.).

    b. **Predicative sentences** are those sentences that assert that an entity is the member

---

2 This distinction is expressed in a wide variety of ways in the linguistic literature; like “focus” (§1.6.2), authors use many different terms, or use the same terms referring to subtly different distinctions (den Dikken, 2006, p. 295–304).
of a set (“Clark Kent is a reporter” asserts that Clark Kent is a member of the set of reporters, “Hannah is tall” asserts that Hannah is a member of the set of tall things, etc.).

Russell himself seems to have assumed human language did not distinguish the two – he called it “a disgrace to the human race that it has chosen the same word is for those two such entirely different ideas as predication and identity” – but there are nonetheless many languages that distinguish these more overtly than English does, including Hebrew (Rapoport, 1987, p. 27), Russian (Reeve, 2010), Turkish (Baker, 2003), and Sakha (Baker and Vinokurova, 2010, 2012). In the Pacific Northwest, two Wakashan languages have been shown to distinguish these, Nuuchahnulth and Makah (Davidson, 2002), and Lyon (2013) demonstrates this difference in Okanagan Salish.

### 4.2.2 Predication vs. equation in Kwak’wala

If we examine equative sentences in Kwak’wala, we find that they have one of five special elements at the beginning, *nugwa-, su-, ga-, yu-, and he-*, and have markedly different syntax and morphology than basic predicative sentences.

(143) a.  
\[
\text{c̓ədaqi \quad Ayoko} \\
\text{c̓daq=i \quad Ayoko} \\
\text{woman=3DIST \quad Ayako} \\
\]

“Ayako is a woman.”

b.  
*Context: Three men are present, and one woman.*

\[
\text{yuʔəm \quad c̓adaqǔ \quad Ayoko} \\
\text{yu=ʔm \quad c̓daq=ux̌ \quad Ayoko} \\
\text{be.3MED=VER \quad woman=3MED \quad Ayako} \\
\]

“Ayako is the woman.”

(144) a.  
*Context: A child is talking about what she’s going to be when she grows up.*

\[
\text{kiƛ̓inux̌ʷƛən} \\
\text{kiƛ-\ iux̌=ƛ=ən} \\
\text{catch.fish-expert=FUT=1} \\
\]

“I’m going to be a fisherman.”
b. Context: Two brothers are playing at being fisherman and fish. One is going to play the fisherman, and the other the fish, but they can't agree on who gets to be the fisherman and who has to settle for being the fish.

```
nugʷaƛ̓i   kiƛ̓inux̌ʷƛ
nugʷ=(a)ƛ=i  kiƛ̓-i. nuƛʷ=ƛ
be.1=FUT=3DIST  catch.fish-expert=FUT
```

“I’m going to be the fisherman.”

This parallels the constructions seen in the Southern Wakashan languages Nuuchahnulth and Makah (Davidson, 2002, pp. 128–132), in which there is an initial element exhibiting personal agreement followed by one or two argument-like constituents. I will establish in the sections that follow that the initial element is not itself a pronoun (§4.2.4), and that the constituents that follow it are not of the same syntactic type (§4.2.5, §4.2.6).

It may appear at first that the initial element (yu in (143b), nugʷ in (144b)) is an ordinary auxiliary of the type seen in §B.5.2 – that is, an auxiliary along the lines of la (“go, now, then”) or ğiʔs (“not”) – but there are several syntactic and morphological differences between these equative sentences and predicative sentences with auxiliaries.

For one, they do not exhibit the distinctive agreement pattern (§B.6.1.1) that ordinary auxiliaries exhibit (146). In an ordinary predicative sentence like (145a), where a third-person medial subject (i.e., one introduced by =ux̌ ) is not in second position, another instance of =ux̌ appears in second position as an agreement marker.

```
(145) a. kiyeux̌  kəpidsəwux̌  Katie
  kysi=ux̌  kp-xʔid-sw=ux̌  Katie
  not=3MED  scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS=3MED  Katie
  “Katie didn’t get a haircut.”
```

This additional =ux̌ does not appear in equative sentences.

```
(146) a. yuʔəm  Julietux̌  Hannah
  yu=ʔm  Juliet=ux̌  Hannah
  be.3MED=VER  Juliet=3MED  Hannah
  “Hannah is Juliet.”
```

```
  b. yuʔəm  Romeoƛux̌  Masakiyəx̌
  yu=ʔm  Romeo=ƛ=ux̌  Masaki=q
  be.3MED=VER  Romeo=FUT=3MED  Masaki=VIS
  “Masaki will be Romeo.”
```
4.2.3 Word order

In the basic equative sentence, the elements come in a particular order:

- First, the copula, *nugwa-*, *su-*, *ga-*, *yu-*, or *he-*.³

- Optionally, but very frequently, the enclitics =ʔm or =d(a) (§4.2.7)

- The copular complement (§4.2.6)

- Finally, a nominative DP (§4.2.5)

There is also a second word order – what I term a “Type Ib” or “cleft” copular sentence – that also occurs, in which the subject comes directly after the copula and its enclitics, and the remainder of the sentence – what would otherwise be the copular complement – follows. These are not, however, a straightforward rearrangement of the constituents of the Type Ia copular sentence; there are some morphological and syntactic differences that I consider in §4.3.⁴

4.2.4 The copula

The first element in an equative sentence – what I have been calling a copula – is neither a predicate (§4.2.9) nor a pronoun (§4.2.4), but an element with a distribution unlike either. Like the pronouns and subject enclitics, however, the copulas occur in a five-way person/deixis paradigm, with first person (§147a), second person (147b), third person proximal (147c), third person medial (147d), and third person distal (147e).

³These are traditionally described as “pronouns” (Boas et al., 1947) or “demonstrative predicates” (Anderson, 1984).

⁴For completeness, I should also note that very occasionally I encounter an order in which the subject seems to appear within the copular complement.

(i) higaʔəm gəxʷ=ʔm Hannah loⱉ.
   higa=ʔm gəxʷ=ʔm Hannah loⱉ.
   only=VER help=3DIST Hannah ACC:2
   “Hannah was the only one that helped you.”

(ii) higaʔəm hiɬqoləmida qʷ*iʔqʷ*əlyakʷ*əګəʔ ǧałqa laⱉa ʷəŋqəla
   higa=ʔm hiɬ-q̓olm=i=da qʷy̓-qʷ*ɬs-ʷakʷ-əɣəy̓ ǧlqa ła=ⱉa ʷəŋq-la
   only=VER correct=??=3DIST=DET REDUP-old-more swim PREP=ACC deep-ONGOING
   “Only adults are allowed to swim in the deep end.”

However, these are very rare – I have only encountered two clear examples in over a thousand copular sentences that I have collected – and I am not certain they represent a genuine third possible order, rather than just being speech errors, sentences in which the speaker has changed their mind about the structure midway, or utterances consisting of more than once sentence. When I construct one, they are sometimes accepted and sometimes rejected, but when I construct one and ask the speaker to repeat it back to me, they invariably “correct” it to one in which the subject comes in its usual “clefted” position.
(147)  a. **nugʷaƛ̓i** Hamlet  
    **nugʷ=(a)ƛ̓=i** Hamlet  
    **be.1=FUT=3DIST** Hamlet  
    “I’m going to be Hamlet.”

b. **suʔəm̓əʔən** ?əbəmps  
   **suʔ=ʔm=a=n** ?bmp=s  
   **be.2=QUES=VER=1POSS** mother=2  
   “Are you my mother?”

c. **gaʔmən** ?ixʔageʔ  
   **gaʔ=ʔm=n** ?ixʔak-ɛ̨ ẘay̓  
   **be.3PROX=VER=1POSS** like-NMZ  
   “This is the one that I like.”

d. **yuʔəm** Supermanu̱x̌ Masaki  
   **yuʔ=ʔm** Superman=ux̌ Masaki  
   **be.3MED=VER** Superman=3MED Masaki  
   “Masaki [over there] is Superman.”

e. **heʔəm** dulowi Hannah  
   **heʔ=ʔm** dulow=i Hannah  
   **be.3DIST=VER** win=3DIST Hannah  
   “Hannah [currently absent] is the winner.”

The third person distal copula has a somewhat unusual vowel quality, and is transcribed in a wide variety of ways. Hall (1888a) transcribes it as *hī*, Boas and Hunt (1905) often transcribe it as *hë*, using a vowel they do not otherwise use frequently, Shaughnessy (Dick and Shaughnessy, 1977) chooses *ha*, and Anderson (1984) chooses *hi*. Nicolson (2013) transcribes it as *he’*, with a glottal stop at the end.\(^5\)

There is also an exclusive version of the copula, meaning something like “is the only one”, *hig*-, which shares the same syntax as *nugʷa*-, *su*-, *ga*-, *yu*-, and *he*-.. This element will be explored in greater detail in §7.3.2, but a few examples in the following sections will be illustrated with *hig*- as well.

Boas (1947) first grouped the five basic copulas (*nugʷa*- , *su*- , *ga*- , *yu*- , and *he*- ) together as a class and noted their isomorphism with the prenominal/pronominal series, and called them

---

\(^5\)I think it is very plausible that there be a glottal stop somewhere in the underlying form, or it is underlyingly one of the vowel combinations (like /aa/) that surfaces with a glottal component.
the “verbal series of independent pronouns”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person/Location</th>
<th>Predicate</th>
<th>Prenominal equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>/nugwa/</td>
<td>/ən/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>/su-/</td>
<td>/as/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd proximal</td>
<td>/ga-/</td>
<td>/ga/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd medial</td>
<td>/yu-/</td>
<td>/uʔ/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd distal</td>
<td>/he-/</td>
<td>/i(ʔ)/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(148)

He provided an example paradigm in (149). The structure of the sentences in (149) appeared to be one in which Siwid is an argument and nugwa-, su-, ga-, yu-, and he- are the predicates.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Nugʷaʔəm Siwid} & \quad \text{I am Siwid.} \\
\text{Suʔəm Siwidəs} & \quad \text{You are Siwid.} \\
\text{Gad Siwidək} & \quad \text{He here is Siwid.} \\
\text{Yud Síwidu̱x} & \quad \text{He near you is Siwid.} \\
\text{Hed Síwidi} & \quad \text{He near him is Siwid.}
\end{align*}
\]

(149)

This distribution was troubling to Boas, because Kwak’wala otherwise is very consistent about what can and cannot appear in this initial position:

“The first and second persons seem to be built up of n for the first and s for the second, an element o, and for the first person, the suffix ga (after o, gwa). It seems, however, quite against the spirit of the language that n and s should appear as stems in first position.” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 257)

That is to say, a series of apparent pronouns is appearing in a clausal position that only predicates should occupy.

It should be noted, however, when we call these “verbal pronouns” or “pronominal predicates”, that these are not (except in one instance, ga-) the same material as other “pronouns”, and they do not occur in argument positions. “Pronoun” is not used here in the original sense, of something that can stand in the place of a noun (or rather, in place of what we would now call a “determiner phrase”). This stands in contrast to pronoun-like equative elements in other North-west languages, such as Straits Salish (Shank, 2003) or St’át’imcets (Lillooet Salish) (Thoma, 2009), which can be shown in other contexts to act as ordinary pronouns, as well as other languages such as Hebrew, where the equative copula is identical to the third person nominative pronouns (Rapoport, 1987, p. 34).

Attempting to use one of the Kwak’wala “verbal pronouns” in an ordinary pronominal position (such as an argument to a verb or complement of a preposition) leads to ungrammaticality:
I think it is likely that these elements are historically derived from pronouns or pronoun-like elements (§4.2.9), but we should be careful to distinguish these elements from what is normally meant by “pronoun”.

One of the reasons the pronoun analysis is tempting is that many equative sentences do not have two full overt arguments, like the sentence in (151).

(151) yuinuuxda wəqesəx
yu=ʔm=da wqes=q
be.3MED=VER=3MED frog=VIS
“Those are the frogs.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 173)

In the absence of an identifiable “those” (or “he”, “she”, “it”, “me”, “you”, etc.) in sentences like (151), it is tempting to take the mysterious element of the sentence (here, yu-) and say that it means “those”.

However, when we consider sentences with an overt pronoun like (152), this analysis is less compelling, since there is already something that would correspond to “that” (namely, =ux̌).

(152) yuʔəm qayasux̌
yu=ʔm qas-ux̌=ux̌
be.3MED=VER walk-PLACE=3MED
“That is the path/road/route.”

When we consider equative sentences with two full arguments like those in (153) and (154), the “pronominal” analysis becomes strained. The reason for proposing it in the first place was that they seemed to correspond to English pronoun subjects in many sentences, but there is no pronoun in the following English sentences, nor any need for one.

(153) Context: Speakers are indicating relationships between them.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>heimən</th>
<th>nəgʷəm̓pi</th>
<th>ʔəbəmpəʔs</th>
<th>Georgepay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>he=ʔm=n</td>
<td>nkʷ-mp=i</td>
<td>ʔbmp=a=aʔ=s</td>
<td>Georgepay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>be.3DIST=VER=1POSS in.law-relation=3DIST mother=a=INVIS=3POSS Georgepay</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“Georgepay’s mother is my mother-in-law.”

---

6It is important to note the difference between the endings of (151) and (152). In (151), the =əx̌ at the end is the visible postnominal enclitic. In (152), the =ux̌ is the third-person medial prenominal, functioning here as a pronoun.
(154)  Context: A passage from a text giving a speaker’s family history.

I should also note that these are not “emphatic” or “focus” pronouns, either, used instead of the ordinary pronouns when the pronoun is focused. These elements are, it is true, very frequent in focus constructions, and it may seem at first that, for example, *nugwa-* occurs when the first person is a focus and *=n* occurs when the first person is not a focus. However, it is certainly possible to have sentences in which *=n* expresses a focused first person, like in (155).

(155)  higaʔn  naqə  x̌a  kafi  x̌a  gʔala
       higaʔ=n  naqə  x̌a  kafi  x̌a  gʔ-ala
   only=VER=1  drink  ACC  coffee  ACC  early-ONGOING
   “I’m the only one who drinks coffee in the morning.”

We can also naturally extend the arguments given above, against a pronominal analysis of copulas, to an analysis where they are focus pronominals. In (156b), the focus is *=i Sean*; just as there is no need for a pronoun in this sentence (since all of the arguments are fully specified), there is also no need for a focused pronoun.

(156)  a.  ?əŋʷəs  xʷənukʷe??
       ?ŋʷ=s  xʷnukʷ=a=a?
   who=2  child=a=INVIS
   “Who’s your son?”

   b.  hemən  xʷənukʷɪ  Sean
       heʔ=m=n  xʷnukʷ=i  Sean
   be.3DIST=VER=IPOSS  child=3DIST  Sean
   “Sean is my son.”

Finally, it is worth noting that, while these elements occur frequently in clefts, they are not themselves just “clefiting particles” or “focusing particles”, in the sense that they indicate that a particular constituent is focused. The presence of *he-* in (156b) does not pick out any particular constituent as focused; the same sentence could be used when a different constituent is the focus, as in (157b).
(157)  a. \(λiλiλiλi\) 
\(λi-λiλiλola-\)pa=s=i 
\(λi-w=i\) 
REDUP-RELatives-RECIP=2=QUES and=3DIST Sean

“Are you related to Sean?”

b. hem\(\text{ʔ}m\) 
\(xλnuk\) 
\(xλnuk=x\) 
be.3DIST=VER=1POSS child=3DIST Sean

“So while many sentences with foci, and many sentences specifically expressing foci, contain these elements, saying that they themselves are focus pronouns does not really capture their distribution.

4.2.5 The copular subject

In contrast to the ordinary “predicate” sentence order, in equative sentences the subject appears to be the second of the apparent arguments. While the first element sometimes appears to have normal “subject” determiners, on closer inspection (§4.2.6) its determiners behave rather idiosyncratically; only the last element in the sentence shows the ordinary determiners we associate with subjects.

The copula and the subject exhibit agreement; we can see in (158a) that the ga- corresponds to the \(=ga\) Sarah, in (158b) that the yu- corresponds to the \(=ux\) Sarah and in (158c) that the he- corresponds to the \(=i\) Sarah.

(158)  a. ga\(\text{ʔ}m\) 
\(wayas\) 
\(wayas=ga\) 
Sarah

“Sarah [right here] is my sweetheart.”

b. yu\(\text{ʔ}m\) 
\(wayas\) 
\(wayas=ux\) 
Sarah

“Sarah [over there] is my sweetheart.”
This agreement is what Boas was referring to when he observes, “It is important to note that the third person forms anticipate the noun that may be connected with the following verb and that the noun is given at the end in the demonstrative form agreeing with the demonstrative form of the pronoun [read: copula]” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 259).

In equative sentences, first-person subject enclitics are unexpressed in the singular (160a), but are present in the inclusive (160b) and exclusive (160c) plurals.

(160) a. "I am the one who got a haircut."

b. "We [inclusive] are the ones who got a haircut."

---

7 These sentences were constructed, and contain what might be an additional error: they should probably have had \(=\text{\(as\)}\) rather than \(=\text{\(u\)}\) to represent the second person possessor. We (myself and another elicitor) had not caught the speaker’s use of \(=\text{\(as\)}\) in an earlier sentence, and constructed the follow-up sentences using \(=\text{\(u\)}\) instead. Nonetheless, it is fairly clear that in judging (159b) against (159a), the speaker was responding to the deictic disagreement.
We [exclusive] are the ones that got a haircut.

In general, any sentence may be missing the subject, and where one would expect a pronominal subject, often is. Like ordinary Kwak’wala sentences, equative sentences may have a full determiner phrase subject (158b), a pronominal subject (161a), or no (overt) subject at all (161b).

\[161\] a. yu̇mən wayasux̌.
   yu̇m=w̓ ȧn wayas=ux̌.
   be.3MED=VER=1POSS sweetheart=3MED
   “She [over there] is my sweetheart.”

b. yu̇mən wayas.
   yu̇m=w̓ ȧn wayas.
   be.3MED=VER=1POSS sweetheart
   “She [over there] is my sweetheart.”

4.2.6 The copular complement

The first of the two equated constituents, what I term the “copular complement”, appears at first to be an ordinary determiner phrase, but on closer inspection has a number of morphological peculiarities, suggesting that it and the subject are not the same syntactic type.

The most obvious difference between a full determiner phrase argument (e.g., a subject or object) and the copular complement is that the copular complement usually lacks a deictic determiner (147d, 147e); where we might expect =ux̌ or =i we find nothing. Deictic determiners only seem to appear when certain other enclitics precede them, including the future tense enclitic and the additive =xa. We can see this variation clearly in (162a) and (162b), where the determiner only shows up in the future-tense sentence.

---

8The frequent appearance of =ux̌da, =ida, etc. as the subject of copular sentences is what Boas was referring to when he says of =da that it “appears in terminal position, particular with demonstratives and the interrogative ‘wy- which?’” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 259).
(162)  a. *Context: I have woken up in the hospital and forget who I am. The speaker reminds me...*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{suʔəm} & \quad \text{Pats.} \\
\text{suʔəm} & \quad \text{Pat}s \\
\text{be.2=VER} & \quad \text{Pat}2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

“You’re Pat.”

b. *Context: We are putting on a play and assigning roles.*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{suʔəmƛ} & \quad \text{Romeos} \\
\text{suʔəmƛ=ƛ=ǐ} & \quad \text{Romeo}=s \\
\text{be.2=VER=FUT=3DIST} & \quad \text{Romeo}=2 \\
\end{align*}
\]

“You will be Romeo.”

When a deictic determiner appears before the copular complement, it is always =i, regardless of the person/deictic category of the subject and copula.3

Possessive determiners like =n (“my”) occur with copular complements (e.g. 158a-158c), but they too show idiosyncrasies. For example, 2nd person possessors appear to be represented with the 2nd person subject enclitic =(a)s in sentences like (163a), rather than the 2nd person possessive prenominal enclitic =uʔs. There are also differences with the third-person possessive forms; whereas arguments possessed by third persons receive =ɛʔ (probably =a=aʔ or =a=a, as noted in §B.4.4.7) and =aq before the possessive =s, we can note that here, the =s occurs directly on the copular complement.

(163)  a. \[
\begin{align*}
\text{yuʔəm} & \quad \text{c̓ay̓ux̌} \\
\text{yuʔəm} & \quad \text{Meagan} \\
\text{yuʔəm} & \quad \text{Meagan} \\
\text{yuʔəm} & \quad \text{Meagan} \\
\text{be.3MED=VER=2poss} & \quad \text{younger.sib}=3\text{MED} \\
\end{align*}
\]

“You are your younger sibling.”

---

9This “disagreement” is not unusual; we can note in other languages, too, that copular complement need not agree with both arguments. Rapoport (1987, p. 66) notes this for Hebrew copulas, which show gender agreement; in the sentence below, the copula agrees with golda me’ir, which is feminine, but not roS-ha-memSala, which is masculine.

(i) golda me’ir  hi roS-ha-memSala
Golda Me’ir(f)  3sf  head(m)-the-government
“Golda Meir is the Prime Minister.” (Rapoport, 1987, p. 66)
b. yuʔəm wayas=s Catherine
   yu=ʔm wayas=s Catherine
   be.3MED=VER sweetheart=3poss Catherine
   “That’s Catherine’s boyfriend.”

That is, copular complements systematically lack postnominal visibility enclitics.\textsuperscript{10} Remarkably, this difference was noticed by Hall (1888a), who expressed the lack of the $a$ with an apostrophe. Although he did not tie this lack to syntactic structure, he seems to have recognized that it was not the ordinary form:

‘This is Henry’s house’ is literally in Kwagiulth, ‘this is the house of Henry,’ $gia\,um\,\text{giukw’s\,Henry}$. The apostrophe shows that a letter has been elided: written fully it would be $giukw\,as\,Henry$ (Hall, 1888a, p. 63).

Boas noticed something like this as well, noting that “Whenever a genitive follows the pronouns [read: copulas] the connective $a$ of finite clauses is omitted” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 259).

When a complex copular complement like those above is followed by a subject, as in (164a), an $=a$ occurs in between them; I gloss this as $\text{EMBED}$. As with other instances of $/a/\,$ (like the $/a/\,$ in additive $=\ddot{x}a$) it is usually realized with the “echo schwa” realization before a lowered high vowel (§A.5.3).

(164) a. yuʔəm $\ddot{g}onamsu\ddot{x}$ Regisoʔo\ddot{x} Dorothy\ddot{x}
   yu=ʔm $\ddot{g}nm=s=\ddot{u}\ddot{x}$ Regis=a=\ddot{u}\ddot{x} Dorothy=q
   be.3MED=VER wife=3poss=3MED Regis=EMBED=3MED Dorothy=VIS
   “Dorothy is Regis’s wife.”

\textsuperscript{10}This difference proves a confound in Chung (2007, p. 105), in which a copular complement is taken to be visible because it lacks a postnominal visibility enclitic: “Even though the ‘late father’ does not exist in the real world he is visible to the speaker in the photo and therefore his visibility is encoded and anchored to the ‘postnominal’ determiner as in…”

(i) he\ddot{m}ən $\ddot{u}mp\ddot{w}\ddot{ə}l$ David
   he=\ddot{m}=n $\ddot{u}mp-\ddot{w}l=i$ David
   be.3DIST=VER=1POSS father=\ddot{P}ASTE\ddot{3DIST} David
   “David is my late father.”

It is not necessary here to say that $=\ddot{a}n\,\ddot{u}mp\ddot{w}\ddot{ə}l$ here is marked with the (null) postnominal visibility marker and therefore find an explanation for why it is visible; rather, $=\ddot{a}n\,\ddot{u}mp\ddot{w}\ddot{ə}l$ is not a determiner phrase at all, and would not have a postnominal visibility enclitic regardless.
b. heʔəm  ʔəbəmpəs
he=ʔm  ʔb-mp=s
be.3DIST=VER mother-relative=3POSS Bill.
“That’s Bill’s mother.” (Powell et al., 1981b, p. 5)

As noted in §4.1.3, when the copular complement has a verbal nucleus, like in (166a) and (166b), the entity expressed is that of its (implicit) subject, just as if ˈkəp̓idsuʔ (“was cut”) and ˈloɬənəm (“was received”) were ordinary headless relative clauses.12

(166) a. suʔəm  kəp̓idsuʔs
su=ʔm  kp-xʔid-sw̓=s
be.2=VER scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS=2
“You were the one who was cut [got a haircut].” (=139c)

b. heʔəm  loɬənəmsida  ᾱƛəxʷʔstu  ᾱw̓i  da  ʔigiʔstu
he=ʔm  loƛ-əm=ʔstu  ᾱw̓=i  da  ʔik-ʔstu
be.3DIST=VER get-obtained=3POSS=3DIST=DET red-eye  and=3DIST DET good-beach-eye
“The red and gray thing was what he got.” (Lit: “The red and gray was the one received by him.”)

That is to say, these sentences follow the expected rule of Kwak’wala displaced interpretation: that when an argument is interpreted as a participant in a verb elsewhere in the sentence, it

11Boas et al. (1947, p. 259) have an example that appears to be the 3rd proximal =ga=da used pronominally after a complex complement, but I have not encountered any myself.

12Of course, these copular complements differ from ordinary headless relative clauses by their lack of certain prenominal and postnominal determiners, just as the copular complements above differ from ordinary arguments by the lack of these determiners.
is interpreted as that verb’s subject (§B.1.2). This is worth emphasizing because the other type of copular sentence – “Type II” – does not follow this rule (§4.4).

### 4.2.7 Enclitic elements

There are two enclitic elements, =ʔm and =d(a), that tend to occur after the copula but before any tense enclitics.

While they do not have exactly the same distribution, I have not managed to pin down how (and whether) they differ in meaning. I look at the meaning difference more closely in §8.9, when considering the meaning of =ʔm in general, but briefly:

- Both =d(a) and =ʔm are frequent in equative sentences with third person subjects.
- =d(a) is very rare with first and second person equative sentences; these tend to use =ʔm or nothing.
- =ʔm does not occur in negative equative sentences, parallel to its non-appearance in other negative sentences (§8.3.4, §8.4.5).
- =d(a) occurs frequently on any kind of copular sentence, including locative and resemblance copular sentences, whereas =ʔm only occurs in non-equative copular sentences when other conditions for the use of =ʔm (Chapter 8) are met.
- =ʔm and =d(a) do not co-occur; in fact, =d(a) does not seem to occur with any other morphology.
- When the copular complement has first (=n) or second (=s) person possessive marking =d(a) is not used.

The last of these is especially interesting, in that it is evidence that =d(a) is indeed the same, or has the same origins, as the determiner =d(a). When we observe the element =d(a) in isolation – not in a cleft (§4.3) – where it is followed by a subject enclitic – it appears as =da.\(^{13}\)

(167) heda dulowi Jon
    he=da dulow=i Jon
    be.3DIST=DET win=3DIST Jon
  “Jon is the winner.”

\(^{13}\)Note, however, the paradigm given by (Boas et al., 1947), reproduced in §4.2.4, has gad, yud, and hed without the following a, and moreover with a copular complement that would not, as an argument, take =da.
(168)  
\[
\text{hedə} \quad \text{čačədaŋəmi} \quad \text{Marilyn} \\
\text{he}=\text{da} \quad \text{ča-čdaq}_{-w}.\text{am}=\text{i} \quad \text{Marilyn} \\
\text{be.3_{DIST}=DET} \quad \text{REDUP-woman-DIMIN=3_{DIST}} \quad \text{Marilyn} \\
\text{“Marilyn is the girl.”}
\]

(169)  
\[
\text{hedə} \quad \text{ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsuʔseʔeda} \quad \text{di} \\
\text{he}=\text{da} \quad \text{ʔx̌-ɬɛx̌sd-sw̓ =s=a=i=da} \quad \text{di} \\
\text{be.3_{DIST}=DET} \quad \text{do-want-PASS=3_{POSS}=EMBED=3_{DIST}=DET} \quad \text{tea} \\
\text{“Tea was what he wanted.”}
\]

Given that =d(a) is very common when introducing copular complements that would otherwise be predicative (like čačədaŋəm, “girl”), and at best very rare\(^{14}\) with copular complements like proper names and possessed DPs that would already be of type ⟨e⟩, this =d(a) could be a partial answer, then, to the question of where all the missing determiners in copular complements went.

4.2.8  **The demonstrative predicate hypothesis**

In this section, I examine in more detail an alternative hypothesis about the structure of these sentences, as suggested in Anderson (1984). Rather than posit that ga-, yu-, and he- are copulas with two arguments (a DP subject and a copular complement), as I do here, Anderson describes them as demonstrative predicates meaning “to be this one”, “to be that one”, etc., and describes what follows as the subject of this predicate. This is not worked out in detail in Anderson (1984), but I think it is worth exploring here, since it is a natural initial assumption to make about what these elements are doing and what their structure might be.\(^{15}\)

It also has a certain initial plausibility for Kwak’wala given the existence of WH predicates. English WH words and demonstratives both show the distribution of determiners, Kwak’wala WH words show the distribution of predicates; therefore, by analogy, we might expect Kwak’wala demonstratives to likewise show the distribution of predicates. Anderson therefore assumes a WH-question-like structure (§8.7.2) for these sentences, in which everything that follows the demonstrative predicate is a kind of relative clause, often headless, which acts as the

\(^{14}\)I have encountered very few of these, and I think they may have been priming errors; they occurred in a learning session with beginners (including myself) who had been using gad, yud, and hed for any copular complement. As I note in §8.9, my consultants report that they are basically interchangeable and are unable to describe a meaning difference between them, and will accept either in constructed sentences. However, in the sentences that they produce, there is a striking pattern regarding with which complements this =d(a) can appear, and it is similar (if not identical) to the possible complements of the determiner =da.

\(^{15}\)Anderson’s description does not include the 1st and 2nd person nugwa and su, but we could easily extend this account to them.
subject of the predication. However, this analysis runs into various morphological, syntactic, and semantic problems.

### 4.2.8.1 Missing prenominal enclitics

The morphosyntax of “demonstrative” sentences such as (170b) can differ significantly from the questions they are meant to parallel (170a). In particular, many of the putative subjects seem to lack the appropriate determiners, as described in §4.2.6. If *kanukʷa* in (170b) were a subject (rather than being a copular complement with a null subject), as, we would expect it to exhibit determiners like any other subject — like, in particular, the subject of (170a) (=*ida kanukʷɛʔ*) with which it is claimed to be parallel.

(170)  
\[
\begin{align*}
(170) & \quad \text{a. } \text{ʔəngʷ} & \text{id} & \text{a} & \text{kanukʷɛʔ} & \text{?} \\
& & \text{ʔngʷ} & = & \text{id} & \text{a} & \text{ka-nukʷa} = \text{a} \\
& & \text{who} & = & \text{3DIST} & \text{DET} & \text{car-have} = \text{INVIS} \\
& & \text{“Who has a car?”} \\
& \quad \text{b. nugʷaʔəm} & \text{kanukʷa}. \\
& & \text{nugʷa} & = & \text{ʔm} & \text{ka-nukʷa}. \\
& & \text{be.1} & \text{VER} & \text{car-have} \\
& & \text{“I’m the one with a car.”}
\end{align*}
\]

Anderson suggests that this is because headless relative clause subjects lack an appropriate AGR head, but we see a relative clause subject in (170a) with exactly the expected determiners. It is also awkward to extend the same reasoning to (171b) — i.e., that *Masaki* lacks determiners because it is a headless relative clause.

(171)  
\[
\begin{align*}
(171) & \quad \text{a. } \text{ʔəngʷu̱x̌da} & \text{bəgʷanəm?} \\
& & \text{ʔngʷ} & = & \text{u̱x̌} & \text{da} & \text{bəkʷəm} & \text{anəm} \\
& & \text{who} & = & \text{3MED} & \text{DET} & \text{man-person} \\
& & \text{“Who’s that man?” (Lit: “That man is who?”)} \\
& \quad \text{b. yuʔəm} & \text{Masaki.} \\
& & \text{yu} & = & \text{ʔm} & \text{Masaki}. \\
& & \text{be.3MED} & \text{VER} & \text{Masaki} \\
& & \text{“That’s Masaki.” (Proposed lit: “Masaki is that-one.”)}
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, something other than being-a-relative-clause is causing the presence or absence of determiners. In my own account, this is because they are entirely different constituents; =*ida*
kanukʷeʔ is a subject, while kanukʷa and Masaki are not subjects, but copular complements.

4.2.8.2 Inappropriate postnominal enclitics

Secondly, we find that the putative subject of the demonstrative sentence appears to receive “postnominal” enclitics that it otherwise would not receive – specifically, that it appears to receive in this position the prenominal and subject enclitics.

(172) a. gam̓ ən ʷapgada
    ga=ʔm=n ʷap=ga=da
    be.3PROX=VER=1POSS  water=3PROX=DET
    “This is my water.”

b. yuʔəm  qayasux̌
    yu=ʔm  qas-ux̌=ux̌x̌
    be.3MED=VER  walk-PLACE=3MED
    “That’s the path/road/route.”

c. sum̓ ən ʔəbəmps
    su=ʔm=n ʔbmp=s
    be.2=VER=1POSS  mother=2
    “Are you my mother?”

We cannot take the apparent postnominal =ga in (172a) to be the postnominal third-person proximal invisible =gaʔ; even if this enclitic were in common use, the glass of water in question is entirely visible, and ga is in any case followed by another prenominal enclitic, the determiner =da.

4.2.8.3 DP-internal syntax

Furthermore, the predicative account encounters some word-order difficulties within the putative subjects. If the “demonstrative” is the predicate, and the rest of the sentence is the subject, then some of these subjects would have impossible word orders.

For example, in (173), if we take he- to be a predicate and the rest of the sentence to be the subject, the resulting subject (dulowi Hannah) would be unlike other determiner phrases in the language, in that the prenominal determiners would be inside, rather than before, the phrase.
(173) heʔəm dulowi Hannah.
    he=ʔm dulow=i Hannah.
    be.3DIST=VER win=3DIST Hannah
    “Hannah is the winner.”

Anderson (1984) encounters this problem when he considers the sentence in (174), and has

to conclude that the subject is something like a head-internal relative clause.

(174) him̓ qəxʔidsəw’ida gənanəmasa wəci
    he=ʔm q-xʔid-sw=i=da gənanəm=(a)sa wəs-a,i
    be.3DIST=VER bit-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET child=OBL dog-NMZ
    “That’s the child bitten by the dog.”

Even putting aside the question of the position of =sa wəci, qəxʔidsəwida gənanəm is not
like other determiner phrases we find in the language. Anderson notes that he and Robert Levine

had not found any of these elsewhere in the language, except with “demonstrative predicates”.

To show that head-internal relative clauses are possible, Anderson invokes an example from

Boas (Boas, 1930, p. 34) in which the apparent relative clause precedes the head (sa gəx̌a ?ixsuxʷ bəgʷanəm, “by a handsome man who came”).

(175) a. sa gəx̌a ?ixsuxʷ bəgʷanəm
    sa gəx̌a ?ik-suxʷ bəgʷanəm
    oBL came good-appearance? man
    “by a handsome man who came”

b. qəxʔidsəwida gənanəm
    qək-xʔid-sw=i=da gənanəm
    bite-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET child

Proposed translation: “the boy who was bitten by the dog”

Relative clauses preceding heads are certainly possible (§B.6.6.1), but this analogy is im-
perfect; the prenominal determiner sa is in the expected place (at the start of the DP) in Boas’s
example (175a), but the prenominal determiners =i=da would be in an unexpected place (in
the middle of the DP) in Anderson’s putative internally-headed relative clause (175b).

In general, examples like these make it hard to maintain the demonstrative predicate anal-
ysis, because it requires us to claim that what follows is a single argument, and what follows
often does not have the syntactic form of an argument. The copular analysis, on the other hand,
always predicts two arguments, although in many sentences it happens that one or both of them
is unexpressed.
4.2.8.4 Semantic issues

The “demonstrative predicate” analysis also runs into a problem when we consider the semantics of these sentences under negation and other operators. If the sequences of words assumed to be determiner phrases in (173) and (158b) really were determiner phrases, along the lines of “Hannah the winner” or “My girlfriend Sarah”, and the predicate were just “is-that-one” or “is over there”, then we would expect different results when the sentence scopes under negation.

That is, if the two components =ən wayas (“winner”) and =ux̌ Sarah (“Sarah”) were both part of the subject, then we would expect =ən wayas to be some kind of appositive content (like a relative clause, an attributive adjective, etc.), and we expect such content to project through negation (Potts, 2005). That is to say, if a sentence like (158b) really meant “My sweetheart Sarah is that one”, we would expect the relationship between “my sweetheart” and “Sarah” to not be affected by the negation, and “is that one” to be denied, with the result that the negation of (158b) should mean something like “My sweetheart Sarah is not that one.”

However, the negated sentence just means “Sarah isn’t my sweetheart.” This suggests that the at-issue content (in the sense of Potts, 2005; Beaver et al., 2009) of yu- is not “is that one” or “is over there”, but simply the identity function that equates =ən wayas and =ux̌ Sarah. Indeed, if the at-issue contribution of yu- were just its deictic specification, a sentence like (176) would be problematic, since =ux̌ Sarah would be then be contributing a deictic specification that ʔiʔs... yu would be denying.

We can see this with a variety of “displacement” operators or predicates; the meaning targeted by modals and “want” and “wish” and “pretend” is, in each case, the identity meaning.

(176) ʔiʔs=ən yu wayasuʔ Sarah.
"Sarah isn’t my sweetheart."

(177) he=xs=i Jon ʔalulʔ ’inuʔw
"Jon might be the thief."

(178) ʔikəʔiqʔalʔw Masaki heʔqm Supermanʔsʔump
"Masaki thinks his father is Superman."
(179) **Context:** We are discussing an Elvis impersonator.

hebula Elvis
he-bula Elvis
be.3DIST-pretend Elvis
“He’s pretending to be Elvis.”

(180) **Context:** I think Marion has just about the best life, and wish I were her.

nugʷanilx̂sλi Marion
nugʷa-nilx̂s=λ=i Marion
be.1-wish=EXPR=3DIST Marion
“I wish I were Marion.”

In these sentences, the meaning that is targeted is the identity meaning rather than the deictic meaning; the resulting meaning is “want to be someone” or “pretend to be someone” rather than “want to be here/there/etc.”, “pretend to be here/there/etc.”. Moreover, the identity claims in these sentences (“Jon is the thief”, “his father is Superman”, “he is Elvis”, “I am Marion”) are not claimed by the sentence as a whole – they do not “project” in the way that we might expect if, say, Superman and =iʔsʔump (“his father”) were really in apposition to each other.\(^\text{16}\)

In other words, the “predicative” structure would suggest the opposite semantic behavior from what we observe: it would predict that the identity component of these sentences is presupposed (or some kind of “supposed”) and the deictic contribution is asserted. This is not what we observe, and in any case would leave a serious expressive gap in the language: if a language’s way of expressing identity projects through negation, then that language would not have any means of denying identity.

### 4.2.9 A parallel “spine”

While I argued in §4.2.6 that the copular complement was not itself a DP, it is worth noting the similarity of the [copula+copular complement] to a DP. Given the rough phonological similarity of the copulas to deictic determiners and subject pronouns (Boas et al., 1947, p. 257) – \(n\) for first person, \(s\) for second, \(g\) for third proximal, \(u\) for third medial, and \(i/e\) for third distal –

\(^{16}\)I should note that, in sentences that express a desire for identity, pretended identity, etc., speakers hesitate regarding which argument (the desirer/pretender or the other person) should be represented in the copula’s deictic marking, and which arguments should have determiners (§B.4.2.2). It is usually the case that the desirer/pretender/wisher is represented by the copula, as in the sentences above, but not always, and when presented with a novel sentence speakers are reluctant to rule on which person wants to be (or is pretending to be) which. Nonetheless, these sentences are always interpreted as “want to be someone”, “pretend to be someone”, etc., which is sufficient for this argument.
and the similarity of the \(=d(a)\) to \(=da\), we can observe a potential syntactic “spine” parallel to that of determiner phrases (Chung, 2007) (§B.4.4), except lacking the higher (case) and lower (postnominal visibility) projections.\(^{17}\)

\[(181)\]

Given this, I think it is quite plausible that Kwak’wala copular sentences originated as a sequence of two determiner phrases without an overt copula, as we see in some of the Salishan languages (Lyon, 2013), and at some point the initial element of the initial determiner phrase (its deictic determiner) was reanalyzed as being a copula.

It is important to clarify, however, that the two equated elements are not, synchronically, of the same syntactic type. As noted in §4.2.6, the copular complement is missing some determiners (even beyond the reanalyzed deictic determiner) and there are various differences in morphological realizations as well (e.g., \(=a)\)s rather than \(=u\)s, \(yu\) rather than \(=ux\), \(he\) rather than \(=i\), etc.). Moreover, the deictic element in (181) – that is, the copula – does not express the deictic specification belonging to this XP; it expresses the deictic specification of the subject. For example, in (182) and (183), we would expect that the copular complements should be distal (because they describe future entities), but the deictic element nonetheless agrees with the subject at the end of the sentence.

(182)  \textit{Context: We are putting on Romeo and Juliet; I am playing Romeo and am planning that Hannah be Juliet.}

\[
yu\text{man} \quad wayas\lambda ux \quad Hannah \\
yu=\text{?m}=n \quad wayas=\lambda =ux \quad Hannah \\
be.3\text{MED}=\text{VER}=1\text{POSS} \quad \text{sweetheart=}FUT=3\text{MED} \quad \text{Hannah}
\]

“Hannah will be my sweetheart.”

(183)  \textit{Context: We are discussing a (fictional) future talent competition.}

\[
yu?=\text{?m} \quad dn\tilde{x}\text{?inu}\tilde{x}=\lambda ux \quad Ruby \\
yu=\text{?m} \quad dn\tilde{x}=\lambda ,\text{inu}\tilde{x}=\lambda =ux \quad Ruby \\
be.3\text{MED}=\text{VER} \quad \text{sing-expert=}FUT=3\text{MED} \quad \text{Ruby}
\]

“Ruby will be the best singer.”

\(^{17}\)As in (§B.4.4), I am again uncertain regarding the position of postnominal possessive \(=s\) in this tree.
It would be problematic to claim in sentences like (182-183) that *yu* is just a special spell-out of the determiner, since the determiner corresponding to *yu* is =ux̌ and the appropriate deictic determiner for referents that exist only in the future would be =i. That is to say, I think it is plausible that these copulas originated as deictic determiners, but they are not currently deictic determiners in the sense that they specify the deictic category of their complement. Rather, the deictic category of the copula indicates (often, re-indicates) the deictic category of its subject.

Even though the two equated elements are not of the same syntactic type, are they of the same semantic type? That is, are they both of type *e*? I think that they are; that is, I do not think that missing determiners (e.g., =ux̌, =da) on the copular complement necessarily mean that the copular complement is not of type *e*. None of the overt Kwak’wala determiners is a clear sole candidate for the function of turning ⟨*e*,t⟩ properties into *e* entities; the deictic prenominals (=ux̌, etc.) and visibility postnominals (=x̌, etc.) also occur on constituents that are probably already of type *e*, like proper names, and =da occurs and fails to occur in DPs for reasons that remain unclear (§B.4.4.4) (Black, 2012). It may be necessary to follow Chung (2007) in positing a phonologically null determiner ∅ alongside =da; this is what I will assume here.

So I will assume, here, that both equated elements are of type *e*, whether or not they are introduced with overt determiners, rather than having the subject be of type *e* and the copular complement be of type ⟨*e*,t⟩. After all, proper names are found in copular complements, and those are prototypical entities. Assuming a ([COP CC] SUBJ] structure19, the structure of (184a) would therefore be something like the (184b).20

(184) a. heʔəm  Biliyida  babagʷəm
        he=ʔm  Bili=i=da  ba-bkʷ-ru=m

        be.3DIST=VER  Billy=3DIST=DET  REDUP-boy-DIMIN

        “That’s Billy.” (Lit: “That boy is Billy.”) (Powell et al., 1981b, p. 12)

---

18 While it is possible that *Billy* could refer to a property rather than an entity (like the property held by everyone named “Billy”), I do not think it does. Kwak’wala has a dedicated means of referring to the property of being named something – in this case, it would be *Billyxƛ* – and that is not the form used here.

19 I will propose more elaborate structures in §4.3.6 and §4.3.7.

20 I leave out the question of the structure and function of =ʔm here. In Chapter 8, I propose a particular semantics and high structural position for it, although in §8.9 I express some doubt as to whether this semantics captures the use of =ʔm in equative sentences.
b. heʔəm Biliyida babagʷəm
   \[ that \ boy = Billy \]

   heʔəm Billy =ida babagʷəm
   \[ \lambda y.y = Billy \quad \text{that boy} \]

   heʔəm Billy
   \[ \lambda x.\lambda y.y = x \quad \text{Billy} \]

For a sentence like (185a), in which the copular complement is not already of type \( e \), a (null) determiner converts it to type \( e \). I assume here a choice function analysis of the determiner along the lines of the Salishan determiners proposed in Gillon (2006) and Lyon (2013), in which the determiner introduces a choice functions variable \( f \) selecting a contextually relevant entity \( (C(x)) \) that the predicate is true of \( (P(x)) \).\(^{21}\)

(185) a. heʔəm dulowi Hannah
    heʔəm dulow=i Hannah
    be.3DIST=VER win=3DIST Hannah
    “Hannah is the winner.”

b. heʔəm dulowi Hannah
   \[ Hannah = f(\lambda x.C(x) \land x \text{ wins}) \]

   heʔəm dulo
   \[ \lambda y.y = f(\lambda x.C(x) \land x \text{ wins}) \quad \text{Hannah} \]

   heʔəm dulo
   \[ \lambda x.\lambda y.y = x \quad f(\lambda x.C(x) \land x \text{ wins}) \]

   ∅
   \[ \lambda P.f(\lambda x.C(x) \land P(x)) \quad \lambda x.x \text{ wins} \]

This is therefore similar to the analysis Lyon (2013) gives for Okanagan equative sentences,

\(^{21}\)I adopt their definition but for presentational simplicity have left out the world variable \( w \).
with the difference being which elements are treated as covert: Lyon has overt determiners and covert equative copulas, whereas, for the reasons given above, I treat the determiner as covert and treat *he*- as being the overt expression of the equative copula.

### 4.2.10 Copular ambiguity

We saw in §4.1 that the distribution of the English copula is much wider than the distribution of the Kwak’wala copula. In the literature on English “be”, there is a debate of long standing regarding whether “be” is ambiguous:

- One-copula accounts: “be” has a single, predicative function (e.g. Stowell, 1981; Partee, 1987; Moro, 1997).

- Two-copula accounts: “be” is ambiguous between predicative and equative functions (e.g. Russell, 1919; Higgins, 1973; Akmajian, 1979; Rapoport, 1987).

The Kwak’wala copula is not ambiguous in this way; it appears consistently in equative sentences and does not occur in predicative sentences at all.\(^{22}\) One conclusion we might draw from this is that English “be” really is ambiguous: since Kwak’wala has an unambiguously equative copula, then the English copula, which is used in the equivalents of both Kwak’wala copular sentences and Kwak’wala non-copular (or “null” copular) sentences, must be ambiguous between these two copula types.

This is a possible conclusion, but not necessarily the only one. It is also possible that the English and Kwak’wala copulas are simply different structural elements altogether; I suggest that this might be the case in §4.3.7.

### 4.3 Type Ib copular sentences: clefts

In §4.2.3, I noted that there was a second order possible for Type I equative sentences, beyond the “canonical” equative order described in §4.2.3. In this order, which I term the “cleft”, the nominative DP comes second, after the copula, and what (at first) appears to be the copular complement follows.

\(^{22}\) Even in the locative and comparative copular sentences in §4.4, we can treat the Kwak’wala copula as equative. The closest English sentence to the Kwak’wala locative copular sentence would be, I think, something along the lines of “Vancouver is where Pat lives”; this is equative as well, equating Vancouver with the place that Pat lives.
(186) yudux Pat hamx?i xa kuťla
yu=d=u ṭ Pat hm-x?id xa kutla
be.3MED=DET=3MED Pat eat-CHANGE ACC salmon
“It’s Pat who ate the fish.”

(187) hedida ṭox̌stu λəxaɬasuʔs
he=d=i=da ḱik?-ʔstu λx-ala-sw̓=s
be.3DIST=DET=3DIST=DET dirt-eye steer-ONGOING-POSS-PASS=3POSS
“It was the brown [car] that he was driving.”

As noted in §4.1.3, this has the hallmark of the Type I copular sentence: that the nominative DP (=u̯x Pat, =ida ṭox̌stu) is coreferent with what would be the subject of the other constituent (hamx?i xa kuťla, λəxaɬasuʔs). Nonetheless, various aspects of the word order, morphology, and interpretation differ.

4.3.1 Word order

The word order of a Type Ib “cleft” sentence is similar to that of a Type Ia “canonical” equative sentence.

• First, the copula, nugwa-, su-, ga-, yu-, or he-, just as in a Type Ia sentence.

• Optionally, but very frequently, the enclitics =ʔm or =d(a), again just as in a Type Ia sentence.

• The clefted constituent, a nominative DP.

• The remnant (§4.3.2).

It may, at first, appear that the relationship between clefts and canonical equative sentences (188a and 188b respectively) is the same as the relationship between second-position subject and in-situ subject predicative sentences (§B.6.1). That is to say, it may at first appear that clefts are just Type Ia equative sentences with the subject having moved to second position, as subjects in predicative sentences often do.

23I should note that =d(a) seems to be more common in clefts, and =ʔm seems to be more common in canonical copular sentences, but each can occur in each type of sentence.
(188) a. hemi Ora λaʔʷəmeʔ
he=ʔm=i Ora λaʔʷ-(ѓ)m-ay'
be.3DIST=VER=3DIST Ora stand-face-NMZ
“It’s Ora who’s the oldest [one].” (Rough lit: “It’s Ora who stands in front.”)

b. heʔəm λaʔʷəmeʔi Ora
he=ʔm λaʔʷ-(ѓ)m-ay=i Ora
be.3DIST=VER stand-face-NMZ=3DIST Ora
“Ora is the oldest [one].” (Rough lit: “Ora is the one who stands in front.”)

However, one of the hallmarks of the second-position subject alternation is that third-person medial subjects, when they do not occur in second position, are represented by an agreement marker in that position; as observed in §4.2.2, the final subjects of canonical equative sentences are not represented by agreement markers.

(189) a. yudux Ruby kəpə̱idsə̱wa
yu=d=ux Ruby kp-xʔid-swə̱
be.3MED=DET=3MED Ruby scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS
“It’s Ruby who got a haircut.”

b. yuʔəm kəpə̱idsə̱wu̱x Ruby
yu=ʔm kp-xʔid-sw=ux Ruby
be.3MED=VER scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS=3MED Ruby
“Ruby is the one who got a haircut.”

We can see also that the pattern of enclitics differs. In the canonical equative sentence in (190a), the copular complement =ən wəʔoxʷd (“the one I was with”) has the first person possessive enclitic =ən before wəʔoxʷd, whereas in the cleft equative sentence in (190b), the remnant wəʔoxʷdan has the first person possessive enclitic after wəʔoxʷd.24

24This is not to say that one of these constructions could not be derived from the other, just that they are not trivial rearrangements of the same constituents.
“Sarah was the only one I was with.” (Lit: “Sarah was my only other.”)

“It was Sarah that I was with.” (Lit: “It was Sarah who was my other.”)

Simply “moving” the subject of a canonical equative sentence to second position, as I did in (191), does not necessarily result in a well-formed cleft.

“Sarah is my sweetheart.”

“Intended: “It’s Sarah who’s my sweetheart” or “My sweetheart is Sarah.”

Moreover, the possessive enclitic after the remnant is sometimes missing altogether, as in (192).

“It’s day when I sleep.”

4.3.2 The “remnant”

It is difficult to say exactly what sort of syntactic object the “remnant” – that is, that part of the sentence that is not the subject – is. Remnants are not just headless relative clause arguments; as observed in §4.3.1, they are missing the prenominals that we associate with arguments. Nor are they copular complements, at least not straightforwardly; while copular complements are missing their deictic prenominals, they at least exhibit possessive prenominals, which remnants
They are also not just an ordinary relative clause, headed by the clefted constituent. Such sentences exist, but they do not have the structure that we are concerned with here. We can see in (193), for example, that the prenominal possessive \( =ən \) does appear on the head \( ˈwəči \), rather than after the “remnant” or not at all.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(193)} & \quad \text{yu} \text{̓} \text{u} \text{̓} \text{dx} & \quad ˈwəciyən & \quad ?i\text{x} \text{?age} \text{̓} \text{ya} \\
& \quad \text{yu}=?\text{m} \text{=u} \text{̓} \text{x} \text{=da} & \quad \text{was}_\text{̓} \text{h} \text{i} \text{=} \text{n} & \quad ?i\text{x} \text{=} \text{ak}_\text{̓} \text{a} \text{y} \text{=} \text{a} \\
& \quad \text{be.} \text{3 MED} \text{=VER} \text{=3 MED} \text{=DET} & \quad \text{dog-NMZ} \text{=} \text{1 POSS} & \quad \text{like-NMZ} \text{=} \text{a} \\
& \quad \text{“This one is the dog that I like.”}
\end{align*}
\]

Such sentences are sometimes encountered in the same kinds of situations in which we encounter clefts, but it is important to keep sentences like (193) conceptually separate from the “cleft” construction.\(^{25}\)

Cleft remnants do not, in general, seem to be a relative clause headed by the subject. For one, the overt \( ə \text{̓} \text{a} \) that can introduce the relative does not occur. Moreover, sometimes these putative relative clauses would be headed by a verb, which is something that we observed in \( \S \)3.4.3 seems to be forbidden.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(194)} & \quad \text{he} \text{d} \text{ida} & \quad \text{qasa} & \quad \text{du} \text{̓} \text{x}_\text{̓} \text{w} \text{=} \text{a} \text{λ} \text{a} \text{̓} \text{a} & \quad \text{giwas} \\
& \quad \text{he} \text{=} \text{d} \text{=} \text{i} \text{=} \text{da} & \quad \text{qasa} & \quad \text{duq}_\text{̓} \text{w} \text{=} \text{a} \text{λ} \text{=} \text{a} \text{xa} & \quad \text{giwas} \\
& \quad \text{be.} \text{3 DIST} \text{=} \text{DET} \text{=} \text{3 DIST} \text{=} \text{DET} & \quad \text{walk see-happen.to=ACC} & \quad \text{deer} \\
& \quad \text{“The one who was walking saw a deer.” [not the one who was hunting]} \\
& \quad \text{(Lit: “It was the walk who saw a deer.”)} & \quad \text{(Sherer, 2014, p. 25)}
\end{align*}
\]

We also find apparent clause-level morphology within remnants, like a second instance of \( =ʔm \) within the remnant in (195), as well as a second instance of the reportative \( =l(\text{a}). \)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(195)} & \quad \text{he} \text{=} \text{a} \text{mlawisi} & \quad ˈ\text{Ci} \text{?stalis} & \quad ˈ\text{da} \text{xa} \text{=} \text{a} \text{mla} \text{=} \text{a} \text{xo} \text{=} \text{a} \\
& \quad \text{he} \text{=} \text{m} \text{=} \text{la} \text{=} \text{wis} \text{=} \text{i} & \quad ˈ\text{Ci} \text{?stalis} & \quad ˈ\text{da} \text{aq} \text{=} \text{m} \text{=} \text{la} \text{=} \text{xa} \text{=} \text{a} \\
& \quad \text{be.} \text{3 DIST} \text{=} \text{VER} \text{=} \text{REPORT} \text{=} \text{AND.SO} \text{=} \text{3 DIST} & \quad \text{Tide.of.the.World woman=VER=REPORT=ADD.FOC=A} \\
& \quad \text{“And Tide of the World was also his daughter.” (Lit: “And it was Tide-of-the-World who was his daughter, too.”)} & \quad \text{(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 100) (=209)}
\end{align*}
\]

Person morphology on remnant clauses varies, and speakers are somewhat hesitant about what endings are appropriate. In general, speakers use the “canonical” copular sentence when such person marking would be necessary, possibly because, as we will see, the cleft construction

\[\text{\footnotesize To be precise, the sentence in (193) could itself be a “cleft” where the entire phrase }=u\text{̓} \text{da ˈwəciyən ?ix} \text{xage} \text{̓} \text{ya} \text{\ is the clefted constituent, and there is no remnant.}\]
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can leave person entirely unexpressed.

Simple remnants – that is, those without arguments – frequently end in \(=a\), as predicates do when subjects do not follow, suggesting that remnants are predicates. On the other hand, we sometimes find possessive morphology, reminiscent of the range of morphology on adjunct clauses, especially “when” clauses: postnominal possessives, but not the corresponding prenominal possessives.

\[(196) \quad \text{a. hedida } \text{ñala mi̱xʔənxoʔoʔs} \]  
\(\text{hed}=i=da \quad \text{ñala mi̱x}_h\text{nx}=a=uʔs\)  
\(\text{be.3DIST=}3\text{DIST=}\text{DET} \quad \text{day sleep-time=}A=2\text{POSS} \)  
“It’s day when you sleep.”

\(\text{b. hedida } \text{ñala mi̱xʔənxs } \text{Jon} \)  
\(\text{hed}=i=da \quad \text{ñala mi̱x}_h\text{nx}=s \quad \text{Jon} \)  
\(\text{be.3DIST=}3\text{DIST=}\text{DET} \quad \text{day sleep-time=}3\text{POSS }\text{Jon} \)  
“It’s day when Jon sleeps.”

The pattern in the first person is particularly interesting, because first person marking is sometimes absent (197-198) and sometimes present (199-201), which is the pattern associated with the first person *postnominal* possessive enclitics (§B.4.4.9).

\[(197) \quad \text{a. w̓ iduʔs mi̱xʔənxoʔoʔs?} \]  
\(\text{w̓ id}=uʔs \quad \text{mi̱x}_h\text{nx}=a=uʔs?\)  
\(\text{what=}2\text{POSS sleep-time=}\text{INVIS=}2\text{POSS} \)  
“When do you sleep?”

\(\text{b. hedida } \text{ñala mi̱xʔənxa} \)  
\(\text{hed}=i=da \quad \text{ñala mi̱x}_h\text{nxa} \)  
\(\text{be.3DIST=}3\text{DIST=}\text{DET} \quad \text{day sleep-time} \)  
“It’s day when I sleep.”

\[(198) \quad \text{a. ŵasuʔs loλanəmoʔos} \]  
\(\text{ŵas}=uʔs \quad \text{loλ}_w\text{anm}=a=uʔs \)  
\(\text{what=}2\text{POSS get-obtained=}\text{INVIS=}2\text{POSS} \)  
“What did you catch?”
b. hedida     goṭa waći   lołanəm
hed=i=da    glia was-ŋi   loο-ŋəm
be.3DIST=3DIST=DET long dog-NMZ get-obtained
“It’s the dachshund (lit: long dog) that I caught.”

(199) a. maçaćən misəlasəwe?
mås-ŋəc=n  mis-la-sw=a=a?
what-??=1 smell-ONGOING-PASS=a=INVIS
“What is it I smell?”

b. hedida     sup misəlasəwən
he=d=i=da sup mis-la-sw=n
be.3DIST=DET=3DIST=DET soup smell-ONGOING-PASS=1POSS
“It’s the soup that I smell.”

(200) a. ŋʷiʔs  wəʔokʷəs  laʔaquaʔs  laʔ  C̓ amas
ŋʷ=iʔ=s waukʷ=s l=a=a=q=uʔs l=(a)x̌  C̓ amas
who=3DIST=2POSS another=2POSS PREP=EMBED=a=VIS=2POSS PREP=ACC Victoria
“Who did you go to Victoria with?”

b. hedi       Sarah wəʔoxʷdən,   laʔegən
he=d=i Sarah waukʷ=xd=n l=a=i=g=n
be.3DIST=DET=3DIST Sarah another=RPAST=1POSS PREP=EMBED=3DIST=3PROX=1POSS
laʔ  C̓ amas
l=(a)x̌  C̓ amas
PREP=ACC Victoria
“It was Sarah that I went to Victoria with.”

(201) a. ŋʷiʔs  kəlxʷagilaʔos  xʷa  ?ixpoʔomas
ŋʷ=iʔ=s kłxʷa-giλə=a=us xʷa  ?ik-?pʔumas
who=3DIST=2POSS buy-reason=INVIS=2POSS ACC.3MED good-taste-thing
“Who did you buy the candy for?”

b. hedi       Sarah kəlxʷagilən
he=d=i       Sarah kłxʷa-gil=n
be.3DIST=DET=3DIST Sarah buy-reason=1POSS
“It was Sarah that I bought it for.”
This similarity to “when” clauses – the lack of prenominal enclitics, the apparent use of postnominal enclitics as person marking – suggests that cleft remnants are likewise some manner of adjunct clause modifying the entire sentence, rather than an ordinary relative clause modifying the clefted constituent.

4.3.3 **Restricted focus interpretations**

Cleft equative sentences, like nominal predicates, have restricted focus interpretations; while in a canonical equative sentence either element can serve as the focus (§4.2.4), in cleft equative sentences focus interpretation is restricted.

(202) a. ʔəngʷi wəqʷʷəʔs Sara
    who=3DIST brother=3POSS Sara
    “Who is Sara’s brother?”

    b. ✓ hem̓ i Mervin wəqʷʷaʔs Sara
       he=ʔm=VER=3DIST Mervin brother=3POSS Sara
       “Mervin is Sara’s brother.” (Lit: “It is Mervin who is Sara’s brother.”)

(203) a. ʔəngʷi Mervin?
    who=3DIST Mervin
    “Who is Mervin?”

    b. ✗ hem̓ i Mervin wəqʷʷaʔs Sara
       be.3DIST=VER=3DIST Mervin brother=3POSS Sara
       “Mervin is Sara’s brother.” (Lit: “It is Mervin who is Sara’s brother.”)

The raises the question of what, exactly, causes the focus interpretation of these sentences to be constrained in this way; in Chapter 6, I propose that both clefts and nominal predicates constrain focus interpretation because of they involve marked predication structures, rather than because they dislocate the focus to the left edge of the sentence (cf. Koch, 2008).
4.3.4 Exhaustivity of clefts

As with English clefts, we find that Kwak’wala clefts seem to come along with some manner of exhaustive meaning, but like in the neighboring Salishan languages (Davis et al., 2004; Koch, 2008; Lyon, 2013), this meaning is easily cancellable. This suggests that the exhaustive meaning is some kind of implicature (Halvorsen, 1976; Horn, 1981) rather than a presupposition (Delin, 1992) or entailment (Atlas and Levinson, 1981; E. Kiss, 1999).

For example, in response to the following sentences, the speaker noted that it sounded like Pat was the only person with a car in (204) and Jackie was the only person bringing drinks in (205).

(204) Context: We are discussing who has access to transportation, for the purpose of driving consultants to and from elicitation sessions.

```
yuduŋ Pat kanukʷa
yu=d=ux Pat ka-nukʷa
```

be.3MED=DET=3MED Pat car-have

“It’s Pat who has a car.”

Speaker comment: “Sounds like he’s the only one.”

(205) Context: We are pretending to plan a party, and trying to figure out who is bring what.

```
hedi Jackie ?əxʔiɬ \( x̌a \) nənq̓uma
he=d=i Jackie ?x-xʔid=ƛ \( x̌a \) nnq̓uma
```

be.3DIST=DET=3DIST Jackie do-CHANGE=FUT ACC drinks

“It’s Jackie who’s bringing the drinks.”

So it seems likely that Kwak’wala clefts, like English clefts, introduce some manner of exhaustive meaning. However, this projected meaning appears to be cancellable much more easily in Kwak’wala than it is in English.

(206) Context: We are barbecuing a large salmon for a feast, but after leaving it unattended for some time we return and see that it is gone. After investigation, we discover:

```
a. yuduŋ da giʔgontənanəm hən̓xʔida \( x̌a \) k̓utəla
yu=d=ux da gy̓-gn-gn-ʔəm h̓n-(x)ʔida \( x̌a \) k̓utla
```

be.3MED=DET=3MED DET REDUP-REDUP-youngh-person eat-CHANGE ACC salmon

“It’s the children who ate the fish.”
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To confirm this, I attempted a contradiction test. As we will see in §7.3.2.3 and §7.3.4.3, exclusive (“only”, “just”) operators are incompatible with a follow-up that contradicts this exclusivity. Clefts, however, are compatible with follow-ups that contradict their exclusivity (207b).

(207) Context: In the next room, I have a variety of pets – birds, cats, and a dog – and they’re making a variety of annoying noises.

a. macaluxda x?x?ntala
   macal=ux=da x?y-xnt-(k)a-la=(a)q
   what=3MED=DET REDUP-snore-sound-ONGOING=VIS
   “Who is snoring in there?”

b. yudn b?busi=x x?ntala, ?ug=aq=omx?on
   yud=n by-busi=q xnt-(k)a-la, ?uk=_aq=?m=xa=n
   be.3MED=1 REDUP-cat=VIS snore-sound-ONGOING, other-go=VER=ADD.FOC=1
   wa?i=x x?ntala
   was-h=i=q xnt-(k)a-la
   dog-NMZ=VIS snore-sound-ONGOING
   “It’s my cats that are snoring, and my dog is snoring too.”
   Speaker comment: “As long as you don’t say higamux [only]”.

I have encountered one conversational (i.e., non-constructed) example of this, in (208).26

(208) Context: We were passing around a box of animal crackers, each person taking one. Two people found a goat (an elicitor and a speaker); other people found other animals. The elicitor asks the speaker who got a goat.

a. su?om lol xa m?l?lu,
   su=?m lo? xa m?l?lu
   be.2=VER get ACC mountain.goat
   “It’s you who got a goat.”

---

26I should note that it is possible here that the first sentence is just a canonical equative sentence – it is difficult to tell, in the first and second persons – or that the follow-up involves the speaker changing their mind. However, given the above examples, in which speakers responded explicitly that there was no contradiction between clefts and additive follow-ups, I think it is at least plausible that this is an example of this, as well.
The additive focus marker can occur in clefts, as well, even when the associate of the additive is the clefted element, as in (209).

(209) heʔəml̕awisi ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən
he=ʔm=la=wis=i ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən ̕aʔml̕aʔx̌əʔən
be.3DIST=VER=REPORT=AND.SO=3DIST Tide.of.the.World woman=VER=REPORT=ADD.FOC=A
“And Tide of the World was also his daughter.” (Lit: “And it was Tide-of-the-World who was his daughter, too.”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 100)

The apparent lack of exhaustive presupposition – that is to say, the presence but cancellability of an exhaustive meaning – has also been reported in the neighboring Salishan languages (Davis et al., 2004; Koch, 2008; Lyon, 2013). Lyon (2013), following a tradition of analysis that derives the exhaustive semantics of clefts from the semantics of a definite determiner (Percus, 1997; Hedberg, 2000; Büring, 2013, e.g.), explains the lack of an exhaustive presupposition in Okanagan Salish clefts from the corresponding lack of a maximality presupposition of the Okanagan determiner iʔ. Kwak’wala determiners (e.g., =da) likewise appear to lack English-like uniqueness and maximality requirements (Black, 2012), so we would, following Lyon, predict from this a corresponding lack of exhaustive presupposition in Kwak’wala clefts.

### 4.3.5 The clefted constituent as predicate

I will adopt a Percus-style (1997) account of clefts, likewise adopted for another Pacific Northwest language, Okanagan Salish, by Lyon (2013). Under this analysis, clefts are themselves a kind of inverse copular sentence, which Percus adopted to explain the various syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic parallelisms between cleft and inverse copular sentences (Percus, 1997, p. 339). The pattern in (202-203), after all, is the same pattern we find for the English copular-sentence equivalents.

(210) a. “Who is Sara’s brother?” “Mervin is Sara’s brother.”
    b. “Who is Mervin?” “Mervin is Sara’s brother.”
    c. “Who is Sara’s brother?” “Sara’s brother is Mervin.”
    d. “Who is Mervin?” #“Sara’s brother is Mervin.”
Percus analyzes a sentence like “It is [John]$_F$ that Mary saw” as being an inverse copular sentence whose predicate is “is John” and whose subject is a special null-headed relative clause (211a). This relative clause extrapolates rightward (211b) – presumably to a clause-level adjunct position, although Percus is not explicit about this – and the remaining [$_{DP}$ the $\emptyset$] is spelled-out as “it” (211c).

(211) a. [ [$_{DP}$ the $\emptyset$]$_{CP}$ that Mary saw ]$_{VP}$ is John ]
    b. [ [ [$_{DP}$ the $\emptyset$]$_{t_i}$]$_{VP}$ is John ]$_{CP}$ that Mary saw ]$_i$
    c. Spell-out: [ [ [$_{DP}$ it $t_i$]$_{VP}$ is John ]$_{CP}$ that Mary saw ]$_i$

I adopt this style of account for a few reasons.

In §4.3.2, I noted that the remnant was unlike an ordinary relative clause in that its pronominal material was missing, making it unlikely to be (on its own) the subject, and unlikely to be a relative clause modifying the clefted constituent. Rather, like a Percus remnant, it is like a relative clause but missing some initial material. Also, the remnant can occur to the right of otherwise clause-final material like $\text{ɬənsw̓əɬ}$ (“yesterday”), so a clause-level rightward adjunct position would be a reasonable surface position for it.

(212) hedi  Masaki $\text{ɬənsw̓əɬ}$  həm̓xʔi  ũa musmus
     he=d=i  Masaki $\text{lns-w̓i}$  həm-xʔid  ũa musmus

be.3DIST=DET=3DIST  Masaki next.day-past  eat-CHANGE  ACC  cow

“It’s Masaki who ate a cow yesterday.”

Moreover, the analysis of the nominative DP as the predicate would explain several aspects of their semantic interpretation. For one, having both nominal predicates and clefted constituents be predicates allows the possibility of a unified account of why they constrain focus interpretation in a similar manner (which I pursue in Chapter 6).

It also would explain an interesting pattern regarding the apparent predicate-modifying enclitics (§B.4.2) like $=\text{nax}_w$ (“ever, sometimes”) and $=\text{xse}$ (“still”), and the auxiliary $\text{həyulis}$ (“always”). In all other sentences I have encountered, these modifiers modify the predicate, but in clefts like (213) and (214) appear to modify the clefted constituent.\footnote{Since the differences between “X$_F$ always/still does Y” contexts and “X always/still does Y$_F$” contexts are rather subtle, it is hard to prove that (213) and (214) must be instances of the former. However, since speakers choose to use a special construction to express these, and I never see this construction type except in these types of context, I think it is safe to assume that speakers are managing to intuit the subtle difference between these contexts.}
(213) Context: When we go to Vancouver Island, we sometimes use public transit and sometimes borrow a car from Sarah’s relatives. In the latter case, the driver is always Sarah.

henakʷi Sarah ḥəyulis ɬəxala
he-nakʷi= henakʷi=3 DIST ever=3 DIST Sarah always steer
“It’s always Sarah who drives.”

(214) Context: After many years away, I’ve returned to town, and am asking about the restaurant at which we all used to hang out. Back in the old days, Laura was always stuck with sweeping the floor, and Jon was always the dealer in the long-running card game, and I’m wondering if this is still the case.

hexsemeʔe Jon ʔəx̌alil sa liʔlibayu
he=xse=ʔm=a=i Jon ʔx̌-al-ił sa lý-líp-i ayu
be.3 DIST =still=VER =ques=3 DIST Jon do-ONGOING-IN.HOUSE OBL REDUP-play.cards-INSTR
“Is it still Jon who deals?”

We could, on the other hand, say that =naxʷ, ḥəyulis, and =xse are simply focus-sensitive (as they are in English), that clefts restrict focus interpretation, and that the restricted focus interpretation leads to the interpretive difference. However, we do not otherwise observe these modifiers associating freely, and a Percus-style account would serve as a straightforward (rather than roundabout) explanation of their predicate-like behavior here: that clefted constituents act like predicates because they are predicates.

Furthermore, a Percus-style account of clefts derives the exhaustivity presupposition of a cleft from the exhaustivity presupposition of the definite determiner. Since Kwak’wala determiners do not appear to come with exhaustivity presuppositions (Black, 2012), this would correctly predict the lack of exhaustivity presuppositions in Kwak’wala clefts (§4.3.4) (cf. Lyon, 2013).

4.3.6 The clefted constituent as subject

In the English example in (211a), it would appear that the clefted constituent (“John”) originates as the copular complement. This would raise a problem for Kwak’wala clefted constituents, however. Copular subjects and copular complements are morphologically distinct: the latter are missing their deictic determiners, like Billy in (215a). That clefted constituents retain their
deictic determiners suggests that they are not copular complements.\(^{28}\)

\[(215)\]  a. heʔəm Biliyida babagʷəm
he=ʔm Bili=i=da ba-bkʷʷᵲᵯʷ m
be.3DIST=VER Billy=3DIST=DET REDUP-boy-DIMIN

“That’s Billy.” (Lit: “That boy is Billy.”) (Powell et al., 1981b, p. 12) (=184a)

This is not necessarily a problem, however, or even a surprise; many authors exploring the syntax of English inverse copular sentences (e.g. Heggie, 1988; Heycock, 1994; Moro, 1997; den Dikken, 2006) have suggested that the apparent predicates of inverse copular sentences – “Mervin” in “Sara’s brother is Mervin” – are subjects at an earlier stage of derivation: that they are the subjects (or, at least, the left-hand sisters) of an embedded clause-like constituent (a small clause or something similar), and the difference between canonical and inverse sentence is whether the “subject” or “predicate” of this embedded constituent is the one to raise to the subject of the sentence as a whole.

\[(216)\]  a. Base structure: [ COP [ S CC ] ]
  b. Canonical copular sentence: [ [ COP [ tᵢ CC ] ] Sᵢ ]
  c. Equative copular sentence: [ [ COP [ S tᵢ ] ] CCᵢ ]

Percus (1997) adopts Moro’s derivation of copular sentences for an additional reason: to explain why the subjects of inverse copular sentences can extrapose in the necessary way, but the subjects of canonical copular sentences cannot.

Assuming for the moment that he- is in the same structural position as COP in (216)\(^{29}\), that the subject follows the copular complement within its small clause, and that the special determiner spell-out (i.e., the Percus “it”) is phonologically null (∅) in Kwak’wala\(^{30}\), this would give us the structure in (218a) for the canonical (type Ia) equative sentence in (217a) and the structure in (218b) for the cleft (type Ib) equative sentence in (217b).

\[(217)\]  a. heʔəm λa̱xʷə̱mey̓i Ora
he=ʔm λa̱xʷ-(ġ)m-a̱y̓=i Ora
be.3DIST=VER stand-face-NMZ=3DIST Ora

“Ora is the oldest [one].” (Rough lit: “Ora is the one who stands in front.”)

\(^{28}\)Moreover, in §4.3.7, we will see two additional ways that the clefted constituent seems to act like the subject of a canonical (type Ia) equative sentence, rather than its copular complement.

\(^{29}\)I will suggest a modification to this in §4.3.7.

\(^{30}\)Note that I had already assumed a null determiner for the copular complement in §4.2.9, which appears in (218a).
b. hemi Ora λaʔwəmeʔ
   heʔ=i Ora λaʔw-(ǧ)m-ay'
   be.3DIST=VER=3DIST Ora stand-face-NMZ
   “It’s Ora who’s the oldest [one].” (Rough lit: “It’s Ora who stands in front.”)
b. \[
\begin{array}{c}
[ [ [ (\text{COP}) [ [ \he\text{ʔəm} t_i ] [=i \text{Ora} ] ] [\emptyset t_j ] ] ] \lambda\text{laʔweʔ} ]
\end{array}
\]

“It’s Ora (who’s the oldest [one]).” (Rough lit: “It’s Ora (who stands in front).”)

Assuming the structures in (220), and the Gillon- (2006) and Lyon-style (2013) determiners used in §4.2.9, this would give us the derivation of canonical equative sentences in (221a) and the derivation of cleft equative sentences in (221b). As COP would be both phonologically null and semantically vacuous, I leave it out of the derivation here.\(^{31}\)

(221) a. \[
\text{heʔəm} \lambda\text{laʔweʔ} \text{y̓i} \text{Ora}
\]

\[
Ora = f(\lambda x. C(x) \land x \text{ stands in front})
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{heʔəm} \lambda\text{laʔweʔ}?
\end{array}
\]

\[
x_i = f(\lambda x. C(x) \land x \text{ stands in front})
\]

\[
= i \text{Ora}_i
\]

\[
Ora
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{heʔəm} \lambda\text{laʔweʔ}?
\end{array}
\]

\[
\lambda y. y = f(\lambda x. C(x) \land x \text{ stands in front})
\]

\[
\lambda y. y = x
\]

\[
\lambda x. \lambda y. y = x
\]

\[
f(\lambda x. C(x) \land x \text{ stands in front})
\]

\[
\emptyset
\]

\[
\lambda\text{laʔweʔ}?
\]

\[
\lambda P. f(\lambda x. C(x) \land P(x))
\]

\[
\lambda x. x \text{ stands in front}
\]

---

\(^{31}\)For these trees, I am assuming Heim and Kratzer (1998) movement, in which movement is implemented as variable binding, but for brevity have not represented it explicitly in the trees.
b.  

\[ \text{hemi Ora } \lambda \tilde{x} \text{ ome?} \]

\[ Ora = f(\lambda x. C(x) \land x \text{ stands in front}) \]

\[ \text{hemi Ora } \lambda \tilde{x} \text{ ome?}_j \]

\[ Ora = f(\lambda x. C(x) \land P_j(x)) \]

\[ \lambda x. x \text{ stands in front} \]

---

I think there are several reasons that make this structure – I will call it the “Low he- hypothesis” – plausible for Kwak’wala, beyond just making the type composition succeed.

An important aspect of canonical and cleft structures here, that is not true of the canonical and cleft structures in (218), is that he- and \( =i \text{ Ora} \) have the same relationship regardless of whether the sentence is canonical or cleft. That is, the equative core of the sentence retains the same basic structure in both orders, the same as the structure originally proposed for canonical equation in §4.2.9. There are two phenomena that suggest that this might be the case.

For one, the Kwak’wala copula agrees with \( S \) both in canonical equatives and clefts, which is straightforwardly achieved if, in both cases, the \( S \) has had the same relationship with he-. In the “high he-” account, we might expect that the Kwak’wala copula would agree with whatever becomes the matrix subject. This does not seem to be the case. Although we cannot directly observe the deictic category of the cleft-sentence remnant, future entities like wayas\( \lambda \) (“future sweetheart”) are always treated as distal, and therefore, if wayas\( \lambda \) were the matrix subject and were to cause agreement on the copula, then the copula should have the form he- rather than yu- in (222)

(222) \[ yu \tilde{\lambda}ux \quad \text{Masakiy} \tilde{\alpha}x \quad \text{wayas} \lambda \]

\[ yu=\tilde{\lambda}=u \tilde{x} \quad \text{Masakiy}=q \quad \text{wayas}=\lambda \]

be.3\text{MED}=\text{FUT}=3\text{MED} \quad \text{Masaki}=\text{VIS} \quad \text{sweetheart}=\text{FUT} \]

“Masaki will be the sweetheart.”
Secondly, the exclusive copula *hig-* has a distinctive association pattern, wherein it always associates with the nominative argument (like =i *kʷənikʷ, “bread”) regardless of whether the sentence is canonical or cleft.

(223) a. higʔəm həʔmeʔsu̱xeʔeda  
     higʔ=sa nm-ayə=s=ux=a=i=da  
     only=VER eat-NMZ=3POSS=3MED=EMBED=3DIST=DET bake.bread-PART  
     “Bread is the only thing she eats.”

b. higaʔida kʷənikʷ  
     hig=ʔm i=da  
     only=VER=3DIST=DET bake.bread-PART eat-NMZ=3POSS=3MED  
     “It’s only bread that she eats.” (Rough lit: “It’s bread that’s the only thing she eats.”)

If *hig-* is in the same position as COP, and *hig-* always associates with the same structural argument, and these are canonical (223a) and inverse (223b) copular sentences that differ according to which constituent is made the subject of *hig-*,- then we might expect them to differ in their meanings. On the other hand, if *hig-* is low, then =ida kʷənikʷ (“the bread”) can be in the same relationship to it in both sentences; this would account for (223a) and (223b) having the same meaning without additional and novel association mechanisms.

Another reason to potentially prefer a “low *he-*” account is that the idea that the equative function of an equative copular sentence – whether that be a type-shifting operation, a special small-clause type, or a functional head – occurs structurally lower than a predicative “be” is a familiar position in the literature on English equative sentences (Partee, 1987; Heycock and Kroch, 1999). This goes back to the “one copula or two?” debate mentioned in §4.2.10; one position that we can take regarding the apparent ambiguity of “be” between predicative and equative uses is that there is only one “be” – the predicative one – and the difference between the two types of sentences is due to a difference in the complement of “be”. Predicative sentences have a predicative copular complement, equative sentences have an equative copular complement. So one thing that *he-* could be is the equative operator that makes the equative copular complement equative.

So finally, the “low *he-*” hypothesis provides a potential parameter of difference between English “be” and the Kwak’wala copula: that English “be” represents the high, predicative copula (and therefore does not differentiate between predicative and equative sentences), while Kwak’wala *he-* represents a specifically equative function within the copular complement (and therefore only shows up in equative sentences). That is to say, English and Kwak’wala would
differ not according to how their copulas work, but which functional element is overtly real-
ized.\footnote{I should note also that, since Kwak’wala distinguishes predicative and equative sentences by the presence of the copula, Kwak’wala clefts support theories like those of Heycock and Kroch (1999), Romero (2005), and Lyon (2013) in which clefts are a variety of equative sentence, rather than being derived from an inverse predicative copular sentence (as in den Dikken, 2006).}

It is not my goal here to unify predicative and equative sentences in both Kwak’wala and
English, deriving all of them from a single universal base sentence. I put this structure forward, however, for two reasons. For one, it makes a somewhat different, more nuanced claim than
that made in the introduction. In a way, Boas et al. (1947, p. 205) would have been correct
that Kwak’wala “lacks the defining verb ‘to be’”, if English and Kwak’wala copulas are not
the same kind of functional element.

Secondly, the account of focus association that I use in Chapter 7 makes the assumption
that we can define Kwak’wala association in terms of syntactic sisterhood. This is a simplistic
assumption, but is adequate for the sentences that I have encountered, so long as we accept
that focus operators associate with potentially larger constituents than foci (cf. Wagner, 2006;
Krifka, 2006). The main complication, however, would be with $hig$-; as mentioned above, it
exhibits both a canonical and cleft order without changing its subject-association behavior. The
“low $hig$-” structure would be one way to allow a uniform structural treatment of the relationship
between $hig$- and its subject, thereby keeping the semantic definition of $hig$- free of the syntactic complications seen here.

4.4 Type II copular sentences: locatives

In the sections above, I have primarily concentrated on the copulas in equative sentences. These
are not, however, the only uses of copulas in the language. There is another kind of copular
sentence – for lack of a better term I will call them “type II” sentences – with a rather different
structure than that seen in equative sentences in §4.2. It appears in three types of sentences.

- Locative sentences (e.g. “I am in Vancouver”).

- Measure sentences (e.g. “It was as big as a house”).

- Resemblance sentences (e.g. “I look like Jon.”).

These seem to share a common structure, similar in some ways to the structure seen in
equative sentences (e.g., a final nominative subject), but their copular complement is unusual.
Whereas we might expect the predicates in the copular complement to have a voice suffix and
an oblique argument, as they would in regular equative sentences, these copular complements have no voice suffixes and what appears to be a nominative subject. What is more, the matrix subject is equated not with what would be the predicate’s subject, but the entity that would have been the predicate’s subject had the embedded predicate received the voice suffix *-was*.

I have no particular analysis of these to offer, but they are worth describing in detail, both because they can confound syntactic analysis (in the same way that equative sentences have), and also because they pose a potential problem for the idea that only subjects move: it is on the basis of several “type II” copular sentences that Sherer (2014) establishes that Kwak’wala A’-movement is not limited to subjects.

4.4.1 Locative copular sentences

As mentioned in §B.5, most expressions of location in Kwak’wala are predicative, using one of a wide variety of positional, postural, and shape predicates. However, not all locative relationships are expressed in this way; there is also a kind of copular sentence that can be used to express location, especially in situations in which the posture, relevant position, and shape of the entity would be irrelevant.

(224) \[ \text{he} \text{ni} \quad \text{lo?eda} \quad \text{həmə?elas} \]
\[ \text{he}=?\text{m}=\text{i} \quad \text{l}=\text{a}=\text{i}=\text{da} \quad \text{hm}-\text{w}, \text{il}-\text{w}, \text{as} \]
\[ \text{be.3DIST}=\text{VER}=3 \text{DIST} \quad \text{PREP}=\text{EMBED}=3 \text{DIST}=\text{DET} \quad \text{eat}-\text{indoors}-\text{PLACE} \]
“He’s at the restaurant.” (Rough lit: “The restaurant is where he is.”)

(225) \[ \text{hedən} \quad \text{lo?eda} \quad \text{skul} \quad \text{xa} \quad \text{ma?l-ənagila} \]
\[ \text{he}=\text{d}=\text{n} \quad \text{l}=\text{a}=\text{i}=\text{da} \quad \text{skul} \quad \text{xa} \quad \text{ma?l-\text{p}\-n-agila} \]
\[ \text{be.3DIST}=\text{DET}=1 \quad \text{PREP}=\text{EMBED}=3 \text{DIST}=\text{DET} \quad \text{school ACC two-ORD-timespan} \]
“I was at school for two years.” (Rough lit: “The school was where I was, for two years.”) (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(226) Context: I find an envelope with a large check in it. It belongs to Henry, but nobody can find him. It’s the afternoon, so one of the possibilities is that he’s gone to pick up his son at school.

\[ \text{hexənti} \quad \text{lo?eda} \quad \text{skul} \]
\[ \text{he}=\text{x}=\text{n}=\text{t}=\text{i} \quad \text{l}=\text{a}=\text{i} \quad \text{da} \]
\[ \text{be.3DIST}=\text{MODAL}=3 \text{DIST} \quad \text{PREP}=\text{EMBED}=3 \text{DIST} \quad \text{DET} \]
“He might be at the school.” (Rough lit: “The school might be where he is.”)
This element, \( ləʔ \), \( lɛʔ \), or \( leʔ \), is probably a form of the verb \( l- \) ("go") or the preposition \( l- \) ("at"); this is also the form we find introducing temporal adjunct clauses (e.g., "when...")\[^{34}\]. Boas et al. (1947) note, regarding the appearance of this form in interrogative locative sentences (§4.4.2), that "le is a form of the verb la and must be considered a separate word and seems to indicate the region in which the object is supposed to be" (Boas et al., 1947, p. 265).

\( leʔ \) is the most frequent component that intervenes between the \( he(da) \) and the apparent subject, but sometimes it is absent, and instead another stem (usually locative in nature like "come from" or "live") occurs in its place.

\[^{33}\]This can sound like \( l̕ \), as if it were the reportative evidential \( =l̕a \), but this element is not restricted to "reportative" or "hearsay" contexts; it occurs even in contexts where the assertion is supported by firsthand knowledge (225) or conjecture (226).

In any case, the reportative seems to be rare in contemporary casual Kwak’wala, at least in my experience, whereas this element is fairly frequent.

\[^{34}\]I gloss this form with an "embedding" \( =a \), because that is how I gloss \( leʔ \) in temporal adjunct clauses, but I do not know why \( l- \) takes this form here, other than possibly it being a special form of \( l- \) that occurs in embedded contexts.

\[^{35}\]Since \( gukʷ-al- \) is both the verb for "to dwell" and the noun "village", this might also be an ordinary Type I equative sentence, "That is my village." However, the co-occurrence of \( =d(a) \) and \( =ən \) here is very rare in Type I copular sentences, whereas it is common in Type II copular sentences, suggesting that this is not a Type I copular sentence.

\[^{36}\]Sherer (2014), using clefts and questions as part of her diagnostics for movement, finds various sentences where there would have to be coreference – specifically, by movement – of locative and temporal arguments. However, since clefts, locative questions, and temporal questions are varieties of copular sentences (§4.3, §4.4.2, §4.4.3), what she actually establishes is that some copular sentences would have to utilize movement (or a coref-
That is, ordinarily we would expect that the copular complement would have to have the place nominalizer -\(w\)as, like \(ləʔas\) (“place of going, location, destination”) or \(gayuλas\) (“place of being from, origin”), rather than just \(l\) (“go”) and \(gayuλ\) (“be from”). This is what we see in, for example, (229).³⁷

(229) higaʔəm \(ləʔasλəsu̱x\) Pat=ə Sweden
hig=ʔm \(l-\)as=λ=s=u̱x Pat=a=i Sweden
only=VER go-place=FUT=3POS=3MED Pat=EMBED=3DIST Sweden

“Pat is only going to Sweden.” (Lit: “Sweden is the only destination of Pat”)

Other than in Type II sentences, this -\(w\)as is in general the way that locative headless relative clauses are formed:

(230) \(k̓iʔsan`q̓ołəla\̱x uʔs\) gukʷələʔasoʔoʔs
\(k̓iʔ=n`q̓oł-λ=(a)x̌=uʔs\) gukʷ-\(l-u\)as=a=uʔs
not=1 know-ONGOING=ACC=2POS dwell-ONGOING-place=INVIS=2POS

“I don’t know where you live.” (Lit: “I don’t know your dwelling-place.”)

(231) mayaʔxəla \(x̌ uʔs\) \(ləʔasqaʔu̱s\)
mayaʔx-la \(x̌=uʔs\) \(l-\)as=a=q=uʔs
respect-ONGOING ACC=2POS go-place=VIS=2POS

“Respect where you are.” (Lit: “Respect your location.”)

Also, note that in an ordinary Type Ia sentence like (229), we see the subject of going (here, Pat) is expressed as a possessor of \(ləʔas\) – as =\(s=u̱x\) Pat rather than a nominative subject =\(u̱x\) Pat – again as we would expect in an ordinary Kwak’wala sentence.

Thus, given that the place nominalizer -\(w\)as is missing in Type II copular complement stems, we might predict that their associated subjects would still be in nominative case. This prediction is borne out (232-235).

(232) \(heda\) \(gayuλida\) ?uʔligəʔeda \(ʔaλi\).
\(he=da\) \(gayuλ=i=da\) ?wligə=\(i=da\) \(ʔaλ-\)\(h\)i.
be.3DIST=DET be.from=3DIST=DET wolf=EMBED=3DIST=DET inland-NMZ

“Wolves are from the forest.” (Rough lit: “The forest is where wolves are from.”)

(Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 31)
"The squirrel sleeps" in the tree.” (Rough lit: “The tree is where the squirrel sleeps.”) (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 43)

There are what appear to be two nominative subjects in these sentences. This is unusual for Kwak’wala; aside from these sentences, and other Type II copular sentences, no other sentences in this entire work, or in my fieldwork corpus, have this property.39

However, sentences with multiple nominative subjects are not, outside of Kwak’wala, unusual; all of my rough literal translations of (232-235) have two nominative subjects. It is only unusual for Kwak’wala because, except in these sentences, Kwak’wala does not otherwise allow arguments other than the subject to move, and therefore we do not see relative clauses (headless and otherwise) in which another argument has relativized and left the subject behind.

Which of these subjects is, then, the matrix subject? That is, is the last subject the subject of the entire sentence (with the first subject being the subject of an embedded small-clause-like constituent), or is the first subject the subject of the entire sentence, intervening in between a discontinuous embedded clause consisting of the locational predicate (e.g., l- or gayuƛ-) and

39To be precise, sentences that consist of multiple clauses, like those with “when” adjuncts (§B.6.6.2), will have multiple nominative subjects. What is notable about these sentences is the appearance of two nominative subjects within what appears to be a single clause.
the last subject?

I think it is the former: that these, like Type Ia copular sentences, are subject-final sentences, and the material preceding the subject is a copular complement. In particular, we find the \( =a \) of embedding after this copular complement when it is complex – that is, when it has an overt subject, as in (232-235) – but not when it lacks an overt subject, as in (227-228). Also, in §4.4.2, we will see some examples in which pronominal subjects are missing after complex copular complements, which is also familiar from Type Ia copular sentences.

That is to say, I think these have a similar overall structure as Type Ia copular sentences, with the primary difference being that predicate inside the copular complement is in active voice and has a nominative subject.

The syntax of the locative copular sentence seen above may shed light on Kwak’wala “where” (§4.4.2) and “when” (§4.4.3) questions, which are otherwise somewhat of a puzzle.

4.4.2 Locative questions

We see in §2.3.5 and §B.7.2 that questioning a patient argument, goal argument, or other non-agent argument usually requires “promotion” of that argument to subject by passivization or a passive-like nominalization. “Where” questions, however, do not require this.

(236) a. w̓idas gukʷəliʔ
   \( \text{wy=as gukʷ-}=i \)
   \( \text{WH=DET=2 house-ongoing=3DIST} \)
   “Where do you live?”

b. w̓idas wəni
   \( \text{wy=as wni} \)
   \( \text{WH=DET=2 hide=3DIST} \)
   “Where are you hiding?”

c. w̓idas ?iʔaʔəli
   \( \text{wy=as ?iʔax-}=i \)
   \( \text{WH=DET=2 work-ongoing=3DIST} \)
   “Where do you work?”

d. w̓idən leʔe dalači
   \( \text{wy=as l=a}=i \)
   \( \text{WH=DET=1poss prep=embed=3DIST dollar-place-nmz} \)
   “Where’s my wallet?”
If ʻųi(=
) meant “is where” the same way that ʔəngʷ- means “is who” or m̓ as- means “is what” or ʻųiʔstw- means “is what color”, then we would expect a very different structure, in which gukʷəl- (“to dwell”40) and ʻan- (“to hide”) would be nominalized with -w.as, to mean something like “Your dwelling place is-where?” or “Your hiding place is-where?” We would also expect ordinary argument morphology on these stems (like =iʔs and =uʔs for the 2nd possessive). Overall, we would expect something like the arguments in (230-231).

These differences – =w̓i(=s) instead of =uʔs, a following =i(ʔ) – are the hallmarks of a copular structure that we saw in § 4.2; indeed, we can see the direct parallelism between locative questions and locative answers.41

(237) a. ʻw̓i=da=gukʷəliʔ
   ʻw̓y=d=as gukʷ-əl=ɨʔ
   WH=DET=2 house-ONGOING=3DIST
   “Where do you live?”

b. ʻhe=na=gukʷəliʔ
   ʻhe=na=gukʷ-əl=ɨʔ
   be.3DIST=DET=1 live-ONGOING=3DIST
   “That’s where I live.”

It is worth noting that while usually there is at least an l- (“go”, “now/then”, “at”, probably just “at” here42), sometimes the “predicate” position in the apparent copular complement is simply empty. =uʔs labasus (“your running shoes”) in (238) is not a copular complement itself – it has the morphology of an argument – so it is either the copular subject or the embedded subject. Given the sentences above, in which the putative matrix subject was the location and the putative embedded subject was the thing-being-located, =uʔs labasus is probably the embedded subject here.

(238) ʻw̓i=duʔs labasus?
   ʻw̓y=d=ʔuʔs labasus
   WH=DET=2POSS rubber.shoes
   “Where are your running shoes?”

40This stem also means “village”, but this sentence does not mean “Where is your village?”. This question was used, for example, in the “Animal guessing” game to ask where an animal lives (in the forest, in the water, etc.).
41This also partly explains what the d in ʻw̓i is doing – it does whatever the d does in other copular sentences.
42While in many questions we could try to translate it as “Where did X go?” or “Where is X now?” rather than just “Where is X?”, this l- is also used in questions that ask about stationary objects like houses or villages (e.g. Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 144, lines 30-31) where “Where did it go?” or “Where is it now?” would be unlikely interpretations. There is also already a way to say “Where did it go”, using the stem wawiyag-.
4.4.3 Temporal questions

This is also the construction used for “when” questions, with =laqʷ rather than =d indicating that a time is being asked for.

(239) w̓ ilaxʷƛəs  neñaxʷƛi
    wi=laqʷ=ƛ=s  neñakʷ=ƛ=i
  WH=time?=FUT=2  go.home=FUT=3DIST?
  “When are you going home?”

(240) w̓ ilaqʷas  həm̓ api
    wy=laqʷ=as  hm̓ -ap=i
  WH=time?=2  eat-consume=3DIST
  “When do you eat?”

(241) w̓ ilaqʷas  xusi?
    wy=laqʷ=as  xus=i
  WH=time?=2  rest=3DIST
  “When did you take a rest?”

We can see clearly the parallelism between locative (242a) and temporal (242b) questions below.

(242) a. w̓ idas  ?iʔax̌əli
    wy=d=as  ?iʔax-ə=li
  WH=DET=2  work-ONGOING=3DIST
  “Where do you work?”

b. w̓ ilaqʷnaxʷadʔos  ?iʔalʔəli
    wy=laqʷ=naxʷa=ɗʔo=s  ?iʔaxʔal=li
  WH=time?=ever=AUG=2  work-ONGOING=3DIST
  “When do you work?”

Like the locative question in (242a), the temporal question in (242b) has a final distal pronoun =i, and the second person =s rather than the second person possessive =uʔs, suggesting that ?iʔax̌ə- is a copular complement rather than a subject, and therefore that this is, like the locative question, a copular question rather than a predicative one.

The copular structure of temporal questions is not always evident, however, since, like locative questions (§4.4.2) and other copular sentences (§4.2.5), the pronominal subject (=i) is
absent when the copular complement is complex.

(243) \[\text{wilaq}^w\text{λən} \quad ?i \text{ti} \quad \text{duq}^w\text{aλəlaλu}s\]
\[\text{wy=laq}^w\lambda=n \quad ?\text{it-x?id} \quad \text{dwq}^w\text{g}^\lambda \lambda=(a)\lambda=u\lambda s\]
\[\text{WH}=\text{time}?=\text{FUT}=1 \quad \text{again-CHANGE} \quad \text{see-discover-ONGOING}=\text{FUT}=2\text{POSS}\]

“When will I see you again?”

(244) \[\text{wilaq}^wnax^w^a \quad ?ix?ax \text{ qu?s} \quad \text{didagəʔoʔs}\]
\[\text{wy=laq}^w\text{nax}^w=\text{as} \quad ?\text{ix?ax} \quad q=u\text{=}s \quad \text{didag}^a=a=u\text{=}s\]
\[\text{WH}=\text{time}?=\text{ever}=2 \quad \text{like} \quad \text{for}=2\text{POSS} \quad \text{drink.tea}=\text{INVIS}=2\text{POSS}\]

“When do you like to drink tea?”

(245) \[\text{wilaq}^wnax^w^a \quad \text{bag}^w\text{əns} \quad \text{ւxu}s \quad \text{gigəʔoɬnuk}^w^u\text{=}s\]
\[\text{wy=laq}^w\text{nax}^w=\text{as} \quad \text{bk}^w\text{−w}^\text{ns} \quad \text{ւx}^\text{=}u\text{=}s \quad \text{gi-gəɬnuk}^w=\text{u}^\text{=}s\]
\[\text{WH}=\text{time}?=\text{ever}=2 \quad \text{man-found.unexpected} \quad \text{ACC}=2\text{POSS} \quad \text{REDUP-parent}=2\text{POSS}\]

“When do you visit your parents?”

One connection between location and time in Kwak’wala is that, at least historically, they can both be referred to using the \(-w^a\text{as}\) voice (§B.3.4.10). They are not, however, the only types of arguments that \(-w^a\text{as}\) can promote; Boas noted that “While this suffix designates primarily place, it also has many derived meanings such as time, size, number, way of” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318). In the following sections, we will see that there are additional arguments, that would ordinarily be promoted using \(-w^a\text{as}\), that like location and time do not take \(-w^a\text{as}\) in a Type II copular sentence.

4.4.4 Indefinite predicate copular sentences

Another use of the Type II copular construction is to express that one thing or action is like another along in some manner (e.g., in looks, in behavior, in sound).
(246) Context: The speaker is describing a cartoon of several pigs eating carrots.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{hiʔhəʔaməp} & \text{xdaʔu} & \text{æ} & \text{æ} & \text{he} & \text{gʷi-gili} & \text{Bugs} \\
\text{hý-hm} & \text{ap} & \text{xda} & \text{æ} & \text{æ} & \text{he} & \text{gʷi-gil}=i & \text{Bugs}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{REDUP-eat-consume}=\text{PL}=\text{3MED} \quad \text{ACC}=\text{3MED} \quad \text{carrot} \quad \text{be}=\text{3DIST} \quad \text{INDEF}=\text{do}=\text{3DIST} \quad \text{Bugs}

\text{Bunny}

\text{Bunny}

\text{Bunny}

“They’re eating carrots like Bugs Bunny does.”

(247) Context: In this story, the speaker encountered her father while on a trip to town, but didn’t recognize him at first because she had not seen him dressed in that manner.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{q̓ux-c̓o-l} & \text{ux} & \text{he} & \text{gʷeɬida} & \text{q̓i-q̓i-d} \\
\text{q̓ux-c̓o-l}=\text{ux} & \text{he} & \text{gʷi-aɬ}=\text{i}=\text{da} & \text{q̓i-q̓i-}=\text{w}=\text{ad}
\end{align*}
\]

\text{dress-in-ONGOING}=\text{3MED} \quad \text{be}=\text{3DIST} \quad \text{INDEF-ONGOING.POS}=\text{3DIST}=\text{DET} \quad \text{REDUP}=\text{many}=\text{REL}

“He was dressed like a rich man.”

This construction is not infrequent in narratives (e.g. Boas and Hunt, 1905); usually it occurs as a relative clause (248-249) but sometimes occurs as a full sentence (250) or as a headless relative clause subject (251).\footnote{The apparent syntax of the Boas-era examples does not seem to be exactly the same as I have observed, however; the major difference being that the object of comparison in Boas-era examples sentences looks to be a predicate, whereas in my own examples it seems to be a subject.}

(248) \text{wɛ,} \quad \text{laʔe} \quad \text{lagaʔa} \quad \text{laʔi} \quad \text{xʷapisi} \quad \text{tisma}

\text{wɛ,} \quad \text{la}=\text{i} \quad \text{laga}=\text{a} \quad \text{la}=\text{x}=\text{i}=\text{da} \quad \text{xʷp}=\text{i}=\text{s}=\text{i} \quad \text{tism}=\text{a}

well, then\text{=}\text{3DIST} \quad \text{come}=\text{A} \quad \text{PREP}=\text{ACC}=\text{3DIST}=\text{DET} \quad \text{hole}=\text{INVIS}?=\text{3POSS}?=\text{3DIST}?=\text{stone}=\text{A}

\text{he} \quad \text{gʷi}=\text{ks} \quad \text{gukwa}

\text{he} \quad \text{gʷi}=\text{ks} \quad \text{gukwa}=\text{a}

\text{be}=\text{3DIST} \quad \text{INDEF-manner} \quad \text{house}=\text{A}

“Then they came to a cave in a rock, which is like a house.”

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 70)
(249) m̓aux̌da m̓amgilisalǎx lǎxwa
m̓as=s=ǔx=da ma-ma-gil-is-la=̌x la=̌xwa
what-??=3MED=DET REDUP-crawl-do-on.underwater.surface?=ONGOING=VIS PREP=ACC.3MED
wǎx̌, he ǧʷǐx̌ ʔq̓al̓awi?
wa=̌x̌, he ǧʷǐ-ks ʔq̓al̓awi
river=VIS, be.3DIST INDEF-manner worm
“What is swimming in the river? It is like worms.” (Lit: “What is swimming in the river, like worms?”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 102)

(250) hel̓ata ǧʷǐx̌ ?ol̓kʷa
he=la=̌a ǧʷǐ-ks ?ol̓kʷ=a
be.3DIST=REPORT=but INDEF-manner blood=A
“...and it looked like blood.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 99)

(251) w̓e, lalaʔe lixaʔom ʔtisomida he ǧʷǐx̌ ʔw̓ alas
w̓e, la=l̓a=i lixa=ʔm ʔtism=i=da he ǧʷǐ-ks ʔw̓ alas
well, then=REPORT=3DIST only=VER stone=3DIST=DET be.3DIST INDEF-manner big
c̓ik̓ʷa...
c̓ik̓ʷa
seagull
“The only stone (there) is like a large bird sitting...” (Lit: “The [one] that is like a bird... is the only stone.”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 60)

These “resemblance” constructions are built around ǧʷy- stems, which have no direct equivalent in English, but are the non-interrogative counterparts of the interrogative wy- stems (§B.2.2), and the basis of many abstract nouns like ǧʷiʔstəw̓as (“color”) and ǧʷigilas (“behavior”).

(252) a. w̓ǐgəm- w̓y-(ǧ)m-
wh-face-
“what does [one] look like?”

b. ǧʷǐgəm- ǧʷy-(ǧ)m-
INDEF-face-
“What [one] looks like”

Although morphologically parallel, w̓y- and ǧʷy- stems show different syntactic behavior.
Like other WH elements, ʷy-stems serve as predicates of their sentences, as in (253). ʷγ-stems, on the other hand, do not directly predicate; rather, they occur in a copular sentence like that in (254).

(253) ṭwiɡɔmi Mike
    ʷi-ɡm=i Mike
    WH-face=3DIST Mike
    “What does Mike look like?”

(254) he=ʔm=n Mike
    ǧʷiɡɔmi ǧʷi-(ǧ)m=i Mike
    be.3DIST=VER=1POSS INDEF-face=3DIST Mike
    “I look like Mike.”

We can see in (254) the sequence ǧʷiɡɔmi Mike seems to parallel the WH question in (253), ṭwiɡɔmi Mike. This suggests that (254) contains an embedded question-like clause, similar to the embedded clauses proposed above for locative copular sentences (§4.4.1).

It is not clear here whether =i Mike is the subject of the embedded clause, with =ən being the subject of the matrix clause, or whether =i Mike is the subject of the matrix clause and =ən the subject of the embedded clause. Since resemblance is a symmetrical relationship, it is hard to judge whether this is structurally more similar to “I am [what Mike looks like]” or to “Mike is [what I look like]”.

Whichever of =ən or =i Mike is the matrix subject, and which is the embedded subject, this is another instance in which a matrix subject would need to be coreferent with a non-subject argument of the embedded clause. Like the matrix subjects in §4.4.1, which would need to be coreferent with a location argument, the matrix subjects in these sentences would need to be coreferent with something like a standard-of-comparison argument.

### 4.4.5 Measure copular sentences

We can also observe this phenomenon with another class of stems in -ʷas: “measure abstracts” like ḡwâldas ~ ʷalâyas (“size”), ʷasγɔmâs (“length”), and ḡwaxɔas (“amount”).

Just as we see ḡʷiʔdɔs (“type, kind”) as an abstract noun and ḡʷiʔks (“be like”) as an embedded predicate, or ḡʷiʔstɔwâs (“color”) as an abstract noun and ḡʷiʔstu (“be colored like”) as an embedded predicate, we can see the measure abstract stems, without -ʷas, acting as embedded

---

44I have not managed to elicit a sentence with two full DP arguments, which would make it more clear; speakers have given only tentative attempts and have been hesitant to judge constructed examples.
predicates in measure sentences.

(255) a. waladw̓ as
     walas-=w̓ as
     big-NMZ
     “size”

b. Context: We are playing an animal guessing game, in which I am pretending (unbeknownst to the guesser) to be a mouse. Before guessing correctly, she tries one more question:

     w̓ idas    w̓ alasi
     wi=d=as    w̓ alas=i
     INDEF=DET=2   big=3DIST
     “What size are you?”

The question in (255b) has the distinctive morphosyntax of a copular sentence, like the use of second-person = (a) s rather than second-person possessive = uʔs, and the = i occurring where we might otherwise expect postnominal enclitics. It also shows the distinctive property of Type II copular sentences, that the embedded predicate does not receive the -w̓ as nominalization we might expect, and that the subject would have to be coreferent with a non-subject argument, in this case (like the resemblance sentences in §4.4.4) something like a standard-of-comparison argument.

Like resemblance constructions, this is most often encountered textually in relative clauses.

(256) ... yu w̓ alasu̲ x̌ da gigəyaca̲ gāx̌s galaʔe maʔuləma
     ... yu walas=ux̌ =da gigəyaca̲ gā=x̌ =s gala=i maʔulʷ=3=m=a
     ... be.3MED  big=3MED=DET mouse=VIS=3POSS?  first=VIS.DIST  bear.child-NMZ=A
     [Then he took out a small dog] “...the size of a mouse when just born.”
     (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 38)

We can also see w̓ ax̌ a- (“amount”) and w̓ asgəm- (“length”) used in this manner.

(257) a. w̓ ax̌ aʔas
     wa̲ x̌ a-=w̓ as
     number-NMZ
     “amount”

(FirstVoices, 2009)

---

45 Although w̓ alas is also the stem for “big”, this is not just “Are you big?”, which is w̓ alasmiːsə. 
b. w̓ iƛi wa̓xax̌əs ?əx̌ʔəx̌sdəw̓ as
   wi=ƛ=i wa̓xə=ƛ=s ?əxʔ-ʔəxsd-w̓ =as
   INDEF=FUT=3DIST number=FUT=2POSS do-want-PASS?=2POSS
   “What amount is wanted by you?” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 205)

(258) a. was̓gə̑mas
   was̓-gm-ə̑s
   size-round?-NMZ
   “length” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. w̓ idi was̓gə̑mi
   wi=d=i was̓gm=i
   INDEF=DET=3DIST measure=3DIST
   “How long is it?” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 205)

c. la=l̕ yu was̓gə̑mu̱x̌da hiłə̑x ʔaʔsa
   la=l̕ yu was̓-gm=ux̌=da hil=aq ʔaʔxʷ-aʔs=a
   then=REPORT be.3MED size-round?=3MED=DET correct=VIS stand-outside=ACC.3MED
   ?əliw̓ asi
   ?əliw̓ asi
   spruce
   “...she grew to the size of a medium-sized spruce tree.”
   (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 434)

It would appear, then, that the copula must have some sort of access to the degree variable of scalar predicates, in order to mean something along the lines of “To what degree is it long?”.

In summary, there are at least three kinds of copular sentences that seem to have an unusual structure in common, and an unusual semantics in common. In each – at least, in those in which we can observe the entire structure – the general form seems to be something like (259)\(^{46}\), where the outer subject is being equated not with the embedded predicate \(P\), and not with the subject of \(P\), but with some variable element (a location, a time, a standard-of-comparison or WH-like variable) associated with the embedded predicate. This association – wherein a higher subject is interpreted as an argument of a lower predicate, but is not interpreted as that predicate’s subject – is surprising; we would ordinarily expect \(P\) to have an appropriate voice suffix to allow this

\(^{46}\) If we assume the double-layer hypothesis in §4.3.7, this structure would be something like:

(i) \([ [[ \emptyset [ t_i [ he- [ P S2 ] ] ] ] ] S1_i ]\)
argument to be its subject.

(259)  [[ he- [ S2 P ] ] S1 ]

This variable element is not arbitrary, however – it is not just that any argument of $P$ can be equated with $S1$. Rather, in each case, the element in question is the one targeted by the -was voice (§B.3.4.10).

| l-       | be at $x$ or go to $x$ |
| ləʔas    | one’s location/destination (the $x$ such that one is at $x$ or goes to $x$) |
| gayul-   | be from $x$ |
| gayuləs  | one’s origin (the $x$ such that one is from $x$) |
| ʷiʔstw-  | be of color $x$ |
| ʷiʔstəwəs| one’s color (the $x$ such that one is of color $x$) |
| ʷigil-   | do $x$ |
| ʷigiləs  | one’s behavior (the $x$ such that one does $x$) |
| wəlas-   | be big to the degree $x$ |
| wəladəs  | one’s size (the $x$ such that one is big to the degree $x$) |
| ʷasgəm-  | be long to the degree $x$ |
| ʷasgənəs| one’s length (the $x$ such that one is long to the degree $x$) |

(260)

So, the matrix subject is not just coreferential with an arbitrary argument, but with a specific one: whatever argument would have been picked out, in an ordinary relative clause, by the -was voice suffix.

I will not be able to address, here, by what mechanism this coreference occurs – a sort of A-movement restricted to occurring in copular complements? – and why it appears to be restricted in such a way; these are important future research questions for Kwak’wala syntax but are somewhat outside of the scope this investigation. It is important, however, to show that these sentences have a distinct form – distinct from predicative sentences, and distinct from Type I copular sentences – that these differences are systematic rather than exceptional, and that my observations of Type I sentences in §4.2, §4.2, and Chapter 6 do not necessarily apply to every copular sentence in the language.

## 4.5 Negative existential sentences

Another sentence type that shows the copular pattern consists of “there isn’t any” sentences expressed as ʰəyəs (261). ʰəyəs serves as the sentential predicate, but what follows is neither
an ordinary predicate nor an ordinary argument. Rather, it appears to be the same type of phrase as the complement of a copula (§4.2.6).

(261) a. k̓əyos ʔəməmə la̓xu̓də ʔəm̓əm̓ə l=(a)x̌=u̓x̌=da
    k̓yus ʔəməmə ʔ̓a̓m̓əm̓ə l̓ a̓m̓=a̓m̓=s=iq
    none leaves PREP=ACC=3MED=DET REDUP-stand-on.ground=INVIS
    “There aren’t any leaves on those trees.”

b. k̓əyos laʔeƛə, k̓yus l-w iƛ=a, none go-into.house=A
    “No one went inside.”

c. k̓əyos ʔixʔəgeʔsu̓x̌ k̓yus ʔixʔək-aw̓ ay̓=s=ux̌
    none like-NMZ=3POSS=3MED
    “There’s nothing he/she likes [to eat].”

d. k̓əyosən həm̓xʔičəw̓a k̓yus n həm̓xʔid-sw̓=a
    none=1 eat-CHANGE-PASS=a
    “I haven’t eaten anything.”

These are not just numeral sentences; we can see that the quantified arguments in (262) and (263) are inflected like subjects, with prenominal determiners, postnominal determiners, and subject-like possessive inflection.

(262) Context: The speaker is describing a cartoon picture.
    yudəxʷux̌ ʔa̓qqa̓xsa wači
    yudxʷ=ux̌ ʔaq=a=q=sa ʔw̓as-ʔi
    three=3MED bone=a=VIS=3POSS dog-NMZ
    “The dog has three bones.”

(263) məʔɬuʔs p̓iʔp̓əƛəʔumas məʔɬ=uʔs p̓y̓-ʔək=ʔumas
two=2POSS REDUP-fly-thing
    “You have two birds.”

In k̓əyos sentences, on the other hand, the pre- and post-nominal determiners are missing and
the “possessive” inflection is the same mix of morphology that we see in copular complements

(264)  a. ḱəyosən dala
    k̓ųys=n dala
    none=1 money
    “I don’t have any money.”

b. ḱəyosəs dala
    ̱k̓ųys=s dala
    none=2 money
    “You don’t have any money.”

c. ḱəyos dalasuł Jon
    ŋųs dala=s=uł Jon
    none money=3poss=3med Jon
    “Jon doesn’t have any money.”

This can be seen clearly in the difference of the possession of həm̓ eʔ (“food”) in (265a), compared to its usage in (265b).

(265)  a. ḱəyos həm̓eʔsuał
    ̱k̓ųys h̓m̓ -a̱y=s=uł
    none eat-nmz=3poss=3med
    “He doesn’t have any food.” (Rough lit: “There isn’t any his food.”)

b. mačəɬi həm̓eyeʔs Katie?
    r̓mas-ɬə=ɬ  h̓m̓ -a̱y=aʔ=s Katie?
    what-kind=3dist eat-nmz=a=invis=3poss Katie?
    “What does Katie eat?” (Lit: “Katie’s food is-what?”)

4.6 Other uses of copulas

Copulas are used in a wide variety of conventionalized constructions.

4.6.1 he- lagil

he- frequently appears in the he- lagil (“that’s why” or “therefore”) construction. This seems to be similar to the English sentence “That is the reason...”, equating the distal subject (expressed
only through the copular agreement) and the copular complement being “the reason that...”.

(266) lawisʔidi, heʔəm lagils təp̓i ša kʷəʔsta
lawis-xʔid=i, heʔ=ʔm la-gil=s tp-xʔid ša kʷ-ʔsta
angry-CHANGE=3DIST, be=ʔm go-reason=3POSS break-CHANGE ACC sit-in.water
“He was angry; that’s why he broke the cup.” (Lit: “...that is his reason for breaking the cup.”)

We do not need any special explanation of these sentences; “That is the reason” is an equa-
tive sentence and we would expect it to have this form.

4.6.2 he̓nas

There is also a special presentational construction, which is used in cases where we might say “There is” in English, consisting of a copula and an enclitic =as, followed by what appears to be a subject. Note that while the English “there is” construction has the what-there-is constituent as a copular complement and has only an expletive subject “there”, this construction appears only to have a subject and lacks a copular complement. =as is in the appropriate position to be the copular complement, so perhaps it is an expletive copular complement the way “there” is the English expletive subject? In any case, I gloss it here as prsntv, for “presentative”.

(267) Context: A speaker is describing a picture to another speaker.

he̓nasida ləʔʔaʔs
he=ʔm=as=i=da ləʔ-ʔaʔ,=s
be,=VER=PRSNTV=3DIST=DET REDUP-stand-on.ground
“There are some trees.”

(268) Context: A speaker is describing a picture to another speaker.

he̓nasida busi, dəɬxʷsəma ɬe siɬəm
he=ʔm=as=i=da busi, dəɬxʷ-səma ɬe=i siɬəm
be,3DIST=VER=PRSNTV=3DIST=DET cat, run-after ACC=3DIST snake
“There’s a cat chasing a snake.”

This =as is not limited to the distal copula; in (269) it occurs with the medial copula, and below in (270) we will observe it on the exclusive copula.
There's a little owl.

It is tempting to treat this as something like a 2nd person possessive copular complement with a null possession, and suggest that the entire construction is the Kwak’wala equivalent of a “Here you have a...” sentence. However, this would not work for every instance of =as; putting a second person into (270) (to the effect of “Here you have only Martha and Pauline...”) would be awkward.

(270) Context: The author is describing some of her first days in residential school.

higanasλi Martha λu? Pauline laʔada school
higa=ʔm=asλ=i Martha λw Pauline ลำ(a)xa=da school
only=VER=PRSNTV=FUT=3DIST Martha and Pauline PREP=ACC=DET school
“There’s only Martha and Pauline at the school.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

It is also tempting to treat =as as being part of ɬəyos, as if it were ɬyw=as, because this construction and the one in § 4.5 to some extent form a pair: “there is...” and “there is not...” However, in § A.4.3.3 we see a form ɬayuc̓əm (“absolutely none”) that provides some evidence that the [os] in [kəyos] is underlyingly /us/ rather than /was/. Also, when =ʔm co-occurs with ɬəyos, the =ʔm follows, whereas in heɨnas the =ʔm precedes the =as.

(271) ɬəyosmən ɬa siʔasoma
ɬyus=ʔm=n ɬa sy-sasma
none=VER=1 now REDUP-offspring
“I don’t have any kids yet.” (=1101)

Moreover, the syntax of the two constructions is different: ɬəyos is followed by a copular complement, whereas heɨnas is followed by a subject.

4.6.3 ɬuʔ hela̱x

The copula is also used in the “or” construction, ɬuʔ hela̱x . The Kwak’wala word for “and” and “with”, λw , like English “and”, sometimes has non-Boolean uses. (272) presumably does not mean that the sole possibility allowed is to eat both oranges and crackers, and (273) could not mean that the only possibility is that the baby be both girl and boy, or else this would not be a question; likewise for (274).
Context: We are role-playing being in a restaurant, but it happens that the only food items in the room are oranges and crackers.

“You can have oranges and crackers.”

“What’s Jon’s baby, little girl or little boy?” (lit: “little girl and little boy”)

Which did you want, the egg [sandwich] or meat [sandwich]?” (lit: “egg and meat”)

It is also possible to make clear the disjunctive nature of the choices (that is, that it means “or” rather than just “and”) by using helax, the distal copula plus the hypothetical enclitic =lax, followed by the second option expressed as a subject.

“She might only eat fish…”

“...or chicken.” (Rough lit: “...and chicken might be it.”)
It is worth noting, however, that although the *helaʔida* construction looks like a clause, this is not a conjunction of clauses (λw̓ is not used for clause conjunction), and it even seems like the sentence can continue, as it does in (277).

To some extent, it seems like λu? *helaʔida* is just a conventionalized and unanalyzed expression of “or”; we can note above that *Canucks* does not take =da (because it is a proper name) whereas *Penguins* has a =da that would otherwise not be there.

Sometimes the hypothetical q=uʔ (“if”, “what if”) is encountered instead of λw̓.

In the “or not” construction, the copula used seems to be he regardless of the deictic category of the other disjunct, suggesting again that *helaʔida* might be an unanalyzed fixed expression.

In the “or not” construction, the copula is not necessary; kiʔs alone seems to suffice (279).
### 4.7 Summary

Boas et al. (1947, p. 205) describe Kwak’wala as a language without a “be”-like verb; on the basis\(^{47}\) of its non-appearance with noun and adjective predicates. This is not, however, the only function of copulas; in particular, many languages – including the Southern Wakashan languages (Davidson, 2002) – lack copulas in predicative sentences but do have copulas (or at least copula-like elements) in equative sentences.

When we examine Kwak’wala equative sentences, we find a distinct structure, in which one of five elements (\textit{nugwa-}, \textit{su-}, \textit{ga-}, \textit{yu-}, and \textit{he-}) precedes (up to) two overt constituents (§4.2). One of these has the form of a nominative subject (§4.2.5), and agrees with the initial element; the second has distinct morphology unlike either subjects or predicates (§4.2.6). There is also a variant of this structure, the “cleft”, in which the subject comes first; I analyze this as a variety of inverse equative sentence (§4.3).

Once we have identified the distinctive morphosyntax of the copular sentence, we can find it in various other constructions in the language (§4.6), including the subject-associating exclusive operator \textit{hig-}, the negative quantifier \textit{kəyos} (“no, none”) (§4.5), and some kinds of questions (especially locative and temporal questions) (§4.4.2, §4.4.3).

It is important to distinguish two basic types of copular sentences, one of which (“Type I”) involves the coreference of the subject with what would be the subject of the embedded predicate (§4.2), and the other of which (“Type II”) involves the coreference of the subject with a different argument of the embedded predicate: a location, time, or standard-of-comparison argument (§4.4).

While I do not offer here a complete account of Kwak’wala sentences – how exactly this coreference is achieved, why elements occur in the particular order they do, how they can or cannot be derived from a universal predicative “base” sentence – it is important to emphasize that these sentences are systematic and their forms are predictable. That is, sentences beginning with these elements – \textit{nugwa-}, \textit{su-}, \textit{ga-}, \textit{yu-}, \textit{he-}, \textit{hig-}, \textit{wi-}, and \textit{kəyos} – have, since the first descriptions of Kwak’wala, confounded analyses or appeared to have structures or interpretation that defied expectations (Hall, 1888a; Boas et al., 1947; Anderson, 1984; Chung, 2007; Sherer, 2014). In this chapter, I establish that these are not isolated anomalies; sentences that begin with these elements have a distinctive structure unlike that of ordinary predicative sentences. Some aspects of these sentences (like the morphosyntactic expression of subjects) are familiar from predicative sentences, other aspects (like the morphosyntactic expression of copular complements, and the possibilities for argument coreference within copular complements) are

\(^{47}\)Boas does not explicitly collect a body of evidence against its existence, but this claim is almost certainly based on its non-appearance in noun- and adjective-predicate sentences.
unfamiliar, and if these sentences are analyzed as if they are predicative sentences, we can get unexpected, anomalous, or confounding results.

This is important in investigating focus, because two forms of equative sentence (the “canonical” Type Ia and “cleft” Type Ib) have a focus interpretation pattern reminiscent of the predicative sentence patterns seen in §3.5. Recognizing the difference between these two sentence types allows the possibility of considering what nominal predication constructions and clefts have in common (that they involve non-verbal predication structures) despite the differences in their morphosyntactic expression (because one is a type of predicative sentence and the other a type of equative sentence).
Part III

Focus
Chapter 5

A formal model of focus

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I present a simple formal model of focus and congruence to underlie the observations in the chapters that follow.

If you are primarily interested in the descriptive facts of Kwak’wala focus, rather than the implementation of these facts within formal semantics, it is entirely safe to skip this chapter and move on to Chapter 6. The informal introduction given in §1.6 should be sufficient for understanding the descriptive parts of the chapters that follow.

The novel contribution of this chapter is the “generalized congruence” model in §5.3. This model is intended to be the simplest model of congruence that can handle the range of data in this investigation; it makes use of only one contextual variable, \( C \), and only one speech-act operator, \( \text{SAY} \), and is intended to handle a variety of “congruence” relationships (question-answer congruence, assertion-assertion congruence, congruence with several questions or a mixed set of questions and assertions) using a uniform mechanism.

The primary benefit of such generality, for this project, is that the investigation of focus in an unfamiliar language will generally have to use utterance-utterance congruence patterns as the primary means of determining which sentential elements are foci. The wider the range of utterance-utterance patterns that the model can directly handle, the wider the range of data that can be used to pinpoint foci without the need to accommodate implicit discourse objects.\(^1\)

I adopt the particular synthesis that I do, here, because some of the explanations in the

\(^1\)While accommodation cannot altogether be dispensed with – many and perhaps most “questions” that focus invokes are implicit – minimizing the need for it is of practical value when working on an unfamiliar language. When we observe a pair of sentences like those in (i) in an unfamiliar language, it is of value to be able to say that “cat” has to be a focus in (i.b) by virtue of the prior sentence in (i.a), rather than say that “cat” has to be a focus because the speaker has in mind an implicit question “What is chasing the rabbit?” or “In which picture is what chasing the rabbit?”.
chapters that follow (particularly in Chapters 7 and 8) require a formalism that is relatively explicit about particular topics:

- How does one calculate the discourse felicity of an utterance with a focus operator like “only”? Do the felicity calculation and the focus operator both utilize the same focus?
- What happens when two discourse considerations (e.g., a question and a contrasting assertion) both condition the focus expression of an utterance?
- How are polarity contrasts represented, and contrast sets in which there are both polarity and non-polarity components?

Considerations like the above would not necessarily pose problems for other models, but the answers to the above questions are sometimes not explicit or fully worked out. This chapter attempts to offer a synthesis model of focus that makes the above answers explicit. The model presented here thus makes use of insights from many other theories:

- Like many models of focus (e.g. Rooth, 1992; Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2007), it models focus as introducing a kind of presupposition.
- It makes use of the foci-as-variables model introduced by Kratzer (1991) and used in Wold (1996), Schwarzschild (1999), and Beck (2006).
- Although it does not make use of the exact semantics of Groenendijk and Roelofsen (2009), it likewise attempts to model questions and assertions uniformly; the question/assertion distinction, although certainly necessary for accounting for other aspects of language, is not invoked here to account for any aspect of focus.
- Like Drubig (1994), Wagner (2006), and Krifka (2006), operators like “only” do not associate directly with foci, but instead associate with potentially larger phrases (“focus phrases”) that contain foci.

On the other hand, there are various important considerations that would be necessary for a true cross-linguistic theory of focus, that I simply gloss over.

(i) **Context:** Two people are considering a find-the-difference puzzle. Each person can only see one of the pictures, and they are trying to cooperate to identify all the differences between their pictures

a. “The snake is chasing a rabbit.”

b. “The cat is chasing a rabbit.”

Even if speakers do have such a question in mind, each such question accommodation that is posited takes the conclusion further from the observable data. Although accommodation is often necessary, the fewer accommodations we have to posit, the lighter the argumentative burden on the investigator.
• Unlike the systems presented in Roberts (2012) and Beaver and Clark (2008), the model presented below is only intended to capture what speakers are expressing with focus expressions, and why some focus expressions are felicitous or infelicitous. It is not intended to be a general model of informative interaction; I do not attempt to model what the interlocutors know or want to know, the conditions under which an answer is relevant to a question, or other communicative goals of speakers.

• It also does not attempt to provide a realistic account of English focus accent or the relationship of accent to $F$-marking, both of which are more complicated than the simplistic correspondences assumed here. The English data here are just meant to provide motivation for, and illustration of, the system; I do not mean to say that there is nothing more to English focus accent than the snapshot presented here.

• It can only express congruence relationships between whole utterances, and does not include mechanisms to express congruence correspondences that involve subsentential phrases, as Schwarzschild (1999), Büring (2007), and Beaver and Clark (2008) do.

While these considerations are all important, they are not necessary to handle the bulk of the Kwak’wala data presented here.

5.2 Implementing focus formally

5.2.1 Alternative Semantics and Structure Meanings

There are various ways of representing and constructing focus alternatives within formal semantics.

(280) a. “Alternative Semantics” (including Rooth, 1985; Büring, 2003; Beaver and Clark, 2008), in which the focus alternative sets of sentential elements are accessible as a secondary semantic value, which is built compositionally in parallel with the ordinary semantic value.

b. A variant of Alternative Semantics based on variable substitution (Kratzer, 1991; Wold, 1996; Beck, 2006)$^2$, in which foci contribute variables to the focus semantic value, which are bound by c-commanding operators.

$^2$The compositional aspects of this semantics are also used in Schwarzschild (1999), although the resulting semantic objects are used in a somewhat different manner.
c. “Structured Meanings” (including Jacobs, 1983; von Stechow, 1991; Krifka, 1991), in which the focused element itself and the non-focused background are available as elements of a semantic object that represents both, like a ⟨background, focus⟩ ordered pair.

Conceptually, each of these models represents in a different form the same idea, that the semantics of a focused sentence involves some manner of pairing of a question and an answer (Beaver and Clark, 2008, p. 28). That is, that the semantics of (281b) pairs, in some manner, the semantics of “Alice raises chickens” with the semantics of “Who raises chickens?”.

(281) a. “Who raises chickens?”
   b. “ALICE raises chickens.”

For “Alternative Semantics” models, these questions are Hamblin-style (1973) sets of answers\(^3\), along the lines of \{Alice raises chickens, Bernie raises chickens…\}, and are accessible as a secondary semantic denotation. For “Structured Meanings” models, these questions are properties, along the lines of \(\lambda x. x \text{ raises chickens}\), and are accessible as one of the components of the structured meaning. Semantic “pairing” of this sort allows us to express congruence straightforwardly: once both questions and answers contain semantic values of the same semantic type, congruence can be expressed via whatever containment relationship (subsethood, entailment, etc.) is appropriate for that type.

The most important difference between the Alternative Semantics varieties and the Structured Meanings varieties involves which two meanings are represented semantically. Informally speaking, the paired meaning can include the question (282a), the answer of the question (282b) or the short answer (282c).

(282) a. [Who raises chickens]
   b. [Alice raises chickens]
   c. [Alice]

Alternative Semantics theories essentially represent focus meanings as a pair of (282a) and (282b); Structured Meanings theories represent focus meanings as a pair of (282a) and (282c). These representations are not, however, of equal power: (282a) and (282c) together can derive the meaning in (282b), but (282a) and (282b) cannot derive the meaning in (282c). That is

---

\(^3\)Since Hamblin (1973) there has been debate about what, exactly, is in this proposition set that corresponds to a question. Hamblin (1973) identified it as the set of partial answers to the question, Karttunen (1977) as the set of true answers, and Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) as the set of complete answers. I will treat these sets as Hamblin sets, but with potentially plural individuals, as Rooth (1985) does; Beaver and Clark (2008) term these “Rooth-Hamblin sets”. (When illustrating alternative sets, however, I will often leave the answers with plural individuals implicit, for brevity.)
to say, Structured Meaning theories offer operators that utilize focus an additional piece of information that Alternative Semantics theories do not (Krifka, 1991; Rooth, 1996; Beaver and Clark, 2008).

For the semantic representation of focus itself – that is, “focus” in the sense that I used in §1.6, the minimal variation between discourse-relevant alternatives – I have chosen a Kratzer-style (1991) Alternative Semantics model. I should note, however, that my assumptions about operator association are closer to the “hybrid” Structured Meaning account in Krifka (2006), in which operators are not associated with foci themselves (in the Alternative Semantics sense), but rather with larger phrases that contain foci.

5.2.2 Alternatives as variables

As noted above, “Alternative Semantics”-type models of focus treat a phrase like “AliceF” as if it has two different values. Many semantic phenomena only involve the ordinary denotation of “Alice”, but some semantic operators (like “only”) treat “Alice” as if it were a variable, ranging over a set of alternatives like \{Alice, Bernie, Chris, ...\}. Allowing that there be two different denotations of “Alice” allows the ability to treat “Alice” as variable for some purposes while still having it refer to Alice for most purposes.

In what follows, I adapt Wold’s (1996) adaptation of Kratzer’s (1991) alternative semantics, which represents quite directly the intuition above that foci are variable or not depending on the needs of semantic calculations.

5.2.2.1 Ordinary variables

By way of introduction, consider the difference between how ordinary terms (like “Alice” in (283)) and distinguished variables, like the variables introduced by “she” in (284), receive values. Whereas “Alice” is assumed here to have a fixed value, Alice, the value of “she” might vary over Alice, Bernie, Chris, etc. In this model, denotations are relativized to an assignment function \(g\), which assigns values to indexed variables. If the assignment function \(g\) lacks the appropriate index, or some property of the pronoun (like gender or deixis) is unfulfilled, the variable is undefined.

\[
(283) \quad \text{a. } [\text{Alice}]^g = \text{Alice} \\
\text{b. } [\text{Alice raises chickens}]^g = \lambda w. \text{that Alice raises chickens in } w
\]
(284) a. \[ [\text{she}_1]^g = \begin{cases} g(1), & \text{if } 1 \in \text{Dom}(g) \land g(1) \text{ is female} \\ \text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \lambda w. \text{that } g(1) \text{ raises chickens in } w, \text{if } 1 \in \text{Dom}(g) \]

b. \[ [\text{she}_1 \text{ raises chickens}]^g = \begin{cases} \lambda w. \text{that } g(1) \text{ raises chickens in } w, & \text{if } 1 \in \text{Dom}(g) \\ \land g(1) \text{ is female} \\ \text{undefined, otherwise} \end{cases} \]

For example, if the assignment function \( g \) were that represented in (285), the resulting denotations would be those in (286).

(285) \( g = \{ \langle 1, \text{Alice} \rangle, \langle 2, \text{Dylan} \rangle, \langle 3, \text{Bernie} \rangle, \ldots \} \)

(286) a. \[ [\text{she}_1]^g = \text{Alice} \]

b. \[ [\text{she}_1 \text{ raises chickens}]^g = \lambda w. \text{that Alice raises chickens in } w \]

For WH elements like “what”, I adopt the account in Beck (2006), which treats WH elements as indefinites that contribute a variable to the “focus semantic value”. However, as this particular model does not distinguish a special focus assignment function (unlike Kratzer, 1991; Beck, 2006), there does not end up being a significant difference within this model between “what” and other pronouns.\(^4\)

(287) \[ [\text{what}]^g = \begin{cases} g(i), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g) \land g(i) \text{ is non-human}, \\ \text{undefined, otherwise} \end{cases} \]

Finally, disjunctions have likewise been treated as consisting of sets of alternatives (Zimmermann, 2000; Simons, 2005; Alonso-Ovalle, 2006; Groenendijk and Roelofsen, 2009; AnderBois, 2011); within this variable-binding model, a disjunction could be treated as indefinite with a restricted domain, closed by existential quantification by a higher operator. That is, in the same way that “she” is restricted to a particular set of entities, “\(\alpha \) or \(\beta\)” is restricted to entities in the set \( \{\alpha, \beta, \{\alpha, \beta\}\} \).

\(^4\)This is not to say that there are no differences between WH elements and pronouns – there are certainly syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic differences – but for the purpose of the model I will treat them similarly.
If $\alpha = [\beta [\text{or}, \gamma ]]$, then
\[
[\alpha]^g = \begin{cases} 
g(i) & \text{if } g(i) \in [\beta]^g \oplus [\gamma]^g \\
\text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

A uniform means of generating questions and disjunctive alternatives becomes important when we consider the semantics of disjunctive yes/no questions (i.e., “Are you happy or sad?”) in §8.4.4.

I will call all of the above O-variables (for “ordinary”), and indices corresponding to them O-indices.

5.2.2.2 Focus variables

In this system, foci (in the Alternative Semantics sense) are treated as a special kind of variable, bound by higher operators, whether those operators are overt like “only” or covert like, say, an ASSERT operator.5

(289) a. Bernie only$_1$ thought that Alice$_{F_1}$ raised chickens.
    b. ASSERT$_1$(Alice$_{F_1}$ raised chickens)

When the domain of the assignment function $g$ contains the appropriate index, the focus receives its value from $g$; otherwise, the focus just denotes its ordinary denotation.

\[
[\beta_{F_1}]^g = \begin{cases} 
g(i), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g) \\
[\beta]^g, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

In other words, a focus has some of the properties of a fixed expression like “Alice”, in that it has a default value, but also has some of the properties of a variable expression, like “who”, in that it can have a variable interpretation when a higher operator binds it. This lets us express formally the informal intuition in §1.6, that “Alice$_F$” can be a variable or not, depending on what is being done with it.

It should be emphasized that the equivalent of “ordinary semantic values” and “focus semantic values” in a Wold-style (1996) system are not different “levels” of denotation or different types; they just correspond to different ways of calculating the denotation of a phrase, relative to a richer or poorer assignment function $g$.6 Since ordinary and focus semantic values are the

---

5As it happens, I do not end up binding the foci themselves with overt focus operators, adopting instead a model in which focus operators bind larger “focus phrases” (§5.6).

6It should be noted that in one direction this model has more expressive power than standard Alternative Semantics models or the binding models of Kratzer (1991) or Beck (2006), as noted in Wold (1996), but in another direction is expressive power is more limited. The standard models can define different ordinary and focus seman-
same type of values, no additional composition rule is necessary to compose the focus semantic values of larger constituents like (291); they are simply composed like any other denotation.

\[(291) \quad [\text{Alice ordered fried chicken}_{F_1}]^g \]
\[
= \begin{cases} 
  \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fried } g(1) \text{ in } w, & \text{if } 1 \in \operatorname{Dom}(g) \\
  \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fried chicken in } w, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Note that $\beta$ in (290) can be either simple or complex; both trivial (291) and nontrivial (292) constituents can receive focus indices, resulting in different focus denotations.

\[(292) \quad [\text{Alice ordered [fried chicken]}_{F_1}]^g \]
\[
= \begin{cases} 
  \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered } g(1) \text{ in } w, & \text{if } 1 \in \operatorname{Dom}(g) \\
  \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fried chicken in } w, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

I will term these variables **F-variables**, and indices corresponding to them **F-indices**.

### 5.2.2.3 Distinguishing O- and F-variables

It is clear that O-variables and F-variables are not the same “type” of variable, in that the two types cannot function as the other type. If there were no difference, it would be possible, in the congruence system that will follow in §5.2.4, to answer any question with an unaccented O-variable.

\[(293) \quad \text{a. “Who ordered chicken?”} \]
\[
\text{b. “Someone}_1\text{ ordered chicken.”}
\]

Meanwhile, it would be possible to bind F-variables like any variable. This would lead to inappropriate interpretive possibilities for sentences like (294), in which the quantifier binds the F-variable, and the alternatives to Alice are thereby provided by the quantifier rather than the context.

\[(294) \quad [\text{Each detective}]_1 \text{ suspects that only ALICE}_{F_1} \text{ is innocent.} \]
\[
\neq \text{For each detective } x, x \text{ suspects that Alice is innocent and } x \text{ is not innocent.}
\]

\[\text{tic definitions for any element, since } [\alpha]^F \text{ and } [\alpha]^O, \text{ or } [\alpha]^g \text{ and } [\alpha]^g,h, \text{ can always be distinguished. However, if the only difference between the OSV and FSV is a matter of whether an index is in } g, \text{ then we can only define different OSVs and FSVs for elements that bear (or otherwise have access to) that index. This becomes a matter of potential importance if operators are implemented in such a way that they do not have direct access to the focus index (§7.5.4, §8.6).}\]
So O-variables and F-variables have to be segregated in some way, in order that the congruence calculation not bind O-variables, and ordinary variable-binders like quantifiers do not bind F-variables. How this is to be done, however, raises some questions that are somewhat beyond the scope of what I can argue from my data.

For example, the traditional way to segregate focus variables from ordinary variables within a variable-binding focus model is to handle them via different assignment functions: \( g \) for ordinary variables, and a second assignment function \( h \) for focus variables, as in Kratzer (1991). It is difficult \textit{a priori}, however, to choose exactly which kinds of variables should receive their interpretations through which assignment function. Beck (2006), investigating interference effects between WH elements and foci, models this interference by treating both kinds of variables as receiving their interpretation through the assignment function \( h \). However, Roberts (2012) shows that accounting for the discourse contribution of foci in questions (e.g., “And what did CHRIS order?”) requires being able to distinguish between WH and F variables.

Meanwhile, contrastive topics, which I will consider briefly in §5.5, are, in the sense used in §5.2.2.2, also F-variables, in that they vary between two interpretations (their ordinary interpretation and a variable interpretation) depending on the nature of the semantic calculation. They cannot, however, be treated as indistinguishable from F-variables when considering their discourse contribution. Do we need a third assignment function just to distinguish these?

These are theoretically important considerations, but determining exactly which of the four potential variable types (ordinary non-WH, WH, F, and T[opic]) are associated with which assignment functions is somewhat beyond the scope of investigation here, and presupposing a particular segregation might be premature.\footnote{For example, an important part of Kwak’wala focus morphology, \( =ʔm \) (Chapter 8), is sensitive to polar contrasts whether they occur in question alternative sets or focus alternative sets. Whether or not questions and foci handle alternatives through the same assignment function predetermines which kinds of accounts we can have of \( =ʔm \). It happens that I do not choose the denotation of \( =ʔm \) that would make use of a uniform assignment function, but I do not want to make this choice in advance, on the basis of a theoretical decision to which I have no strong commitment.} I therefore just leave this concern unaddressed, and adopt a single undifferentiated assignment function \( g \), even though this would technically allow the expression of absurd sentences like (294). Different types of variables must still be distinguished, since I will propose operators like SAY that have to be able to distinguish them, but I leave open exactly what mechanism distinguishes them.

### 5.2.3 Existential closure

As noted in §1.6.5, the characterization of congruence relationships (like question-answer congruence) can be expressed as a relationship between the semantic values of the utterances. We might, for example, express the relationship between the question and answer in terms of
a relationship between alternative sets (as in Rooth, 1992), or in terms of entailment (as in Schwarzschild, 1999), or in terms of both of these (as in Roberts, 2012, using an entailment relationship between alternative sets). For my purposes here, I will express the relationship in terms of alternative sets, formed by existential closure (Heim, 1988; Schwarzschild, 1999) of the utterance’s O- and F-variables.

In order for an operator to make use of an indexed O- or F-variable, it is necessary for the operator to introduce the appropriate index into $g$. For example, we might propose an operator $OP_i$ that simply takes some argument $x$ and binds it to $i$, defining it as follows:

$$\text{(295) If } \alpha = [\mathbf{OP}_i \beta], \text{ then } \left[\alpha\right]^g = \lambda x \in D_e. \left[\beta\right]^{\mathcal{G}\{\{i,x\}\}}$$

We can also consider the characteristic set corresponding to the function in (295):

$$\text{(296) } \left\{ \left[\beta\right]^{\mathcal{G}\{\{i,x\}\}} \mid x \in D_e \right\}$$

This set, the **existential closure** of $\beta$, can then be used to construct sets like those seen in §1.6.5. For example, the existential closure of “Who laughed?” would be the set of all propositions of the form “$x$ laughed”.

$$\text{(297) } \left\{ \left[\text{who1 laughed}\right]^{\mathcal{G}\{\{1,x\}\}} \mid x \in D_e \right\} = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that Alice laughed in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Bernie laughed in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Chris laughed in } w \\
\vdots
\end{array} \right\}$$

Since the notation in (296) can become very unwieldy when considering many indices, I will abbreviate it as double-square “denotation” brackets inside curly “set” brackets: $\left\{ \right\}^{\mathcal{G}}_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_n}$, where $g$ is the assignment function and $i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n$ are indices.

$$\text{(298) For any types } \tau_1, \tau_2, \ldots, \tau_n, \text{ } \left\{ \alpha \right\}^{\mathcal{G}}_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_n} = \left\{ \left\{ \alpha \right\}^{\mathcal{G}\{\{i_1,x_1\},\{i_2,x_2\},\ldots,\{i_n,x_n\}\}} \mid x_1 \in D_{\tau_1}, x_2 \in D_{\tau_2}, \ldots, x_n \in D_{\tau_n} \right\}$$

---

8 Since I am adapting Wold’s (1996) assignment semantics, I adopt his union notation for assignment. However, to be completely accurate, it would be necessary to add an additional condition to each assignment: that the index in question be unassigned in $g$.

(i) If $\alpha = [\mathbf{OP}_i \beta]$, then

$$\left[\alpha\right]^g = \begin{cases} 
\lambda x \in D_e. \left[\beta\right]^{\mathcal{G}\{\{i,x\}\}} & \text{if } i \notin g \\
\text{undefined} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

For the purpose of brevity I will leave this additional presupposition unexpressed, because it is identical for every such assignment.
In addition to calling this the “existential closure”; I will also use two more specific terms, corresponding roughly to the *q-alternatives* and *focal alternatives* of Roberts (2012):

(299) a. When \( \llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^g \) binds all otherwise-unbound O indices in \( \alpha \), I will call it the **O-closure** of \( \alpha \).

b. When \( \llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^g \) binds all otherwise-unbound O and F indices in \( \alpha \), I will call it the **F-closure** of \( \alpha \).

Such closures can be trivial; the O-closure of a sentence with no O-variables is just \( \llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^g \), and evaluates to the singleton set \( \{ \llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^g \} \).

### 5.2.4 Implementing congruence

Once we have O-closures and F-closures, we can express “congruence” relationships in terms of relationships between these closures. For example, we can express the question-answer congruence relationship in §1.6.5 (essentially that of Rooth, 1992) as a subset relationship between the O-closure of the question and the F-closure of the answer.\(^9\) To calculate whether (300b) is congruent with (300a), we can calculate whether the O-closure of (300a), formed by existentially closing all its unbound O-variables (here, just “who”), is a subset of the F-closure of (300b), formed by existentially closing all its unbound O and F variables (here, just “Alice\(_F\)”).

(300) a. “Who raises chickens?”

b. “Alice\(_F\) raises chickens?”

(301) \( \llbracket \text{who}_1 \text{ raises chickens} \rrbracket^g \subseteq \llbracket \text{Alice}\(_F\)_1 \text{ raises chickens} \rrbracket^g \)

\[ \llbracket \text{who}_1 \text{ raises chickens} \rrbracket^g \cup \{1, x\} | x \in D_e \subseteq \llbracket \text{Alice}\(_F\)_1 \text{ raises chickens} \rrbracket^g \cup \{1, x\} | x \in D_e \]

\[ \lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ raises chickens in } w | x \in D_e \subseteq \lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ raises chickens in } w | x \in D_e \]

Since this relationship holds, (300b) is indeed congruent to (300a).

Meanwhile, because assertions without O-variables just evaluate to the singleton set, we can also express Rooth’s (1992) contrast relationship between two assertions using the same relationship. For example, to calculate whether (302b) is an appropriate contrastive expression following (302a), we can calculate whether the O-closure of (302a), which is trivial because (302a) contains no O-variables, is a subset of the F-closure of (302b).

---

\(^9\)It is also necessary to constrain this relationship so that the F-closure of the answer is not uncooperatively large; I consider how we might do this in §5.3.2.3.
(302) a. “Bernie raises chickens.”
b. “No, Alice raises chickens.”

(303) \[ \{ \text{Bernie raises chickens} \}^g \subseteq \{ \text{Alice raises chickens} \}^g \]
\[ \{ \{ \text{Bernie raises chickens} \}^g \} \subseteq \{ \{ \text{Alice raises chickens} \}^g \cup \{ (1,x) \} | x \in D_e \} \]
\[ \{ \lambda w. \text{that Bernie raises chickens in } w \} \subseteq \{ \lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ raises chickens in } w | x \in D_e \} \]

This relationship also holds, so (302b) is likewise “congruent” to (302a).

This relationship suffices for much of the data seen in this investigation, but the question remains of how this relationship is actually calculated. What manages to relate a question and an answer such that this relationship can hold or not hold? Rooth (1992) describes the question/answer relationship in terms of a discourse “syntax” above the level of the sentence, such that questions and answers are in a structural relationship to one another.

(304)

This manner of representation, however, leaves some questions unresolved, like what exactly happens when a sentence’s focus expression suggests that it is sensitive to multiple utterances, or what happens when the sentence seems to be sensitive to an unspoken utterance like an implicit question or an implicature. For this reason, I adopt something closer to a “question under discussion” model (Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003, 2007; Beaver and Clark, 2008) in which utterances update and put constraints on the value of a contextual variable.

### 5.3 Generalized congruence

“QUD” theories of focus represent discourse as a cooperative game, structured as a potentially complex hierarchy of questions and answers in which the participants use speech acts to update a variety of variables that represent aspects of the common ground (cf. Stalnaker, 1978; Lewis, 1979; Carlson, 1984; van Kuppevelt, 1995; Ginzburg, 1996). One of these variables represents, in a broad sense, the “question under discussion” – often, the current set of alternative propo-
sitions the interlocutors are considering and attempting to narrow down; this question under
discussion is sometimes expressed with a spoken question, but is sometimes left implicit.

The equivalent of a “question under discussion” or “current question” variable in this model
is $C$. We might call $C$ the questions-under-discussion variable, although it can contain more
than questions. Here, $C$ represents that set of considerations – questions, assertions, etc. –
that can be observed to have an effect on focus expression; it takes the form of a set of sets of
propositions.

We can treat $C$ as a contextual variable much like $w$; in the same way that $w$ is an index
variable into a set of possible worlds, $C$ is an index variable into a set of “possible conversa-
tions”.

Interlocutors do not know which world is $w$ – they entertain a variety of hypotheses about
what possible world they might be in, and by putting constraints on the value of $w$ (for example,
that the world $w$ we are in is one in which Alice raises chickens), interlocutors suggest to
each other what worlds might be viable candidates for $w$. Meanwhile, interlocutors also do
not know exactly what alternatives are relevant to the context – they entertain a variety of
hypotheses about what considerations are relevant – and by putting constraints on the value
of $C$ (for example, that the conversation $C$ we are having is one in which there is a relevant
consideration of the form $\{\lambda w. that \ x \ raises \ chickens \ in \ w \ | \ x \in \ D_e\}$), interlocutors suggest to
each other what conversations might be viable candidates for $C$. Since “the conversation we
are currently having” can change quite rapidly, this variable likewise can change quite rapidly
as considerations come into and fall out of relevance.

In this system, congruence and incongruence – that is, the felicity or infelicity of the focus
expression in light of previous discourse – is handled not by an independent congruence prin-
ciple, but are a consequence of the consistency or inconsistency of the claims that speech-act
operators make about $C$.

### 5.3.1 The contents of $C$

As noted, $C$ here simply represents the set of alternative sets that can be seen to influence the
focus expression of a sentence.\footnote{I should clarify at the outset that $C$ does not represent an independent fact about the discourse – it does not represent the most recent $N$ utterances, or the interlocutors’ knowledge, or alternative sets that are relevant to the discourse according to an independent definition of “relevance”. $C$ just represents those alternative sets – recent or distant, explicit or implicit, complex or singleton – whose relevance to the current discourse we can infer from interlocutors’ focus expressions. The purpose of $C$ in this model is to provide a variable so that different kinds of speech phenomena – focus, questions, disjunctions, indefinites, assertions, etc. – can make claims about the same object.}

I will motivate the contents of $C$ here using English data, but $C$ is not meant to be language
specific, and different languages may (and I will argue in Chapter 8, do) show that $C$ is richer than we can observe in any one language.

$C$ often contains the “question under discussion” or “current question”; after the utterance of (305a), the contents of $C$ would be those in (306).

(305)  **Context: Alice, Bernie, and Chris were at dinner**

a. “Who ordered chicken?”

b. “ALICE ordered chicken.”

(306)  
$$C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Bernie ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Chris ordered chicken in } w
\end{array} \right\}$$

It should be emphasized, however, that the alternative sets included in $C$ need not correspond to the syntactic form sometimes called a “question” or the pragmatic act of “questioning”. For example, we can observe that in English, focus expression in sentences like (305b) can respond to a question, an assertion with a disjunction, or an assertion with an indefinite. The $C$ in (306) could also correspond to the state of the conversation after the utterance of “Alice or Bernie ordered chicken” or “Someone ordered chicken.”

We can also observe that an ordinary assertion can have an effect on focus expression, so $C$ can likewise contain the singleton alternative set corresponding to an assertion (§5.2.3).

(307)  a. “Alice ordered fish.”

b. “Actually, Alice ordered CHICKEN.”

(308)  
$$C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered fish in } w
\end{array} \right\}$$

In contrast to a purely question-based congruence model (Roberts, 2012; Beaver and Clark, 2008), it is not necessary in this model to accommodate an unspoken question (along the lines of “What did Alice order?”) here. It may be that interlocutors do accommodate such a question, or that such a question is necessary for other aspects of the formal modeling of discourse, but as mentioned in §5.1, the fewer accommodations that we invoke, the better we can argue from congruence patterns to focus locations, in languages where the investigator cannot directly intuit which elements are foci.\footnote{11\textsuperscript{11}Nonetheless, “unspoken” considerations can indeed contribute to $C$, whether these are implicit questions, presuppositions, or implicatures. The proposition that forms the contrast with (i.b) and (ii.c), $\lambda w. \text{that Sam owns}$

---

\footnote{11\textsuperscript{11}Put another way, this is not a predictive account of focus, such that the contents of the previous conversation predict focus expression; rather, it is an expressive account of focus, in which focus communicates something about an abstract object.}
In all of the dialogues above, the focus expression of the second sentence can be explained by invoking a single set of alternatives, corresponding to a single utterance, but $C$ can also contain multiple alternative sets. For example, superquestion/subquestion sequences like those in (309) would correspond to a complex $C$ like that in (310).

(309) **Context:** Alice, Bernie, and Chris were at dinner; chicken and fish were the possible dinner entrees.

“Who ordered what? What did Alice order? And what did Bernie order?”

\[
C = \begin{cases} 
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fish in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered fish in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris ordered fish in } w \\
\end{cases}
\]

$C$ needs to be able to represent multiple alternative sets, rather than just one, because different superquestion/subquestion sequences can have observably different effects on answers (Jackendoff, 1972; Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003) (§5.5); if $C$ just represented the union of all alternatives, then subquestions could never play a role in determining the focus expression of a sentence. There are various ways that we might represent these multiple questions; we could pick out one of the questions as a special variable on its own, or represent them as a stack (Roberts, 2012), or have a single variable containing an object with a more complex structure,

\[
a \text{dog in } w, \text{ is only presupposed or implicated, respectively.}
\]

(i) a. “Do you think Sam would think it weird if I bought a toy for her dog?”

b. “Sam has a CAT.”

(ii) a. “I found a brand-new dog toy in a rental car; what should I do with it?”

b. “Give it to Sam in accounting.”

c. “Sam has a CAT.”

That is to say, this is still an “accommodationist” model, in which interlocutors can treat $C$ as containing alternative sets that have not been expressed with an overt utterance. It is just that this generalized congruence model can in some cases calculate congruence based on overt utterances, where a question-based congruence model needs to invoke accommodation of an implicit question.

---

*a dog in* *w*, *is only presupposed or implicated, respectively.*

(i) a. “Do you think Sam would think it weird if I bought a toy for her dog?”

b. “Sam has a CAT.”

(ii) a. “I found a brand-new dog toy in a rental car; what should I do with it?”

b. “Give it to Sam in accounting.”

c. “Sam has a CAT.”

That is to say, this is still an “accommodationist” model, in which interlocutors can treat $C$ as containing alternative sets that have not been expressed with an overt utterance. It is just that this generalized congruence model can in some cases calculate congruence based on overt utterances, where a question-based congruence model needs to invoke accommodation of an implicit question.
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representing a hierarchy of questions: something like a Büring (2003) set. For my purposes here, I just allow the variable to be an unstructured set containing one or more questions under discussion, and potential “subquestion” or “superquestion” relationships between them are just a matter of subset relationships between the members.\(^{12}\)

This potential for multiple alternative sets is also necessary for some instances of complex focus. For example, in §8.7.2, I take a Krifka (1998) and Rullmann (2003) view of additive focus, in which additive answers both answer a question and contrast with a particular implicature. This is another situation in which accommodating an implicit QUD – one that subsumes both the overt question and this implicature – would be awkward, because the resulting QUD would be of an unusual form (§8.7.1), whose implicit presence in the discourse would be difficult to establish. It is much more straightforward to simply allow \(C\) to contain multiple sets of alternatives.

### 5.3.2 Making claims about \(C\)

As noted in §5.3, speakers do not know everything about \(w\), but they can put constraints on the value of \(w\) by various means (assertion, presupposition, implicature, etc.) and thus cooperatively narrow down the possibilities. Likewise, speakers do not know everything about \(C\), but they can put constraints on the value of \(C\); I likewise express these as assertions and presuppositions, and use the same calculus we use to handle assertions and presuppositions about \(w\).\(^{13}\)

This terminology is a source of potential confusion (Dryer, 1996; Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2007) – questions “assert” something of \(C\), and are therefore “assertions” in this sense, and meanwhile the term “presupposition” has a number of conflicting meanings within the seman-

\(^{12}\) Also note that this set does not necessarily contain all the same objects as the full QUD “stack” or hierarchy in Roberts (2012) or Büring (2003) – it does not necessarily contain every superquestion of the immediate question under discussion, all the way back to the universal superquestion “What is the way things are?” It just corresponds to those questions or assertions in the discourse that can be observed to have effects on the expression of the sentence.

\(^{13}\) That is, I am taking a basically Stalnaker-style (1973; 1978) view of the relationship between speech acts and worlds, and consider a parallel “possible conversations” semantics for the relationship between speech acts and discourse-relevant alternative sets. The model presented here is “dynamic” in the sense that utterances change the common ground, although the contribution of utterances is not modeled as performing specific updates on the context; utterances simply put constraints on the context and, upon accepting them, interlocutors make whatever adjustments are necessary.

To be precise, however, there is not a substantial mechanical difference here between assertion and presupposition in speech acts, since these do not scope under any other operators that would make “false” and “undefined” different values. “Assertion” and “presupposition” here are used here in an admittedly impressionistic sense: that assertions typically add information that is not already in the common ground, whereas presuppositions typically assume that the common ground is already a certain way, such that accommodation is necessary when this assumption fails.
tics of focus – so to disambiguate I will label assertions and presuppositions that place constraints on the value of $C$ as meta-assertions and meta-presuppositions. I will also, in §5.3.2.3, suggest the possibility of meta-implicatures. I choose the label “meta-” to suggest that, unlike normal assertions, presuppositions, and implicatures, they do not address, or arise from, the QUD. Rather, they are assertions, presuppositions, and implicatures about the QUD, and address, or arise from, the metaquestion in (311b).

(311) a. The Big Question: “What is the way things are?” (Roberts, 2012, p. 5)

   b. The Big Metaquestion: “What are we talking about?”

In this system, I will be considering only the contributions of speech acts as far as $C$ is concerned; speech acts, of course, make many additional contributions and this is not meant to suggest that all a speech act does is address the Big Metaquestion.

The generalization of the congruence relationship (§5.2.4, §5.3.1) allows the possibility that we do not need, so far as congruence is concerned, to distinguish the effects of a question on $C$ as different from the effects of an assertion on $C$, and therefore both the “questioning” and the “asserting” speech acts can be expressed using a single generalized speech act, which I represent as SAY. SAY binds both O-indices (represented as superscripts on SAY) and F-variables (represented as subscripts on SAY), and makes assertions and presuppositions about the contents of $C$ using the corresponding O-closures and F-closures. $C$ is represented here as a superscript variable on denotations; I will leave other such variables (like $w$) implicit except when needed.

5.3.2.1 Making assertions about $C$

I will begin by considering only the meta-assertive contribution of SAY, and consider its meta-presuppositional contribution in §5.3.2.2.

Just as $w$ is updated by assertion, $C$ is updated by meta-assertion. Both questions and assertions make meta-assertions to the effect, roughly, that $C$ contains their ordinary denotations.

(312) If $\alpha = [\text{SAY}^i_1;i_2;\ldots;i_n\beta]$, then

$$\left[\alpha\right]^g_{g.C} = \exists c \in C|c \subseteq \{\beta\}^g_{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_n}$$

More specifically, each utterance makes a meta-assertion that some consideration $c$ in $C$ is a subset of the utterance’s O-closure. When the utterance is an ordinary assertion $P$ with no O-variables, its O-closure is trivial, consisting of just the singleton set $\{P\}$.

To illustrate the definition in (312), the question in (313a) makes a meta-assertion that $C$ is (at least) the set in (313b), and the assertion in (314a) makes a meta-assertion that $C$ is (at
least) the set in (314b).

(313) a. 
$$\left[ \text{SAY}\, ^1(\text{who}_1 \text{ raises chickens}) \right] ^{g,C}$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\text{who}_1 \text{ raises chickens}\} ^{g,C}]$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\text{who}_1 \text{ raises chickens}\} ^{g,\{\{1,x\}\},C} x \in D_e\}$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ raises chickens in } w | x \in D_e\}]$$

b. 
$$C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that Alice raises chickens in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Bernie raises chickens in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Chris raises chickens in } w \\
\ldots
\end{array} \right\}$$

(314) a. 
$$\left[ \text{SAY}(\text{Alice raises chickens}) \right] ^{g,C}$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\text{Alice raises chickens}\} ^{g,C}]$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\text{Alice raises chickens}\} ^{g,C}]$$
$$= \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\lambda w. \text{that Alice raises chickens in } w\}]$$

b. 
$$C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that Alice raises chickens in } w
\end{array} \right\}$$

5.3.2.2 Making presuppositions about $C$

Like Roberts (2012) and Büring (2007), I treat the contribution of focus as, essentially, a kind of presupposition. In those systems, focusing presupposes the existence of an appropriate QUD. Translated into this system, focusing introduces a meta-presupposition regarding the contents of $C$, to the effect that every set in $C$ is a subset of the F-closure. I will illustrate this first for singleton assertions in (315), adding a definedness condition to the previous denotation.

(315) If $\alpha = [\text{SAY}_{i_1,\ldots,i_n} \beta]$, then
$$\left[ \alpha \right] ^{g,C} _{df} = \begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\beta\} ^{g,C}], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \{\beta\} ^{g,C}]
\\
\text{undefined, } & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

The operator SAY meta-asserts that some consideration $c$ in $C$ is a subset of the O-closure, and meta-presupposes that every consideration $c$ in $C$ is a subset of the F-closure.

In other words, it meta-presupposes that the infinitary union of $C$ – that is, $\bigcup C$ – is a subset of the F-closure. By making the focus meta-presupposition sensitive to $\bigcup C$ rather than some member of $C$, we allow that focus expression can be sensitive to more than one consideration – which, of course, is the entire reason we supposed $C$ to consist of multiple considerations in
the first place. I will call \( \bigcup C \) the **Overall Question**.

The meta-presupposition of focus can be trivially satisfied (as when it immediately follows an appropriate question, and nothing else is under discussion), or it can fail (as when it immediately follows a question of the entirely wrong shape), but it can also be, and often is, **accommodated** in the sense of Lewis (1979): listeners can decide to update their knowledge of \( C \) to fit the speaker’s claim.

The definition in (315) is illustrated for “Alice ordered chicken” in (316).

(316) \[
[SAY_1(Alice_{F_1} \text{ ordered chicken})] \\
= \begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket Alice_{F_1} \text{ ordered chicken} \rrbracket^{g,F}], \\
\text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket Alice_{F_1} \text{ ordered chicken} \rrbracket^{g,F}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(316) \[
= \begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\llbracket Alice_{F_1} \text{ ordered chicken} \rrbracket^{g,F}\}], \\
\text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \{\llbracket Alice_{F_1} \text{ ordered chicken} \rrbracket^{g,F}\}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

(316) \[
= \begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w\}], \\
\text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \{\lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ ordered chicken in } w | x \in D_e\}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Speaking informally, “Alice ordered chicken” puts the value of “Alice ordered chicken” into \( C \), but requires that \( C \) is, overall, of the form “Who ordered chicken?”. Questions likewise meta-presuppose that the Overall Question is a subset of their F-closure. Recall from §5.2.3 that calculating the F-closure of a question involves existentially closing both its O and F variables. As for why it is necessary to existentially close both kinds of variables, consider the sequence of questions in (317).

(317) “Who ordered what? What did ALICE order?”

The first question in (317) asserts that \( C \) contains a subset of the question’s O-closure, \( \{\lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ ordered } y \text{ in } w | x \in D_e, y \in D_e\} \), resulting in a \( C \) something like that in (318).

(318) \[
C = \{\lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w, \lambda w. \text{that Bernie ordered chicken in } w, \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered fish in } w, \lambda w. \text{that Bernie ordered fish in } w, ...\}
\]
So, if the F-closure of “What did ALICE order?” were anything less than \{w:\text{that } x \text{ ordered } y \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e\}, the focus presupposition would fail. This set is what we get if we existentially close both the O and F variables (Roberts, 2012, p. 33).

The full definition of SAY is therefore that in (319).

\[(319) \quad \text{If } \alpha = [\text{SAY}_{j_1,j_2,\ldots,j_m}^{i_1,i_2,\ldots,i_n} \beta], \text{ then}
\]
\[
\llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^{g,C} = df
\begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What did Alice order?} \rrbracket^{g,C}_{1,2}], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What did Alice order?} \rrbracket^{g,C}_{1,2}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

To illustrate the full definition in (319), consider the derivation of “What did ALICE order?”.

\[(320) \quad \llbracket \text{What}_1 \text{ did Alice}_2 \text{ order?} \rrbracket^{g,C}
\begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What}_1 \text{ did Alice}_2 \text{ order?} \rrbracket^{g,C}_{1,2}], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What}_1 \text{ did Alice}_2 \text{ order?} \rrbracket^{g,C}_{1,2}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What}_1 \text{ did Alice}_2 \text{ order?} \rrbracket^{g,(1,x),C}_{1,2}|x \in D_e)], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \text{What}_1 \text{ did Alice}_2 \text{ order?} \rrbracket^{g,(1,x),C}_{1,2}|x \in D_e, y \in D_e}], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\begin{cases} 
\exists c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e \rrbracket], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \llbracket \lambda w. \text{that } y \text{ ordered } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e \rrbracket], \\
\text{undefined, otherwise} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Speaking informally, “What did Alice order?” puts the value of “What did Alice order?” into C, but requires that \( \bigcup C \) is of the form “Who ordered what?”

As in §1.6.5 and §5.2.4, the relationship between the relevant alternative set (\( \bigcup C \) here) and the relevant existential closure (here, the F-closure) is one of subsethood, rather than identity.\(^\text{14}\)

So in this model, both the meta-assertion and meta-presupposition express a subset relationship between discourse-relevant alternative sets and their own alternative semantics. They differ in this way:

\[^{14}\text{Focus can, and often must, express a larger alternative set than the actual alternatives.}\]

(i) a. “Alice ordered either the chicken or the fish.”
   b. “Alice ordered the CHICKEN.”
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(321) a. Utterances meta-assert that some consideration in $C$ is a subset of their O-closure.

b. Utterances meta-presuppose that every consideration in $C$ is a subset of their F-closure.

How these meta-claims combine to derive the facts of congruence is illustrated in §5.3.3.

5.3.2.3 Making implicatures about $C$

Since sentences can have more than one O variable and/or more than one F variable, it is also necessary to add a principle that avoids speakers over-focusing and over-“questioning”: focusing more elements than are necessary, or questioning more elements than are necessary. If all that is asserted is that two sets are in a subset relationship, what prevents a speaker from expressing a larger set than necessary? For example, the meta-assertion of (322) is true of the $C$ in (323) – there is indeed a consideration $c$ in $C$ that is a subset of $\{\lambda w.that \; x \; ordered \; y \; in \; w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e\}$.

(322) “Who ordered what?”

(323) $C = \{\{\lambda w.that \; Alice \; ordered \; chicken \; in \; w, \lambda w.that \; Bernie \; ordered \; chicken \; in \; w\}\}$

If nothing prevented the expression of $\{\lambda w.that \; Alice \; ordered \; chicken \; in \; w, \lambda w.that \; Bernie \; ordered \; chicken \; in \; w\}$ as “Who ordered what?”, then the congruence model above would fail, predicting that (324) could be a congruent discourse.

(324) a. “Who ordered what?”

b. #“ALICE ordered chicken.”

The same problem exists for focusing: what prevents the speaker from focusing too much?

(325) a. “Who stole the diamonds?”

b. “ALICE stole the DIAMONDS.”

(326) a. “Bernie stole the diamonds.”

b. “Actually, ALICE stole the DIAMONDS.”

While the focus on “diamonds” is possible, it suggests a richer discourse than either (325a) and (326a) provide, one in which there is some relevant alternative to diamonds. If the speaker in (325b) and (326b) is only intending to reference an Overall Question of the form $\{\lambda w.that \; x \; stole \; the \; diamonds \; in \; w \mid x \in D_e\}$, then they have focused too much.
There are various ways we might restrict this. For example, we could build into the denotation of our speech-act operators that distinguished variables are not trivial, that for each distinguished variable there exists a pair of alternatives that differ with respect to that element. We could posit an explicit principle along the lines of Schwarzschild’s (1999) “\textit{AVOID}\textsubscript{F}”: “F-mark as little as possible”. We could invoke the “Maximize Presupposition” principle (Heim, 1991): since focusing, at least, makes a presupposition, and narrower focus makes a more restrictive claim on $C$, then focusing as little as possible maximizes presupposition.

It may also be possible, however, to prevent over-questioning and over-focusing without an additional principle, by characterizing the behavior of the questioner in (322) as a violation of the cooperative principle (Grice, 1989). That is, we might say that “\textit{AVOID}\textsubscript{F}” is not an independent principle, but just a consequence of “Be cooperative!”. After all, if a speaker has in mind a particular set, then it is entirely uncooperative to communicate it by asserting that it is smaller than a much larger set, as the speaker does in (327b) or (328b).

(327) \textit{Context: The answerer does not know exactly how many diamonds Alice stole, but knows that it was around five.}

a. “How many diamonds did Alice steal?”

b. “I’m not sure, but it was fewer than fifty.”

(328) \textit{Context: The answerer has collected enough evidence to conclude that either Alice or Bernie stole the diamonds, and has concluded that Chris and Dylan are completely innocent.}

a. “According to your evidence, who stole the diamonds?”

b. “It was either Alice, Bernie, Chris, or Dylan.”

If a similar principle governs the expression of the sets in $C$, then the restriction on over-questioning and over-focusing would be, in a sense, a kind of implicature: a meta-implicature in the sense in §5.3.2. Would this mean that the question maximality principle – the sense that “Who stole what?” must express “Who stole what?”, rather than “What did Alice steal?” – is actually an implicature?

There is some reason, I think, to consider that this is an implicature. The resulting principle would be “Propose the most restrictive set that still is a superset of the appropriate considerations.” Sometimes this principle is followed, and sometimes it is not, depending on the context. We can illustrate this by considering question “breadth”, and consider under what conditions speakers can question a broader constituent than would most narrowly pick out the intended
(329) **Context: An upcoming footrace of monarchs has the speaker intrigued.**

a. “The queen of England and the queen of Sweden are having a footrace. Will the queen of England or the queen of Sweden be fastest?”

b. “The queen of England and the queen of Sweden are having a footrace. Which queen will be fastest?”

c. “The queen of England and the queen of Sweden are having a footrace. Who will be fastest?”

(330) **Context: An upcoming footrace of monarchs has the speaker intrigued. It goes without saying that the princess, decades younger and a former Olympic athlete, will defeat the elderly queens, so the speaker is solely interested in comparing the queens.**

a. “The queen of England, the queen of Sweden, and the princess of Monaco are having a footrace. Will the queen of England or the queen of Sweden be fastest?”

b. “The queen of England, the queen of Sweden, and the princess of Monaco are having a footrace. Which queen will be fastest?”

c. “The queen of England, the queen of Sweden, and the princess of Monaco are having a footrace. Who will be fastest?” (≠ “Which queen will be fastest?”)

The question in (329c) can be used to express the same consideration as the questions in (329a-329b) express, but the question in (330c) cannot be used to express the same consideration as the questions in (330a-330b) express. This should be no surprise; the speaker in (330c) has something in mind that they are failing to inform the listener about. What is interesting about this is that it has to do with contextual informativity and speaker goals, rather than a mere comparison of set size or constituents indexed. The speaker in (329c) can get away with a less-effort question because it is adequately informative, in this context, about the speaker’s goal; the speaker in (330c) cannot get away with the less-effort question, since it is inadequately informative about the speaker’s goal.

Can this implicature be cancelled? Possibly; there are times when we can follow up a broader question with a more narrow utterance that better specifies the intended set, as in (331).

---

15This is easiest to illustrate with questions, because the breadth of a WH variable is unambiguous. This is difficult to illustrate using focus breadth, because the relationship between focus indexation and focus marking is more indirect. We could illustrate, using clefts, that focus marking has this same property, but this does not necessarily constitute an argument that focus indexation has this property.
The question “Who will be the fastest?” would probably be interpreted as specifying an answer set (all the runners) that is too large for the speaker’s intended \( c \) (the queens), but the speaker can also make a move to narrow that set. This is, essentially, a cancellation: the speaker is contradicting a conclusion that the listener might have made.

Then again, we might hesitate to expand this explanation to multiple-WH questions. Do we allow that “Who stole what?” could be used to express the selfsame set of “Who stole the diamonds?” such that the second question in (332) is cancelling the maximality implicature of the first?

(332) “Who stole what? Who stole the diamonds?”

The second question in (332) does not strike me, intuitively, as a cancellation of the first. But what would be the difference, then, between the example in (331) and the example in (332), such that the former can be “cancelled” but the latter cannot?

The “cancellable” example in (331) is an example of, in some sense, a “less effort” question, where the speaker had the option of choosing more complicated means of narrowing the set, but eschewed them. On the other hand, expressing \( \{ \lambda w . \text{that } x \text{ stole the diamonds in } w | x \in D_c \} \) as “Who stole what?” is not in the service of informativity, and probably not in the service of least-effort; it is simply uncooperative.

I mention this because “cancellability” or “suspendability” is often taken as diagnostic for implicatures, but cancellation is limited by discourse goals. Utterances have to be in some way cooperative in order for cancellation to rescue them. Consider how shifting the question under discussion effects cancellability. We can observe that “I have two children” implicates (by Quantity) “I don’t have three children”, and, when someone is looking to buy cigarettes, that “There is a gas station two blocks that way” implicates (by Relevance) “You can buy cigarettes there”, but the ability to suspend these implicatures depends on the questions under discussion.

(333) a. “Do you have two children?”
   b. “I have two children. In fact, I have three.”

(334) a. “Do you have three children?”
   b. ??“I have two children. In fact, I have three.”

(335) a. “I need to buy some cigarettes. Is there a gas station around here?”
   b. “There’s a gas station two blocks that way... but you can’t buy cigarettes there.”
a. “Where can I buy some cigarettes?”

b. “There’s a gas station two blocks that way... but you can’t buy cigarettes there.”

While the answerer is cooperatively answering the overt question, as in (333) and (335), they might nonetheless fail to satisfy a cooperative maxim like Quantity or Relevance; “cancellation” is, in a sense, a repair, where the speaker makes clear that their original answer was only partially cooperative by offering more cooperative information. This is not a universal license to be uncooperative; the uncooperative answers in (334b) and (336b) are not rescued by “cancellation”.

Put another way, utterances presented in isolation may appear to suggest that implicatures can always be cancelled, because we as readers can always accommodate that the QUD was such that the utterance was a cooperative answer. Considered in context, however, the implicatures of an utterance cannot always be disavowed.

This is relevant to potential meta-implicatures like the ones discussed above, because meta-implicatures do not arise from any ordinary QUD. They are implicatures about the QUD, arising from the Big Metaquestion “What are we talking about?”. We may not be able to “shift” this question in such a way that it rescues uncooperative questioning and focusing behavior; while we can assume of claims that they answer a variety of possible QUDs, is there another question that a meta-claim could address?

In any case, regardless of the origin of the “AVOIDF” principle – whether it is an independent principle or arises as a consequence of the cooperative principle – we can nonetheless put it forward as a constraint on question and focus expression and interpretation:

(337) AVOIDF: Index as little as possible with O and F indices, without making the speech act contribution false or undefined.

The definitions in §5.3.2.1 and §5.3.2.2 ensure that speakers use enough O and F variables; AVOIDF ensures that speakers do not use too many O and F variables. Between these, they ensure that speakers use just enough variables to specify the set they intend; I will illustrate how in the section that follows.

5.3.3 Congruence illustrated

5.3.3.1 Question-assertion congruence

To illustrate how the model in §5.3 derives congruence and incongruence from consistency and contradiction, consider the short dialogue in (338). Assume for the moment that the discourse is empty, and neither speaker knows yet what the other person considers C to be.
(338)  a.  SAY₁(Who₁ raises chickens?)
    b.  SAY₁(Aliceᵢ₁ raises chickens.)

In (338a), the speaker has in mind a particular set of alternatives – say, \{λw.that Alice raises chickens in w, λw.that Bernie raises chickens in w, λw.that Chris raises chickens in w\} – to which they want a resolution. In putting forward the question in (338a), the speaker is giving the listener a “clue” regarding its identity, by meta-asserting that a subset of \{λw.that x raises chickens in w | x ∈ De\} is in C. The listener does not necessarily know what exact alternatives the questioner considers part of C, but they know more about C than they did before.

In response, the answerer in (338b) provides an answer (that Alice raises chickens) and meanwhile meta-presupposes that every set in C is a subset of \{λw.that x raises chickens in w | x ∈ De\}. This meta-presupposition succeeds, rendering this dialogue congruent.¹⁶

Now consider the non-congruent dialogue in (339).

(339)  a.  SAY₁(Who₁ raises chickens?)
    b.  SAY₁(Alice raises chickensᵢ₁.)

In (339a), the speaker is doing the same thing as the speaker of (338a) did, asserting that a subset of \{λw.that x raises chickens in w | x ∈ De\} is in C. However, the speaker in (339b), although making the same meta-assertion, λw.that Alice raises chickens in w, meta-presupposes that every consideration in c is a subset of \{λw.that Alice raises x in w | x ∈ De\}.

There is only one possible C such that both the meta-assertion in (339a) and the meta-presupposition in (339b) succeed: the trivial C in (340).

(340)  \[ C = \{ \{ λw.that Alice raises chickens in w \} \} \]

The speakers cannot be assuming that this is the value of C, however, since adding λw.that Alice raises chickens in w to C by asking “Who raises chickens?” would have been an egregiously uncooperative violation of AVOIDF.

Therefore, there are no possible values of C such that both the meta-assertion in (339a) and the meta-presupposition in (339b) succeed, rendering this dialogue incongruent.

¹⁶Note that it does not matter, given the definitions in §5.3.2.1 and §5.3.2.2, whether the meta-presupposition comes “before” or “after” the meta-assertion. Since the meta-asserted existential closure (the “OSV”) is, by the mechanics of the system, invariably a subset of the meta-presupposed existential closure (the “FSV”), there are no situations in which the addition of the OSV to C can cause the meta-presupposition to fail.
5.3.3.2 Assertion-assertion congruence

We can also consider congruence between two assertions, such as the contrasting assertions in (341). Again, assume an empty discourse, and treat the original assertion as a thetic sentence.\textsuperscript{17}

\begin{align*}
(341) \ a. \ & \text{SAY}(\text{Alice raises ducks.}) \\
& \text{SAY}_1(\text{Alice raises chickens}_{F_1}).
\end{align*}

In (341a), the speaker meta-asserts that $C$ contains $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w\}$. In (341b), the speaker meta-asserts that $C$ contains $\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w$, but also meta-presupposes that every $c$ in $C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$. This succeeds, and thus this dialogue is congruent.\textsuperscript{18}

Now let us consider an example of a contrast that is not congruent, in (342).

\begin{align*}
(342) \ a. \ & \text{SAY}(\text{Alice raises ducks.}) \\
& \text{SAY}_1(\text{Alice}_{F_1} \text{ raises chickens.})
\end{align*}

Again, the speaker in (342a) has meta-asserted that $C$ contains $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w\}$. In (342b), however, the second speaker is meta-presupposing that every $c$ in $C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ raises chickens in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$; this meta-presupposition fails and as a result the dialogue is incongruent.

5.3.3.3 More complex congruence

Here we consider the effect of more complicated dialogues: those in which an utterance is potentially congruent with more than one question, or with a question and an assertion.

Consider first a dialogue like that in (343).

\begin{align*}
(343) \ a. \ & \text{“Who ordered what? What did ALICE order?”} \\
& \text{“ALICE ordered CHICKEN.”}
\end{align*}

These do not, of course, have the same accent – “Alice” in (343b) is a contrastive topic – but I will leave that aside for now to consider just their contribution as foci. To begin, we can consider the congruence of the questions in (344a) and (344b).

\textsuperscript{17}Whether this means that nothing is F-indexed, or the entire sentence is F-indexed, I am unsure. A no-F sentence would meta-presuppose an entirely empty $C$, whereas an all-F sentence would make no presupposition about $C$ at all: it would be compatible with any value of $C$. AVOIDF would suggest preferring the former. In the end our choice depends on what we want thetic sentences to do: “wipe the slate clean”, or respond to the implicit Big Question “What is the way things are?”

\textsuperscript{18}This will succeed even if we evaluate the meta-presupposition before the meta-assertion, when $C$ still only contains $\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w$. Although $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$ is not the narrowest set that contains $\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w$, it does not violate our AVOIDF: this is still the minimal F-marking that produces an existential closure of “Alice raises chickens” that will contain $\lambda w.\text{that Alice raises ducks in } w$.\textsuperscript{19}
The question in (344a) meta-asserts that $C$ contains a question of the form $\{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ ordered } y \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e\}$, resulting in a $C$ something like that in (345).

$\begin{align*}
(345) \quad C &= \begin{Bmatrix}
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fish in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered fish in } w
\end{Bmatrix}
\end{align*}$

The question in (344b) meta-presupposes that every consideration $c$ in $C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ ordered } y \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e\}$. This succeeds, so (344a) is congruent with (344b). Meanwhile, the question in (344b) also meta-asserts that there exists a $c$ in $C$ that is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$. This is not already satisfied by the $C$ in (345), so another set is added to $C$, resulting in the $C$ in (346).

$\begin{align*}
(346) \quad C &= \begin{Bmatrix}
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fish in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie ordered fish in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered fish in } w
\end{Bmatrix}
\end{align*}$

Finally, the assertion in (344c), in addition to meta-asserting that some consideration in $C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w\}$, meta-presupposes that every consideration $c$ in $C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ ordered } y \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_e\}$. Again this succeeds, so (344c) is congruent with the previous discourse.

Things become somewhat more interesting when we consider what happens if Alice is not focused; the answer in (347a) still strikes me as a possible response to the questions in (347a).

$\begin{align*}
(347) \quad a. \quad &\text{“Who ordered what? What did ALICE order?”} \\
b. \quad &\text{“Alice ordered CHICKEN.”}
\end{align*}$

The assertion in (347b) is meta-presupposing that every $c$ in $C$ is of the form $\{\lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$. This is not the case in (346), but the listener can accommodate this if they remove the “old question” from $C$. (If removal were not a possible accommodation, old questions might continue to have effects on the discourse in perpetuity; eventually, focus meta-presuppositions have to stop referring to old questions.)
This may seem circular, but recall that the contents of \( C \) are not facts independent of focus expression; taken as an independent *predictor* of focus this would indeed be circular, but the goal here is just to model what speakers express when they use focus. \( C \) does not necessarily represent the most recent utterance, or the last two utterances, or the last \( N \) utterances; it just represents some set of considerations that the speaker considers relevant, which might or might not correspond to the previous \( N \) utterances.

In ordinary question/answer discourse, \( C \) will usually represent *at least* the most recent overt utterance; we can see in (339) and (342) presuppositions that fail, whereas they could have succeeded if the speakers were willing to empty out \( C \). However, emptying out \( C \) would have required that the listener accommodate that the speaker does not consider the immediately prior question, with which the answer shares most of its words, to be relevant; this is a more extreme accommodation than retiring an older question from \( C \) and addressing only the newer one.

### 5.4 Yes/no questions and answers

The variable definitions in §5.2.2.1 and §5.2.2.2 are not type-specific – while each variable has a type, of course, being an O-variable or being an F-variable can presumably apply to any type of variable, whether it range over entities, predicates, etc. An issue remains, however, regarding whether yes/no questions like (348a), and focus in response to yes/no questions (348b) (what is often termed *verum* focus after Höhle, 1988), require special treatment.

(348)  
\begin{enumerate}
\item “Did Alice order chicken?”
\item “Alice DID order chicken.”
\end{enumerate}

There is not a solid consensus, in the focus literature, regarding what yes/no questions denote, and therefore what the focus semantic value of a yes/no answer is. Many authors follow Hamblin (1958, 1973) in having polar questions denote a two-member alternative set (349a), but meanwhile some “question under discussion” models that represent discourse as hierarchy of questions (Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003) utilize a singleton alternative set for this (349b).

(349)  
\begin{enumerate}
\item \( \{ \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \} \)
\item \( \{ \lambda w.\text{that Alice did not order chicken in } w \} \)
\end{enumerate}

In the model I adopt here, I follow Krifka (2013) in saying that yes/no questions can denote *either* \( \{ P, \neg P \} \) or \( \{ P \} \) alternative sets – in Krifka’s terms, these are *bipolar* and *monopolar*,
respectively – in particular because it appears that Kwak’wala morphologically differentiates the two (§8.4, §8.6.2).

To generate monopolar questions, no additional mechanism is needed; simply having no O-variables would lead to a singleton \( \{P\} \) alternative set (cf. Roberts, 2012, p. 10).\(^{19}\) To generate bipolar yes/no questions, however, some manner of bipolar O-variable would be needed, and to generate bipolar focus semantic values, some manner of bipolar F-variable would be needed.

These variables may require some special consideration, in order that they range over the appropriate values. For example, it would be reasonable to assume that the “focused” affirmative and negative operators are the same type as the affirmative and negative operators, something like \( \langle \text{st, st} \rangle \). There are an infinite number of \( \langle \text{st, st} \rangle \) functions, but the O- and F-variables corresponding to them should only range over the functions in \( \{\lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p\} \) (or whatever we implement affirmation and negation as). This corresponds to the intuition that both the question in (348a) and the focused assertion in (348b) invoke only the alternatives in (349a), rather than any set of alternatives that arbitrary proposition-to-proposition functions could generate from \( \lambda w.\text{that Alice ordered chicken in } w \). Perhaps such alternative sets could contain other functions, like the confidence functions that Romero and Han (2004) include in their verum semantics, but in any case this set needs to be constrained to some reasonable subset of the appropriately-typed functions, not just any appropriately-typed functions.

The bipolar alternative generator is therefore something like a disjunction in §5.2.2.1, a variable that only ranges over a particular specified subset of values. The bipolar O-variable – the equivalent of a WH element in bipolar questions – would therefore be something like that in (350); I will call it \( \text{YN} \) and assume a high syntactic attachment.\(^{20}\)

\[
(350) \quad \left[ \text{YN}_i \right]^g = \begin{cases} 
  g(i), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g) \land g(i) \in \{\lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p\} \\
  \text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

A sentence with \( \text{YN} \) is not itself semantically bipolar; it simply has a variable in it. It is the O-closure of the sentence, as calculated when \( \text{SAY}^i \) binds \( \text{YN}_i \), that is bipolar; the O-closure of (351b) would be the set in (351b).

---

\(^{19}\)Note that this means that, for the purposes of the generalized congruence calculation, plain assertions (i.e., those that do not contain an O-variable) and monopolar questions are treated as having the same semantics. This semantic equivalence of assertions and monopolar questions is in part an artifact of this particular system, in which other differences between assertions and questions are not modeled. In a more complete system like that in Krifka (2015), which does model these differences, assertions, monopolar questions, and bipolar questions each have a distinct semantics.

\(^{20}\)I should note, however, that this \( \text{YN} \) is not necessarily the same thing as what causes auxiliary inversion in English yes/no questions; some inverted questions have a bipolar semantics and others (e.g., fixed-choice alternative questions like “Did Alice order chicken or fish?”) do not. It may be that \( \text{YN} \) is such that its presence causes auxiliary inversion, but it cannot be the only syntactic element that does so.
(351) a. “Did Alice order the chicken?” (= SAY₁ [ YN₁ [ Alice -d order the chicken]])

  b. \[ \{ \text{YN₁ (Alice ordered the chicken)} \}_{¹}^{g,C} \]
     \[ = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
           \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered the chicken in } w \\
           \lambda w. \text{that Alice did not order the chicken in } w
         \end{array} \right. \]

SAY meta-asserts that there is a consideration of that form in \( C \), thereby “adding” a bipolar question to the context.

Like any other O-variable, \( \text{YN}_i \) has no default value; if the calculation has not provided a value for \( i \) in \( g \) then \( \text{YN}_i \) is undefined. Therefore, we cannot just use the same function \( \text{YN} \) to handle bipolar focus; we need a function whose ordinary semantic value (that is, whose default semantic value) is defined. The natural candidate for this is the functional head sometimes called \( \text{AFF}_F \) (e.g. in Krifka, 1998), the “focused” affirmative particle. I implement \( \text{AFF}_F \) as the particle whose ordinary semantic value is that of its complement, but whose focus semantic value is the corresponding bipolar alternative set.

(352) \[ [\text{AFF}_F]_g^{\theta} = \begin{cases} 
  g(i), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g) \land g(i) \in \{ \lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p \} \\
  \lambda p.p, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Put another way, just as “Alice\(_{F₁}\)” is implemented as if it were a “who\(_{₁}\)” with a default value of \( \text{Alice} \) in (5.2.2.2), \( \text{AFF}_F \) is implemented as if it were a \( \text{YN}_1 \) with a default value of \( \text{AFF} \).

When \( \text{AFF}_F \) is bound by \( \text{SAY}_i \), the resulting O-closure (353b) is monopolar – it is just the set containing the asserted proposition – but the F-closure (353c) is bipolar, and is identical to the O-closure of the corresponding question in (351).

(353) a. “Alice DID order the chicken.” (= SAY₁ [ AFF\(_{F₁} \) [ Alice -d order the chicken]])

  b. \[ \{ \text{AFF}_F (\text{Alice ordered the chicken}) \}_{¹}^{g,C} \]
     \[ = \left\{ \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered the chicken in } w \right. \]

  c. \[ \{ \text{AFF}_F (\text{Alice ordered the chicken}) \}_{¹}^{g,C} \]
     \[ = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
           \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered the chicken in } w \\
           \lambda w. \text{that Alice did not order the chicken in } w
         \end{array} \right. \]

SAY meta-asserts that a consideration of the form (353b) is in \( C \), but meta-presupposes that all considerations in \( C \) are of the form (353c). When the question was “Did Alice order the chicken?” this presupposition succeeds; if the only relevant consideration in the context had been “What did Alice order?” this presupposition would have failed.

\( \text{AFF}_F \) is the mechanism by which sentences can be congruent with a prior bipolar ques-
tion. So long as we allow yes/no questions to have a Hamblin-style semantics of \( \{ P, \neg P \} \) and implement congruence in terms of subsethood, we need some function that will create focus semantic values of this form; in this model it is \( \text{AFF}_F \) that creates these.

### 5.5 Contrastive topic

I will not, in this investigation, distinguish between *focus* and *contrastive topic* (Szabolcsi, 1981; Gundel, 1989; Büring, 2003); since both are (informally) minimal variations between alternatives and (formally) F-variables, I will treat both as foci. However, I will note briefly that the system above could be expanded to allow a Roberts- (2012) or Büring-style (2003) analysis of Jackendoff’s (1972) famous examples.

   b. “FRED\textsubscript{B} ate the BEANS\textsubscript{A}.”

(355) a. “Well, what about the BEANS? Who ate THEM?”
   b. “FRED\textsubscript{A} ate the BEANS\textsubscript{B}.”

We can observe that, in the sentences in (354-355), the accented elements receive two different accents, what Jackendoff (1972) called the **A-accent** and **B-accent**, corresponding respectively to the L-L\% and L-H\% contours in Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990). In Roberts (2012) and Büring (2003), (354b) and (355b) both answer a superquestion-subquestion sequence, and have different intonations because they answer different sequences: while both answer “Who ate what?”, they answer different subquestions of it:

   b. “FRED\textsubscript{B} ate the BEANS\textsubscript{A}.”

(357) a. “Who ate what? Who ate the BEANS?”
   b. “FRED\textsubscript{A} ate the BEANS\textsubscript{B}.”

If we look at the predicted values of \( C \) for these question sequences – for example, the \( C \) in (358) for (356a) – we can notice a pattern, that while the “true” focus (“beans”) is variable with respect to every question in \( C \), the contrastive topic (“Fred”) is variable with respect to one question and fixed with respect to the other question.
\[
C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the beans in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bob ate the beans in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the salad in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bob ate the salad in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the beans in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the salad in } w 
\end{array} \right\}
\]

So long as “true” foci can be distinguished from contrastive topics (§5.2.2.3) by some means, then we can express this pattern within the meta-presupposition of SAY: roughly, that SAY(Fred_{CT} ate the beans_{F}) has an additional presupposition regarding the existence of a consideration of the form \{\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_{et}\}.

I will call contrastive topics \textbf{T-variables} here, but it is not necessary in this model to give T-variables a special semantics. They are just F-variables in the sense of §5.2.2.2, phrases that sometimes need to be interpreted with their normal value and sometimes need to be interpreted with a variable value. All that is necessary is that SAY can distinguish them (cf. §5.2.2.3); I will treat T-indices as prescripts of SAY. The denotation of this SAY is given below; for clarity I will only illustrate it with one of each index type.

\[\text{(359)} \quad \text{If } \alpha = [ \_ \_ \_ \text{SAY}_{i}^{j} \_ \_ \_ ], \text{ then }\]

\[\begin{array}{l}
[\alpha]^{g.C} = \begin{cases} \\
\exists c \in C [c \subseteq \{\beta\}_{i}^{g.C}], & \text{if } \exists c \in C [c \subseteq \{\beta\}_{i,j}^{g.C}] \\
\land \forall c \in C [c \subseteq \{\beta\}_{i,j,k}^{g.C}], & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{array}\]

In other words:

\[\text{(360)} \quad \text{a. Utterances meta-assert that some consideration in } C \text{ is a subset of the existential closure of the O-variables.} \]

\[\text{b. Utterances meta-presuppose that some consideration in } C \text{ is a subset of the existential closure of the O- and F-variables.} \]

\[\text{c. Utterances meta-presuppose that every consideration in } C \text{ is a subset of the existential closure of the O-, F-, and T-variables.} \]

So for a sentence like (361a), the sentence makes the same meta-assertions and meta-presuppositions it would in the previous model, but also meta-presupposes that some consideration is a subset of \{\lambda w.\text{that Fred ate the } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_{et}\}. Meanwhile, a sentence like (361b) would meta-presuppose that some consideration is a subset of \{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ ate the beans in } w \mid x \in D_{e}\}. \]
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This allows us to capture the congruences seen in (356-357), ensuring that (356b) answers (356a) but not (357a), and that (357b) answers (357a) but not (356a).

I will, however, not be considering T-variables in Kwak’wala, since I have not yet found Kwak’wala data that would require distinguishing contrastive topics from foci. I am also not necessarily suggesting that this is the correct or best way to handle contrastive topics. Primarily, I introduce this extension of the model to illustrate that, despite the more complex congruence facts seen in (356-357), we do not necessarily need a more complex semantics of foci within the sentence itself to achieve a Büring-style (2003) account of it.

This becomes useful in the presentation of “complex bipolar” alternative sets in §8.7, allowing us to examine certain multiple-focus sentences without necessarily designating which (if any) of the foci are topics (§8.7.1.4). This also fits within the general theme of this model: insofar as possible, to treat foci as “different uses of focusing, but not different foci” (Büring, 2007, p. 80). Here, foci and contrastive topics are just phrases with “semivariable” interpretation, but differ in the uses to which a higher operator (SAY) puts them.

5.6 Association with focus

In Chapters 7 and 8, I examine a variety of Kwak’wala “focus operators”: those operators, like “only”, “also”, “still”, and “always”, that utilize focus semantic values in the calculation of their truth- and use-conditions.21

(362) a. “I only convinced the LINGUISTS in Vancouver.”
    b. “I only convinced the linguists in VANCOUVER.”

(363) a. “I also convinced the LINGUISTS in Vancouver.”
    b. “I also convinced the linguists in VANCOUVER.”

21 In English, these are often termed “focus-sensitive operators”, in the sense that differences in the expression of focus correspond to differences in interpretation like those in (362-363). In Kwak’wala, on the other hand, it is less often the case that focus expression narrows down the location as narrowly as English focus expression does, such that we could regularly observe the kind of correspondences in Kwak’wala that define a class of “focus-sensitive” elements in English.

This is another case of the concern seen in §1.7: that presupposing that a correspondence exists can make it difficult to pin down a class of phenomena in an unfamiliar language, when that correspondence might be partial or missing. For this reason, I am again choosing to concentrate on a semantic phenomenon – “focus operators” here are just those overt operators whose evaluation would rely upon the “semivariable” nature of foci elsewhere in the sentence, whether or not the position of those foci can be independently established or independently manipulated.
Sentences like those in (362-363) have different conditions on their use. In order to calculate when it is felicitous or infelicitous to express the sentences in (362-363), the calculation must therefore have some manner of access to both the \textit{linguists in Vancouver} and variable interpretations (the [someone] in Vancouver and the linguists in [somewhere], respectively). The focus that the focus operator makes use of in its semantic evaluation is generally called the \textit{associate} of the operator.

The question of “association with focus” is one of long-standing interest within formal semantics (e.g. Jacobs, 1983; Rooth, 1985; Krifka, 2006; Beaver and Clark, 2008). What information does a focus operator like “only” or “also” have access to, such that the correct truth- and use-conditions of the sentence can be calculated?

### 5.6.1 A problem of binding

In §5.2.2.2, I presented overt operators like “only” as if they bind the F-variables with which they appear to associate.

(364) I only$_1$ convinced the linguists$_{F_1}$ in Vancouver.

However, a problem arises within this model when we try to account for both focus operators and discourse congruence: the overt operator and the SAY operator would \textit{both} need to bind the focus variable. The SAY operator needs the “variable” interpretation of “linguists” to predict the correct congruence facts, but the exclusive or additive operator likewise needs this variable interpretation for its own calculation.

(365) SAY$_1$(I only$_1$ convinced the linguists$_{F_1}$ in Vancouver)

Most theories of focus (with the notable exception of Roberts, 2012) do not allow higher calculations outside the scope of a focus operator to access the associated focus of the lower operator. In a variable-binding model, this unavailability of a focus outside of its associated operator is just a consequence of a more general principle (Wold, 1996): the requirement that quantifiers introduce novel indices (Heim, 1988).

But how, then, are sentences containing focus operators congruent with the broader discourse at all? Whether we encapsulate congruence as an “operator” or not, the congruence calculation for the sentences in (362-363) must have access to more than just the invariable meaning \textit{I convinced the linguists in Vancouver} or else it would calculate that a sentence like that in (364) would be congruent only to contexts in which there were \textit{not} relevant alternatives to “linguists”, which is the entirely wrong result.\footnote{We might, then, consider that perhaps SAY does not bind these variables at all, and that the congruence}
One way out of this problem – and the one that I will adopt – is to posit that the congruence calculation and the overt operator have access to the focus via different mechanisms. There are additional reasons to posit this, as well, dealing with some seemingly-paradoxical behavior of focus association with respect to syntactic islands.

5.6.2 A problem of movement

The relationship between an operator and its associate is often a long-distance dependency – the evaluation of the sentence requires that the operator have access to information about an element with which it is not, on the surface, local – and therefore an early debate concerned whether or not this dependency was mediated by syntactic movement (Fischer, 1968; Jackendoff, 1972; Anderson, 1972; Chomsky, 1976). Do foci move to become arguments of their operators?23

The difficulty with a movement account of focus association is that some putative associates, like “cats” in (366), would be stuck inside syntactic islands (Anderson, 1972; Jackendoff, 1972; Rooth, 1985).

(366) I’m sorry, Mary only dates firemen who love CATS.

This is not a position that, ordinarily, we would expect movement from:

(367) *What does Mary date firemen who love?

I should emphasize the question at hand here is not whether a particular theory of movement, or semantic implementation of movement, should be used for the resolution of long-distance focus dependencies in English or Kwak’wala. The question is this: does the relationship between the operator and the focus obey, or disobey, the constraints that we can observe on other long-distance dependencies in the language? (cf. Krifka, 2006, p. 107)

We can observe, in both English and Kwak’wala, long-distance meaning dependencies between an operator and its apparent associate that do not obey restrictions that we otherwise observe for movement. Therefore either:

• Possibility 1: association is not achieved by movement after all, or

• Possibility 2: the accented element is not really the associate.

presuppositions are handled by the overt operators. However, overt operators would not always have enough information to calculate the correct congruence presupposition for the sentence as a whole, such as in cases where there are additional foci outside of the scope of the overt operator. Even if SAY did bind those additional foci, SAY and the overt operator would each make different and incompatible presuppositions.

23Early movement theories of focus, such as Fischer (1968), posited the overt movement of the operator from its associate to its surface position, rather than the covert movement of the associate from its surface position to its operator, but some of the same counterarguments apply to both.
Many theories (e.g. Rooth, 1985; Kratzer, 1991; Rooth, 1992) avoid the island problem by using the first of these possibilities, proposing mechanisms in which foci remain in situ, but alternative denotations can be composed alongside regular denotations, giving operators access to the appropriate alternatives without the need for mediation by movement. The binding mechanism proposed in this chapter is an in-situ mechanism.

However, at least some aspects of association do seem to be sensitive to syntax, including syntactic islands, in ways that are awkward for theories of association designed to avoid the influence of syntax on focus interpretation (Drubig, 1994; Beaver and Clark, 2003; Wagner, 2006; Krifka, 2006; Rochemont, 2012b). Various phenomena in English argue for the existence of a syntactic phrase – called the focus phrase – potentially larger than the focus itself and standing in a movement-like relationship to an operator.

It is important to keep this conceptually separate from the idea of “focus projection” (Gusenhoven, 1983; Selkirk, 1984; Rochemont, 1986). There are three notions of focus that are important to distinguish here:

a. The location of prosodic focus marking.

b. The focus in a semantic sense: the element that varies between alternatives.

c. The syntactic constituent that acts as an argument to a “focus-sensitive” operator.

The “focus projection” literature deals with the relationship between (a) and (b); the “focus phrase” literature deals with the relationship between (b) and (c).24

For example, in (366), the argument to “only” would not be “cats”, but rather the entire DP island that surrounds it, “firemen who like cats”.25

(368) I’m sorry, Mary only dates [firemen who love CATS_F]_FP.

We can observe the existence of this constituent in English by various means. For example, “only” licenses negative polarity items (NPIs) only outside of the focus phrase (Wagner, 2006), and the “but X” corrective construction can act as an overt marker of scope regarding the association of negation (Drubig, 1994; Krifka, 2006).

---

24It is also important to keep this notion of “focus phrase” conceptually separate from the notion of “FP” or “FocP” used in, for example, Brody (1990) or Rizzi (1997). “FP” in that sense means “the XP projected from a functional head F”, the landing spot for overt focus movement in languages like Hungarian. The “FP” in the sense intended here just describes some phrase, often a DP, that serves as an argument to a focus operator.

25It is not necessarily the case that all focus phrases have to be DPs of this sort, but DPs are the focus phrases for which we can best motivate their existence.
(369)  a. I’m sorry, Mary only ever dates [firemen who love CATS]_{FP}.
    b. *I’m sorry, Mary only dates [firemen who ever love CATS]_{FP}.

(370)  a. I’m sorry, Mary doesn’t date [firemen who love DOGS]_{FP}, but firemen who love CATS.
    b. ??I’m sorry, Mary doesn’t date [firemen who love DOGS]_{FP}, but CATS.26

Evidence that the FP exists, or that the FP associates with an operator via movement, is difficult to argue using solely Kwak’wala data – these arguments depend on aspects of English syntax that do not always have direct parallels in Kwak’wala.27 Nonetheless, adopting the basic concept is valuable when describing Kwak’wala exclusive operators (§7.3, §7.5.4), which vary not according to the type of the focus itself, but to a potentially larger phrase that contains the focus. I will adopt the following assumptions about focus association:

• Focus operators do not directly take foci as their arguments.28

• Rather, focus operators take as their arguments a syntactic constituent, the focus phrase, that contains one or more foci.

• The relationship between focus operators and focus phrases, if not local, is mediated by movement.

5.6.3 Two mechanisms

This is therefore a “two mechanism” system, like the system in Krifka (2006), that resolves the meaning of sentential operators by two different mechanisms. The syntactic mechanism creates a partition that the operator takes as an argument, and the in-situ mechanism determines which alternatives are relevant.

For illustration, if we assume that the structure of (371a) is something like that in (371b), and assume that the FP moves to be a direct argument of “only”, then after this movement “only” would have two arguments, the FP (371c) and the property corresponding to the remnant of movement (371d).

26This has a reading (that Mary dates cats) but not the intended reading (that Mary dates firemen who like cats).

27For example, I have not managed to find any elements that act as NPIs; the equivalents of English NPIs like “ever”, “any”, “anymore”, etc. either do not appear to exist, or are permissible in positive contexts as well.

I do, however, present a judgment in (7.3.2.4) roughly parallel to the Drubig-style (1994) examples in (370).

28That is, they do not directly take foci as their arguments except in those sentences, like “Mary dates only FIREMEN_{FP}”, in which the focus phrase consists solely of the focus.
(371)  a. I only convinced the linguists_F in Vancouver.
    b. \[ I \left[ \text{ONLY} \left[ \text{convinced} \left[ \text{the linguists}_F \text{ in Vancouver}_F \right] \right] \right] \]
    c. the linguists in Vancouver
    d. \( \lambda x.\lambda y. y \text{ convinced } x \)

In Krifka (2006), the correct alternatives to “the linguists in Vancouver” are available as a Roothan secondary denotation, the appropriate Rooth-Hamblin set having been “built up” compositionally in parallel to the ordinary denotation. In this system, alternatives are “available” only by binding, and foci are bound only at the top level. However, since denotations are relativized to \( C \), operators have access to the relevant information indirectly: the position of focus puts constraints on the value of \( C \), through SAY, and operators have access to \( C \).

5.6.4 Contextual constraint

It is necessary, by some mechanism, to further constrain alternative sets to those actually relevant to the discourse; in this system this is done through \( C \).

The denotations of focus operators are not simply constrained by the location of focus, but which alternatives are actually relevant. This is easiest to see with exclusive operators, in which the alternatives excluded are a matter of the truth conditions; (372b) does not necessarily say anything about whether Chris graduated.

(372)   a. Did Alice and Bernie graduate?
    b. Only Alice graduated.
        \( \Rightarrow \) Bernie did not graduate.
        \( \not\Rightarrow \) Chris did not graduate.

Therefore, the domain over which “only” quantifies in (372b) is something like the set in (373a) rather than the much larger set in (373b).

(373)  a. \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that Alice graduated in } w, \lambda w. \text{that Bernie graduated in } w \} \)
    b. \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ graduated in } w \mid x \in D_e \} \)

For a Kwak’wala example, it is unlikely that the speaker in (374) means to say “Everyone on Earth is stupid except Jon”; rather, in the context it is pretty clear that the set under consideration

\[29\] We might choose to further “encapsulate” access to \( C \) via a Rooth-style ~ operator, as Beck (2006) does, rather than allow operators unconstrained access to \( C \). I do not, however, make any use of the consequences of this choice to explain anything in Kwak’wala, so I am allowing operators to make use of \( C \) directly.

\[30\] As a reminder, \( C \) represents the alternative propositions themselves, not the form of the alternatives. Interlocutors make meta-claims about \( C \) regarding the forms that the alternatives can take, which guides interlocutors’ hypotheses about what \( C \) currently refers to.
(374)  \( \text{k̓iʔsux̌ noḡadux̌} \)  \( \text{Pat, higaʔu xu} \)  \( \text{Jon noḡada.} \)
\( \text{k̓iʔs=ux̌ noq_-w ad=ux̌} \)  \( \text{Pat, higa=ʔm=u ux̌} \)  \( \text{Jon noq_-w ada} \)
\( \text{not}=3\text{MED} \)  \( \text{heart/mind-REL}=3\text{MED} \)  \( \text{Pat, only=VER=3MED Jon heart/mind-REL} \)

“Pat’s not smart; only Jon is smart.”

So likewise, the domain over which the Kwak’wala exclusive operator hig- quantifies in (374) is something like the set in (375a) rather than the much larger set in (375b).

(375)  a.  \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that } Pat \text{ is smart in } w, \lambda w. \text{that } Jon \text{ is smart in } w \} \)

b.  \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ is smart in } w \mid x \in D_e \} \)

So, it seems that operators must have access to sets like those in (373a) and (375a) – that is, they have some manner of access to the contextual alternatives in \( C \) – and if it has access to these sets, then the broader sets in (373b) and (373b) do not provide additional information to the operator.

In other words, operators do not necessarily need access to F-closures if they have access to \( C \); since by the congruence meta-presupposition the latter is a subset of the former, access to F-closures would be redundant. This resolves the problem of operator binding detailed in §5.6.1; operators no longer need to bind foci, since they no longer need to calculate F-closures.

In my denotations of Kwak’wala focus operators in the chapters that follow, operators quantify over propositions in \( \bigcup C \) that match the forms they can compose from their arguments. Roughly, the meta-presupposition of SAY constrains \( \bigcup C \) such that it contains only propositions of the form \( \text{that I convinced the } x \text{ in Vancouver} \), and then “only” denies any proposition in \( \bigcup C \) of the form \( \text{that I convinced the } x \text{ that is not that I convinced the linguists in Vancouver} \).

5.7 Summary

In §1.6, I argued that some sentential elements act in a peculiar way, such that in some calculations they must have a fixed meaning (like, \( \text{Alice or the linguists in Vancouver} \)), but in other calculations they seem to have a variable meaning (\( x \) or \( \text{the } x \text{ in Vancouver} \)). I adopt Wold’s (1996) adaptation of Kratzer’s (1991) focus semantics, as a straightforward implementation of this idea.

In this model, WH- elements, indefinites, and disjunctions are all implemented as distinguished variables, like “what” in (376), and receive their values from operators that bind them (be these quantifiers, choice functions, speech acts, etc.); I term these O-variables.
Foci correspond to a special kind of distinguished variable, termed F-variables. A focus usually denotes its ordinary denotation, but a co-indexed operator (in particular, the speech-act operator SAY) can, by introducing a mapping to the assignment function \(g\), treat the focus as a variable (§5.2.2.2) instead.

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{what}_i]^{g,C} &= \begin{cases} 
  g(1), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g), \\
  \text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[\beta_{F_i}]^{g,C} &= \begin{cases} 
  g(i), & \text{if } i \in \text{Dom}(g) \\
  [\beta]^g, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The “alternatives” to an utterance are implemented by existential closure, in which O and F indices \(i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\) are valued via existential quantification; I abbreviate this operation as \(\{\}^{g}_{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n}\) (§5.2.3). When applied to O indices, I term it the O-closure; when applied to both O and F indices, I term it the F-closure.

\[
\begin{align*}
\{\alpha\}^{g}_{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n} &= \{[\alpha]^{g_{\{i_1, x_1\}, \{i_2, x_2\}, \ldots, \{i_n, x_n\}}}|x_1 \in D_{r_1}, x_2 \in D_{r_2}, \ldots, x_n \in D_{r_n}\}
\end{align*}
\]

Congruence is modeled by having speech acts make claims about a contextual variable \(C\) roughly corresponding to the “question under discussion”. \(C\) is a set of sets of propositions, where these alternative sets potentially represent a variety of utterance types: true questions, assertions, disjunctions, etc. (§5.3.1). Claims about \(C\) are termed “meta-assertions” and “meta-presuppositions”, to disambiguate them from ordinary assertions and presuppositions; while ordinary claims address the Big Question “What is the way things are?”, meta-claims address the Big Metaquestion “What are we talking about?” (§5.3.2).

A single speech-act operator, SAY, handles the meta-claims of both questions and assertions by asserting specific relationships of \(C\) and certain existential closures of the sentence. The superscripts \(i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\) co-index bound O variables, the subscripts \(j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_m\) co-index bound F variables (§5.3.2.1, §5.3.2.2).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } \alpha = [\text{SAY}_{i_1,j_1, i_2,j_2, \ldots, i_n,j_m}^{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n} \beta], \text{ then}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
[\alpha]^{g,C} &= \begin{cases} 
  \exists c \in C[c \subseteq \{\beta\}^{g,C}_{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n}], & \text{if } \forall c \in C[c \subseteq \{\beta\}^{g,C}_{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n, j_1, j_2, \ldots, j_m}] \\
  \text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Utterances meta-assert that some alternative set \(c\) in \(C\) is a subset of the O-closure of the utterance, and meta-presuppose that every alternative set \(c\) in \(C\) is a subset of the F-closure. Meanwhile, an AvoidF principle, hypothesized to be a meta-implicature, constrains the use of
O and F variables to a minimum (§5.3.2.3). Congruence and incongruence are modeled as the consistency and inconsistency of the meta-claims of a series of utterances (§5.3.3).
Chapter 6

Focus expression in Kwak’wala

6.1 Introduction

Cross-linguistically, focus is expressed in a variety of ways, by phonological cues such as pitch contour, by syntactic phenomena such as scrambling or movement to a dedicated focus position, or by morphological phenomena such as dedicated affixes or clitics (Lambrecht, 1994; Büring, 2009; Féry, 2008a).

It is useful, in describing Kwak’wala focus, to divide focus expressions into two different types: the kind of focus that we find when answering WH questions and expressing contrast between constituents (I will call this “constituent-type” contrast), and the kind of focus that we find when answering yes/no questions and expressing polarity contrasts (this is usually called verum focus after Höhle, 1988). Here I will consider the former type, and in Chapter 8 I will consider the latter type.

Focus in response to a WH question is expressed primarily syntactically, by two constructions: the cleft (380b) and the nominal predicate construction (NPC) (381b). In this chapter, I will examine such sentences in greater detail, and attempt to consider why focus interpretations are restricted when these structures are used.

(380) a. ʔəngʷida gašʔ? sušʷda himayəx
   ?ngʷ=ia=da gaša=a? s=uxʷ=da himay=q
   who=3DIST=DET bring=INVIS OBL=3MED=DET food=VIS?
   “Who brought the food?”
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Patterns like these are familiar from other predicate-initial languages like Malagasy (Paul, 2001), Nleʔkepmxcín (Koch, 2008), and Yukatec Mayan (Velleman, 2011), which likewise have syntactic focus marking strategies in which the focused element appears at the left periphery of the sentence.

This raises a question: in predicate-initial languages, what is it that constrains focus interpretation, predication or left-peripheral alignment? Koch (2008) provides an account of Nleʔkepmxcín in which foci are constrained to appear in the left periphery of intonational phrases, and clefts and NPCs serve to put the focus in this position. I argue in §6.4 that this cannot serve as an account of Kwak’wala, where many foci (in the semantic/pragmatic sense) are not marked by a left-peripheral strategy, and some systematically appear on the right periphery. Instead, I suggest that Kwak’wala focus is best characterized as a set of constraints on predicate choice (§6.5).

### 6.2 Focus marking and focus interpretation restriction

By way of introduction, it is important to note that no particular focus marking strategy appears to be obligatory in Kwak’wala, and nor does it appear to be obligatory to mark focus at all. That is, given a particular focus context, it will not in general be possible to determine for certain what kind of focus marking will appear (cf. Bolinger, 1972), or if any will appear.¹

For example, consider a few possible expressions of “I want water”:

¹This is not unexpected, especially given Koch’s (2008) observations of Nleʔkepmxcín, where focus constructions (despite being frequent) are not absolutely obligatory in response to questions.
These expressions are not interchangeable in discourse; they have different acceptability in response to different questions:

(383) a. m̓ ac̓aɬiʔs ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ əʔoʔs
    m̓ ac̓a=ʔiʔ=s ʔəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=sw̓ =a=ʔoʔs
    what=3DIST=2POSS do-want-PASS=INVIS=2POSS
    “What do you want?”

    b. NullPointerException
    “I want water.”

    c. NullPointerException
    “I want water.”

    d. NullPointerException
    “I want water.”

(384) a. ʔəngʷida ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdɛʔ
    ʔngʷ=i=da ʔəx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=ɛʔ ʔa ʔap
    who=3DIST=DET do-want=INVIS ACC water
    “Who wants water?”

    b. NullPointerException
    “I want water.”
6.3 Focus and prosody?

While we can sometimes observe words that appear to be emphasized prosodically, Kwak’wala does not seem to have a systematic alignment between sentential foci and pitch accents. It at least seems that speakers can emphasize words by prosodic means similar to English means (duration, pitch, and loudness), but this emphasis does not systematically correspond to semantic focus (in the sense used in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5).

I should note, however, that I have not done a rigorous instrumental investigation into these phonetic correlates in Kwak’wala; my observations here are impressionistic and the pitch traces are offered primarily as illustrations rather than evidence.³

²Actually, answers with the same linear order as (383d/384d) have potentially wider interpretations, since in the first person clefts and canonical sentences seem to be ambiguous, given the absence of an overt subject. In this context, at least, the speaker who offered this paradigm seemed to be interpreting (383d/384d) with its cleft interpretation.

³Many of my recordings have a confounding factor, which is the frequency with which speakers pause to remember words. Words after these pauses nearly always have exaggerated pitch and intensity. I simply do not have many recordings in which I have a relatively controlled discourse context and am also confident that these and other confounding factors (§6.3.3) are absent.
It remains, therefore, entirely possible that there is some systematic phonetic difference between string-identical sentences with different focus interpretations. In a preliminary instrumental study, Noguchi (2011) found a weakly significant (p < 0.15) difference in pitch contour between subject-focus and object-focus VSO sentences. On the other hand, in a pilot for a potential further study, Noguchi found that the same subject did not discriminate this difference when listening to the resulting recordings (Masaki Noguchi, p.c.): although there might have been a phonetic difference between them, it may be the case that it is a difference to which speakers are not sensitive or that they do not conventionally associate with different questions under discussion.

6.3.1 Emphasis

It is important to note that it appears that Kwak’wala speakers can use prosodic means to emphasize particular words, and sentences differ in their intonational contours. Speakers seem to emphasize words for various reasons – to emphasize something is important, to make sure they are understood, to emphasize a word they had been trying to remember and just found – and sometimes these emphasized words correspond to semantic foci, as in (385) and (386).

(385) Context: With my eyes closed, I have drawn a card with an animal on it. The speaker tells me it is a seal, and I ask what color it is.

a. \(\text{t̓ixʔstəwux̌da}\) \(\text{t̓ix-ʔstw}=\text{ux̌}=\text{da}\) \(\text{dirt-eye}=3\text{MED}=\text{DET}\) \(\text{seal}=\text{VIS}\)
   “What color is the seal?”

b. \(\text{t̓ixʔstəwux̌da}\) \(\text{migʷatəx̌}\)
   \(\text{t̓ix-ʔstw}=\text{ux̌}=\text{da}\) \(\text{migʷat}=\text{x̌}\)
   \(\text{dirt-eye}=3\text{MED}=\text{DET}\) \(\text{seal}=\text{VIS}\)
   “The seal is brown.”

(386) Context: The speaker is comparing two pictures.

a. \(\text{dʰəlxʷsəmeʔux̌da}\) \(\text{siləməx̌a}\) \(\text{busi}\),
   \(\text{dʰlxʷ-}\text{səmeʔ}=\text{ux̌}=\text{da}\) \(\text{silm}=\text{q}=\text{xa}\) \(\text{busi}\),
   \(\text{run-after}=3\text{MED}=\text{DET}\) \(\text{snake}=\text{VIS}=\text{ACC}\) \(\text{cat}\),
   “The snake is chasing the cat...”
b. ləm̓ ís  
$d^ʔlxʷ$-səm?  
$x$ada  
lábic  
láx̌ada

then=VER  
run-after  
ACC=DET  
rabbit  
PREP=ACC=DET

“...and over there it’s chasing the rabbit.”

(387)  
Context: The speaker is describing two pictures, one of which has a cougar lounging on a log and the other one has a cougar lounging on a rock.

a. bədi  
la=x̌ʷa=da,  
kʷala  
lakʷa  
ləqʷa=x̌  

cougar  
PREP=ACC.3MED=DET,  
sit-ONGOING.POS  
PREP=ACC.3MED  
wood=VIS

“The cougar over there, it’s sitting on the log...”

b. kʷáɬat̓ux̌da  
ño̓m=x̌  
lakʷa=da...  
t̓isəm

kʷ-ala=t̓=ux̌=da  
ño̓m=x̌  
la=x̌ʷa=da...  
t̓isəm

sit-ONGOING.POS=but=3MED=DET  
one=VIS  
PREP=ACC.3MED=DET...  
rock

“...but the other is sitting on a rock.”

In (385b), (386b), and (387b), the speakers had put a clear (at least to my ear) emphasis on t̓ixʔstu (“brown”), lábic (“rabbit”), and t̓isəm (“rock”), and we can observe in Figs. 6.1-6.3 that their stressed syllables had correspondingly high amplitudes and pitches.4

However, while it happens that t̓ixʔstu, lábic, and t̓isəm are foci, this does not necessarily mean that they were emphasized because they were foci; for each of these utterances I think it was likely that these are metalinguistic emphases (§6.3.3).

6.3.2 Emphasis and focus

While emphasis in the above sense can appear on sentential foci, there does not appear to be any requirement that it does, and sentences (385b) and (386b) are not the norm. Most sentences, like those in (388b) and (389b), have similar pitch peaks on each accented syllable, and a gradually declining downstep as the sentence continues; none of the syllables in these sentences were particularly emphasized, at least to my ear, in the way that those in §6.3.1 were.

Note, however, that in Fig. 6.2 that the pitch peak on $la$ is not significantly higher than the previous pitch accent, on $d^ʔlxʷ$, even if, like Koch (2008), we consider pitch excursions as beginning at a declining baseline to take into account pitch declination over the course of the sentence. I do not think this is uncommon, for “emphasized” accents of this sort to have a clear pitch excursion when compared to following accented syllables, but not when compared to preceding accented syllables.

That is to say, rather than say that the emphasized word gets a higher pitch accent than other pitch accents in the sentence, it might be better to say that following material is sometimes deaccented, while preceding material is not deaccented.
(388) **Context:** In this storyboard, a squirrel and a crab are discussing who brought what to a party:

a. m̓ ac̓alim̓ as-haɬ=i what-kind=3 DIST come=CHANGE?=OBL bear
   “What did the bear bring?”

b. n̓íkida q̓úmis gâx̌ida gəla sa həm̓eʔ?
   “The crab said, ‘The bear brought food.’”
Figure 6.2: Amplitude (top) and pitch (bottom) over time for “And over there it’s chasing the rabbit.”

(389) Context: A speaker is pointing out the differences between two pictures.

a. naq̲ə̱x̲ t̲ i̱l̲ ñ̲ i̱ da
   naq-xst-l=i=da
   drink-down.to.surface-ONGOING=3DIST=DET container.on-ONGOING.POS PREP=ACC=3PROX
   ham̲ a̱d̲ ú̱ x
   ham-₉ʷdʷ=k
   food-surface=VIS.3PROX
   “There’s a drink on this table.” (Lit: “That sitting on the table is a drink.”)

b. t̲ a̱ m̲ i̱ n̲ a̱ s̲ i̱ g̲ a
   t̲ m̲ i̱ n̲ a̱ s̲ =i=ga
   squirrel=3DIST=3PROX sit-ONGOING.POS=VIS.3PROX PREP=ACC=3PROX eat-surface=VIS.3PROX
   “There’s a squirrel sitting on this table.” (Lit: “That sitting on the table is a squirrel.”)
These foci – *həm̓éʔ* (“food”) and *təmínas* (“squirrel”) have pitch accents but not ones particularly greater than other pitch accents in the same sentence.\(^5\) This is not to say that nothing phonetic is going on here – it may be – but to emphasize that the pattern seen in §6.3.1, where we can see (and hear) one pitch accent singled out, is not the general rule for Kwak’wala intonation. For the most part, the pitch accents in a sentence are of roughly similar magnitude, downstepping somewhat as the sentence proceeds.\(^6\)

Overall, Kwak’wala appears to occupy a midpoint between English on one hand and Nłeʔkepmxcín (Koch, 2008) on the other. Kwak’wala does not share the requirement (or at least the strong tendency) of English to align the primary sentential accent to the focus, but meanwhile it does not share the requirement of Nłeʔkepmxcín that all sentences share a fairly strict senten-

\(^5\) *təmínas* looks to be somewhat greater, but we do not see here the more dramatic post-emphasis deaccenting that we saw in Figs. 6.1 and 6.2.

\(^6\) There is also a common pattern in which the first stressed syllable of the sentence, particularly when it falls on the first syllable of the sentence, receives little or no pitch excursion compared to neighboring syllables, often resulting in a several-syllable flat or rising melody before the second pitch accent. I have not managed to work out the details of this pattern, or whether it correlates in any way with information-structural features.
Figure 6.4: Amplitude (top) and pitch (bottom) over time for “The bear brought food.”

6.3.3 Metalinguistic focus?

My suspicion is that many instances of English-like prosodic emphasis are actually metalinguistic, and in particular the emphasis of a teacher indicating the words by which a concept can be expressed. I have encountered it often when speakers are directing their speech towards me or towards other non-speakers, whereas when directing their speech towards other speakers it is strikingly and surprisingly absent.

This emphasis most often happens in three situations:

- after discussions of that word or class of words,
on words of special note, like loanwords or words that speakers find interesting or humorous,

and after short pauses in which speakers appear to be trying to recall unfamiliar or forgotten words.

For an example of the first, the question/answer pair in (385) occurred soon after a discussion of troublesome color names, in which the speakers attempted to remember an appropriate equivalent to English “brown” to describe the color of brown used on the animal cards.

For an example of the second, labic (“rabbit”) in (386) was of this sort; there are some English loanwords that speakers often emphasize, I think because they find them humorous or otherwise of note. This is not true for all loanwords – many are simply ordinary words and pass without note – but there are some including labic, kalic, (“carrot”) and ka (“car”) that are often given special emphasis.\(^7\)

\(^7\)This might be that they are phonologically unusual in Kwak’wala – note the final c’s of the first two, and
Emphasis can also sometimes be seen on Kwak’wala words that are used to replace English loans or are otherwise notable, like x̌ətəm for “carrot”. While my consultants have reported that x̌ətəm is not a word from their own dialect, they have purposely adopted it to avoid the use of kalic (“carrot”). x̌ətəm is a word that I frequently encounter with emphasis; I do not think this emphasis is to indicate a contrast with something that is not a carrot, but to indicate a metalinguistic contrast between x̌ətəm and kalic.

The overwhelmingly most common kind of emphasis, however, is the third of these: emphasis after a short pause for recollection. For example, in (387) and Fig. (6.3), the speaker paused briefly before t̓isəm (“rock”); this did not sound like an ordinary pause in a sentence but rather like the brief pause while one is trying to recollect a word.8

Teasing apart genuine focus and metalinguistic focus is particularly difficult. The situations in which one would want to emphasize a word to a learner have a great deal of overlap with the situations in which a word would be a focus. For example, when a learner asks a speaker, “What color is the seal?” and the speaker answers with an emphasis on “brown”, this emphasis could either be a genuine focus (the seal is brown rather than some other color), or it could be answering a metalinguistic question (the word for the color of the seal is “brown” rather than some other word).9 Meanwhile, the lack of a particular emphasis on “seal” could be that the seal is non-focused or given, or it could be that the speaker knows the learner already knows the word for “seal” because they said it in the question. In a language-learning environment, the metalinguistic interpretation of the activity is almost always possible, since the overall question under discussion is always “How do we say it?”; that this emphasis is notably absent when speakers are speaking to each other makes me think that this emphasis is metalinguistic.

I think this was potentially a confound in Noguchi (2011), that the questions were posed by a learner, and the answers directed to a learner. However, I think it is still possible that there are phonetic differences between genuine foci and non-foci, or environments in which such phonetic differences can be observed; it is just that any instrumental study that attempts to tease apart focus emphasis from metalinguistic emphasis will need to pay careful attention to speech audience, as well as word frequency/difficulty, so that metalinguistic intonations do not confound the results.

unpalatalized $k$ of $ka$ – or that they underwent changes that made them notably different from their English forms, or both of these. Consider, in particular, the very long and intense [c] of labic in (6.2), which alone lasts for about 0.65 seconds.

8“Memory” pauses like these are so frequent in my data that it is difficult to find non-trivial sentences without them; many of my recordings are confounded by this factor.

9Moreover, in situations where a speaker has forgotten a word, there is always a metalinguistic question present: e.g., “What was the word for ‘seal’ again?”.
6.3.4 Enclitic and unexpressed foci

We can observe another phenomenon in Kwak’wala that suggests that there is not a necessary alignment between sentential accent and semantic focus.

In English, enclitic pronouns – the reduced form of pronouns like “him” and “her” that encliticize to the previous word as “‘im” or “‘er” – cannot serve as sentential foci, or the associates of focus-sensitive operators like “only”.

(390) a. “Who did you kiss?”
   b. “I kissed him.”
   c. “I kissed’im”.

(391) “I only kissed’im.”
   = I did not to anything but kiss him.
   $\neq$ I did not kiss anyone but him.

This is a straightforward consequence of an accent/focus constraint; if focused pronouns must be accented, and enclitic pronouns cannot be accented, then enclitic pronouns cannot be foci.

This is not the case in Kwak’wala, however; as noted in §4.2.4, enclitic pronouns can indeed be foci. This is especially clear when we examine sentences with focus-sensitive operators: the pronominal elements must be foci, or else the meanings would come out incorrectly, but these pronouns are all enclitic.

(392) hıgəʔə̄ms wəl gəwala gaχən
    hıg=ʔm=s wəl ɡʷ-ala gaχ=n
    only=VER=2 can help-ONGOING come=1
    “You’re the only one who can help me.”

(393) Context: We are comparing my collection of pets, just one cat, to someone else’s comparative menagerie.

    hıgaʔən ?əxnǔgʷadida
    hıg=ʔm=n ?əx-nukʷ-w ad=ɨ=da
    only=VER=1 do-have-REL=3DIST=DET
    “It’s the only thing I have.”
We can also observe that focused elements need not have overt expressions at all, as in (395), where the third-person associate of hig- is unexpressed. It is possible to express the third-person associate of hig- with =i or =ida, as in (393), but it is not necessary.

(395) higəʔiɬʔəm hig-wiɬ=ʔm only-indoors=VER
“Only he/she/it is in the house.”

(396) higəʔəm həm̓apsuʔsəx̌s
hig=?m həm̓-ap-sw̓=s=q=s
only=VER eat-consume-Pass=Obl=Vis=3Poss
“He eats only [meat].” (Lit: “[It] is-the-only eaten-by-him.”)

6.3.5 Recap

In general, it is difficult to maintain that there is any strict correspondence between sentential accent and focus in Kwak’wala. While the intonational contours of sentences vary, and sometimes there is a notable emphasis on the focus, this is not, so far as I have observed, a property of Kwak’wala sentences in general. That is to say, we can occasionally observe emphasized words in Kwak’wala, and sometimes those words are foci, but I have not observed a systematic accent/focus correspondence rule. We can also observe that English restrictions that are likely consequences of that rule, like the inability of enclitic and unexpressed pronouns to be foci, are not restricted in this way in Kwak’wala. I suggested in §6.3.3 that at least some of the apparent accent/focus correspondence in Kwak’wala is metalinguistic.

6.4 Focus and left-edge alignment?

The lack of a focus-accent correspondence would not necessarily mean that the focus is not fundamentally a phonological phenomenon, however. Koch (2008) presents a compelling hy-
hypothesis in which intonational patterns like those seen in Germanic languages and syntactic patterns like those seen in Salishan languages are both instances of alignment between foci and intonational edges.

Nɬeʔkepmxcín provides a clear counterexample to hypotheses (such as those in Reinhart, 1995) that correspondences between focus and sentential accent are universal. Nɬeʔkepmxcín nuclear accent is invariably at the right periphery of the sentence, while its focus marking strategies always realize focus at the left periphery of the sentence, leading to a systematic focus/accent mismatch. Koch proposes that focus is not universally accent-sensitive, but is universally edge sensitive, and the apparent alignment between foci and accents is because accents are edge-sensitive as well. In many languages, like English and Hungarian, both foci and sentential accents align to the same edges (right and left, respectively), leading to an apparent focus/accent alignment, but some languages like Nɬeʔkepmxcín align focus leftward while aligning accent rightward. Languages can achieve these alignments by various means; while English has the freedom to shift intonational “edges” so that its focus is right-edge-aligned, Nɬeʔkepmxcín lacks this intonational freedom and can only left-align foci by syntactic means like clefts and NPCs.

This is initially compelling for Kwak’wala as well, since Kwak’wala likewise has focus constructions that align the focused constituent towards the left edge. However, if we examine Kwak’wala in more detail, we find that many foci – perhaps most – would not be left-peripheral, and moreover that some kinds of foci are systematically right-peripheral.

6.4.1 “Unfocused” sentences

The most problematic aspect of this account is that Kwak’wala focus constructions do not seem to be quite as common as they are in Nɬeʔkepmxcín.\textsuperscript{10} It is not at all uncommon to encounter sentences that would have to have a semantic focus in the sense used in Chapter 5, in order to satisfy question-answer congruence, or in order to have the correct truth or use conditions, but receive no special focus marking and whose foci are not left-aligned.

For example, during one card game (§1.8.4), an elicitor asked a speaker 40 questions that targeted argument focus (that is, “who” and “what” questions rather than “what happened” questions). Of the answers, 9 answers received a special focus construction (all of them clefts like 397b), whereas the other 31 answers received ordinary VSO sentences (like 398b).\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{10}Koch (2008) also finds that focus constructions are not obligatory, but nonetheless the overwhelming majority of answers to subject and object-focus questions received some kind of focus marking. In Kwak’wala, it is quite common to encounter unfocused sentences.

\textsuperscript{11}There is a strong tendency for foci referring to humans (and in some contexts, animals) to receive a focus marking construction, and other foci to not be marked syntactically. For example, in the game described above, 9
We might say that these 31 answers do not have foci, and therefore are not counterexamples, but this is problematic for both methodological and empirical reasons. Methodologically, our evidence for \(=ux\ Ruby\) ("Ruby") being a focus in (397b) is just as good as the evidence that \(=s=ux=da\ wəqes\) ("the/a frog") is a focus in (398b).

(397) a. ʔəngʷida ʔəx̌ʔaliɬɛʔ sa busi
   ʔəngʷ=ɪ=da ?x-gaɬ-\(w\)=a=a? sa busi
   who=3DIST=3DIST do-move.to-in.house=A=INVIS OBL cat
   “Who put down a cat [card]?”

b. yudux Ruby ʔəx̌ʔalilasa busi
   yu=\(d\)=ux Ruby ?x-gaɬ-\(w\)=a=sa busi
   be.3MED=DET=3MED Ruby do-move.to-in.house=A=OBL cat
   “It was Ruby who put down a cat [card].”

(398) a. m̓ ac̓aɬux̌ ʔəx̌ʔalilasa sux Masaki
   m̓ a=ɬ=ux Masaki ?x-gaɬ-\(w\)=a=sa?=s=ux
   what-kind=3MED do-move.to-in.house-NMZ=A=INVIS=3POSS=3MED Masaki
   “What did Masaki put down?”

b. ʔəx̌ʔaliɬux̌asuxda wəqes
   ?x-gaɬ-\(w\)=a=as=ux=da wəqes
   do-move.to-in.house=3MED=OBL=DET frog
   “He put down a frog [card].”

We cannot use focus marking as a necessary condition for being considered a focus; if the only constituents that we accept as focus are those in clefts and NPCs, then the conclusion that foci are left-aligned becomes circular.

This is not the only reason, however, to consider an alignment account of Kwak’wala focus problematic. Even if we did discard sentences like (398b) as not having foci at all, there are many sentences that would need to have foci for semantic reasons but do not align these foci leftward.

### 6.4.2 Focus-final exclusive sentences

One notable type of sentence in which a focus is semantically necessary but not left-aligned are “canonical” order higa (“only”) sentences (§7.3.2.2), like in (399a). It is possible to left-align out of 9 clefts had human-referent foci, whereas only 1 out of 31 VSO sentences had a human-referent focus.
this subject using a “cleft” order as in (399b), but this is rare at best; sentences with passivized copular complements nearly always receive “canonical” order.

(399) a. hīgəʔəm həʔmeʔsuʔxəʔeda
    hig=ʔm hm-ʔ=ゝ=a=i=da kʷənɨkʷ
    only=VER eat-NMZ=3POSS=3MED=EMBED=3DIST=DET bake.bread-PART
    “Bread is the only thing she eats.” (Lit: “Bread is the only thing eaten by her.”)

    b. hīgəm həʔmeʔsuʔxəʔida
    hig=ʔm i=da kʷns-ʷkʷ hmn-ʔ=ゝ=uʔx
    only=VER=3DIST=DET bake.bread-PART eat-NMZ=3POSS=3MED
    “It’s only bread that she eats.” (Lit: “It’s bread that’s the only thing eaten by her.”)

Sentences like (399a) pose a problem for an alignment account. =ida kʷənIkʷ has to be a focus in order to calculate the correct meaning of this sentence, but in this and similar sentences it is aligned to the right edge of the sentence, even though expressing it further towards the left-periphery (399b) is a possibility.

In general, exclusive focus sentences in Kwak’wala pose a problem for focus/edge alignment theories. Kwak’wala has a wide variety of ways to express exclusive focus, and whatever structure is chosen there are often other structures that would express it with the focus further towards the left edge. For example, in (400a), the speaker has used a different exclusive operator (ʔo-, which associates with VPs, rather than hig-, which associates with DPs, cf. §7.3.4.2, §7.3.2.2), and expressed “bread” (kʷənIkʷ) within the denominal verb kʷəkʷənixʷga (“to eat bread”). This moves the associate (kʷənIkʷ) further to the left periphery (not entirely to the left, but as far to the left as it would be in a cleft). It is even possible to move this entirely to the left periphery; since ʔo- can occur postpredicatively, as in (400b). These alternative expressions are not obligatory, however, and nor are they especially common.

(400) a. ʔoʔəmƛi kʷəkʷənixʷgaƛi
    ?wa=ʔm=k=i kʷ-ʔns-ʷkʷ-ƛi=g=ƛ=i Hannah
    so=VER=FUT=3DIST REDUP-bake.bread-PART-eat=FUT=3DIST Hannah
    “Hannah’s only going to eat bread.”

b. kʷəkʷənixʷgaƛi ʔoʔəmƛi
    kʷ-ʔns-ʷkʷ-ƛi=g=ƛ=i ?wa=ʔm=k=i
    REDUP-bake.bread-PART-eat=FUT=3DIST so=VER=FUT=3DIST
    “She’s only going to eat bread, that’ll be all.”
6.4.3 Focus inside determiner phrases

Another “optional” ordering that we can observe in Kwak’wala concerns the ordering of elements inside DPs. As noted in §3.4.2, relative clauses can either precede or follow the nouns that they modify.

(401) **Context:** Laura brought home two fish, one of which she caught and the other of which she purchased at the store, but I only ate the purchased fish.

a. higaʔm̓ən ʰəm̓xʔicuw̓uʔs  kəlwanəm̓uʔs  k̓utəla
higaʔm̓=ʔm=n ʰm-xʔid-sw̓=uʔs  k̓lxʷʷ-ʔm̓am=ʔm̓ uʔs  k̓utla
only=VER=1 eat-CHANGE-PASS=2POSS buy-obtained=2POSS salmon
“I only ate the fish you **bought.**”

b. higaʔm̓ən ʰəm̓xʔicuw̓uʔs  ʰk̓utəluʔs  kəlwanəm̓
higaʔm̓=ʔm=n ʰm-xʔid-sw̓=uʔs  ʰk̓utl=ʔm̓ uʔs  k̓lxʷʷ-ʔm̓am
only=VER=1 eat-CHANGE-PASS=2POSS salmon=2POSS buy-obtained
“I only ate the fish you **bought.**”

(402) **Context:** Laura caught two fish, one spring salmon and one sockeye, but I only ate the spring salmon.

a. higaʔm̓ən ʰəm̓ʔicəw̓ida
higaʔm̓=ʔm=n ʰm-xʔid-sw̓=i=da
only=VER=1 eat-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>saʔəm</th>
<th>kəl̓anəms</th>
<th>Lola¹³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sas-ʔm</td>
<td>k̓l=ʔm̓am=ʔm̓ s</td>
<td>Lola</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**spring.salmon-genuine** net.fish-obtained=3POSS Laura
“I only ate the **spring salmon** that Laura caught.”

b. higaʔm̓ən ʰəm̓ʔicəw̓ida
higaʔm̓=ʔm=n ʰm-xʔid-sw̓=i=da
only=VER=1 eat-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>kəl̓anəm</th>
<th>saʔəms</th>
<th>Laura</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k̓l=ʔm̓am</td>
<td>sas-ʔm</td>
<td>s=ʔm̓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

net.fish-obtained **spring.salmon-genuine**=3POSS Laura
“I only ate the **spring salmon** that Laura caught.” (lit: “Laura’s net-caught spring salmon”)
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The relative order of the head and the modifier, however, does not matter to the interpretation; there is no requirement that the listener interpret the further-left one as focused. In general, the speaker felt that the head-final form (the one with the -anəm verbal form first) was more natural in both contexts (unlike the Nleʔkepmxcín result in Koch, 2013), even though in (402b) that means a focus that is further from the left.

6.5 Focus and predication

The factors above make it difficult to maintain a focus/edge alignment account of clefts and NPCs. These do not, themselves, argue against Koch’s (2008) thesis that a focus/edge alignment constraint is active in Nleʔkepmxcín, but they do argue against the idea that the reason predicate-initial languages use clefts and NPCs is always to make foci left-peripheral.

Why, then, are clefts and NPCs interpreted as “focusing”? I think it is valuable to pursue this question in the opposite direction: that focus-marking strategies in predicate-initial languages have these left-peripheral focus-marking strategies (e.g. clefts and NPCs) because these are sentences in which foci are predicates, and predicates are initial anyway (Davis, 2007). More broadly, I will suggest that there might be nothing special about these constructions with respect to focus marking, beyond a broader principle that the choice of predicate in a sentence restricts the range of possible focus interpretations of that sentence.

To begin, we can look at the possible patterns of focus interpretation for various types of Kwak’wala predicates.

6.5.1 Verbal predicates

Sentences with a verbal predicate appear to be acceptable in any discourse context. For one, they are the usual sentences in “out-of-the-blue” contexts.

(403) duxʷʔaƛələn ̕xən ̕gagadəsuʔƛən ̕xʷa ̕nala
duqʷʔaƛ-l=n ̕x=n ̕gak-wad-sw=ƛ=n ̕xʷa ̕nala
see-achieve-ONGOING=1 ACC=1POSS woman-REL-PASS=FUT=1 ACC.3MED day
“Today, I saw the woman I’m going to marry.”

They are frequently used as answers to questions, no matter whether the question questions the action/state (404), agent (405), patient (406), or other participant (407-408).

13Laura’s name varies between its English pronunciation and its Kwak’wala pronunciation (Lola) between these examples.
(404) Context: A cougar has been stalking and stealing chickens, and I spot it.

a. wigilas sa
   wi-gi-la=s sa
   what-do=ONGOING=2 OBL
   “What did you do to it?”

b. d'olx'same?ən ən ən
   d'lx*=sma'y=n ən
   run-after?=1 ACC
   “I chased it.”

(405) Context: We were playing a card game where the higher-numbered animal card “eats” the lower-numbered animal card.

a. m̓ ac̓aɬida həm̓ xʔidəʔ ən ən siləm
   m̓ as=ɬ=al=i=da əh-m=xʔid=a=a? ən ən siləm
   what-kind=3DIST=DET eat-change=a=INVIS ACC snake
   “What ate the snake?”

b. həm̓ xʔid uxt̓da
   hm̓ -xʔid=ux̌=da
   eat-change=3MED=DET crab=VIS ACC=3MED=DET snake
   “The crab ate the snake.”

(406) a. m̓ ac̓ali ga̱xiwasa siləm
   m̓ as=ɬ=al=i ga̱kshiwa=sa siləm
   what-kind=3DIST come-??=3POSS snake
   “What did the snake bring?”

b. ga̱xida siləm sa nənq̓uma
   ga̱k̓ =i=da siləm sa n-nq-ʔuma
   come=3DIST=DET snake OBL REDUP-drink-thing
   “The snake brought the drinks.”

(407) a. m̓ asi təpʔidayusuč Pateč ən ən kʷəʔsta
   m̓ as=i t(p-(x))ʔid-u̱ ayu=s=ux Pate=q ən ən kʷ=ʔsta
   what=3DIST break-change-instr=3POSS=3MED Pat=VIS ACC sit-in.water
   “What did Pat break the cup with?”
b. təp̓idux̌

tp-(x)h
d=ux̌
break-CHANGE=3MED

Pate sa kʷ-?sta ?x̌-la sa hama

Pate sa kʷ=sta ?x̌-la sa hama

sit-in.water do-ONGOING obl hammer

“Pat broke the vase with a hammer.”

(408) a. ʔəngʷiʔs
gəluƛagiloʔos
xʷa guʔdan?
who=3DIST=2POSS crawl-obtain-reason=INVIS=2POSS ACC.3MED horse?

Who did you steal the horse for?”

b. gəluɬʔidən
qʔ=
for=3DIST Sarah

“I stole it for Sarah.”

We can see below an example of multiple focus in a verbal-predicate sentence. Multiple foci are difficult to show in question-answer pairs, since multiple WH questions cannot be constructed, but questions like (409), where we question a hypernym, can result in answers that both respond to the WH element and specify a hyponym (410).

(409) ʔəngʷida
loƛɛʔ
who=3DIST=DET go-out-obtain=INVIS ACC fish

“Who caught a fish?”

(410) loƛu̱x
Masaki x̌a məɬik

Masaki x̌a ml̓ik

go-out-obtain=3MED sockeye

“Masaki caught a sockeye.”

Verbal predicate sentences, therefore, do not appear to constrain focus interpretation in any way; it appears that they can serve to answer any kind of question.

6.5.2 **Nominal predicates**

Along with clefts (§4.3), nominal predicate constructions are one of the primary ways of marking focus in Kwakw’ala. Nominal predicates are associated with restrictions on focus interpretation that sentences with verbal predicates lack.
It is important to note, however, that nominal predicates themselves are not inherently focusing. Predicates in Kwak’wala are frequently nominal, and do not always carry focus restrictions. A sentence with just a proper name and a nominal predicate is not restricted to “What is he/she/it?”-type questions, but can also be used in “Who is an X?” contexts.

(411) a. m̓ ac̓aɬƛux̌ Pat?
m̓ as-ɬ=ƛ=ux̌ Pat?
what-kind=FUT=3MED Pat?
“What will Pat be?”

b. ✓ dag*ədaɬȗx Pat
dag*da=ƛ=ux̌ Pat
doctor=FUT=3MED Pat
“Pat will be a doctor”

(412) a. ?əngʷida dagʷɛdaɬɛʔ?
?ŋʷ=ida dagʷɛda=ƛ=aʔ?
who=3DIST=DET doctor=FUT=a=INVIS
“Who’s going to be a doctor?”

b. ✓ dagʷədaɬȗx Pat
dagʷda=ƛ=ux̌ Pat
doctor=FUT=3MED Pat
“Pat will be a doctor”

Rather, it is the choice of a nominal predicate instead of a verbal or adjectival predicate that seems to cause focus restriction. We have already seen a number of noun-verb examples in §3.5, showing that the choice of a nominal predicate, when a potential verbal predicate was available, restricts focus interpretations to those in which the nominal is focused. Another set of examples is given in (413-416).

(413) a. ?əngʷida danx̌əlɛʔ?
?ŋʷ=i=da dnx̌-l=a=aʔ?
who=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=a=INVIS
“Who is singing?”
b. ✓ dən̓xəlida  c̓a̱yə
dn̓x̌-l=i=da  c̓a̱yə
sing-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib
“The younger sibling is singing.”

(414) a. wigilida  c̓a̱yə?
wi-gi-l=i=da  c̓a̱yə
what-do-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib
“What is the younger sibling doing?”

b. ✓ dən̓xəlida  c̓a̱yə
dn̓x̌-l=i=da  c̓a̱yə
sing-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib
“The younger sibling is singing.”

(415) a. ṝəngʷida  dən̓xəleʔ??
ʔngʷ=i=da  dn̓x̌-l=a=aʔ
who=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=a=INVIS
“Who is singing?”

b. ✓ c̓a̱yida  dən̓xəleʔ
c̓a̱y=i=da  dn̓x̌-l=a=aʔ
younger.sib=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=a=INVIS
“The younger sibling is singing.” (Lit: The singing one is a younger sibling).

(416) a. wigilida  c̓a̱yə?
wi-gi-l=i=da  c̓a̱yə
what-do-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib
“What is the younger sibling doing?”

b. ✗ c̓a̱yida  dən̓xəleʔ
c̓a̱y=i=da  dn̓x̌-l=a=aʔ
younger.sib=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=a=INVIS
“The younger sibling is singing.” (Lit: “The singing one is a younger sibling”)
Speaker comment: “I think c̓a̱yə is in the wrong position.”

This phenomenon also appears to hold for noun-adjective examples like those in (417-418). The choice of an adjective over a noun as predicate does not restrict focus interpretation; the
choice of a noun over an adjective as predicate does restrict focus interpretation.

(417) a. маčαluʔxa  ɬuʔtuʔx
    ʔaʔ-ɬa=ɬul=ʔa=da  ɬuʔ-ʔstu=ʔ
    what-kind=3MED=DET ash-eye=VIS
    “What is the black thing?”

    b.  ɬuʔtuʔwa  wʌci
        ɬuʔ-ʔstu=i=da  ʔaʔ-wiʔi
        ash-eye=3DIST=DET dog-NMZ
        “The dog is black.”

    c.  ʔaʔ-ʔstuʔwia  ɬuʔtuʔwia
        ʔaʔ-ʔstu=i=da  ɬuʔ-ʔstu
        dog-NMZ=3DIST=DET ash-eye
        “The black thing is a dog.”

(418) a. ʔwiʔstuwuʔiʔ  ʔaʔiyuʔs?
    ʔwiʔ-ʔstu=ʔuʔiʔ  ʔaʔ-ʔstu=iʔ=ʔs?
    what-eye=2POSS dog-NMZ=2POSS?
    “What color is your dog?”

    b.  ɬuʔtuʔwa  wʌci
        ɬuʔ-ʔstu=i=da  ʔaʔ-wiʔi
        ash-eye=3DIST=DET dog-NMZ
        “The dog is black.”

    c.  ʔaʔ-ʔstuʔwia  ɬuʔtuʔwia
        ʔaʔ-ʔstu=i=da  ɬuʔ-ʔstu
        dog-NMZ=3DIST=DET ash-eye
        “The black thing is a dog.”
        Speaker comment: “That’s if someone doesn’t know what the animal is.”

6.5.3 Adjectival predicates

Adjectival predicates are fairly frequent in Kwak’wala, and adjective foci tend to be predicates, as in (419).
Context: The speaker is describing the difference between two pictures, one of which has a red bird and the other of which has a blue bird.

a. \( \lambda \text{a}\text{x}^t\text{ʔst}w\text{ida} \quad \text{c} \text{əsq}^*\text{ana} \ hr\text{map} \quad \text{x}a \ \text{q} \text{əl} \text{awi} \)
   \( \lambda \text{aq}^t\text{ʔstw}=\text{i}=\text{da} \quad \text{c} \text{əsq}^*\text{ana} \ h\text{m}-\text{ap} \quad \text{x}a \ \text{q} \text{əl} \text{awi} \)
   red-eye=3\text{DIST}=\text{DET} \ bird \quad \text{eat-consume} \ \text{ACC} \ \text{worm}
   “The red bird is eating the worm.” (Lit: “The bird eating the worm is-red.”)

b. \( \text{d} \text{ʔa}\text{ʔst}w\text{ida} \quad \text{c} \text{əsq}^*\text{ana} \ hr\text{map} \quad \text{x}a \ \text{q} \text{əl} \text{awi} \)
   \( \text{d} \text{ʔa}-\text{ʔstw}=\text{i}=\text{da} \quad \text{c} \text{əsq}^*\text{ana} \ h\text{m}-\text{ap} \quad \text{x}a \ \text{q} \text{əl} \text{awi} \)
   blue-eye=3\text{DIST}=\text{DET} \ bird \quad \text{eat-consume} \ \text{ACC} \ \text{worm}
   “The blue bird is eating the worm.” (Lit: “The bird eating the worm is-blue.”)

However, adjectives in general tend to be predicates, and we have already seen in §6.5.2 that adjectival predicates are not inherently focusing; \( \text{c} \text{ultu}w\text{ida} \text{ w} \text{a} \text{ci} \) (“The dog is black”) (417-418) was used whether the noun or the adjective was the focus.

I have not encountered, nor managed to construct, equivalent adjective/verb examples to investigate whether adjectival predicates with verbal subjects (more precisely, relative clause subjects with verbal nuclei) are constrained in the same way that nominal predicates with verbal subjects are constrained.

### 6.5.4 Quantifier predicates

Like adjective predicates\(^\text{14}\), sentences with quantifier predicates do not appear to restrict focus interpretation. When a sentence includes a weak quantifier, choosing the quantifier as a predicate seems to be the default choice, in the same way that choosing a verb for the predicate is a default choice.

\[
\begin{align*}
| & (\text{q} \text{ʔ} \text{i}) \quad \text{piegilas} \text{əw} \text{ɛ} \text{ʔ}s \quad \text{lawan} \text{əm} \text{ɛ} \text{ʔ}s \\
| & \text{q} \text{ʔ} \text{i} \quad \text{pie}-\text{gi-la}-\text{sw}=\text{a}=\text{a}=\text{s} \quad \text{lawan} \text{əm} \text{ɛ} \text{ʔ}s \\
& \text{six}=3\text{DIST} \ \text{pie}-\text{do-ONGOING-PASS}=\text{POSS}=\text{INVIS}=3\text{POSS} \ \text{love-person}=\text{POSS}=\text{INVIS}=3\text{POSS}
\end{align*}
\]

Heather
Heather
Heather

“Heather’s husband made six pies.”
(Lit: “Those which were-pie-made by Heather’s husband were six.”)

\(\text{14}\) Kwak’wala weak quantifiers appear to be adjectives, syntactically, but I treat them in their own section here.
“Many killer whales are seen passing Alert Bay.”
(Lit: “The whales seen passing Alert Bay are many.”)

It tends to be the choice for “out-of-the-blue” observations, when such observations include a numeral or other weak quantifier.

“Four men are wearing hats.” (Lit: “The men with hats are four”)

Sentences with a quantifier predicate can be used in a variety of focus contexts. It can be used when the quantifier is the focus, as in (424-425).

How long did we work?”
“We worked for two hours.”

“How many more questions do you have for me?”
b. məʔɬpatən wəɬacuʔɬooʔs loɬ.
mʔɬ-pat=n wɬa-cw̓=ɬ=uʔs loɬ.
two-more=1 ask-PASS=FUT=INVIS=2POSS ACC.2
“I have two more questions for you.”

But quantifier predicates are also used in cases where a different sentential element is in
focus:

(426) Context: We’re playing with wooden toys, and each of us happens to have a different
number of them.

a. ?əngʷu̱xda səkanukʷe̱x̌ ?əmɬəm
   ?əngʷ=ux̌=da ska-nukʷ=(a)q ?ml=̓m
   who=3MED=DET five-have=VIS play-NMZ
   “Who has five toys?”

b. səkanukʷu̱x̌ ?əmləməx̌s Pat
   ska-nukʷ=ux̌ ?ml=̓m=q=s Pat
   five-have=3MED play-NMZ=VIS=3POSS Pat
   “Pat has five toys.” (Lit: “Pat’s toys are five.”)

(427) Context: The answerer is looking at a card where a dog is guarding two tennis shoes.

a. məʔɬoʔux̌ əmləməx̌sux̌da əqaci̱x
   mʔ=̓l=a=ux̌ əqaq=sa=ux̌=da əw=−i=q
   two=QUEST=3MED bone=VIS=3POSS=3MED=DET dog-NMZ=VIS
   “Does the dog have two bones?”

b. məʔɬu̱x̌ labasusəsa əqaci
   mʔ=̓l=ux̌ labasus=sa əw=−i
   two=3MED rubber.shoes=3POSS dog-NMZ
   “It has two tennis shoes.”

We can see the same lack of focus restriction when we consider contrastive contexts. In
(428) there is a number contrast, while in (429) and (430) there is no number contrast.

(428) Context: I have shown the consultant two pictures of crabs sitting on dogs, and ask them
what the difference is.
a. nəmida qumis kʷxle̱x gada wačix
   n̓m=i=da qumis kʷa-xλ-ay=ɪ̱x ga=da was-ɪ̱ k
   one=3DIST crab sit-on.head-NMZ=ACC 3PROX=DET dog-NMZ=VIS.3PROX
   “There’s one crab sitting on this dog’s nose.”

b. məʔɬli gada qumisix kʷxle̱x gada
   mʔɬ=i=i ga=da qumis=ik kʷa-xλ-ay=ɪ̱x ga=da
   two=but=3DIST 3PROX=DET crab=VIS.3PROX sit-on.head-NMZ=ACC 3PROX=DET
   wačix
   was-ɪ̱ k
   dog-NMZ=VIS.3PROX
   “But there’s two crabs sitting on this dog’s nose.”

(429) Context: The same context as before, but with different pictures.

a. yəx̌gada kəmat̓akʷix, məʔɬi da qumis kʷalpe̱x
   y̱x̌=ga=da kəta-m̓akʷ=ik, mʔɬ=i da qumis kʷ-al-pe̱=ɪ̱x
   APPOS=3PROX=DET write-face=VIS.3PROX, two=3DIST DET crab sit-ONGOING.POS-on.nose=ACC
   gada wačix
   ga=da was-ɪ̱ k
   3PROX=DET dog-NMZ=VIS.3PROX
   “In this picture, there are two crabs sitting on the dog’s nose.”

b. lat̓i gada kəmat̓akʷix, məʔɬi da qumis
   la=ɪ=i ga=da kəta-m̓akʷ=ik, mʔɬ=i da qumis
   then=but=3DIST=3PROX DET write-face=VIS.3PROX, two=3DIST DET crab
   kʷaxle̱x gada wačix
   kʷ-axle̱x ga=da was-ɪ̱ k
   sit-on.head=ACC 3PROX=DET dog-NMZ=VIS.3PROX
   “But in this picture, there are two crabs sitting on the dog’s head.”

Context: Two landscape pictures were presented to the speaker; in one, there is a small stand of three trees, but in other there are three stumps in the same position and arrangement.
It is interesting to compare this to English, where quantifiers are not the first choice for predicate; indeed, they are not a very good choice for predicate at all. Insofar as I do have intuitions about such awkward sentences as “My children are three” or “The problems with this analysis are many”, they seem to be restricted to situations in which the quantifier serves as the focus.\footnote{This same pattern obtains for the non-awkward English translations of these, using “there”-insertion. “There are three flying birds” serves as an answer to (431a) but not (431b).}

(431)  a. “How many flying birds are there?” “The flying birds are three.”
   b. “What are the three birds doing? #“The flying birds are three.”

The quantifier-predicate answer in (431a), although it sounds archaic, at least sounds like it is answering the question, whereas the answer in (431b) does not sound like a possible answer at all.

### 6.5.5 DP predicates

DPs cannot be predicates directly in Kwak’wala; they need a copular element such as \( yu- \) or \( he- \) (§4.2-§4.3) to serve as a sentential predicate.

(432)  a. ?̕̕̕̕ngʷida dagʷɛdaλε??
   ?̕̕̕̕ng̕̕=i=da dag̕̕ʷɛda=λ=a=a??
   who=3DIST=DET doctor=FUT=a=INVIS
   “Who’s going to be a doctor?” (Lit: “The one who will be a doctor is-who?”)

   b. yuƛux̌ Pat dagʷɛdaλ
      yu=λ=ǔx̌ Pat dagʷɛda=λ
      be.3MED=FUT=3MED Pat doctor=FUT
      “It’s Pat who will be a doctor.”
As seen in §4.3, clefts like (432b) restrict focus interpretation in a similar way to nominal predicates, and I interpret them as DP predicate constructions. However, like a nominal predicate, a DP predicate is not inherently focusing. Whether a DP predicate constrains focus interpretation depends on the type of the sentence (cleft or canonical), and the type of the sentence depends on the types of DPs involved.

For example, if we take a canonical equative copular sentence (§4.2) with a proper name subject (like “Sean”) and a relational DP (like “my son”) as copular complement, either of these can be the focus.

(433) a. ʔəngʷəs xʷənukʷæ??
   ?ngʷ=s xʷnukʷ=a=a?
   who=2 child=a=INVIS
   “Who’s your son?”

   b. ✓ hem̓ ən  xʷənukʷi  Sean
      he=ʔm=n  xʷnukʷ=i  Sean
      be.3DIST=VER=1POSS  child=3DIST  Sean
      “Sean is my son.”

(434) a. λiλiλalolap̓ase  λəwi  Sean?
   λi-λiλalola-p̓a=s=i  λəw̓ =i  Sean
   REDUP-relatives-recip=2=ques  and=3DIST  Sean
   “Are you related to Sean?”

   b. ✓ hem̓ ən  xʷənukʷi  Sean
      he=ʔm=n  xʷnukʷ=i  Sean
      be.3DIST=VER=1POSS  child=3DIST  Sean
      “Sean is my son.”

On the other hand, if we take a “cleft” copular sentence (§4.3) in which the clefted constituent (what I take to be the predicate in §4.3.3) is the proper name (“Mervin”) and the remnant (which I do not necessarily take to be the subject itself, but at least coreferential with it) is the relational DP (“Sara’s brother”), then we see that only the proper name can be the focus.

More precisely, the predicate in the cleft analysis in §4.3 is not a DP, but the projection headed by the equative copula, of which the DP itself is the specifier.
This is the same focus pattern we see in §6.5.2 – the “cleft” order constrains focus interpretation in a way that the “canonical” order does not.

However, it should be emphasized that it is not just the type of the predicate (e.g., whether it is a proper name) that determines whether the equative sentence is canonical or cleft, and determines the possible focus interpretations. It depends on what else is in the sentence, just as the focus interpretation of NP predicates depended on what else is in the sentence. Proper names can be the predicates of canonical sentences as well, for example when the subject is an ostensive DP – the equivalent of “that boy” in (437b) – or even an ostensive pro – the equivalent of “that” in (438b).
b. heʔəm Biliyida babagʷəm
he=ʔm Bili=i=da ba-bkʷ-ru:m
be.3DIST=VER Billy=3DIST=DET REDUP-boy-DIMIN
“That’s Billy.” (Lit: “That boy is Billy.”) (Powell et al., 1981b, p. 12)

(438) a. ?əngʷu̱x̌da bəgʷanəm?
?ngʷ=ux̌=da bəkʷ-anm?
who=3MED=DET man-person
“Who’s that man?”

b. yuʔəm Masaki.
yu=ʔm Masaki.
be.3MED=VER Masaki
“That’s Masaki.”

So it is not just that the type of the DP predicate determines whether the sentence is a cleft or a canonical equative sentence; it also depends on the type of the subject.

6.5.6 Inversion and focus asymmetry

In the sections above, we saw a pattern in predicative sentences:

• Verbal predicates and nominal subjects do not constrain focus interpretation.
• Nominal predicates and verbal subjects do constrain focus interpretation.
• Adjectival predicates and nominal subjects do not constrain focus interpretation.
• Nominal predicates and adjectival subjects do constrain focus interpretation.

We also saw a parallel pattern in equative sentences:

• Relational noun predicates and proper noun subjects do not constrain focus interpretation.
• Proper noun predicates and relational noun subjects do constrain focus interpretation.

There is an asymmetry here: it is not just that predicates have to be foci or foci have to be predicates. It is not just that the predicate is an NP or DP, either; there are various NP- and DP-predicate sentences in §6.5.2-§6.5.5 that do not constrain focus.

Rather, whether the predicate has to be the focus depends on what the predicate is, and what the subject is. We can express this as a hierarchy: when choosing a predicate, choosing a
predicate from lower down on the hierarchy (like choosing an nominal predicate over a potential verbal predicate) constrains focus interpretation, whereas choosing a predicate from higher on the hierarchy (like choosing a nominal predicate over a proper name) does not constrain focus interpretation.

\[(439) \{ \text{VP, AP, QP} \} > \text{NP} > \text{DP} \]

Moreover, within the DP category there are gradations: at least relational DP > proper name, and possibly relational DP > proper name > ostensive DP.

### 6.5.7 Inversion and focus asymmetry in English

This asymmetry, in a different form, is familiar from English. Although English does not allow the same kind of predicative freedom that Kwak’wala does, it does allow this kind of freedom in copular sentences. Many authors (e.g. Higgins, 1973; Mikkelsen, 2005; den Dikken, 2006) have emphasized the information structural differences between English copular sentences: “inverse” or “specificationa” copular sentences have focus restrictions that canonical copular sentences lack.

\[(440) \]
a. “Who is your wife?” “Mary is my wife.”
   b. “Who is your wife?” “My wife is Mary.”
   c. “What is your relationship to Mary?” “Mary is my wife.”
   d. “What is your relationship to Mary?” #“My wife is Mary.”

\[(441) \]
a. “Who was the driver?” “Mary was the driver.”
   b. “Who was the driver?” “The driver was Mary.”
   c. “What did Mary do?” “Mary was the driver.”
   d. “What did Mary do?” #“The driver was Mary.”

\[(442) \]
a. “Who was the driver?” “My wife was the driver.”
   b. “Who was the driver?” “The driver was my wife.”
   c. “What did your wife do?” “My wife was the driver.”
   d. “What did your wife do?” #“The driver was my wife.”

Inversions of copular sentences with indefinite copular complements are usually ungrammatical (443), but they are somewhat rescued by “Give me an example of...” contexts (“An example of X is Y.”), as in (444).
(443)  
a. “You are the winner.”
b. “The winner is you!”
c. “You are a winner.”
d. *“A winner is you!”

(444)  
a. “‘What’s a good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending?’ ‘A good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending is *The Kobold and the Chambermaid.*’”
b. “What was a memorable song from a forgettable band?’ ‘A memorable song from a forgettable band was *Come on Eileen.*’”

Indefinite-CC copular sentences likewise show focus asymmetry. Even if (445b) or (446b) is slightly awkward, they are strikingly better than (445d) or (446d).

(445)  
a. “What’s a good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending?” “*The Kobold and the Chambermaid* is a good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending.”
b. “What’s a good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending?” “A good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending is *The Kobold and the Chambermaid.*”
c. “What was *The Kobold and the Chambermaid*?” “*The Kobold and the Chambermaid* is a good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending.”
d. “What was *The Kobold and the Chambermaid*?” “A good example of a fairy tale with a gruesome ending is *The Kobold and the Chambermaid.*”

(446)  
a. “What was a memorable song from a forgettable band?’ “*Come on Eileen* was a memorable song from a forgettable band.”
b. “What was a memorable song from a forgettable band?’ “A memorable song from a forgettable band was *Come on Eileen.*”
c. “What was *Come on Eileen*?’ “*Come on Eileen* was a memorable song from a forgettable band.”
d. “What was *Come on Eileen*?’ “A memorable song from a forgettable band was *Come on Eileen.*”

We can even see this pattern in pseudoclefts:

(447)  
a. “What does Rachel hate most?’ “Chocolate is what she hates most.”
b. “What does Rachel hate most?’ “What she hates most is chocolate.”
c. “How does Rachel feel about chocolate?’ “Chocolate is what she hates most.”
d. “How does Rachel feel about chocolate?’ “What Rachel hates most is chocolate.”
We can observe in English copular sentences a hierarchy within the various types of DPs, something along the lines of: indefinites > definite descriptions > relational nouns > proper names. In the next section, I will suggest that choosing a subject/predicate in accordance with this hierarchy results in a sentence with an unrestricted focus interpretation (aside from whatever restriction focus intonation adds, of course); choosing a subject/predicate in violation of this hierarchy results in a sentence with a restricted focus interpretation.

### 6.5.8 Focus and the predication hierarchy

That both Kwak’wala and English show such hierarchies, albeit possibly in different forms due to their differing predicative possibilities, suggests that focus restriction may lie in these hierarchies, rather than in construction-specific properties of the Kwak’wala cleft or NPC, or the English cleft, inverse copular sentence, or pseudocleft.

Moreover, the Kwak’wala NPC data suggests that even if English inverse copular sentences are created by a syntactic “inversion” along the lines of Heggie (1988), Heycock (1994), Moro (1997), or den Dikken (2006), it is not this inversion itself that results in the restricted focus interpretation. The Kwak’wala pairs in §6.5.2 are not inversions of this sort, in the sense of resulting from different constituents raising out of a uniform base sentence, but we nonetheless see the same focus restrictions in the Kwak’wala NPCs as in the English copular sentences that translate them.

The surprising judgment that a speaker volunteered regarding participial predicates in §3.5 illustrates this further. When I attempted to construct a sentence with a participial predicate – that is, a predicate “passivized” with -kʷ rather than the regular passive -sw̓ – the speaker felt that this sentence was very strange, then upon further consideration explained that this sentence would only respond to a situation when someone was concerned with what happened to the wood (whether it was chopped, split, sawed, etc.).
(449)  subəkʷida  laqʷa.
    sub-,okʷ=i=da  laqʷa
chop.with.axe-PART=3DIST=DET  firewood

“The wood was chopped.” [rather than split, sawed, broken..] (More literally: “The wood was the result-of-chopping”).

This sentence is not in any sense an inversion of its verbal counterpart (sup̓icəw̓idaləqʷa); rather, it chooses a participial predicate over a passive predicate. Passive verbs seem to pattern as verbs according to the tests in Chapter 3, whereas participles are probably nouns (although possibly adjectives); what differs between these sentences is only the word class of the predicate. That is, the relevant choice is not between different orders of sentential constituents, but a choice between allosentences in the sense of Lambrecht (1994): different possible sentential realizations of the same information.

Differences in the information structure of sentences are always understood in terms of contrasts between allosentences, i.e. against the background of available but unused grammatical alternatives for expressing a given proposition (Lambrecht, 1994, p. 6).

When choosing between possible ways to express information – whether this is between different orders of the same elements, or different expressions of the elements themselves – what a speaker chooses as predicate appears to correspond to restrictions in the possible focus interpretations of the sentence.

If we step back and ask, “What factors, with respect to predication, do speakers take into account when choosing between allosentences?”, we can suggest two maxims17 regarding what forms make better predicates:

• Principle A: Verbs make better predicates than adjectives, which make better predicates than nouns, which make better predicates than relational DPs (e.g. “my wife”), which make better predicates than proper names.18

17 These are similar, and have similar effects, to the principles of subject choice suggested by Mikkelsen (2005), but couched in terms of predication and focus rather than subjecthood and topic.

I choose to express these in terms of predicate choice rather than subject choice because of examples like (449); there is nothing exceptional about the choice of ida laqʷa (“the wood”) as subject that would make this sentence anomalous. Rather, the anomalous thing about this sentence seems to be the choice of subəkʷ as predicate. This is not to say that Mikkelson’s subject-oriented principles could not simultaneously be true, just that the Kwak’wala data, at least, suggests that predicate-oriented principles would be necessary as well.

These principles are probably not bare facts about human interaction; I presume they follow from more fundamental principles regarding the structure or interpretation of sentences.

18 It may be that this principle is partly language specific; Kwak’wala quantifiers are preferred as predicates, while English quantifiers are dispreferred.
• Principle B: Foci make better predicates than non-foci.\(^{19}\)

If we assume that speakers have to satisfy \textit{at least} one of these principles, this could explain why default predicate choices do not constrain focus interpretation, and why non-default predicate choices do constrain focus interpretation. When Principle A is satisfied (when the allosentence with the best available predicate is chosen among possible allosentences), then the listener cannot conclude whether or not Principle B is satisfied. On the other hand, when Principle A \textit{is not} satisfied, then the listener can conclude that Principle B must be satisfied, and therefore that the predicate is a focus.

To illustrate, if we consider sentences like those in (450), each of these satisfies Principle A. (450a) has a verbal predicate, and so will satisfy Principle A regardless; (450b) has a nominal predicate, but no better predicate is available. Since Principle A is satisfied, nothing can be concluded about Principle B, and therefore we cannot narrow down the focus interpretation of these sentences.

(450) a. \(\text{ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n \ x̌a \ w̓ ap}\)
   \(\text{do-want=1 ACC water}\)
   “I want water.”

   b. \(\text{dagʷədaƛux̌\ dagʷda=ƛ=ux̌\ Pat}\)
   \(\text{doctor=FUT=3MED\ Pat}\)
   “Pat will be a doctor”

On the other hand, the sentences in (451) do not satisfy Principle A. (451a) has a nominal predicate, where a verbal predicate would have been a possible choice, while (451a) has a nominal predicate, where an adjectival predicate would have been a possible choice.

(451) a. \(\text{w̓ apən \ ?x̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ ɛʔ}\)
   \(\text{?=x̌ʔɛx̌sd-sw̓ =ɛʔ}\)
   \(\text{do-want-PASS=INVIS}\)
   “I want water” (Lit: “The one I want is water.”)

\(^{19}\)To be precise, the predicate itself need not be an F-variable in the sense of Chapter 5; it may just contain an F-variable. So more broadly, we might say that predicates with nontrivial F-closures make better predicates than ones with trivial F-closures.
b. ḡačiyida ḡultu
   ḡas-ʔi=ʔda ḡuʔ-ʔstu
   dog-NMZ=3DIST=DET ash-eye
   “The dog is black.” (Lit: ”The black thing is a dog.”)

Since the speaker has to satisfy at least one principle, the listener can deduce that Principle B is satisfied, and therefore that ḡap and ḡaci are foci.

6.5.9 Formal illustration

To illustrate this in more formal detail, using the congruence model proposed in Chapter 5, let us consider first the questions in (452a-452b).

(452) a. ṭačaɬ1ʔs ṭačaɬ1=ʔsʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ əʔoʔs
   ṭačal=ʔiʔ=ʔςʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sd-sw̓=ʔuʔs
   what=3DIST=2POSS do-want-PASS=INVIS=2POSS
   “What do you want?” (=383a)

b. ṭəngʷida ṭəngʷ=ʔedaʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdɛʔx̌a ḡap
   ṭəngʷ=ʔi=ʔda ṭx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=ʔɛʔ x̌a ḡap
   who=3DIST=DET do-want=INVIS ACC water
   “Who wants water?” (=384a)

The SAY operator in the questions (452a-452b) binds the WH-element, resulting in (453a) and (453b) respectively.

(453) a. SAY1( ṭačal =iʔs ṭačaɬ1=ʔsʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ əʔoʔs )
   b. SAY1( ṭəngʷ=ʔedaʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdɛʔx̌a ḡap )

The O-closures of these sentences are those in (454a) and (454b), respectively.

(454) a. \{λw.that I want x in w | x ∈ D_e\}
   b. \{λw.that x wants water in w | x ∈ D_e\}

The SAY operators assert that there exist considerations in \(C\) that are subsets of these O-closures. Assuming an initially empty \(C\), this constrains the resulting \(C\)’s to sets like those in (455a) and (455b), respectively.
(455)  

\[
C = \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that I want water in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that I want tea in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that I want coffee in } w \\
\vdots
\end{array} \right. \\
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\lambda w. \text{that I want water in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Hannah wants water in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that Ayako wants water in } w \\
\vdots
\end{array} \right.
\]

So, after the expression of the question in (452a), the state of \( C \) would be something like that in (455a), whereas after the expression of the question in (452b), the state of \( C \) would be something like that in (455b).

Now let us consider the answer in (456).

(456) ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sd=n ʔx̌aw̓ ap
do-want=1 \( \text{acc} \) water
“I want water.” (\(=\)456)

As noted in the previous section, this sentence fulfills Principle A; therefore Principle B might or might not be fulfilled; therefore the structure of this sentence does not tell us anything about the location of the focus variable. Among the various possibilities are the two in (457a) (in which \( \text{wap} \), “water”, is the F-variable) and (457b) (in which \( =\on \), “I”, is the F-variable).

(457)  

a. SAY\(_1\) (ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sd=\(\on \) ʔx̌aw̓ ap\(_F\) )
b. SAY\(_1\) (ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sd=\(\on\) ʔx̌aw̓ ap )

The F-closures of (457a) and (457b) are

(458)  

a. \(\{\lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}\)
b. \(\{\lambda w. \text{that } x \text{ wants water in } w \mid x \in D_e\}\)

The SAY operator in (457a) meta-presupposes that every consideration in \( C \) is of the form in (458a). This true of the \( C \) in (455a), so (457a) is congruent to the question in (452a) (\(\text{mac̓aliʔs } ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓əʔoʔs \), “What do you want?”).

Meanwhile, the SAY operator in (457b) meta-presupposes that every consideration in \( C \) is of the form in (458b). This true of the \( C \) in (455b), so (457b) is congruent to the question in (452b) (\(\text{ongʷida } ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdɛʔx̌aw̓ ap \), “Who wants water?”).
That is to say, there exists a possible focus interpretation of (456) that is compatible with both questions (452a) and (452b), so it can serve as a congruent answer to either.

On the other hand, consider the nominal-predicate sentence in (459).

(459) wəpən ?əxʔe̱̱xdsəsəwə?  
   wap=n ?xʔe̱̱xsd-sw=ə?  
   water=1 do-want-PASS=INVIS  
   “I want water” (Lit: “The one I want is water.”) (=451a)

As noted in the previous section, this sentence does not fulfill Principle A; ?əxʔe̱̱xsd (“want”) would have been a better predicate than wap (“water”). Since at least one principle must be fulfilled, Principle B must be fulfilled, and the only interpretation of (459) that fulfills Principle B is the one where wap is an F-variable.

(460) SAY₁( wapF₁ =ən ?əxʔe̱̱xsdəsəwə? )

The binding in (460) results in the F-closure in (461)

(461) \{ λw.that I want x in w | x ∈ D_e \}

The SAY in (460) meta-presupposes that every consideration in C is of the form in (461). This is true of the C in (455a) (corresponding to the question niʔcalʔiʔs ?əxʔe̱̱xdsəsəwəʔoʔs, “What do you want?”). This is not, however, true of the C in (455b) (corresponding to the question ?əngʷiʔaʔ ?əxʔe̱̱xdsɛʔx̌aw̓ ap, “Who wants water?”).

That is to say, there exists a possible focus interpretation of (459) that is compatible with the question in (452a), but not compatible with the question in (452b). So, unlike the neutral answer in (456), which can correspond to either question, the nominal-predicate answer in (459) is restricted with respect to the contexts in which it can occur.

6.6 Summary

Focus in Kwak’wala is primarily expressed by two structures, the nominal predicate construction (NPC) and the “cleft”, a variety of equative sentence in which the subject appears immediately after the copula rather than finally.

While one occasionally encounters English-like prosodic emphasis, this does not correspond systematically with discourse context, and I suspect that much of it is metalinguistic. Some of the other consequences of English-style prosodic focus are missing as well, like the restriction against having enclitic pronouns be foci, or null pronouns being foci; both of these are possible in Kwak’wala.
Koch (2008) proposes that NPCs and clefts serve a fundamentally prosodic purpose: that all languages have a constraint that foci need to be aligned to particular edges (left or right) of intonational phrases, and left-edge focus constructions like NPCs and clefts are a means to achieve this alignment even in languages that cannot manipulate prosody for this purpose. However, various aspects of Kwak’wala make this conclusion untenable as an explanation of Kwak’wala NPCs and clefts. There are many constituents that we can show must be foci – the associates of focus operators, for example – that do not appear, and do not tend to appear, at the left periphery, even which such appearance would be entirely syntactically possible. In any case, the relative rarity of Kwak’wala focus constructions compared to Nleʔkepmxcin focus constructions would make an Optimality Theoretic alignment account (or indeed, any kind of alignment requirement) undesirable; any alignment would be quite regularly violated for no apparent reason.

Rather, I take the other style of account: that predicate-initial languages have left-aligning focus constructions because these foci are predicates. That is, while not all predicates are foci and not all foci are predicates, predicates have to be interpreted as foci under certain conditions. There is a scale of potential predicates, with verbs as the “best” predicates and certain kinds of DPs as the “worst”, and when a worse predicate is chosen when a better predicate was available, this restricts potential focus interpretations to ones in which the predicate is focused. We can express this choice as a maxim: “Choose the ‘best’ predicate to be the predicate, or choose the focus to be the predicate”; when the speaker could have chosen a better candidate for a predicate, the listener can deduce that they chose the focus as predicate.
Chapter 7

Focus operators

7.1 Introduction

Kwak’wala has a variety of focus operators (that is, operators along the lines of “only”, “also”, and “even”) with a number of interesting properties. They are a morphologically heterogeneous collection: some are second-position enclitics, some are predicates or auxiliaries, and one is a variety of copula. Each of them consists of multiple morphemes – at minimum, =ʔm and another morpheme – while some have additional morphemes beyond this, like the equivalents of “always” and “still”, illustrating component meanings that are not directly represented in English.

As I noted in §5.6, these are not necessarily “focus-sensitive operators” the way this term is used for English. There is not necessarily an independently observable phenomenon (like focus accentuation) such that variations in this phenomenon condition variations in the interpretation of these operators. It would therefore be difficult to determine along similar lines what phenomena in Kwak’wala count as “focus-sensitive”, the way we can observe that an extensive catalogue of words and phenomena in English are focus-sensitive in some way (cf. Kadmon, 2001; Beaver and Clark, 2008).

Nonetheless, with the success of alternative-style semantic accounts of focus in capturing many different focus-sensitive phenomena, we can still identify a class of operators with a semantic commonality: that it is necessary to take into account focus semantic values in order to calculate their contribution to a sentence. Kwak’wala would almost certainly have many phenomena that utilize focus semantic values – presumably, many of the same phenomena that are focus-sensitive in English – but in these chapters I will concentrate on the “classic” focus operators, those in König’s (1991) three classes of exclusive (“only”), additive (“also”), and scalar (“even”) operators.
7.2 Additive operators

An additive operator, like English “too”, or “also”, presupposes that some other alternative to the sentence is true, as well. That is, the use of an additive sentence like (462) is restricted to contexts in which some other alternative, of the form “Peter visited [somewhere]”, is true.

(462) “Peter visited the EXHIBITION, too”

Kwak’wala additive focus is expressed by a 2nd-position enclitic =̃xa (463a) or the auxiliary ʔugʷaq- (from a stem meaning “different” or “another”) (463b), or both (463c). Both of these always co-occur with =ʔm, the presence of which is discussed in §8.7.2.

(463) a. ʔəx̌əlaʔəm̕x̌oʔəxʷ Pałe sa ʔətəml
ʔx̌-la=ʔm=̃xa=u̕x Pałe sa ʔt-(̑)m-l
don-ONGOING=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED Pat OBL hat-face-wear
[Masaki’s wearing a hat and... ] “Pat is also wearing a hat.”

b. ʔugʷaqəʔəm̕x̌oʔəxʷ Pat həm̕xʔida ̃xa musmus
ʔugʷaqə=ʔm=u̕x Pat h̷i-nʔida ̃xa musmus
also=VER=3MED Pat eat-CHANGE ACC cow
[Masaki ate a cow and... ] “Pat also ate a cow.”

c. ʔugʷaqəʔəm̕x̌əʔəxʷ Pat loɬ ̃xa ʔiʔbayu
ʔugʷaqə=ʔm=̃xa=u̕x Pat la-w-ɬ ̃xa ʔiʔ-ʔayu
also=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED Pat go-out-obtain ACC step-INSTR
[Catherine caught a shoe while fishing and... ] “Pat also got a shoe.”

7.2.1 ̃xa

The additive enclitic /=̃xa/ occurs within the second-position enclitic sequence after the initial predicate or auxiliary. It follows the tense enclitic and precedes the enclitic =ɨ(ɨ) “but”.

(464) Slot: | verum | tense | additivity | contrast (?)
---|---|---|---|---
Example: | ?m | λ | ̃xa | ɨ |

The /a/ vowel in /̃xa/ rarely surfaces as [a], since it is so often followed by a person enclitic and therefore surfaces as a schwa or echo vowel (§A.5.3).¹

¹Indeed, some speakers seem to take this to be a rule, and consider sentences like (810b), in which a subject enclitic does not follow ̃xa, to be strange.
As can be seen in (465), we can also occasionally find sentences in which \( =\breve{x}a \) occurs as part of an enclitic sequence that does not follow the initial predicate or auxiliary, but rather follows a later predicate or auxiliary, in this case \( \breve{\omega}- \) (“just, only, merely”).

(465) \( \text{we, la}=\text{la}=i \quad \breve{\omega}o=\breve{\omega}m=\breve{x}a=i \quad \breve{\eta}i=l?\breve{\eta}ida \)
well, now=REPORT=3DIST so=VER=ADD.FOC=but stop=CHANGE
“Then they stopped again.” (Lit: “Well, then it is said that they also just stopped.”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 15) (=811)

\( \breve{x}a \) is always preceded by \( =\breve{\eta}m \), but they cannot be considered a single morphosyntactic unit, since as mentioned above tense enclitics like \( =\breve{\lambda} \) intervene between them, as in (466).

(466) \( \breve{\omega}ugʷaq\breve{\omega}m\breve{x}a\breve{\omega}n... \)
\( \breve{\omega}ugʷaq=\breve{\omega}m=\breve{x}a=n \)
also=VER=FUT=ADD.FOC=1
“\( I \) will also...”

7.2.2 \( \breve{\omega}ugʷaq- \)

The additive stem \( \breve{\omega}ugʷaq^{-} \) appears to be a mobile auxiliary; while it usually occurs before its predicate or another auxiliary, it can sometimes occur after (§B.5.2).

We can also observe from (467b) and (468) that, when \( \breve{\omega}ugʷaq- \) occurs outside of first position, the \( =\breve{\eta}m \) does not follow; in this it is unlike the exclusive operators \( hig- \) and \( \breve{\omega}o- \) that we will see in §7.3.

(467) a. \( \text{we}\breve{\lambda}m\breve{\omega}n \quad \breve{\omega}ugʷ\breve{\omega}qa \quad \text{g}\breve{\omega}\text{valu}\breve{\omega}s \)
\( \text{we}=\breve{\omega}m=\breve{\omega}n \quad \breve{\omega}ugʷ\breve{\omega}qa \quad \text{g}\breve{\omega}=\text{al}=u\breve{\omega}s \)
can=VER=1 also help-ONGOING=2POSS
“I can help you \text{too}.”

b. \( \breve{\omega}ugʷ\breve{\omega}qa\breve{\omega}m\breve{\omega}n \quad \text{wel} \quad \text{g}\breve{\omega}\text{valu}\breve{\omega}s \)
\( \breve{\omega}ugʷ\breve{\omega}qa=\breve{\omega}m=\breve{\omega}n \quad \text{wel} \quad \text{g}\breve{\omega}=\text{al}=u\breve{\omega}s \)
also=VER=1 can help-ONGOING=2POSS
“I can help you \text{too}.”

\( \breve{\omega}ugʷ\breve{\omega}aq- \) is clearly complex, consisting of \( \breve{\omega}uk^{-} \) and \( \breve{\omega}w\breve{\omega}aq- \) or \( \breve{\omega}ug^{-} \) and \( \breve{\omega}aq- \); this latter is less likely, I think, because of the rarity of stems that end in voiced segments. \( \breve{\omega}uk^{-} \) or \( \breve{\omega}ug^{-} \) seems to mean “different” or “other”, but the second component of the meaning is unclear. \( \breve{\omega}aq \) means something like “go” or “go past”, and \( \breve{\omega}w\breve{\omega}aq \) means “crotch”; the latter meaning includes bifurcations like a split of branches in a tree.
“Well, his beak also only struck the ground.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 297)

The stem ?ugʷaq- in general means something like “be different, be another”; in the following sentences, it is used as a predicate (469) and as an attributive modifier (470).

(469)  

a. ?ugʷaqʔəms ləx̌e?  
   ?ugʷaqʔm=s ləx̌-a’y  
   different=VER=2POSS basket-NMZ  
   “Your basket is different.”

b. ?i?ugʷax̌ʔstuwi  
   ʔiʔugʷaqʔstu=i  
   REDUP-different-eye=3DIST eye=3POSS  
   “Her eyes are different colors,” or “Her eyes are hazel.”

c. ?ugʷaqalaga  
   ʔiʔugʷaq-ʔy̓-ʔugʷaq-ʔalaga  
   REDUP-different-eye=3DIST eye=3POSS  
   “The trees are different from those.”

(470)  

q̓inəmida ?iʔugʷaq-ʔala  
   q̓inm=i=da  
   many=3DIST=DET REDUP-different-ongoing REDUP-house  
   “There are many different houses.”

In its auxiliary use as “also”, however, it does not necessarily describe any particular entity as being different. That is, in the sentences above, the use of ?ugʷaq- as a sentential predicate describes the subject as being different from something else, but the auxiliary use in (471), does
not describe the subject (=ux Patě) as being different.³

(471) \textit{ʔugʷaq}ʔəmx̌oʔox̌ʷ Patě ʔəx̌əla sa λətəml
\textit{ʔugʷaq}=?m=ʔa=ux̌ Pate=q ʔx-la sa λt-(ʔ)m-l
also=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED Pat=VIS do-ONGOING OBL hat-face-wear
[Masaki is wearing a hat and...] “Pat is \textbf{also} wearing a hat.”

Meanwhile, we should observe that instances of non-auxiliary \textit{ʔugʷaq-} are not necessarily additive. The sentence in (472) does not seem to mean that, for example, she had already chosen something else, or someone else had chosen the door; it just means that she had a choice between doors, and chose the other one.

(472) \textit{Context: We are discussing the game show “Let’s Make a Deal”, where the host offers the contestant a choice between doors. Opening one of the doors would have won the contestant a car.}

heda ʔəx̌ʔicuʔsəʔeda ʔugʷaqala ʔəx̌əla,
he=da ʔx-xʔid-sw̓s=a=i=da ʔugʷaq-la txla,
be.3DIST=DET do-CHANGE-PASS=QUEST=3DIST=DET \textbf{different}-ONGOING door
“It was the other door that she chose.”

7.2.3 Association of additives

The additive operators are able to associate with any focus in the sentence. The focus could be the subject (473a, 474a), the object (473b, 474b), the predicate (473c, 474c), or another argument (473d).

³Nor does it mean “Pat is wearing a different hat.” While we could perhaps argue that it does for (471), because obviously Pat and Masaki are not wearing the selfsame hat, this analysis would be hard to maintain for something like the negative sentence in (484b), which would have to mean “[Ayako doesn’t eat any meat] and Hannah does not eat a different meat”, which is an absurd interpretation.
(473) a. kalxʷaʔəm̥šəʔəne  Joe  xa  pəlawas  qaʔe
klxʷaʔəm̥n=ʔa=x̌a=i  Joe  xa  plawas  qa=i
buy=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST  Joe  ACC flower  for=3DIST
[I bought my mother some flowers and...] “Joe bought her flowers, too.”

b. kalxʷaʔəm̥šəʔən  xa  ?ix̌ʷəʔoma  qaʔe
klxʷaʔəm̥n=ʔa=x̌a=n  xa  ?ik-ʔpʔumə  qa=i
buy=VER=ADD.FOC=1  ACC good-taste-thing  for=3DIST
[I bought Sarah some flowers and...] “I also bought her candy.”

c. ʔix̌ʷəʔomaʔəm̥šəʔən  kilxʷanəm  qaʔe
ʔik-ʔpʔumə=ʔa=x̌a=n  kilw-anm  qa=i
good-taste-thing=VER=ADD.FOC=1  buy-obtained  for=3DIST
[I bought Sarah some flowers and...] “I also bought her candy.”

d. kalxʷaʔəm̥šəʔən  xa  pəlawas  qaʔən  ?əbəmp
klxʷaʔəm̥n=ʔa=x̌a=n  xa  plawas  qa=ʔn  ?b-mp
buy=VER=ADD.FOC=1  ACC flower  for=1POSS mother
[I bought Sarah some flowers and...] “I also bought flowers for my mother.”

(474) Context: Several of us went sport fishing.

a. loƛəm̥šəʔux̌  ?ugʷaqux̌  Catherine=ʔa Catherinəx̌  xa  t̓ibayu
la-w-ƛ=ʔa=x̌a=u̖  ?ugʷaq=ʔu̖  Catherine=q  xa  t̓ip-w̓ ayu
go-out-obtain=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED  also=3MED  Catherine=VIS  ACC  step-instr
[Pat caught a shoe and...] “Catherine got a shoe, too.”

b. loƛəm̥šəʔux̌ʷ  Masaki  xa  dʔaχʷən
la-w-ƛ=ʔa=x̌a=u̖  Masaki  xa  dʔaχʷən
go-out-obtain=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED  Masaki  ACC  eulachon
[Masaki caught a salmon and...] “Masaki got an eulachon, too.”

c. t̓ibayuʔəm̥šəʔe  loƛəm̥šəʔe
t̓ip-w̓ ayu=ʔa=x̌a=i  loƛəm̥šəʔe
step-instr=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST  go-out-obtain-obtained=INVIS=3POSS
[Hannah caught a spring salmon and...] “She also got a shoe.”

It should be noted that this “free” association pattern is not just because =x̌a is an enclitic, whereas exclusive operators (híg-, ʔo-, and ʔaɬ-, cf. §7.3), which have more fixed association
patterns, are stems. ñugʷaq- is a stem, and seems to have the same or similar auxiliary syntax as ño (§7.3.4.2), but shows the same free association as =x̌a.

(475) **Context:** *We are sorting out who is intending to give what to whom, for Christmas this year.*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ñugʷaqəʔəmɬx̌əʔe} & \quad \text{Pat Ɂoł  sa  \text{wači}  lax̌  Lisa} \\
\text{ñugʷaq=ʔm=ƛ=x̌a=i} & \quad \text{Pat Ɂo=ƛ  sa  \text{was-}_i  la=ƛ  Lisa} \\
\end{align*}
\]

also=VER=FUT=ADD.FOC=3DIST  Pat  give=FUT  OBL  dog=NMZ  PREP=ACC  Lisa

[Having already given Jon a dog...] “Pat will also give a dog to Lisa.”

[Having already given her a cat...] “Pat will also give a dog to Lisa.”

[Henry already having given her a dog...] “Pat will also give a dog to Lisa.”

ñugʷaqə=ʔəm and ñm=x̌əʔ are not usually used for actions in sequence (“did X and then did Y”); for this the “narrative” la=ʔm is used (§8.8). It can, however, be used for actions, as seen in (476b).

(476) a. ð̑oməʔaʔəmʔəx̌a  x̌ətəm  ɬəʔa  kʷuʔsi  ɬəʔa  maqʷəci.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ð̑oməʔa=ʔm=nʔs=(a)x̌a} & \quad \text{ð̑oməʔa=ʔm=x̌a=nʔs=(a)x̌a} \\
\text{bury=VER=1INCL=ACC} & \quad \text{carrot and potato=NMZ and onion} \\
\text{“We plant carrots and potatoes and onions.”} \\
\end{align*}
\]

b. kəlxʷaʔəmƛ̓əʔənʔsax̌a  lax̌a  kəlwilas.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kəlxʷa=ʔm=ʔəx̌a=nʔs=(a)x̌a} & \quad \text{l=(a)x̌a} \\
\text{buy=VER=ADD.FOC=1INCL=ACC} & \quad \text{PREP=ACC} \\
\text{buy-indoors-PLACE} & \quad \text{“We also buy them at the store.”} \\
\end{align*}
\]

7.2.4 **Additive sentences with marked foci**

In their “free” association behavior, the Kwak’wala additive operators resemble the Nleʔkemxíc̓ín additive operator ñetƛ̓uʔ (Koch and Zimmermann, 2010). However, Koch and Zimmermann also note that when an element is focused by a nominal predicate construction, then ñetƛ̓uʔ must associate with it. Kwak’wala nominal predicates likewise constrain the interpretation of the additive.

First, we can observe that, for an ordinary verbal predicate sentence like those in (477), the additive can associate with any of the arguments.

(477) **Context:** *We’re discussing people’s Christmas gift requests, and I note that both Hannah and Ayako have requested dogs.*
However, when this sentence is rendered with the nominal ʔa-ci as its predicate, its interpretation becomes restricted: the =x a can now only associate with that nominal. That is, when ʔa-ci was focused in (478b), the speaker rejected it, saying that it only meant that Ayako wants something else and a dog as well.

(478) a. ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdaʔəmx̌eʔe  x̌a  ʔa-ci
ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sda=ʔm=x̌a=i  x̌a  ʔa-s-ʔi
acional 3  
[Intermediate:  
[Intermediate:  
[Intermediate:  

b. Ayako  x̌a  ʔa-ci
ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdaʔəmx̌eʔe  x̌a  ʔa-ci
ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sda=ʔm=x̌a=i  Ayako  x̌a  ʔa-s-ʔi
acional 3  
[Intermediate:  
[Intermediate:  
[Intermediate:  

In other words, when the focus is marked by other means, it appears that the additive must associate with that focus.

A further judgment, however, suggests a refinement of this claim. Rather than be a condition on the interpretation of the additive, the judgment in (478b) may be a judgment about focusing ʔa-ci when there is no need to. That is, (478b) was not a context in which there is an obvious alternative to ʔa-ci. When the context was more precisely specified as one in which the basic question is “What does each person want?”, the additive answer was accepted even though the predicate (ʔasʔaney̓ , “shirt”) was not the associate of the additive.

(479) Context: We’re making Christmas lists – so-and-so wants this, this other person wants that, etc. – and get to Pat and Sarah.

---

As I note in §1.8, speakers do not always reject foci when the discourse does not provide one. After all, focus does not always reference an explicit question under discussion; sometimes it is the way a speaker indicates what question they are answering. Speakers sometimes “accommodate” (and accept the utterance), and sometimes they do not (and reject the utterance).
7.2.5 Negative additive sentences

Kwak’wala does not appear to have a “too/either” distinction (cf. McCawley, 1988; Rullmann, 2003), in which the polarity of the sentence determines which of two additive operators can be used.

(480)  a. “Ian cooked the food. He washed the dishes, too/*either.”
   
   b. “Ian didn’t cook the food. He didn’t wash the dishes, either/*too.”

   (Rullmann, 2003)

On the other hand, English “also” does not have this property; it does not appear to be sensitive to polarity in this way.

Kwak’wala =xa is of the “also” type (insensitive to polarity) rather than the “too/either” type (sensitive to polarity); it is used in both positive and negative sentences.
(481) a. ƛ̓iʔən kəlxa
    k̓iʔs=n klxa
    not=1 roll
    “I don’t drive.”

b. ƛ̓iʔsʔəm̊əx̌əʔən kəlxa
    k̓iʔsʔ=m=x̌ə=n klxa
    not=VER=ADD.FOC=1 roll
    “I don’t drive either.”

(482) a. ƛ̓iʔənʔs pola,
    k̓iʔs=nʔs pola,
    not=1INCL poor
    “We’re not poor...”

b. ƛ̓iʔsʔəm̊əx̌əʔənʔs q̓iq̓ɛd
    k̓iʔsʔ=m=x̌a=nʔs q̓i-q̓i-w ad
    not=VER=ADD.FOC=1INCL REDUP-many-RELATE
    “…but we aren’t rich either.”

(483) a. ƛ̓əyoʔ ləʔeƛa
    k̓y̓os l-wƛa
    none go-indoors
    “No one went inside...”

b. ƛ̓əyoʔʔəm̊əx̌əʔə laƛə ƛ̓asəno’y
    k̓y̓osʔ=m=x̌a=l la=ƛə ƛ̓as-anw-ay’
    none=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST PREP=ACC out.front-??-NMZ
    “…no one was outside, either.”

ʔugʷaq- seems to be of this type, as well, likewise occurring in negative sentences.
7.3 Exclusive operators

7.3.1 Three exclusive operators

Exclusive operators are those, like English “only”, “just”, and “merely”, that assert that alternatives to the sentence are not true. For example, (485a) denies that I drink (say) tea in the morning, whereas (485b) denies that I drink coffee in (say) the evening.

(485) a. I only drink COFFEE in the morning.
    b. I only drink coffee in the MORNING.

Kwak’wala has a variety of exclusive operators, but their distribution is rather different than their English equivalents; each Kwak’wala exclusive operator excludes alternatives to a different part of the sentence:

(486) a. hig- is used to exclude alternatives to the sentence’s subject (487a).
    b. ?o- is used to exclude alternatives to the sentence’s predicate (487b).
    c. ?al- is used to exclude alternatives to a time phrase (487c).

That is, while English “only” can be used for excluding subject alternatives, predicate alternatives, or time alternatives, Kwak’wala uses three different operators. We can see this variation in the sentences in (487). When the subject is the point of variance between the alternatives, hig- is chosen (487a); when the predicate is the point of variance, ?o- is chosen (487b); when the time phrase is the point of variance, ?al- is chosen (487c).
(487)  a.  Context: No one else drinks coffee in the morning, so I make a pot just for myself.

higaʔən naqa x̌a kafi x̌a gəʔala
higaʔm=n naqa x̌a kafi x̌a gʔ-ala
only=VER=1 drink ACC coffee ACC early-ONGOING

“Only I drink coffee in the morning.”

b.  Context: It takes me a long time in the morning to work up an appetite, so I skip breakfast and drink a coffee instead.

ʔonaxʷam̓ ənʔaw=ʔm=n so=ever=VER=1 coffee-consume ACC early-ONGOING

“I only drink coffee in the morning.”

c.  Context: I am a morning coffee drinker, but if I have coffee at any other time of day it disrupts my sleep schedule.

ʔalnaxʷam̓ ən kafiga x̌a gəʔala
ʔal=na=axʔm=n kafî-ga x̌a gʔ-ala
late=ever=VER=1 coffee-consume ACC early-ONGOING

“It only drink coffee in the morning.”

It should be noted at the outset, however, that the above does not mean that there exists a unique expression of a particular exhaustive meaning; a particular exclusive meaning can be expressed in a variety of ways. The Kwak’wala operators above associate with potentially larger phrases than the focus itself—with “focus phrases” (Drubig, 1994; Wagner, 2006; Krifka, 2006; Rochemont, 2012b)—and so when excluding alternatives to, say, “butterflies” (həmumu), it is possible to express the butterflies as a DP subject (=ida həmumu) associated with hig- in (489a), or as a DP object within the VP (liʔloɬ x̌ a həmumu) associated with ʔo- in (489b).6

6These do not exhaust the possibilities for expression, either. For example, it is also possible to express the entire sentence as an NPC (§6.5.2), so that həmumu is the predicate itself and ʔo- is the exclusive operator.

(488) ʔoʔəm həmumuwi loʔanəməʔsa gənənənən
ʔwaʔm həmumu=i loɬ-ənəm=ə=x=sa gn-ŋənənəm
so=VER butterfly=3DIST get-result=a=INVIS=OBL REDUP-young-person

“The things caught by the children were just butterflies.”

257
(489) Context: There were various kinds of bugs that the children could have caught, but at the end of the day their nets only contained butterflies.

a. higaʔəmida həmumu loɬanəm=aʔsa gəŋənənəm
   higa=ʔm=da hmumu loɬ-ʔanm=aʔsa gn-gn-ʔanm
   only=VER=DIST DET butterfly get-result=INVIS POSS REDUP-young-person
   “The children only caught butterflies.” (Rough lit: “Butterflies were the only thing caught by the children.”)

b. ʔom̓ ida gəŋənənəm liʔloɬ xa həmumu
   ʔom̓ ida gəŋənənəm liʔloɬ xa həmumu
   “The kids only caught butterflies.”
   Speaker comment: “Nothing else, just butterflies.”

I will explore the relationship of operators to focus phrases more thoroughly in the sections that follow; this illustration is only to emphasize that there are various options in the expression of exclusives. So, the examples in (487) only illustrate that particular sentences have, by virtue of the operator chosen, a particular exclusive interpretation (or a particular range of exclusive interpretations); they do not illustrate that a particular exclusive interpretation must be expressed with a particular exclusive operator.\(^7\)

All exclusive sentences receive the “discourse” enclitic =ʔm; in §8.7.3 I propose an explanation for why this might be.

Exclusive operators, particularly ʔo-, are frequent in texts, and for some of them, the alternatives are made explicit in the context.

(490) Context: A lost boy was helped by the Wildman. Upon his rescue, the boy invites the Wildman back home with him, but the Wildman declines, saying he has to stay behind to help other lost children.

a. k̓isən ʔweɬ ʔneʔakaʔ ʔəwʔuʔs
   k̓is=ʔn ʔweɬ ʔneʔakaʔ ʔəw=ʔuʔs
   “I can’t go back home with you...”

---

\(^7\) There are, however, tendencies; in my experience speakers tend, when alternatives to a DP are present, to find a way to express that DP as a subject and therefore use hig-. Expressing the DP within the VP and using ʔo- does occur, but is not as commonly chosen as the hig- construction.
b. ʔoʔəmƛən yul lox laʔʷa ʌkola
ʔo=ʔm=ƛ=n yu=ɬ l=a=ux l=(a)ɬʷa ʌkola
so=VER=FUT=1 be=FUT PREP=EMBED=3MED PREP=ACC.3MED 1 MED
“...I’ll just stay here on the island.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(491) Context: In this text, the speaker is describing how to play a Cat’s Cradle-like string activity.

a. laʔəm ʔolaq̓əla ʔəxəla la ɰə撌əməsəs. ɬəxəla la ɰə撌əməsəs.
l=ʔo=l=ʔəm ʔo=ʔəm kodayu, ʔis ʔila la ɰə撌əməsəs. ɬəxəla la ɰə撌əməsəs.
then=VER really ɬACC=1POSS cat’s.cradle, not all 0-ONGOING then length=3POSS
“It’s really a Cat’s Cradle game [where] you don’t get to use all of the fingers.”

b. ʔoʔəm ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs
ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs
“Just hold it squished.” (Dick and Shaughnessy, 1977)

(492) a. dᶻamgilaƛənuʔx̌ʷ ʔəbəmpwəɬeʔ ʔəbəmpwəɬeʔ ɬəxəla ɰəʔokʷ,
dᶻam-gi-l=(a)ɬ=n=ʔuʔx̌ʷ ʔo=ʔəm ʔo=ʔəm ɬəxəla ɰəʔokʷ,
jam-do-ONGOING=FUT=1EXCL mother-PAST=INVIS ɬACC=DET other,
“Our mom made jam with the rest [of the fruit]...”

b. higaʔməʔuʔx̌ʷ ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ɬəxəla ɰəʔokʷ,
higa=ʔm=is=ʔuʔx̌ʷ ʔo=ʔəm ʔo=ʔəm ɬəxəla ɰəʔokʷ,
only=VER=and.so=1EXCL eat-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET say-NMZ watermelon
“...and we only ate what was called ‘watermelon’.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(493) a. ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs
ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs ʔəʔəxəluq̓ʷidᶻoyʔəs
by.self-ever=VER=PAST=3DIST=DET REDUP=old-NMZ=PAST=INVIS do-do=ACC=3POSS.REFL
“...I’ll just stay here on the island.”
b. ʔəmʔənʔs  la kəlxʷa laƛə  kəlwilas
   ʔə=m=ʔm=ʔənʔs  la kəlxʷa l=(a)ƛə  kəlxʷ-ʔəlwilas
   so=VER=and=1inc now buy  PREP=ACC buy-indoors=PLACE

   “Now we just buy them from the store.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 99)

It is often, although not always, clear in a text what alternatives are being invoked, and many of the syntactic and semantic phenomena discussed here can be observed in written Kwak’wala as well.\(^8\)

7.3.2 hig-

hig- is the DP-associating exclusive operator, associating with the sentential subject.

(494) Context: It’s a sunny day, and everyone but Masaki forgot to bring a hat.

   higəʔəm  Masakiʔəx̌  ʔəx̌  sa  λətəmɬ
   higa=ʔm=ʔəx̌  Masaki=q  ʔx̌-la  sa  ƛt-(g)m-ɬ
   only=VER=3MED  Masaki=VIS  do-ONGOING  OBL  hat-face-wear

   “Only Masaki is wearing a hat.”

In (494), alternatives to Masaki are ruled out, rather than alternatives to λətəmɬ (“hat”). In order for hig- to associate with other arguments, they first have to be “promoted” to subject by one of Kwak’wala’s many “voice” suffixes (§B.3.4).

(495) Context: Masaki is going skinny dipping.

   higaʔəm  ʔəx̌əlasuʔ  sux̌  Masakiʔəx̌  ʔəx̌  sa  λətəmɬ
   higa=ʔm=ʔəx̌  Masaki=q=a=ʔs  ƛt-(g)m-ɬ
   only=VER  do-ONGOING-PASS=OBL=3MED  Masaki=VIS=EMBED=3POSS.REFL  hat-face-wear

   “Masaki is wearing only his hat.”

As with WH questions, NPCs, clefts, and equatives, a variety of voice suffixes can be used to promote the appropriate argument to the subject.

\(^8\)However, when the alternatives are not clear in the context of the story, English translations should not necessarily be relied upon to reveal which alternatives are excluded. Sometimes translators, knowing that the Kwak’wala sentence contains one of the exclusive operators, try to shoehorn an “only” or “just” into the English translation, but put it in a position where it sounds best in English rather than in the position that best reflects the Kwak’wala semantics.
(496) Context: *We are discussing Pat’s summer travel plans.*

```
higəʔəm ləʔasəsux ləʔasəsux Pateʔe Sweden
higʔm ləʔasəsux Pateʔa=ι Sweden
only=VER go-PLACE=FUT=3POSS=3MED Pat=EMBED=3DIST Sweden
```

“Pat is only going to Sweden.” [as opposed to other places too]

(Lit: “Sweden is Pat’s only destination.”)

Note that the subject =iʔsƛətəmɬ in (495) occurs after the oblique argument =sux̌ Masaki, and the subject =i Sweden in (496) occurs after the oblique argument =sux̌ Pat, as they would in copular sentences rather than a predicative sentences; I will explore this in greater detail in §7.3.2.2.

Relying on the English translation here can be structurally misleading, as the most natural English rendering of an exclusive meaning and the most natural Kwak’wala rendering often have very different syntactic structures. In general, an English “is the only one that” translation would most closely reflect the Kwak’wala structure: “Masaki is the only one that is wearing a hat”, “His hat is the only thing Masaki is wearing”, “Sweden is the only place Pat is going”, etc.

The non-subject portion need not be verbal, as =ən ̓c̓ay(a) (“my younger sibling”) in (497) illustrates.

(497) higaʔən ̓c̓ayi Meagan
higa=ʔm=ı ̓c̓ay=ı Meagan
only=VER=1 younger.sib=3DIST Meagan

“Meagan is my only younger sibling.”

7.3.2.1 Origin of hig-

Although roots ending in voiced stops are less common than those ending in plain stops or resonants, we can see that hig- really does end in /g/, by observing the effect of a weakening suffix on it in (498).

(498) higoʔiʔəm
hig-ʔiʔəm
only-in.house=VER
“to be the only one in a house”

As we will see in (7.3.2.2), hig- shows the syntax of a copula, so one possible source of
its origin is that it is made from other copular material, the same material that makes up the third-person distal copula he- and the third-person proximal copula ga-. We can observe, for example, that the first-person copula nugʷa is probably likewise complex; the final [gʷa] is the realization of /ga/ after /u/. On the other hand, Hall (1888a, p. 104) gives both “hihya” (that is, hixa) and “higa” for this word, suggesting a potential connection with the lixa seen in Boas and Hunt (1905) (§7.3.3).

Whether hig- has other meanings or uses beyond “only” is unclear. It does not seem to occur in Boas and Hunt (1905), but occurs fairly frequently in Hall’s (1882; 1888b; 1897) translations of Christian prayers and scriptures.

In some sentences in Hall’s translations, hig- is used for “except”/“saving”/“but rather”. Some of these meanings could be captured instead with “only”, but for some of the sentences this would be awkward or impossible. For example, in his translations of Matthew 5:32 (and also Matthew 19:9) (Hall, 1882, p. 18, p. 73) where he uses hig- to translate “saving” in “That whosoever shall put away his wife, saving for the cause of fornication...”, and in his translation of Matthew 26:42 (Hall, 1882, p. 108), where he uses hig- to translate “except” in “...if this cup may not pass away from me, except I drink it, thy will be done”, and in his translation of Acts 8:31 (Hall, 1897, p. 43), as “except” in “How can I, except some man should guide me?” As with all Hall translations, it is never entirely clear how much is authentic Kwak’wala from fluent speakers and how much is coercion due to Hall’s limited understanding of Kwak’wala sentence structure; I suspect these uses are Hall trying to capture the English sentence structure “except for/but for” by over-extending the word he otherwise uses for “except”.

### 7.3.2.2 Syntax of hig-

Sentences with hig- appear to be of the “copular” sentence type detailed in Chapter 4, with a copular element higa, the “discourse” particle =ʔm, a copular complement, and a subject.

Several of the copular-sentence idiosyncrasies can be seen in hig- sentences, like the appearance of the subject after oblique elements (§4.2.3) and the appearance of an =a before the subject when the prior constituent is complex (§4.2.6).

---

9Otherwise, the use of hig- in Hall’s translations at least in general seems to respect something like the hig- /ʔo- distinction still seen today. Hall usually chooses the appropriate one, except for somewhat over-using hig- and under-using ʔo-. I suspect that Hall had a rough intuition of when to use each – possibly, that hig- tended to associate with “nouns” and ʔo- tended to associate with “verbs” – but in some cases made the choice between them based on the word class of the English word in the King James Bible, rather than the grammatical role of the Kwak’wala word.
higəʔəm  həm̓eʔsuʔs  Catherinəʔeda  kʷənikʷ 
  hig=ʔm  hm̓-ay̓-sw̓=s  Catherin=a=i=da  kʷns-ʷkʷ 
only=VER  eat-NMZ-PASS=3POSS  Catherine=EMBED=DET  bake.bread-PART
  “Catherine only eats bread.” (Lit: “Bread is Catherine’s only food.”)

hig- sentences also show the same “canonical”/“cleft” variation that copular sentences do.

(500)  higaʔida  ʔəldʷi  haʔamsuʔs  Pat 
  higa=?m=i=da  ʔls=,i  hm̓-ap-sw̓=s  Pat 
only=VER=3DIST=DET  fat-NMZ  eat-consume-PASS=3POSS  Pat 
  “Pat only eats meat.” (Rough lit: “It’s meat that’s the only thing eaten by him.”)

Like the copular sentences seen in Chapter 4, hig- sentences do not exhibit “enclitic doubling” agreement (§B.6.1.1), where a subject enclitic (usually the second-person medial =u̱x̌) shows up in second position when the subject does not appear here:

(501)  higaʔəm  haʔmeʔsoʔo̱xda  k̓utəla 
  higa=?m=a=da  o̱xd̓a  k̓utla 
only=VER  eat-NMZ=3POSS=EMBED=3MED=DET  salmon 
  “He only eats fish.” (Lit: “Fish is his only food.”)

We can also observe that the morphology for the apparent copular complement is the same as the idiosyncratic morphology of copular complements (§4.2.6): [-suʔs] rather than [-saʔwəʔos] in (499), =s rather than =uʔs (502), and the use of apparent prenominals (like =i) in postnominal positions (502).

(502)  higaʔəm  laʔanəmi 
  higa=?m=a=s  la-w-ƛ=,anm=i 
only=VER=QUES=2  go-out-obtain-obtained=3DIST 
  “Is that all you caught?” (Lit: “Is that the only thing got by you?”)

Finally, one occasionally encounters the “presentation” enclitic =as that appears on other copulas in situations where we might use the “there is” construction in English (§4.6.2).

(503)  Context: The author is describing some of her first days in residential school.
  higaʔəm=ƛ̓i  Martha ƛ̓u?  Pauline laʔada  skul 
  higa=?m=as=ƛ=,i  Martha ƛ̓w  Pauline l=(a)x̌a=da  skul 
only=VER=PRSN=FUL=3DIST  Martha and Pauline PREP=ACC=DET  school 
  “There’s only Martha and Pauline at the school.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)
7.3.2.3 Association of hig-

If we set up parallel contexts, we can see clearly the restricted association of hig-.

(504) Context: Pat is visiting Vancouver Island for a holiday dinner. He has turkey, potatoes, veggies – the works. His dinner companions, however, are vegetarians, and are only eating the potatoes and veggies.

a. ✓ higam̓i Pat həm̓ ap x̌a ?əld̕i
   higa=ʔm=i Pat həm̓-ap x̌a ?ls-ᵲi
   only=VER=3DIST Pat eat-consume ACC fat-NMZ
   “Only Pat is eating the meat.”

b. X higaʔəm həm̓apsuʔs Pateʔeda ?əld̕i
   hig=ʔm həm̓-ap-sw=s Pat=a=i=da ?ls-ᵲi
   only=VER eat-consume-PASS=3POSS Pat=EMBED=3DIST=DET fat-NMZ
   Intended: “Only Pat is eating the meat.”
   (Actually: “Pat eats only the meat.”)

(505) Context: Pat and his friends go to a steakhouse where, if you can consume an entire 64 oz. steak, you get it for free. Pat takes the challenge, but his dinner companions opt for smaller and more balanced portions. Pat refuses to eat any of the bread, salad, potatoes, etc., lest they fill him up prematurely.

a. X higam̓i Pat həm̓ap x̌a ?əld̕i
   higa=ʔm=i Pat həm̓-ap x̌a ?ls-ᵲi
   only=VER=3DIST Pat eat-consume ACC fat-NMZ
   Intended: “Pat eats only the meat.”
   (Actually: “Only Pat is eating the meat.”)

b. ✓ higaʔəm həm̓apsuʔs Pateʔeda ?əld̕i
   hig=ʔm həm̓-ap-sw=s Pat=a=i=da ?ls-ᵲi
   only=VER eat-consume-PASS=3POSS Pat=EMBED=3DIST=DET fat-NMZ
   “Pat eats only the meat.”

When the subject is =i Pat (504a, 505a), the hig- sentence can exclude alternatives to Pat (504a) but cannot exclude alternatives to meat. On the other hand, when the subject is =ida ?əld̕i (“the meat”) (504b, 505b), the hig- sentence can exclude alternatives to meat (505b)

---

10One speaker felt that ?əld̕i, strictly speaking, refers to seal blubber – ?ls- is the root for “fat” – but we can also observe its semantic extension to other meats (e.g. Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 25). This appears to have been true in Boas and Hunt’s era as well; (517) is probably just drawing a comparison between rock and living flesh, rather
but cannot exclude alternatives to Pat.

We can verify further that hig- associates with its subject DP through an exclusive-contradiction test: by pairing an exclusive sentence with an additive sentence that differs from its prejacent in exactly one word or phrase, we can see which alternatives the exclusive operator does and does not exclude.

Consider the behavior of “only” in English when paired with an additive:

(506) a. ✓ “Pat eats only fish, and Laura eats fish, too.”
   b. ✓ “Pat eats only fish, and he cooks fish, too.”
   c. ✗ “Pat eats only fish, and he eats poultry, too.”

That the sentence in (506c) is a contradiction, while the sentences in (506a) and (506b) are not contradictions, shows that “Pat eats only fish” excludes alternatives to “fish”, but does not exclude alternatives to “cooks” or “Pat”.

Contradiction tests show that the use of hig- is incompatible with an assertion that the predicate is also true of an alternative to the subject.

(507) Context: I had recently performed in a band with several other people.

   a. higaʔm̓i Ben dənx̌əla,
   higaʔm̓i Ben dənx̌əla
   only=VER=3DIST Ben sing-ONGOING
   “Ben is the only one singing;”

   b. ✗ ?ugʷaʔəmx̌eʔe Craig dənx̌əla
   ?ugʷaʔəmx̌eʔe Craig dənx̌əla
   also=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST Craig sing-ONGOING
   “...Craig is singing, too.”

(508) Context: The next room is full of noisy animals.

   a. higaʔm̓an ḅiʔbusiʔ xənlala,
   higaʔm̓an ḅiʔbusiʔ xənlala
   only=VER=1 REDUP-cat=VIS snore-sound-ONGOING
   “My cats are the only ones snoring;”

than rock and fat, or rock and seal blubber.
On the other hand, *hig*- is compatible with the assertion that an alternative predicate is true of the same subject.

(509) a. *higam̓i*  
    *Ben*  
    *dn̓xəla,*  
    only=*VER=3DIST*  
    *Ben*  
    sing-*ONGOING,*  
    “*Ben is the only one singing;***”

b. ✓ *ʔugʷaqəʔəmx̌eʔe*  
    *ʔugʷaqa=ʔm=x̌a=i*  
    *ʔəmɬa=sa*  
    *gəta*  
    also=*VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST*  
    *gta*  
    play=*OBL*  
    guitar  
    “...he’s also **playing guitar.***”

There is no contradiction in (509), because *hig*- in this sentence only rules out alternatives to *Ben*, not alternatives to playing guitar.

In § 7.3.4.3 below we can see that *ʔo*- has the opposite results for these same tests.

### 7.3.2.4 Association within the subject

Although *hig*- only excludes alternatives to the subject, any word or phrase within the subject can be the point of variance between those alternatives. That is, while the focus must be in the subject, its location is “free” within the subject, and there do not appear to be syntactic or semantic restrictions on which element can be the focus.

In the examples below, we see instances of *hig*- associating with complex arguments of the form “the *X* that was *Y*’ed by *Z*”. Within this arguments, any of the elements can be the focus, regardless of type; (510-512) illustrate that, even though *hig*- does not associate with sentential predicates, the focus within the subject can be a predicate. Using the terminology in § 5.6.2, it is not that the subject is a focus; the subject is a *focus phrase* (§ 5.6.2), containing a focus but potentially larger than it.

(510) **Context:** *Laura and Jon have come back from a fishing trip, with Laura having caught two fish. When they get home, the speaker steals and eats one of Laura’s fish. They confront him angrily, and he tries to partially assuage their anger:*
Context: Laura and Jon have come back from a fishing trip, each having caught a fish. When they get home, the speaker steals and eats Laura’s fish. They confront him angrily, and he tries to partially assuage their anger:

a. higaːm̓ən  həmʔicəwida
higa=ʔm=n  hm-x?id-sw=i=da
only=VER=1  eat-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST=DET

sačəm  kiłanəms  Laura
sas-ʔ,m  kiƛ-w,anm=s  Laura

spring.salmon-genuine  net.fish-obtained=3POSS  Laura

“I only ate the [spring salmon] that Laura caught...”

b. k̓iʔs  hedida  maʔik
k̓iʔs  hed=i=da  mlʔik
not  be.3DIST=3DIST=DET  sockeye

“...not the sockeye.”

(511) Context: Laura and Jon have come back from a fishing trip, each having caught a fish. When they get home, the speaker steals and eats Laura’s fish. They confront him angrily, and he tries to partially assuage their anger:

a. higaːm̓ən  gəɬulʔicəwí
higa=ʔm=n  gluʔ-x?id-sw=i
only=VER=1  steal-CHANGE-PASS=3DIST

sačəm  kiłanəms  Laura
sas-ʔ,m  kiƛ-w,anm=s  Laura

spring.salmon-genuine  net.fish-obtained=3POSS  Laura

“I only stole the spring salmon that Laura caught”

b. k̓iʔs  hed  kiłənəms  Jon
k̓iʔs  hed=i  kiƛ-w,anm=s  Jon
not  be.3DIST=3DIST  net.fish-obtained=3POSS  Jon

“...not the one that Jon caught.”

(512) Context: Laura and Jon come back from a fishing trip, with Laura having caught only one fish. To pad out the catch a little bit, she stops at the store on the way home and buys a second one. When she gets home, the speaker steals and eats the store-bought fish. Laura and Jon discover this and confront him angrily, and he tries to partially assuage their anger:
As we can see from the above, even if the minimal point of variation – what we have been calling the focus – is a subconstituent, and even if it is not a DP or of type e, the sentence is acceptable so long as the focus is within the DP subject.

A further judgment suggests that this DP is indeed a focus phrase in the sense of Drubig (1994), Wagner (2005), Krifka (2006), and Rochemont (2012b). Drubig and Krifka use the “but X” corrective construction in English as evidence of scope regarding the association of negation.

(513)  

a. “I’m sorry, Mary doesn’t date [ firemen who love DOGS ], but firemen who love CATS.”

b. “I’m sorry, Mary doesn’t date [ firemen who love DOGS ], but CATS.”

The sentence in (513b) is very awkward, at best, as a way to express that Mary dates firemen who like cats; rather, it sounds as if she is dating cats.

For the Kwak’wala exclusive sentences below, a speaker offered a similar judgment. In the sentence in (514), the associate of higa is =i kutəla lołanəms Laura (“the fish that Laura caught”).

(514)  

Contrasting this to =ida kutəla lołanəms? Jon (“the fish that Jon caught”) in (515a) means that the speaker didn’t eat the fish that Jon caught, but a speaker noted that contrasting it to =ux̌
Jon in (515b) would mean that the speaker didn’t eat Jon.\(^{11}\)

\[(515)\]

\(a. \)✓ kiʔs\ k̓iʔs\ he=da\ k̓utla\ lolanamʔs\ Jon
    kiʔs\ he=i=da\ k̓utla\ lol=anm=s\ Jon
    not\ be.3\*\*\=3\*\=DET\ salmon\ get-result=OBL\ Jon
    “... not the fish that Jon caught.”

\(b. \)✗ kiʔsuʔda\ Jon
    kiʔs=ux̌=da\ Jon
    not=3\MED\=DET\ Jon
    Intended: “... not Jon.”
    Speaker comment: “‘I didn’t eat Jon!’”

This judgment suggests that, like the English examples in (513), that the scope of association (in this case, the association of \(hig\)-) is the entire phrase (=\(i\ k̓utla\ lolanamʔs\ Laura\)), rather than the focus in the narrow sense of the minimal variation between the alternatives (\(Laura\)).

\[7.3.3\] \(lix\)-

In the Boas and Hunt texts (Boas and Hunt, 1905), \(hig\)- does not appear to be present, but there is an apparent equivalent \(lix\)-\(^{12}\), that in many sentences seems to have the same or similar syntax.

\[(516)\]

\(wɛ,\ lomis\ lixaʔm\ ʔw=oli\ H̓o̱malakaw̓ya.\)
\(wɛ,\ l=m=is\ lixaʔm\ ʔw=tl=Ha \ H̓o̱malakaw̓ya.\)

‘H̓o̱malakaw̓ya was the only one who was spared (lit: who lived).’

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 240)

\[(517)\] Context: The main characters are being warned about an enemy with a body made of stone.

\(la\ lixaʔm\ ʔold=im\ ʔu̱xawaʔyas\)
\(la\ lixaʔm\ ʔold=im\ ʔw-\x̌w-ay=as\)

‘Only his neck is flesh.’

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 151)

\(^{11}\) This sentence should probably have been constructed as \(kiʔs\ yuwa\ Jon\) instead, to better parallel the correction in (515a) and the corrections above. However, what is important for this example is the speaker’s comment, that she was rejecting this sentence because it has the wrong meaning.

\(^{12}\) One of my consultants recognized this word, but felt it might be a different dialect: “\(lixaʔm\lo̱lu\), ‘he’s going to be the one’. That means \(higaʔm\lo̱lu\), in ours.”
While the syntax of Boas/Hunt-era Kwak'wala is not always clear to me, we can still observe that lixa has an unusual syntax very much like that of hig-. For example, in (518), the associate appears to be the subject =ida laʔisi ƛəwə mitanaʔi ƛəwə gawiqanəmi (“mussels and large and small clams”), but this subject comes after an oblique argument sa Qʷiqʷsuʔinuxʷ (“of/by the Qʷiqʷsuʔinuxʷ”), just as it would in a hig- sentence.

(518) la lixaʔəm həm̓esa Qʷiqʷsuʔinuxʷida laʔisi ƛəwə mitanaʔi
la lixaʔəm ƛəwə mitanaʔi
then only=VER eat-NMZ=3POSS Qʷiqʷsuʔinuxʷ=3DIST=DET mussels and large.clams
λəwə gawiqanəmi.
λəwə gawiqanəmi
and small.clams

“The Qʷiqʷsuʔinuxʷ ate only mussels and large and small clams.”
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 134)

We can also observe that in many lix- sentences, the main predicate has been made passive or nominalized in order to promote the associate to subjecthood, exactly as we would expect for hig-.

(519) we, laʔəe lixaʔəm ?aʔəcəʔida
we, la=la=REPORT=3DIST well, then=VER only=VER do−change−pass=3DIST=DET
muwi sisaʔoma.
muw=ʔsy−sas−eh,ma
four=INVIS redup−spring, salmon−genuine

“He only took the four spring salmon.”
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 306)

(520) we, lixaʔəm daʔəxʷs Kalaminəʔeʔs λəkʷisəʔ
we, lixaʔəm d−a,kʷ=s Kalamin=ʔa=ʔs jəkʷis=a=aʔ
well, only=VER carry−part=3POSS Kalamin=EMBED=3POSS.REFL bow=POSS=INVIS
λəʔiʔs μuʔcaqəʔ hanaʔəma.
λəʔiʔs mu−caq=a=aʔ hnaʔ−eh,ma
and=3POSS.REFL four=CLASS=POSS=INVIS hunt−genuine

“Kalamin carried only his bow and four arrows.”
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 403)

Sentences like the above strongly suggest that hig- and lix- have the same basic syntax and semantics.
7.3.4 ʔo-

ʔo- forms an exhaustive operator that associates with the predicate phrase.

(521)  

**Context: Hannah is asleep, and Pat and Ayako cannot wake her up.**

a. ʔiʔs čəxʔida
   k̓iʔs čk-(x)ɪʔida
   not awake-CHANGE
   “She wouldn’t wake up.”

b. ʔoʔəm sənbən mi̓xə
   ?wa=ʔm sənbnd mi̓xə
   so=VER all.day sleep
   “She just slept and slept and slept.”

(522)  

**Context: The author is describing her first days at residential school.**

ʔoʔəm kʷak̓ʷala, k̓iʔs̓ wəl mamalaʔala
ʔwa=ʔm kʷak̓ʷ-(k)ə-la, k̓i=n wəl mamala-(k)ə-la
so=VER kwakw-sound-ONGOING, not=1 can white.person-sound-ONGOING
“Just speaking in Kwak’wala, I couldn’t speak English.”

(Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(523)  

**Context: I had recently bleached my hair as part of a Halloween costume, and people think it’s a wig.**

a. yuʔəm ʔolak̓al səy̓ux̌
   yu=ʔm=n ʔw-ala-k̓al səy̓a=u̓x̌
   be.3MED=VER=1 so-ONGOING-sound hair=3MED
   “This is my real hair!”

b. ʔoʔəm ƛəyu ƛəyu ǧʷiʔstəwasəs
   ʔwa=ʔm=n ƛəyu ƛ=x=u̓x ǧʷiʔ-stəwəsəs
   so=VER=1 change ACC=3MED whatever-eye-PLACE=3POSS
   “I just changed its color.”

ʔo- is more obviously “scalar” than hig-, and many uses of ʔo- associate with inaction or actions that could be described as the “lesser” option – staying indoors rather than going

---

13Although, like Beaver and Clark (2008), I implement exclusives as scalar whether or not they appear to use a specific contextual scale.
outside, taking abuse rather than fighting back, going home rather than continuing to play, etc. – although it should be emphasized that ʔo- is not always pejorative (cf. §7.3.6).

(524) a. Lola,  wigilas  Ÿ̊a  n̓ala
   Lola,  wi-gi-la=s  Ÿ̊a  n̓ala
   Laura, what-do-ONGOING=2  ACC.3MED  day
   “Laura, what are you doing today?”

b. ʔoʔəmƛən  kʷʔiɬ.  
   ?waʔm=ƛ=n  kʷ-ʔiɬ=ƛ
   so=VER=FUT=1  sit-indoors=FUT
   “I’m just going to stay inside.”

(525) Context: We are discussing what the speaker was doing just before our meeting.

a.  wigilaxdas  Ÿa  m̕əʔɬəguc̓aqilaxdeʔ?
   wi-gi-la=xda=as  Ÿa  mʔɬ-gu-c̓aqila=xda=aʔ
   what-do-ONGOING=TPAST=2  ACC  two-up-time=TPAST=INVIS
   “What were you doing at noon?”

b. ʔoʔəmxdən  kʷʔela
   ?waʔm=xd=n  kʷ-ʔiɬa
   so=VER=TPAST=1  sit-indoors
   “I was just sitting there.”

It is also very common to find ʔo- as a component of sentences like (527) about “pretending”, “joking”, or “teasing”, in the sense of “just pretending” or “just kidding” rather than representing the true situation.

(526) ʔobulaʔom
   ?o=bula=?m
   so=pretend=VER
   “just pretending”
Context: Tawixilakwi has come to visit his sweetheart, who jokingly chides him for never coming to see her.

we, ʔoʔəmlawisi ??ug*aqi Təwixilak*i tätig*alaq
we, ʔwa=wam=la=wis=i ??ug*aq=i Təwixilak*i ta-tik*-wala?=q
well, so=VER=REPORT=AND=3DIST also=3DIST Təwixilakwi REDUP-tease-sound?=ACC
“Tawixilakwi responded jokingly.” (Lit: “Tawixilakwi also just teased her.”)
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 24)

7.3.4.1 Origin of ʔo-

This exclusive ʔo- is based on the root ʔw-, which I have glossed as “so”; it is one of the “empty” or “dummy” roots, and forms a variety of stems, including those dealing with truth or things being-so, like in (528).

(528) a. ?uqʷ-a
   ?w-ʔa
   so-feel
   “to believe” (Lit: “to feel that it is so”)

b. ʔola
   ?w-ala
   so-ONGOING
   “to be true”

c. ʔolaʔa?!?
   ?w-ala=a
   so-ONGOING=QUES
   “Is that so!?!”, “Really!?!”, “Well I’ll be!”

7.3.4.2 Syntax of ʔo-

Unlike hig-, ʔo- appears to be an ordinary auxiliary. We see, for example, the second-position medial enclitic doubling that we would expect from a true auxiliary ($\text{§B.6.1.1}$).
(529) Context: We’re at a picnic where there’s nothing for Catherine to eat.

ʔom̓isux₃ kʷəʔelu₃ Catherine
ʔwa=ʔm=is=uux₃ kʷ=ʔil=uux₃ Catherine
so=VER=and=3MED sit-indoors=3MED Catherine

“Catherine just sat there.” [rather than eating with us]

ʔo- appears to be a mobile auxiliary, and can occur after the main predicate as well. It should be noted that the =ʔm stays with ʔo- rather than remaining in second position.

(530) ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən ʔoʔəm qən kʷəʔeloʔən
ʔəx̌=ʔsd=n ʔwa=ʔm q=ʔn kʷ=ʔil=ʔ=n
do-want=1 so=VER for=1 sit-indoors=INVIS=1

“I just wanted to stay home!”

I am not certain, however, that post-predicative examples are necessarily part of the same clause, although they usually seem to be part of the same intonation phrase. For example, the unexpected reoccurrence of the subject marker =ʔi in (531), and the repetition of ʔoʔəm in (532), suggests that these examples are not post-predicative auxiliaries but follow-ups along the lines of “...That’s all”.

(531) kʷəkʷənixʷgaƛi qən kʷ=ʔən=ƛi
kʷ-ns=ʔ=ƛ=ɬ i ʔwa=ʔm=ƛ=ɬ
REDUP-bake.bread-PART-eat=FUT=3DIST so=VER=FUT=3DIST

“She’s only going to eat bread.”

(532) ʔoʔəmlawis ʔənƛən̓akʷəla ʔoʔən.
ʔwa=ʔm=la=wis ʔənƛ=ʔən=ɬa ʔwa=ʔm
so=VER=REPORT=and.so worsen-gradual-ONGOING so=VER

“It just intensified/got worse.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 290)

7.3.4.3 Association of ʔo-

One way to show the association of ʔo- is to examine what alternative sentences contradict an ʔo- sentence, as was done with hig- in §7.3.2.3. Contradiction testing shows that ʔo- is incompatible with an assertion that an alternative predicate is also true of the subject (533). Note that this is the opposite result as that seen for higa in §7.3.2.3.
(533)  a. ʔoʔəm  dən̓xəli  Ben,
    ʔwa=ʔm  dnx̌-l=i  Ben,
  so=VER  sing-ONGOING=3DIST  Ben
  “Ben just sang;”

b. ʔugʷaqəʔəmx̌əʔe ʔugʷaq=ʔm=x̌a=i  also=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST  play  OBL  guitar
   “...he played his guitar, too.”
   Speaker comment: “You said ʔo-, that means he only did one thing, so it’s a contra-
   diction.”

Meanwhile, however, ʔo- is compatible with the assertion that the predicate is true of an
alternative subject (534); again this is the opposite result as that seen in §7.3.2.3.

(534)  Context: The next room is full of noisy animals.
  a. ʔom̓ux̌  xənt̓alux̌  biʔbusix̌,
      ʔwa=ʔm=ux̌  xnt-(k)h-a-l=ux̌  byʔ-busi=q
    so=VER=3MED  snore-sound-ONGOING=3MED  REDUP-cat=VIS
    “The cats are just snoring;”

b. ʔugʷaqəʔəmx̌əʔən  ʔugʷaq=ʔm=x̌a=n  also=VER=ADD.FOC=1  dog-NMZ=VIS  snore-sound-ONGOING
    “...my dog is snoring, too.”

7.3.4.4 Association within the predicate

Like hig-, ʔo- has a particular phrase that it excludes alternatives to – in the case of ʔo-, the
sentential predicate – but within that phrase anything can be the minimal point of variance,
even if it is not itself a predicate. That is, ʔo- can also exclude alternatives to elements inside
the predicate, like gʷada (“quarter”) in (535) or məʔɬ (“two”) in (536).

(535)  Context: The speaker is telling a story of a trip to the big city, in her father’s day.
     ʔoʔəm  halaqa  sa  gʷada  qaʔeʔs  kʷal̕ilas
     ʔwa=ʔm  halaqa  sa  gʷada  qa=iʔs  kʷl-ɪɨl-ɪas
  so=VER  pay  OBL  quarter  for=3POSS.REFL  lie-indoors-PLACE
  “He only paid a quarter for his hotel.”
(536) Context: We are watching “Let’s Make a Deal” on the television, and the speaker is explaining how the show works.

ʔoʔnís daxʔidənəʔəxʷa ʔə məʔl qa ʔəmla
ʔwaʔm=ʔm=is dax-xʔid=naʔəxʷa ʔə məʔl qa ʔəmla
so=ver=and take-change=ever acc two for play

“But sometimes he [the host] only picks two [contestants] to play.”

ʔo- can also exclude alternatives to the verb alone, as in (537)

(537) Context: We are passing around a box of animal crackers, and everyone has taken one. Some of the crackers have already been eaten, but Audra is still holding hers. I have asked what happened to the buffalo.

a. ʔom̓ ʔwa=ʔm=is ʔə ʔə ʔə
   괕ʔəmʔɬa 괕ʔɬ =2 ʔəmʔɬa
   two two play

   “She hasn’t eaten it, it’s right there.”

b. ʔom̓ ux̌ ʔwa=ʔm=ux̌ daɬə x̌ʔs d-aɬa=x̌=uʔsAudra.
   ʔom̓ ʔwa=ʔm=ux̌ daɬə x̌ʔs d-aɬa=x̌=uʔs ʔə Audra
   two two hand-ongoing.pos=acc=2 poss buffalo, appos=acc Audra

   “She’s just holding her buffalo, Audra is.”

When only alternatives to a DP are being considered, rather than alternatives to the whole VP, it is more frequent that hig- is chosen. The exception to this is when the verb/object combination is ordinarily expressed as a denominal verb, as in didaga (“drink tea”), as in (538a); it is still possible, however, to use hig- (538b).

(538) Context: I had recently given up coffee.

a. ʔəmʔən 괕ʔəmʔɬa
   괕ʔəmʔɬa 괕ʔɬ ꕴʔəmʔɬa
   la didagonaxʷa didagonaxʷa didagonaxʷa
   la did-di-gaʔ-naxʷa
   now redup-tea-consume-ever
   “I just drink tea now.”

b. higəmən ꕴʔə Audra.
   higəmən ꕴʔə Audra
   la naqasəw̓ ida di
   la naqasəw̓ ida di
   only=ver=1 now drink-pass=3 dist=det tea
   tea

   “Tea is all I drink now.”
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It should be emphasized that it is not that ʔo- associates with verbs or verb phrases; it associates with whatever the predicate phrase happens to be. Example (539) illustrates this; in (539a) ʔo- associates with a verbal predicate phrase liʔloɬ ʔa ʔəmumu (“get butterflies”), but in (539b) it associates with a nominal predicate phrase gənanəm (“be a child”).

(539) a. ʔom̓ ida ʔəmənaɬ ʔa ʔəmumu
   ?waʔm=i=da ʔa ʔəmumu
   “The kids only caught butterflies.”

b. ʔom̓ ida ʔəmənaɬ ʔa ʔəmumu
   ?waʔm=i=da ʔa ʔəmumu
   “The ones who caught butterflies were just kids.”

7.3.4.5 ʔo- in “always” and “still”

ʔo- is used in almost all “always” (540) and “still” (541b, 541c) contexts.

(540) a. Context: Victoria is accessible by ferry or plane, but I never take the plane.

   ?om̓ əm həyulis laʔs ʔa ʔiʔqayala
   ?waʔm=n həyulis laʔs ʔa ʔiʔqayala
   “I always catch the ferry.”

b. Context: Spencer the cat is a very fussy, very proud cat. The other cats eat cat food, but...

   ?om̓ ux ʔəmənaɬ həməp ʔa ʔiʔqayala
   “He always eats fish.”

(541) a. ʔisʔəms ʔqʷəlyəxʔida
   ʔisʔm=ʔs ʔqʷəlyəxʔida
   “You’re not a grownup yet!”
b. ʔoxseʔəms ʔwa=xse=ʔm=so=still=VER=2 ʔəmɬa ʔmɬa ʔiʔəmləm
   "You’re still a child."

c. ʔoxseʔəms ʔəmla suʔs ʔiʔəmləm
   "You still play with your toys."

-xse can serve on its own for this purpose (542c, 543b), but it is much more common that ʔo- accompanies it (542b, 543a).

(542) a. k̓iʔsxsem̓ ǔ k̓iʔs-xse=ʔm=ux̌ ǧəʔala
   "It’s not morning yet."

b. ʔoxseμux ʔǔ ɑ̌ ʔa 旅行社
   "It’s still night."

c. ǧanuɬcem̓ ǔ ǧanuƛ-xse=ʔm=ux̌
   "It’s still night."

(543) a. ʔoxʷseʔən naqa ̓xa  kafi
   "I still drink coffee."

b. naqaxseʔən ̓xa  kafi
   "I still drink coffee."

It is important to emphasize the difference between these “temporal exclusives” and the
“temporal exclusive” seen in §7.3.5. These temporal exclusives assert something about the predicate – that alternatives to it do not hold – over some span or spans of time, whereas ṭəl- in §7.3.5 asserts something about the times themselves – that the sentence does not hold in any alternatives to the times specified.

### 7.3.5 ṭəl-

ʔəl=ʔm often means “just now”, “just recently”, or “only later” (544) – Boas (1905, p. 515) glosses it as “soon, recently”.

(544) a. ṭəlʔəmƛən
 =[ʔ=ʔm=ƛ=n]
 =VER=FUT=1
 “I’ll do it later.”

b. ṭəlm̓ ən ʔəl=ʔm=ƛ=n
 =[ʔ=ʔm=ƛ=n]
 =VER=1 stop drink ACC coffee
 “I recently quit coffee.”

c. ṭəlm̓ ən ʔəmƛən
 =VER=1 again-change smoke-change
 “Recently I started smoking again.”

However, more generally it means “only at a particular time” for any particular time or timespan (545-547).

(545) ṭəlʔəm nilʔida
dxdxə̱ɬuɬax̌a ʔaɬuɬ
 =VER show-change owl=ACC night
 “The owl only appears at night.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 55)

(546) ṭəlmux̌ Pat ṭəx̌əla sa ɬətəml laʔe la xa nəgeʔ
 =VER=3MED Pat do-ongoing obl hat-face-wear PREP=a=3DIST PREP ACC mountain-NMZ
 “Pat just wears his hat when he goes to the mountain.” [rather than at other times]
(547) a. mix̌i D'unuqʷa ƛ̕ʷa ńala
mix̌=i D'unuqʷa ƛ̕ʷa ńala
sleep=3DIST Dzunuqwa ACC.3MED day
“The Wild Woman sleeps in the day.”

b. ʔał̓mis ɬ̓oʔxʔl la ɬ̓ʷalida d̓ʔaqʷaƛ̕ʷstala
ʔał=ʔm=is ɬ̓oʔxʔl la ɬ̓ʷal=ɬ=da d̓ʔaqʷa-ƛ̕ʷst-ala
late=VER=and wake-CHANGE PREP stop=3DIST=DET evening-mouth-ONGOING
“She finally (lit: only) wakes up when supper’s over.”

(Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(548) Context: Two people are trying to wake a sleeper, but fail and go home.

ʔał̓m̓is ɬ̓w̓iʔ laʔe boxʷdaʔʷa,
ʔał=ʔm ɬ̓w̓iʔ la=a=ɬ̓ w̓ leave=(a)xdaʔʷa,
late=VER stand=3DIST PREP=a=3DIST leave=PL
“She awoke only when they left.”

Examples like those in (545-548) make it clear that ʔał- does not simply refer to “recently” or “soon”, but refers to “at particular times but not other times”. These times are often just-before-now – “at a recent time, but not further in the past” – but (545-548) shows that the times included, and the times excluded, could be anything.

7.3.5.1 Origin of ʔał-

ʔałʔəm is based on a root ʔał-, which in the absence of =ʔm appears to mean “be late”.

(549) Context: Jon did not show up for our meeting at the appointed time.

ʔałʔidi Jon
ʔał-xʔidi=ɬ Jon
late-CHANGE=3DIST Jon
“Jon was late.”

Some instances of ʔałʔəm, like (544a), might just be this basic “late” use, plus the contrastive verum use of =ʔm: saying that something is not true now, but will be true later.

7.3.5.2 Syntax of ʔał-

ʔał- appears to be an auxiliary; I have not encountered it other than in pre-predicative position.
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In Boas/Hunt-era Kwak’wala, one can find instances of ʔaɬ- that appear to use the same syntax as those above (550). However, many instances of ʔaɬ- in Boas and Hunt (1905) are embedded into copular sentences with he-, the structure of which I do not fully understand (551).

(550) wɛ, ʔaɬʔəml̕aʔe ʔaɬ=ʔm=l̕a=i late=VER=REPORT=3DIST finish make.rope ṁəl̕ax̌s laʔe hila-s̕əm
wɛ, ṣʔaɬ=ʔm=lə=ʔm ʔaɬ=ʔm=la=i ṡʔaɬ məlax̌s la=i hila-ʔəm
well, late=VER=REPORT=3DIST finish make.rope ṁəl̕ax̌s la=ʔm=la=i ʔaɬ=ʔm=la=i hila-s̕əm

“She just finished making rope when it was the right length, the measure of the canoe.”

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 78)

(551) wɛ, heʔəml̕awis ṣʔaɬ=ʔm=lə=i late=VER=REPORT=and.so ʔaɬ=ʔm=la=wis ṣʔaɬ=ʔm=la=wis
wɛ, heʔəml̕awis ṣʔaɬ=ʔm=lə=i late=VER=REPORT=and.so ʔaɬ=ʔm=la=wis ṣʔaɬ=ʔm=la=wis
well, be.3DIST=VER=REPORT=and.so late=and.so? appear
qaʔs ʔaxʔidiʔx̌s laʔe ʔaxʔidiʔx̌s
qaʔs ña-xʔiʔx̌=s la=i ʔaxʔidiʔx̌=s
for=3POSS ??-CHANGE=VIS?=3POSS PREP=3DIST stand-CHANGE
qaʔs le qasʔida
qaʔs la=i qas=xʔida
for=3POSS PREP=3DIST walk-CHANGE

“Just as daylight began to appear, he arose and started out.”

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 27)

It may be that these correspond roughly to sentences like “It was just daybreak, when he arose and started out.” In general, though, it is difficult to determine which element is the associate in these sorts of “just as” contexts, because the “just as” relationship is logically symmetrical: if some event X happens just as another event Y happens, it is also true that event Y happens just as event X does.

7.3.6 Scalar interpretation

Above, I have presented exclusive operators as if they expressed the exclusion of any alternatives to the focus. However, this is not entirely the case, either in English or in Kwak’wala. Rather, exclusives only exclude some alternatives: those that would be higher on some con-
7.3.6.1 Scales

For example, if I were to say (552a), this does not necessarily exclude me doing various other things like cleaning the kitchen, writing my dissertation, or eating and breathing; it probably only excludes me going out. If I were to say (552b), it does not exclude me having other properties – say, being happy, or talkative – but only excludes me being drunk.

(552) a. “I just stayed home today.”
    b. “I’m just tipsy.”

This would appear to be the case in Kwak’wala as well. For example, the speaker in (553) is offering advice, but is probably not saying “Do nothing but speak”; the only excluded alternative is “arguing”.

(553) Context: The speaker is offering advice about language courses, which sometimes descend into squabbles about dialectal variations.

a. ǧʷaɬa ɣatapaž
   ǧʷaɬa ɣata-ŋa=x
   stop fight-RECIP=HORT
   “Stop arguing!”

b. ?om̓ a ɣaq̓ nt̓ a-al șuʔs ɣaq̓ endaʔuʔs
   ?wa=ʔm=a ɣaq̓ nt̓ -k̓ a-la ș=uʔs ɣaq̓ nt̓ -uʔs 2 POSS
   so=VER=HORT speak-sound-ONGOING OBL=2 POSS speak-PLACE=2 POSS
   “Just speak your own language.”

Rather, the interpretation of exclusives in English as well as Kwak’wala involves scales (cf. Beaver and Clark, 2008): rankings of alternatives such that higher alternatives on the scale are excluded, but other alternatives are not necessarily excluded. For example, if we were to say “George is only a duke”, we are denying that he is the king of somewhere, but are not necessarily excluding that he is also the baron or count of somewhere. If we were to say “The coffee is just hot”, we are denying that it is scorching, but not denying that it is warm.

(554) a. “George is only a duke.”
    b. baron < earl < duke < king

---

14 To be more formally precise, higher on a partial ordering, although (Beaver and Clark, 2008, p. 258–260) argue further that the relevant scale need not even be a partial order, but a pre-order.
(555) a. “The coffee is hot.” “Will it burn me if I drink some now?” “No, it’s just hot.”
   b. warm < hot < scorching

7.3.6.2 The need for scales

We can observe the relevance of scales like these to the interpretation of exclusive operators by observing that exclusives are “directional”: when we consider a scale like tipsy < drunk, the exclusive operator appears when asserting the lower option (tipsy) but not when asserting the higher option (drunk).¹⁵

(556) Context: A son comes home from a party and encounters his mother.

   a. wənala
      wənala=s
      drunk=2
      “You’re drunk!”

   b. ʔom̓ən  dusaɬa
      ʔom̓ən=dusaɬa
      tipsy=2
      “I’m just tipsy!”

(557) Context: A son comes home from a party and encounters his mother.

   a. o, dusaɬa
      o, dusaɬa=s
      oh, tipsy=2
      “Oh, you’re tipsy.”

   b. ki, wənalałən!
      ki, wənalałən!
      no, drunk=1
      “No, I’m drunk.”

We can also observe the necessity of scales when considering sentences where the associate of the exclusive operator is of the form X and Y.

¹⁵The words wənala and dusaɬa originally meant something like “lost, disoriented” and “elated, on an emotional high”, respectively, but have taken on metaphorical meanings such as these.
I had recently given up coffee.

“I only drink tea and water now.” (Lit: “Tea and water are the only things I drink now.”)

The author is describing some of her first days in residential school.

“There’s only Martha and Pauline at the school.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

Only Wealthy and his two sons survived.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 124)

The possible alternatives to \(X\) and \(Y\) would include \(A\), \(B\), etc., but they would also include \(X\) and \(Y\) themselves. That is, \(tea\) would technically be an alternative to \(tea\) and \(water\), but “I only drink tea and water” should not deny “I drink tea”; it should only deny “I drink coffee”.

We therefore need a mechanism by which \(tea\) and \(water\) can exclude \(coffee\) but not \(tea\). We do not, however, need an additional mechanism to ensure this; scales will suffice. \(Tea\) will always be “below” \(tea\) and \(water\) on a “parthood” (in the sense of Link, 1983) scale.

That is to say, consider all the possibilities of choosing subsets of \{water, tea, coffee\}: you could just choose \{coffee\}, or just choose \{tea\}, or choose \{tea, coffee\}, or choose \{water, coffee\}, etc. If we consider the relationship of subsethood between the possible subsets of \{water, tea, coffee\}, this is a scale (e.g., \{tea\} is a subset of \{water, tea\} is a subset of \{water, tea, coffee\}) of the appropriate sort. “I only drink tea and water” does not exclude “I drink tea” because \{tea\} is “less than” \{tea, coffee\} on a subsethood scale, just like \(baron\) is less than \(earl\) on an English nobility scale.

### 7.3.6.3 Various kinds of scales

What scales can be relevant to exclusive operators? As with English, it seems that a variety of scales can be relevant, depending on the context. These could be lexically-defined scales, Link-style parthood scales, culturally-defined scales, or even scales that exist only in the moment.
As mentioned in §7.3.4, ʔo-, especially, often appears with actions that are culturally or morally “lesser”, like just sitting there rather than doing something.

(561) Context: A story in which a bunch of idle old men turn into dogs due to inactivity.

a. laʔe   laʔes nukʷ  ŋʷi-giləs nukʷ
laʔ=ì lʷ-as-nukʷ  ŋʷi-gi-lʷ-as-nukʷ

(context: Astory in which a bunch of idle old men turn into dogs due to inactivity.)

“...the old people just sat around...”

b. ʔoʔmlaw̓ is ʔwa=ʔm=a=w̓ is
k̓ʷesəsida  k̓ʷ-esəs=i=da

(context: In this story, the girls are trying to open some jam so they can eat it, and their mother catches them.)

“...waiting for their wives to come home.” (Dick and Shaughnessy, 1977)

c. daduqʷa  la=x̌=is
la=x̌=is

“...the old people just sat around...”

However, ʔo- should not be assumed to be negative or pejorative. Sometimes the option marked with ʔo- is the one the speaker prefers.

(562) Context: In this story, the girls are trying to open some jam so they can eat it, and their mother catches them.

k̓ista  lawisida, ʔoʔəm ʔəx̌stu qənuʔx̌ʷ  xada  dʷam qənuʔx̌ʷ
k̓is=tə lawis=i=da, ʔwa=ʔm ʔx̌-stu q=nuʔx̌ʷ  xa=da  dʷam q=nuʔx̌ʷ

həm̓ xʔidax̌

(context: In this story, the girls are trying to open some jam so they can eat it, and their mother catches them.)

“But she wasn’t angry, she just opened our can of jam so we could eat it.”

(Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)
As with English, the scale to which an exclusive operator is sensitive would have to depend on the context, and the scale that the context provides might indeed be unique to that context.

The contextual scale invoked here – between a soft drink cup and a squirrel – is probably not any established lexical scale like “warm” vs. “hot” or a culturally established scale; it is presumably just a scale of desirability within this particular context, that having cuter or more interesting pictures is more desirable.

7.3.7 **Negative exclusive sentences**

The behavior of English exclusive operators when negated (e.g., “not only”) is a topic of much discussion (Horn, 1969; Atlas, 1991; Herburger, 2000; Beaver and Clark, 2008, e.g.). It has been observed at least since the medieval period that exclusive sentences have both positive and negative meaning components:

(565)  

a. “I only convinced the LINGUISTS in Vancouver.”

b.  \( \Rightarrow I \text{ convinced the linguists in Vancouver.} \)

c.  \( \Rightarrow I \text{ did not convince anyone else in Vancouver.} \)
When negated, however, “only” sentences have an unusual result: one of the meanings (the negative component) is negated, and one of the meanings (the positive component) remains intact.

(566)  
\[ a. \quad \text{“I didn’t only convince the LINGUISTS in Vancouver...”} \]
\[ b. \quad \Rightarrow I \text{ convinced the linguists in Vancouver.} \]
\[ c. \quad \Rightarrow I \text{ convinced someone else in Vancouver.} \]

The property of the positive meaning here, of being unaffected by negation, is called projection (Beaver et al., 2009); we speak of this meaning “projecting through negation”. However, we can also observe sentences in which the positive component would not have projected through negation, since the positive component would contradict other information in the context. (That is to say, we can observe sentences in which the positive meaning must be negated, as well, which we would not expect if the positive meaning was projective.)

(567)  
\[ a. \quad \text{“Lost Lake isn’t just an imaginary spot on an old government map. David Cripe, 92, is a lifelong area resident and clearly remembers a lake in the area...” (Chase Squires, “Lost lake found”, St. Petersburg Times, 7–12–1998, via Beaver and Clark, 2008, p. 236)} \]
\[ b. \quad \text{“The registered office address must be a street address, and not merely a post office box.” (Beaver and Clark, 2008, p. 236)} \]

Which meanings are and are not (or can and cannot be) affected by negation – which meanings “project” – is crucial when considering how to implement “only” formally.

The question that arises, then, is whether Kwak’wala exclusives pattern like English, or whether they pattern in some other way that would require a non-English-like exclusive semantics. I do not have much data regarding this, but overall it seems as if English and Kwak’wala exclusives behave similarly under negation; that usually the positive component projects and the negative component is negated, but occasionally other readings are possible.\(^{16}\)

For the most part, negated exclusive sentences appear to maintain their positive meaning component:

\(^{16}\)I should note, however, that all of these instances are translations of English sentences. I mentioned in §1.8 that, when judgments of translated sentences are exactly the same as they would be in English, it does not necessarily constitute evidence that the Kwak’wala translation does indeed have the same meaning as the English sentence. It may be the case, and sometimes I think it is the case, that speakers are translating the sentence back into English and judging that. When judgments systematically differ from English judgments, then there is indeed evidence that the semantics differ, but when judgments are systematically the same as English judgments, then this is not necessarily evidence that the semantics is the same.

It is therefore better to say “I do not have reason to believe that Kwak’wala negative exclusive interpretation differs from English”, rather than “I have reason to believe that Kwak’wala negative exclusive interpretation does not differ from English.”
Context: Jon has fallen off a cliff and is hanging onto a small tree growing out of the side. One bystander claims that they are the only one who can help, but another person disagrees.

a. higaʔəm weɬ gəwaluʔs
   higaʔ=ʔm=n weɬ gw-al=ʔuʔs
   only=VER=1 can help-ONGOING=2POSS
   “I’m the only one who can help you.”

b. kiʔsu̱x higaʔəm weɬ gəwala lol
   kiʔs=ʔu̱x higaʔ=ʔm weɬ gw-ala lol
   not=3MED only=VER can help-ONGOING ACC.2
   “He’s not the only one who can help you.”

c. weɬmən gəwaluʔs
   weɬ=ʔm=n can=VER=1 help-ONGOING=2POSS
   “I can help you too.”

(569) ʔiʔs ʔəʔəm ʔəmli ʔa x̌a guitar, dənxəlaʔəmʔəʔəe.
   ʔiʔs ʔwa=ʔm ʔəml=ʔi x̌a guitar, dnx-laʔ=ʔm=ʔəx=x̌a
   not so=VER play=3DIST ACC guitar, sing-ONGOING=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST
   “He doesn’t just play guitar, he also sings.”

(570) Context: A tableau of brightly-colored wooden men and pigs is spread out on the table. Two men (one yellow, one red) are holding pigs.

a. kiʔsu̱x higaʔən̓ux̌da lemanʔstux̌ bəgʷəʔən̓am gw̓əsənukʷa
   kiʔs=ʔu̱x higaʔ=ʔm=ʔu̱x=ʔda lemnʔstuʔ=ʔm bkʷ-əʔan̓m gw̓su-nukʷa
   not=3MED only=VER=3MED=DET lemon-eye=VIS man-person pig-have
   “The yellow man isn’t the only one with a pig.”

b. ʔugʷəʔən̓ux̌da ʔəʔəxʷʔstux̌ bəgʷəʔən̓am gw̓əsənukʷa
   ʔugʷəʔ=ʔm=ʔu̱x=ʔda ʔəʔəxʷʔst=ʔu̱x=ʔm bkʷ-əʔan̓m gw̓su-nukʷa
   also=VER=3MED=DET red-eye=VIS man-person pig-have
   “The red man has a pig, too.”

The positive component of these sentences (I can help you, He plays guitar, The yellow man has a pig) survives negation; this is confirmed by the presence of the additive in the follow-up
sentences.

However, this is not always the case; sometimes the positive component is not retained. (571) could not mean “You should sit there and also walk around”; it has to mean “Don’t sit there; walk around instead.”

(571) ǧʷad’os ʔoʔm Ɂwala lašʷ, qasilela
  gʷa-d’o=s ʔwa=m Ɂw-a-lə la=(a)xʷ, qas-εh,ly-ala
  stop-AUG=2 so=VER sit-ONGOING.PNS PREP=ACC.MED, walk-back.and.forth-ONGOING

“Don’t just sit there, walk around!”

Furthermore, if the positive component were truly projective, we might expect it to be projective in contexts other than negation, like in modal sentences and if-clauses (cf. the “family of sentences” tests of Beaver et al., 2009). However, the positive meaning component of the following exclusive clauses, Katie eats fish, would contradict the context given. Since these sentences were accepted in this context, that suggests that Katie eats fish did not project in these sentences.

(572) Context: Katie is coming for dinner, and I remember that she is a picky eater and only eats one kind of animal protein, but I don’t remember which one, whether it’s fish, chicken, etc.

a. higaxəʔəm həmeʔsida Ɂutəla
  hig=(a)xs=?m hm-ay=s=i=da Ɂutəla
  only=MODAL=VER eat-NMZ=3POSS=3DIST=DET salmon

“She might only eat fish.”

b. higaʔəmlaš həneyʔeʔeda Ɂutəla,
  higa=ʔm laš hm=ʔa=i=da Ɂutəla,
  only=VER=hyp eat-NMZ=EMBED=3DIST=DET salmon,
  k̓isʔənʔs həmɪxsiłəxə ?old’i
  k̓iʔs=ʔ=ʔənʔs həm-εi-xsi-la=ʔə ?ls-i
  not=FUT=1INCL eat-NMZ-occupy-ONGOING=ACC fat-NMZ

“If she only eats fish, we shouldn’t cook meat.”

As noted above, these sentences do not necessarily show that Kwak’wala and English exclusives have the exact same semantics, but they do address an important question: Do we have reason to believe that the semantic behavior of the positive and negative components of exclusive sentences differs between languages? The sentences above suggest, at least, that Kwak’wala does not give us reason to believe that this is a matter of cross-linguistic variation.
7.3.8 Recap

Kwak’wala has three different exclusive operators, which vary according to which part of the sentence contains the associated focus:

- **hig-**, which requires that the associated focus be in the subject.
- **ʔo-**, which requires that the associated focus be in the predicate.
- **ʔaɬ-**, which requires that the associated focus be in a time adjunct.

A fourth operator, **lix-**, appears in Boas/Hunt-era texts, but seems to be a dialectal variant of **hig-** rather than a different operator.

Aside from these novel restrictions on association, Kwak’wala exclusive operators appear to be semantically similar to English exclusive operators.

7.4 Scalar operators

The Kwak’wala exclusive operators appear to be scalar – that is, the evaluation of their meaning would involve rankings of alternatives along some contextually-relevant scale (§7.3.6) – but there do not seem to be any operators similar to the scalar operator “even” in English. There are several operators that appear in “even”-like contexts, but none of them have the same range as “even”.

One of them is **=x̌a**, which I will argue in §7.4.1 is not itself scalar; the other is **ʔəl̓aʔ** (§7.4.2), whose meaning is difficult to pin down but at least seems to involve a likelihood or noteworthiness scale similar to that of “even”.

7.4.1 The additive in scalar contexts

Many English sentences that would contain “even” are rendered with **=x̌a** in Kwak’wala, but it should be emphasized that this does not necessarily mean that **=x̌a** itself is scalar (cf. Koch and Zimmermann, 2010).

(573) Context: *In a storyboard, Heather’s husband is really cleaning up around the house.*

a. ṣɨnəmɬ ʔuʔ̓c̓axsəw̓e̓y̓x
   ṣɨnɪm=i ʔu-ʔuɬ̓xʷ-ʔsw̓a=aʔ=es
   many=3DIST REDUP-wash-PASS=INVIS=3POSS?
   “He washes lots of dishes.”
b. \(\text{x̌ikʷaʔəm} \text{x̌əʔ} \text{x̌ikʷa}=ʔm=\text{x̌a}=i \text{sx̌a} \text{tx-tak-}_w\text{il}\)

sweep=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST ACC REDUP-dirt-indoors

“He even sweeps the floor.”  (Lit: “He sweeps the floor, too.”)

(574) Context: Masaki’s brother is better than Masaki in many ways: he’s taller, has a bigger house...

a. \(\text{hənɬʔinux̌ʷi} \text{hnƛ-}\text{inux̌ʷ=i}\)

shoot-expert=3DIST older.sib=INVIS=3POSS=3MED

“He’s a [better] hunter.”

b. \(\text{w̓ alasaǧaweʔəm} \text{x̌eʔ} \text{w̓ alas-aŋaway̓=ʔm=} \text{x̌a}=i\)

big-more=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST car=INVIS=3POSS

“He even has a bigger car.”  (Lit: “He has a bigger car, too.”)

While these instances of =\(\text{x̌a}\) are used in scalar contexts, a scalar context does not seem to be necessary for the use of =\(\text{x̌a}\); there are many instances in this chapter where we have no reason to believe the antecedent and associate are intended to be compared on a scale. Moreover, many of these =\(\text{x̌a}\) sentences would be strange, absurd, or impossible in English if translated with a scalar additive.

(575) a. [Hannah wants a horse for Christmas and] ??“she even wants a dog.” (=477a)

b. ??“We’re not poor, but we’re even not rich/not even rich.” (=482)

It is also worth noting that =\(\text{x̌a}\) does not appear in non-additive “even” contexts. For example, for sentences like “Even \(Y\) can do that!” (576) and “Not even \(Y\) can do that!” (577), =\(\text{x̌a}\) does not occur, and a speaker even noted here that there was “no way to say ‘even’” in (576).

(576) Context: We’re having a discussion about whether different people could manage to eat different sorts of animals, from smaller animals like chickens to large ones like cows. The speaker is remarking on the fact that Catherine can’t eat a whole chicken.

a. \(\text{kiʔsuʃ} \text{wela, λuma qinm}\)

not=3MED can, very many

“She [Catherine] can’t [eat a chicken]! It’s too much.”
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(577) **Context:** The discussion continues, regarding the other end of the scale.

a. ṭəngʷida ᵇəla hə̈n̓ ap  xa ma₃ʔinǔʷ
   ʔngʷ=i=da  ᵇəl=a  h̓̃-ap  xa ma₃ʔinǔʷ
   who=3DIST=DET can=a eat-consume ACC orca
   “Who can eat an orca?”

d. w̓ eɬ̓ eʔi  Ayoko həm̓ xʔi  xa qaʔoʔo
   w̓ eɬœʔmœ=ʔmœ=e=ʔmœ=ʔmœ=ʔmœ
   Ayoko h̓̃-xʔid  xa qaʔo
   can=VER=QUES?=3DIST Ayako eat-CHANGE ACC chicken
   “Even Ayako can eat a chicken!”

b. kiʔsǔ Jon ᵇəl hə̈n̓ ap  xa ma₃ʔinǔʷ
   kiʔs=ux̌ Jon ᵇəl h̓̃-ap  xa ma₃ʔinǔʷ
   not=3MED Jon can eat-consume ACC orca
   “Not even Jon can eat an orca.”

(578) **Context:** We’re talking about an imaginary person who, for some reason, is only able to eat trees.

a. higəʔəm hə̈meʔsuʔseʔeda  qʷaʔx
   hig=?m  h̓̃-aʔy̌-sw̌=ʔ=da  qʷaʔx
   only=VER eat-NMZ-PASS=3POSS=EMBED=3DIST=DET tree
   “Trees are the only thing she can eat.”

d. kiʔsǔ ʔixʔak qəs  hə̈meʔ  xa qʷaʔx
   kiʔs=ux̌ ʔixʔak q=s  h̓̃-aʔy̌  xa qʷaʔx
   not=3MED like for=3POSS eat-NMZ ACC tree
   “She doesn’t even like to eat trees.”

Note that, in each of the contexts in (579), where =xa appears, the English additive is felicitous, but in each of the contexts in (580), where =xa fails to appear, the English additive is infelicitous:

(579) a. “He washes dishes. He sweeps the floor, too!” (=573)
   b. “He’s a better hunter. He has a bigger car, too!” (=574)

(580) a. “She can’t eat a chicken, it’s too much. #Ayako can eat a chicken, too!” (=576)
   b. “Who can eat an orca? #Jon can’t eat an orca, too/either!” (=577)
c. “Trees are the only thing she can eat. #She doesn’t like trees, too/either!” (=578)

From these, we can see that =$xa is not an “even”-type operator at all, even though it occurs in many “even” contexts; it simply happens that many “even” contexts are also ones where additives would be appropriate.

7.4.2 ʔoλat’

There is another combination of morphemes that sometimes translates “even” contexts, ʔoλat’. I have not managed to pin down exactly what it means, but I include it here for completeness.

In a negative sentence, it is somewhat similar to a scoffing “didn’t even” or “didn’t even manage to”.

(581)  
Context: Heather challenged her husband to a baking contest, but she is not trying very hard.

a. ʔiʔs ʔoλat’  kə’abudaχ

b. ʔiʔs ʔoλat’  kə’abudaχ

In a positive sentence, it is very difficult to translate into English, but was described to me as “snarky” or “sarcastic” and was translated as something like “even came close” or “tried not even knowing what you were doing”.

(582) ʔoλat’as  kakiχa

(583) Context: I have drawn a very poorly constructed cake, with layers falling off each other and dripping icing, and I ask whether the person who baked it could describe their accomplishment using (583a). The speaker agreed and improvised the responses in (583b-583c).
7.5 Formal semantics of focus operators

In their interpretation, the additive and exclusive operators of Kwak’wala do not appear to differ notably from their English counterparts, except in their restrictions, or lack of restrictions, on association. In this section, therefore, I will concentrate on these operators’ association behavior, rather than those phenomena (e.g. scalar interpretation and behavior under negation) that they share with English. This is because any solution to these shared phenomena that suffice for English will probably suffice for Kwak’wala as well, and the available evidence from English is abundant compared to the available evidence from Kwak’wala, which is fairly
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tentative (cf. §7.3.7). On the other hand, the association data in Kwak’wala is quite robust; speakers’ judgments regarding possible focus associations are categorical and uniform.

### 7.5.1 Free association, fixed association, and opportunistic association

In general we can observe three focus association patterns in Kwak’wala: “fixed” association when the operator must associate with a particular constituent, “free” association when the operator can associate with any constituent, and “opportunistic” association when the operator must associate with whatever constituent is focus-marked by other means (e.g. by a nominal predicate construction).\(^{17}\)

- Additive operators (\(=\dot{x}a, \dot{o}ug^\ast aq\)) exhibit free association: any element in the sentence can be the associated focus (§7.2.3). However, additive operators are also “opportunistic”, in that a marked focus will generally be interpreted as the associated focus (§7.2.4).

- Exclusive operators (\(\dot{ha}-, \dot{o}o-, \dot{o}aɬ-\)) exhibit fixed association, in that their associated focus must be within a specific constituent, although within that constituent any element might be the focus (§7.3.2.3, §7.3.4.3). That is, the associated focus is “fixed” to be within a specific constituent, but is “free” within that constituent.

In §7.2.4 and §7.5.3.2, I suggest that opportunistic association is just a consequence of AVOIDF: “Do not focus things for no reason”.

The “fixed” and “free” association patterns, however, require some further consideration. To this end, it should be emphasized that “fixed” and “free” are not mutually exclusive: it is not as though exclusives are “fixed” in contrast to the “free” additives. Rather, exclusive and additive foci are “free” in different domains: exclusive foci are free only within a restricted syntactic constituent, whereas additive foci are free anywhere.

We do not, therefore, have to treat exclusive and additive association as utilizing different or incompatible mechanisms. The question is not “Does this operator associate in a fixed or free manner?” but “In what syntactic constituent is association free?” The different operators have different answers to this question: \(\dot{ha}-\), the subject; \(\dot{o}o-\), the predicate; \(\dot{a}l-\), the temporal adjunct; \(=\dot{x}a\) and \(\dot{o}ug^\ast aq\), the entire clause. That is to say, \(=\dot{x}a\) and \(\dot{o}ug^\ast aq\) do not need to use different association mechanisms from the other operators; it is just that they are the trivial case of “fixed” association.

\(^{17}\)This free/fixed/opportunistic typology is only intended to be descriptive; it is not given any theoretical reality in the discussion that follows. All three of these patterns are treated as consequences of other factors.
7.5.2 Two association mechanisms

In §5.6, I discussed two focus association mechanisms:

- The “non-syntactic” mechanism, in which an operator SAY has access to the focus by a Kratzer-style (1991) binding mechanism and constrains the questions-under-discussion variable C to a particular form.
- The “syntactic” mechanism, by which a phrase containing the focus serves as an argument (either directly or via movement) to an operator like “only”.

It is not that some operators make use of one of these mechanisms and other operators make use of the other; I assume all focus association makes use of both (cf. Krifka, 2006), although in many sentences, one or the other of these mechanisms performs an entirely trivial role.

Neither of these mechanisms would be fully adequate on its own to describe Kwak’wala association. For example, in §5.6.2 we saw that some English foci would be unable to move to be syntactic arguments of their operators; this would be a much more serious problem in Kwak’wala given its limitations on movement. It is not just foci within syntactic islands that would be ineligible for movement; most constituents in Kwak’wala are ineligible for movement (§B.1.2), like the objects in (584) and (585).

(584) Context: The speaker is telling a story of a trip to the big city, in her father’s day.

\[ʔoʔəm \text{ hałaqa sa } gʷada \text{ qaʔeʔs } kʷəl̕ilas \]
\[ʔwa=ʔm \text{ hałaqa sa } gʷada \text{ qa}=iʔs \text{ kʷiɬ-akʷəl̕ilas} \]
\[so=\text{VER pay obl quarter for}=3\text{POSSREFL lie-indoorsPLACE} \]
“He only paid a quarter for his hotel.”

(585) Context: After a series of drawings depicting bug-hunting, the children’s nets contain butterflies and no other insects.

\[ʔom̓ ida \ gəŋənanəm \ liʔloɬ \ xa həmumu \]
\[ʔwa=ʔm=i=da \ gn-gn-wam \ liʔloɬ \ xa həmumu \]
\[so=\text{VER}=3\text{DISTDET REDUP-young-person REDUP-get ACC butterfly} \]
“The kids only caught butterflies.”
Speaker comment: “Nothing else, just butterflies.”

The sentence in (584) almost certainly does not mean “He paid a quarter for his hotel and did not do anything else”; it means “His hotel cost a quarter, and no more.” Likewise, the speaker’s comment regarding (585) reinforces that this sentence does not just mean “The only
action that the children did was catch butterflies”, but “The only things that the children caught were butterflies”. Constructing these narrower meanings, however, would be problematic if the only mechanism by which ʔoʔəm can access its associated focus is by movement, since we do not otherwise observe movements of objects in Kwak’wala. There is not, I think, a reasonable derivation of this sentence in which sa gʷəda or ʔa həmumu are either direct surface arguments of ʔoʔəm or move to become arguments of ʔoʔəm. This would require positing a kind of movement that we do not otherwise observe; this is a possible account, but given a non-syntactic association mechanism it is not necessary to posit this here.

Meanwhile, however, if the non-syntactic mechanism in this model were the only association mechanism, we would predict that focus association would always be entirely free. Consider, for example, the sentence in (586). As established in §7.3.4.3, this means “Ben sang and did not do anything else”; it does not mean “Ben is the only one who sang”.

(586) ʔoʔəm ḏənxəli Ben...
       ?wa=?m ḏnx-l=i Ben
       so=VER sing-ongoing=3DIST Ben
       “Ben just sang...” (=533a)

If the non-syntactic mechanism were the only means by which association is achieved, however, we would be unable to rule out the latter meaning. The inappropriate binding in (587b) would be just as possible as the appropriate binding in (587a).

(587) a. SAY₁( ʔoʔəm ḏənxəlf₁ =i Ben )
    b. SAY₁( ʔoʔəm ḏənxəl [=i Ben]f₁ )

Altogether, the syntactic mechanism alone would predict inadequate freedom of association, while the non-syntactic mechanism would predict too much freedom of association. Together, however, these mechanisms can predict the limited amount of freedom of association that we actually observe.

7.5.3 Formal semantics of Kwak’wala additive operators

7.5.3.1 Additives associating freely

I will begin by implementing the operation of the additive operators =xə and ʔugʷaq-.Since in these sentences the “focus phrase” would be the entire prejacent sentence, there is no apparent effect of the syntactic mechanism and we can observe the effect of the non-syntactic mechanism alone.
My semantics for additive \(=\tilde{x}a\) is as follows\(^{18}\):

\[
(588) \quad \text{If } \alpha = [\tilde{x}a \beta], \text{ then }
\]
\[
[[\alpha]]^{g,w,C} = \begin{cases} 
[[\beta]]^{g,w,C}, & \text{if } \exists p \in \bigcup C[p(w) = 1 \land [[\beta]]^{g,w,C} \not\models p] \\
\text{undefined}, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

All this says is that \(=\tilde{x}a\) presupposes that another proposition – one not entailed by the prejacent (Beaver and Clark, 2008, p. 73) – in \(\bigcup C\) is true. However, it is not as though absolutely any proposition might suffice here; this set is still constrained by focus. \(=\tilde{x}a\) does not have direct access to the focus variable, but rather gets its alternatives from \(C\), which is constrained by SAY, which does bind the focus variable.

Consider, as an example, the sentence in (473d), meaning “I also bought flowers for my MOTHER.”

\[
(589) \quad \text{SAY}_1(=\tilde{x}a(\text{kəlxʷən }\tilde{x}a \ pəlawas \ qəʔən \ ?əbəmp_1)) \\
\quad \text{SAY}_1(\text{also (buy.I } \text{ACC flowers for.my mother}_1))
\]

In this sentence, SAY puts a particular constraint on \(\bigcup C\), that it is of the form \(\{\lambda w.\text{that I bought flowers for }x\text{ in }w \mid x \in D_r\}\), and then \(\tilde{x}a\) puts an additional constraint on the discourse that one of these alternatives is true, but not entailed by the prejacent.\(^{19}\) So for (589), the alternatives might be those in (590); \(=\tilde{x}a\) presupposes that one of these alternatives is true other than \(\lambda w.\text{that I bought flowers for my mother in }w\).

\(^{18}\)In this definition, I reintroduce the world variable \(w\) – which I usually suppress for brevity – because, unlike SAY, \(=\tilde{x}a\) makes claims about the world and not just the conversation.

I am not certain of the exact definition of \(ʔugʷaq-\), because I do not completely understand its syntactic distribution and therefore what its syntactic arguments might be. \(=\tilde{x}a\) we can reasonably assume is high in the structure and thus takes the entire sentence as its argument, with the possible exception of some other enclitics like \(=ʔm\), but \(ʔugʷaq-\) occurs in a variety of syntactic environments. In any case, I do not yet have reason to believe, at least so far as its pragmatics are concerned, that it differs substantially from \(=\tilde{x}a\).

\(^{19}\)Heim (1992, p. 215), Rullmann (2003, p. 335), and Kripke (2009) note that a purely existential semantics – where the presupposition is just that a true alternative exists – is insufficiently strong to capture the use of additives. Rather, there is some manner of anaphoric constraint on additives as well, such that the alternative need not merely be true but also must have been, in some way, mentioned. We might, then, add to the additive the presupposition that \(C\) contains the singleton set containing the antecedent alternative.

In §8.7.2, however, I suggest (following Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003) that it may not be the antecedent alternative that “also \(P\)” is sensitive to, but the implicature of \(\neg P\) that arises from the antecedent alternative. Instead of presupposing that the singleton set containing antecedent answer is in \(C\), we could presuppose that the negation of the antecedent is. This does not exactly match the conditions for additives, but the necessary additional constraint – that an implicature arises as a particular kind of implicature – is beyond the expressive capabilities of the current formalism.
In §7.2.4, we saw that the association of additive $=\tilde{x}a$ is, in a way, “opportunistic”: while it does not require a focus to be marked, it appears to associate with a marked focus if one exists (cf. Koch and Zimmermann, 2010). I noted, however, that this appears to be non-obligatory, and suggested a pragmatic account for the rejection of sentences like (591). We can make that more explicit using the formal model presented in Chapter 5.

$$\text{(591)} \quad \text{[Hannah wants a dog and] “Ayako also wants a dog.”} \quad (=478b)$$

In this sentence, Ayako must be a focus, in order to get the appropriate additive interpretation. However, $\tilde{w}aci$ must also be a focus, due to the nominal predicate construction (§6.5.2). The resulting meta-presupposition about $C$ would be that $\bigcup C$ is a subset of $\{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ wants } a y \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e, y \in D_{et}\}$. Furthermore, as a consequence of the AVOIDF principle (§5.3.2.3), this should be the most restrictive superset that we can specify. So, as a consequence of the meta-presupposition of (591) and AVOIDF, the speaker presupposes that there are relevant alternatives to “dog” in the immediate discourse. This was not, however, necessarily the case; while the overall topic of conversation was about Christmas gifts, the relevant question (like “What do Hannah and Ayako want for Christmas?”) had not actually occurred. I think the listener could have accommodated this sort of question – given what the overall discussion was about, it would not have been an unreasonable accommodation – but happened to reject it instead.

However, when the context was made more explicit – when the question was more clearly something like “What do Pat and Sarah want for Christmas?” – a structurally equivalent sentence was accepted. This suggests that the speaker was not rejecting (591) because the additive associates with something other than the marked focus; (592) has this property too. Rather, this suggests that what the speaker was rejecting in (591) was that $\tilde{w}aci$ was focused in violation of AVOIDF.
Formal semantics of Kwak’wala exclusive operators

I will now move on to exclusive operators, for which we can observe the operation of both mechanisms of association.

7.5.4.1 The interaction of the syntactic and non-syntactic mechanism

Consider again the sentence in (593), in which the location of focus is partially fixed by the presence of ʔo- – it must be within the predicate – but also partially free, in that any subconstituent of the predicate could be the focus. It is only sentences like these – ones in which the location of focus is partially fixed and partially free – that both mechanisms operate non-trivially and thus can be observed.

(593) ʔoʔmida ʔo=ʔm=i=da gəngənanəm liʔloɬ x̌a həmumu
so=VER=3DIST=DET REDUP-young-person REDUP-get ACC butterfly

“The kids only caught butterflies.” (=539a)

Assume, for clarity of exposition, that each exclusive operator has two arguments: in the case of ʔo-, the subject and predicate, in the case of hig-, the subject and the copular complement, and in the case of ʔaɬ-, the temporal adjunct and the rest of the sentence. (It may be that these have more than these arguments, but two would be sufficient for our purposes here.) Also assume, again for clarity of exposition, that such arguments are direct, base-generated arguments, so that, for example, ʔo- in (593) would at generation intervene directly between the subject and predicate.

(594) [ =i=da ʔoʔmida ʔo=ʔm=i=da liʔloɬ x̌a həmumu ]
SAY binds $həmumu$, leading to the congruence meta-presupposition that all considerations in $C$ are of the form $\{\lambda w.\text{the children caught } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}$.\footnote{Actually, to be precise, the presupposed question form would be more complicated than this; this would be the presupposed question form for the prejacent, non-exclusive sentence, not the exclusive sentence that contains $\rho o$. I will treat exclusives here as presupposing the simpler question, and consider what this more complicated question might be in §7.5.4.3 and §8.7.3.1.}

\[(595) \quad \text{[SAY} \quad [ =i=da \ gəŋənanəm \ [ \rho o- \ [ liʔol \ ƛə \ həmumu_{F_1} ] ] ] ]\]

This constrains $C$ to be something like the following, assuming that the contextually relevant catchables were \{butterflies, dragonflies, bees\}.

\[(596) \quad C = \left\{ \left\{ \begin{array}{l} \lambda w.\text{the children caught butterflies in } w \\ \lambda w.\text{the children caught dragonflies in } w \\ \lambda w.\text{the children caught bees in } w \end{array} \right\} \right\} \]

The exclusive operator, then, asserts that the children caught butterflies while quantifying over these propositions – the members of $\bigcup C$ – to deny those that are not $\lambda w.\text{the children caught butterflies in } w$.

However, it is not just denying that any member of $\bigcup C$ is true, because if this were the case, exclusives would exhibit free association. That is, if SAY-binding were the only thing determining the domain of quantification, then it would be possible to have (593) mean “Only the children caught butterflies” by having SAY bind $gəŋənanəm$ (“children”) instead.

So $\rho o$- must constrain this set further, specifically to alternatives that vary from the prejacent only in the predicate. That is to say, we can observe that $\rho o$- denies alternatives when those alternatives vary according to an element in the predicate, but it does not specify where in the predicate that varying element occurs. The superset of all the various alternative sets of which (593) can exclude members is $\{\lambda w.\text{the children did } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_{et}\}$; this is the set to which $\rho o$- needs to restrict its quantification, the one created by replacing its internal argument with a variable.

The denotation of $\rho o$- would thus be something like this:

\[(597) \quad \text{If } \alpha = [ \beta [ \rho o \ \gamma ] ], \text{ then } \]
\[
\begin{align*}
\lbrack \alpha \rbrack^{g,w,C} & \overset{df}{=} [\gamma]^{g,w,C} (\lbrack \beta \rbrack^{g,w,C}) \land \\
& \forall f \in D_{(e,st)} [f(\lbrack \beta \rbrack^{g,w,C}) \in \bigcup C \rightarrow f(\lbrack \beta \rbrack^{g,w,C})(w) = 1 \rightarrow f \preceq [\gamma]^{g,w,C}] 
\end{align*}
\]

Broken down, this definition first asserts its prejacent $[\gamma]^{g,w,C}(\lbrack \beta \rbrack^{g,w,C})$; like most contemporary work on exclusives I take exclusives to assert the conjunction of their positive and negative components (Atlas, 1991; Rooth, 1992; Herburger, 2000; Horn, 2002) rather than asserting the negative component and presupposing the positive component (Horn, 1969; Roberts,
2006). If I were to presuppose the prejacent here rather than assert it, I would mispredict the possible meanings of some of the negative exclusive sentences in §7.3.7.

This definition then quantifies over functions \( f \) of type \( \langle e, st \rangle \) – those corresponding to “catching butterflies”, “catching dragonflies”, “catching bees”, “breathing”, “watching television”, etc. – and asserts that, if \( f(\beta[^{\beta}]_{w,C}) \) is in \( C \), then either \( f \) does not hold of \( \beta[^{\beta}]_{w,C} \) (“the children”) or \( f \) is equal to or less than \( \gamma[^{\gamma}]_{w,C} \) (“catching butterflies”) along a contextually-relevant scale \(^{21}\).

It should be emphasized that, like the additive definition in §7.5.3, this definition does not make use of the index of the focus: \( \mathfrak{o} \) does not bind \( i \) in (595) and so its definition cannot make reference to it. The resolution of the quantified set is done indirectly: the location of the focus constrains \( \bigcup C \) through SAY, constraining it to propositions of the form \( \lambda w. \text{that the children chased } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e \). The domain of \( \mathfrak{o} \) is the set of functions \( f \) such that \( \lambda w. \text{that the children did } f \text{ in } w \) are in \( \bigcup C \); in this \( C \), all such functions are of the form \( \lambda x. \lambda w. \text{that chased } x \text{ in } w \). \( \mathfrak{o} \) can therefore quantify over the appropriate set of functions without having direct access to the focus index.

\( \mathfrak{g} \) and \( \mathfrak{a} \) would have largely similar definitions, differing only in which argument is treated as variable when considering what subset of \( \bigcup C \) to quantify over.

### 7.5.4.2 Focus and movement

In §7.5.4.1, I made a simplifying assumption, that the arguments of each of these operators were direct – that is, generated as their arguments – so that \( \mathfrak{g} \), \( \mathfrak{o} \), and \( \mathfrak{a} \) themselves occupy a structural position that intervenes between their arguments.

Given that \( \mathfrak{g} \) has the syntax of a copula (§7.3.2.2) and this is what I assume of copulas in Chapter 4 – that is, after all, what “copula” means – this assumption is unproblematic for \( \mathfrak{g} \). Meanwhile, while I know relatively little about the syntactic possibilities for \( \mathfrak{a} \), I do not have data that would contradict this.

However, \( \mathfrak{o} \), at least, raises some problems for this assumption; \( \mathfrak{o} \) appears to be an auxiliary and this is not, in §B.6.1.2, the syntax I assume of auxiliaries. Rather, I assume of auxiliaries a syntax roughly like the following, wherein the subject is, at an earlier stage of derivation, the subject of the main predicate (from whatever derivational path it took to get there) and then raises to become the structural subject of the auxiliary (before the auxiliary moves to initial position).

\(^{21}\)The scale would need to be contextually specified by some means (e.g., in the manner of Beaver and Clark, 2008), but for simplicity I will just represent this relationship with \( \preceq \).
I posited a structure like (598) in order to account for cases in which the subject has not moved to be the auxiliary subject, like in (599).

(599) ʔoʔəm dənx̌əli Ben...

“Ben just sang...” (=533a)

This problem is clearer in sentences with full objects. Of (599), we could potentially say that this has a structure similar to a copular sentence, something like [[ʔo- dənx̌əl] =i Ben], but in sentences like (600) and (601) where the subject appears to be inside a lower constituent, it would be difficult to claim that the subject and this constituent were surface arguments to ʔo- to the exclusion of each other.\footnote{These sentences are actually somewhat difficult to find; it is usually the case that full VSO ʔo- sentences that the subject appears next to ʔo- – that is, in its “moved” position – rather than between the V and the O.}

(600) ʔiʔs ʔoʔəm [ʔamlʔi ʔa guitar]

“He doesn’t just play guitar...” [he also sings]

(601) ʔoʔəm [hilq̓olmida g̓əŋənənəm laʔa q̓axʷa]

“Kids are only allowed in the shallow end.”

It may be, of course, that the structure in (598) is not the appropriate one, but the larger point here is that whatever we assume about the structural relationship between ʔo-, the subject, and the predicate, there will not be a consistent structure that will account for all of the different orders above and allow the subject and predicate to be separate surface arguments to ʔo-. So we have to conclude that ʔo- can get its arguments – that is, get the appropriate subject/predicate partition it needs for its interpretation – via movement.

It is not at all unusual to invoke movement as one of the means by which focus interpretation is achieved; it remains a standard assumption in the syntax of focus in various languages (e.g. Brody, 1990; Rizzi, 1997), and there are various arguments for its relevance in languages like English where the movement of focus phrases is not so obvious (Drubig, 1994; Wagner, 2006; Krifka, 2006).

However, what is notable about ʔo- is not that its focus phrase moves to become its subject. The subject moves – except possibly under special circumstances (§4.4), the subject is the only...
constituent we expect to move – but the focus phrase of ʔo- is the predicate. That is to say, the focus phrase of ʔo- would not be what moves, but the property that is left behind by movement. This puts a different light on the relationship of association and movement: that it might not be that associates have to move, but that focus operators make use of the sentential partitions that movement creates.

7.5.4.3 The congruence of exclusives

As mentioned briefly in §7.5.4.1, I also committed some rhetorical sleight-of-hand for expository purposes when treating the congruence presupposition of an exclusive sentence as if it were that of the prejacent sentence. That is, I treated ʔom̓ ida gəŋənanəm liʔloɬ ɂə həmumu (“The children only caught butterflies”) as if it meta-presupposed that ∪C was of the form \{\lambda w.\text{that the children caught } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_e\}. This is not, however, the actual F-closure that we would predict; this would be the F-closure of the prejacent sentence liʔloɬida gəŋənanəm ɂə həmumu (“The children caught butterflies”).

In theories of focus in which we can potentially define focus semantic values of expressions separately from ordinary semantic values (e.g. Rooth, 1985; Kratzer, 1991), it would be possible to define ʔo- so that its focus semantic value is the focus semantic value the prejacent would have. That is, we could define ʔo- if it were “transparent” so far as the congruence calculation is concerned, so that “The children only caught butterflies” has the same congruence presupposition as “The children caught butterflies”.

I do not do this – the model I adopted and the assumptions I made do not, in fact, allow me to. A Wold-style (1996) focus semantics does not allow the definition of special focus semantic values except when the element in question binds the focus. Ordinary and focus semantic values are differentiated only by considering whether the assignment function g contains the index i; if the operator does not “know about” i then there is nothing that it can differentiate. However, my focus operators do not bind their foci – their “associated” foci are already bound by SAY, and re-binding them would lead to quantification into an already-defined index (Heim, 1988; Wold, 1996).

I am therefore, like Roberts (2012), required to give “The children only caught butterflies” a more complex F-closure than “The children caught butterflies”, and therefore say that the former answers a more complex question than the latter. Fortunately, I think this is the case, and that Kwak’wala provides some evidence for what this question is: just as “The children only caught butterflies” is (or at least functions similarly to) the conjunction of a positive and negative answer (the children caught butterflies, the children did not catch anything else), it answers a question that is (or at least functions similarly to) the conjunction of a positive and
negative question (what did the children catch, what did the children not catch). I will return to this in §8.7 when considering the role that “complex questions” like this play in discourse.

### 7.5.4.4 How do exclusive operators “mark” focus?

Throughout this work, I have not maintained that there exists any one particular phenomenon that is “focus marking”; various expressive phenomena can indicate to the listener what elements are foci, and they do not necessarily do so by the same means. In §1.7, I note that focus operators themselves are a means by which focus location can be narrowed down, like how in English the location of a focus can be at least narrowed down (although not always uniquely identified) by the syntactic position of “only”, even in the absence of intonational cues.

In Kwak’wala, this sort of “marking by operators” is one of the more frequent kinds of signals by which the location of focus is narrowed down. While clefts are reasonably frequent in dialogue, neither clefts nor nominal predicate constructions are particularly frequent in texts like Boas and Hunt (1905), whereas ṭo- is very common. It is worth considering in more detail, then, how exactly an operator like ṭo- in (602) allows the deduction of the location of focus to be somewhere within liʔloɬ ʔa həmumu.

(602) ṭoʔida ḋəŋənəm liʔloɬ ʔa həmumu

“The kids only caught butterflies.”

Although I refer to the associated argument of a focus operator as a “focus phrase”, this is just a label for “the argument of an operator with a focus in it”; I have not yet posited an actual mechanism to require this containment relationship. What could require a focus phrase to contain a focus?

To answer this, let us consider for a moment what ṭo- is quantifying over. Nothing in the definitions of ṭo- or SAY, nor anything about their interaction, forbids the domain of quantification from just being a singleton set, like \{λw.that the children caught butterflies in w\}. That is to say, nothing in the definitions above actually require that an exclusive have a proposition to deny.

We could add such a requirement, by (for example) presupposing the existence of a property z such that z is not equal to or less than \[γ\] \gsize{C} and \[z(β) \gsize{C}\] is in \(\bigcup C\), but this may not actually be necessary. Meta-implicature may be enough here. Universal quantification implicates that the restrictor set is non-trivial; if we say “Every boy graduated” rather than, say, “The boy graduated”, then this implicates that there exists more than one boy. The exclusive operator above is a universal quantifier whose domain is provided by C – it is the members of \(\bigcup C\) that are of a particular form – and thus would implicate that this set contains more propositions.
than the prejacent, and therefore that $\cup C$ contains more propositions than the prejacent. If there were not such additional propositions, the contribution of the exclusive would be a trivial addition to the sentence: the meaning of an $\rho$-sentence would just be “The prejacent is true, and if the prejacent is true then its predicate is equal to its predicate”.

This implicature provides the means by which listeners can narrow down the location of focus to the predicate. First, the presence of $\rho$-implicates, by the maxim of Manner (Grice, 1989), that its contribution to the sentence is non-trivial. In order for $\rho$-to be non-trivial, $\cup C$ must contain at least one proposition of the form $\{\lambda w.\text{that the children did } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_{et}\}$ besides the prejacent. If there are two non-identical propositions of the form $\lambda w.\text{that the children did } x \text{ in } w$ in $\cup C$, then there must be at least one F-variable in the sentence, and it must be in the predicate, or else the congruence meta-presupposition of SAY would fail.

Therefore, the presence of $\rho$- allows the listener to deduce that there is a focus in the predicate. If there is not, either the manner meta-implicature of $\rho$- fails (because the contribution of $\rho$- becomes trivial) or the meta-presupposition of SAY fails (because the F-closure of the sentence would not be a superset of $\cup C$). A similar deduction would be possible for the other exclusive operators, as well, that there exists a focus within their respective “focus phrases” (for hig-, the subject; for $\rho$al-, the temporal adjunct). On the other hand, while the same deduction would be possible for the additive operators, it would not give the listener any information about the location of focus; it would merely allow the listener to deduce “This sentence has a focus somewhere.” Exclusive operators are therefore “markers” of focus in Kwak’wala in a way that additive operators are not.

### 7.6 Summary

In this chapter, I investigated Kwak’wala’s equivalents of English focus operators like “only”, “also”, and “even”. It is unclear whether there is any close equivalent to “even” – there is a sequence of morphemes $\rho\lambda a^i$ that at least seems that it might operate on an “even”-like likeliness scale – but equivalents of “only” and “also” are abundant and have interesting properties with respect to association-with-focus.

Kwak’wala has two basic additive operators, the second position enclitic $=\tilde{a}$a and the mobile auxiliary $\rho u^\#a q$- (§7.2). Additive sentences can contain either or both of these, and all additive sentences contain $=\rho m$.

Kwak’wala additive operators can associate with any focus in the sentence (§7.2.3), al-

---

23It is worth emphasizing that this is a special kind of implicature; in §5.3.2.3 I posited that implicatures about $C$ may not be cancellable, since there is only one communicative goal – addressing the Big Metaquestion “What are we talking about?” – that can give rise to them.
though in §7.2.4 I observe that additive operators do not associate freely when an element is explicitly focused (cf. Koch and Zimmermann, 2010). Further data suggests, however, that this is not mandatory in Kwak’wala. I suggest instead the apparent association restriction is due to pragmatics: when an utterance has both a focus operator and a focused element, and it is unclear for what other reason the speaker might have focused that element, then the default interpretation is that the speaker intended that element to be the associate of the operator.

Kwak’wala exclusive operators are restricted in their association, with each operator only associating with foci in different parts of the sentence: *hīg-* , subjects; *ʔo-* , predicates; and *ʔal-* , time adverbials. Within this phrase, however, any element can be the focus, in the sense of the minimal point of variance between the alternatives.

I implement these “free” and “fixed” association patterns with a hybrid theory of association (cf. Krifka, 2006) in which both a non-syntactic pragmatic mechanism and a syntactic mechanism each constrain possible interpretations of focus operators in different ways. Through the interaction of these mechanisms, listeners can use exclusive operators to narrow down the location of focus even in the absence of intonational cues.

In §8.7, I will examine the use of =ʔm in additive and exclusive sentences.
Chapter 8

Verum focus

8.1 Introduction

For much of this investigation, I have been looking at focus in response to WH questions, and focus patterns similar to those that respond to WH questions – what I will call “constituent focus”. WH questions are not, however, the only type of question, and so “constituent” focus is not the only kind of focus. It is also worth exploring how sentences vary when they answer yes/no questions and patterns similar to those that respond to yes/no questions; this kind of focus is generally termed verum focus, after Höhle (1988).

Verum focus receives relatively little attention in the literature on focus. In part this is because, in English and German, the languages for which the semantics of focus is most well-studied, it is marked somewhat indirectly, by accenting whatever word is in a particular structural position.

(603)  a. “Can you sing?” “Yes, I CAN sing.”
   b. “Do you look like your father?” “Yes, I DO look like my father.”

Moreover, this marking is optional, at least in English.

(604)  a. “Can you sing?” “Yes, I can sing.”
   b. “Do you look like your father?” “Yes, I look like my father.”

In Kwak’wala, on the other hand, verum focus is marked by the addition of a special enclitic. It is marked by the addition of the “discourse” enclitic =ʔm, which surfaces as [ʔəm] or [m̓] depending on whether a vowel follows.
Except in a few specific circumstances, it appears to be marked obligatorily. For example, to contradict the negative in (606a), the speaker only accepted the version with =ʔm (606a).

These are not the only uses of =ʔm, however; =ʔm is used in a very wide variety of sentences, that are not obviously responses to yes/no questions or negative/positive contrasts. Some of these uses are fairly conventionalized, and to pin them down with a unified formal account would be like trying to pin down every use of English “so” or “well”, but in general most uses of =ʔm fall into one of three categories:

• Contexts in which there is a polarity contrast (i.e. positive/negative), like the verum
focus seen above, and many (but not all) yes/no questions.

- **Additive** contexts, like those sentences seen in §7.2, as well as what I call the “narrative additive”, the ubiquitous ʔəʔəm (“and then...”) seen in narratives.

- **Exclusive** contexts, like those sentences seen in §7.3, as well as “exclusive numeral” (e.g. “only two”) sentences.

In this chapter, I look at each of these, and propose that they are all contexts in which polarity contrasts are relevant, and thus that ʔm marks the presence of a discourse-relevant polarity contrast.

### 8.2 Previous work on ʔm

The use of ʔm in asking and answering yes/no questions has been noted before; for example, the Kwak’wala textbook series by the U’mista cultural society concentrates on these uses of ʔm. Although the textbook series is not completely explicit that ʔm appears in yes/no questions and answers – it just calls them “questions” and “answers” – one of the very first pages of the first volume of the Kwak’wala textbook series (Powell et al., 1981a) is given over to the WH vs. yes/no distinction (607-608).

(607) a. m̓ačalida?
   m̓as-ƛ,əl=i=da
   what-kind=3DIST=DET
   “What’s that? (pointing way over there)”

   b. p̓əƛida.
   p̓əƛ=i=da
   fly=3DIST=DET
   “That’s a plane.”

(608) a. p̓əƛəməʔeda.
   p̓əƛ=ʔm=a=i=da
   fly=VER=QUES=3DIST=DET
   “Is that a plane?”

(Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10)
b. ṗəƛəmida.

\[\text{ proportio = ʔm = i = da} \]

fly = VER = 3 DIST = DET

“Yes. That’s a plane.”

(Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10)

When explaining =ʔm in more detail in the sixth volume (Powell et al., 1981e, p. 46), the textbook says that =ʔm means “about the same thing in Kwak’wala as the words ‘do’ or ‘am’ in these English sentences:”

(609) a. “DO you want some coffee?”

b. “Yes, I DO want some, and I AM hungry.”

c. “I DO love your cookies, but I AM getting fat.”

The workbook for volume six (Powell et al., 1981g, p. 52) states that =ʔm is found “in questions, the answers to questions, and emphatic statements”.

The very first descriptions of =ʔm, in Hall (1888a) and Boas (1900), likewise seem to be focusing on its verum usage, although they also lacked a term for it. Most often they described it in terms of expectations – whether an event was expected or not – in the same way that you could describe the difference between “She kissed me” and “She DID kiss me” in terms of whether I had expectations about being kissed.

=ʔm is first discussed in Hall (1888a), who terms it the “emphatic” form: “Most tenses have two forms, the ordinary and the emphatic, e.g., ‘I have been,’ laxdən; but if this is denied or you wish to state the fact stronger, laʔəməx̌dən, ‘I did go,’ or ‘but I have been’” (Hall, 1888a, p. 78), and “The emphatic form of the Past tense is also used when a person, having been sent to strike another, returns saying, ‘I have struck him’” (Hall, 1888a, p. 86).

In his verb conjugation tables (Hall, 1888a, p. 79–86), Hall uses “(But) I did...” as the translation of each “emphatic form”; that is, regular “I strike” versus emphatic “But I did strike him”, “I did strike him”, etc.²³ He also describes it as expressing the difference between “action expected” and “action not expected” (Hall, 1888a, p. 84).

The next description occurs in Boas (1900):

---

¹I should clarify that these English example sentences do not quite represent the distribution of =ʔm that I have found. However, the actual Kwak’wala examples of =ʔm presented in (Powell et al., 1981e, pp. 44–53) are all consistent with my own data.

²There is usually no difference in his translations of the future and “conditional”, since English makes no textual distinction here; he translates both regular and emphatic future as “I will...”, “I may”, etc., although sometimes he renders the emphatic future as “But I will...”.

³In one table, Hall (1888a, p. 90) labels the =ʔm forms as “(2.) (Negative.) I am not seen.”, but this is clearly a typographical error, as the immediately previous table (of genuinely negative forms) has this exact same number, label, and translation.
That a subject⁴ has been referred to before, or that it has been in the mind of the speaker before, is expressed by the suffix -m. *gaΧən ʔəmukʷɛʔ* means “my friend of whom I have not been thinking has come unexpectedly”; *gaΧmən ʔəmukʷɛʔ* means “my friend who was expected has arrived” (Boas, 1900, p. 717).

Later descriptions of =ʔm focus instead on the most frequent textual use of =ʔm, its “conjunctival” use in the auxiliary sequence meaning “and so...” or “and then he/she...”; for example, that it indicates “close connection in thought between two sentences” (Boas, 1911, p. 451). Descriptions of =ʔm in later work (Boas et al., 1947; Levine, 1977; Berman, 1982) largely descend from this hypothesis – that =ʔm represents an “old subject”, “old information”, or a “close connection” with a previous sentence.

These descriptions are not incorrect – this is indeed the most frequent textual use of =ʔm – but nonetheless the wider distribution of =ʔm remains puzzling. Many utterances have an old subject, old information, or a close connection with previous sentences, but do not receive =ʔm, such as many answers to WH questions. Meanwhile, utterances can lack all of these conditions, but nonetheless receive =ʔm. Yes/no questions, for example, can be asked without any prior context, but they usually still receive =ʔm.⁵

### 8.3 =ʔm in assertions

#### 8.3.1 Affirmative answers

=ʔm occurs almost obligatorily⁶ in an affirmative answer to a yes/no question.

(610) a. ?ixʔaxm̓ as quʔs didagəʔoʔs
    ?ixʔak=ʔm=a=s q=uʔs didag=a=uʔs
    like=VER=QUES=2 for=2POSS drink.tea=INVIS=2POSS
    “Do you like to drink tea?”

b. ?ixʔax̌m̓ ən qən didage?
    ?ixʔak=ʔm=n q=n didag=a=aʔ
    like=VER=1 for=1POSS drink.tea=a=INVIS
    “I do like to drink tea.”

---

⁴ “Subject” here probably means a subject of conversation, not a grammatical subject.

⁵ In fact, the behavior of =ʔm in yes/no questions is even more puzzling, in that a “close connection” to previous sentences would in some circumstances seem to prevent =ʔm from occurring (§8.4.2).

⁶ There is only one systematic exception that I can find, which is when its expression would induce an inappropriate exclusive numeral reading (§8.5).
(611) a. kiƛanaxʷaʔnas
   kiƛa-naxʷaʔ=ʔm=ʔa=ʔs
   net.fish-ever=VER=QUES=2
   “Do you ever fish?”

b. kiƛanaxʷaʔmon
   kiƛa-naxʷaʔ=ʔm=n
   net.fish-ever=VER=1
   “Yes, I fish sometimes.”

=ʔm does not occur in answers to WH questions (612b), unless one of the other conditions
for the use of =ʔm is true, like the presence of an exhaustive operator, as in (612c).

(612) a. mimac̣aliʔs
   gəlgəʔumasuʔs
   m̓y-ʔaʔl̓-ʔal=ʔʔ=ʔs
   gl-glʔumasuʔs
   REDUP-what-kind=3DIST=2POSS  REDUP-crawl-thing=2POSS
   “What animals do you have?”

b. businukʷən
   busi-nukʷ=ʔm=n
   cat-have=1
   “I have a cat.”

c. ʔom̓ən  businukʷa
   ʔwa=ʔm=n  busi-nukʷa
   so=VER=1  cat-have
   “I just have a cat.”

The ability of an exhaustive =ʔm answer to be congruent to a WH question will be consid-
ered in §8.7.3.

That is, there are many constructions that frequently or obligatorily take =ʔm, and if a
speaker uses one of these constructions to answer a WH question, then this =ʔm still appears.
However, a “simple” sentence – one without a focus operator, negation, copula, or other oper-
ator – will not take =ʔm when answering a WH question.

It should be noted, though, that there is one important exception to this, in which an =ʔm
statement answers a WH question: the conventionalized answer to “How are you?” in (613b).
“How are you?” seems to be treated as if the asker was asking “Are you well?”
(613) a. w̓ıksas?
   w̓y-ks=as
   wh-manner=2
   “How are you?”

   b. ?ixmən
   ?ik=ʔm=ən
   good=VER=1
   “I’m well.”

Note that this is one of many instances in which =ʔm is appropriate whereas the English “stressed auxiliary” verum marking would not be; more such examples will be seen in §8.3.1.

In general, Kwak’wala =ʔm and the English stressed auxiliary have similar distributions in answers. Kwak’wala speakers appear to be aware of this correspondence; if =ʔm is added to a sentence, the result is usually translated using the English stressed auxiliary (SA) construction.

(614) a. duqʷələn ƛuʔs
   duqʷ-1=n ƛ=uʔs
   see-ONGOING=1 CONN=2POSS
   “I see you.”

   b. duqʷəlamən ƛuʔs
   duqʷ-la=ʔm=n ƛ=uʔs
   see-ONGOING=VER=1 CONN=2POSS
   “I do see you.”

However, =ʔm is somewhat more common than the English stressed auxiliary in situations where the yes/no question would only be implicit, like in the contexts in (615).

(615) **Context:** I’ve picked up the speaker’s pen to write something, but before doing so make a little scribble to see if there is ink in it. The speaker then says...

   Ŋataʔu̱x
   Ŋata=ʔm=ux
   write=VER=3MED
   “It writes.”
(616) Context: A child has gotten lost in the forest, but the Wildman saves him.

a. ʔəmìsi  Bəkʷəs  ʔika,  Nəxʷaləla  gaxən,  ɡənənəm.
   l=ʔm=is=i  Bkʷ=ʔm=hs  ʔika,  Nəxʷ-əl-la  gax=ŋ,  ɡən-ənəm.
   then=VER=and=3DIST  man-on.ground  say,  near-pos-ONGOING  come=1,  young-person
   Gəlas.
   Gəl=a=s.
   come=HORT?=2
   “The Wildman said, Come near me, child. Come.”

b. ʔəmís  ʔika  Bəkʷəs,  ʔixʔəmλuʔs.
   l=ʔm=is  ʔik=i  Bkʷ=ʔm=hs,  ʔik=ʔm=λ=uʔs.
   then=VER=and  say=3DIST  man-on.ground  good=VER=FUT=2POSS
   “Then Wildman said, ‘You’re going to be okay.’” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

These are situations in which the English stressed auxiliary (“It DOES write”, “You ARE going to be okay”) is possible, but, in my own judgment, is somewhat awkward in the absence of an explicit question (e.g., “Does it write?” “Am I going to be okay?”). Kwak’wala ʔm does not seem to be dependent – or as dependent – on a linguistically explicit question or contrast (cf. Creswell, 2000).

In §8.4, we will see that even though ʔm has a distribution somewhat similar to the English stressed auxiliary in assertions, it has a quite different distribution in questions.

8.3.2 As “yes”

On its own – that is, with no other sentential material – ʔm serves as one of the words for “yes”.

(617) a. ʔemnəs  yəxʷa
   ʔem=ʔm=a=s  yəxʷa
   can=VER=QUES=2  dance
   “Can you dance?”

b. ʔəm,  ʔemənuʔxʷ  yəxʷa
   ʔm,  ʔem=ʔm=nuʔxʷ  yəxʷa
   VER,  can=VER=1EXCL  dance
   “Yes, we can dance.”

We might, therefore, say instead that Kwak’wala speakers indicate affirmative answers by encliticizing a word for “yes” in second position, similar to Spanish adverbial sí (Hernanz,
I think it is more general, however, to say that “yes” is the interpretation of sentential =ʔm when no other material is present, rather than say that =ʔm means “yes” in all contexts; =ʔm appears in a much wider variety of contexts than would something that only expresses “yes”.

There are three words in Kwak’wala that function similarly to English “yes”, ʔəm, ʔe, and qeƛ; I will briefly consider their distribution in the sections that follow.

### 8.3.2.1 ʔəm vs. ʔe

ʔe seems to have much the same range as ʔəm. That it can occur as the “yes” word in sentences with second-position =ʔm makes clear that its usage at least overlaps with ʔəm.

(619) a. lagənuxʷmoʔox̌ gəʔala
   la-gnu̲xʷ=ʔm=a=ux̌ gəʔala
   go-ʔ?=VER=QUES=3MED morning
   “Is it morning already?”

b. ʔe, ləʔu̲x gəʔala
   ʔe, l=ʔm=ux̌ gəʔala
   yes, then=VER=3MED morning
   “Yes, it’s morning now/already.”
(620)  Context: We are playing a guessing game, and one player realizes it is her turn.

a. oh, nucʷəƛ̓i
   oh, nucʷa=ƛ̓=i
   oh, be.1=FUT=3DIST
   “Oh, I’m next.”

b. ʔe, suƛ̓i
   ʔe, su=ƛ̓=i
   yes, be.2=FUT=3DIST
   “Yes, you’re next.”

The use of ʔəm in place of ʔe seems to be a recent innovation; ʔe is the form attested in both Hall’s (e.g. 1897, p. 113) and Boas and Hunt’s (e.g. 1905, p. 35) texts.

One speaker, who mostly uses ʔəm, noted, “The old people don’t say ʔəm, they say ʔe”, and “ʔe, I haven’t heard that for a long time.” Another speaker tends to use ʔe during elicitation and teaching, but mostly uses ʔəm in conversation, suggesting perhaps a register difference in which ʔe is formal and ʔəm is casual.7

8.3.2.2 ʔəm vs. qɛɬ.

The other word for “yes” is qɛɬ ([qɛɬ]), which at least for some speakers has a somewhat different use than ʔəm. It seems to be used for commitment, consent, and agreement regarding a course of action; I translate it as “sure”.

(621) a. ṭə̱x̌ʔɛx̌sdəm̓a̱x̌a̱ fresca?
    ṭə̱x̌-ɛx̌sda=?m=a=s=e=ʔa̱ fresca?
    do-want=VER=QUES=2=QUES=ACC fresca?
    “Do you want a Fresca?”

b. qɛɬ
   qɛɬ
   COMMIT
   “Sure.”

---

7It is interesting to note that this same speaker would, when I used ʔe in conversation, actually correct me to ʔəm.
You're going to the store?”, or possibly just “You go to the store.”

“Sure, I’ll go.”

“Could you please get me some water?”

“Sure.”

A speaker noted about (623) that you can say ?əm here, but it does not seem to carry the same commitment: “?əm might be a half and hour, qɛɬ is right away.” I think it likely that ?əm simply provides information, whereas qɛɬ expresses the speaker’s commitment to act.

Meanwhile, qɛɬ was judged inappropriate in response to a purely informational question.

“Do you have children?”

“Yes.”

“Sure.”
qɛλ might have some degree of positive meaning, in that you can use it to agree to do something, but using it to agree to stop doing something was felt to be strange; in this way it is more similar to English “sure” than “okay”.

(625)  a. ǧʷaʔs qasilela
    ǧʷaʔ=s qas-εɬ yly-ala
    stop=2 walk-back and forth-ONGOING
    “Stop pacing!”

   b. ?qel
    qel
    COMMIT
    “Sure.”

So while the distributions of ʔəm and qɛλ overlap, they are not the same; ʔəm appears to be an answer affirmatively to a yes/no question, while qɛλ appears to consent to a request.

qɛλ also occurs in Boas and Hunt (1905, p. 21, p. 523); they translate it as “indeed”. It is also the usual expression of “yes” in Hall’s translations (1882; 1897), for example in his translation of Matthew 5:37: “But let your communication be, Yea, yea [‘Kegl, kegl’]; Nay, nay: for whatsoever is more than these cometh of evil.” (Hall, 1882, p. 19).

In neither Hall’s nor Boas and Hunt’s texts is there any indication of an “information yes” vs. “consent yes” distinction. I suspect that this distinction has arisen for some speakers due to the adoption of independent ʔəm as a specific “answering yes”.

8.3.3 Affirmative contrast

=ʔm is also used, like the English stressed auxiliary verum, to express a contrast between positive and negative statements.

(626)  a. k̓iʔsọs noŋada.
    k̓iʔs=s noq-w ada
    not=2 mind-REL
    “You’re not smart.”

b. noŋadaʔmən
    noq-w ada=ʔm=n
    mind-REL=VER=1
    “I am smart!”
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(627) a. Context: We are playing an animal guessing game; the player has in mind “cow” and we are asking questions to try to narrow down what animal she is thinking of.

\[
\text{ḡəlqaʔmse?}
\]
\[
\text{ḡlqa=ʔm=a=s=e?}
\]
\[
\text{swim=VER=QUES=2=QUES?}
\]

“Do you swim?”

b. \[\text{k̓isən ?ə̃x̌ʔẽx̌da qən ḡəlqə?} \]
\[\text{k̓is=n ?x̌-؟ẽx̌da q=n ḡlq=a=a?} \]
\[\text{not=1 do-want for=1 POSS swim=a=INVIS} \]

“I don’t like (lit: want) to swim...”

c. \[\text{ʔixʔak?ə̃m̓x̌ən ʔãx̌a ʔap, qən naʔx̌ʔidəʔ} \]
\[\text{ʔixʔak=?m=x̌=n ʔa(a)=x̌a ʔap, q=n naq-x̌ʔid=a=a?} \]
\[\text{like=VER=?=1 CONN=ACC ʔap, for=1 POSS drink-CHANGE=a=INVIS ACC ʔap} \]

“I do, however, like water, for drinking the water.”

It is worth noting, however, that it does not tend to be used in anticipation of a negative; if we reverse the order of the sentences in (628a), the =ʔm does not appear (628b).

(628) a. \[\text{ʔiyosən xʷə̃nukʷa, xʷə̃nukʷaʔami Jon} \]
\[\text{ʔiyus=n xʷə̃nukʷa, xʷə̃nukʷaʔami=ʔm=i Jon} \]
\[\text{none=1 ʔap, child-REL=VER=3DIST Jon} \]

“I don’t have any kids, but Jon does.”

b. \[\text{xʷə̃nukʷaʔi Jon, ʔiyostən ʔasəmA.} \]
\[\text{xʷə̃nukʷaʔi Jon, ʔiyus=t=n ʔasəmA.} \]
\[\text{child-REL=3DIST Jon, none=but=1 ʔap} \]

“Jon has kids, but I don’t.”

8.3.4 Negative answers

=ʔm is not generally used in negative answers to yes/no questions.
(629) Context: We are playing a guessing game, in which one player secretly chooses an animal and the others try to guess what it is by asking questions.

a. ġəlqəm̓ ase?
   ġlqaʔm=a=s=e?
   swim=VER=QUES=2=QUES?
   “Do you swim?”

b. k̓isən ?əx̌ʔexsda qən ġəlqeʔ
   kis=n ?x̌ʔexsda q=n ġlq=a=a?
   not=1 do-want for=1POSS swim=a=INVIS
   “No, I don’t like to swim.”

(630) Context: The speaker is narrating a storyboard in which a lost young mouse asks various animals where her mother is.

a. ġʷəw̓ ina, ḍoʔəm̓ asex̌
   ġʷəx̌ʷ-ina, ḍoʔə=ʔm=a=s=e=̃x̌
   raven-NMZ, know=VER=QUES=2=QUES=ACC
   ?əx̌ʔasəsən ḍoʔəmb̓ eʔa
   ?x̌ʷas=s=n ḍoPLACE=3POSS=1POSS mother=POSS=INVIS=QUES
   “Raven, do you know where my mother is?”

b. k̓iʔsən ḍoʔəx̌?asəsuʔs ḍoʔəmb̓ oʔuʔs
   kis=n ḍoʔə=(a)x̌?x̌ʷas=s=Uʔs ḍoPLACE=3POSS=2POSS mother=INVIS=2POSS
   “I don’t know where your mother is.”

(631) a. didagəʔexsdaʔm̓ ase?
   di-di-gʔ-ʔexsdaʔm=a=s=e?
   REDUP-tea-consume-want=VER=QUES=2=QUES?
   “Do you want tea?”

b. k̓iʔsən ?əx̌ʔexsda ə di
   kis=n ?x̌ʔexsda ə di
   not=1 do-want ACC tea
   “I don’t want tea.”
Even if the question itself is negative, the \( =\tilde{m} \) does not appear in the answer; that is, \( =\tilde{m} \) does not appear to be a marker of a same-polarity answer.

\( (632) \) a. \( \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}\tilde{e}\tilde{s}=\tilde{e} \quad \tilde{x}\tilde{a} \quad \tilde{k}\tilde{u}\tilde{k} \)
\( \tilde{k}i\tilde{s}=e=n \quad \tilde{x}=x\tilde{t}\tilde{d} \quad \tilde{x}\tilde{a} \quad \tilde{k}\tilde{u}\tilde{k} \)
not=QUES=1 can do-CHANGE ACC cookie
“Can’t I have a cookie?”

b. \( \tilde{k}_i, \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}\tilde{s} \quad \tilde{w}\tilde{e}\tilde{l}a \)
\( \tilde{k}_i, \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}=s \quad \tilde{w}\tilde{e}\tilde{l}a \)
no, not=2 can
“No, you can’t.”

We can note, however, that this polarity-sensitivity does \textit{not} seem to extend to additive and exclusive sentences; \( =\tilde{m} \) is still seen in the negative additive sentences in §7.2.5 and in the negative exclusive sentences in §7.3.7.

When negation and \( =\tilde{m} \) occur together, the resulting meaning is “not yet”.\(^8\)

\( (633) \) \( \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}\tilde{m}\tilde{\alpha} \quad \tilde{g}\tilde{\alpha}\tilde{\alpha} \)
\( \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}=?m=n \quad \tilde{g}\tilde{\alpha}\tilde{\alpha} \)
not=VER=1 stop
“I’m not finished yet!”

\( (634) \) \( \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}\tilde{m}\tilde{\alpha} \quad \tilde{m}\tilde{i}\tilde{x}\tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \)
\( \tilde{k}_i\tilde{s}=?m=\tilde{u}\tilde{x} \quad \tilde{m}\tilde{i}\tilde{x}=\tilde{h}\tilde{n}\tilde{x}=a \)
not=VER=3MED sleep-time=A
“It isn’t bedtime yet.”

\( (635) \) \( \tilde{k}i\tilde{y}_\omega\tilde{s}\tilde{m}\tilde{\alpha} \quad \tilde{\omega}\tilde{i} \tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \tilde{s}\tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \)
\( \tilde{k}\tilde{y}\tilde{s}=?m=n \quad \tilde{\omega}\tilde{y}\tilde{s}-\tilde{s}\tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \tilde{\alpha} \)
none=VER=1 now REDUP-offspring
“I don’t have any kids yet.”

This combination is also the conventional way to express the notion “before” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 295).

\(^8\)The “not yet” meaning often occurs with either \( \tilde{\alpha} \) (in the sense of “now”) or \( -\tilde{x}\tilde{e} \) (“still”), but neither is obligatory, as we can see in (633) and (634).
I wrapped the plates before putting them in the box” (lit: “...when I had not yet put them in the box”)

Shower before you go swimming.” (Lit: “Wash your body when you have not yet swum.”)

In other words, =ʔm is not prevented from appearing in a negative sentence, but the result does not just mean negation in response to a yes/no question; they happen to have a more specific interpretation. This more specific interpretation is itself a polarity contrast, in that it contrasts a negative in the present (or, rather, at the reference time) with a positive in the future (or in the future of the reference time), but it should be emphasized that not just any polarity contrast in a negative sentence conditions =ʔm.9

We will see in §8.5 another class of examples where =ʔm has a conventionalized interpretation that appears to block the appearance of =ʔm where one would otherwise expect it: the use of =ʔm to mark numerals as exclusive (e.g., “only two”).

8.3.5 Agreement

Another use of verum focus is agreement:

(638) a. “You look like your father.”
   b. “Yes, I do look like my father.”

Kwak’wala =ʔm is also used in this manner.

9For example, the construction for “not anymore” (kiʔs+la) would also be a time-related polarity contrast, but such sentences do not receive =ʔm. (In fact, the =ʔm seems to be what disambiguates “not yet” from “not anymore”.)
In both the English and Kwak'wala sentences, there are elements ("yes", stressed "do", =ʔm) that we associate with yes/no question answering, but in the absence of a question, suggesting that in both languages there is an implicit question meaning “Do you look like your father?” that arises from the utterance of (638a/639a).

Regarding where this question comes from, we can turn to Ginzburg’s (1996) proposal regarding reactions to assertions: that speakers have access to a repertory of reactions (acceptance, rejection, etc.) to speech acts, and one of the available reactions to an assertion p is to treat it as having raised the question whether p.

Speakers can then answer this question using the same means ("yes”, stressed “do”, =ʔm) that an overt bipolar question would receive.

I will call this response strategy bipolar elaboration; it will play a further role in §8.7.1.

8.3.6 Recap

=ʔm appears in affirmative answers to yes/no questions, to contrast a positive with a negative, and to affirmatively agree. As a word on its own, it is the word for “yes” in response to an information question (as opposed to “yes” in response to a request).

=ʔm does not appear in answers to WH questions unless another condition for the use of =ʔm is true, like the presence of an exclusive operator. It also does not appear in negative answers to yes/no questions; when =ʔm and a negative operator co-occur they have a conventional reading of “not yet”.

It may appear that this sentence only has =ʔm because it is a copular sentence, but =ʔm is ubiquitous only in Type I copular sentences (§4.2.7, §8.9). Indefinite-predicate copular sentences tend take =d(a) or no enclitic, as seen in (639a); like locative sentences they only take =ʔm when there is another reason, like being a bipolar question or affirmative answer.
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8.4 =ʔm in questions

8.4.1 Yes/no questions

=ʔm also appears in most yes/no questions, as in (640) and in almost all of the yes/no questions presented in this chapter so far (605a, 610a, 611a, 617a, 619a).

(640) ʷakʷalaʔmase?

ʷakʷ-(k)ₙ₋₁ la=ʔm=ᵣ=a=ᵣ=s=e

Kwagiulh-sound-ONGOING=VER=QUES=2=QUES

“Do you speak Kwak’wala?”

This is a case where =ʔm occurs that the English SA would not. If I were to express this in English using a SA construction – “DO you speak Kwak’wala?” – it would suggest that the discourse already contained the question “Do you speak Kwak’wala?” in some form and we were returning to it.

=ʔm is not felicitous in WH questions; the speaker judging (641) would not even allow me to finish the sentence.

(641) ʔəngʷam̓ ida...

ʔngʷa=ʔm=i=da

who=VER=3DIST=DET

Intended: “Who...”

Intriguingly, however, not every yes/no question contains =ʔm. There are several types of Kwak’wala sentences that look like yes/no questions, and are translated as yes/no questions, but do not receive =ʔm.

I will suggest, in (§8.6.2), that the difference that the =ʔm is sensitive to is the difference between types of alternative sets that apparent “yes/no” questions – that is, sentences with the yes/no question-like morphosyntax rather than WH question morphosyntax – can represent. I adopt the monopolar/bipolar terminology of Krifka (2013) here.

1. Bipolar questions are the prototypical yes/no questions; a bipolar question like “Do you want ice cream?” offers the listener two alternatives {I want ice cream, I do not want ice cream}.

2. Monopolar questions, including “rising declarative” questions such as “You want ice cream?!?”, only offer one alternative {I want ice cream}. 
3. **Alternative** questions, such as “Do you want chocolate or vanilla?” pronounced with a rising-falling intonation, offer a choice between the alternatives \{I want chocolate, I want vanilla\}.

This typology of questions appears to underlie the distribution of \(=ʔm\), which occurs systematically in bipolar questions, and is absent in monopolar and alternative questions.

### 8.4.2 Reprise questions

One class of questions in which \(=ʔm\) systematically fails to appear is “reprise” or “reflex” questions: questions that “repeat a preceding nonquestion (in whole or in part) for confirmation” (Bolinger, 1989, p. 133).

(642) **Context:** Two speakers are role-playing about the expression of feelings, one acting out the emotion and the other asking them about it.

a. ʔolən wosa
   ?w-al=n wos=a
   so-ONGOING=1 sad=PRES
   “I’m really sad.”

b. wosas?
   wos=a=s
   sad=QUES=2
   “You’re sad?”

(643) **Context:** There’s a glass of water sitting out. The speaker has just asked Katie if she knew whose water it was, and Katie answered that it was Jon’s. The speaker then asks Jon...

Jon, quse gada wap
Jon, qus=e ga=da wap
Jon, be.2POSS=QUES 3PROX=DET water
“Jon, is this your water?”

This same question pattern also occurred in an instance of asking for confirmation of one’s own assertions:
(644) Context: We are playing “drawing straws”; I have in my hand three straws, one shorter than the rest, we are each trying not to pick the short straw. I ask who got the short straw. The speaker announces that I have it, and then asks a confirmation question.

loƛase  ḥa  ṣəmabidu  ʔʷəxɬoʔ?  
la-w-ƛ=as=e  ḥa  ṣəma-bidu  ʔʷəxɬw-aʔ 
go-out-obtain=2=ques  acc  small-dim  grow-branch-nmz 
“Did you get the short straw?”

=ʔm-less questions also seem to be used for reflex questions expressing disbelief, incredulity, or surprise:

(645) Context: Laura and Jon come home from a fishing trip and, a bit later, find Pat eating what appears to be their fish.

həinxʔidase  ḥənuʔx  ʔutəla  
hm-xʔid=as=e  ḥ=x=nuʔx  ʔutla 
eat-change=2=ques  acc=1excl  poss  salmon 
“Are you eating our fish?”

(646) Context: The speaker thinks Pat was saying that Masaki swam to Korea.

kiʔsən  ṣəʔsəs,  ʔəlqəʔe  laʔ  Korea?  
kiʔs=n  ṣəʔwʔ=s,  ʔəlq=a=i  la=ʔ  Korea?  
not=1  so-feel=2,  swim=ques=3dist  prep=acc  Korea? 
“I don’t believe you; he swam to Korea?”

(647) Context: I had dressed up as a double of my friend; when I arrived at the party he knew immediately who I was, but was shocked. The speaker is role-playing his reaction here.

a. haʔgəyəs  gəxən?  
   haʔgəy=s  gəx=n?  
copy?=2  come=1?  
   “Are you copying me?!?”

The sentences above occur in the same situations as, and could be translated as, English “rising declaratives” (Gunlogson, 2002), in which the syntax of a declarative sentence is accompanied by the rising intonation of a question: “You’re sad?”, “This is your water?”, “You got the short straw?”, “You’re eating our fish?!?”, “He swam to Korea?!?”, “You’re copying me?!?”.
Gunlogson (2002) analyzes English “rising declaratives” or “declarative questions” as a kind of addressee-oriented assertion; rather than committing the speaker to $P$ the way normal assertions do, the speaker puts forward a proposal that the *Addressee* commits to $P$. Krifka (2013) proposes that we treat rising declaratives as requests from the speaker that the listener assert $P$. He describes such questions as monopolar, since they do not genuinely propose two alternatives for the speaker to choose from, as opposed to an ordinary bipolar yes/no question that requests that the speaker decide between $P$ and *not* $P$.

Another utterance on the border of questioning and asserting is “Is that so!” While this is not a “rising declarative” in English, it nonetheless exhibits aspects of both questions and assertions: the syntax of a yes/no question with a falling intonation. It is interesting to observe that the conventional “Is that so!”/“Really!”/“Well I’ll be!” reaction in Kwak’wala is a non-ʔm question:

\[(648) \quad \text{ʔolaʔa}?!\]
\[
\text{ʔw-ala=a} \quad \text{so-ONGOING=QUES}
\]
\[\text{“Is that so!”}\]

Like the questions above, it is not as if the speaker is querying, in response to an utterance $P$, whether the other speaker commits to $P$ or to *not* $P$; they already know the other speaker’s commitment. Rather, they are expressing something about $P$ – say, that it is interesting, that it is incredible, or that it is doubtful – without necessarily committing themselves to its truth.\(^{11}\)

### 8.4.3 “Sample answer” questions

Another use of yes/no questions in a discourse is to introduce possible answers without asserting them. Some =ʔm-less questions, like (649a-649c) and (650b-650d)\(^{12}\) seem to be of this type.

---

\(^{11}\)The speaker might be still be asking something about $P$ – the source of information, the listener’s degree of commitment, etc. – but whatever this question is, it presumably is not just requesting a resolution to which of $P$ and $\neg P$ holds, the answer to which is already established.

\(^{12}\)I am not certain whether the questions in (650b-650d) constitute good examples or not, since I am unsure whether “conjectural questions” (in the sense of Littell et al., 2009) like these ever receive =ʔm.

It may be that the $m$ that follows -(g)an- in yes/no conjectural questions (but is absent in WH conjectural questions) is historically =ʔm; if we are looking for sources of $m$ that would differ between yes/no and WH questions then =ʔm would be a likely source. I do not think this $m$ is synchronically =ʔm, however; I do not hear any glottal component in -ganəm, and nor did Boas (1947, p. 351).
(649) Context: I have drawn a strange blue animal on a whiteboard.

a. busiyoʔoxe
   busiy=a=uxt=i
cat=ques=3med=ques
   “Is it a cat?”

b. migʷatoʔoxe
   migʷat=a=uxt=i
seal=ques=3med=ques
   “Is it a seal?”

c. k̓utəlaʔoxe
   k̓utla=a=uxt=i
fish=ques=3med=ques
   “Is it a fish?”

d. m̓ ac̓aɬʔanawisuʔ
   m̓as-ɬ al=ʔanawis=uxt
what-kind=modal=3med
   “What could it be?”

(650) Context: Stacey needs to buy pet food at the store, but does not know what kind of animal she is buying food for.

a. m̓ ac̓aɬʔanawisida
   m̓as-ɬ al=ʔanawis=i=da
Fluffy-xƛ=a=ʔ
what-kind-modal=3dist=det Fluffy-name=a=invis
   “What could Fluffy be?”

b. w̓ac̓iganəmeʔe
   was-ɬi-ganm=a=i
dog-nmz-modal=ques=3dist
   “Could he be a dog?”

c. busiganəmeʔe
   busi-ganm=a=i
cat-modal=ques=3dist
   “Could he be a cat?”
d. labicganəməʔe

labic-ganm=a=i

rabbit-modal=ʔm=QUES=3DIST

“Could he be a rabbit?”

It would be reasonable, I think, to suggest that these questions, like the questions considered above, are not really presenting bipolar alternatives. The speaker in (649a-649c) is presumably not asking the listener to choose one answer from {It is a cat, It is not a cat}, then choose between {It is a seal, It is not a seal}, and finally between {It is a fish, It is not a fish}.

Instead, the speaker seems to be iterating over the alternative set for “What is that?”, expressing each possibility in turn. These are still questions rather than assertions – the Kwak’wala and English morphosyntax of these utterances are both question-like – but the lack of $=ʔm$ would suggest that these are questions more like those in §8.4.2. I would suggest, and will suggest in more detail in §8.6.2, that what the confirmation questions in §8.4.2 and these questions have in common is that they both simply express $\{P\}$.

### 8.4.4 Disjunctive questions

Kwak’wala exhibits an interesting alternation in “disjunctive” or “alternative” questions – that is, questions that offer a choice between two or more expressed possibilities – in that only some of them have $=ʔm$.

(651) $ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəməʕi$ $x̌a$ kafi $λuʔ$ helaʔida $diy$

$ʔx̌-x̌ɛx̌sda=ʔm=a=s=i$ $x̌a$ kafi $λw̓$ he=laʔ+i=da $diy$

do-want=VER=QUES=2=QUES $ACC$ coffee and be.3DIST=HYP=3DIST=DET tea

“Do you want coffee or tea?”

(652) $ʔəxnukʷadaʔamaʕi$ $waciq$ $λuʔ$ helaʔida $busi$

$ʔx-nukʷ-ada=ʔm=a=s=i=ʔa$ was-$i$ $λw̓$ he=laʔ+i=da $busi$

do-have-REL=VER=QUES=2=QUES=$ACC$ dog-NMZ and be=hyp=3DIST=DET cat

“Do you have a cat or dog?”
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(653) Context: A boy is running around playing making-believe shooting; an adult addresses him.

- "Are you going to be a policeman (rough lit: ‘alert one’) or soldier (lit: ‘shooting-at-each-other-expert’)?"

The questions in (651-653) above all have =ʔm, but the questions in (654-655) do not.

(654) bəgʷənəmuʔux̌e ɬuʔs ɬədala
bkʷə, amn=a=u̕=i ɬw=s ɬ̕d-alə
man-person=a=3MED=QUES and=OBL? woman-ONGOING

"Is that a man or a woman?"

(655) Context: Someone is coming over who is nervous around dogs, so I need to know whether the dog is in the house or outside somewhere.

- "Isthedoginsideoroutside?"

I think the difference here lies in an ambiguity in disjunctive questions (Karttunen, 1977; von Stechow, 1991; Roberts, 2012; Truckenbrodt, 2013), that we can observe even in English. We can note that there are two different interpretations possible for a disjunctive yes/no question like (656a); depending on context and intonation, it can either mean (656b) or (656c).

(656) a. “Do you play guitar or bass?”

b. = Is it the case that you play one or more of {guitar, bass}?  

c. = Which of {guitar, bass} do you play?

The interpretation in (656b) is that of a genuine bipolar question, whereas the interpretation in (656c) is more that of a restricted-domain WH question. I will call the latter – questions that are just offering a choice between alternatives – “fixed-choice alternative questions”, and the former – questions ones that ask a yes/no question about a disjunction – “bipolar disjunctive
If we look at the $=ʔm$-less questions in (654-655), what they have in common is that they could not reasonably be interpreted as bipolar disjunctive questions. The speaker in (654) is asking the listener to choose between \{that the person is a man, that the person is a woman\}, rather than between \{that the person is a man or woman, that the person is neither a man nor woman\}. Likewise, the speaker in (655) has to be asking the listener to choose between \{that the dog is inside, that the dog is outside\}, rather than between \{that the dog is inside or outside, that the dog is neither inside nor outside\}.

On the other hand, (651-653) could have – and I would say that $=ʔm$ suggests they really do have – a bipolar interpretation: \{that you want coffee or tea, that you want neither coffee or tea\}, etc.

8.4.5 Negative questions

$=ʔm$ does not seem to occur in negative questions (657, 658c), except (as with assertions) in the “not yet” combination.

(657) *Context: Someone has just turned down some tea.*

\begin{verbatim}
kiʔsas   ?ixʔax  xa   di?
kiʔs=a=s  ?ixʔax  xa   di?
not=QUES=2  like   ACC tea
“You don’t like tea?”
\end{verbatim}

(658) *Context: Each speaker, A and B, is looking at a different version of the same landscape, and without looking at the other’s landscape, is trying to figure out what the differences are.*

a.  \begin{verbatim}
    pəƛan̓akʷəlida   ?əλəbu  nəx̌aq
    pəƛa-wən̓akʷ-l=i=da   ?ƛbu  nəx̌aq
    fly-gradual-ONGOING=3DIST=DET seven  goose
“Seven geese are flying along.”
\end{verbatim}

b.  \begin{verbatim}
    kəyos,  yudəxʷ
kəyus,  yudxʷ
none,  three
“There aren’t; there’s three.”
\end{verbatim}
c. ṛəłənəƛ̓ʷəlida ṛəłəbux̌ nəx̌aq. kəya?
   ṭəłə-ənəƛ̓ʷəl-i-da ṭəłb=q nəx̌aq. kəya
fly-gradual-ONGOING=3DIST=DET seven=VIS goose. not=ques
“Seven geese are flying along. No?”

d. yudəxʷ
   yudxʷ
tree
   “Three.”

Negative questions in English can have a “bias”, in the sense that they suggest that the speaker expects (or expected) that the positive answer is true. This corresponds to the relative positions of negation: “Doesn’t John drink?” comes along with an apparent implicature that the speaker believed or expected that John drinks, whereas “Does John not drink?” does not necessarily suggest this (Ladd, 1981; Romero and Han, 2004).

I have not noticed a systematic difference in Kwak’wala sentences corresponding to this difference in English. Kwak’wala negative questions can, of course, be uttered in contexts in which the speaker believes or expects the positive to be true (e.g. 657, 658c), but the questions themselves do not appear to be such that bias can be inferred the way one can in English.

(659) Context: We are performing on stage, in front of an audience, and Laura faints.
   kəy̓ose dagʷəda la̱xʷe
   k̓y̓os=e dagʷda l=(a)xʷ=e
   none=QUES doctor prep=ACC.3MED=QUES
   “Are there any doctors here?” (Lit: “Are there no doctors here?”)

(660) kiyosas siʔsasəm
   k̓y̓us=a=s s̓y-sasəm
   none=ques=2 REDUP-child
   “Do you have children?”

When asked whether (660) sounds like the speaker has expectations about whether or not the answerer had children, a speaker said that it did not, that this was “just a question”.

Negative questions with =ʔm seem to have the same “not yet” interpretation that assertions exhibit.
Hall (1888a, p. 76) has another example of a negative question that appears to contain =ʔm.13

(662) kəyosma ga̱x̌aʔa
kyus=ʔm=a ga̱x̌a=a
none=VER=QUES come=QUES

“Has no one arrived?” (Hall, 1888a, p. 76)

I think it might be reasonable to suggest that this is the negation+ʔm “not yet” question: “Has no one arrived yet?” In Hall’s other example of a negative question (663), where a “not yet” interpretation would be less likely, the =ʔm does not occur.

(663) kəyosas ?̓a̱ʔ̓u̱s
kyus=ʔa=s ?̓a̱ʔ̓u̱s
none=QUES=2 apple

“Have you any apples?” (Hall, 1888a, p. 76)

Boas et al. (1947, p. 291) note a turn of speech by which emphatic positives are expressed as negative questions; some of these lack =ʔm (664) and some have =ʔm (665).

(664) ?̓iʔsəʔe gəlt̓aʔa
ʔiʔs=ʔa=i gəlt̓a=a
not=QUES=3DIST tall=QUES

“Isn’t it long!” (meaning “It is very long.”) (Boas et al., 1947, p. 291)

(665) ?̓iʔsm̓as baqʷəɬʔidaʔa
ʔiʔs=m̓=ʔa=s baqʷəɬ-xʔida=a
not=VER=QUES=2 sleepy-CHANGE=QUES

“Are you not sleepy!” (meaning “You are very sleepy”) (Boas et al., 1947, p. 291)

I don’t think this is an “affirmative” usage of =ʔm parallel to its usage in affirmative answers; this positive meaning seems to be there whether =ʔm occurs (665) or does not occur (664). I

---

13 Strictly speaking, he spelled it “ma”, as a separate word, but Hall systematically renders preglottalized resonants as a word boundary plus a plain resonant.
think it may just be that the “emphatic” negative questions with =ʔm might also have a time contrast meaning, possibly something like “already” or “just now” (that is, something like the negation of “not yet”).

So it appears that, although some =ʔm-less negative questions are biased, the presence and absence of =ʔm does not perfectly align with the absence and presence of bias. Rather, it seems like the presence of absence of =ʔm simply indicates whether or not it is a “not yet” question, suggesting that the same “blocking” account suggested for assertions in §8.3.4 might apply to questions as well.

8.4.6 Recap

=ʔm occurs in the vast majority of yes/no questions. When we consider the questions in which =ʔm does not occur, we can observe they occur in roughly four groups: reprise or confirmation questions (“You’re sad?”), questions in which the speaker is putting forward possible answers to a WH question (“Is it a bird? Is it a plane?”), fixed-choice alternative questions (“Is that person male or female?”), and negative questions (“Don’t you like tea?”).

These are all questions for which it would be reasonable to claim that they are not “bipolar”: they do not genuinely ask of the listener which of P or not P is true. I consider this more formally in §8.6.2, adopting this for the first three categories of =ʔm-less question but suggesting that the lack of =ʔm in negative questions may just be “not yet” conventionalization instead.

8.5 Conventionalization of =ʔm

One difficulty that arises when trying to give a uniform analysis of =ʔm is that particular combinations of sentential elements and =ʔm lead to conventionalized, not-entirely-compositional meanings that appear to block other meanings.

For example, we have seen in both assertions (§8.3.4) and questions (§8.4.5) that the combination of negation and =ʔm results in a non-compositional meaning (“not yet”); it does not simply mean that the sentence is negative and also that a polarity contrast is relevant. While it is the case that every “not yet” question involves a polarity contrast – the contrast between the affirmation of a state or action occurring in the future and the denial of it occurring in the present – ʔk̓̓iʔ̓̓s=ʔm shows that not every polarity contrast conditions the appearance of =ʔm. While for most other sentences it looks like many kinds of polarity contrasts will condition =ʔm, for a negative sentence only particular kinds of polarity contrast – in particular, the “not yet” contrast – will condition =ʔm.
We can also see this when we consider “exhaustive numeral” sentences. When the predicate of the sentence is a numeral, the predicate-associating exclusive operator (ʔo-) is not necessary, and the addition of =ʔm alone induces an “only N” reading.

(666) a. ʔəλəbuwux̌da  kəɬəlägə la=x̌a=da
   seven=3MED=DET crow PREP=ACC.3MED=DET
   “There are seven crows over here,”

b. yudəxʷm̓ is  la=x̌a=da
   three=VER=and PREP
   “...and only three over there.”

(667) Context: I have drawn a “police lineup” of funny characters, one of which is wearing three hats at once.

a. yudəxʷu̓x̌  λətəml̓̓sa  bə̓gʷan̓əm
   yudxʷ=ʔm=is  la=xa=da
   three=VER=and PREP
   “That man has three hats.” (Lit: “The man’s hats are three.”)

b. ḥə̓mm̓ u̓x̌ ṅə̓tl̓ə̓m̓̓sada  ƛ̓tə̓mɬə̓sə̓ st  bə̓gʷə̓n̓əm
   ḥm=ʔm=ux̌  št-(ǧ)m-l=sa  bkʷ-u̓ anm
   one=VER=3MED  hat-face-wear=3POSS man-person
   “The tall man only has one hat.” (Lit: “The tall man’s hats are just one.”)

(668) Context: I had elicited the first of these as a translation, and the speaker volunteered the second in order to make a joke about Henry VIII.

a. ḥə̓mukʷi  ǧə̓nə̓məʔs  Henry
   ḥm-ukʷ=i  ǧnm=a=aʔ=s  Henry
   one-person=3DIST  wife=POSS=INVIS=3POSS  Henry
   “Henry has one wife.”

 15[m] and [mm̓] sound noticeably different, but nonetheless this difference can be difficult to perceive if you are not listening for it. The most telling difference is stress; whereas ḥə̓mm̓ u̓x̌ has stress on the second syllable, ḥə̓n̓ə̓m̓ u̓x̌ has stress on the initial syllable.

  As the lowest non-zero integer, “one” is not infrequently encountered as ḥə̓m̓u̓x̌ (“only one”). I think this is the source of the otherwise-unexplained extra m in the conjugations of ḥə̓m̓ in the Kwak’wala introductory textbook series (Powell et al., 1981d, p. 11); these are not just the sentences “I have one...” and “You have one...” but “I have only one...” and “You have only one...”
b. ɬəmukʷ̣m̩i  ɬəm̩m̩-ukʷ̣=ʔm̩=i  ɬəm̩m̩=a=ʔ̪a=s  Henry
   one-person=VER=3DIST  wife=POSS=INVIS=3POSS  Henry
   “Henry only has one wife.”

This is not an “exactly $N$” reading; $=ʔm$ is only used for lower-than-expected rather than higher-than-expected values.

(669) a. məʔɬoʔux̌  ɬəx̌a=q̃a=q̃sa  ɬəw̓ ci̊x̌
məʔ=ɬ=a=ux̌  ɬəx̌=a=q=sa  ɬəw̓ ci̊x̌=q
   two=QUES=3MED  bone=VIS=3POSS  dog-NMZ=VIS
   “Does the dog have two bones?”

b. ki̊, ɬədəxʷ̣můx̌...
   ki̊, ɬəḍəxʷ̣=ʔm̩=ůx̌...
   no,  three=VER=3MED
   Intended: “No, there are exactly three.”

If a numeral sentence answers a yes/no question in the affirmative, $=ʔm$ does not appear.\footnote{\textit{It is also interesting that neither of these questions received}=ʔm, despite being yes/no questions. It could be that here, as well, the numeral+$=ʔm$ combination results in an exclusive reading that the speaker wished to avoid. On the other hand, I suspect that these questions, when elicited in the first place, were interpreted as confirmation questions (§8.4.2), so perhaps it was for that reason that they did not receive $=ʔm$.}

(670) \textit{Context: There is a drawing of a canoe, with three seals peaking out of it.}

a. ɬəḍəxʷ̣o̊x̌da  ɬəḍəxʷ̣=a=ux̌=da  ɬəx̌ʷak̓ʷənåx̌
   ɬəḍəxʷ̣=a=ux̌=da  ɬəx̌ʷak̓ʷəna=q
   three=QUES=3MED=DET  seal  prep  ACC.3MED  canoe=VIS
   “Are there three seals in the canoe?”

b. ɬəḍəxʷ̣ ɬůx̌...
   ɬəḍəxʷ̣=ʔm̩=ůx̌
   three=VER=3MED
   Intended: “There are three.”

c. \checkmark ɬəḍəxʷ̣ůx̌da
   ɬəḍəxʷ̣=ůx̌=da
   three=3MED=DET
   “There are three.”
(671b) illustrates that it is not that this sentence is not an affirmative answer or that you cannot answer ʔəm (“yes”), it is just that the numeral sentence itself does not receive =ʔm.

(671) a. məʔɬoʔox̌da  x̌aqax̌sa  ʷaʔci
   mʔl=a=uʔ=da  x̌aq=a=q=sa  ʷaʔ=ƛi
   two=ques=3med=det  bone=a=vis=3poss  dog-nmz
   “Does the dog have two bones?”

b. ✗ məʔɬm̓ ux̌
   mʔl=ʔm=uʔ
   two=ver=3med
   Intended: “Yes, there are two.”

c. ✓ ʔəm, məʔɬux̌  x̌aqax̌sa  ʷaʔci
   ʔəm, mʔl=uʔ  x̌aq=a=q=sa  ʷaʔ=ƛi
   ver, two=3med  bone=a=vis=3poss  dog-nmz
   “Yes, the dog has two bones.”

This means that just having a polarity contrast in the discourse cannot be a sufficient condition for =ʔm. This is problematic for a formalized account of =ʔm: if =ʔm is itself the generator of bipolar alternatives, then its presence in these questions and absence in these answers should predict incongruence.

8.6 Formal semantics of =ʔm

Although it is somewhat conventionalized in a few sentence types, we can otherwise observe that =ʔm occurs quite systematically in contexts where a bipolar alternative set is relevant to the discourse, and systematically does not occur in contexts where it would be reasonable to suppose that the discourse is not furnishing a bipolar alternative set.

In the discussion that follows, I will propose that =ʔm indicates the discourse-relevance of a polarity contrast, and explore some of the consequences of this account.
8.6.1 Formal semantics of =ʔm in assertions

8.6.1.1 Verum and certainty

Although =ʔm is the means by which Kwak’wala marks verum focus, it is clear that the account of Romero and Han (2004) will not work for Kwak’wala =ʔm.

In Romero and Han (2004), they posit an operator VERUM wherein VERUM(\(P\)) means something like “I am sure that we should add the proposition \(P\) to the common ground”.

There are some problems with this in Kwak’wala. For one, it is not at all clear why answers to yes/no questions would be any more certain than the same answer to a WH question.

(672) a. ʔmačαlida?
   “What’s that? (pointing way over there)"

   b. ʔαlida.
   “That’s a plane.”
   (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10) (=607)

(673) a. ʔαλαʔαʔeda.
   “Is that a plane?”

   b. ʔαλαʔmida.
   “Yes. That’s a plane.”
   (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10) (=608)

The behavior of =ʔm in questions also poses a problem for this. The effect of VERUM in an English yes/no question is supposed to follow from the question denoting \{VERUM(\(P\)), \neg \text{VERUM}(\(P\))\}, that is, \{“I am sure that we should add \(P\) to the common ground”, “I am not sure that we should add \(P\) to the common ground”\}. Even if this does predict the usage of English VERUM in questions, the problem arises that =ʔm simply does not have the same distribution in questions. =ʔm in questions does not have any particularly “marked” meaning compared to a regular yes/no question – =ʔm questions are the regular yes/no questions – and some questions in which English VERUM would be appropriate are distinguished in Kwak’wala by the lack of =ʔm.

(674) **Context:** We are playing “drawing straws”; I have in my hand three straws, one shorter than the rest, we are each trying not to pick the short straw. I ask who got the short straw. The speaker announces that I have it, and then asks a confirmation question.

\(^{17}\)Issues also arise when applying this account to English (Gutzmann and Castroviejo Miro, 2011; AnderBois, 2011).
8.6.1.2 Polarity asymmetry

One of the most salient properties of =ʔm is its asymmetry: it will occur in positive questions and answers, but its occurrence in negative questions and answers is restricted.

In particular, we can observe that =ʔm appears when contrasting an affirmative sentence to a discourse-relevant negative, but does not appear when contrasting a negative sentence to a discourse-relevant positive.

(675) a. k̓iyosən xʷənukʷa
   “I don’t have any kids”

   b. xʷənukʷa adaḿi Jon
   “But Jon does.” (=628a)

(676) a. xʷənukʷa di Jon,
   “Jon has kids”

   b. k̓iyostən sasəma.
   “But I don’t.” (=628b)

There are four possibilities that come to mind:

1. =ʔm is itself a positive polarity item.
2. \(=ʔm\) and negation occupy the same syntactic “slot” and therefore exclude each other.

3. \(=ʔm\) and negation are both generators of bipolar alternatives, and therefore \(=ʔm\) is redundant in negative sentences.

4. \(=ʔm\) is a “double negative”, indicating a polarity contrast with a discourse-relevant negative.  

All four of these, however, are rendered problematic by the variety of negative sentences that \(=ʔm\) does appear in, including “not yet” sentences and negative additive sentences (§7.2.5). These explanations would not manage to distinguish which negative sentences \(=ʔm\) does and does not occur in.

For the first three of these possibilities, this is fairly obvious – each would predict that \(=ʔm\) should not occur in any negative sentences at all. For the last, it is worth looking at this in greater detail.

It would appear from (675-676) that \(=ʔm\) only occurs in negative-to-positive contrasts, but this is not really so; it is just that only some particular positive-to-negative contrasts receive \(=ʔm\).

(677) k̓iyosəmən la siʔsasəma
   “I don’t have any kids yet.” (\(=635\))

\(=ʔm\) occurs in all “not yet” sentences, and the polarity contrast that all “not yet” sentences have in common is the contrast between the reference time in which \(P\) is not true (“I don’t have kids”) and a time beyond the reference time in which \(P\) is true (“I will have kids in the future”). This involves a polarity contrast – in the terminology I will adopt in §8.7.1, a “complex bipolar contrast” – and moreover it is a contrast between a negative sentence and a discourse-relevant positive sentence: in the terms above, a positive-to-negative contrast.

We can also see \(=ʔm\) occurring with negative additive sentences, as in (678); \(=ʔm\) does not appear to be sensitive to polarity in additive sentences, occurring whether or not the sentence is positive (§7.2.5).

\(^{18}\)What a “discourse-relevant negative” could be is an additional problem, since in general, the objects that we represent the focus-relevant aspects of discourse with – usually, sets of propositions – are not themselves the sort of thing that is positive or negative. The theoretical object that represents this aspect of discourse – the QUD, \(C\), etc. – usually does not contain the sentence “I don’t have any kids” but the proposition corresponding to it. If a proposition represents a set of possible worlds, then there is nothing to distinguish positive propositions from negative propositions. So, if discourse particles can themselves be sensitive to a discourse element of a particular polarity, this suggests that variables like \(C\) actually contain sets of linguistic objects.
In the account of additives I will put forward in §8.7.2, this would likewise be a negative utterance contrasting with a positive.

So while it would be potentially theoretically interesting, I do not think that $=ʔm$ is itself polarity-sensitive; I think, rather, that it is just that the combination of negation and $=ʔm$ has developed a more specific meaning, and this meaning blocks the co-occurrence of negation and $=ʔm$ in cases where this more-specific meaning would not be appropriate.

### 8.6.1.3 $=ʔm$ as a focus variable?

I therefore adopt a more straightforward account of $=ʔm$ in assertions, where $=ʔm$ just presupposes that there is a discourse-relevant polarity contrast, regardless of the “direction” of that contrast.

The most pressing question regarding its implementation, however, is whether $=ʔm$ represents a focus or a focus operator. Is $=ʔm$:

1. a bipolar focus variable of the sort seen in §5.4 (e.g., AFF$_F$)?

2. an operator akin to the additive operator, which presupposes that the discourse variable $C$ has a particular shape?

Returning for a moment to the model in Chapter 5, determining the congruence presupposition of a sentence is handled by two elements, a focus variable and a speech-act operator SAY. Which element in the sentence is the focus variable determines what that sentence’s F-closure is, and SAY introduces a presupposition that all discourse-relevant alternative sets are subsets of the F-closure of the sentence.

In §5.4, I discussed the generation of bipolar O- and F-closures. Since all nontrivial existential closures require a variable element, producing a bipolar F-closure requires a bipolar F variable, which I called AFF$_F$, the focused affirmative particle.

---

19 An account in which $=ʔm$ was sensitive to the polarity of prior discourse objects would be theoretically interesting in that it would suggest that speakers were not keeping track of propositions, per se, when calculating focus. If we take propositions to be sets of possible worlds, they are not the sort of thing that has a polarity; linguistic objects (e.g. clauses, sentences, utterances) can be positive or negative, but sets of possible worlds are not.
\[
\begin{align*}
(679) \quad [\text{AFF}_F]_{\delta} = \\
g =
\begin{cases}
g(i) & \text{if } g(i) \in \{\lambda p.p, \lambda p. \lnot p\} \\
\lambda p.p, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{SAY}_i(\text{AFF}_F(P))\] just meta-asserts that the discourse variable \(C\) contains \(\{P\}\) but meta-presupposes that \(C\) contains \(\{P, \lnot P\}\). Since this is the condition under which \(=\text{ʔm}\) occurs in assertions, the obvious conclusion to draw is that \(=\text{ʔm}\) is the realization of \(\text{AFF}_F\).

A potential problem for this account, however, lies in the kind of conventionalization we see in §8.5. In some sentences, \(=\text{ʔm}\) contributes a very particular reading, like in exclusive numeral sentences where the appearance of \(=\text{ʔm}\) alone conditions an exclusive reading. Even when numeral sentences are used as affirmative answers, they do not receive \(=\text{ʔm}\), presumably lest they receive a spurious exclusive reading. However, such sentences nonetheless need to achieve the proper congruence presupposition, and therefore even \(=\text{ʔm}\)-less affirmative answers need \(\text{AFF}_F\). So there must be a phonologically null \(\text{AFF}_F\) in these sentences.

The problem arises due to this: if there is a phonologically null \(\text{AFF}_F\), and also one phonologically realized as \(=\text{ʔm}\), why is \(=\text{ʔm}\) ever obligatory? A maxim of “Maximize Presupposition” will not achieve this; both of these versions of \(\text{AFF}_F\) result in the same presupposition. A maxim of “Avoid Ambiguity” might suffice; using the null \(\text{AFF}_F\) when the overt version is appropriate leads to an ambiguity regarding whether you mean to presuppose a polarity contrast or not. However, an exchange like the one below is not genuinely ambiguous; having an overt \(=\text{ʔm}\) in (680b) does not actually disambiguate anything.

\(680\) a. \pəƛəməʔeda.
   “Is that a plane?”

   b. \pəƛəmida.
   “Yes. That’s a plane.”

(Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10) (=608)

There is another reason for not considering \(=\text{ʔm}\) the realization of \(\text{AFF}_F\): that it does not seem to occur in embedded clauses.\(^{20}\)

\(^{20}\)I have collected various sentences in which \(=\text{ʔm}\) appears in an embedded clause, although they are always cases in which \(=\text{ʔm}\) conventionally appears with an operator like \(hīg\)-, \(lə\)-, or \(kīʔə\). I have not encountered \(=\text{ʔm}\) in embedded clauses as an expression of focused affirmative polarity, which is what we would expect if \(=\text{ʔm}\) were really \(\text{AFF}_F\).
Since “if” clauses are clauses, and like other clauses would have a “polarity” projection of some sort, then if =ʔm were the focused polarity particle it should appear in the “if” clause of (681b). Since it does not, this suggests that =ʔm does not really have the same distribution as AFF and NEG, making it unlikely that it is just the focused version of AFF.

8.6.1.4  =ʔm as a focus operator?

I think, therefore, that it is worth exploring option 2: that =ʔm is a focus operator rather than a focus. That is to say, that AFF_F is always phonologically null, and =ʔm is an operator that presupposes something about the sentence, the context, or the relationship between them.

For example, we might propose that =ʔm is an overt focus operator similar to the additive operator, that just introduces a presupposition that \( \bigcup C \) contains the negation of its prejacent.

(682)  If \( \alpha = [ =ʔm \beta ] \), then

\[
\llbracket \alpha \rrbracket^{g,C} = \begin{cases} 
\llbracket \beta \rrbracket^{g,C}, & \text{if } \exists p \in \bigcup C \left[ p = \neg \llbracket \beta \rrbracket^{g,C} \right] \\
\text{undefined, otherwise} &
\end{cases}
\]

This would suffice for some of the more straightforward examples of =ʔm in answers and contrast, but it would have trouble with contrasts like those in (683) and (684).

(683)  a. ˈkiyosən xʷənukʷa

“I don’t have any kids”

b.  xʷənukʷadaɪni  Jon

“But Jon does.”  

(=628a)
(684) a. ʔəx̌ʔexsda ʔəx̌-hɛxsda
don’t want swim
“Don’t like (lit: want) to swim...”

b. ʔixʔakʔəmx̌ən
like water
“I do, however, like water, for drinking the water.”

The presuppositions would not be satisfied in this context; for example, in (683) there is nothing in $C$ corresponding to the negation of the prejacent proposition $P$ of $xənukʷadəmi Jon$, that Jon has kids. There is a polarity contrast here, but it is not the only contrast in the sentence. Basically, (682) would need to presuppose not that $\neg P$ is in $\bigcup C$, but that there exists an $x$ such that $\neg [P]^{g,J(i,x)}$ is in $C$, for the $i$ that indexes “Jon$_F$”. This is not, however, information that the $=ʔm$ in (682) would reasonably have access to. Indeed, the “double-binding” problem (§5.6.1) would constrain the $=ʔm$ in (682) from ever having this access, since it would involve quantifying into an index that is already bound (cf. Heim, 1988).

Put another way, the operator in (682) cannot always assume that $C$ will contain the negation of its prejacent. It can assume that the F-closure of its prejacent will contain the negation of its prejacent, but it does not have enough information to construct this F-closure, because that would potentially require access to all the O- and F-indices in the sentence.

There is only one operator that would reasonably have enough information to make the right presupposition: SAY. We could, then, implement $=ʔm$ as a variant of SAY that makes the appropriate presupposition (685).

(685) If $\alpha = [=ʔm^{i_1,i_2,...,i_n}_{j_1,j_2,...,j_m} ]$, then

$$[[\alpha]]^{g,C} = \begin{cases} [SAY^{i_1,i_2,...,i_n}_{j_1,j_2,...,j_m} ]^{g,C} & \text{if } \forall q \in \{ [\beta]^{g}_{i_1,i_2,...,i_n} \} \exists p \in \{ [\beta]^{g}_{i_1,i_2,...,i_n,j_1,j_2,...,j_m} \} \left[ p = \neg q \right] \\ \text{undefined, otherwise} \end{cases}$$

I describe it here in terms of SAY, to highlight the sole additional contribution of $=ʔm$: the presupposition that for every member of the O-closure of the prejacent, there exists a member of the F-closure of the prejacent that is its negation.

So if we consider $xənukʷadəmi Jon$, there are two contrasts in this sentence, the contrast between Jon and I, and the contrast between affirmative and positive. The former is represented by the focus variable Jon$_F$, the latter is represented by the focus variable AFF$_F$. The operator
=ʔm – that is, the enhanced version of SAY – does three things.

- Like SAY, it meta-asserts that there exists a member of C that is a subset of the O-closure, which is \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that Jon has kids in } w \} \).

- Like SAY, it meta-presupposes that all members of C are subsets of the F-closure, which is \( \{ \lambda w.x \text{ has kids in } w = t \mid x \in D_e, t \in D_t \} \). This is the case; the O-closure that the previous utterance entered into \( \text{C, } kiyosən xʷənukʷa \) (“I don’t have any kids”), is of this form.

- Unlike SAY, it also makes a presupposition\(^{21}\) about the form of the O- and F-closures, that every proposition in \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that Jon has kids in } w \} \) has a negation in \( \{ \lambda w.x \text{ has kids in } w = t \mid x \in D_e, t \in D_t \} \). This is also the case.

=ʔm is therefore sensitive to the presence of a polarity contrast, without needing to be the focus variable itself.

Although normal SAY is phonologically null and this special bipolar SAY has a phonological realization, this account does not face the optionality problem that faced the =ʔm-as-AFF\(_F\) account. Since the special polar SAY has an additional presupposition that regular SAY does not, then a “Maximize Presupposition” principle could require the use of =ʔm when appropriate, although not when its use would create an inappropriate conventional reading.

It may seem strange to have a special, phonologically-realized variant of SAY for this purpose. However, it should be noted that SAY as a “unified” operator is a fiction in any case, only possible because the model in Chapter 5 only needs speech acts to do two things (add the prejacent to C and calculate the congruence presupposition), and all sentences need to do these two things. SAY does not implement all the other things different speech acts need to do; a theory that does implement these things would therefore need a variety of operators that do what SAY does and in addition do something further. That is to say, SAY is just a representation of what every speech operator has in common with respect to focus; it is not a theoretical claim that there only exists one speech operator. So for example, some languages (like, say, Korean) could have an overt morphological distinction between assertive and questioning SAY, some languages (like Kwak’wala) would have an overt morphological distinction between bipolar and non-bipolar SAY (regardless of whether they assert or question), and some languages (like English) would not morphologically distinguish either of these.

\(^{21}\) This is not, technically, a meta-presupposition in the way I used this terms in §5.3.2, because it does not make a claim about C, but rather about the O- and F-closures.
8.6.2 Formal semantics of $=ʔm$ in questions

As noted in §5.4, a dilemma regarding the implementation of yes/no questions as Hamblin sets is whether they denote a singleton set $\{P\}$ (Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003) or a two-member set $\{P, \lnot P\}$ (most other works). While these theories end up with similar predictions – Roberts’ semantics of question answering (p. 11-12) treats singleton alternative sets as expressing both positive and negative possibilities – the alternative sets would nonetheless be generated differently; a Roberts-style singleton denotation does not require a generator of alternatives the way a WH question does, whereas a bipolar $\{P, \lnot P\}$ denotation would require a WH-like generator of alternatives, what I label YN in §5.4.

The Kwak’wala data in §8.4 suggests that there are various possible denotations of yes/no questions: some yes/no questions genuinely express a positive-negative contrast, some yes/no questions do not, and Kwak’wala distinguishes between these morphologically. That is to say, there appears to be a particular morphosyntactic form associated with a question without WH elements, but questions of this form do not all have a uniform semantics. Kwak’wala marks some of these questions using the same marker, $=ʔm$, that it does to indicate polarity contrast in assertions, and uses it on questions in situations where it seems that the questioner is genuinely asking which of $P$ or $\lnot P$ is true.

$=ʔm$-less yes/no questions seem to fall into four rough groups:

1. Reprise questions (§8.4.2)
2. “Sample answer” questions (§8.4.3)
3. Fixed-choice alternative questions (§8.4.4)
4. Negative questions (§8.4.5)

I will consider these in more detail in the following sections.

8.6.2.1 Reprise questions

In §8.4.2, I observe that $=ʔm$ systematically fails to occur in what appear to be “reprise” or “confirmation” questions, and suggest, following Krifka (2013), that these questions represent a monopolar alternative set consisting only of the positive alternative, as opposed to a bipolar alternative sets that consists of both the positive and negative alternatives.

If this is so, it would require a semantics of questions that would allow this, one in which:

- the compositional semantics of questions can produce distinct denotations for monopolar and bipolar questions, and
For these reasons, I chose in Chapter 5 to represent question denotations as sets of partial answers – that is, as Rooth-Hamblin sets – and the relevant relationship between these as subsethood. I chose these rather than represent question denotations as sets of complete answers – that is, as Groenendijk and Stokhof-style (1984) partitions – and represent the relevant relationship between these as entailment, because this poses a problem when distinguishing monopolar and bipolar questions.

For example, consider the entailment semantics of Roberts (2012), in which a polar question has a singleton alternative set \( \{ P \} \), and in which an alternative set \( q_1 \) entails an alternative set \( q_2 \) if and only if a true/false valuation of each proposition of \( q_1 \) entails a true/false valuation of each proposition in \( q_2 \). This semantics does not afford us a mechanism to distinguish between monopolar and bipolar questions. The simplest possible alternative set is already bipolar, and adding \( \neg P \) to the alternative set \( \{ P \} \) would be entirely redundant; such sets would not have any additional possibilities for valuation and thus act identically within the system.

So by that definition, the sets in (686a) would be equivalent, as would the sets in (686b).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(686) a. } & \{ P \} \iff \{ P, \neg P \} \\
\text{b. } & \{ P, Q \} \iff \{ P, \neg P, Q, \neg Q \}
\end{align*}
\]

This is why, in §1.6 and §5.3, I follow Rooth in treating alternative sets as sets of partial answers rather than complete answers, and in implementing alternative set relationships in terms of subsethood. This way, the sets in (686a) are not equivalent to each other, allowing monopolar and bipolar questions to have different denotations and discourse contributions. Likewise, the sets in (686b) are not equivalent to each other, allowing denotations and contributions to differ between WH questions and what I call “complex bipolar questions” in §8.7.1.

Using the model in Chapter 5, the difference between “Did Alice order chicken?” and “Alice ordered chicken?” is represented in (687a) and (687b) respectively, differentiated by whether or not the bipolar variable YN is present (§5.4).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(687) a. } & \text{SAY}^1(\text{YN}_1 \text{ Alice} \text{-ed order chicken}) \\
\text{b. } & \text{SAY(Alice \text{-ed order chicken})}
\end{align*}
\]

Recall from §5.4 that \( \text{YN}_1 \) affirms or denies its complement according to whether \( g(1) \) is \( \lambda p. p \) or \( \lambda p. \neg p \), respectively. Meanwhile, \( \text{SAY}^1 \) forms the existential closure of its complement by quantifying over all possible values of the appropriate type, and meta-asserts that \( C \) contains a question of this form. This amounts to (687a) adding a question to \( C \) of the form \( \{ Alice \text{ ordered chicken, Alice did not order chicken} \} \).
Meanwhile in (687b), YN is not present; in its place is the non-variable, non-focused AFF that simply affirms its complement. Since there are no unbound variables in its complement, SAY does not bind anything, with the result that SAY only meta-asserts that $C$ contains a question of the form \{Alice ordered chicken\}.

How does this work for Kwak’wala? The major dilemma that arises in questions is the same as the dilemma that arose for assertions in §8.6.1.3: which of these elements corresponds to $=ʔm$?

Once again, we might at first consider $=ʔm$ as the realization of the generator of bipolar alternatives (for questions, YN), that variable that SAY quantifies into in order to create a bipolar O-closure.

(688) \[
[Y_{i \in I}^m]_p = \begin{cases} 
  g(i) & \text{if } g(i) \in \{\lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p\} \\
  \text{undefined, otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

A genuinely bipolar question like (689) would contain YN, while a monopolar question like (690) would not.

(689) Context: We are role-playing different moods and emotions, and this turn is meant to be “angry”, but the player playing the role had forgotten whose turn it is and was not attempting to role-play any emotion. The other player was unsure whether she is actually role-playing anger or whether she has her default expression.

ławīsmas?
ławis=$ʔm=a=s$
angry=$\text{VER}=$\text{QUEST}=2
“Are you angry?”

(690) Context: We are role-playing different moods and emotions; this turn is “sad”. The player playing the role mimics sadness and says that she is very sad. The other player reprises this as a question.

wosas?
wos=$a=s$
sad=$\text{QUEST}=2$
“You’re sad?”

Since the bipolar question contains $=ʔm$ and the monopolar question does not, a compelling initial hypothesis would be to have YN be phonologically realized as $=ʔm$ rather than leave it phonologically null. This would suggest the following binding patterns, where SAY$^1$ in the
former sentence binds \( =\mathfrak{m}_1 \) – that is, \( \text{YN}_1 \) – and therefore results in a meta-assertion of a bipolar alternative set, whereas \( \text{SAY} \) in the latter sentence does not bind anything and results in the meta-assertion of a monopolar alternative set.

\[(691) \text{ a. } \text{SAY}^{1}\left(=\mathfrak{m}_1 =a =\text{\text{lawis}}\right)\]
\[\text{ b. } \text{SAY}\left(=a =\text{\text{wos}}\right)\]

However, in §8.6.1.3 I suggested that identifying \( =\mathfrak{m} \) and the bipolar variable causes a potential problem when considering blocking effects. I proposed an alternative account of \( =\mathfrak{m} \) that does not have this problem, where \( =\mathfrak{m} \) is a particular realization of \( \text{SAY} \) that presupposes that every proposition in the O-closure of the prejacent has a negation in the F-closure of the prejacent. This presupposition would work for bipolar questions as well, without modification. The set in \((692a)\) represents both the O-closure and F-closure of the question in \((689)\); the set in \((692b)\) represents both the O-closure and F-closure of \((690)\)

\[(692) \text{ a. } \left\{\begin{array}{l}
\lambda w.\text{that you are angry in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that you are not angry in } w
\end{array}\right\}
\text{ b. } \left\{\begin{array}{l}
\lambda w.\text{that you are sad in } w
\end{array}\right\}
\]

The presupposition of the \( =\mathfrak{m} \) operator is true of \((692a)\) – for each proposition in the set, there exists its negation – and therefore \( =\mathfrak{m} \) is appropriate in \((689)\). On the other hand, the presupposition of \( =\mathfrak{m} \) is not true of \((692b)\) – there is a proposition in the set without a negation – and therefore \( =\mathfrak{m} \) is inappropriate in \((690)\).

The other benefit of the operator account is that we do not have to say that \( =\mathfrak{m} \) is ambiguous in assertions versus questions – that is, between representing \( \text{AFF}_F \) and representing \( \text{YN}_F \). Rather, we can just say that \( =\mathfrak{m} \) requires the F-closure to have a certain shape, regardless of whether that shape is due to \( \text{AFF}_F \) or \( \text{YN}_F \).

**8.6.2.2 Sample answer questions**

In §8.4.3, we saw an additional kind of question-like sentence that lacks \( =\mathfrak{m} \), in which a speaker appears to be listing potential answers to a WH question without asserting any of them. It is interesting to observe that in both English and Kwak’wala, this speech act takes the form of an apparent yes/no question, but in Kwak’wala the lack of \( =\mathfrak{m} \) suggests that these yes/no questions are not genuinely bipolar.

I think this strategy is a special case of a phenomenon mentioned by Roberts (2012, p. 8), when she notes that “at a given point an interlocutor might utter one after the other a number of relevant subquestions to some superquestion, without yet answering any of them”. So that
we have a label for it, let us call this speech strategy question specification.

So, if we consider a Roberts-style question hierarchy like the one in (693), each question aside from the terminal questions (the yes/no questions) has potential subquestions: “Who ordered what?” has as a subquestion “What did Alice order?”, “What did Alice order?” has a subquestion “Did Alice order chicken?”, etc.

(693)  
- “Who ordered what?”
  - “What did Alice order?”
    - “Did Alice order chicken?”
    - “Did Alice order fish?”
  - “What did Bernie order?”
    - “Did Bernie order chicken?”
    - “Did Bernie order fish?”

Question specification is possible for both multiple-WH questions (694a) and single-WH questions (694b).

  b. “What did Alice order? Did she order chicken? Did she order fish?”

The subsequent questions in (694a) and (694b) are not answers to the original question, but they are not exactly asking a new question, either. Rather, I would suggest that the speaker in both (694a) and (694b) is putting forward suggestions regarding the answers (or rather the form of answers) that might be relevant to their original queries.

A question arises from this: is the formal relationship between the questions in (694a) the same as the formal relationship between the questions in (694b)?

If we look at the relationship between the alternative sets of “Who ordered what?” and its subquestion “What did Alice order?”, we find that the former (695a) is a superset of the latter (695b).

(695)  a. \[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Alice ordered the chicken} \\
&\text{Alice ordered the fish}
\end{align*}
\]

b. \[
\begin{align*}
&\text{Chris ordered the chicken} \\
&\text{Chris ordered the fish} \\
&... \\
&\text{Alice ordered the chicken} \\
&\text{Alice ordered the fish} \\
&... 
\end{align*}
\]
That is to say, there are no additional alternatives in the subquestion that are not already in the superquestion. The speaker is not asking something new, so much as further specifying what form an answer might take, that it might take the form \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that Alice ordered } x \text{ in } w \mid x \in D_w \} \).

If the relationship between “What did Alice order?” and its subquestion “Did Alice order chicken?” is the same, then we would expect “Did Alice order chicken?” to have the Hamblin alternative set in (696), or else it would not be a subset of (695b).

\[
(696) \quad \{ \text{Alice ordered the chicken} \}
\]

As before, the speaker is not asking something new, so much as further specifying what form an answer might take: that it might take the form \( \{ \text{Alice ordered the chicken} \} \).

This would be, like the reprise questions in §8.6.2.1, a monopolar question, and as such does not meet our hypothesized criteria for the appearance of \( =?m \).

### 8.6.2.3 Disjunctive questions

The distribution of \( =?m \) in disjunctive questions suggests that Kwak’wala, like English, has two kinds of disjunctive questions:

1. Questions that ask if a disjunction is true or false (“bipolar disjunctive questions”), as in “Do you play guitar or bass?” meaning “Is it the case that you play one of \{guitar, bass\}?”.

2. Questions that ask which alternative of a disjunction is true (“fixed-choice alternative questions”), as in “Do you play guitar or bass?” meaning “Which of \{guitar, bass\} do you play?”.

This difference would be implemented in our question model by SAY binding different elements. In the case of the bipolar disjunctive questions (697), SAY would bind the bipolar variable YN.

\[
(697) \quad \text{SAY}^1 (\text{YN}_1 \text{ you play guitar or bass})
\]

This is an ordinary bipolar question as considered in §8.6.2.1; the sentence happens to be a disjunction, but the resulting alternatives (that is, the O-closure) are still whether or not it is true:

\[
(698) \quad \{ \lambda w. \text{that you play guitar or bass in } w, \lambda w. \text{that you do not play guitar or bass in } w \}
\]
Meanwhile, in the fixed-choice alternative question in (699), the disjunctive operator is bound by SAY itself.

(699) \( \text{SAY}^1 \) (you play guitar or \(_1\) bass)

Recall that in §5.2.2.1, the phrase “guitar or bass” represents an indefinite-like variable valued by \( g; g \) can supply any value of the appropriate type to the appropriate index, but the phrase “guitar or bass” is semantically undefined whenever this value is neither guitar nor bass. The valuations of “guitar or bass” that SAY provides could be anything – guitar, bass, saxophone, chair, cow, moon, etc. – but according to the definition of “or”, any denotation other than the specified choices results in undefinedness. So the resulting O-closure of (699) would be the alternatives in (700).

(700) \[
\begin{align*}
\lambda w. \text{that you play guitar in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that you play bass in } w
\end{align*}
\]

In Kwak’wala fixed-choice alternative questions like (701), SAY would bind the conjunction \( \lambda w \) (“and”, “or”, or “with”) whereas in bipolar disjunctive questions SAY would bind YN.

(701) \( \text{SAY}^1 \) (hedeʔe laʔeda waciʔeda guk* \( _1 \) helax̌ laňa \( \lambda \) asanoq)

“Is the dog in the house or outside?” (Rough lit: “Is it the house where the dog is, or outside?”) \( =655 \)

(702) \( =ʔm \) (YN \( _1 \) (ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sda=as=i x̌a kafi \( _1 \) helax̌ida diy))

“Do you want coffee or tea?” \( =651 \)

As in the English examples above, the resulting alternative sets are determined by the possible alternatives supplied by the variables bound by SAY. In (701), the alternatives supplied are the house and outside, resulting in the set in (703). However, in (702), the alternatives supplied are just those supplied by YN, which (as always) are \( \{ \lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p \} \), resulting in the set in (704).

(703) \[
\begin{align*}
\lambda w. \text{that the dog is in the house in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that the dog is outside in } w
\end{align*}
\]

(704) \[
\begin{align*}
\lambda w. \text{that you want coffee or tea in } w \\
\lambda w. \text{that you do not want coffee or tea in } w
\end{align*}
\]

Of these, only (704) is bipolar, and so \( =ʔm \) is only appropriate in (702).
8.6.2.4  Negative questions

In contrast to the other *ʔm*-less questions, the lack of *ʔm* in negative questions does not, I think, give us much insight into the semantics of negative questions in Kwak’wala. Unlike the other *ʔm*-less question types (confirmation questions, etc.) I have argued that the lack of *ʔm* in negative questions may just be a blocking effect by the “not yet” combination, rather than reveal something deeper about the semantics of negative questions.

Another option to explain the lack of *ʔm* in negative questions could be that negative questions are biased, and biased yes/no questions have a semantics that in some way deviates from the standard binary \{P, ¬P\} semantics (cf. Büring and Gunlogson, 2000; Guerzoni, 2004; Krifka, 2013). Some questions in Kwak’wala are indeed biased in an English-like way; a speaker reported that (705a) sounded like the questioner thought that the listener was a doctor (“He thinks you’re a doctor”), and improvised the continuation in (705b).

(705)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a.</th>
<th>kiʔsas</th>
<th>dagʷadaʔa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kiʔs=a=s</td>
<td>dagʷada=a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not=QUES=2</td>
<td>doctor=a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Aren’t you a doctor?”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>laxdaʔaqʷəs</td>
<td>dagʷada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l=(a)xdʔaqʷ=s</td>
<td>dagʷada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>then=resemble=2</td>
<td>doctor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“I thought you were a doctor!”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the presence or absence of *ʔm* does not systematically correspond to the presence or absence of bias, and I think the bias above can be entirely pragmatic in any case. In the absence of a complicated context – which I did not provide when asking about (705a) – asking if someone is not a doctor is rather bizarre in the absence of an expectation that they are a doctor. We can see this even for the “non-biased” negative question in English; for me, except in some rather specific contexts,\(^{22}\), both of the English negative questions in (706) implicate that the speaker expected the listener to be a doctor.

(706)  

| a.  | “Aren’t you a doctor?” |
| b.  | “Are you not a doctor?” |

So, while it might be tempting to account for the lack of *ʔm* in these sentences by saying that biased sentences have in their denotation only the expected answer, and are thus monopolar,

---

\(^{22}\) Say, a context where something (a prize, a scholarship, etc.) is limited to non-doctors, and an administrator must confirm that the applicant is not a doctor.
I think that the bias apparent in Kwak’wala negative questions is a matter of ordinary conversational implicature; it is not necessarily a difference in the way their alternative denotation are generated. It could be that biased questions do have a monopolar alternative set, it is just that I do not think the distribution of Kwak’wala =ʔm gives us evidence for it.

8.7 =ʔm in additive and exclusive sentences

As noted in Chapter 7, every additive and exclusive sentence receives an =ʔm.

(707) higaʔuʃ Masakiyəxʔaʔxala sa ƛətmɬ
higa=ʔm=ʔuʃ Masakiy=q ʔx-la sa ƛt-(ʔ)ɱ-l
only=VER=3MED Masaki=VIS do-ONGOING OBL hat-face-wear
“Only Masaki is wearing a hat.”

(708) ʔoʔəmƛən yul loʃ laʔʷa məkola
ʔwa=ʔm=ʔ=ŋ yu=ƛ l=a=ʔuʃ l=(a)ƛʷa mkʷ-ola
so=VER=FUT=1 be=FUT PREP=EMBED=3MED PREP=ACC.3MED round-on.water
“...I’ll just stay here on the island.” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014) (=494)

(709) ʔəx̌əlaʔəmx̌oʔox̌ʷ Paƛe sa ƛətmɬ
ʔx̌-la=ʔm=ʔ=ʃa=ʔuʃ Paƛe sa ƛt-(ʔ)ɱ-l
do-ONGOING=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED Pat OBL hat-face-wear
“Pat is also wearing a hat.”

(710) ʔugʷaqamʔən ʔəl gəw̓ aluʔs
ʔugʷaq=ʔm=ʔ ʔəl gw̓-al=ʔuʔs
also=VER=1 can help-ONGOING=2POSS
“I can help you too.”

At least in exclusive sentences, this =ʔm seems to be somewhat fossilized, and speakers talk about higaʔəm and ʔoʔəm as if they are units; I have often heard “Only is higaʔəm”, but never encountered a speaker say anything like “Only is higa.” They are not fossilized in the sense of higaʔəm or ʔoʔəm being inseparable stems reanalyzed as roots; suffixal or enclitic material can come between the root and =ʔm.
(711) **higʔiɬʔəm**

`hig-w-ilʔm`

`only-indoors=VER`

“He/she/it is the **only** one in the house.”

(712) **ʔoʔuɬaʔəm**

`ʔo-wa=buɬaʔm`

`so=pretend=VER`

“**just** pretending”

However, we can also observe that the exclusive operators\(^{23}\) have their own `ʔm` when they are not the first auxiliary. That is to say, we can observe in (713-714) the `ʔm` failing to occur in second position, and occurring on the exclusive operator instead.

(713) **Context:** Two origami figures representing children are watching a handful of blue and white origami birds. The white birds and one blue bird are singing. One has asserted that only the white birds are singing; the other disagrees:

```
ʔiʔs higaʔm̓ida  ʔm̓iʔalʔstu  ʔosqʷana  ʔm̓iʔdən̓əla
ʔiʔs  higa=ʔm̓i=da  ʔmy̓-m̓lʔstu  ʔosqʷana  ʔdy̓-dn̓ələ
```

`not only=VER=3DIST=DET REDUP-white-eye bird REDUP-sing-ONGOING`

“The white birds aren’t the only ones singing.”

(714) **Context:** The main characters are being warned about an enemy with a body made of stone.

```
la  lixaʔəm  ʔoɬd̓əi  ʔuxawaʔas
la  lixa=ʔm  ʔoɬs-ʔi=ɬ  ʔw̃-x̌w-ʔa=s
```

`now only=VER fat-NMZ=3DIST so-throat-NMZ=A=3POSS`

“Only his neck is flesh.”

(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 151) (=517)

Moreover, `hig-` and `ʔo-` receive `ʔm` even if there is already an `ʔm` after the first auxiliary. This is good evidence that `ʔm` is not the selfsame `ʔm` as the one in second position.

\(^{23}\)As we see in Boas and Hunt (1905), `ʔal-` could, and possibly still can, occur without its own `ʔm` in some sentence types, although all such sentences had an earlier `ʔm`. I have only encountered the `ʔalʔəm` form.
I have heard speakers sound hesitant before the addition of =ʔm when it is not in second-position, as if they are not certain whether it should remain with the operator, but the examples with lix- from Boas and Hunt (1905) confirm the appearance of =ʔm outside of second-position.

I do not think it would always be feasible to treat the appearance of =ʔm on focus operators as being, synchronically, the same utterance-level =ʔm that we saw in §8.3-§8.6.1.3. Nonetheless, the “mystery of =ʔm” remains, and remains interesting: why would =ʔm occur with focus operators to the point that it became permanently attached to them? If =ʔm basically expresses (or expressed) that a polarity contrast is relevant to the discourse, what polarity contrast is relevant to these contexts?

### 8.7.1 Complex bipolar alternative sets

I will propose below that additive and exclusive sentences both have complex alternative sets that contain both constituent-type contrasts and polarity contrasts. First, however, let us consider what it might mean for a question to be “complex” in this sense.

#### 8.7.1.1 Complex questions and answers

As discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5, this investigation takes focus patterns to be a primary source of evidence for implicit considerations (questions, statements, etc.) in the discourse. The intonations of answers sometimes suggests a different question – often, a more complex one – than the one that was explicitly asked.
(717)  a. Where did the boys go?
    b. MÁRK went to the ZOO and PÉTER went to the PÁRK.

The intonation of (717b) suggests that it is actually answering a more complex question along the lines of “Which of the boys went where?” or “Where did Mark go, and where did Peter go?” That is, although (717b) follows a question of the form \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that the boys visited } \ x \text{ in } w \ | \ x \in D_e \} \), such as that in (718), its intonation suggests that it is actually answering a more complex question of the form \( \{ \lambda w. \text{that } y \text{ visited } x \text{ in } w \ | \ x \in D_e, y \in D_e \} \), such as that in (719).

(718)
\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & \text{The boys visited the zoo} \\
& \text{The boys visited the park} \\
& \text{The boys visited the exhibition} \\
& \text{...} \\
\}
\]

(719)
\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & \text{Mark visited the zoo} \\
& \text{Mark visited the park} \\
& \text{Mark visited the exhibition} \\
& \text{Peter visited the zoo} \\
& \text{Peter visited the park} \\
& \text{Peter visited the exhibition} \\
& \text{...} \\
\}
\]

I do not mean to imply that this answering strategy is unusual or out of the ordinary; it is often the case that no member of the explicit question’s alternative set is an adequate answer, and answerers must often give answers that, strictly speaking, would be in the alternative set of a more complex question.

Let us call this kind of discourse move – acting as if a more complex question was asked – elaboration. In §8.3.5, we saw an elaboration in which an assertion (639a) was treated as if raising a bipolar question (cf. Ginzburg, 1996); this was a bipolar elaboration since the implicit question contained an additional bipolar contrast compared to the overt assertion. Here, we see a WH elaboration (719) of a single-WH question (718). The implicit question adds an additional constituent contrast to the original overt question, in this case forming a multiple-WH question.
8.7.1.2 Complex bipolar questions and answers

Multiple-WH questions are not the only possible results of WH elaboration, however; we can also see WH elaborations of yes/no questions (720-721).

(720) a. Do you like ice cream?
   b. I DÓN’T like CHÒCOLATE, but I DÓ like VANÌLLA.

(721) a. Were the Clintons senators?
   b. HÌLLARY WÀS a senator, but BÌLL WÀSN’T a senator.

Meanwhile, we can see bipolar elaborations of WH questions (722-723) as well.

(722) a. What ice creams do you like?
   b. I DÓN’T like CHÒCOLATE, but I DÓ like VANÌLLA.

(723) a. Which Clintons were senators?
   b. HÌLLARY WÀS a senator, but BÌLL WÀSN’T a senator.

Like the pair in (717), these intonational patterns suggest that the answers correspond to more complex questions than the original questions given. Although the original questions only ask for a polarity answer or a constituent answer, the answerer is offering constituent/polarity pair-list answer.

For example, although the answer in (720b) follows a question like \{\lambda w. I like ice cream in \( w = x \mid x \in D_t \} \) (expanded in 724), its intonation suggests a question like \{\lambda w. I like \( y \) ice cream in \( w = x \mid y \in D_{et}, x \in D_t \} \) (expanded in 725).

\[
\begin{align*}
(724) & \quad \left\{\begin{array}{l}
\text{I do like ice cream} \\
\text{I don’t like ice cream}
\end{array}\right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(725) & \quad \left\{\begin{array}{l}
\text{I do like vanilla ice cream} \\
\text{I don’t like vanilla ice cream} \\
\text{I do like chocolate ice cream} \\
\text{I don’t like chocolate ice cream} \\
\text{I do like pistachio ice cream} \\
\text{I don’t like pistachio ice cream} \\
\cdots
\end{array}\right.
\end{align*}
\]

I will call implicit questions of this form complex bipolar questions, and the answers that answer them (e.g., 720b, 721b, 722b, 723b) complex bipolar answers.
8.7.1.3 The structure of complex bipolar alternative sets

As noted in §8.6.2, the ability to express complex bipolar alternative sets is one of the reasons I chose a Rooth-Hamblin partial-answer semantics rather than a Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984) complete-answer semantics. For Roberts (2012), since bipolar alternative sets are all singleton sets, the addition of another alternative-generating element (such as a focus) would result in an alternative set \{P, Q, R, \ldots\} that does not differ from the alternative set that the focus would generate on its own. (That is to say, complex bipolar questions would have the same alternative sets as ordinary WH questions, and complex bipolar answers would have the same focus alternative sets as ordinary answers to WH questions.) Indeed, any theory built on entailment of complete answers would have this difficulty, as complete answers to \{P, Q, \ldots\} and \{P, \neg P, Q, \neg Q, \ldots\} would mutually entail each other.

A Hamblin-style semantics does not have a problem differentiating between these; \{P, Q, \ldots\} and \{P, \neg P, Q, \neg Q, \ldots\} are not equivalent in this model, so adopting a Hamblin semantics for alternative sets, as Büring (2003), Rullmann (2003), and Wilder (2013) do, potentially allows WH and complex bipolar alternative sets to differ.\(^{24}\)

8.7.1.4 “Flat” or “nested” alternative sets?

Roberts (2012) and Büring (2003) also differ according to whether complex alternative sets have “flat” structures – that is, all possible alternatives in the same set – or “nested” structures, in which alternatives are grouped into subsets according to a superquestion-subquestion hierarchy, where alternatives in the same subsets are answers to the same subquestions.

(726) a. Q: “Who ate what? What did Fred eat?”
   b. A: “\textsc{Fred}_F ate the \textsc{Beans}_F.”

In Büring’s semantics, the answer in (726b) corresponds to a complex alternative set like that in (727).

\(^{24}\)As it happens, Büring (2003) maintains Roberts’ (2012) singleton \{P\} semantics for yes/no questions and their answers, despite the shift to a Hamblin semantics; Rullmann (2003) and Wilder (2013), on the other hand, restore the Hamblin-style bipolar semantics.
This structure corresponds both to the superquestion-subquestion sequence and to the accentual contours of the contrastive topic and focus.

At least to my ear, however, I do not notice the same correspondences for complex bipolar questions. Unlike the multiple-WH patterns observed in Jackendoff (1972) and Büring (2003), complex bipolar answers seem to me to have the same accentual contours regardless of the superquestion-subquestion hierarchy.

(728) a. “Do you like ice cream? Which flavors do you like? Which don’t you like?”
     b. “I DÔN’T like CHÔCOLATE, but I DÔ like VANÎLLA.”

     b. “I DÔN’T like CHÔCOLATE, but I DÔ like VANÎLLA.”

(730) a. “Were the Clintons senators? Which Clinton was a senator? Which wasn’t?”
     b. “HÎLLARY WÂS a senator, but BÎLL WÂSN’T a senator.”

(731) a. “Which Clintons were senators? Was Hillary a senator? How about Bill?”
     b. “HÎLLARY WÂS a senator, but BÎLL WÂSN’T a senator.”

Rather, it seems to be the relative order of, or structural relationship between, the polar-focus element and the constituent-focus element that determines the accentual contours. This leaves open the question of which element is the contrastive topic. Is it the one that corresponds to the pragmatic topic, or the one that corresponds to the contrastive-topic-like accent? Or are all of these just foci?

This is one of the reasons I couch discussion of these questions and their answers in terms of “flat” alternative sets rather than “nested” alternative sets. Adopting a “nested” semantics leads to a question of whether (732a) or (732b) is appropriate for any given complex bipolar
The two English criteria – the questions asked and the accentual contours used – do not necessarily give the same results when applied to complex bipolar answers, and Kwak’wala does not, so far as I know, distinguish contrastive topic and focus anyway, so I do not have particularly strong reasons to prefer one of these to the other.

So instead of considering, for each complex bipolar sentence, whether (732a) or (732b) is appropriate, I just adopt a Roberts-style flat structure (e.g., \{P, \neg P, Q, \neg Q, \ldots\}). In §5.5, I offer a potential way to maintain a Büring-style congruence model even with a flat semantics, but which does not complicate the presentation of the alternative sets in instances where we are unsure of which focus (if any) is a constrastive topic.

8.7.1.5 A puzzle regarding complex bipolar questions

It is interesting to observe that complex bipolar questions are difficult to express; there does not appear to be, in English or Kwak’wala, a straightforward way to ask these as questions. That is, while English, at least, can express a WH/WH pair-list question by using a special construction (a multiple-WH question), neither language appears to have any sort of dedicated construction for this.25

It seems like this should at least be possible: even if both kinds of questions conflict with each other, somehow, in or near the syntactic “C” head in English syntax, why is it not possible to leave the lower WH word *in situ* as we do for multiple-WH questions? That is, why is (733c) not a question that can mean “Which flavors do you like, and which don’t you like?”

(733) a. Do you like ice cream?
   b. Who likes which flavors?
   c. *Do you like which flavors?

It also at least seems like it should be possible in Kwak’wala. Although multiple WH questions would be blocked, since both WH elements would have to occupy the same position (the

---

25 It is important to keep in mind, regarding “question under discussion” theories, that the “questions” invoked are abstract semantic objects, not necessarily natural-language questions. Particular utterances – questions, disjunctions, etc. – express these objects, but not every discourse-relevant alternative set will correspond to a natural-language question. Kwak’wala, for example, is among those languages that cannot directly express multiple-WH questions, but the corresponding theoretical objects would be as necessary to model Kwak’wala discourse as they are to model English discourse.
there is no particular reason to believe that \(=ʔm\), which we have seen marks questions as bipolar, ever occupies this position. Yet WH questions with \(=ʔm\) do not seem to express anything at all.

(734) \(X\) ?əngʷaʔmida dulowe?
    ?ngʷa=ʔm=i=da dulowa=a?
    who=VER=3DIST=DET win=INVIS
    Intended: “Who did and didn’t win?”

There would, I think, be two basic ways of explaining this lack: either a complex bipolar question is not a pragmatically possible formal object, or something in the syntax rules it out (cf. Karttunen, 1977, p. 25). I do not think that it is the former; the predicted questions can be expressed indirectly, by asking a series of questions, or through disjunction or conjunction.

(735) a. “What ice creams do you like? What ice creams do you not like?”
    b. “What ice creams do you and/or don’t you like?”
    c. “Which Clintons have been senators? Which Clintons haven’t been senators?”
    d. “Which Clintons have and/or haven’t been senators?”

“Disjunctive bipolar complex questions” like these are somewhat awkward things to ask in conversation, but they do occur. We can find them as article titles and online forum questions, for example, when authors are asking for, or intending to give, lists of positive and negative answers to a question.

(736) a. “What does or doesn’t cause acne?” (SymptomFind.com, Nov. 29, 2011)
    b. “Just what does or doesn’t happen in a lawyer’s free consultation?” (MichiganLatinoLawyer.com, Jan. 13, 2014)
    c. “Who does or doesn’t do music and who should?” (KTN Kenya, Apr. 6, 2014)
    d. “What does or doesn’t happen if [e-cigarette nicotine] juice freezes?” (E-Cigarette Forum, Nov. 11, 2013)

---

26These also occur with “and”, but most search results for this structure used in a question – that is, with a question mark – seem to use “or”.

(i) a. “Barefoot running? Who does and doesn’t?” (therunningbug.co.uk, Jun. 4, 2013)
    b. “What does and what doesn’t work this season [when playing the computer game Starcraft]?” (eu.battle.net, Aug. 12, 2014)
    c. “How does and doesn’t gaining a lot of money change you?” (Quora.com, Oct. 17, 2013)

It should be noted that this is probably a non-Boolean “and” – the speaker is not asking for a list of people that both run and do not run – and could accordingly use the same semantics I assume for “or”.
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These questions would be straightforward to model using the semantics of questions presented in Chapter 5: since both WH elements and disjunctions are “O-variables” and can be bound by SAY, there is nothing that would prevent the generation of \( \{ \lambda w. x \text{ causes acne in } w = t \mid x \in D_e, t \in D_t \} \) from the indexation in (737).\(^{27}\)

\[(737) \quad \text{SAY}^{1,2}( \text{what}_1 \text{ does or}_2 \text{ doesn’t cause acne} )\]

But this again raises a question: why, if SAY can also bind the bipolar alternative generator (the YN from §5.4 and §8.6.2), can we not bind both in (738)?

\[(738) \quad \begin{align*} 
\text{a.} & \quad \text{SAY}^{1,2}( \text{YN}_1 \text{ you like which}_2 \text{ flavors} ) (=733c) \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{SAY}^{1,2}( \text{YN}_1 \text{ʔəngʷ}_2 =\text{id}a \text{ dulowe?} ) (=734) 
\end{align*}\]

While it is possible that some semantic constraint, that arises out of the peculiarities of bipolar expression, might prevent this kind of co-indexation, I do not know what it might be; it seems that if binding WH-type variables is possible, and binding bipolar variables is possible, and binding multiple variables simultaneously is possible, then it should at least be possible to bind both WH- and YN-type variables simultaneously.

In any case, the analysis below does not rely on it being possible to express complex bipolar questions, just that they might be discourse-relevant semantic objects, whether those objects correspond to single utterances or multiple utterances. In this model, since focus is sensitive to the union of discourse relevant alternative sets, the complex bipolar questions can be made up of multiple utterances, just as the complex bipolar question that will be invoked in §8.7.2 is the union of several discourse-relevant alternative sets.

### 8.7.2 \(=ʔm\) in additive sentences

As noted in §7.2, the enclitic \(=ʔm\) occurs in every additive sentence, raising the question of what, exactly, it does in these sentences.

We could just say that it, too, expresses additivity – that is, that there happens to be a homophony between \(=ʔm\) particles, such that one expresses polarity contrast and another expresses additive focus. To some extent, we may have to simply accept some degree of homophony for \(=ʔm\), given some complications that arise with respect to usage conventionalization (§8.5). Nonetheless, I think it is revealing to pursue a basically “bipolar” account of additive focus as well: that \(=ʔm\) expresses a discourse-relevant polarity contrast in all its uses, including additive uses.

\(^{27}\)I should reiterate here that my notation for disjunction “binding” (§5.2.2.1) coindexes the “or” itself, and this does not mean that I am binding alternatives to “or”; the alternatives are still just “does” and “doesn’t”.
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The treatment of additive focus involving a *verum* component goes back to a particular thread of investigation on Germanic additive focus. Various authors (including Reis and Rosengren, 1997; Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003; Féry, 2008b) have proposed that in at least some additive sentences in English, German, and Dutch, the additive operator is actually associating with a contrastive topic, and furthermore that the intonation of the sentence has properties we would otherwise associate with *verum* focus, in which an element that is not itself focused receives the focus accent.

(739) PÉTER hat die Ausstellung ÀUCH besucht.
Peter has the exhibition also visited
“Peter visited the exhibition, too.” (Krifka, 1998, p. 13)

So in (739), the associate of “auch” (also) is not the element with the focus accent – the accented element is “auch” itself – but the element with the “contrastive topic” (§ 5.5) accent, “Peter”. This would be unusual from the point of view in which “association with focus” means “association with the element bearing a focus accent”; in that case “auch” would not be a focus-sensitive operator at all, but a topic-sensitive operator.

There are several ways that we might account for what is going on in such sentences. Reis and Rosengren (1997) and Féry (2008b) offer phonological explanations: basically, that the *verum*-like intonation of additive sentences comes down to an accident of the accent-assigning algorithm. *Verum* and additive answers are both sentences in which there is a lack of non-given, non-topical material, and so in both the accent-assigning algorithm is forced to accent material that is not, itself, $F$-marked. Krifka (1998) and Rullmann (2003), on the other hand, offer semantic explanations in which it is not just a coincidence, and additive focus does have (some kind of) *verum* component.

As a language that marks *verum* focus morphologically, rather than intonationally, Kwak’wala data gives us a straightforward way to decide between these hypotheses. The appearance of $=ʔm$ in both *verum* and additive answers cannot just be a coincidence of the accent-assigning algorithm. Even if, in the end, we were to decide that $=ʔm$ is not fundamentally a *verum* marker, its co-occurrence in both *verum* and additive sentences suggests that some aspect of their semantics or pragmatics is shared.

---

28 Nor is this the only such “coincidental” connection between additive and *verum* focus; Rullmann (2003) notes a number of examples in which Germanic discourse particles have both additive and verum uses. For example, we can note that there is a “too” in English that has a purely *verum* use; the sentence in (740b) does not make any presupposition that someone else also took out the garbage.

(740) a. “Dylan didn’t take out the garbage!”
   b. “I did too!”
The account below is very close to that of Rullmann (2003), which is based on Krifka (1998). For Rullmann, additive answers display contrastive-topic and *verum* intonations because they address complex implicit questions like “And what about Peter? Did he visit the exhibition or not?” that arises from the utterance of (741b).

(741)  

   a. “Who visited the exhibition?”
   
   b. “Alice visited the exhibition.”
   
   c. “CHRÍS visited the exhibition, TÒO.”

That is, although the answer in (741c) might seem to answer a question of the form \{λw.that x visited the exhibition in w | x ∈ De\} like that represented in (742), it actually answers a complex question, something roughly of the form \{λw.that x visited the exhibition in w = y | y ∈ Dt, x ∈ De\} like that represented in (743).29

(742) \{
        Alice visited the exhibition
        Chris visited the exhibition
      \}

(743) \{
        Alice did visit the exhibition
        Alice didn’t visit the exhibition
        Chris did visit the exhibition
        Chris didn’t visit the exhibition
      \}

Where does this question come from? Is it an implicit question in the discourse, like the complex bipolar questions hypothesized in §8.7.1? I will suggest below that it need not be present in the discourse as a complex bipolar question. Rather, additives respond to several discourse-relevant considerations, and these considerations, considered as a union, have a complex bipolar form.

Krifka (1998) argues that answers come with a manner implicature (the “distinctiveness” condition) that they constitute complete answers to the question under discussion, and thus that alternative answers are untrue or are unknown. So in the dialogue in (744), the utterance in (744b) implicates that Chris did not visit the exhibition, or that the speaker does not know which of \{that Chris visited the exhibition, that Chris did not visit the exhibition\} is true.30

---

29 Rullmann (2003) uses Büring’s (2003) “nested” semantics of complex questions (in this case, something like \{\{P, ¬P\}, \{Q, ¬Q\}, \ldots\}), but as I noted in §5.5 and §8.7.1.4, I adopt a flat structure (in this case, \{P, ¬P, Q, ¬Q\}).

30 It also might implicate other things – that Alice did not visit the park, etc. – according to what other questions the interlocutors think might be relevant, but it certainly would implicate that Chris did not (or was not known to) visit the exhibition.

Note that this is not a model in which any speaker necessarily knows what questions are under discussion; all participants are trying to narrow down the nature of the current discussion. It is entirely possible, here, that a
(744)  a. “Who visited the exhibition?”
b. “Alice visited the exhibition.”

Since implicated propositions can contribute to \( C \) just as any discourse-relevant consideration can (§5.3.1), the \( C \) after the exchange in (744) would be that in (745).

\[
(745) \quad C = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\lambda w.\text{that Alice visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris visited the exhibition in } w \\
\ldots \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris did not visit the exhibition in } w \\
\end{array} \right\}
\]

This is exactly the right form to predict both a constituent focus, ranging over \{Alice, Bernie, Chris\}, and a verum-type focus, ranging over \{\lambda p.p, \lambda p.\neg p\}; the most restrictive set that contains all of the alternatives in \( \bigcup C \) is \( \{\lambda w.\text{that } x \text{ visited the exhibition in } w = t \mid t \in D_t, x \in D_e \} \).

In other words, additive sentences are also verum sentences, because they involve polarity contrast with a distinctiveness implicature.

Two additional things should be noted. First, we can see that the inclusion of the question (744a) in \( C \) is not necessary for the calculation to work – (744b) and the distinctiveness implicature are sufficient – although we need not exclude it, either.

Secondly, the implicature need not result in a single proposition. As noted, an answer like (744b) does not necessarily implicate that Peter did not visit the exhibition, just that the speaker does not know whether or not he did. If what is raised is really an implicated question \( \{\lambda w.\text{that Chris visited the exhibition in } w, \lambda w.\text{that Chris did not visit the exhibition in } w\} \) as in Rullmann (2003), rather than the quasi-assertive implicature \( \{\lambda w.\text{that Chris did not visit the exhibition in } w\} \), the resulting overall question \( \bigcup C \) remains the same.

\[
(746) \quad C = \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\lambda w.\text{that Alice visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Bernie visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris visited the exhibition in } w \\
\ldots \\
\lambda w.\text{that Alice visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris visited the exhibition in } w \\
\lambda w.\text{that Chris did not visit the exhibition in } w \\
\end{array} \right\}
\]

Speaker act as if a distinctiveness implicature has been generated by a question that has not explicitly been asked. One set of distinctiveness implicatures is nearly certain – the ones relative to the explicit question – but more sets are at least possible.
So in either case – whether the implicature is the negation or itself a bipolar question – $C$ is bipolar, and therefore additive sentences require a bipolar F-closure to be congruent with $C$, which would explain the appearance of $=ʔm$ in additive sentences.

### 8.7.3 $=ʔm$ in exclusive sentences

What polarity contrast is relevant to exclusive sentences?

I think the answer lies in this: that when a speaker answers a question with “Only $X$ did $Y$”, they are generally held to be expressing two things: that $X$ did $Y$, and that the alternatives to $X$ did not do $Y$. This is what an answerer does in the complex bipolar answers discussed in §8.7.1, like (720b) and (721b): propose that it is necessary to the conversation to divide the inquiry into positive and negative subquestions and answer both.

If we were to explicitly state both meanings of an English “only” sentences, we would see the same kind of constituent/polarity pair-list intonation as we did in (721b).

((747) a. “Who graduated?”
   b. “Only Adam graduated.”
   c. = “JÓHN DÍDN’T graduate, but ÁDAM DÌD graduate.”

This intonation suggests the relevance of a complex bipolar question. This is not necessarily to say that (747b) and (747c) have the exact same semantics, just that the intonation of (747c) can be used to reveal the implicit question that the answerer is assuming: one of the form $\{\lambda w. x \text{ graduated in } w = t \mid x \in D_e, t \in D_t\}$.

While this may appear to be a strange question for (747b) to be congruent to, note that it represents the union of the alternative sets corresponding to the questions “Who graduated?” and “Who didn’t graduate?” Put another way, we could say that exclusive sentences are congruent to two questions: the two WH questions corresponding to their positive and negative meaning components. (Since the model in Chapter 5 treats focus as sensitive to the union of discourse-relevant considerations, it does not matter here whether we say that exclusive sentences are congruent to one complex question or two simple questions; both would have the same effect.)

### 8.7.3.1 The congruence of exclusives

This would also explain an interesting property of “only” answers: that they suffice as answers to both WH and yes/no questions:

---

31 As noted in §7.3.7, what exactly these meanings are is a matter of long-standing debate, but almost all accounts of exclusives at least agree that exclusive sentences have positive and negative meaning components.
a. “Did the boys graduate?” “Only Adam graduated.”

This is also a property of other complex bipolar answers like in (720), (721), and (749).

a. “Did the boys graduate?” “JÓHN DÍDN’T graduate, but ÁDAM DÍD graduate.”
b. “Who graduated?” “JÓHN DÍDN’T graduate, but ÁDAM DÍD graduate.”

This is even more striking in Kwak’wala, since WH and yes/no questions do not otherwise “share” answer types; aside from some exceptions like those in §8.5, there is otherwise a clear partition between sentences as to whether they answer WH or yes/no questions. Exclusive sentences are the only sentence type I have encountered that systematically can answer both kinds of questions.

(750) a. w̓ il̕axʷda̱x̌ʷm̩as dulo?
    w̓ ila=xda̱xʷ=ʔm=a=s dulo
    all=pl=ver=ques=2 win
    “Did you all win?”

b. higa̱m̍ i Ruby dulo
    higa=ʔm=i Ruby dulo
    only=ver=3dist Ruby win
    “Only Ruby won.”

(751) a. ʔəngʷida duloweʔ
    ʔngʷ=i=da dulow=a=a?
    who=3dist=det win=a=invis
    “Who won?”

b. higa̱m̍ i Ruby dulo
    higa=ʔm=i Ruby dulo
    only=ver=3dist Ruby win
    “Only Ruby won.”

The complex bipolar account above would explain why this is: exclusive answers can be (indirectly) congruent to both types of questions because they are directly congruent to a complex bipolar question: either the bipolar elaboration of the WH question or the WH elaboration of the bipolar question.

If exclusive answers did not have complex polar focus semantic values – that is, if they did
not have both constituent-type and polarity contrasts – then we would expect at least one of the question/answer pairs to be incongruent, since the question would invoke a contrast that the answer would lack.

Put more formally, if an exclusive answer only had an F-closure along the lines of \( \{ \lambda w. that \ x \ \text{won in } w \mid x \in D_e \} \), then it would meta-presuppose that every discourse-relevant consideration in \( C \) would be of that form. This would predict congruence in the case of (751), but would predict incongruence in the case of (750), since the question would be of the form \( \{ \lambda w. that \ \text{Ruby won in } w = t \mid t \in D_t \} \) instead.

On the other hand, if an exclusive answer only had an F-closure along the lines of \( \{ \lambda w. that \ Ruby \ \text{won in } w = t \mid t \in D_t \} \), then it would likewise meta-presuppose that every discourse-relevant consideration in \( C \) would be of this form. This would predict congruence in the case of (750) but predict incongruence in the case of (751).

However, if an exclusive answer has an F-closure along the lines of \( \{ \lambda w. x \ \text{won in } w = t \mid x \in D_e, t \in D_t \} \), then both (750) and (751) would be congruent.

This more complex question rather neatly resolves the formal problem considered in §7.5.4.3. The congruence presupposition of an exclusive sentence cannot, given my implementation of focus semantics and focus operator association, be the same as the congruence presupposition of its prejacent. Rather, I have to predict (along with Roberts, 2012) that exclusive sentences have a more complex F-closure than their prejacent, and therefore that they directly answer a more complex implicit question. This prediction is confirmed by evidence from Kwak’wala: we can only explain the form and usage of exclusive sentences like higam̓ i Ruby dulo (“Only Ruby won”) if they have a more complex F-closure than their prejacent, specifically, a complex bipolar F-closure.

### 8.8 \( =ʔm \) with \( la \)

The combination of \( la \) (“now”, “then”, “at that time”) and \( =ʔm \) is extremely common, both in speech and texts, but I do not think it always has the same semantic or pragmatic contribution.

The most frequent use of \( la=ʔm \), in narrative and I think in conversation as well, is as a sentence-level conjunction (roughly “and then...”) tying together sentences in a narrative (Boas and Hunt, 1905; Berman, 1982).

(752) a. w̓ igilase \( x̌ʷa \) ńala
   wi-gi-l=as=e \( x̌ʷa \) ńala
   what-do-ONGOING=2=QUES accusative medial day
   “What did you do today?”
b. galabeyən ḡəʔastala
galabe=n  ḡʔ-ʔaʔsta-la
first=1 early-want?=ongoing
“First, I ate breakfast.”

c. lʔəm xən  la ləxə ḷaquƛ̓əʔas
l=ʔm=xd=n  la l=(a)xə  Ḵaʔ-ʔoʔaʔ-ʔaʔ-ʔas
then=hi=rec.past=1 now prep=acc redup-know-try-place
“Then I went to school.”

These sentences tend to be used in scene continuations, where the sentence continues the thread of narrative from the previous sentence, rather than when a sentence executes a scene change or is not narrative.

What is =ʔm doing in these la sentences? For the “narrative conjunction” sentences, I think it is reasonable to categorize such sentences as additive, since their usage suggests that they presuppose another, prior event having been expressed. This is true even in English; to begin a sentence with “And then...” requires the prior expression of some sort of prior event.32

However, if =ʔm always express a polarity contrast, what polarity contrast is it expressing? While, as noted, I do not think we can necessarily pin down exactly what contrast a speaker addresses in each kind of =ʔm use, I think the “distinctiveness” account of the additive in §8.7.2 at least provides a candidate contrast. If Krifka’s distinctiveness condition applies not just to immediate and overt questions, but also to “higher” and implicit QUDs – which we have no reason to believe it would not – then its application to the universal implicit question of narratives (something like “What happened?”) would, I think, predict the right sort of distinctiveness implicatures to impart a polarity contrast. Specifically, each sentence, taken as expressing the completion of the answer “What happened?”, implicates that that is all that happened – that is, that for any further event e, e did not happen. An assertion of any such e both answers “What happened?” and denies the denial of e. This requires a complex bipolar alternative set to address.

It could potentially, however, be a contrastive or exclusive rather than an additive usage of =ʔm; possibly something like “at that time, but not at other times”, “just now, but not earlier”.

32I do not think this is just a sentential conjunction with a prior sentence, in a syntax-beyond-the-sentence. It is not as though any prior sentence, regardless of its meaning, will allow the continuation “And then...”, and the presupposition of “And then...” can be satisfied non-locally in any case.
(753)  Context: A number of mattresses had been left out in the rain; they had been damp, but were now dry.

ləm̓ ux̌ ləmxʷʔida
l=ʔm=ux̌ lmxʷ-xʔid=a
now=VER=3MED dry?-CHANGE=a
“They’re dry now.”

(754)  Context: I have been attempting to play a memory game with my eyes closed, in which a speaker calls out a card and I attempt to find that card. I had not gotten a single correct match, until finally I happen across a correct card.

ləʔəm nəqa
l=ʔm nqa
now=VER correct
“Now it’s correct!”

These could be answers to covert questions, along the lines of “Are they dry yet?”/“Yes, they’re dry now”, but not all such sentences could be verum answers.

(755)  Context: The speaker’s father used to bring newspapers to the elders and read the news to them. One day he went around to them exclaiming...

ləʔəm lołi Hitla̲x̌ Poland
l=ʔm la-w-ƛ=ı Hitla=x̌ Poland
then=VER go-out-obtain=3DIST Hitler=ACC Poland
“Hitler’s got Poland!”

This cannot be a verum usage, because part of the background to this story is that the elders did not know about either Hitler or Poland, and thus would not (and could not) have asked anything like “Does Hitler have Poland yet?” Rather, this would seem to be something along the lines of “It is just now, rather than in the past, that Hitler got Poland.”

Another usage of ləʔəm is to express what we express in English with “already” (756).
(756) a. ləʔəmxdən  həm̓ xʔida
       lʔm=xd=n  hm-xʔida
       now=VER=REC.PAST=1 eat-CHANGE
       “I have eaten already.”

b. ləʔəmxdən  pət̓ida
       lʔm=xd=n  pt-xʔida
       now=VER=REC.PAST=1 medicine-CHANGE
       “I already took my medicine.”

The sentences in (756), despite containing ləʔəm, do not have any obvious additive-like or exclusive-like contextual restrictions. It seems more likely to me that these are just verum answers, to questions of the form “Have you now done [something]?”

Note that when a sentence with la (in the sense of “now”) is not additive, not affirmative, and not involving a temporal polarity contrast like in (753) or (755), la simply occurs on its own, as in (757).

(757) a. ?əʔekaq̓ila  la
       ?-ʔik-aq̓i-la  la
       REDUP-good-ʔʔ-ONGOING now
       “Take care now!” (common parting phrase)

b. ləʔas  gənsən̓xila
       la=a=s  gns-ʔn̓xila
       now=QUES=2 how.many-year
       “How old are you now?”

That is, it is not just the semantics of this sense (“now”, “then”, “at this time”) of la that condition the use of =ʔm. Rather, =ʔm appears to occur with la for various contextual reasons – affirmation, additivity, and contrast among them – unlike other conventional uses of =ʔm in which the co-occurrence of =ʔm and a class of elements (negation, numerals) has a fixed usage that blocks the occurrence of =ʔm when other usages (§8.5).

8.9  =ʔm in equative sentences

=ʔm is extremely common in equative sentences and elefts, but it has proven very hard to pin down what, if anything, it means, and therefore hard to square the uses of =ʔm in equative sentences with the bipolar account of =ʔm pursued in this chapter. Some uses of =ʔm in equative
sentences are just ordinary *verum* and additive uses as seen above, but many do not appear to be. As noted in §4.2.7, copular sentences tend to have an element that follows the copula; this is often \(=d(a)\) (probably related, at least historically, to the determiner \(=da\), as considered in §4.2.9), but in equative sentences and clefts \(=ʔm\) is often used instead.\(^{33}\)

It would be plausible to assume that equative sentences and clefts are in some sense a category of exhaustive sentences, since what they do is single out a unique individual. I have never found a context in which a speaker felt that one of \(=d(a)\) or \(=ʔm\) is appropriate and the other inappropriate; when both can occur, they seem to be interchangeable. I have asked speakers if they sense any difference in meaning, or can think of any difference in use, between these, but they cannot pin down a difference either.

\[(758)\]

a. hedi Ruby dulowa
   be.3DIST=DET=3DIST Ruby win
   “It’s Ruby who won.”

b. hemi Ruby dulowa
   be.3DIST=VER=3DIST Ruby win
   “It’s Ruby who won.”

I should note that, while speakers do report that sentences like (758) “sound like there’s only one” (§4.3.4), this meaning is readily cancelled regardless of whether \(=d(a)\) (759a) or \(=ʔm\) (759b) is used, unlike the exclusive entailment of \(hig-\) (759c).

\(^{33}\)It is not simply that equative sentences are copular; locative, measure, and indefinite-predicate copular sentences (§4.4.1, §4.4.5, §4.4.4) do not receive \(=ʔm\) except for one of the reasons above (e.g., that they are polar questions, or affirmative answers). For example, in (i.a), I had constructed a sentence meant to be an ordinary assertion, but the speaker felt that it sounded like a question instead; a second attempt with \(=d(a)\) instead was accepted as an assertion (i.b).

(i) a. ?hemi le? Hannaheʔe Boston
   he=ʔm=i l=a=i Hannah=/embed=3DIST Boston
   “Hannah is in Boston.”
   Speaker comment: “Is that supposed to be a question?”

b. ✔ hedi le? Hannaheʔe Boston
   he=d=i l=a=i Hanna=/embed=3DIST Boston
   “Hannah is in Boston.”

As a side note, *Boston* and *Bostonas* (“Boston-place”) usually refer to the U.S.A. as a whole, but in this case we were talking about Boston, Massachusetts.
Despite this apparent interchangeability, there are a few tendencies we can observe. For example, when a cleft is used to correct someone rather than answer a question—"it wasn’t X that did something, it was Y"—=d(a) tends to be used. Also, when a copula (aside from higa-) scopes under negation, =ʔm does not occur, while =d(a) can. Finally, =d(a) is rarely used with first and second persons; in positive contexts =ʔm tends to be used, and in negative contexts this slot is generally empty. In other words, =d(a) and =ʔm each have their idiosyncratic distributions, but in many cases they can both occur, and when they can, they do not seem to induce any obvious difference in meaning.

My hunch is that, when both =d(a) and =ʔm are appropriate, the choice between them might depend on expectations regarding identity. In both types of sentences, we can describe the meaning as "exhaustive" or "identificational" in some way, but my sense is that =d(a) tends to be used where it is expected that there only be one person/thing (or only be N people/things) of which the stated state/action is true, whereas =ʔm tends to be used when there might have been an expectation of more. That is, =ʔm marks something like a less-than-expected answer, in the sense of Beaver and Clark (2008), while =d(a) is used for as-much-as-expected answers.34

8.10 Summary

=ʔm occurs in a wide variety of contexts that do not form an obvious natural class. It has been

---

34 On the other hand, when only one of =d(a) and =ʔm are appropriate, I do not think that this fine distinction is made. For example, in first and second person equative sentences, =ʔm seems to be used regardless of expectation.
clear since at least Boas (1900) that it has *something* to do with discourse – even if it is just “discourse” in the speaker’s mind. However, just saying that it has a “close connection” to an old subject leaves the unusual distribution of \( =?m \) unexplained. I propose that each of these contexts involves a discourse-relevant polarity contrast.

Taking \( =?m \) to be indicative of a polarity contrast, whether we implement it as the generator of alternatives (§8.6.1.3) or an operator that is sensitive to bipolar alternatives (§8.6.1.4), captures fairly straightforwardly:

- the presence of \( =?m \) in affirmative answers, contrast, and agreement.
- the absence of \( =?m \) in answers to WH questions.
- the presence of \( =?m \) in most yes/no questions.
- the absence of \( =?m \) in monopolar or alternative questions.

Two additional uses of \( =?m \) are captured when we consider contexts with both bipolar and constituent alternatives, what I call “complex bipolar” alternative sets in §8.7.1:

- the presence of \( =?m \) in additive sentences.
- the presence of \( =?m \) in exclusive sentences.

This account does not itself account for:

- the absence of \( =?m \) in negative answers.
- the absence of \( =?m \) in negative questions.

I do not, however, think that this necessarily indicates that \( =?m \) is polarity-sensitive, but is due to a conventionalized association of negative \( =?m \) sentences with a “not yet” reading.

There are two notable contexts in which \( =?m \) is very frequent, and where I think \( =?m \) may have various potential meanings, but for which I am uncertain which type of \( =?m \) meaning best explains this frequency:

- the high frequency of \( =?m \) in *la-* (“now, then, at this time”) sentences.
- the high frequency of \( =?m \) in equative sentences.
I think most instances of \(=ʔm\) in la-sentences are best explainable as additive, and most instances of \(=ʔm\) in equative sentences are exclusive, but it may be that these have other meanings or are not themselves particularly meaningful at all.

The distribution of \(=ʔm\) invites comparisons with the conventional expression of verum focus in English, the stressed auxiliary construction. While both constructions conventionally express verum focus, they have rather different distributions outside of affirmative answers, arguing against the idea of a universal function VERUM corresponding to the English stressed auxiliary and expressing a uniform semantic function (e.g., the certainty semantics of Romero and Han, 2004) whenever it occurs.\(^{35}\)

Given that verum in English (and its relatives) is expressed rather indirectly (by a sentential accent on another word in the sentence), we might instead conclude the opposite: that Kwak’wala \(=ʔm\) expresses the “true” VERUM function and the English stressed auxiliary construction is a coincidence of other factors (e.g., the dictum focus of Creswell, 2000).

I do not go so far as to argue this, however, as it would be rather unlike my treatment of focus overall. In §1.7, I treat focus as a semantic phenomenon – roughly, the ability of certain elements of a sentence to be treated as variable for some interpretive purposes and have a default value for others – whose presence can be deduced by various means. Every focus-sensitive expressive phenomenon (be that accentuation, clefting, special morphology, variation in operators, etc.) narrows down the possibilities for focus interpretation, but by different means. Likewise, the various apparent expressions of verum all allow the listener to deduce that a polar element in the sentence should be considered variable for some interpretive purposes, but not necessarily by the same deductive route.

Nonetheless, I would claim Kwak’wala \(=ʔm\) more directly marks polarity contrasts, and in a wider variety of contexts, revealing the presence and absence of polarity contrasts more finely than the English stressed auxiliary would. In doing so, it provides support for various hypotheses regarding the interaction of polarity, questions, and focus. It provides morphological confirmation that polar questions can correspond to either monopolar \(\{P\}\) or bipolar \(\{P, \neg P\}\) alternative sets (Krifka, 2013), and suggests a richer semantics for constituent/polarity questions (that is, complex bipolar questions) than Roberts (2012) or Büring (2003) utilize. Finally, it provides a morphological confirmation of the hypothesis that additive answers also express a polarity contrast (Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003).

\(^{35}\)We can see a parallel in the history of focus investigation (Büring, 2007; Krifka, 2007): theories that associate focus expressions with a particular, stable interpretation have largely given way to theories where focus expresses the properties of semantic or pragmatic objects (like alternative sets) that are utilized by meaningful elements.
Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Theoretical conclusions

9.1.1 Information structure in a cooperative game

Many authors in linguistics and the philosophy of language (e.g. Lewis, 1979; Stalnaker, 1978; Carlson, 1984; Grice, 1989; Roberts, 2012) have treated dialogue as a cooperative, game-like enterprise, in which two or more players accomplish a common goal (like information exchange) by making “moves” that they believe will change the game state in the direction of that common goal.

This cooperative game metaphor is doubly apt, in that if you have ever watched a cooperative game being played there is usually (if it is not forbidden in the rules) a great deal of “table talk” in which the participants:

• clarify what the players’ current common goals and knowledge of the game state are,
• inform the other players of how the current move is intended to address these goals, and
• suggest to other players what kinds of moves would be appropriate in the future.

Sometimes this table talk is informative, in that a player lets the other players know that the current move addresses an intermediate goal that has not been made overt, or that cannot have been deduced from the game state. Sometimes this table talk is uninformative, and recapitulates information that all players know, so that players can reassure themselves that they are all on the same page with respect to their current goals and strategy.

Players of the “conversation game” do this as well; in (presumably) all languages there are some aspects of the linguistic signal (intonation, word order, eyebrow height, etc.) that players
utilize to achieve the above tasks: “common ground management” tasks in the sense of Krifka (2007).¹

The formal model in Chapter 5 attempts to model common ground management tasks – the “table talk” – as a process parallel to common ground content tasks – the “game”. In common ground content tasks, there are contextual variables such as $w$, the index variable of the current world, and no party knows exactly which possible world $w$ refers to. Interlocutors can, however, make claims about $w$ – asserting that $w$ is a certain way, presupposing that $w$ is a certain way, etc. – and by this cooperatively narrow down the set of referential possibilities for $w$.

Common ground management tasks proceed, in this model, in the same way. A contextual variable $C$ is the index variable into a set of possible conversations, where a conversation is a set of explicit and implicit considerations (questions, statements, etc.) relevant to speakers’ communicative goals. Given that considerations can be (and often are) implicit, the interlocutors do not necessarily know which among the possible conversations $C$ refers to. However, just as interlocutors can make claims about $w$, they can make claims about $C$ – asserting that $C$ is a certain way, presupposing that $C$ is a certain way, etc. – and by this cooperatively narrow down the referential possibilities for $C$.²

In this model, speech acts contribute both assertions and presuppositions about $C$. Speech-act operators³ bind variables within the sentence that determine the content of these assertions and presuppositions. The WH-variables (or more broadly, a class of non-focus variables I call “O-variables”) bound by the operator determine the nature of the operator’s assertion regarding $C$, whereas the focus variables bound by the operator determine the nature of the operator’s presupposition regarding $C$.

The model sketched in Chapter 5 is in some ways a toy model, and does not attempt to model many crucial aspects of English focus of long interest to semanticists and syntacticians. It is meant, however, to capture a few aspects that I think are crucial to the consideration and

¹This is potentially a broader set of tasks than those that deal with “information structure” more narrowly speaking; information structure is an aspect of common ground management but not necessarily all of it. In some senses of “focus”, for example, the questioning distinctions explored in §8.4 and §8.6.2 would probably not count as “focus”. However, it is interesting to note that, in both English and Kwak’wala, the same aspects of the linguistic signal used for focus (intonation and =ʔm, respectively) are used to achieve this other common ground management task as well.

²It is important to acknowledge that $C$, and whatever other “common ground management” variables we might need, do not constitute a separate “common ground” from $w$ and other conventionally-assumed contextual variables. As Krifka (2007, p. 17) notes, “any ecologically valid notion of CG [the common ground] must also contain information about the manifest communicative interests and goals of the participants.” The information that $C$ represents is itself a part of $w$ – facts about what people say and want and intend are facts about the world, too – and we can discuss these by ordinary means as well (“We’re not talking about $X$, we’re talking about $Y$!”). It is just that there is also appears to be a special set of communicative phenomena that make claims about this particular “dimension” of $w$, and it is convenient to represent this content as a special variable $C$.

³The system defines only one speech-act operator, SAY, but this is a simplification made possible only by the fact that this model only is intended to account for a narrow range of pragmatic phenomena.
investigation of Kwak’wala focus:

- It treats focus in response to questions, and focus in response to statements, and focus in response to a potentially-mixed set of questions and statements in a uniform manner. This is useful for practical reasons, because I make so much use of statement-to-statement contrast to explore Kwak’wala focus, and requiring every such contrast to involve an implicit accommodation of a question would mean positing an unobservable state each time. It is also useful for theoretical reasons, since I adapt an account of additive focus (Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003) that treats additive responses as responses to multiple considerations.

- It represents both constituent-type and polarity contrasts, and “hybrid” contrasts with both of these contrast types. Accounting for Kwak’wala focus requires clarity about polarity contrasts, and some focus models do not treat polarity contrast as distinct from non-contrast (e.g. Roberts, 2012; Büring, 2003) or are not explicit about how polarity contrasts are modeled.

- It calculates the meaning of sentences with overt focus operators while also allowing the discourse congruence of these sentences to be calculated; it does so in the manner of Roberts (2012), by making the congruence calculation constrain the calculation of the operator.

Many existing models of focus could handle one or more of these aspects, but no single model was explicit about all of them, so I put forward a synthesis that suffices to handle the three aspects above. I adopt a Roberts-like (2012) model in which the congruence of an utterance is calculated with respect to a QUD-like variable, but this QUD variable ($C$) consists of a set of semantic objects that are neutral between whether they represent questions or statements (cf. Groenendijk and Roelofsen, 2009). Unlike Roberts, Groenendijk, and Roelofsen, however, I utilize Rooth-Hamblin (Hamblin, 1973; Rooth, 1985) alternative sets, since these treat polarity contrasts as distinct from non-contrast, utilizing the compositional focus semantics of Kratzer (1991) and Wold (1996). Finally, I adopt a Krifka-style (2006) hybrid model of association, in which focus operators have a syntactic association with a larger constituent (the FP) than the focus itself, and the focus itself serves to determine which alternatives to the FP are quantified over; this latter determination is handled by a Roberts-like (2012) constraint via the $C$ variable.

9.1.2 Predication and focus

In general, Kwak’wala’s limited inventory of focus-expressing phenomena proves of benefit when researching the interface between pragmatics and its linguistic expression. In English,
there are a variety of signals that express constituent-type focus (that is, focus in response to a WH question); intonational signals are the most notable, but there are also dedicated constructions like clefts and pseudoclefts, as well as constructions like inverse copular sentences which are associated with limited possible focus interpretations.

In Kwak’wala we can sometimes observe intonational variation that appears to correspond to constituent-type focus (§6.3.1), but this may be metalinguistic, since in elicitation contexts these two are easily conflated (§6.3.3).

There is, however, one clear expression of constituent-type focus, which is that particular types of predicates are associated with limitations on the possible focus interpretations of the sentence (§6.5). This is not a phenomenon limited to Kwak’wala, but in Kwak’wala we can investigate the relationship between predicate type and focus in relative isolation.

We can express these interpretive limitations as follows. First, consider a speaker’s choice between allosentences in the sense of Lambrecht (1994) – possible sentential expressions of the same meaning – where, for example, a Kwak’wala speaker has various possibilities to express that they want water:

(760) \[ \begin{align*}
\text{that I want water} &= \{ \\
\text{ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdən} \text{ əx̌aw̓ap} &\quad (\text{“I want water.”}) \\
\text{w̓apən} \text{ ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsəw̓ɛʔ} &\quad (\text{“What I want is water.”}) \\
\text{nugʷa} \text{ʔəmʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdax̌aw̓ap} &\quad (\text{“It is me who wants water.”})
\end{align*} \]

Consider also a hierarchy of potential predicates, as given in §6.5.6.

(761) \{ VP, AP, QP \} > NP > relational DP > proper name

If the speaker chooses a sentence with a predicate type lower on this hierarchy – like the NP w̓ap (“water”) – over a sentence with a predicate type higher on this hierarchy – like the VP ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sd (“want”) – then the only possible focus interpretation of this sentence is one in which w̓ap is the focus.

In §6.5.8, I express this relationship as a dual principle of allosentential choice: “Choose a sentence with a predicate type as high as possible on this hierarchy, or choose a sentence with the focus as predicate”; when the speaker has flouted the first of these principles (that is, chosen a sentence with a predicate of a type lower on the hierarchy, when a sentence with a

---

4This is not to say that this observation is completely straightforward, in that we do not have an abundance of evidence that the “clefted” constituent of a cleft sentence is a predicate. To some extent this is just an assumption, but it is an assumption that allows a unified account of Kwak’wala focus that is also consistent with what we can observe about predication and focus in English copular sentences.
better predicate had been available) then the listener can conclude they are following the latter (chosen the focus as the predicate).

It should be emphasized that it is not just the choice of an NP or DP predicate that conditions this restricted focus interpretation, but the choice of an NP or DP predicate instead of a predicate of a higher type. We do not find, for example, a restricted focus interpretation when expressing “Pat is a doctor” with the nominal predicate dagʷəda (“doctor”); there is not an all-sentential alternative in which a better predicate is available; dagʷəda is a better predicate in the predicative hierarchy than =uš Pat, and so choosing it does not violate the hierarchy.

(762) that Pat will be a doctor =

{ dagʷədałuš Pat
  (“Pat will be a doctor.”)
  yułuš Pat dagʷədał
  (“It is Pat who will be a doctor.”) }

Thus, it cannot just be something about added structure – say, a covert predicative copula – that an NP or DP predicate might require, that a verbal predicate would not require, that conditions the different focus interpretations.

It is also not the choice of a verbal subject (that is, a headless relative clause), and also not just something about the added covert structure that a headless relative clause subject might require; we can observe this difference in focus interpretation even in sentences with identical, non-verbal subjects. The choice of subəkʷida ləqʷə (“The wood was something-chopped”) in (763), whose predicate is a noun-like participle, constrains focus interpretation, whereas the choice of supicəwida ləqʷə (“The wood was chopped”), whose predicate is a verbal passive, does not constrain focus interpretation. This difference occurs despite them having the same subject (=ida ləqʷə, “the wood”); the difference must lie in the difference between subəkʷ and supicə.

(763) that the wood was chopped =

{ subəkʷida ləqʷə
  (“The wood was something-chopped.”)
  supicəwida ləqʷə
  (“The wood was chopped.”) }

It should also be emphasized that this choice is not just between inversions or rearrangements of sentential elements. The choice of subəkʷida ləqʷə over supicəwida ləqʷə constrains the focus possibilities even though the former sentence is not in any sense an inversion or rearrangement of the material in the latter.

This is not to argue that movement (such as copular sentence inversion) is not utilized at all, in other languages or even in Kwak’wala. Rather, it suggests that what matters is the results;
whether generated by movement or base-generated, what is important is the comparison of predicate types between possible expressions of the sentence. Languages have a variety of ways of constructing sentences with different types of predicates – inverted copular sentences, clefts, pseudoclefts, NPCs, etc. – and, because of the interpretive differences that result from different predicate types, the choice between these sentences is one of the means by which speakers communicate what alternatives are relevant.

9.1.3 **Focus-sensitive operators**

While the predicative proposal above unified some kinds of marking of focus, it should not be taken as a suggestion that all kinds of focus marking can or should be unified into a single phenomenon. In §1.6 and Chapter 5, I take “focus” to be a uniform semantic phenomenon – the phenomenon by which some semantic calculations need access to a secondary, variable denotation of sentential elements in addition to the default denotation – but treat as “focus marking” any sentential phenomenon that allows the listener to narrow down what sentential elements are foci.\(^5\)

Kwak’wala appears to have several different ways to mark focus (in the broad sense above), but it should be noted that the various means (intonation, clefts, etc.) that we usually label as “focus marking” are not obligatory, or even close to obligatory, in Kwak’wala. Even if it does exist, Kwak’wala intonational focus marking does not seem to be especially common, or it is sufficiently mild that it cannot always be detected; in any case, listeners do not appear to use it to resolve focus possibilities (§6.3). Meanwhile, marking focus by predication is also not obligatory; it is not uncommon, but nor is it as ubiquitous as the predicative focus marking in Nłeʔkepmxcin (Koch, 2008) (§6.4.1).

Rather, the most frequent means of focus marking (in the broad sense) in Kwak’wala appears to be through the use of focus operators (Chapter 7), particularly the common auxiliary ḷo-, which indicates the presence of a focus (and an exclusive interpretation of it) within the sentential predicate. Although additive operators do not, on their own, allow the listener to narrow down the location of focus, exclusive operators do; each exclusive operator allows the listener to deduce that there is a focus within a particular sentential constituent. ḷiʰ- associates with a focus in the subject, ḷo- with a focus in the predicate, and ḷaɬ- with a focus in the temporal adjunct.

\(^5\)Note that if we define “focus marking” in this way, it is almost inevitable that we come to the conclusion that a variety of independent phenomena mark focus. Otherwise, we would be concluding that there is only one deductive path by which listeners can ever deduce which elements are foci, which is possible but unlikely.
(764)  a.  Context: No one else drinks coffee in the morning, so I make a pot just for myself:

   higaʔmən  naqa  ɬa  kafi  ɬa  gəʔala
   higa=ʔm=n  naqa  ɬa  kafi  ɬa  gʔ-ala
   only=VER=1  drink  ACC  coffee  ACC  early-ONGOING
   “Only I drink coffee in the morning.”  (=487a)

b.  Context: It takes me a long time in the morning to work up an appetite, so I skip breakfast and drink a coffee instead.

   ?onaxʷaʔmən  kafiga  ɬa  gəʔala
   ?wa=naxʷa=ʔm=n  kafi-ga  ɬa  gʔ-ala
   so=ever=VER=1  coffee-consume  ACC  early-ONGOING
   “I only drink coffee in the morning.”  (=487b)

c.  Context: I am a morning coffee drinker, but if I have coffee at any other time of day it disrupts my sleep schedule.

   ?əlnaxʷaʔmən  kafiga  ɬa  gəʔala
   ?al=naxʷa=ʔm=n  kafi-ga  ɬa  gʔ-ala
   late=ever=VER=1  coffee-consume  ACC  early-ONGOING
   “I only drink coffee in the morning.”  (=487c)

These operators allow the listener to narrow down the possible focus interpretations; while there might be other foci in the sentence or not, a sentence like that in (764b) at least allows the listener to deduce that kafiga is a focus.

Within the designated constituent, however, focus interpretation is free; any of the subconstituents might be the focus. That is to say, a sentence like (765), the presence of hig- indicates that some subconstituent of =ida ɬaʔcəm  kiʔanəms Laura (“the spring salmon that Laura caught”) is a focus, but does not narrow down what subconstituent is the focus.

(765)  higaʔmən  ɬəʔcəmʔicəwida
   higa=ʔm=n  ɬəʔcəmʔiʔid-swida=də
   only=VER=1  eat-CHANGE-PASS=DET
   saʔcəm  kiʔanəms  Laura
   saʔcəm  kiʔ-əm  anm=s  Laura
   spring.salmon-genuine  net.fish-obtained=3POSS  Laura
   “I only ate the spring salmon that Laura caught...”  (=510)

In §7.5, I modeled the behavior of Kwak’wala focus operators using a two-mechanism “hy-
brid” (cf. Krifka, 2006) theory of focus association (§5.6), in which focus operators have a
syntactic relationship with a potentially larger phrase (the “focus phrase”) containing the focus,
but in which the alternatives to that phrase are resolved using the pragmatic mechanism detailed
in §5.3. These two mechanisms each constrain possible interpretations of focus operators in dif-
ferent ways, and result in the partially-fixed, partially-free interpretations of Kwak’wala focus
operators.

9.1.4 Polarity and focus

An interesting question that arises, when considering focus in languages like Kwak’wala or
Nleʔkepmxcín that appear to rely primarily on predication to express focus, is how elements that
cannot be predicates can be focused. There are various functional elements (polarity, modali-
ity, tense, evidentiality, etc.), presumably associated with functional heads in the clausal spine
rather than predicate or argument positions, and for which there is no means to make them
into predicates. By what means – if any – can speakers communicate that a polarity/modality/tense/etc. contrast is relevant to the interpretation of their utterance?

In Chapter 8, I discuss the existence of a dedicated means by which Kwak’wala speakers
can indicate the relevance to the discourse of a polarity contrast: the “discourse” enclitic =ʔm.
It appears systematically in response to yes/no questions, and systematically fails to appear in
response to WH questions (unless other conditions are met).

(766)  a.  p̓əƛəm̓əʔeda.
  p̓ƛ=ʔm=a=i=da
  fly=VER=QUES=3DIST=DET
  “Is that a plane?”

b.  p̓əƛəʔmida.
  p̓ƛa=ʔm=i=da
  fly=VER=3DIST=DET
  “Yes. That’s a plane.”
  (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10) (=608)

(767)  a.  m̓acasʔida?
  m̓acas=ʔi=da
  what-kind=3DIST=DET
  “What’s that? (pointing way over there)”
b. pəƛida.
   pƛ=i=da
   fly=3DIST=DET
   “That’s a plane.”

(Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10) (=607)

What makes =ʔm particularly interesting is that it indicates, obligatorily and morphologically, a distinction that in English and related languages is marked optionally and indirectly, by a particular sentential accentuation strategy (the verum accent) wherein the accent falls not on an overt polarity particle but on any word that happens to occupy a particular sentential position. This accentuation strategy cannot be used as a general diagnostic for polarity focus, as it is not obligatory and aside from that difficult to tease out in sentences that otherwise have complex intonations like additive sentences (cf. Krifka, 1998; Rullmann, 2003).

Kwak’wala =ʔm, on the other hand, is nearly ubiquitous, occurring in a wide variety of sentence types that do not, on first inspection, seem to belong to a natural semantic or pragmatic class. Nonetheless, I hypothesized in Chapter 8 that =ʔm always indicates the presence of a polarity contrast; that is, that =ʔm forms a diagnostic (with a few exceptions) for the class of sentences to which polarity contrasts are relevant.

In particular, there are two classes of sentences where the systematic presence of =ʔm is of especial interest in the semantics and pragmatics of polarity: yes/no questions, and additive/exclusive sentences.

In both English and Kwak’wala, the form of a yes/no question – or, at least, aspects of the form of a yes/no question, like its structure, intonation, or morphology – is used to express a variety of pragmatic moves; not all of them serve to ask the listener which of \( P \) and \( \text{not } P \) is true. =ʔm appears in some Kwak’wala yes/no questions, but not others; I proposed in §8.4.1 and §8.6.2 that =ʔm appears exactly in those questions in which the speaker is genuinely asking which of \( P \) and \( \text{not } P \) is true. That is, I proposed that =ʔm distinguishes “bipolar” questions in the sense of Krifka (2013) from “monopolar” questions (“You’re sad?”) that just request confirmation of \( P \), and fixed-set alternative questions (“Do you want coffee, or tea?”) that ask which of \( P, Q, \) etc. is true.

Also, =ʔm appears obligatorily in additive and exclusive sentences. I proposed in §8.7, following a line of inquiry from Krifka (1998) and Rullmann (2003), that additive and exclusive sentences have “complex bipolar” alternative sets like \{\( P, \text{not } P, Q, \text{not } Q, \ldots \}\}, in which both polarity and constituent-type contrasts are present. That is, additive and exclusive answers would directly correspond to implicit “complex bipolar” questions – a question type that is rarely overtly asked but whose necessity to the pragmatic system can be inferred from answering patterns (§8.7.1.2, §8.7.3.1).
Kwak’wala =ʔm thus serves to illustrate the comparative ubiquity of polarity contrasts in discourse, an ubiquity that, in Germanic languages, is somewhat obscured by the indirectness and optionality of verum-marking strategies. The direct and obligatory Kwak’wala =ʔm, on the other hand, illustrates that questions and answers are indeed sensitive to the presence and absence of polarity contrasts, and therefore that our formal representations of the structure of discourse must be such that the presence or absence of a polarity contrast makes a difference to the semantics of questions and the pragmatics of answers (§8.6.2, §8.6.2.1, §8.7.1.3).

9.2 Descriptive contributions

In addition to the theoretical conclusions above, this work also serves as a descriptive synthesis, attempting a relatively consistent account of modern Kwak’wala phonology, morphophonology, morphology, and syntax, although much more remains to be described. The language I have observed is not identical to that described by Boas, but in many ways it is very similar; many of the more subtle patterns Boas found still describe my own data, and many of the novel observations I have made about modern Kwak’wala also characterize Boas’s data.

Many of the observations that have come together in this synthesis have been made elsewhere, but in the absence of a modern pedagogical or reference grammar, I have tried to synthesize them into a consistent picture of Kwak’wala, in order to support my descriptions of, and arguments concerning, the focus phenomena described above. However, some of my observations are, to my knowledge, novel, which I catalogue below.

9.2.1 Word class

In Chapter 3, I offer a number of observations regarding word class in Kwak’wala; a few of these have been observed in other works (Boas, 1911; Boas et al., 1947; Sardinha, 2013), and almost all the observations have direct parallels in related and neighboring languages (cf. Jacobsen, 1979; Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Davis and Matthewson, 1999; Wojdak, 2001, among many others), but most are novel observations within the Kwak’wala literature. I conclude that there are a number of phenomena – within the morphology, syntax, and even discourse pragmatics – in Kwak’wala that are sensitive to a noun/verb/adjective-like distinction, and that the evidence for a lack of word classes is not particularly strong.
9.2.2 Copular sentences

In Chapter 4, I offer an in-depth characterization of copular sentences. While previous works (e.g. Boas et al., 1947; Anderson, 1984; Sherer, 2014) have observed morphosyntactic anomalies in such sentences, the overall morphosyntactic and semantic systematicity of Kwak’wala copular sentences has not heretofore been established. That is, it is not just that these sentences happen to be irregular with respect to some or another phenomenon observable in ordinary Kwak’wala sentences; rather, they are a distinct sentence type altogether, regular and predictable in their meaning and expression.

I offer a typology of these sentences, in which copular sentences are distinguished according to whether the subject is coreferential with the subject of the embedded copular complement, or a locative-like argument. In the latter sentences, an apparent variety of argument types can be coreferential, but what they all have in common is that they are the arguments that would have been promoted by the nominalizer -w̓as.

I also observe that some additional sentence types – exclusive sentences with hig-, negative sentences with k̓əyos, presentational sentences, many disjunctions, and various kinds of questions built with the w̓i- root – all fit the morphosyntactic template of a copular sentence rather than a predicational sentence.

9.2.3 Phonology and morphophonology

The phonological and morphophonological system described in Appendix A is largely a synthesis of previous observations, with assumptions most similar to those in Lincoln and Rath (1980). However, the synthesis as a whole, as well as the arguments for it, are novel, in particular the phonological treatment of /a/ as something like a glottal-place plain resonant parallel to /y/ and /w/.

This treatment simplifies several phonological and morphophonological alternations that a-final morphemes undergo, which is important for this investigation because several morphemes of particular note here are a-final morphemes: the embedding =a of copular sentences in Chapter 4, the additive =x̌a in Chapter 7, and the questioning marker =a seen especially in Chapter 8. Without recognizing the uniform underlying form of /a/’s diverse phonetic realizations, it is harder to recognize the systematicity of the expression of copular sentences, additives, and yes/no questions.

9.2.4 Morphology and syntax

There are several novel morphological and syntactic observations made in Appendix B.
• I offer some sentences in §B.4.4.5 that argue against $=iʔs$ expressing a possessor’s coreference with the subject, and suggest that instead it expresses the coreference of the possessor with the topic.

• I call attention to a morphological division – at least implicit in Boas et al. (1947), and partially (re)discovered in Levine (1980) – between “participant” or “voice” suffixes added at different morphological levels (instead of verbal suffixes on the one hand, and after verbal suffixes on the other). I observe that suffixes attached at these different levels tend to have different effects on the semantics of the resulting stem (§B.3.4.1).

• The description of enclitic “fall through” in §B.4.4.1 is, to my knowledge, novel.

• I present some new data regarding the distribution of the determiner $=da$ in §B.4.4.4, although I do not come to any new conclusions regarding its meaning or function.

• I make some observations, in §3.3.3.2 and §B.4.4.6, suggesting that tense in noun phrases is clausal – that is, that tensed nouns originate as headless relative clauses.

• The description of “insubordinate” clauses (§B.6.6.4) – utterances that appear to take the form of subordinate or nominalized clauses without an embedding clause – is, to my knowledge, novel.

9.3 Focus and field investigation

Finally, this investigation also argues for a methodological point. Various mysteries regarding the meaning, use, and formal properties of certain Kwak’wala phenomena were resolved readily when discourse considerations (like what the question under discussion is) were made explicit in the elicitation context.

Many of these resolutions would have been difficult or impossible solely through textual analysis, since considerations like the question under discussion are often only implicit in monologues. Meanwhile, dialogues, while present in Kwak’wala texts, do not make up the bulk of sentences.

However, elicitation of translations of, and judgments on, out-of-context sentences would not necessarily have resolved these mysteries either. One of the lessons of the Matthewson-style (2004) elicitation methodology is that when speakers are asked for a judgment on a sentence (or even for a translation of a sentence) in the absence of an explicit context, speakers have to invent that context for themselves, and it might not be the context that the elicitor intends or has
in mind. This can obscure semantic distinctions that, if the context had been explicit, would have been systematic and straightforwardly observable.

This also applies to aspects of the pragmatic context, like what alternatives are relevant or what the informational goals the speaker of the sentence might be trying to achieve by their utterance. Even when we specify a “world”-context (like what other things are true in the world-of-utterance) it is often the case that we as fieldworkers do not also specify the discourse context (like what else has been said); in those cases where I or other elicitors have not done this, some question-sensitive phenomena (especially the presence or absence of =ʔm) have occurred more or less at random, presumably according to which kind of question the speaker was imagining was intended.

On the other hand, when I was careful to record the larger discourse context, and (when there was no real-world discourse context to record) specify the discourse context within an overt semantic context, the pragmatic distinctions made by the different constructions and morphemes were systematic and (relatively) easily observable. The discoveries in Part III – the conditions for the use of nominal predicates and of cleft vs. canonical equative sentences, the conditions for the use of the different exclusive operators, and the conditions for the use of =ʔm in answers and especially in questions – all had systematic relationships to the context, but were at best difficult (and at worst, impossible) to observe when treating sentences in isolation.

Even some of the more basic discoveries in Part II depended on more careful consideration of discourse factors. The apparent lack of a noun/verb distinction in Wakashan depends in part on the apparent interchangeability of sentence pairs like those in (768).

(768) a. dən̥x̌əlida cāya
dn̥x-1=i=da cāya
  sing-ONGOING=3DIST=DET younger.sib
  “The younger brother is singing.” (=126b)

b. cāyida dən̥x̌əleʔ
cāy=i=da dn̥x-la=aʔ
  younger.sib=3DIST=DET sing-ONGOING=INVIS
  “The younger brother is singing.” (=126c)

If, however, we are explicit about the larger discourse, we can observe that these sentences do indeed have different properties – (768a) is a potential answer to certain questions that (768b) is not a potential answer to – leaving the question of what, if not the fact that (768b) has a nominal predicate and verbal subject, is the relevant difference between these sentences.
9.4 Cross-linguistic pragmatics

The investigation of focus – and more broadly, common-ground management – in unfamiliar languages like Kwak’wala thus serves two goals.

On the one hand, every language has some variety of phenomena (morphemes, sentential structures, intonations, etc.) that speakers use to express the way their current utterance addresses larger conversational goals and strategies. If we do not look for these (by, for example, being explicit during elicitation about what question each answer addresses), then these morphemes, structures, etc. will either remain mysterious or go entirely unremarked. When these phenomena are not understood, then what speakers are expressing through them will likewise not be understood; as I noted in §1.6.6, focus is one of the primary ways speakers reveal what is otherwise left unspoken, and in the absence of understanding focus expression in a language, these things remain unspoken.

On the other hand, once these phenomena are understood, even partially, we can better understand the way focus, and other common-ground management phenomena, work in human language in general. One of the most difficult tasks in pragmatics is to line up conversational strategies (which are complex and social by nature) with the linguistic expressions of these (which are likewise complex and, in languages like English, primarily expressed through variations in continuous signals like pitch).

For each language we study, we can better resolve what the possible conversational strategies are and in what possible ways they can be expressed. Different languages express different distinctions by different means; English marks constituent-type contrasts to a greater degree than Kwak’wala, while Kwak’wala marks polarity-type contrasts to a greater degree. Taken together, we can observe that discourse contexts – and moreover, humans’ mental representations of discourse contexts – must be richer than would be obvious in either language, considered on its own.
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Appendix A

Phonology and morphophonology

A.1 Introduction

In this appendix, and in Appendix B, I describe Kwak’wala grammar in more detail, to serve as a reference for many of the phenomena that I invoke in the main work, and to argue for some of the analytical choices I have made (e.g., to choose one underlying form over another, to consider a particular morpheme enclitic rather than suffixal, etc.).

Kwak’wala phonology and morphophonology are of notable complexity, with a large inventory of consonants, a fairly rich inventory of surface vowels (many of which seem to be underlyingly consonants or epenthetic), and various mutations that change the form of stems. These factors combine into a system in which instances of the same morpheme can have dramatically different forms.

Consider, as an example, the surface forms of the root for “wipe”. Depending on whether the suffix begins in a vowel, a consonant, whether it mutates the stem-final consonant, and whether it inserts an [a] into the stem (§A.7.3), the root can surface in a variety of forms.

(769)  a. dixʔid
dy-xʔid
wipe-CHANGE
“to wipe something”

b. de
dy-a
wipe-A
“to wipe”

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 308)
c. dayaxstənd
   dy-əxst-nd
   wipe-mouth-CHANGE
   “to wipe one’s mouth”

d. dəʔelbənd
   dy-wəlb-nd
   wipe-nose-CHANGE
   “to wipe one’s nose”

e. diʔxstanu
   dy-hxst-u.anu
   wipe-end-INTR
   “toilet paper”
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

This is not just an irregularity of this specific root, or a property of roots in general; it is a general property of Kwak’wala phonology and morphophonology. We can also see such alternatives with suffixes like -c̓w (“in”), which usually surfaces as [-c̓o] but can be seen to have a variety of forms.

(770) a. ǧaxʷc̓əwəs
   ǧaxʷ-c̓əw-as
   hang-in-PLACE
   “hanger”
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. gʷəx̌c̓ola
   gʷəx̌-c̓w-ala
   pour-in-ONGOING
   “pouring something into a container”

c. gʷəx̌c̓ud
   gʷəx̌-c̓w-d
   pour-in-CHANGE
   “pour something into a container”

The forms that a word takes are usually predictable, but accounting for some of the more dramatic changes, like those in (771), requires us to assume that Kwak’wala underlying forms are quite different from their surface forms.
Accounting for these changes is important, not simply for their own sake, but because much of Kwak’wala morphosyntactic analysis depends on recognizing morphemes when they appear. For example, all of the derived forms in (771) are varieties of “passive” forms (§B.3.4), and passives are very important when considering Kwak’wala sentence structure, but recognizing a passive stem requires recognizing that it stands in a regular relationship to a familiar active stems.

A.1.1 Structure of this appendix

I will first consider the segmental inventory of Kwak’wala in §A.2, concentrating in that section primarily on the consonant inventory. Before continuing to a more detailed examination of the vowel system in §A.5, I will detour into an examination of phonotactics, syllabification, and stress (§A.3-§A.4). This is because much of the evidence presented in §A.5 consists of observations of how vowel realizations change (and how vowels alternate with non-vowels and sequences of segments not all of which are vowels) when the shape of the word changes.\footnote{Since many of these alternations occur due to stem modification, it might also be valuable for the reader to skip ahead and scan the sections on stem mutation (§A.7.1) and stem lengthening before returning to consider vowel changes.}

I will then briefly consider some other phonological alternations (§A.6) before considering in detail the morphophonological alternations (mutation, lengthening, reduplication, and consonant loss) that occur during morphological derivation (§A.7).

A.2 Inventory

Kwak’wala has a large inventory of consonants, particularly in the dorsal and lateral series (Table A.1).

When they appear word-initially, voiced stops and affricates (b, g, etc.) are realized as voiceless unaspirated stops (Mayer, 2010).

Non-rounded velar consonants (k, k̓, g, x) are palatalized; they also front /a/ towards [æ] and sometimes towards [ɛ]. ƛ̓, ƛ, and ƛ represent the voiceless, voiceless ejective, and voiced

\begin{align*}
məxʷ & (\text{“to desire”}) & + l & = muɬ (\text{“desired”}) \\
pixʷ & (\text{“to feel”}) & + l & = pəyuɬ (\text{“felt”}) \\
gʷas & (\text{“to chap”}) & + l & = gʷeɬ (\text{“chapped”}) \\
kʷəns & (\text{“to bake bread”}) & + kʷ & = kʷənki (\text{“bread”}) \\
gul & (\text{“to eat while traveling”}) & + kʷ & = gəwəlkʷ (\text{“food for travel”}) \\
xʷas & (\text{“to excite”}) & + kʷ & = xʷekʷ (\text{“excited”})
\end{align*}
The plain coronal stops ($t, \dot{t}, d$) seem to be dental; the non-lateral affricates ($c, \dot{c}, d^\prime$) vary between alveolar and postalveolar.

The Kwak’wala vowel system is more uncertain; while there are many distinct surface vowels (I have encountered at least [i], [ɪ], [e], [ɛ], [æ], [a], [o], [ʊ], and [u]), the number of underlying vowels could be as few as one (/a/) or as many as seven (/i/, /ɛ/, /ɛ/, /æ/, /a/, /o/, /ʊ/, and /u/).

Kwak’wala is typically written with six vowels, $i, e, \partial, a, o$, and $u$ (Table A.2); three of these ($i, a, u$) are frequent and probably phonemic, although many instances of [i] and [u] are derived from /y/ and /w/. The mid vowels ($e$ and $o$) are more marginal and many (and perhaps all) are derived from sequences of /i~/y/, and /u~/w/ (Boas et al., 1947; Bach, 1975) (but note the caveats in §A.5.1); the schwa ($\partial$) is often (and perhaps always) epenthetic (Grubb, 1977) (but note the caveats in §A.5.2). The realization of the schwa depends on the neighboring consonants, with rounded consonants moving the schwa towards [u], palatal and palatalized consonants moving it towards [i], and coronal consonants fronting it somewhat.

I will consider the derivation of the vowels in more detail in §A.5.

The most important phonological division for Kwak’wala is the distinction between, on one hand, full (i.e., non-schwa) vowels and plain resonants ($m, n, l, y$, and $w$), and, on the other hand, all other sounds. I will term the first category +R segments and the latter -R. There are various ways in which +R and -R segments are treated differently:

- +R segments are treated differently for the purposes of stress (§A.4).
• +R segments are treated differently by reduplication (§A.7.2).

• Some morphophonological processes are sensitive to the presence of +R segments; for example, the voice suffix -es as is only lengthening after a +R root.

• Except for a very few exceptions, like xumʔs (“head”), syllable rhymes will only contain one +R segment.

Since mutation can turn +R segments into -R segments, and -R segments into +R segments, mutating suffixes can be the source of significant shifts in syllabification and stress like those in (771).

A.2.1 “Plain” consonants

It is useful to single out some Kwak’wala consonants – specifically, p, t, c, λ, k, kʷ, q, qʷ, s, l, x, xʷ, x̌, xʷ, m, n, l, y, and w – as being “normal”, and the other consonants as being in some way marked. I will refer to the former as “plain” consonants.

Plain consonants undergo regular mutations (§A.7.1), whereas the other consonants have a special realization (§A.7.1.4). Plain consonants also regularly appear at the end of morphemes (with the exception of c), whereas there are comparatively few roots and suffixes whose underlying forms end in vowels or non-plain consonants.

A.2.1.1 Plain resonants

Plain resonants – the “+R” consonants m, n, l, y, and w – are treated specially in other ways as well.

Various suffixes have special realizations or irregular patterns after plain resonants. For example, some weakening suffixes like -ayu (instrumental nominalization) do not weaken plain resonants (§A.7.1.3), and some lengthening suffixes only lengthen consonant+resonant roots like cy- (“draw water”) (§A.7.3).

For the purposes of syllabification and stress, m, n, l, y, and w can pattern like vowels, the first three realized as [əm], [ən], and [əl] and the latter two surfacing as [i] and [u] respectively (cf. §A.5).

In this investigation, I treat the resonants as if they themselves fill the syllabic nucleus – that is, as if a syllable ŋm were just ŋn, with the n filling the syllabic nucleus – for several reasons. For one, the pre-resonant schwa, although it can be seen instrumentally, appears only as a brief transition into the resonant itself, and when schwa-resonant syllables are stressed the pitch peak is seen on the resonant rather than the schwa (Jonathan Janzen, p.c.). Resonants in
this position also preclude a vowel other than schwa occurring in the nucleus (Struijke, 1998).\(^2\) Moreover, “-\(\text{mut}\)”-type reduplication (§A.7.2) takes with it “coda” resonants, while all other codas are prevented from occurring in these reduplicants – as Struijke (1998, p. 172) notes, “Apparently reduplicants only allow moraic consonants (i.e. unglottalized sonorants) in coda position” – and again it would require special constraints to capture this difference; it is more straightforward to say that the reduplicants in question may contain any nuclei (vowel or plain resonant) and do not contain codas at all.

I note in §A.5.3 some ways that /\(a/\) acts as if it were a plain resonant as well, or, put another way, that at least some instances of [a] correspond to a plain glottal resonant (that is, a resonant with a glottal place of articulation, but not a “glottalized resonant”), parallel to the way that [i] and [u] correspond to /y/ and /w/.

### A.2.2 Ejective stops, ejective affricates, voiced stops, and voiced affricates

The ejective series of stops and affricates are frequent word-initially\(^3\), but are rare elsewhere; there are only a few roots and suffixes that seem to have a non-derived ejective in medial or final position within the morpheme. Voiced oral stops and affricates are also most frequent word-initially, although they occur with more frequency than ejective stops and affricates in non-initial positions.

In general, however, whenever one finds a word-medial ejective or voiced stop/affricate, it is often a clue that the word is morphologically complex. Indeed, the morphophonological complexities seen in §A.7, once mastered, are actually of benefit to the morphologist and the learner; the frequency with which suffixes are mutating, and the infrequency with which the resulting sounds appear word-medially, means that Kwak’wala words often are self-segmenting, even when we cannot always pin down what each morpheme means. For example, \(\text{kadəǥʷači}\) (“envelope, mailbox”) contains three non-plain segments ([d], [g\(^w\)], and [c\(^\text{̓}\)]), suggesting that this word contains four morphemes, with the first three ending in /t/, /k\(^w\)/, and /s/.

\(^2\)Actually, there are a very few exceptions to this; the only such word I encounter frequently is /\(xumii\)\(s/\) (“head”), which could possibly be /\(xum\(s)/\), but there are nonetheless a few other attested forms that have both vowels and plain resonant codas (Kalmar, 1999; Bach et al., 2005). Overwhelmingly, however, syllables are either CV(C+) or CR(C+), a suggestive distribution even if it is not categorical.

\(^3\)Note that, since there are no prefixes in Kwak’wala that are not reduplicative, “word-initial” also means “root-initial” (§2.2.1).
Even if none of these morphemes were familiar, the form of the resulting stem would provide an initial hypothesis about the morpheme breakdown; very often this proves to be the genuine breakdown as well.

A.2.3 Glottalized resonants

The glottalized resonants ŋ̓, ʔ̓, ʔ̓l̕, ʔ̓y̓, and ʔ̓w are usually expressed with preglottalization – that is, they are expressed as ʔ̓m, ʔ̓n, ʔ̓l, ʔ̓y, and ʔ̓w.

When preceding consonants – that is, consonants that are not themselves nuclei – /y̓/ and /w̓/ are realized as [ʔʔ] and [uʔ] respectively (§A.5.5); where /ʔy̓/ and /ʔw̓/ precede consonants, they are realized as [eʔ] and [oʔ] respectively (§A.5.7).

Boas et al. (1947, p. 208) assert that “syllabic and non-syllabic ŋ̓m, ŋ̓n, and ŋ̓l are identical. As a matter of convenience in reading we have written ŋ̓e̓m, ŋ̓e̓n, ŋ̓e̓l.” Boas is referring to alternations like the following:

(773) a. ʔəm
   “and then...”

b. ʔəm
   “and then he/she/it [distal]...”

Boas assumes that [ʔəm] and [ʔm] are both realizations of /ʔm/. I do not assume this; in my phonemicization, I treat some instances of [ʔm] as /ʔm/ and others as the sequence /ʔm/, with the most noticeable difference being that /ʔm/, being a single segment, cannot receive an epenthetic [ə] in the middle – ʔəmʔid (“to eat”) but not *ʔəʔəmʔid – whereas /ʔm/ can and frequently does. The morpheme seen in (773) I treat as /ʔm/ (Chapter 8).

At the ends of words, a ʔ̓y̓ sequence is often pronounced (and transcribed) with a final [i]. For example, the word ʔ̓meʔ (“food”) is often realized as ʔ̓meʔi. This [i], however, does not survive when vowels follow – “your food” is ʔ̓meʔuʔs rather than *ʔ̓meʔiyuʔs or similar.
(774) a. həm̓eeʔ  ~  həm̓ay̓i
   hm̓-ay̓
   eat-NMZ
   "food"

b. pət̓eʔ  ~  pət̓ay̓i
   pt-ay̓
   medicine-NMZ
   "medicine"

c. n̓eʔ  ~  nay̓i
   n-ay̓
   snow-NMZ
   "snow (on the ground)"

d. qʷax̌ƛ̓oʔ̓  ~  qʷax̌ɬoʔ̓i
   qʷaƛ̓-ɬw-ay̓
   grow-on.tree-NMZ
   "stick, branch"

e. p̓oʔ̓  ~  p̓oʔ̓i
   p̓w-ay̓
   halibut-NMZ
   "halibut"

The sequences ay̓i and oʔ̓i are sometimes transcribed as aʔi and oʔi as well.

A.2.4 ?

Glottal stops are phonemic in Kwak’wala, as we can see in pairs and near-pairs like those in (775) and (776).
dəɬʔi(d)
dɬ-xʔi(d)
split.canoe-
“canoe splits in two” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. dəʔlʔi(d)
dʔl-xʔid
laugh-
“to laugh”

ʔəmx̌a
ʔmx̌a
watertight.boat
“a boat that is solid, not leaking” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. ʔəmʔx̌u
ʔmʔx̌u
small?-neck
“dumb (in the sense of unable to talk), sweater”

The glottal stop is not particularly phonologically prominent, and can be difficult to perceive; Boas (1900) described it as “a very faint laryngeal intonation” (p. 709). Many instances of the glottal stop are no more prominent than the phonetic preglottalization that occurs on English stops in codas; indeed, many such English words were borrowed into Kwak’wala with a glottal stop, indicating that English preglottalization was sufficient to be considered a glottal stop by Kwak’wala speakers.

boʔt
boʔt
boat
“boat”

b. beʔt
beʔt
dime
“ten cents, dime”
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c. poʔp
poʔp
pop
“pop, soda”

d. buʔkw
buʔkw
book
“book”

e. keʔgəs
keʔgs
cake
“cake”

Accordingly, Kwak’wala glottal stops before consonants in words like ʔkiʔs (“not”), ʔkʷəʔsta (“cup”), or ʔməsiʔ[qʷ (“sea urchin”) can be very difficult for English speakers to perceive.

When glottal stops precede ejective stops, the results are particularly difficult to perceive, and are rarely transcribed, but are nonetheless faintly audible:

(778) a. woʔkwala
woʔkw-ʔa-la
bark-sound-ONGOING
“sound of a dog barking”

A.2.5  h

h only occurs at the beginnings of words. At some stage of the language, it may have been epenthetic, because it would disappear in reduplicated words like (779). Currently, however, speakers seem to treat it as underlying when reduplicating (780).

(779) haʔeləm
ha-ilʔəm
REDUP-correct-DIMIN
“health”

4From English “bit”, in the sense of “one-eighth of a Spanish dollar”, as in “Shave and a haircut: two bits.”
(780) hiʔhəmeʔ
    hyʔ-hmʔ-ay’
    REDUP-eat-NMZ
    “foods, foodstuffs”

It should be noted that we cannot simultaneously maintain that both [h] and [ə] are epen-
thetic, because of words like those in (781).

(781) a. həmʔxʔid (*məxʔid)
    hmʔ-xʔid
    eat-CHANGE
    “to eat”

b. həmumu (*mumu)
    hmumu
    butterfly
    “butterfly”

Boas (1947) recognizes two variants of h, h and h, the latter with rougher frication.

A.3 Phonotactics

A.3.1 Consonant clusters

Kwak’wala has, in comparison to its relatives (Grubb, 1977; Lincoln and Rath, 1980; Howe,
2000), a greater tendency towards CV syllables (taking into account that under particular anal-
yses, like this one, this V might include things that are resonants); as Boas (1900) observes,
“Extensive clusters of consonants are rare, and even combinations of two consonants are re-
stricted in number” (p. 710). Onset clusters are forbidden; we can see this clearly when we
observe the treatment of English loans in (782).\footnote{It should be noted, however, that not all English loans obey Kwak’wala phonotactics, and even ones that do not (e.g. skul, “school”) can participate in further derivation as if they were normal Kwak’wala stems (“school” is more often expressed as skulači).}

(782) a. pələwas
    pləwas
    flower
    “flower, flowers”
b. paləmʔstu
   plmʔstw
   plum-eye
   “purple”

c. dagəns
   dagns
   stocking
   “sock(s), stocking(s)”

d. dəlo
   dlaw
   draw
   “to draw” (a speaker’s semi-humorous attempt at making a verb for “to draw”)

There are coda clusters, although there are not a very large variety of them, when one considers the size of the consonant inventory. If one treats syllabic m, n, and l as being themselves nuclei, as I do (§A.2.1.1), the maximal coda is three segments – a dorsal fricative + s + a coronal stop/affricate – although there is a somewhat wider variety of two-consonant coda clusters.

Also, it should be noted that the inventory of possible consonant clusters in general – that is, ones made up of codas followed by onsets – is not simply the Cartesian product of possible codas and possible onsets; there are other restrictions as well. The full range of restrictions is not completely clear to me, but to give an example, except in a few reduplicated forms, it appears that at least some plain resonants cannot be onsets after a coda (e.g., “fish” is [k̓utəla] rather than [k̓utla] even through t is a possible coda and l is a possible onset). Such a restriction does not seem to be merely historical, or due to the suffix -(ə)la, either; my own name is pronounced as [Patəlik], with a schwa to break up t and l.

A.3.2 Syllabification

In general, Kwak’wala syllabification must proceed right-to-left, segment by segment, in order to give the forms we see. When +R material is available and forming a nucleus would not leave a syllable without an onset, we form a nucleus with this material. When a +R segment is unavailable and a nucleus is needed – that is, when the segment cannot be treated as part of a valid consonant cluster – a schwa is inserted so that a nucleus can be formed.

We can illustrate this with (783).
Proceeding leftward through /cyn/, we start with /n/. Since /n/ is +R, it can be a nucleus, and there is not already a nucleus, so we form a nucleus with it, giving [ən].6 Proceeding leftward again, we encounter /y/. Since /y/ is +R, it could potentially have become a nucleus, but making it a nucleus would violate the onset requirement (because /n/ would be a syllable without an onset), so rather than make it [i] it just becomes the onset of this syllable, leading to [yən]. Proceeding leftward again, we encounter /c/. Since /c/ is -R, we cannot make it a nucleus, and it cannot be treated as part of a valid cluster here, so we insert a [ə] as a nucleus to make [əyən], and then add [c] as an onset to give us [cəyən].

We can see a similar process for yəwənx̌, in which there are several segments that are +R, but nonetheless do not become nuclei.

Proceeding leftward through /ywnx̌/, we start with /x̌/. This is -R and therefore cannot form a nucleus, leaving us simply with /x̌/. The next (that is, preceding) segment, however, is +R, which can form a nucleus, resulting in [əṇx̌]. Once we have gotten to this point, there is a decision about what to do with /w/. Despite being +R, it cannot be syllabified as a nucleus, because it would leave the syllable [əṇx̌] without an onset, so it has to be syllabified as an onset, giving [wəṇx̌]. The next segment under consideration is /y/. Although /y/ is +R and a nucleus would be needed here, we cannot syllabify /y/ as a nucleus because the resulting syllable would be without an onset, so a schwa is inserted as the nucleus and the /y/ syllabified as an onset, giving [yəwəṇx̌].

Note that a left-to-right parse here would give us the wrong results for these words: we would have gotten something like *[cin] and *[yuṇx̌] instead; likewise, an account that works by parallel constraints will have to include constraints that at least fabricate the effects of a directional parse.

---

6Recall that I speak of resonants being the nuclei, rather than the schwa being the nucleus and the resonant being part of the coda; the schwa that precedes [n] here is just for illustrative purposes. That is to say, while I talk elsewhere (e.g., in §A.5.2) of true epenthetic schwas, I treat the schwa before a syllabic resonant as merely orthographic, indicating that the following resonant is a nucleus.
It should be noted that the syllabification procedure does need some degree of “lookahead”, however, and not just to ensure that syllables have onsets and illegal clusters are not formed. One special case in which lookahead would be necessary is when considering a coalescence of /ya/ into [ɛ]; as we will observe in §A.5.8, this coalescence only happens if the previous segment (which would be “ahead” in a right-to-left parse) can be syllabified as a nucleus. If the syllabification algorithm cannot take that into account in a case like (785), it would prematurely choose [ɛ] as the syllabic nucleus, syllabify the [n] as an onset, and get the form *mənɛyu instead.

(785) mənyayu (*mənɛyu)
   ŋns-ᵪ ayu
   measure-INSTR
   “ruler, measuring tape, scale”

Another case in which “lookahead” would be necessary would be to consider under what circumstances to syllabify the /w/ or /w/ of suffixes like -wsta (“out of water, upriver”) and -w’st (“fellow, companion”) (§A.6.5). If these suffixes follow certain consonants, they are realized as [-wsta] and [-w’st] rather than the [-usta] and [-uʔt] that we might expect, so if the syllabification procedure does not have access to the identity of the next segment, it would produce the wrong forms for these words.

I should also note that this algorithm only suffices for non-reduplicated words; Struijke (1998, 2000) considers some reduplicated forms like wənwəmut (“refuse of drilling”), in which this w is an onset in violation of the above algorithm, possibly because of some manner of reduplicant-base faithfulness effects. In general, however, reduplicated words introduce a host of phonological issues beyond those raised here, in particular because the syllabification and stress of a reduplicated form does not always seem to be predictable from its base form.

A.4 Word stress

A.4.1 Basic stress

Kwak’wala stress falls on the leftmost heavy syllable, so long as a heavy syllable exists; otherwise it falls on the rightmost syllable (Bach, 1975; Wilson, 1986; Struijke, 2000). Given the underlying forms and syllabification procedure proposed in this appendix, “heavy” just means having a +R nucleus.
There are various apparent exceptions to this, in words like guʔdán ("horse") and kuʔdáci ("potato patch"). However, it should be emphasized that the stress rule above does not mean that every apparent full vowel – every apparent [i], [u], etc. – can receive stress. The [u?] in these words corresponds to /w’, which is not a +R segment, and therefore this syllable is not
heavy (cf. §A.4.3.1, §A.4.3.2, §A.4.3.3).

It should also be emphasized that +R material (and therefore heavy syllables) sometimes correspond to underlyingly -R material, given that mutation (§A.7.1) can turn a -R segment into a +R segment. For example, in (788a), the underlying /s/ is weakened to y, which then surfaces (and is stressed) as [i], while in (788b), the underlying /xʷ/ is weakened to w, which then surfaces (and is stressed) as [u].

\[(788)\]
\begin{enumerate}
\item a. dənídzu
\hspace{1cm} dns-ʷdzu
\hspace{1cm} red.cedar.bark-surface
\hspace{1cm} “flat cedar bark”
\hspace{1cm} (Boas et al., 1947, p. 212)
\item b. p̓əyúl
\hspace{1cm} p̓yxʷ-ʷl
\hspace{1cm} feel-STIM
\hspace{1cm} “felt”
\end{enumerate}

Note also that it is not simply the leftmost +R segment that receives stress, because these might be syllabified as onsets instead of nuclei. Both (788a) and (788b) have +R material (n and y respectively) that, in other words built on these roots, is stressed; in these words, however, they are syllabified as onsets and are therefore ineligible for stress.

\section*{A.4.2 Default stress}

Words without any heavy syllables are not particularly common, but such words receive final stress:

\[(789)\]
\begin{enumerate}
\item a. nəqʷ- lá
\hspace{1cm} nqʷ́l
\hspace{1cm} salal.berry
\hspace{1cm} salal berry
\item b. yəǧákʷ
\hspace{1cm} yqʷ- kʷ
\hspace{1cm} knit-PART
\hspace{1cm} something knitted
\end{enumerate}
A.4.3 Apparent violations

A.4.3.1 y̓ and w̓

Most examples of apparent stress violation have iʔ or uʔ as their first syllable. However, I argue in §A.5.5 that many instances of iʔ and uʔ could be more consistently treated as being y̓ or w̓, and are thus not +R segments at all.

(790) a. guʔdán (*gúʔdan)
gwdan
horse
“horse”

b. kuʔdᶻáci (*kúʔdᶻáci)
kws-ʷas-ʷi
potato-PLACE-NMZ
“potato patch”

c. giʔx̌á (*gíʔx̌á)
gy̓-x̌a
put-down
“to put down”

If this were not the case, we would have two puzzles: why the lexicon is such that Cəy̓ and Cəw̓ syllables never begin a word, even though other glottalized resonants can serve as codas of initial syllables (e.g. həm̓xʔid, “to eat”), and why most words beginning in Ciʔ or Cuʔ violate stress assignment.

Sometimes, when the initial uʔ is followed by a sonorant, it sounds as if the sonorant is pre-glottalized:
A.4.3.2 əʔ

Similarly, the sequence əʔ frequently sounds like aʔ; we can see this when words like wədəʔstá are transcribed as wədaʔstá (as in Grubb 1977, p. 217), with an apparent stress violation.

Also, a schwa before a glottalized resonant often sounds like [a], and is sometimes transcribed as such. For example, Grubb (1977) transcribes ʔəy̓əʔsú (“hand”) as if it were ʔay̓aʔsú.

Many of these transcriptions were adopted by the FirstVoices (2009) dictionary, but it is often not apparent there that such words would be stress violations from the text alone, because the pronunciation guides often “reassign” the stress to what it should have been if the vowel were actually /a/. That is, the pronunciation guide indicates stress on the first syllables of words like kʷəʔsta (“teacup”, actually kʷaʔsta) and ʔay̓aʔsú (actually ʔəy̓əʔsú), although in the accompanying recordings the speaker fairly clearly stresses the final syllables of these.

---

7 This is not to be confused with Ḫumá (“chieftainess, noblewoman”), in which the stress falls on the initial syllable, suggesting an underlying form beginning in Ḫum- rather than Ḫúm.

8 This also occurs sometimes for words in which FirstVoices (2009) has transcribed the bilabial glottalized resonant m as <m’> rather than <’m>; words that they spell in this way (including Ḫom̓šolá, “use your left hand”; Ḫom̓gila “to feed”, and Ḫom̓kíd “to melt”) are frequently given incorrect initial stress. These problems suggest that
A.4.3.3 Surrounding palatals

There is one very common apparent violation, [k̓iyós] (“no, none”)\(^9\), but I believe this is actually k̓əyus with the schwa realized as i or possibly ɪ due to the influence from two surrounding palatals, and the /u/ realized as [o] due to the same sort of post-schwa lowering we see after [əʔ].

(794) k̓əyós [k̓iyós]
     k̓yus
     none
     “no, none”

Evidence for this form not having an underlying vowel in the first syllable comes from the effect of the lengthening suffix -ehm (“real, genuine”), which does indeed act as if the underlying form were /k̓yus/; if /i/ were underlying this stem would not have received a lengthening [a].

(795) ʃə̱ k̓áyuc̓əmən dala
     k̓yus-ə,m=n dala
     no-genuine=1 dollar
     “I have no money at all.”

A.4.3.4 Exclamations

It should also be noted here that sometimes exclamations can be given a final-syllable stress, regardless of their phonological structure. For example, ʔałaʔən, which should have initial stress, and does so in the dictionary (Grubb, 1977, p. 158), may receive final stress when exclaimed:

(796) ʔałhaʔn
     ʔałhaʔn
     silly
     “How funny!”

---

\(^9\) The -s here is a morphological formative of unclear meaning, as we can see from the verbal form [kiyósʷʔid] (“to disappear, to become absent”).

In the Grubb dictionary (1977, p. 183) and the FirstVoices word list (2009), most of these negative stems are assigned initial stress (e.g. k̓iyós), but this seems to be an error; the recordings on the FirstVoices site clearly exhibits stress on the [o].
A.4.3.5 Loanwords

Also, some loanwords like “bus”, although they have a schwa-like vowel, act as if the schwa is the nuclear segment for the purposes of stress.\(^{10}\)

(797) bəsc̓ola (not: bəsčόla)
   bəs-čo-la
   bus-in-ONGOING
   to take the bus

A.5 Vowels

Kwak’wala has a rich inventory of surface vowels – at least [i], [ɪ], [e], [ɛ], [æ], [ə], [a], [o], [ʊ], and [u] – but only some of these are phonemic. The phonemicization that underlies the modern orthographies assumes /i/, /e/, /a/, /ə/, /o/, and /u/, and it may be possible to reduce this further to just /a/, /i/, and /u/.

The complexity of alternations that we encounter in Kwak’wala stems, in which the surface vowels can differ dramatically depending on syllabification, necessitates that we posit underlying forms that, in some case, differ greatly from their apparent realizations. Moreover, we find that the mutation of consonants sometimes results in apparent vowels, and the mutation of apparent vowels results in consonants. To get the correct surface forms for a morpheme, across all the stems it occurs in, it is often necessary to treat schwas as epenthetic, and to treat [u] and [i] as underlying /w/ and /y/ respectively. In many cases, the underlying forms that give us the most consistent forms of morphemes end up having no vowels at all save /a/, and in §A.5.3 I note some reasons why /a/ itself might be better treated as a consonant.

In this work, I provide underlying forms in which the vowels are mostly limited to /a/, /i/, and /u/, and account for many surface vowels as being epenthetic, underlyingly consonants (e.g. /CyC/ → [CiC]), vowel+consonant sequences (e.g. /CayC/ → [CeC]), or vowel+vowel sequences (e.g. /ai/ → [əʔe ~ əʔe]). I should clarify, however, that these underlying forms should not necessarily be taken to represent a thorough phonemicization of modern spoken Kwak’wala. For the most part, I choose these forms because they allow the most uniform presentation of the underlying forms of the morphemes seen in this data.\(^{11}\)

\(^{10}\)That this is not the true Kwak’wala schwa is also seen in its realization – something like [ɐ:] rather than the shorter and often fronter [ɛ] or [ɪ] we usually get before an /s/.

\(^{11}\)I sometimes, however, put vowels other than \{a, i, u\} in underlying form when the derivation is unclear, when they have multiple possible derivations for which I do not have evidence to decide, or when other forms of the morpheme suggests that a speaker has reanalyzed a derived vowel as underlying (§A.5.1).
The underlying forms proposed here for Kwak’wala stems often resemble those proposed by Lincoln and Rath (1986) for the related Northern Wakashan language Haisla. The main difference is that I retain /a/ as distinct from /h/, and concur with Boas et al. (1947, p. 212) that at least some instances of /i/ and /u/ seem to be underlying: “Comparison with Bella Bella indicates that in many cases the consonantic forms are the original ones, but it is unlikely that every ɨ or ʉ goes back to a consonantic ʍ or w”.

### A.5.1 Fossilization of vowel patterns

Some of the alternations that we see in Boas et al. (1947) seem to have since broken down, and at least some speakers seem to have reanalyzed some historically-derived forms as being underlying.

For example, if we look at the historical derivations and inflections of the stem for “to leave” (798a), the resulting forms give us several reasons to believe this root actually ends in a ʷ, and lacks a full vowel, as it does in (798b). For example, when we add a suffix that lengthens stems without full vowels, like -ʷəp̓ in (798c), an [a] is added to the stem, just like it would in a stem with no full vowel and a final /m/, /n/, or /l/. Furthermore, the suffix -ewəs only lengthens (in the sense of “lengthening” used in §2.2.2 and §A.7.3) stems that end in resonants, and we see in (798d) that the stem is indeed lengthened. This gives us plenty of reason to believe that the stem is something like bw or bəw (depending on whether we take the schwa to be underlying or epenthetic).

(798) a. bo
   bw=a
   leave=ɐ
   “to leave”

b. bəwən
   bw=n
   leave=1
   “I leave”

   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 212)

c. bawap̓
   bwʷəp̓
   leave-RECIP
   “leave one another”
d. baw̓ as
bw=ew
leave-PLACE
“place of leaving”, “time of leaving”  
(Boas et al., 1947, pp. 318-319)

However, at least some speakers seem to have reanalyzed this stem as bo, so that, for example, the third-person distal form is bówi rather than bɔwi.

(799) a. bowi
bo=i
leave=3DIST
“he/she/it leaves”

I have noticed this for several other such stems; historical cw- (“to give”), cy- (“to draw water”), dulw- (“to win”) are now treated, at least inflectionally, as if their citation forms (co-, ce-, dulo-) were their underlying forms.

A.5.2 Schwa

There are various reasons to posit that schwas – that is, the “short” or “central” vowels – are not present in underlying forms, but are epenthized for phonotactic reasons (Grubb, 1977, p. 236–241)\(^\text{12}\), so that a form like [sɔka] (“to spear”) would have the underlying form /skə/.

(800) a. səka
skə
spear
“to spear”  
(Boas et al. (1947, p. 208), Grubb (1977, p. 237))

This form, skə, is how this word appears in closely related languages like Heiltsuk (Grubb, 1977, p. 237), so it is at least historically plausible that schwa is derived from an underlyingly schwa-less form, and serves to fulfill syllable structure constraints that Kwak’wala’s relatives do not share. We can also observe various ways that schwa appears and disappears when other processes disrupt syllable structure.

For example, if we consider a word like næge (“mountain”), it could be that this [ə] is underlying, or it could be there to prevent an illegal initial cluster *[ŋg-]. When this form is

\(^\text{12}\)It should be noted here that Grubb’s only evidence against the epenthesis of schwas, the proposed minimal pair between ʔəlkʷa (“blood”) and ləkʷa (“to faint”), depends on treating the initial glottal stop of ʔəlkʷa as epenthetic, which I do not.
reduplicated and the cluster is no longer initial, however, we can observe that the schwa no longer appears here. Rather, it appears before the n.

(801)  a. nəge
  nge
  mountain
  “mountain”

  b. naʔənge
  na-nge
  REDUP-mountain
  “mountains”

We might be tempted to explain the above as nə to an metathesis, but we can see various other phenomena in which metathesis would not be a plausible explanation.

Consider, for example, the “participle”-forming suffix -wəkʷ (§B.3.4.4). It is usually realized as [-wəkʷ]:

(802)  a. k̓adəkʷ
  k̓at-əkʷ
  write-PART
  “letter, something written”

  b. subəkʷ
  sup-əkʷ
  chop-PART
  “chopped with an axe”

However, when attached to a stem ending in s, like kʷəns- ("to bake bread") or məns- ("to measure"), the s weakens to y (§A.7.1.2), which then fills the syllabic nucleus as [i]. The result is not *kʷənyəkʷ or *m̓ə́nyəkʷ, which we would expect if the suffix were indeed -wəkʷ.

---

13The participle suffix, the “stimulus” passive suffix -wəl, and the “on the ground” locational suffix -həs are extremely useful phonological diagnostics, as they consist of only a consonant but mutate the previous segment. Since mutation can result in +R segments like y and w, the resulting alternations can be quite complex; as Boas noted of -wəkʷ, “Although the combination of this suffix with the stem follows the general phonetic rules, the forms are somewhat complicated on account of the character of the suffix which consists of a single consonant” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 259).
This is not an idiosyncratic property of -w, but a general property of -wC suffixes.

A similar example occurs when x mutates to n (§A.7.1.2). When -w or -wI is added to roots ending in x, the schwa is seen before the resulting n – within the root, not after it, suggesting that the schwa is not actually part of the suffix.

In addition, there is a phonological rule by which rounded dorsals are realized as unrounded when followed by a rounded vowel (§A.6.2). Recall that in Kwak’wala that unrounded velars are heavily palatalized, and therefore that this pattern is, at least for the velars, easily audible.
a. nə̱gəkʷ
nqʷ-ʷə̱kʷ
cover-PART
“eclipse” (lit: “covered”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. ƛ̓əgəkʷ
ƛ̓qʷ-ʷə̱kʷ
cover-PART
“red cedar bark”

c. dugəkʷ
dukʷ-ʷə̱kʷ
cover-PART
“striped cloth” (Boas et al., 1947)

d. ʔəlgəkʷ
ʔlkʷ-ʷə̱kʷ
cover-PART
“clams taken out of shell, sprinkled with blood” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

This suggests they are phonologically adjacent.15

As noted above, although most instances of schwa are predictable, there are some that would not, at least according to my understanding of Kwak’wala phonotactics, be absolutely necessary, and we may have to treat them as underlying.

Consider, for example, the stem in (807).16

(807) ƛə̱wə̱l̓s
ƛə̱wə̱l̓s?
elk
“elk”

If the underlying form of (807) were just ƛə̱wə̱l̓s, it should, by the rules above, surface as *ƛə̱ul̓ə̱l̓s or *ƛə̱ul̓ə̱l̓s. It could be that there are complex rules regarding the vocalic expression of w before glottalized resonants (this is something that seems to differ between dialects, and in the Gut’sala dialect this is, indeed, realized as [u] in ƛə̱ul̓ə̱l̓s), or perhaps speakers have reanalyzed

15We could also say that rounding travels through the schwa, or that this is a potentially long-distance dissimilation regarding which the schwa is transparent, but given the preceding evidence that the schwa seen in wə̱kʷ is not underlying, the simplest explanation is that the affected segments are indeed adjacent.

16This looks like a derived stem, with the suffix -həs (“on the ground, outdoors”), but I do not know what the root is.
this as having /ʔs/ (it is hard to tell where the glottalization is in this word), but given the rules above, the form in (807) is inadequately predicted from a schwa-less underlying form.

In addition, there is an alternation in which /ʔt/ is realized as [ʔt] after dorsals and fricatives (§A.6.5). Although this is a predictable alternation, it is also entirely unclear why a schwa would be necessary here; it would not be predicted by the assumptions about syllabification in §A.3.2.

Finally, there are also regularizations of historical reduplications that suggest that some speakers have reanalyzed some schwas as underlying. For example, the Ca- plural given above for “mountains” has been, for some speakers, regularized as a C[y]- plural, and in this form, nage appears with a schwa that would not necessarily be expected, since a right-to-left syllabification of /nỳnge/ should give *[nòyaŋge] instead.

\[(808) \quad \begin{align*}
  \text{a. } & \text{nòʔåŋge} \\
  & \text{na-nge} \\
  & \text{REDUP-mountain} \\
  & \text{“mountains”}
\end{align*} \]

\[(808) \quad \begin{align*}
  \text{b. } & \text{nìʔnògé} \quad (*\text{nòyaŋge}) \\
  & \text{ny̓-nìę} \\
  & \text{REDUP-mountain} \\
  & \text{“mountains”}
\end{align*} \]

A.5.3 The realization of /a/

The realization of /a/ in Kwak’wala is complicated – while it is often [a], a variety of phonological complications (including ones where it seems that the phonology is treating /a/ as a consonantal onset) suggest that /a/, or at least some instances of it, is actually a glottal consonant in the plain resonant series: a counterpart of the glottal stop.\(^{17}\) In other words, the resonant series of Kwak’wala may actually be this:

\[(809) \quad \begin{align*}
  \text{Plain} & \quad m \ n \ l \ y \ w \ a \\
  \text{Glottalized} & \quad m̓ \ n̓ \ l̓ \ y̓ \ w̓
\end{align*} \]

\(^{17}\)This is not dissimilar to the way in which Lincoln and Rath (1986) derive Haisla [a] from underlying /h/, because the two are in complementary distribution, with [a] never occurring word-initially and [h] only occurring word-initially. I do not treat [a] as /h/, because when we observe it in other onsets it is realized as [ʔ] rather than [h].
This somewhat unusual treatment of /a/ as a kind of consonant is motivated by the unusual behavior of /a/ when followed by a nucleus, and when mutated by a following suffix.\(^{18}\)

For example, if we look at the realization of the additive focus enclitic \(=\text{x}\) (§7.2) in those rare instances where it is not followed by a nucleus, we can see that it has the form \([-=\text{x}\])\. This [a] is not simply the [a] that so often occurs in predicative contexts: we will see that it behaves specially in hiatus with other nuclei.

\(\text{(810) a. } \text{kədəlɪxʷʔkʷuχ}\text{ həčəx̌sdəyəsə } \text{mayus.}\)
\(\text{kədəlɪxʷʔkʷuχ}\text{ hs-χst-}\text{ʔm=sa } \text{mayus fuzzy?=3MED tail-end-NMZ=A=3POSS raccoon.}\)

“\text{The raccoon’s tail is fuzzy.”}\)

\(\text{b. } \text{tʃupstuʔəm}\text{x̌a.}\)
\(\text{tʃupstuʔəm=m=\text{x̌a.}}\)

\(\text{“...It’s also multicolored.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 39)}\)

\(\text{(811) } \text{wε, la=χe } \text{ʔoʔmχat}\text{ qʷilʔida}\)
\(\text{wε, la=χe=i } \text{ʔwa=ʔm=χa=i } \text{qʷil-xʔida}\)

“Then they stopped again.” (Lit: “Well, then it is said that they also just stopped.”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 15)

When the /a/ in /\=\text{x}/ is followed by a nucleus like in (812), we can observe a realization as [əʔ\], followed by, if the nucleus was high, its corresponding mid-vowel. (That is, high vowels lower after [əʔ\].)

\(\text{(812) a. } \text{wεʔmχaʔn}\)
\(\text{wε=ʔm=χa=n}\)

“\text{I can, too.”}\)

\(\text{b. } \text{mixʔmχaʔōx}\)
\(\text{mix=ʔm=χa=ux}\)

“\text{He/she/it [present] is sleeping, too.”}\)

\(^{18}\text{Note that this is a different phenomenon from the appearance and disappearance of the “verbal” a before subject prenominal enclitics (§B.4.2, §B.4, §B.4.4.3). Some instances of [a] disappear before +R material, others undergo the alternation seen here.}\)
c. duqʷəlaʔəm x̌əʔe
dwqʷ- la=ʔm=x̌a=i
see-ONGOING = VER = ADD.FOC = 3DIST
“He/she/it [absent] saw it too.”

This schwa is often realized as an echo vowel, so that (812b) is pronounced with [=x̌oʔǒx̌] and (812c) is pronounced with [=x̌eʔe], but the echo vowel is always short and unstressed. This is an alternation we see in various places in the language – for example, in the realization of yes/no questions (§B.7.1), when subjects follow complex copular complements (§4.2.6), and in Ca- reduplication.

That the resulting vowel is a schwa rather than a full vowel is made clear when we consider its effect on stress. Ca- reduplication, when it occurs before something that is syllabified as an onset, is realized with [a], and receives stress (§A.7.2). On the other hand, when Ca- reduplication occurs before a +R nucleus, it is realized with [aʔ] (or, again, a short echo vowel) and does not receive stress (813).19

(813) a. naʔánge
na-nge
REDUP-mountain
“mountains”

b. haʔéləm
ha-il-ə.m
REDUP-correct-DIMIN
“health”

Various morphemes in Kwak’wala seem to consist solely of /a/, and surface mostly as schwas and echo vowels, like the question enclitic that appears before the subject enclitics of yes/no questions (§B.4.3.4). These are not just composite subject enclitics =eʔe, =oʔǒx̌, etc. because we can observe other morphemes intervening between them (814d).

19This can also happen before roots that begin in ʔa, like ʔabəls (“apple”).

In general, the reduplicated forms of roots that begin in resonants (plain or glottalized), h, and ʔ are somewhat unpredictable. I do not mean to portray this process as more regular than it is, only to observe that one of the more common apparent irregularities, the realization of /Ca/ as [Caʔ] and its failure to take stress, does not need to be treated as an irregularity at all; this is an alternation that can be observed elsewhere in the language as well.
(814) a. welmas
   welʔ=a=2
   “can you... ?

b. qaməʔoʔx
   qaʔ=2=a=uʔ
   findʔ=3MED
   “did he/she/it [present] find... ?

c. welmeʔe
   welʔ=a=i
   canʔ=3DIST
   “can he/she/it [absent]... ?”

d. laməʔεʔuʔx
   lʔ=a=εʔ=uʔ
   nəqelaʔa
   noonʔ=oh=3MED noonʔ=QUES
   “It’s noon already?”

It is also worth noting that the ordinary realization of schwa before a glottal stop (when there are not complicating factors like a preceding palatalized velar or a following high vowel) is, at least to my ear, a sound lower than a normal schwa but shorter than a full [a]. So it would be entirely possible to say that what sounds like [a] is always just a schwa before a glottal resonant.

We can also see evidence for this from mutation. A few roots and suffixes end in /a/ – that is, they do not just end in a, as most stems will, in particular predicative contexts (§B.4.4.3), but actually seem to have underlying /a/ as their final segment. When such morphemes are mutated, they appear with the [əʔ] realization of /a/.

---

20It is rather difficult to tell this sound from /a/; Grubb (1977) and FirstVoices (2009) frequently transcribe low schwas as <a> (§A.4.3.2), as does Boas (1905: 1947). This is not an incorrect transcription – it hews closer to the underlying form and thus makes clearer the nature of the morpheme itself – although it can lead to problems, since one would then expect a different stress pattern based on the transcription. Grubb (1977) occasionally mis-assigns stress for this reason, and the FirstVoices (2009) word list does so often.

21Given this, and the ability to derive many instances of [i] and [u] from their corresponding resonants /y/ and /w/, it is tempting to try to phonemicize Kwak'wala without any reference to vowels at all, as Lincoln and Rath (1986) do for Haisla. However, aside from the other problems mentioned in these sections, if our only sources of mid vowels were /a/, /y/, and /w/, then it is unclear how we distinguish cases in which /ay/ is realized as [əʔe] (as it would in this section) and cases in which /ay/ would be realized as [e] (as it would in §A.5.6).
There is another surprising way that /a/ is treated as if it were a plain resonant, which we can see when we consider the participial suffix -\(w\)k\(^w\) (§B.3.4.4). -\(w\)k\(^w\) gets a special realization -\(w\)ak\(^w\) after plain resonants.

(816) a. ǧəḻlə̱ḻsə̱ʔə̱m̱ak\(^w\)
   ǧḻ-̱ls-(̱g)m-\(w\)k\(^w\)
   REDUP-paint-face-PART
   “painted face” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. kəʔabəw̓ak\(^w\)
   k-\(w\)abw-\(w\)k\(^w\)
   put.container-below-PART
   “baked fish, anything baked” (FirstVoices, 2009)

Since -\(w\)k\(^w\) also gets this realization after /a/, this gives us another reason to consider /a/ as a kind of plain resonant.

(817) a. ǀi̱x̌sʔə̱ʔak\(^w\)
   ǀi̱x̌s-(k)ʔa-\(w\)k\(^w\)
   advise-sound-PART
   “educated, someone who has been advised or taught” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. kaxƛəʔak\(^w\)
   ka-xƛa-\(w\)k\(^w\)
   put.container-on.fire-PART
   “anything fried” (FirstVoices, 2009)

/a/ also seems to be involved in the derivation of several front low vowels. Boas (1900, p. 710) suggests that [ɛ] (which he transcribes as ä) can derive from a sequence of low vowels: “aa is often contracted to ä, for instance öma-a, that chieftainess, becomes ömA”.

(818) ʔum̓ɛ
   ʔum̓a=a
   chieftainess=INVIS
   “that chieftainess”
It may be possible that other vowels of the same and similar quality likewise derive from specific sequences of low vowels.\footnote{For example, if one listens to many instances of \texttt{ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sd} (“want”), there is a range of mobility and variability in the pronunciation of this vowel that suggests that something more complicated is going on with the [ɛ]; there is sometimes an extra half-syllable in there – something like \texttt{ʔəx̌ʔəx̌sd}. There is also something unusual happening in the vowel in \textit{he}, the third person distal copula (Chapter 4). This vowel is somewhat variable and is transcribed in a variety of ways (§4.2.4), but it is often similar to the vowel in \texttt{ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌}, and likewise seems to sometimes have extra “motion” and perhaps a half-syllable length to it, as well as some kind of glottal component.}

When the sequence [an] would occur before a syllable boundary – that is, when a leftward syllabification algorithm would have already syllabified /n/ as the nucleus before getting to /a/, the realization of this /a/ varies; sometimes it is something like [æ] or [æʔ] (819), other times it is something like [eyən] or [eʔən] (820), other times it is what we might expect, [əʔən] (821).

\begin{Verbatim}
(819) \texttt{welmæʔn...}
\texttt{wel=ʔm=a=n}
\texttt{can=VER=QUES=1}
“Can I...?”
\end{Verbatim}

\begin{Verbatim}
(820) \texttt{kiʔseyən} \texttt{wel...}
\texttt{kiʔs=a=n} \texttt{wel}
\texttt{not=QUES=1 can}
“Can’t I...? Aren’t I allowed to...?”
\end{Verbatim}

\begin{Verbatim}
(821) \texttt{welʔəm̩x̌əʔən}
\texttt{wel=ʔm=x̌a=n}
\texttt{can=VER=ADD.FOC=1}
“I can, too.”
\end{Verbatim}

Put another way, we might predict that /an/ (when it does not precede a vowel) would be realized as [əʔən], similar to the way that /ai/ is realized as [əʔe] and /au/ is realized as [əʔo]. However, while it is sometimes realized this way, it also has some variant pronunciations, most notably a low front vowel [æ] or [æʔ].

**A.5.4  [i] and [u] from /w/ and /y/**

At least some instances of [i] and [u] seem to have their origins as /y/ and /w/ respectively.

One compelling reason to consider at least some instances of /i/ and /u/ to be of consonantal origin comes from mutation. One of the weakened realizations of /s/ is [y], and the weakened
realization of /xʷ/ and /x̌ʷ/ is [w] (A.7.1.2). However, when these occur in a syllable nucleus – as they do when the following weakening suffix begins in a -R consonant – they are realized as [i] and [u].

(822)  

\(a\).  cəlɪdzu  
\(c̓ls_{u,dzu}\)  
slice.fish-surface  
“board on which fish are sliced”  
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 212)

\(b\).  kʷənikʷ  
kʷns_{u,kʷ}  
bake.bread-PART  
“bread”

\(c\).  q̓ikʷ  
q̓s_{u,kʷ}  
eat.meat-PART  
meat eaten (cf. ḷ̣ədẓəkʷ, same meaning)  
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

\(d\).  p̓ikʷ  
p̓s_{u,kʷ}  
give.potlatch-PART  
“a potlatch given”  
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 212)

(823)  

\(a\).  mʊ́l  
m̥w_{u,l}  
desire-STIM  
“desired”

\(b\).  cʊ́kʷ  
c̓xʷ_{u,kʷ}  
pierce-PART  
“pierced”  
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

\(c\).  ḍʊ̣lụṇəkʷələ  
ḍlxʷ_{u,ńakʷ-la}  
run-gradual-ONGOING  
“run around”

439
d. ɬolukʷ
ɬɬxʷ-ɬw.kʷ
pound-PART
“pounded”

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

We can also see this alternation in the other direction, where an apparent [i] or [u] in a stem is realized as [y] or [w] when the stem is mutated, because it is followed by a consonant that, upon weakening, becomes +R. For example, in the root for “feel/touch”, we find in most forms an [i] ([pixʷ-]) (824a). However, when the suffix -wɬ follows, the xʷ becomes w, and thus a potential nucleus. In such a case, [i] no longer surfaces; instead, we find a [y] as the onset of the final syllable (824b). If [i] had been underlying, we would expect something like *píwəɬ or perhaps *píwəɬ, with initial stress.

(824) a. ɬpixʷʔałəɬ
ɬpyxʷʔał-ɬw.ł
feel-achieve-STIM
“felt”

b. ɬpeyúɬ
ɬpyxʷ-ɬw.ł
feel-STIM
“felt”

Likewise, in the roots for “to twill-weave” and “eat during travel”, we find in most forms an [u] nucleus ([sul-], [gul-]), but when the suffix -wɬ follows, the l becomes l, itself a potential nucleus. Again, in such a case, [u] no longer surfaces, and instead we find a [w] as the onset of the final syllable. If this [u] had been underlying, we would expect something like Cúləkʷ or Culkʷ or perhaps Cúwəlkʷ.

(825) a. ɬawólkʷ
(*súləkʷ, *súlkʷ, *súwəlkʷ)
swl-ɬw.kʷ
twill.weave-PART
“twill weaving”

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

b. ɬawólkʷ
(*gúləkʷ, *gúlkʷ, *gúwəlkʷ)
gwl-ɬw.kʷ
eat.during.journey?-PART
“travel provisions” (cf. gulas, “place for lunch”) (Boas et al., 1947, p. 319)
The same occurs in the root [cus-] ("crush"), in which we find an [u] nucleus and an /s/ coda, but when the suffix -\textit{w}kʷ follows, the s becomes y, itself a potential nucleus.

\begin{flushright}
(826) c\textit{awik}^w \quad (*\textit{coyak}^w, *\textit{cowik}^w)
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
c\textit{ws-}w\textit{k}^w
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
crush-\textit{PART}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
"crushed"
\end{flushright}

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 359)

We can also make an argument from stress realization. There is, for some roots, a stress alternation caused by mutation (§A.7.1) that would be mysterious if these stems had underlying vowels, but is unproblematic if these stems have, instead, underlying /y/ and /w/. In §A.4.1, we observed that plain resonant and glottalized resonants are treated differently by the stress-assignment algorithm: the former are candidates for stress whereas the latter are not (unless there are no other possible candidates in the word). Since mutation turns plain resonants into glottalized resonants, observing that mutation changes stressable vowels into un-stressable vowels is good reason to think that these vowels are really plain resonants underlyingly.

\begin{flushright}
(827) a. di\textit{ʔxst\textsuperscript{án}u}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
dy-\textit{n}xst-w\textit{anu}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
wipe-end-\textit{INSTR}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
"toilet paper"
\end{flushright}

(FirstVoices, 2009)

\begin{flushright}
b. gi\textit{ʔs\textsuperscript{á}w\text{e}ʔ}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
gy-\textit{n}s-ʔaw-a\text{ʔy}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
put-on.ground-leave.behind-\textit{NMZ}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
"left on the ground"
\end{flushright}

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 313)

\section{A.5.5 [iʔ] and [uʔ] from /\textit{y}/ and /\textit{w}/}

As seen in (827) above, some instances of [iʔ] and [uʔ] come from /\textit{y}/ and /\textit{w}/ in a syllable nucleus.

Two of the most frequent and noticeable of these alternations involve the word for “and, with”, with and without nominative enclitics (828), and a similarly frequent alternation with the passive suffix (829).²³

²³The distinction in (829) is not always reliably transcribed; the difference between -\textit{səw}i and -\textit{suʔi} is subtle, especially as this schwa is something like [u]. If the transcriber expects -\textit{suʔi} – that is, if they expect words to be made transparently out of their parts as seen in relative isolation – it is easy to hear -\textit{səw}i as -\textit{suʔi}. \textit{λəw}i is more reliably transcribed, since the clear difference in stress makes the schwa apparent.
We can also observe that some instances of [iʔ] and [uʔ] behave anomalously during stress assignment (§A.4.3.1). If the first syllables in (830) contained /i/ and /u/, then they should have initial stress; that they do not is reason to consider that they might, underlyingly, have only -R material (which includes glottalized resonants like ʷ) in those syllables.
(831) a. biʔbusi
   byʔ-busi
   REDUP-cat
   “cats”

b. bíbəgʷanəm
   bi-bkʷ-anəm
   REDUP-man-person
   “men”

The stress difference can also be seen in §A.5.4, where a /y/ or /w/ that would be the nucleus of a stressed syllable is not stressed when mutated – that is, when its form after mutation is [y] or [w] and its surface form is [iʔ] or [uʔ].

All of the above forms would be violations of the stress-assignment rules if they had underlying vowels, but are what we would expect for glottalized resonants, which will not take stress if a better candidate exists.

Note, however, that not all instances of [iʔ] come from /y/; some do seem to come from /i/ (or maybe /y/) followed by /ʔ/. The stress patterns in (832) suggest underlying /iʔ/ or /yʔ/ rather than /y/.

(832) a. ?oníʔgənəm
   (*?oníʔgənəm)
   ?nʔʔənəm
   gather.wood-obtained
   “firewood obtained”
b. ˈk̓iʔk̓iʔla (*ˈk̓iʔk̓iʔla)  
   ˈk̓iʔk̓iʔ-(g)i-la  
   totem.pole-do-ONGOING  
   “to carve a totem pole”  
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

c. ˈdiʔstud (*ˈdiʔstud)  
   dyʔstw-d  
   wipe-eye-CHANGE  
   “to wipe one’s eye”  
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

The contrast between (827a) and (832c) is particularly instructive: when the root dy is hardened, we find unstressed iʔ, whereas when it simply precedes a glottal stop we find stressed iʔ.

A.5.6 [o] and [e] from /aw/ and /ay/

We can see an [e] ~ [ay] alternation in the forms of the root gay- (“be from, originate”); when it precedes +R material like /w/ ([u] in 833a), we find [ay], but when it precedes -R material, we find [e].

(833)  
   a. gayuƛ  
      gay-wƛ  
      be.from-obtain  
      “get something from”, “be from”

   b. geʔʔidoʔas  
      gay-xʔidʔas  
      be.from-CHANGE-PLACE  
      “where you came from or started from”  
      (FirstVoices, 2009)

This alternation can explain various otherwise unusual patterns involving the Kwak’wala mid vowels.

For example, we can observe an alternation due to mutation: when stems ending in /as/ and /aʔw/ weaken, they weaken to [ay] and [aw] respectively (§A.7.1.2). When these sequences precede -R consonants, however, we find the realizations [e] and [o], respectively.
It is also worth observing that /i/ and /u/ are lowered towards [e] and [o] in the presence of uvulars, but in many words the resulting sounds are still distinct from the [e] and [o] discussed here. For example, the [o] in q̓oƛa (“know”) is noticeably different than the lowered realization of /u/ in the second syllable of q̓aq̓uƛ̓a (“learn”). The difference is more systematic in the back vowels than the front vowels; a uvular-lowered /i/ more often sounds like [e].

We can also see the ay~/e and aw~/o alternations during lengthening. As we will see in §A.7.3, some suffixes like -ehla (“to order to X”) and -ehm (“true, genuine”) take stems with schwas – that is, stems with syllables without underlying vowels – and insert an [a]. However, in some words we can see them take an apparent /i/ and realize it as [e] (835a), or an apparent /u/ and realize it as [o] (835b, 835c).
b. cəɬəm (< cəwləm)
   ¢wl-ɬəm
   black-genuine
   “something really black” (cf. ćula, “black”)  
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

c. doqʷəla (< dawqʷəla)
   dwqʷ-əla
   see-order
   “to order to see” (cf. duqʷəla, “see”)  
   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 307)

   Rather than have to add an additional condition to the lengthening rule, this can be handled
   by positing that these stems contain only underlying /y/ and /w/. As stems without underlying
   vowels (syxʷ-, ¢wl-, dwqʷ-), they are eligible for the ordinary lengthening rule in which vowel-
   less syllables receive an [a] (becoming sayxʷ-, ¢awl-, and dawqʷ-), and finally surfaceing with
   [e] and [o].

   We can also see this when the lengthening suffix -eɬy̓l̓ý (“back and forth, here and there,
   around”) attaches to a one-consonant root. One consonant roots (C-) lengthen to Ca-, but here
   this /a/ and /y/ coalesce to [e].

   (836) a. cəɬəla (< cəyɬəla)
      ¢-,yɬy-ala
      tide-here and there-ONGOING
      “tide flows to and fro”  
      (Boas et al., 1947, p. 328)

   b. deɬəla (< dayɬəla)
      d-,yɬy-ala
      carry-here and there-ONGOING
      “to carry about”  
      (Boas et al., 1947, p. 328)

   l- (“go”) provides an interesting illustration of the relationship between surface [i] and [e].
   The suffix -eɬy̓l̓ý is irregularly lengthening (§A.7.3) – sometimes it lengthens the stem, and some-
   times it does not – and sometimes both forms exist for the same stem. This variability, along
   with the analysis of [e] as /ay/ and [i] as /y/, would explain the existence of both lɨɬəla and ləɬəla
   for “go back and forth”: the first is the realization of non-lengthened /lyl̓yala/ and the second
   is the realization of lengthened /layl̓yala/.
Another, more indirect form of evidence is the behavior of the stems *loƛ̓ and *q̓oƛ̓ during reduplication. As seen in §A.7.2, some reduplication patterns realize the stem vowel in the reduplicant rather than the base. When *loƛ̓ and *q̓oƛ̓ undergo this reduplication, the reduplicant gets the stem vowel [a] and the base gets an [u], suggesting that the [o] seen in the normal stems is really /aw/.  

A further form of reduplicative evidence comes from this same reduplication process affecting roots beginning in ya- and wa-. When the reduplicant “steals” the a of the root – here indicated in the underlying form in parentheses – it leaves ya-y and wa-w, and these are realized as [ye] and [wo] respectively.

These stems are probably multimorphemic in any case, consisting of la (“go”) and qa (“find”) plus the suffix -wƛ̓ (“obtain”). -wƛ̓ itself may be a combination of -w (“outwards”) and -ƛ̓ (“obtain”), since various roots about obtaining (e.g. kiƛ̓- “fish with a net”, hənƛ̓- “hunt”) end in -ƛ̓ as well.
A.5.7  [oʔ] and [eʔ] from /aw/ and /ay̓/  

Just as /y/ → [i] and /w/ → [u] have glottalized counterparts /y̓/ → [iʔ] and /w̓/ → [uʔ], the sequences /ay/ → [e] and /aw/ → [o] have glottalized counterparts: /ay̓/ → [eʔ] and /aw̓/ → [oʔ].

We can observe this, for example, in the suffix -ay̓ (§B.3.4.12).

(840) a. həm̓eʔ
   həm̓-ay̓
   eat-NMZ
   “food”

   b. k̓utluʔx hən̓əy̓ʔaʔs
      k̓utl=uʔx hən̓-ay̓=a=q=s
      salmon=3MED eat-NMZ=POSS=VIS=3POSS
      “A salmon is what she is eating.” (Lit: “Her food is salmon.”)
b. ʔəm ay̓ aǧaweʔ
ʔm-ay̓ -aǧaway̓  
small-nMZ
"smaller"

We can see the /aw/ to [oʔ] realization through mutation, when a root ending in axʷ receives a hardening suffix: instead of the expected [aw], we find [oʔ].

(842) a. λ.oʔs
λ.axʷ-h.s
stand-on.ground
“standing on the ground”, also “tree”25

b. kʷoʔs
kʷaxʷ-h.s
hole-on.ground
“hole in ground” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 212)

c. ġoʔs
ġaxʷ-h.s
hang-outside
“something hanging outside” (FirstVoices, 2009)

The most straightforward explanation of this is that [oʔ] is simply the realization of /aw/, produced from the hardening of /axʷ/.

We can see that the oʔ is made up of two separate sounds if we consider the reduplicative plurals of the stems in (842). Like the reduplications in §A.5.6, which “split” o into a and u, this reduplication splits oʔ into a and uʔ.

(843) a. λaļuʔs
λax-λ(a)xʷ-h.s
REDUP-stand-outside
“trees standing or people standing outside” (cf. λoʔs, “tree”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

25The use of λoʔs for “tree”, although commonly heard, is also a common complaint by some speakers, who feel it is inappropriate and should mean that a person is standing outside. It is possible that this complain rests on the distinction between λ- (“long thing standing”) and λaxʷ- (“person standing”) (Boas and Hunt, 1905; Boas et al., 1947); the form we would predict for the former is λaʔs, which I have heard from one speaker. Perhaps at some point λaʔs (“long thing standing outside”) and λoʔs (“person standing outside”) became confused, leading to the use of λoʔs for “tree”. Even some speakers who do not retain λaʔs, and use λoʔs instead, still express dissatisfaction with λoʔs for “tree”.
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A.5.8 |ε| and |o| from /ya/ and /wa/

When a root ending in /Cy/ or /Ce/ is followed by an a, we find a contraction of the ya and wa to [ε] and [o] respectively.26

(844) a. čɛmas
   čy-amas
   draw.water-CAUS
   “to cause to draw water” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 315)

b. cacɛla
   ca-cy-waala
   REDUP-get.water-return
   “to dip water in return” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 322)

c. ǧɛla
   ǧy-ała
   long.time-ongoing.position
   “for a long time, away for a long time”

d. yola
   yw-ała
   wind-ONGOING
   “wind”

This alternation is the likely explanation for the limited shapes of CV verb stems in Kwak’wala, which only seem to have the forms Ca, Ce, and Co. Boas et al. (1947, p. 308) analyze these as the ubiquitous verbal ending -a added to stems of the form C, Cy, and Cw.27,28

26In many words I cannot reliably perceive a difference between this ε and regular e, so elsewhere I usually transcribe this as e. In this section, however, I defer to Boas here who transcribes this as â, which usually corresponds to what I hear as e.
27To be precise, he gives the stems the form Cay and Caw.
28I do not always gloss these a’s as separate morphemes, because of their minimal meaning and the (to me)
This alternation is also seen due to stem weakening (§A.7.1.2), in which a /Cs/ or /Cxʷ/ stem weakens to Cy or Cw and an /a/ follows.

unclear circumstances where exactly they can, may, or must occur, but phenomena like this do suggest that the grammar of the language treats them as a separate morpheme.
d. ḣoći
   ḳ̓xʷ-ʷas-ʔi
   wash-PLACE-NMZ
   “wash basin”

We see this, as well, when the “place” suffix -ʷas follows the location suffix -ʔi (“on the ground”). This explanation accounts for an otherwise puzzling alternation, by which “on ground” usually surfaces as [ʔhəs] (847) but occasionally seems to surface as [ʔhɛs] (848).

(847) gukʷəs
   gukʷ-ʔs
   house-on-ground
   “house on ground (as opposed to a house on stilts)”
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

(848) a. gukʷəs
   (< gukʷyas)
   gukʷ-ʔs-ʷas
   house-on-ground-PLACE
   “house place on ground”
   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

b. ʔiq̓əs
   (< ʔiq̓yas)
   ʔiq-ʔs-ʷas
   witchcraft-on-ground-PLACE
   “place of witchcraft”
   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

c. q̓əmt̓əs
   (< q̓əmt̓yas)
   q̓mt-ʔs-ʷas
   sing-on-ground-PLACE
   “place of singing”
   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

Note, however, that this alternation does not seem to occur when preceded by +R material – the above occurs only in cases where an -R consonant precedes /ya/ or /wa/. If a +R segment precedes, the realization is just [ya] and [wa]. Put another way, the [ɛ] and [o] realization only occurs when we would otherwise expect to find [Cʔya] and [Cəwa], not when we would expect to find [CRya] and [CRwa] (where R represents a +R segment).

---

29 This is parallel to the very common -ʷilas (< -ʷil-ʷas, “indoors place”) and the somewhat less common -ʷidʷas (< -ʷid-ʷas, “field, flat area”, lit: “on-beach place”) suffix combinations.

30 Presumably, this would also occur when a +R consonant precedes but needs to be an onset, but I do not have examples of this.

31 This is one of the few cases where the syllabification algorithm would have to look “ahead” on a right-to-left parse (§A.3.2).
A.5.9 Vowel Summary

Kwak’wala has a rich phonetic inventory of vowels, and a considerably smaller inventory of phonemic vowels, although exactly which vowels are phonemic remains unclear. Moreover, the apparent fossilization of some vowel alternations has probably led to some vowels that may have not been historically underlying (like [o] and [ə]) to be reanalyzed in some words as underlying.

Nonetheless, I adopt for this investigation a more minimalist phonemicization of the vowels, in which the only phonemic vowels are /a/, /u/, and /i/ and other phonetic vowels are generated according to the correspondences in Table A.3. This is essentially the same inventory proposed in Lincoln and Rath (1980) (as /a/, /w/, and /y/) except that I follow Boas et al. (1947) in the assumption that there are at least some instances of [u] and [i] that represent /u/ and /i/ rather than /w/ and /y/.

In transcribing examples, I have adopted the common Kwak’wala orthographic convention of representing any of [ə], [ɪ], or [ʊ] as ə. The lowered high vowels in the presence of uvulars vary between higher and more middle realizations; I usually transcribe these as high. Otherwise, I transcribe using the surface forms given in Table A.3.

The correspondences proposed here are by no means a complete account of Kwak’wala vocal phonology; it may be, for example, that more sophisticated rules could dispense with /i/ and

---

32 There are some instances in which a probable /i/ in contact with a uvular has a fairly clear realization as [e] rather than lowered [i]; in this work I transcribe these as mid vowels in case something more complicated is occurring, like a preceding /a/, that I have missed.
Table A.3: Proposed underlying forms for Kwak’wala surface vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface form</th>
<th>Proposed underlying form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ə], [i], [u]</td>
<td>(epenthetic, quality depends on neighboring consonants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>/i/; /y/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[iʔ]</td>
<td>/iʔ/; /yʔ/; /j/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>/u/; /w/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uʔ]</td>
<td>/uʔ/; /wʔ/; /w̓/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[e]</td>
<td>/ay/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[eʔ]</td>
<td>/aʔy/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[i̞] or [e]</td>
<td>/i/ next to a uvular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[o]</td>
<td>/aw/ before C or #; /wa/ after C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[oʔ]</td>
<td>/aw̓/ before C or #</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u̞] or [o]</td>
<td>/u/ next to a uvular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ]</td>
<td>/ya/ after C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ɛ] or [ɛʔ]</td>
<td>/aa/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əʔan], [æn], or [æʔn]</td>
<td>/an/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[oʔe] or [ɛʔe]</td>
<td>/ai/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[əʔo] or [oʔo]</td>
<td>/au/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

/u/, or that exceptional or fossilized forms end up requiring underlying mid vowels or schwas. I adopt these correspondences primarily because they provide the most stable underlying forms of morphemes for the investigation in Parts II and III.

### A.6 Other phonological rules

#### A.6.1 Progressive rounding

After a rounded vowel, non-rounded dorsal consonants become rounded.33

(850) a. ʔuʔqʷa

ʔw-ʔa

so-feel

“to believe” (Lit: “to feel that it is so”)

---

33Boas et al. (1947, p. 214) say that “All k sounds following o, u are palatalized”, but this seems to be a typo given their examples, and that the next sentence is “The labialization occurs also when...”
b. buxʷʔid
bw-xʔid
leave-CHANGE
“to leave”
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 214)

Boas et al. (1947, p. 214) note that rounded dorsals sometimes do and sometimes do not cause the same effect on following non-rounded dorsals; (851) is one instance where they do.

(851) a. daduňkʷinala
da-duqʷ-kin-ala
REDUP-see-accidentally-ONGOING
“to see by chance”
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 245)

A.6.2 Regressive unrounding

Also, before a rounded vowel, rounded dorsals become non-rounded dorsals. This is more noticeable in the velar series, since non-rounded dorsals are palatalized.

(852) a. ʔəwiňakola
ʔw-iňakʷ-ola
so-area-on.water
“islands”
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 333)

b. yaqola
yaqʷ-ola
corpse-on.water
“dead body adrift”
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 333)

c. λaixočola
λaixoč-ola
stand-on.water
“[of a person] to stand on the sea”
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 333)

We can also see this happening between consonants, in §A.5.2.
A.6.3 Fricativization

Before another consonant or a word boundary, it is very frequent that dorsal stops, /ƛ/, and sometimes /ɬ/ are realized as their fricative counterparts; that is, that /k/ is realized as [x], /kʷ/ as [xʷ], /q/ as [x̌], /qʷ/ as [x̌ʷ], and /ƛ/ and /ɬ/ as [ɬ]. Boas (1947, pp. 210–211) characterizes this as a property of rapid speech, but many modern speakers exhibit this change even in slow speech, and for some instances (such as the realization of the medial visible postnominal /=q/ as [=x̌] word-finally) it may for some speakers be obligatory.

(853) a. loƛ ~ loɬ
   loƛ
   get
   “get, receive”

b. ?iłmən ~ ?ixmən
   ?ił=m=n
   good=VER=1
   “I am well.”

Both the stopped and fricativized forms are encountered in writing.

Some coda clusters inhibit fricativization, such as /ɬƛ/, which remains [ɬƛ] rather than becoming [ɬ] or [ɬɬ].

(854) ?oʔəmƛən  kʷʔcəɬƛ
   ?wa=m=ɬ=n  kʷʔ-c=ɬ
   so=VER=FUT=1  sit-indoors=FUT
   “I’m just going to stay inside.”

A.6.4 /d/-loss

/d/ is frequently dropped word-finally; this is often the final /d/ in -xʔid or one of its variant forms.

(855) a. ?itid ~ ?iti
   ?it-xʔid
   again-CHANGE
   “again”

Both the forms with [d] and those without are encountered in writing.
A.6.5 /w/ and /w̓/ after dorsals and fricatives

/w/ and /w̓/ have particular and unexpected realizations after dorsals and fricatives. Usually, when /w/ and /w̓/ appear between consonants, they are realized as [u] and [uʔ] respectively, but after dorsals and fricatives they can appear as [wɔ] and [w̓ɔ].

(856) a. ʔiʔax̌əluʔt
   ʔiʔax̌-l-w̓t
   work-ONGOING-fellow
   “co-worker”

b. laʔstuʔt
   la-ʔst-w̓t
   go-in.water-fellow
   “fellow bather”

(Hall, 1888a, p. 64)

(857) a. qasw̓ət
   qas-w̓t
   walk-fellow
   “walking partner/companion”

   (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. ʔəmɬw̓ət
   ʔmɬ-w̓t
   play-fellow
   “teammate, play-fellow”

We can also see this happening after p in (858).

(858) napwəstəla
   np-wst-la
   throw-upriver-ONGOING
   “to throw upriver”

I am not sure whether this is true for every instances of /w/ and /w̓/ or just those in certain suffixes like -w̓t (“companion, fellow”) and -wsta (“out of water, upriver”)34.

34This latter is probably -w (“out”) and -ʔsta (“water, in water”).
A.6.6   Special changes involving /s/

/Cs/ clusters often have special realizations involving [c].
   /I/ followed by /s/ results in [lc] (Boas et al., 1947, p. 211):35

(859)   a. məʔlcəm gusto
   məʔl-sm-gusto
   two-round-up
   “twenty”

   b. ɬcəmgusto
   ɬ-s-m-gusto
   feast-PASS
   “to be feasted”

/s/, /d/, or /t/ followed by /s/ results in [c] (Boas et al., 1947, p. 211):

(860)   a. qaciʔstəla
   qas-siʔst-la
   walk-around-ONGOING
   “to walk around”

   b. gəlulxʔicuʔ37
   gəlul-xʔi-d-sw
   steal-CHANGE-PASS
   “was stolen”

   c. migʷaça
   migʷat=sa
   harbor.seal=3POSS
   “seal of the...”

The sequence /sxs/ creates an unusual sound that is not like other sounds in the language,
something like a [ch], that is, a coronal affricate followed by an [h] or with unusually strong
aspiration.38 I transcribe this as its underlying form sxs, since there is no particular orthographic
convention to express this sound.

35I often hear this as if it is [lç].
37Sometimes the /d/ is dropped instead; I sometimes encounter -xʔisuʔ for this combination as well.
38For some time, I heard k̓iʔxxsemyən as if it were k̓iʔc hənəm, as if it were two words, since h cannot occur
   word-medially except in reduplicated words like həʔəməʔ (“to eat (pl.)”) (§A.2.5).
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A.7 Morphophonology

Kwak’wala exhibits complex lexical morphophonology; in particular, the addition of a suffix can cause various kinds of changes to the root. Consider, for example, the following stems based on the root \(bk\) (“man, male”), appearing variously as \(b\tilde{a}k^w\), \(b\tilde{a}g^w\), \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{k}^w\), \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{b}\tilde{a}g^w\), \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{b}\tilde{a}\tilde{k}^w\), \(b\tilde{a}g^w\), and \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{k}^w\).

(862) a. \(b\tilde{a}k^w\tilde{a}m\)
   \(b\tilde{k}^w-(\tilde{g})m\)
   man-face
   “without expression, sternly”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. \(b\tilde{a}g^w\tilde{a}n\tilde{a}m\)
   \(b\tilde{k}^w-(\tilde{a})\tilde{a}m\)
   man-person
   “man”

c. \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{k}^w\tilde{a}s\)
   \(b\tilde{k}^w-(\tilde{h})\tilde{s}\)
   man-on-ground
   “wild man of the woods”

d. \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{b}\tilde{a}g^w\tilde{a}m\)
   \(b\tilde{a}-b\tilde{k}^w-(\tilde{r})\tilde{a}\tilde{m}\)
   REDUP-man-DIMIN
   “boy”

e. \(b\tilde{a}\tilde{b}\tilde{a}\tilde{k}^w\tilde{a}\)
   \(b\tilde{a}-b\tilde{k}^w-(\tilde{r})\tilde{a}\tilde{a}\)
   REDUP-man-TRY
   “try to be a man”
f. **bagʷans**  
**bkʷ-ew.ans**  
man-found.unexpectedly  
“visitor”

g. **bak̓ʷəm**  
**bkʷ-e.əm**  
man-genuine  
“First Nations person, specifically of the Northwest coast cultural area”

These are not simply different roots, or random variation; the changes that **bkʷ** will undergo are predictable from which suffix attaches to it.

A suffix in Kwak’wala can condition a number of morphophonological changes, in the suffix itself or in the stem to which it attaches. It can

- “extend” a stem schwa to a full [a]
- cause the stem to reduplicate
- “weaken” or “harden” the last consonant in the stem
- delete the initial consonant in the suffix

These are marked in the glosses with subscripts (-r for reduplication, -e for extension, -w for weakening, -h for hardening) and by putting “droppable” consonants in parentheses.

A single suffix can participate in several of these changes; many reduplicating and extending suffixes are also weakening or hardening (e.g. 862d-862g), and a suffix like -k₇₉a (“to sound like”) hardens the stem if and only if it loses its initial dorsal:

(863)   a. **w̓ikala**  
**w̓i-(k)₉,a-la**  
_w̓_H-sound-ONGOING  
“What does [it] sound like?”

   b. **x̌əntala**  
**x̌nt-(k)₉,a-la**  
_sno-re-sound-ONGOING  
“snoring, the sound of snoring”

---

39There are some roots and suffixes that are simply irregular, and some classes of segments mutate more predictably than others, but for the most part stem changes are predictable.
Table A.4: Kwak’wala weakened and hardened consonants

These changes are “distinctive”, in the sense that they distinguish possible meanings. For example, there are several suffixes that surface can as [əm], and their effects on stems (for example in 862a, 862d, and 862g) are the only way to tell them apart.

It should also be noted that many suffixes only affect stems that end in particular consonants (for example, only extending stems that end in resonants, or only weakening stems that end in non-resonants), and many are simply irregular in their effect.

A.7.1 Mutation

The most common change a suffix can cause is to mutate the consonant preceding it, usually to a glottalized or voiced counterpart. Boas et al. (1947) term these changes “hardening” and “weakening” respectively.40 These changes are not always phonetically “transparent”; the targets of weakening and hardening can be (as in the case of x to n) somewhat idiosyncratic.

A stem may have multiple weakening and hardening suffixes.41

---

40I follow this usage, in large part because they can be abbreviated without ambiguity, whereas their counterpart words “strengthening” and “softening” could lead to confusion in abbreviation, as could “lenition” with “lengthening”.

41At one point, Boas et al. (1947, p. 226) note that “suffixes ending in consonants are not affected by weakening or hardening suffixes”. This must be an overgeneralization or a misinterpretation of something in Boas’s notes;
A.7.1.1 Mutation of voiceless stops and affricates

Voiceless stops and affricates have mutation patterns that are phonetically transparent: they weaken to their voiced counterpart and harden to their ejective counterpart.

*p* weakens to *b* (865) and hardens to *p̓* (866).

(865) a. t̓i bayu  
  ɾɪ p̓-w ayu  
  step-INSTR  
  “shoe”

b. səbıləs  
  sp̓-w il-w as  
  project.light-indoors-PLACE  
  “cinema, movie theater”

(866) a. xʷi p̓ inuxʷ  
  xʷ ip̓-h inuxʷ  
  whistle-expert  
  “expert whistler, good at whistling”

b. xʷə p̓əs  
  xʷ p̓-h s  
  hole-on.ground  
  “hole in the ground”

*t* weakens to *d* (867) and hardens to *i̱* (868).

(867) a. ɾ̓a dokʷ  
  ɾ̓a t- w kʷ  
  write-PART  
  “letter, something written”

while it is true for a few suffixes, many of his morphological analyses assume the contrary.
b. qədəlkʷ
   qtʷlkʷ
   argue-always
   “stubborn”

(868) a. ˈkat̥inuxʷ
   ˈkat̥-inuxʷ
   write-expert
   “good writer”

b. gəltəx̌st
   glt-əx̌st
   long-end
   “tall”

We would expect /c/ to weaken to [dʲ] and harden to [č], but I have not managed to find any stems that unambiguously end in /c/; all the [dʲ] and [č] realizations I have found seem to end in /s/. This may be due to something like a c/s merger in this position (§A.7.1.2).

ƛ weakens to ƛ (869) and hardens to ƛ̓ (870).

(869) a. kiƛanəm
   kiƛ-ənəm
   net.fish-obtained
   “fish caught by net”

b. duxʷʔałəɬ
   duqʷʔałəɬ
   see-sense-STIM
   “something seen”

(870) a. hənƛinuxʷ
   hnƛ-inuxʷ
   hunt-expert
   “good hunter”
b. ʔaƛ̓i
ʔaƛ-hi

behind-NMZ

“forest, out back, backyard” (Rough lit: “what is behind [the house]”)

\(k\) weakens to \(g\) (871) and hardens to \(k’\) (872).

(871) a. dᶻiayu
   dᶻikʷ-ayu
   dig,clams-INSTR
   “digging stick for clams”

b. ḥax̣ṭəg̣il
   ḥk-ʔkʷ-il
   REDUP-dirt-floor
   “dirty floor”

(872) a. n̓ik̓iq̣əla
   n̓ik-ʔiq-la
   say-in,self-ONGOING
   “think” (Lit: “to say internally”)

b. q̓əyaʔkinuxʷ
   q̓yaʔk-ʔkinuxʷ
   kick-expert
   “soccer player”

\(kʷ\) weakens to \(gʷ\) (873) and hardens to \(k’w\) (874).

(873) a. ḅagʷanəm
   ḅkʷ-ʔanəm
   man-person
   “man”

b. c̣iʔn̓u
   c̣ıkʷ-ʔn̓u
   seagull-round
   “seagull egg”
(874)  a. ʔəwinaʔkʷəs
     ʔ-inaʔkʷ-əs
     so-area-on.ground
     “ground, land, property”

    b. ˈci̍kʷi
        ˈci̍kʷ-əi
        seagull-NMZ
        “seagull”

    q weakens to Ɂ (875) and hardens to ḡ (876).

(875)  a. noq̓ad
       noqʷ- ad
       mind⁴³ REL
       “wise, knowledgeable, intelligent”

    b. ɬi̍g̓əm
        ɬi̍qʷ-əm
        to.name-NMZ
        “name”

(876)  a. yəq̓inu̍xʷ
       yq̓- inu̍xʷ
       knit-expert
       “expert knitter”

    b. naq̓imas
        naq-ims
        drink-CLASS.NMZ
        “a drink”

    qʷ weakens to Ɂʷ (877) and hardens to ḡʷ (878).

(877)  a. du̍qʷəɬ
       duqʷ-əɬ
       see-STIM
       “was seen, something seen”

⁴³ noq- is both “mind” and “heart”.
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b. ƛ̓a ǧʷɨkəla
 ƛ̓a qʷ-ik-la
red-back-ONGOING
“having a copper, or a copper design, on one’s back” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(878) a. ləqʷəs
lqʷ-əs
firewood-on-ground
“fire (outside on the ground)” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. duqʷəx̌stənd
duqʷ-əx̌st-nd
see-end-CHANGE
“looking at the rear end” (FirstVoices, 2009)

A.7.1.2 Mutation of fricatives

The mutation of fricatives is somewhat more unpredictable than of stops and affricates, with fricatives having mutated counterparts that one could not, synchronically, predict.

s weakens to y (879) or ď (880), and hardens to č (881) or ǰ (882).

(879) a. qayəs
qas-wəs
walk-PLACE
“path, road, route”

b. ġəlyəyu
ĝils-wəyu
paint-INSTR
“paintbrush”

(880) a. midʷəł
mis-wəl
smell-STIM
“what is smelled”
b. ˈtuːkʷ
  ˈtusʊ.kʷ
  cut.with.knife-PART
  “something cut with a knife”

(881) a. ˈwaːci
  ˈwas-ə.i
  dog-NMZ
  “dog”

  b. ˈsaːcm
  ˈsas-ə.əm
  spring.salmon-genuine
  “spring salmon”

(882) a. ˈxusən̓x
  ˈxus-ə.n̓x
  rest-season
  “resting time, weekend, Saturday (for fishermen)”

  b. ʔəʔabəla
  ʔa-ʔabələ
  REDUP-apple-try
  “picking apples” (FirstVoices, 2009)

[c̓] and [d̓] would be the expected mutation targets for /c/, which, as I mentioned in §A.7.1.1, does not seem to end stems except in some loanwords like labic (“rabbit”) and kalic (“carrot”). Given the apparent absence of roots and suffixes ending in c, and the unusually variable mutation possibilities for /s/, this suggests a merger of /s/ and /c/ to /s/ morpheme-finally, where *-c stems were reanalyzed as -s stems and [c̓] and [d̓] were reanalyzed as additional mutation possibilities for /s/. However, we cannot assume that /c/ and /s/ remain underlyingly separate; whether a stem mutates to [c̓] or [y̓] and [d̓] or [y] seems to be arbitrary, and sometimes both mutations are possible for the same stem.

(883) a. qəndəˈyu ~ qənˈyu
  qns-ə.ˈyu
  to.adze-INSTR
  “an adze”
b. ʔəm̪ɬəm
ʔml-\m
play-NMZ
“toy”

b. kəlwilas
klx-w-il-as
buy-indoors-PLACE
“store”

(885) a. mišʔəl’s
miš-(g)l-s
sleep-away-on.ground
“to fall asleep outside”

b. yəml’al
yml-al
burst-easily
“easily burst” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 322)
\(x\) weakens to \(n\) (886) and hardens to \(n̓\) (887).

(886) a. mənəc̓í
   
   mxʷ, as-hi
   
   strike-PLACE-NMZ
   
   “drum”

b. kəlnas
   
   klxʷ, as
   
   roll-PLACE
   
   “road” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(887) a. ma̓n̓əm
   
   mxʷ,ehm
   
   fist-genuine
   
   “hit with fist and nothing else” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 302)

b. qaqa̓n̓a
   
   qa-qx-ha
   
   REDUP-put.on.ring-try
   
   “to try to put on a ring” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 309)

\(xʷ\) weakens to \(w\) (888) and hardens to \(w̓\) (889):

(888) a. kalwənəm
   
   klxʷ,anm
   
   buy-obtained
   
   “something bought”

b. ǧawəc̓í
   
   ǧaxʷ,as-hi
   
   hang-PLACE-NMZ
   
   “closet” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(889) a. yəwʔi núxʷ
   
   yxʷ, inúxʷ
   
   dance-expert
   
   “dancers”
b. lamwəməyla
lmxʷʔəməyla
dry-cheek
dry cheek” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 303)

\( \ddot{x} \) does not appear to weaken (890) or harden (891). At least sometimes, it becomes \( \ddot{x}' \).

(890) a. ʔəx̌ilas
ʔx̌ʷiɬ-ʔas
do-indoors-place
“where you put stuff, storage place”

b. ʔəx̌ʔas
ʔx̌ʷʔas
do-place
“place”

(891) a. mamix̌ʔa
ma-mix̌-ʔa
REDUP-sleep-try
“try to sleep”

b. dənɪx̌ʔinux̌ʷ
dnɪx̌ʷʔinux̌ʷ
sing-expert
“good singer”

\( \ddot{x}^{w} \) weakens to \( w \) (892) and hardens to \( \ddot{v} \) (893).

(892) a. λawil
λaʔxʷ-ːil
stand-indoors
stand inside

b. ʔuəwilas
ʔuʔxʷ-ːil-ʔas
wash-indoors-place
“laundromat”
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A.7.1.3 Mutation of plain resonants

When resonants mutate, they both harden and weaken to their glottalized counterpart.

Observing the mutation patterns of plain resonants can be difficult. Some mutating suffixes (such as -w'ayu, “instrument”) do not mutate the plain resonants, and some suffixes seem to be irregular in this regard. In addition, the resulting glottalized resonants are difficult to hear, and in the case of the glides y̓ and w̓ are realized in syllabic nuclei as iʔ and uʔ respectively, so sometimes the presence of the glottalized resonant can only be inferred.

m weakens to m̓ (894) and hardens to m̂ (895).

(893) a. ḡʷawina
   ḡʷaƛʷ-ina
   raven-NMZ
   “raven”

b. ḡʷawala
   ḡʷaƛʷ-(k)ʷa-la
   raven-sound-ONGOING
   “cawing of raven” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(894) a. c̓am̓ac̓i
   c̓m-ew-asi
   pray-PLACE-NMZ
   “church”

b. kəkatəm̓ayu
   ka-kat-gm-waayu
   REDUP-write-face-INST
   “camera”
(895)  a.  n̓an̓əm̓a
       n̓a-ı̱m̓-ɬə
       REDUP-one-try
       “nine” (lit: “try for one [more]”)

       b. ʔud’əq̓əm̓ak
       ʔud’-q̓əm-ɬak
       wrong-face-disposition
       “of jealous disposition”  

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 320)

n weakens to ʔ (896) and hardens to n (897).

(896)  a.  gʷaʔnas
       gʷn-ewəs
       pay.debt-PLACE
       “place where debt is paid”  

       b.  wən̓iƛəla
       wən-ʷiƛ-la
       hide-into.house-ONGOING
       “sneaking into the house”  

(Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

(897)  a.  hən̓a
       hən-ɬa
       put.container-on.rock
       “container sitting on stove”  

       b.  qən̓iƛ̓uʔəw
       q̓n-ɬiƛ̓uʔəw
       sew-expert
       “seamstress, someone good at sewing”  

(FirstVoices, 2009)

l weakens to l’ (898) and hardens to l’ (899).

(898)  a.  digiʔəci
       di-ɡi-ɬas-ɬi
       tea-do-ONGOING-PLACE-NMZ
       “teapot”  
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b. wəɬ’iɬ
wɬ-ιɬ
stop?-indoors
“to be put in jail, or someone in jail”

(899)  a. ʃ’mə’məɬ’mxʔid
m-mɬ-m-xʔid
REDUP-white-genuine-CHANGE
“to get really white” 
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 302)

b. gaɬ’ə
ɡa-ɡl-rhə
REDUP-crawl-try
“to try/to be ready to crawl” 
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 309)

/w/ weakens to [w] and hardens to [ʍ].

(900)  a. ɡʷiʔstəwəs
ɡʷiʔ-stəwəs
INDEF-eye-NMZ
“color”

b. bawəs
bw-əs
leave-PLACE
“place of leaving” 
(Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

(901)  a. ɡaɬɬəwə
ɡa-ɡw-ɬhə
REDUP-halibut-try
“try to catch halibut”

b. ɡaɬɬəwə
ɡa-ɡw-ɬhə
REDUP-deer-try
“deer hunting” 
(FirstVoices, 2009)

/y/ weakens to [y] and hardens to [ɬy].
(902) a. ca'y̓ as
cyₐʷʰ as
draw.water-PLACE
“place of drawing water” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

b. gay̓ ači
gyₐʷʰ asₕ i
put-PLACE-NMZ
“cupboard” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(903) a. cacə'y̓ a
cə-cyₐʷʰ a
REDUP-draw.water-try
“to try to draw water” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 309)

b. q̓əq̓ə'y̓ əm
q̓-q̓ ə-y̓ₜ m
REDUP-much-genuine
“really many” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 302)

A.7.1.4 Mutation of final a

While many instances of final a in Kwak'wala stems are there for other (and sometimes unclear) reasons, some roots and suffixes appear to actually end in a. When these stems receive mutating suffixes, the /a/ is realized as [əʔ]. This is the same realization we see for /a/ before vowels (§A.5.3). So, when the mutating suffix is vowel-initial, we simply see the form we might expect if the suffix were not mutating at all.

(904) a. ləʔstaʔači
lʔstaʷʰ asₕ i
go-in.water-PLACE-NMZ
“bathtub”

b. čəlxʷstaʔači
čəlqʷʔstaʷʰ asₕ i
hot-water-PLACE-NMZ
“thermos” (FirstVoices, 2009)
However, we can observe that the “participle” suffix \(-w\) results in an \(\text{ʔak}^w\) in (904c), rather than just \(ak^w\), which we would expect if this suffix were not a mutating suffix, so we cannot simply say that no mutation is happening at all. I think it makes the most sense, overall, to propose that the mutation of /a/ is [ʔ] (which I posited as the glottalized counterpart to the glottal resonant in §A.5.3), in the same way that the mutation of other resonants is their glottalized counterpart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weakened</th>
<th>Hardened</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>̆m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>̆n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(905) l ̆l ́ ́ l

A.7.1.5 Mutation of ejective and voiced stops and affricates

There are not many stems that end in ejective or voiced oral stops and affricates, but those that do receive the same \(\text{ʔ}^\) realization as stems ending in /a/. That is, a stem like \(\text{yən}^\text{k^-}\) or \(\text{wəd-}\) mutates as if it were \(\text{yənka}^-\) or \(\text{wəda-}\).

(906) a. \(\text{qə́həʔo}^\text{k^w}\)
   \(\text{q}^\text{ʔ̓-}^\text{w}^\text{uk^w}\)
   six-person
   “six people”

b. \(\text{xəcəʔes}\)
   \(\text{xəc}^-\text{w}^\text{is}\)
   low.tide-on.beach
   “low tide”
c. yənkʷəʔokʷ

ynkʷ-əʔokʷ
sling.shot-PART
“slingshotted”

əʔV sequences can be hard to distinguish after glottalized consonants, and so the ĖcəʔV is sometimes transcribed as just ĖcV. For example, q̓əƛ̓əʔokʷ (906a) is transcribed in the First Voices word list (2009) as q̓əƛ̓okʷ. However, the unexpectedly low realization of /-ukʷ/ as [-okʷ] serves as an indication that a schwa precedes.

Sometimes, however, no special realization is seen; -wəʔu, for example, which more often than most mutating suffixes has irregular forms or fails to mutate altogether, will for some forms like (907) not show any special realization.

(907) a. yənkayu

ynkʷ-ayu
slingshot-INST
“slingshot”

We can also observe the əʔ realization of mutation after voiced segments in (908).

(908) a. wədəʔəci

wdʷ-əʔas-ʔi
cold-PLACE-NMZ
“refrigerator”

b. ʔudəʔəel

ʔudʷ-əʔil
wrong-indoors
“messy (of a house)”

Note that this realization occurs even if the previous segment would already be in the appropriate “class”, as a mutated segment. That is, when segments like the [d] in wəd- (“cold”) or [dʷ] in ʔud- (“wrong”) precede a weakening suffix, the [ʔ] is inserted even though [d] or [dʷ] would be appropriate as the results of weakening. In other words, the “mutation” feature does not just introduce a surface constraint on realizations; it is not just that the last segment has to be in a certain class (e.g., that the last segment must be a “weak consonant”).

The əʔ realization can also occur when the previous segment has already been mutated. For example, the stem in (909a), ʔaquoi̱- (“to learn”), is formed from ʔo̱ʔ- (“to know”) by duplication and the addition of a hardening suffix -əʔ. When the weakening suffix -wəas (“place”)
is added to this stem, the [əʔ] realization occurs, since the previous segment [ƛ̓] is no longer mutable. In (909b), the stem “nine” is formed by the addition of -r₇h to n̓əm (“one”) – “nine” is literally “try for one [more]” – and then this stem receives -r₇h again to form “try for nine”. Again, since the [m] from the mutation of /m/ is not itself mutable, the [əʔ] realization occurs.

(909)  a.  q̓a-q̓oƛ̓əʔ\textsubscript{as}
\begin{verbatim}
  q̓a-q̓o-\textsubscript{r₇h-w}as
  REDUP-know-try-PLACE
  “school”\textsuperscript{44}
\end{verbatim}

b.  n̓an̓ən̓m̓əʔ\textsubscript{a}
\begin{verbatim}
  n̓a-n̓a-n̓-\textsubscript{m-r₇h-a}
  REDUP-REDUP-one-try-try
  “try to get nine” \textsuperscript{(Boas et al., 1947, p. 310)}
\end{verbatim}

A.7.1.6 \textbf{Mutation of glottalized resonants}

Many glottalized resonants exhibit the [əʔ] realization of mutation, but as with the plain resonants, some suffixes act irregularly and the difference is often difficult to detect in any case.

(910)  a.  c̓əm̓əʔənx̌
\begin{verbatim}
  c̓m̓-n̓x̌
  melt-season
  “season of melting (ice)” \textsuperscript{(Boas et al., 1947, p. 305)}
\end{verbatim}

b.  ɬaɬəʔəm
\begin{verbatim}
  ɬa-\textsubscript{eh}m
  dead-genuine
  “really dead” \textsuperscript{(Boas et al., 1947, p. 302)}
\end{verbatim}

A.7.1.7 \textbf{Mutation of single-consonant roots}

When a mutating suffix is added to a single-consonant root like l- (“go”) or d- (“carry, take”), the [əʔ] realization occurs, even if that consonant is mutable (as in 911a and 911d). In other words, these roots are mutated as if they were la-, da-, etc.

\textsuperscript{44}For many speakers this is q̓aq̓uƛ̓əʔ\textsubscript{aci}, with -w\textsubscript{aci} (“container, vessel, building”), while for other speakers it just has -w\textsubscript{as} (“place”).
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This realization is also seen when certain reduplicative patterns leave the root without a nucleus. For example, the suffix -\(h\)iq ("inside oneself"), which occurs in various mental states, sometimes occurs with “nucleus-stealing” reduplication (§A.7.2). In roots like sa- ("stretch") and \(\dot{q}\)i ("much, many") that only consist of a consonant followed by a \(+R\) segment, the resulting “one consonant” roots receive the [ʔ] realization of mutation as if they were actual one-consonant roots (A.7.1.7).

(912) a. sas\(s\)eq\(\lambda\)la
  sa-sa-\(h\)iq-la
  REDUP-stretch-in.self-ONGOING
  “thinking of stretching hand out” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 327)

b. \(\dot{q}\)i\(\dot{q}\)eq\(\lambda\)la
  \(q\)y-\(\dot{q}\)y-\(h\)iq-la
  REDUP-much-in.self-ONGOING
  “worry”, or “be busy” (rough lit: “much going on inside”)
A.7.2 Reduplication

There are a number of reduplication patterns in Kwak’wala (Boas et al., 1947; Kalmar, 1999; Struijke, 2000), each choosing a different subsequence of the base to copy. Many of these are induced by the addition of particular suffixes, such that adding a particular suffix (like diminutive \( -\text{rm} \)) induces in the stem a particular reduplication pattern (in the case of the diminutive, \( Ca- \)); I indicate this with a subscript \( r \).

The most frequent and productive reduplication pattern, used primarily for pluralization, is to take the initial consonant and reduplicate it with a \([\text{Ciʔ-}]\) prefix; since this prefix does not affect word stress, it is probably \(/	ext{C} \text{Y}-/\) rather than \(/	ext{Ciʔ-}/\).

\begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \text{siʔsásəm} \\
& \quad \text{syʔ-sasm} \\
& \quad \text{REDUP-offspring} \\
& \quad \text{“children”} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \text{ǧʷiʔøj̓ə́m} \\
& \quad \text{ǧʷy̓-ǧʷy̓m} \\
& \quad \text{REDUP-whale} \\
& \quad \text{“whales”} \\
\text{c.} & \quad \text{kiʔkiłə} \\
& \quad \text{ky̓-kiłə} \\
& \quad \text{REDUP-net.fish} \\
& \quad \text{“[of multiple people] went fishing”}
\end{align*}

The most frequent derivational pattern is \( Ca- \), which is used when various suffixes, such as \(-\text{rm}\) (diminutive), \(-\text{rh}\) (“try to do/get”), and \(-\text{ksi}\) (“to do, to occupy with”), are added to the base.
The most notable and unusual Kwak’wala reduplication pattern “steals” the nucleus from the base; that is, the +R nucleus of the first syllable occurs only in the reduplicant and no longer appears in the base in the surface form (Struijke, 1998, 2000). In (915a) and (915b), for example, the /l/ of the roots /sl-/ (“drill”) and /m̓l-/ (“white”) does not occur in the base, but does occur in the reduplicant.

(915)  a. sələsəmət
    səl-ς(l)mət
    REDUP-drill-remains
    “what is left after drilling”  

    (Boas et al., 1947, p. 310)

b. məl̓məd̓u
    m̓l̓̊-m(l)m̓ d̓w
    REDUP-white-surface
    “white on surface”  

    (Boas et al., 1947, p. 310)

Note that the coda does not occur in the reduplicant, but does remain in the base, as we can see when CVC roots like ʷ̃xʷaƛ̓ (“cut fish”) and ʷ̃c̓u̕ (“wash”) are reduplicated.
(916) a. ƛxʷaƛxʷəƛə
       ƛxʷa-ƛxʷ(ƛ)əƛə
       REDUP-cut.fish-remains
       “remains of fish cutting” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 310)

b. ƛc̓u蜕变agəʔacity
       ƛc̓u-č(u)ƛxʷ-ʔas-ƛi
       REDUP-wash-dish-PLACE-NMZ
       “kitchen sink” (FirstVoices, 2009)

In most cases a schwa occurs where the nucleus would have been, but it depends on the syllabification; as seen in §A.5.6 and §A.5.7, the resulting lack of a +R nucleus can result in a variety of vowel changes.

(917) a. ƛlalə
       ƛl(a)ƛə
       REDUP-get-try
       “try to get”

b. yelaʔiqəla
       yə-y(a)laq-ʔiə-la
       REDUP-proud-in.self-ONGOING
       “feel proud” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 327)

c. ƛaxƛuʔs
       ƛax-ƛ(a)ƛxʷ-ʔs
       REDUP-stand-outside
       “trees standing or people standing outside” (cf. ƛoʔs, “tree”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

Various reduplicative patterns involve the addition of particular fricatives (s, l, x) to the coda of the reduplicant, like the [x] in (917c); this seems to just be lexically specified.

There are also reduplicant forms that use C(V)C templates.
(918) a. əpəbil
   sp-sp-ᵢl
   REDUP-project.light-floor
   “moon/sun shining on the floor”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. ʃəxəgil
   šk-sh-ᵢl
   REDUP-dirt-floor
   “dirty floor”

Forms like those in (918) make clear that reduplication takes as its base the form before mutation rather than after it.

A.7.2.1 Re-reduplication

Stems that have been reduplicated can themselves be reduplicated.

(919) a. biʔbabəγʷəm
   by-ša-bkʷ-ᵢm
   REDUP-REDUP-man-DIMIN
   “boys”

b. ˈnaʔnaʔəməʔa
   ˈna-ņa-ńm-rh-rh-a
   REDUP-REDUP-one-try-try
   “try to get nine”  (Boas et al., 1947, p. 310)

c. diʔdadulolə
   dy-da-dulo-l-rh-a
   REDUP-REDUP-win-ONGOING-try
   “contestants, players”

In some cases, we can observe redundant plural marking on irregular plural stems. For example, we might predict that the plural of bəγʷəmə (“man”) would be biʔbəγʷánəm (note the apparent glottal stop and the stress on the third syllable), whereas it actually becomes bíbəγʷánəm (note the lack of glottal stop and the stress on the initial syllable). Some speakers

45It is worth pointing out that this is not unique to Kwak’wala; English children and Dutch kinderen (“children”) are likewise derived from historical plurals (childre and kinder) which received additional, redundant plural marking (-en) (Hotze Rullmann, p.c.).
then tend to reduplicate this form, as if it were not already plural.

(920) a. biʔbíbəgʷanəm
   bỳ-bi-bkʷ-anəm
   REDUP-REDUP-man-person
   “men”

b. giʔgónənanəm
   gy̓-gn-gn-wanəm
   REDUP-REDUP-young-person
   “children”

c. čiʔčácaʔa
   čy̓-ća-čaʔa
   REDUP-REDUP-younger.sib
   “relatives, cousins, siblings”

d. λiʔλíləlola
   λy̓-li-ləlola
   REDUP-REDUP-beloved
   “relatives”

A.7.3 Lengthening

Some suffixes systematically “lengthen” roots without a +R nucleus through the addition of an [a]. For example, the familiar root bkʷ that we find in, for example, bəgʷanəm (“man”) is also found as bakʷ before particular suffixes.

(921) a. bagʷans
   bkʷ-ewsans
   man-found.unexpectedly
   “visitor”

b. bakʷəm
   bkʷ-ehm
   man-genuine
   “First Nations person, specifically of the Northwest coast cultural area”
c. **bakʷəs**

**bkʷ-əhəs**

man-AUG.CHAR

“impudent man” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 304)

This change is associated with particular suffixes, like -**amala** ("along the bank of a river") or -**ełý̆** ("here and there, back and forth, around")

(922) a. **w̓adamala**

⁺**w̓d-wəma-la**

cold-along.riverbank-ONGOING

“cold along the bank of a river” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 315)

b. **kʷasxamala**

**kʷsx-əma-la**

splash-along.riverbank-ONGOING

“splash along the bank of a river” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 315)

(923) a. **wačilela**

⁺**wƛ-wəi-la**

ask-here.and.there-ONGOING

“ask here and there” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 327)

b. **câwilela**

⁺**cw-cəi-la**

give-here.and.there-ONGOING

“to give here and there” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 327)

Some suffixes lengthen only under particular conditions. For example, the suffix -**wəs** is non-lengthening, except for roots that end in resonants.

(924) a. **cay̓as**

⁺**c⁴-sə-wəs**

draw.water-PLACE

“place of drawing water” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

---

46. -ełý̆ is somewhat irregular, however, and does not always lengthen its stem.

47. The form **hanaλas**, from **hnλ̣**, appears to be a counterexample, but it is entirely possible here that the original stem was **hn** and the **tl** is actually the -λ̣ of obtaining that we find in **loλ** ("get"), **q̓oλ̣** ("know"), **gəluλ̣** ("steal"), etc.
b. wałaci
wlₜw-as⁻hᵢ
stop?-PLACE-NMZ
“police station”

(FirstVoices, 2009)

c. kʷənac̓i
kʷnₜw-as⁻hᵢ
smoke-PLACE-NMZ
“stovepipe”

(FirstVoices, 2009)

It is worth noting that this lengthening does not occur when the root only ends in a surface resonant, as it does when ʷas weakens an /x/. 

(925) a. mənac̓i
mxₜw-as⁻hᵢ
strike-PLACE-NMZ
“drum”

CRC- roots are sometimes (but are not always) lengthened to CaRaC-.

(926) a. hana̱łəm
hnəₖₜw-m
hunt-genuine
“arrow”

b. dəlxʷilela
dəlxʷ-e-ilý-ala
run-here.and.there-ONGOING
“run around”

A.7.4 Initial consonant loss

Some suffixes that begin in dorsal consonants, like -(g)əm (“face”) or -(x)ʔid (“change, beginning, perfective”), and a few that begin with /s/, like -(s)iʔsta (“around”) lose their first consonants after particular classes of sounds.
a. ɬəwəm
ɬəwis-ɬəm
angry-face
“angry face”

b. nə̓mala
nə̓m-(g)m-ala
cover-face-ongoing
“having one’s face covered”

c. ɬəməm
ɬt-(g)m-l
hat-face-nmz
“hat”

(928) a. gukʷila
gukʷ-(g)i-la
house-do-ongoing
“build a house”

b. ɬəmtila
ɬəmt-(g)i-la
sing.to-baby-do-ongoing
“to write a new song” (FirstVoices, 2009)

One suffix, -s(ɬəm (“round thing”, but also a number of meanings not particularly connected with roundness), loses its second consonant instead; this suggests that it may be a composite of -s and the -ɬəm seen above.

(929) a. sək̓aɬəm
sək̓a-s(ɬəm
five-round
“five of something round, five dollars”

b. kəpsəmd
kəp-s(ɬəm-d
scissor.motion-round-change
“pick up a round thing in tongs” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 344)
A few suffixes, such as -(ʔs)ta (“water, in water”) and -(ʔs)tw (“eye, opening, color”) can lose both an initial glottal stop and an s.

(930)  
  čultu  
  čul-(ʔs)tw  
  ash-eye  
  “black”

Loss of a dorsal ejective may either lead to a hardening suffix (931), or a realization as [ʔ] (932).

(931)  
  a. xʷɪpala  
      xʷip-(k),a-la  
      whistle-sound-ONGOING  
      “whistling”
  b. šənt̓ala  
      šnt-(k),a-la  
      snore-sound-ONGOING  
      “to snore”

(932)  
  a. q̓əsʔəneʔ  
      q̓s-(k̓)n-ay̓  
      loose-body-NMZ  
      “shirt”
  b. nəx̌ʷʔəneʔ  
      nqʷ-(k̓)n-ay̓  
      cover-body-NMZ  
      “blanket”

A.8 Summary

Kwak’wala exhibits complex phonological and morphophonological systems, but I present them in detail here in order to underline that these patterns are largely systematic, and that the morphological arguments seen in other chapters are based on regular morphophonological alternations rather than on irregularities of particular roots, suffixes, or enclitics.
Kwak’wala morphophonology can seem appear wildly irregular, with suffixes causing dramatically different realizations of stems and suffixes, and where stress assignment has dozens of exceptions and stems undergo surprising stress changes due to suffixation and reduplication. In Boas’s glossary of suffixes (Boas et al., 1947), many suffixes are presented as having a dozen or more stem-specific realizations with vowel and stress changes, but as Grubb (1977) notes, this is not necessarily because Boas did not understand the basis of these alternations, but that the conceptual vocabulary available at the time made the communication of complex phonological alternations difficult. One result of this is that Kwak’wala morphophonology can look more irregular and unpredictable than it is, and that many regular alternations that Boas discovered have not worked their way into all of the subsequent literature on Kwak’wala.

For the most part, the irregularities of the Kwak’wala vowel and stress systems can be minimized by assuming particular underlying forms, similar to those in Lincoln and Rath (1980), in which Kwak’wala words are mostly consonantal and much of their vocalism is derived. There are, however, many genuine irregularities; in particular, some suffixes happen to not mutate or lengthen particular stems, or they lengthen particular stems while reduplicating others, and to some extent we simply have to treat these as lexical properties of the resulting stems.
Appendix B

Morphology and syntax

B.1 Introduction

B.1.1 Morphology: Introduction

Kwak’wala is a morphologically very rich language; many things that take multi-word phrases or entire sentences to express in English are expressed using a single stem, with potentially numerous suffix-like elements attaching to a root to derive very specific meanings.\(^1\)

\[(933)\]

\[\text{a. didaga?ɛ̃x̌sd=\text{n}}\]

\[
\text{di-di-ga-?ɛ̃x̌sd=n} \quad \text{REDUP-tea-consume-want=1}
\]

“I want to drink tea.”

\(^1\)Kwak’wala is frequently described as “polysynthetic”, although depending on the definition it may or may not be. For example, it is probably best to characterize Kwak’wala person-marking particles as enclitics – that is, as syntactically separate words that are pronounced as if they were part of the previous word – rather than as inflectional suffixes. If “polysynthesis” requires, at minimum, the inflectional specification of sentential participants on the predicate, as in definitions along the lines of Baker (1996), then Kwak’wala probably does not qualify as “polysynthetic” in this sense; it is better, syntactically, to characterize Kwak’wala “inflections” as syntactically separate words enclitically dependent on the previous word, whether or not it is the predicate.

My own characterization of Kwak’wala would lean closer to “agglutinative”; stems are such that quite complex meanings can be expressed by the progressive addition of suffixes, but in which there is no particular morphological requirement regarding the inflection of predicates.

If “polysynthetic”, on the other hand, indicates that words are morphologically very complex, particularly when the corresponding parts correspond to independent words in other languages, as it is in definitions along the lines of Anderson (1985), then Kwak’wala is certainly “polysynthetic” in this sense.
b. \[\text{kʷiʔkʷəxtoli}\]
\[\text{kʷy̓-kʷə-x̌to-l=i}\]
\text{REDUP-sit-in.tree-ONGOING=3DIST}
“This they are sitting in a tree.”

c. \[\text{nugʷabulačimas}\]
\[\text{nugʷa-bula-čimas}\]
\[\text{be.1-pretend-should}\]
“Mike Mike Mike “I am supposed to be pretending to be Mike.”

The most notable morphological feature of Kwak’wala (and all its Wakashan relatives) is its extensive collection of suffixes, many of them (the “lexical” suffixes) having very specific and concrete meanings (§B.3). In some words, the root itself contributes little or no meaning to the word, while much of the “lexical” meaning resides in the suffixes.

Kwak’wala is also notable for its wealth of enclitics – short words that are pronounced as if they are part of the previous word. These often look like suffixes, but we can observe that unlike suffixes they do not necessarily attach to the word they modify: they attach to whatever the previous word is. For example, \[=\tilde{x}\] and \[=uʔs\] in (934) mark \text{λiλaλola} (“relatives”) as accusative case and second-person possessive, but attach to the previous word, in this case \text{misəla} (“to smell”).

\text{(934)} \text{Context: Children are believed to be able to sense who their relatives are.}
\text{misəla}\tilde{x}\text{uʔs} \quad \text{λiλaλola}
\text{mis-l=a=}\tilde{x}=uʔs \quad \text{λi-λaλola}
\text{smell-ONGOING=A=ACC=2POSS REDUP-beloved}
“You smell who you’re related to.” (Lit: “[You] smell your relatives”.)

Kwak’wala has several different classes of enclitics, which I examine in §B.4.

\text{B.1.2 Syntax: Introduction}

While Kwak’wala morphology is very complex, and can express many meanings that take multiple-word phrases or entire sentences in English, this does not mean that Kwak’wala syntax is correspondingly simple, or that there is less of interest to say about it.

Syntactically, the most striking feature of Kwak’wala is the extent of its “second-position” phenomena, in which elements that we would, ordinarily, expect to be in a structurally higher position instead occur after the first word of a lower phrase (Anderson, 1984). For example:
• It appears that some higher predicates—similar but possibly not identical to what Wojdak (2005) terms “affixal predicates”—occur as second-position enclitic-like elements after the first word of their apparent complements (§B.4.2).

• Clause-level elements like tense and clause-typing likewise occur in second position within the clause (B.4.3).

• Subjects, which we would, cross-linguistically, expect in a high structural position like the specifier of the tense head, also occur in second position (B.6.1).

• Various determiner-like elements occur, not before the argument, but in second position within the determiner phrase (B.4.4).

Overall, there are potentially several dozen predicates, particles, or grammatical roles that have this property, in which a structure that we would expect to have the syntactic and semantic structure in (935a) is linearized as (935b).

(935) a. \[X \{Y \{Z \}\}\]
    b. \[Y \{X \{Z \}\}\]

Given the diversity of elements that have this property, disentangling what is going on at phonological spell-out would be a substantial investigation in itself, and crucial for further morphosyntactic work on Kwak’wala. However, for the purposes of this investigation, I am going to assume that, for each of Kwak’wala’s “second-position” linearization anomalies, something like Wojdak’s (2005) “PF incorporation”—incorporation by head movement at PF—is happening at the level of phonological form, to result in a linearization along the lines of (936b), and that the semantic interface is still evaluating logical forms along the lines of (936a).

(936) a. \[=c̃imas \{=bula \{nugʷa Mike \}\}\]
    b. nugʷa bula c̃imas Mike

\footnote{This conflation of what are probably rather different phenomena is very likely to be an oversimplification, but it will suffice for this investigation, in which I need, at minimum, to make some assumption about the relative scope of elements.

Further questions, like to what extent the “mirror principle” (Baker, 1985) holds of these phenomena, I will have to set aside for future investigation. Impressionistically, it seems that a mirror principle holds between some elements but not others; it would seem to hold between the predicate-modifying enclitics (§B.4.2), but assuming it of the mass of second-position “clausal enclitics” would, I think, result in some structural contradictions.

Therefore, I will not be assuming \textit{a priori} that anything further to the right in the second-position space is necessarily in a higher structural position compared to elements further to the left. In other words, while I will assume for a linearization \[A=X=Y=Z B\] that \(X, Y, \) and \(Z\) out-scope \(A\) and \(B,\) I will not necessarily assume that this gives us evidence regarding the relative scope of \(X, Y, \) and \(Z.\) }
Although there would need to be, as Wojdak (2005) points out, differences in how Kwa-k’wala and Nuuchahnulth would have to be linearized, overall an account along Wojdak’s general lines seems to me inevitable if we want to maintain a compositional semantics for Kwak’wala at all.

It is important, however, when considering Kwak’wala syntax to draw a clear demarcation between this sort of PF movement – utilized in order to express a mapping between a linearization of a sentence and a reasonably hierarchical logical form – and movement in the more traditional A and A-bar sense as discussed in Levine (1984) and Anderson (1984): movement that accounts for the relationship between the overt expression of an argument and its trace, movement that is posited to underlie the interpretation of relative clauses, etc. While PF movement in Wojdak’s sense is ubiquitous in Kwak’wala, movement in this latter sense is, at best, very restricted.

There are only two argument types that can “move”, in this latter sense. In general, the only argument that moves is the subject – or, stated more generally, when an argument occurs displaced from the point at which it is interpreted, it will, except in certain special cases, be the subject. Only one kind of argument, the subject, exhibits variable positioning within a sentence, and various syntactic phenomena for which we might want to posit a movement basis (relativization, questioning, clefting) are, in ordinary predicative sentences, all limited to subjects.

In this way Kwak’wala is similar to Malagasy (Keenan, 1976): various phenomena are only able to pick out subjects, and for arguments that would not ordinarily be subjects there are a variety of voice-like affixes that allow the expression of that argument as a subject. This property had led syntacticians studying Malagasy (e.g. Keenan, 2008) and Kwak’wala (e.g. Levine, 1984) to posit that perhaps these languages lack movement altogether, and suggest that all transformation can be handled in the lexicon by deriving predicates with the appropriate subcategorization frames. I observe in §B.3.4.1 that some Kwak’wala “passives” seem to be created in the lexicon, but some seem to be post-lexical, and therefore I do not adopt an entirely movement-free syntax for Kwak’wala. Rather, I assume that “A” movement is possible (and free enough to allow the passivization of a variety of arguments), while “A-bar” movement is limited to subjects.

In more theory-neutral terms, this would amount to the following: the structural subject of a predicate might be in various semantic relationships with it, either because that predicate inherently has a particular role as its subject (as with the “lexical” passives), or because the

---

3 There are various means of expressing objects within a sentence – as \( x \) or \( s \) objects, as prepositional phrases, as appositives – but the only argument that has the same morphological expression and occurs in different positions within the sentence is the subject.
subject is interpreted as originating in another argumental position (as with the “syntactic” passives). However, apparent subjects utilized elsewhere in the sentence must be interpreted as the subject of the lower predicate.

However, Sherer (2014) finds sentences in which it appears that some non-subjects move, in particular some locative and locative-like arguments. The phenomenon that she encounters is systematic, and therefore poses a problem for accounts in which only subjects can move, but it is also fairly limited in its distribution. I look at it in more detail in §4.4.4

B.2 Roots

Most roots5 in Kwak’wala are monosyllabic. There are various roots that consist only of a single consonant (e.g. l- “to go”, d- “to take in hand”, k̓ʷ- “to sit”), but most roots also contain a nucleus consisting either of a vowel or a plain resonant (§A.2.1.1) (e.g. ɬw- “to give”, bw- “to go”, cy- “to draw water”), and most roots also have a non-resonant coda, possibly complex.

Most roots (and most suffixes for that matter) have as their final segment a “plain” consonant (§A.2.1), one of p, t, ɬ, k, w, q, x, l, s, c, x, m, n, y, or w.6 Morphological phenomena are usually sensitive to the last segment of a stem; for example, stems that end in ejective stops and affricates induce special mutation patterns.7

There are only a few polysyllabic stems that do not appear to be made up of roots and suffixes, and for which no shorter “root” form appears, such as migʷat (“seal”), ʔale (“to search”), and məsiʔqʷ (“sea urchin”). Boas et al. (1947, p. 310) note at least one suffix – -rh (try) – which we would expect to pick out a monosyllabic root from a complex stem, but for these stems it does not: mamigʷat̓a (“try to get seals”) and maməsiq̓ʷa (“try to get sea urchin”), suggesting that migʷat and məsiʔqʷ really are just roots.

4While this special locative movement is of particular importance to the debate on Kwak’wala movement, it does not figure in any of the focus examples I am concerned with. It primarily (possibly exclusively) occurs in one type of copular sentence, whereas focus expression utilizes a different type.
5It should be noted that what we would now call “roots”, Boas called “stems”.
6There are few if any roots that end in c. It may be, since the mutations of c would probably have been identical to the mutations of s, that c roots were reanalyzed as s roots (§A.7.1.2).
7However, a few suffixal phenomena (like stem lengthening by the suffix -w as “place”) might be sensitive instead to the final segment of a root even if other material intervenes (§B.3.4.10).
8Boas (1911) also counts gəluƛ (“steal”), but this is probably gəl- (“crawl, move on all fours”) and -wƛ (“obtain”), roughly “obtain by crawling"
B.2.1 “Empty” roots

In Kwak’wala there are several roots that could be described as “empty” or “dummy” roots, that seem to have little semantic contribution to the stem. As seen in §B.3, many suffixes have specific and concrete meanings. “Empty” roots are used whenever one wants to express the meaning of these suffixes (or strings of suffixes) without the greater specification afforded by the root – to express “wanting” without specifying what one wants to do or be (937), or “pretending” without indicating what one is pretending to do or be (938). In a sense, they express the hypernym of all stems built on those suffixes.

(937) a. ṭəx ʔɛxsd
   ṭx -ʔɛxsd
do-want
   “to want”

b. mix ʔɛxsd
   mix -ʔɛxsd
sleep-want
   “want to sleep”

c. galaʔɛxsd
   gla-ʔɛxsd
bear-want
   “want to be a bear”

(938) a. ʔo-bula
   ʔwa-bula
so-pretend
   “to pretend”

b. mix a-bula
   mix a-bula
sleep-pretend
   “to pretend to sleep”

c. gala-bula
gla-bula
bear-pretend
   “to pretend to be a bear”
These roots do appear to have some meaning, however bleached, or at least a morphological restriction regarding what sorts of words are built from them. The root ʔw tends to be used to express parts of things and extents of space (“land”, “property”, etc.); as Nicolson (2013, p. 79) observes, “If one surveys the application of the u-[a’w] stem across word glosses a pattern begins to emerge of spatial or locative character.” It also appears in words dealing with truth (in the sense of being-the-case rather than getting-things-correct) – it is the root for ʔuq̓ʷ- (“believe”), ʔol- (“be true, be so”), ʔolak̓əl- (“really, truly”), and ʔobuɬ- (“pretend”). It is also the root on which the predicative-associating “only, just” (§7.3.4) is based. The semantic core of ʔw- strikes me as something like “just so” or “to just such an extent”; I gloss it, for lack of a better English equivalent, as “so”.

Those stems that deal with other states and actions – and the places they occur, the tools used, etc. – tend to use ʔəx̌- instead; I gloss this as “do”, for lack of a more exact English counterpart.

The contrast between ʔəx̌- stems and ʔw- stems can be seen in pairs like the following:

(939) a. ʔəx̌ abud
   ʔəx̌ -abw-d
   do-under-CHANGE
   “put something under something” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. ʔəwabo’y
   ʔw-abw-ay̓
   so-under-NMZ
   “below, underneath”

Movement words tend to have hypernyms built from l- (“go”), although l- is likewise sometimes “empty” in the above sense, in that the l- hypernym does not always have to involve movement. For example loƛ- (“get”, literally “obtain by going”) is the hypernym of the various verbs of obtaining (gayuƛ “get from”, gəluƛ “steal”, kiƛ “to fish by net”, hənƛ “to hunt”, etc.), but while it is built on “go”, it is used whether or not the obtainer has gone anywhere.

B.2.2 Interrogative and indefinite roots

There is also a set of interrogative roots that form the predicates of interrogative sentences; these include ʔəŋʷ- (“who”), gəns- (“how many”), and the semantically rather general interrogative roots m̓ a (used for several varieties of “what”) and w̓ y- (used for a wide variety of question stems). The syntax of interrogative-stem sentences will be considered in more detail in §B.7.2.
(940) ʔəngʷułda bogʷanəm?
ʔngʷ=ux=da bkʷ=anm?
who=3MED=DET man-person
“Who is that man?” (Lit: “That man is-who?”)

(941) m̓ ac̓aƛux̌
m̓ ac̓aƛ=ux̌
what=3MED
“What is that?” (Lit: “That is-what?”)

w̓y- is the root of a wide variety of interrogative stems; various lexical suffixes such as -ʔstw (“eye, color”) and -k̓a-la (“sound”) can attach to w̓y- to form quite specific question words.

(942) w̓iʔstu
w̓y-ʔstw
wh-eye
“what color”

(943) w̓ik̓ala
w̓y-k̓a-la
wh-sound-ONGOING
“what sound”

Also, Kwak’wala has a set of “indefinite” stems based on ǧʷy-, directly parallel to the WH stems based on w̓y-.9 They have a distinctive syntax associated with their use, which I examine in §4.4.4.

(944) a. ǧʷiʔgəm-
ǧʷy-(g)m-
INDEF-face-
“what [one] looks like” (cf. w̓igəm-, “what does [one] look like?”)

b. ǧʷiʔstu-
ǧʷy-ʔstw-
INDEF-eye-
“what color [it] is” (cf. w̓iʔstu-, “what color is [it]?”)

9 These might be ǧʷy̓- and w̓y̓-, at least in some words.
c. ǧʷiks-
   ǧʷy-ks-
   INDEF-manner-
   “what [one] is like” (cf. w̓iks-, “how is [one]?”)

d. ǧʷigil-
   ǧʷy-gi-l-
   INDEF-do-ONGOING-
   “what [one] does” (cf. w̓igil-, “what is [one] doing?”)

e. ǧʷik̓al-
   ǧʷy-(k)h-a-l-
   INDEF-sound-ONGOING-
   “whatever [one] sounds like” (cf. w̓ik̓al-, “what [one] sounds like?”)

f. ǧʷiʔxu-
   ǧʷy-ʔxu-
   INDEF-throat-
   “whatever [one’s] voice is like” (cf. w̓iʔxu-, “what [one’s] voice is like”)

There are also a few ǧʷy- stems that do not seem to have interrogative counterparts, including ǧʷenam (“product of labor”) from wiʔəm (“result, obtained by”) and ǧʷela (“in whatever manner”, “in whatever dress”) from -aɬa (difficult to characterize, but roughly “continued position”).

ǧʷy- stems are the basis for many abstract nouns in w̓as (§B.3.4.10).

(945) a. ǧʷiʔstəw̓ as
    ǧʷy-ʔstw-w̓ as
    INDEF-eye-NMZ
    “color”

b. ǧʷigilas
    ǧʷy-gi-l-w̓ as
    INDEF-do-ONGOING-NMZ
    “behavior”, “achievements”
B.2.3 Classifying roots

Many roots, especially those dealing with carrying, placing, throwing, and being in a particular orientation, are “classificatory”, in the sense that they classify their theme according to its shape (round, flat, long, hollow, etc.) and occasionally its number. Boas (1900, p. 720) notes “The classification of nouns and verbs in regard to their form is also found in words denoting existence. These have separate forms for round, long, flat, and soft objects.” For example, we find:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λ-</td>
<td>“long thing standing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qʷ</td>
<td>“multiple long things standing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>“long thing lying”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kat-</td>
<td>“long thing lying”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wik-</td>
<td>“carry a long thing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lix-</td>
<td>“long and round”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luw̓</td>
<td>“round”, also “to roll”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mk-</td>
<td>“round thing sits/lies/is on”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>np-</td>
<td>“throw round thing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tix-</td>
<td>“carry a round thing on shoulders”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m̓x-</td>
<td>“vessels on, put vessel on”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hn-</td>
<td>“vessel sits, put vessel on”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḱaƛ-</td>
<td>“throw flat thing”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λas-</td>
<td>“to push long or flat thing”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these describe plural objects, while others take a special plural suffix -m when the theme is plural.
B.3 Suffixes

Kwak’wala (and other Wakashan languages) have an exceptional variety of suffixes. Some of them express meanings that are expressed suffixally in many languages (like the desiderative -ʔɛx̌sd and the causative -amas), but many express meanings that in most languages are expressible only by roots. Some of these are very specific in meaning, like -x̌λ (“stern of a canoe”), -ʔx̌u (“throat, voice”), or -buɬ “pretend”.

These are sometimes termed “lexical suffixes” by analogy with a broadly similar class of suffixes in the neighboring Salishan languages, although “lexical suffixes” in Wakashan languages have a wider semantic range than Salishan lexical suffixes (Wojdak, 2003). Levine (1977) notes, however, that the lexical suffixes are not to be understood as being a discrete class of suffixes within the language itself:

The suffixes correspond to what, in Salishan languages, are called lexical suffixes, but such a label seems inadequate for a language like Kwak’wala. There is nothing particularly well-defined about these suffixes as a set vis-a-vis other sets. In terms of meaning they range from the extremely circumscribed to the most elusively general and abstract; some are highly productive, some are very widely distributed without being particularly productive; still others are restricted in their occurrence (Levine, 1977, p. 100).

It is worth noting that these root-suffix combinations, although both pieces may be concretely meaningful, are not synchronically “compounds” in the sense of “compounds of two morphological roots”, and are not obviously derived from compounds. Nearly all the suffixes appear to be etymologically unrelated to the roots that would be their equivalent.10 There are a few potential exceptions, collected by Boas et al. (1947, p. 224):

---

10 This is interesting in that a root and suffix might nonetheless share the same polysemous range, like the root ḥaɬ and the suffix ḥak, both of which serve to express a range of meanings related to “inland”, “forest”, and “behind”.

(FirstVoices, 2009)
q̓əs- “to eat meat” -qəs “to eat”

paq- “to taste” -pa “to taste”

laqʷ- “to shout” -laqʷ “to talk about”

w̓at- “to lead (by the hand)” -w̓at “to carry”

This last might also be related to the suffix -wət (“companion, fellow”), often used to indicate those who accompany one during an action. Another possible similarity is between the root mut- “feast leftovers, carry home food after a feast” and -rm̓ut (“something leftover from an action, remains, refuse”), although these appear to have somewhat different connotations, with the latter carrying a meaning of “worthless” or “useless” that the former, so far as I know, does not.

Also, suffixes do not always “add” meaning to the stem or change the meaning of a stem. This observation is highlighted in Bach (2002), who emphasizes that the addition of “derivational” suffixes does not necessarily derive new meanings.  

(949) a. pagədᶻu
   pk-wdᶻw
   flat-flat
   “flat object, flat surface”

Stems can (and often do) have several suffixes, and many apparent suffixes are actually complex and can be broken down into further suffixes.

-wači (“vessel, container, boat, building”)
   = -waš (“place”) + -h₁ (nominalizer)

-wilas (“building, place where one does something inside”)
   = -wil (“on floor, indoors”) + -waš (“place”)

-widᶻas (“open area, field”)
   = -wis (“on beach, shore”) + -waš (“place”)

-xdəmkʷən (“uniform, clothes for an activity”)
   = -xdəm (“proper, appropriate, usual”) + kʷən (“body, esp. surface of body”)

-(ǧ)əmɬ (“mask, headgear”)
   = -(ǧ)əm (“face”) + -ɬ (nominalizer)

Some of these suffix combinations (like -xdəmkʷən) have a more specific or concrete mean-
ing than we might predict from their parts, while others have a less specific meaning (like \textit{-}_{w}i\text{d}^{\dagger}as, which need not be on a beach or the shore at all).

For some, like \textit{-}(\text{	extgreek{g}})omI, only one of the components is obvious. It clearly has a subcomponent \textit{-}(\text{	extgreek{g}})om (“face, head”); besides the similarity of meaning, it shares the morphophonological properties of \textit{-}(\text{	extgreek{g}})om, and has a verbal counterpart in \textit{-}(\text{	extgreek{g}})om-\text{d} (“put on face or head”, cf. \text{	extgreek{t}}o\text{omd “put on a hat” vs. \text{	extgreek{t}}o\text{oml “hat”}). The second suffix, -I, however, has no particular identifiable meaning except perhaps “nominal”.

\section{B.3.1 Locative suffixes}

A major category of Wakashan lexical suffixes deal with locations, both locations in the world (in the house, on the ground, on the beach, etc.) and parts of wholes (body parts, surfaces and points, etc.).

One of the most notable properties of Kwak’wala morphology – part of what Boas termed the “exuberant development of locatization” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 205) – is the way in which many actions are morphologically specified as to where they occur: in a house (\textit{-}_{w}i\text{l}), on the ground (\textit{-h}s), on the beach or on an underwater surface (\textit{-}_{w}is), on a rock (\textit{-h}a), in water (\textit{-\text{sta}}), etc.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{(951) a.} \textit{wənil}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{\text{wn-}i\text{l}}
          \text{hide-house}
      \end{itemize}
  
    “to hide indoors”

  \item \textbf{b.} \textit{ʔomləl’s}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{ʔmɬ-gɬ-}h\text{s}
          \text{play-away-ground}
      \end{itemize}
  
    “to go play outside”

  \item \textbf{c.} \textit{ti\text{ʔ}sta}
    \begin{itemize}
      \item \textit{tiq-\text{ʔ}sta}
          \text{fall-water}
      \end{itemize}
  
    “to fall in water”
\end{itemize}

This specification is also seen with parts of wholes.
(952) a. kuḵwsisʔid
   kuqʷ-(x)sis-ʔid
   break-foot-CHANGE
   “to break one’s leg”

b. ʔəx̌ ilbeʔida
   ball laʔa ʷaći
   ?xʷ-ᵣilb-ʔay̓=i=da
   do-nose-NMZ=3DIST=DET ball PREP=ACC dog-NMZ
   “There is a ball on the dog’s nose.” (Lit: “The ball is-on-nose at the dog.”)

These are not solely to specify the locations of actions, however; the places and their bases stand in a variety of semantic relationships. The root might describe an attribute of the location or part, for example, or indicate what the location or part does. In (953a), for example, the root describes the water itself; it does not mean that someone is cooling down while in the water the way that (951a) means that someone is hiding while indoors.

(953) a. kuḵʷsta
   kuḵʷ-ʔsta
   cool.down-water
   “lukewarm water”

b. wədəʔsta
   wd-ʔsta
   cold-water
   “cold water”

c. dagənsisəla
   dagns-(x)sis-la
   stocking-foot-ONGOING
   “wearing socks”

d. ʔayaxsidʷeʔ
   ʔayak-(x)sis-ᵣay̓
   kick-foot-NMZ
   “soccer boots”
e. məlməlxsis
ml-ml-(x)sis
REDUP-white-foot
“white shoes, or a person with white shoes”

In general, we can observe that location and part suffixes added directly to roots do not have consistent semantic effects; we cannot in general treat the suffix as fulfilling any particular thematic role with respect to an action denoted by the root.12

There are various metaphorical extensions of these suffixes. The suffix -w is extends, in the combination -w id’as (-w is-aw, “on beach place”), to various kinds of flat places including cemeteries (dagid’as), playgrounds (ʔomlid’as), soccer fields (q̓aq̓agid’as), and airports (ʔolid’as). The suffix -h a (“rock, on rock”) extends to modern stoves, as in ʔəna (“container sitting on a stove”). -w is means both in a house and on/onto a floor, and can sometimes mean something like “downward to a table” or other flat surface, as in the word used when talking about dealing cards, ʔəx̌alil (literally “put on the floor”).

There are also location suffixes that indicate motion into or onto something, that differ from their non-motion counterparts, like -w il (“into house”) instead of -w is (“in house”), and -gəʔaʔes (“onto roof”) instead of -(g)es (“on roof”).

B.3.2 Classifying suffixes

Like roots (§B.2.3), some suffixes also classify by shape or class, for example.

-čxa “flat thing”
-s(ʔ)əm “round thing”
-čəq “boat, long thing”
-w ukʷ “people, sometimes animals as well”
-h uʔčw “value, worth”
-ba “end of long horizontal object”

These are often added to numbers as numeral classifiers, although numeral classifiers are not (in my experience) particularly common in contemporary speech aside from the person classifier -w ukʷ.

12We can make a parallel observation regarding “voice” morphology (§B.3.4). Although the addition of voice morphology to full verbal stems results in predictable semantic effects, the addition of voice morphology to roots, and other stems that are not already verbs, results in stems whose meanings cannot be predicted.
B.3.3 Verbal suffixes

There are two main suffixes (or classes of suffixes) that derive verbal meanings in Kwak’wala, -la (roughly, ongoing state or action) and -xʔld (roughly, change of state). It is probably best to call these “aspectual” suffixes, although it should be emphasized that these do not seem to be inflectional, as such; they occur in the stem within other derivational suffixes, and are less predictable in their distribution and their semantics than casual inspection might suggest.

These are not the only such suffixes; there is also an apparently parallel set dealing with motion and position, -ala for continued position and a set of suffixes -gəɬ, -gaʔɬ, -wəɬ, and -wəgəɬ for change of position (indicating, respectively, away from, towards, out of, and being or remaining in motion). Which set of suffixes occurs, state/action or position/motion, seems to depend in part on the stem (kʷ-, “sit”, for example, tends to take the latter).

-la is usually [-ala], but is [-la] after vowels, and [-ala] after resonants and after most CC-stems. It is used for ongoing states and actions “that imply multiplicity, repetition or continuance” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 306); Greene (2013) treats it as a fossilized pluractional suffix.
c. ʷədala
   wd-ala
   cold-ongoing
   “(of weather or environment) to be cold”

-la is a very frequent component of other verbal suffixes, such as -gila (“to do or make”),
-(k)ala (“to sound like”), -ksila (“to do an activity, to occupy oneself with”), -eulêla (“to go
back and forth, to go around”), etc. The [a] ending of -la (and of suffix combinations built on
it) is probably the [a] we see on the citation forms of predicates; the [a] is generally not present
when “true” suffixes follow (cf. §B.4).

It should also be noted that the contribution of -la to its stem is not always transparent;
for example, the addition of -la to cy- (“to draw water”) results in cela (“to bail water from
a boat”); while this meaning is understandable, it is more narrow in its meaning than just “to
continuously draw water”. The addition of -la to “taste” stems in -pə (like yaxpə, “to taste
bad”) systematically results in “smell” stems (like yaxpəla, “to smell bad”). -la also occurs
in a number of apparently nominal stems, generally having to do with multiplicity, like kutəla
(“salmon, fish”), ʔaxəla (“forest”, from ʔax, “tree, grow”), and gukʷəla (“village” from gukʷ,
“house”). This process is not synchronically productive, however.

-xʔid and its variants [-nd], [-ud], and [-d] (the choice of which seems to depend primarily
on what other suffixes occur in the stem) have two main uses.⁴ Greene (2013) describes in
detail the “intransitive” use of -xʔid, which derives inchoatives from stative stems.

(957)  a. ʔəlsʔid
   ʔls-xʔid
   fat-change
   “to get fat” (cf. ʔəls- “to be fat”)

b. ɬawisʔid
   ɬawis-xʔid
   angry-change
   “to get angry” (cf. ɬawis- “to be angry”)

-xʔid is also used to create transitive stems, but what meaning if any it contributes is unclear.
The Kwak’wala textbook series (Powell et al., 1981f, p. 15) seems to treat it as just a marker
of transitivity: “the ‘-ʔid-’ word part means that the action of the sentence is being done to
something or someone.”

⁴There is an additional use of -xʔid, later in the stem, as a recent-past tense marker (Greene, 2013), but I have
not encountered this.
A distributional distinction that might shed light on the function of -xʔid can be observed in the contextual differences between həm̓xʔid and həm̓ap. Both are transitive, but my sense is that həm̓xʔid tends to be used when the fact that the object was eaten is in some way important: when we are talking, for example, about a specific fish and what happened to it (959-960). On the other hand, həm̓ap seems to be used somewhat more like “dine”, and tends to be used when we are talking about dining habits (961-962).

(959) Context: Katie caught a fish, then Pat ate it.

ləmiux Patě həm̓xʔǐ xa kətəla lołanəms Katiy
l=ʔm=ux Pate=q hm̓-xʔid xa kətla loƛ-w anm=s Katiy
then=VER=3MED Pat=VIS eat-CHANGE ACC salmon get-obtained=3POSS Katie
“Then Pat ate the fish that Katie caught.”

(960) Context: A fish goes missing and the feast organizers are investigating.

gəŋəŋənam, həm̓xʔida=s xa kətəla?
gn-gn-ə, anm, hm̓-xʔid=a=s xa kətla
REDUP-young-person, eat-CHANGE=QUEST=2 ACC salmon
“Children, did you eat the fish?”

14 The suffix -ap is unclear in meaning, but might have something to do with eating or drinking; I have encountered supsap (from sups, “soup”) as a humorous coinage meaning “to eat soup”.
15 This same semantic difference can be seen in the Salishan languages, in the transitivizing morphology. Those instances that are expressed in Kwak’wala with the -xʔid form are expressed in Salishan with formally transitive predicate and an object, whereas the other form is expressed with a formally intransitive predicate and an oblique argument (Henry Davis, p.c.).
(961)  Context: We had been playing guess-the-animal, and my animal had been the seal, and the turning-point clue had been that it eats fish. After I revealed and confirmed the answer, one speaker said:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{migʷat! } \text{ʔixʔak } \text{qe?} & \quad \text{həmape}\text{ʔ} \quad \text{ʔa } \text{ʔaʔəla} \\
\text{migʷat! } \text{ʔixʔak } \text{q=i?} & \quad \text{hín-ap=a?} \quad \text{ʔa } \text{ktula}
\end{align*}
\]

“A seal! He likes to eat fish!”

(962)  Context: In a storyboard, a proud cat refuses to eat cat food.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{həmápux} & \quad \text{Spencer } \text{ʔa } \text{ʔaʔəla} \\
\text{hín-ap=u} & \quad \text{Spencer } \text{ʔa } \text{ʔaʔəla}
\end{align*}
\]

“Spencer eats fish.”

My sense, then, is that transitive -xʔid is used when it is relevant that the object is undergoing change: the fish getting eaten, for example. (Put another way, the event is delimited by the change of state of the object, whereas forms like həmáp would not be delimited in this way.) I therefore gloss -xʔid as just “change”: for intransitives, a change-of-state on the part of the subject, and for transitives, a change-of-state on the part of the object.

B.3.4  Voice suffixes

Of particular interest to the examination of Kwak’wala focus is a class of suffixes termed the “voices” suffixes (Sherer, 2014). Like Sherer, I use the term “voice” in an “extended sense, to denote the set of grammatical constructions which regulate the mapping of thematic roles to subject position” (p. 23). Although Kwak’wala syntax is highly “subject sensitive”, there exist a variety of suffixes that allow almost any participant in an event to be expressed as a subject.

Much of the Kwak’wala lexicon is organized in this way; this is acknowledged as early as Hall (1888a), who notes,

“Most of the Kwagiutl nouns are formed from verbs, e.g ʔiʔakəla is the verb “to work,” and from this verb we get the following nouns:– ʔiʔakəlayu, a tool... ʔiʔakəlaʔimuxʷ, a labourer or one skilled in labor... ʔiʔakələlgis, a servant... ʔiʔakəlut, fellow workman... ʔiʔakəlanəm, wages or what is gained by work, ʔiʔakəlas, place of work... ʔiʔakəlaći, workshop” (p. 63).

We can see this, for example, in the many forms based on the root yq- (“to knit”):
(963) a. yəqəkʷ
    yqʷəkʷ
    knit-PART
    “something knitted”

b. yəqayu
    yqʷayu
    knit-INSTR
    “knitting needles”

c. yəqəlas
    yq-əlas
    knit-MATERIAL
    “wool”

d. yəqəci
    yqʷəci
    knit-PLACE-NMZ
    “knitting basket (for holding yarn, etc.)”

e. yaqɨnu̸xʷ
    yaqʷɨnu̸xʷ
    knit-EXPERT
    “expert knitter”

We might call all of these suffixes “passives”, or “nominalizers”, but they do not fall into any one morphological class, and do not all create “nouns” in the sense used in Chapter 3; some of these might be passives (in the A-movement sense), some are almost certainly nominalizers, and some may be both or neither. For this reason, I use “voice” as a catch-all term to refer to any suffix that, when added to a base that describes an event or state, creates a stem that refers to a particular participant in that event.

Given a stem, it is often predictable which participant it refers to, and given a participant, it is often predictable what forms the stem can take, but this cannot be counted on. Many such alternations seem to be lexically specified or irregular, and probably must, in the end, be treated as only semi-predictable relationships between lexical stems. Anderson (1984, p. 23), summarizing Levine (1980; 1981), puts it like so:

“Active sentences and their passive counterparts (of which there are often more than one in Kwakwala) are thus described not by a rule moving the object NP into
subject position, but rather by the choice of one or another member from a systematically related set of lexical items differing in their subcategorization frames (and also in the presence or absence of particular derivational suffixes).” (p. 23)

This may be putting it too strongly, however. There are at least two morphological “levels” at which voice suffixes attach, one of which results in the lexically-specified and only semi-predictable stems of the sort that Anderson and Levine seem to be describing, and the other of which forms more regular passive-like forms. Levine (1980) identified one of the key differences between the levels (regarding the presence of verbal morphemes), but did not tie this difference to a lexical/syntactic difference; he considers all Kwak’wala morphology (save for the obvious enclitics) to be derivational. I concur instead with Sherer (2014): that some “voiced” stems are derived lexically, whereas others represent post-lexical syntactic transformations.

B.3.4.1 “Lexical” and “passive” voice suffixes

As noted in §B.1.2, while Kwak’wala morphology is sufficiently rich that it can express much of what English does with syntax, we should not automatically assume that all of Kwak’wala morphology is “just syntax” in a different guise. This is particularly true when we consider the voice suffixes: some of these suffixes have the productivity and transparency we might associate with a syntactic passive, but for others, it would be problematic to consider them “passives” in the familiar sense of taking a particular grammatical role and promoting it to a subject.

In particular, it is difficult to maintain that each of Kwak’wala’s eight (or more) “voices” corresponds to a systematic transformation of a prejacent active sentence. For one, Kwak’wala voice suffixes make more subtle semantic distinctions than are usually associated with distinct thematic roles or structural positions. Something transformed by an action can be marked with -w_kʷ, something merely obtained by an action generally receives -w_anəm, and the stimuli of experience receive -w_t. We do not, however, have evidence of a corresponding structural complexity within the verb phrase; each of the relevant participants is ordinarily expressed as a x object.

(964) a. xəldəkʷ
   xlt-w-kʷ
   saw~PART
   “something sawed”
b. xəlt̓idida

bəgʷənəm

x̌a λəʔs

x̌a λəʔs

saw=change=3dist=det man acc stand-on.ground

“The man sawed the tree.”

(965) a. duġʷəɬ

duqʷʷ-ɬ

see-stim

“something seen”

b. duqʷəɬən

x̌a wačibidu

duqʷʷ-I=n

x̌a wačibidu

see-ongoing=1 acc dog-NMZ-DIMIN

“I see a little dog.”

(966) a. kəlwənəm

klxʷʷ-anəm

buy-obtained

“something bought”

b. kəlxʷi

Stacey x̌a k̓utəla

klxʷ-i

Stacey x̌a k̓utla

buy=3dist Stacey acc salmon

“Stacey bought a fish.”

I should note also that it is not just that different verbs lexically select different passive suffixes. This is a conclusion that one might draw, because to some extent we can observe that sensory verbs often take -₁₉₇₉ passives, verbs of obtaining tend to take -₁₉₇₉ passives, etc. However, this does not characterize the lexicon as a whole; we can find instances where the various apparent “theme” passives (e.g. -sw, -₁₉₇₉kʷ, -₁₉₇₉l, -₁₉₇₉ənəm) can occur on the same verb. For example, the participant playing the “theme” role, and corresponding to the x̌(a) argument, of the verb stem gəluƛ (“steal”) can be expressed using several different such suffixes (967).

(967) a. gəluƛənəm

gl-uƛʷ-anəm

crawl-obtain-nmz

“something stolen”
b. gəluʔi
crawl-obtain-
“what was stolen”

c. gəluλəkʷ
crawl-obtain-
“a thing stolen”

Examples like the ones in (964-966) and (967) pose a problem for the idea that particular suffixes are in a one-to-one relationship with particular thematic positions encoded structurally within a verb phrase. I think this is a reasonable assumption for some of the voice suffixes, but not for the entire set at once.

Levine (1980) offers arguments along similar lines that the “passive” -ɬɨ cannot be due to a syntactic transformation, highlighting one usage of -ɬɨ to form stems meaning “affected (usually negatively) by X”.

(968) gəldᶻəɬuxʷda
paint-STIM
ʔodᶻuy̓ix̌
wall-NMZ
“The wall was [over]painted” (that is, had gotten globbed up with paint, or got paint on it when it should have been bare) (Levine, 1980)

(969) t̓idᶻəɬida
rock-STIM
bəgwanəma (sa ɬis-m)
man (obl rock-NMZ)
“The man was injured (by a rock).” (Rough lit: “The man was-rocked by the rock.”) (Levine, 1980)

He argues that these sentences cannot be treated as transformations of a corresponding active sentence, because the corresponding active sentences (which would mean something like “The man overpainted the wall” or “The rock rocked the man”) do not exist at all. For example, an oblique argument meaning “by the man” cannot occur as an argument to (968), the way it would in an ordinary passive sentence, the stem gəls- in its active use only means “paint”, not “paint excessively”, and the stem ɬis- in (969) does not have an active verbal use at all.

Even if we did posit an unusually rich inventory of semantically distinct structural positions, one for every voice suffix, it would not give us the actual distribution of these suffixes. The
semantic relationship between the base stem and the resulting stem is not always the same semantic relationship.

-\( -w.ayu \), for example, is one of the most productive suffixes in the language, and can be added to nearly any stem to indicate, ordinarily, the instrument associated with a particular action. We might, therefore, propose that every \(-w.ayu\) stem is actually a headless relative clause, derived from a VP with a (null) instrumental argument, meaning “the [one] with which one \( X \)’s”. However, while \( X{-w.ayu} \) often does mean “instrument used for \( X \)”, it also means “instrument that is itself \( X \)” (970), “instrument made of \( X \)” (971), “instrument that \( X \)es” (972), “instrument that you do \( X \) to” (973), “instrument that causes something else to be \( X \)” (974), or “instrument associated with an \( X \)” (975).

(970) linayu
  lix-\( w.ayu \)
  long.round-INSTR
  “rolling pin”

(971) həbeyu
  hbs-\( w.ayu \)
  fur-INSTR
  “paintbrush” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(972) a. Ɂq̓əgayu
  Ɂq̓-\( w.ayu \)
  bite-INSTR
  “spring loaded trap used for small animals” (lit: “instrument that bites”)
  (Grubb, 1977)

b. Ɂəxʔənəy̓ayu
  Ɂk-(k)n-ay̓-\( w.ayu \)
  bite-body-NMZ-INSTR
  “clothespin” (rough lit: “instrument that bites clothes”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

(973) a. Ɂʷəḡayu
  Ɂʷq-\( w.ayu \)
  turn.on.light-INSTR
  “flashlight”
b. kʷə̱mdayu
kʷmt-w.ayu
suck-INSTR
“cigarette”

(974) a. čə̱liǧayu
čliq-w.ayu
shiny-INSTR
“polish, anything used to shine another object” (FirstVoices, 2009)
b. ƛ̓uqgua'yu
ƛ̓uq-w.ayu
bald-INSTR
“hair clippers” (FirstVoices, 2009)

(975) a. ?awayu
?ax-w.ayu
foam-INSTR
“skimmer” (a tool used during eulachon grease production)
b. kʷilayu
kʷil-w.ayu
feast-INSTR
“large feast spoon” (FirstVoices, 2009)
c. badayu
bad-w.ayu
butter-INSTR
“butter knife”

These do not all represent the “instrument” role in some prejacent sentence – some are themes or patients, some are agents (of a sort), and some are not built on event stems at all – and would lead to awkwardness if they were all considered uniform derivations from a prejacent sentence.

Furthermore, the converse likewise holds, that not every instrument used for X-ing is an X-w.ayu. Some instruments, although they might be in the appropriate “instrument” role, take suffixes other than -w.ayu, like the instruments in (976) below, which take -w.aci due, presumably, to their shape or their being containers. That is to say, factors other than the thematic relationship...
influence which suffix occurs.

(976) a. m̓ənyači
m̓ns- w as-h i
measure—PLACE—NMZ
“measuring cup” (cf. m̓ənyayu, “ruler or tape measure”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. m̓udači
m̓ut- w as-h i
take.leftovers—PLACE—NMZ
“container for food taken home after a feast” (FirstVoices, 2009)

c. w̓axači
w̓ax- w as-h i
smoke—PLACE—NMZ
“pipe” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 319)

For other verbs, the corresponding instrument nouns are derived with -w m, a nominalizer with many other uses as well (§B.3.4.6).

(977) a. kiλəm (*kiλayu)
kiλ- w m
net.fish—NMZ
“fishing net”

b. ʔəmləm (*ʔəmlayu)
ʔəmɬ- w m
play—NMZ
“toy”

c. x̌əǧəm (*x̌əǧayu)
x̌q- w m
to.comb—NMZ
“a comb” (FirstVoices, 2009)

In all, it is not completely predictable from the role of a participant what the corresponding stem will be, nor is it predictable from the form of the stem which participant the stem will refer to.

There is, however, a very important exception to the above: for most stems, when the voice suffix follows verbal suffixes like -la ~ -ala and -ʔid ~ -nd ~ -ud ~ -d (§B.3.3), then the form-
meaning correspondence is largely predictable, and these voice suffixes are good candidates for being “passives”. In other words, in the examples above, the voice suffixes were added to stems instead of verbal suffixes. If, on the other hand, we consider -sw̓, which is added to stems that are already verbal, or consider usages of - w̓ayu when it is added to stems that are already verbal, the resulting meanings are not very much like those above: they are transparent and predictable in meaning, they are almost completely productive, the shape or cultural category of the entity does not seem to be a factor, and other arguments of the stem remain.16

(978) supisəw̓ ida  ləqʷa
sup-xʔid-sw̓ =i=da  ləqʷa
chop-change-pass=3dist=det wood
“The wood was chopped with an axe.”

(979) macaliʔs  ?əx̌ʔe̱xsdəsəʔəʔs
mas-ʔaʔl=ʔiʔ=s  ?əx̌ʔe̱xsd-sw̓ =a=uʔs
what-kind=3dist=2poss do-want-pass=invvis=2poss
“What do you want?” (Lit: “That which was wanted by you is-what?”)

(980) masi  təpidayusuƛ̓
mas=i  tp-xʔid-ayu=s=uƛ̓
Pateƛ̓  xa  kʷʔsta
what=3dist  break-change-instr=3poss=3med Pat=vis acc sit-in.water
“What did Pat break the cup with?” (Lit: “That which was used to break the cup by Pat was-what?”)

(981) la  ?əx̌ʔicəʔwida  ꙅəmgayuwe
la  ?əx̌-xʔid-sw̓ =i=da  ꙅamk-ayu=e
then do-change-pass=3dist=det split.with.wedge-instr=invvis?
qaʔs  ˈtəlx̌ʔidayuʔeʔ?  laq
qaʔ=ʔ  ˈtəlx̌ʔ-xʔid-ayu=a=aʔ  la=q
for=3poss  beat-change-instr=poss=invvis prep=acc.3
“now is taken the wedge and it is used for beating on it.” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 312)

16To be precise about what “predictable” means, I would clarify that it is not as if “lexical” -ayu results in entirely unpredictable meanings, and “passive” -ayu results in predictable meanings. Rather, both are predictable and unpredictable in different ways. For example, for a “lexical” -ayu stem, one can infer that it refers to some sort of instrument, but the relationship between that instrument and the corresponding stem is unpredictable. On the other hand, for a “passive” -ayu stem, the referent could be any sort of thing, but the relationship between it and the corresponding verbal stem is predictable.
It is important to note that the participant indicated by these -ayu stems need not be an instrument, the way lexical -w ayu stems are; they just correspond to a particular argument (the $s(a)$ argument), even if this cannot be conceptualized as being an instrument or being in an instrumental role, as in (982).

(982) a. ləm̓is Masaki gəlulʔe
  $l=$ʔm=is Masaki gl-uƛ-xʔid
  then=VER=and Masaki crawl-obtain-CHANGE
  “And then Masaki stole...”

b. ... Ÿa keʔgəsilayuweʔs Hannah
  ... Ÿa keʔgs-gi-l-ayu=a=aʔ=s Hannah
  ... ACC cake-do-ONGOING-INSTR=a=INVIS=3POSS Hannah
  “...the cake that Hannah made.” (lit: “that which was cake-made by Hannah”)  

So, returning to the question of whether Kwak’wala “voices” are lexical word-formation processes or syntactic transformations, I would not adopt either extreme, but say rather that there are two rough classes of voice suffixes, “lexical” and “passive”. 17

“Lexical” voice suffixes:

• are usually added where verbal suffixes like -la and -xʔid ~ -nd ~ -ud ~ -d would be. (That is, they are added instead of verbal suffixes.) 18

• often describe properties of the object itself (that they are tools, or containers, or surfaces, or coverings, or debris, etc.).

• can describe participants that often stand in a variety of semantic relationships to their prejacent stems – that is, they do not necessarily stand in any specific thematic or grammatical role to a verb stem – and can be added to non-eventive stems.

17While not every voice suffix, or each usage of a voice suffix, falls cleanly into one of these categories, the two ends of the spectrum can be clearly differentiated. -w $l$ (§B.3.4.5), -w $k$ (§B.3.4.4), -w $m$ (§B.3.4.6), and one use of -w ayu (§B.3.4.9) seem to fall into the “lexical” category; -sw (§B.3.4.3), the other -ayu (§B.3.4.9), and -gil (§B.3.4.8) seem to fall into the “passive” category. I am hesitant to classify -w anəm (§B.3.4.7) and -w as (§B.3.4.10); these tend to occur instead of verbal suffixes, like “lexical” voice suffixes, but I am not sure whether the other prototypically “lexical” properties are true of them.

Katie Sardinha, who has independently found this same distinction, reports (p.c.) that -as appears to have both of these “lexical” and “passive” uses, much as -ayu does.

18This should not, however, be taken as a hard and fast rule, there are various stems (like P̓itákəs-l-), and stems based on -gil (“do, make”) in which -l is at least morphologically present, but derivations of them otherwise have the properties of these “lexical” voices.
• do not retain other arguments that the corresponding verb stem would have, beyond the expression of the agent as a possessor.\textsuperscript{19}

On the other hand, “passive” voice suffixes:

• are added after verbal suffixes like -\textit{la} and -\textit{xʔid} ~ -\textit{nd} ~ -\textit{ud} ~ -\textit{d}.\textsuperscript{20}

• do not restrict their subject to being of a particular type or shape.

• do not seem to be added to non-eventive stems.

• can retain other arguments of their corresponding verb stem.

The “passive” suffixes include at least -\textit{sw̓} (the general passive), the passive variant of -\textit{ayu} (instrumental), and possibly -\textit{gil} (reasons and benefactive)\textsuperscript{21}.

We can see the difference clearly when we consider the “lexical” and “passive” forms of the “instrumental” suffix, since “lexical” -\textit{w̓ayu} has so many special forms, while “passive” -\textit{ayu} maintains a single form. In the “lexical” form in (983a), the instrumental suffix is added instead of a verbal suffix, and in this word has a special form, -\textit{w̓anu}.

The resulting word means the instrument conventionally used for doing this action. Meanwhile, however, in (983b), we see that the instrumental suffix comes after the verbal suffix, and does not have that special form, and the resulting stem does not mean the instrument associated with plaiting.

\textsuperscript{19}In a few cases I have had speakers accept constructed forms, but the judgments were hesitant and follow-up sentences suggested that they were unsure which cases or prepositional phrases were permissible, accepting any form produced. This suggests to me that knowledge of the lexical passive stems does not necessarily involve knowledge of their additional arguments, if indeed they have any. Since lexical passives are not built on verbal stems the way syntactic passives are, it may simply be that these forms lack verb-like subcategorization frames altogether.

Boas (1900, p. 718), however, may be suggesting otherwise, that all “verbal nouns” retain their arguments: “the series of verbal nouns are particularly remarkable. They are numerous, and in construction always retain their verbal character, governing the pronominal cases that belong to a verb.” It is not clear what class of stems he includes in “verbal nouns” here; they at least include stems based on -\textit{imay̓} (§B.3.4.12).

\textsuperscript{20}However, note that there are many verbs that lack such suffixes, like cw- (“give”) and qas- (“walk”), and for such verbs even these voice suffixes that occur directly on the root (e.g. čoyu, “to be given”, qayayu “to be taken on a walk”) might be “passive” in this sense.

\textsuperscript{21}Sherer (2014) identifies -\textit{gil} as being anomalous in various ways, and we can observe an example of this in §B.4.2.

\textsuperscript{22}This is the form that -\textit{w̓ayu} takes in stems that would take -\textit{nd} as their change-of-state suffix instead of -\textit{xʔid}, often ones with body-part suffixes like -\textit{ik} (“back”).
Put another way, there happen to be two different morphemes (one a “lexical” voice, the other a “passive” voice) that attach to the stem at different derivational stages. In many verb stems, they both happen to have the realization [ayu], but in special cases like those in (983a) and (983b) we can see that they are actually different morphemes. 23

**B.3.4.2 Other uses of voice suffixes**

It should also be observed that many of the voice suffixes have irregular uses as “nominalizers” or “formatives” outside of the particular constructions detailed here, and so their presence in a word might not be an indicator that a particular participant in an event is being identified. -anəm, for example, is used to pick out the thing obtained by verbs of obtaining (like kəlwanəm “what was bought” from kəlxʷ “buy”, or kilanəm “fish caught” from kiƛ “fish with a net”), but it also forms nominal stems referring to people (984), in which no such meaning can be seen.

(984) a. bəgʷanəm
   bkʷ-əm
   man-person
   “man”

b. gənanəm
   gn-əm
   young-person
   “child”

---

23 By my reading of Boas et al. (1947), Boas seems to have known about these two separate uses of -wə ayu. While he does not explicitly point out the difference, he writes about the lexical and passive uses of it separately; when he discusses it as a “passive” he uses examples with -xʔid. Furthermore, when writing about the passive use he indicates it as -ayu (which is how he indicates non-mutating suffixes) rather than =ayu (which is how he usually writes it, with the equals sign indicating a weakening suffix); as can be seen in (980-981) this “passive” -ayu does not appear to weaken the preceding consonant.
That is, although each of the forms detailed below can produce regular or semi-regular “participant in an event” readings, almost all of them also derive nominal forms outside of these patterns. The suffix \(-w^k\), for example, is usually a participle but also forms names of various kinds of berries (\(q̓əmd^kʷ“salmonberries”\) and tribes (\(n̓əms^dəm̓kʷ“one tribe”, w̓iw̓əls^dəm̓kʷ “all tribes together”, kʷakʷəkʷakʷ“Kwak’wala speakers”, ʔugʷəx̌səm̓kʷ “people from different tribes”). The suffix \(-w^ači\) usually refers to containers and vessels, but it also happens that various insects have names in \(-w^ači\), like ʔup̓əx̌ači (“flea”) and həmdaləči (“bumblebee”).

**B.3.4.3 -sw̓**

The passive suffix \(-sw̓\), realized as \(-sw̓\) or \(-su?\) depending on whether a vowel follows or not, is the most frequent, and most semantically general, of the Kwak’wala voice suffixes. The \(-sw̓\) suffix promotes the \(x(a)\) object (what I call the “accusative” object) to the subject. Unlike the more specific “lexical” §B.3.4.1 voice suffixes, \(-sw̓\) is not in my experience limited to verbs of a particular semantic class, and the resulting stems do not necessarily refer to an object of a particular kind or shape.

(985) sup̓isuʔ
    sup-xʔid-sw̓
    “was chopped with an axe”

(986) ʔəx̌ʔɛx̌sdəsuʔ
    ʔx̌-ʔɛx̌sd-sw̓
    “was wanted”

The \(-sw̓\) passive form is not necessarily blocked by the existence of a more specific passive (Sherer, 2014). For example, the “stimulus” passive of mis- (“smell”) is mid̓əl (“was smelled” or “something smelled”), but the \(-sw̓\) form is still sometimes encountered.

(987) **Context:** I smell something unusual and cannot figure out what it is.

a. ʔəcən  misəlasw̓əʔ?
    mas-həc=n  mis-la-sw̓=a=a?
    what-??=1  smell-ONGOING-PASS=a=INVIS
    “What am I smelling?”
b. m̓ ̓ac̓ən mid̓ole?
mas-ač̓̓ n mis-ə1=a=a?
what-kind=1 smell-stim=a=INVIS
“What am I smelling?”

Note that the two “voices” here are attached to stems at different stages of derivation, as noted in §B.3.4.1: -sw̓ systematically attaches after verbal suffixes like -la, whereas -wɬ attaches instead of them (cf. Levine, 1980).

When we compare sentences with -sw̓ passives to the corresponding active sentence, -sw̓ typically “promotes” the š(a) argument to subjecthood, but occasionally we can observe verbs that take an s(a) object having a passive in -sw̓. For example, ʔəx̌əla (a semantically fairly general verb that includes meanings like “wear”, “use”, or “have with one”) takes a s(a) object, but I have encountered ʔəx̌əlasuʔ as its passive.

(988) ʔəx̌əlasuʔ?
ʔəx̌-la-sw̓
do-ONGOING-PASS
“was worn”

B.3.4.4 -wkw

Boas (1900, p. 719) describes it as “a passive participle and noun”, and Sherer (2014) calls it the “result of action” voice; added to an eventive root X it means something like “something that is/was X’ed”.

(989) a. m̓ əgək̓w
r̓ik-kw
swallow-PART
“pills”

b. yəğa̓ k̓ w
yq-kw
knit-PART
“something knitted”
When added to roots with noun-like meanings, -\(k^{w}\) means something like “having”, the same way the English participle can in words like “antlered” (990a) or “pebbled” (990c):

(990) a. \(wəl^{\lambda}ak^{w}\)
\(wλ^{\lambda}-w^{k^{w}}\)
antler-PART
“antlered”

b. \(k̓i\dot{d}əg^{w}i\dot{s}\)
\(k̓it^{w}-w^{k^{w}}i\dot{s}\)
grass-PART-on.beach
“grassy field”, “grassy area at mouth of river” (rough lit: “grassed shore”)  
(FirstVoices, 2009)

c. \(t̓i\dot{d}əg^{w}i\dot{s}\)
\(t̓is^{w}-w^{k^{w}}i\dot{s}\)
rock-PART-on.beach
“stony or pebbly beach” (rough lit: “rocked shore”)  
(FirstVoices, 2009)

d. \(k̓^{w}i\dot{d}ək^{w}\)
\(k̓i\dot{s}^{w}-w^{k^{w}}\)
snow.falling-PART
“have snow on it”, as of mountains (rough lit: “snowed”)  
(FirstVoices, 2009)

In some forms -\(w^{k^{w}}\) does not seem to weaken the preceding consonant.

(991) a. \(q̓u̇lək^{w}\)
\(q̓u̇l^{w}-w^{k^{w}}\)
grind-PART
“something ground up or crumbled”  
(FirstVoices, 2009)

b. \(q̓alək^{w}\)
\(q̓al^{w}-w^{k^{w}}\)
braid-PART
“braided hair”  
(FirstVoices, 2009)
After plain resonants and /a/, -akʷ is usually realized as -akʷ instead.

(992) a. k̓atəm̓akʷ
    k̓at-(ǧ)m-akʷ
    write-face-PART
    “picture, photograph” (lit: “face-drawn”)

b. muxʷso̱m̓akʷ
    mukʷ-(g)m-akʷ
    tie-round-PART
    “something that has been tied up” (FirstVoices, 2009)

c. hawasəwakw^25
    hawasw-akʷ
    sum-PART
    “added or counted together” (FirstVoices, 2009)

d. ʔiʔkil̕akʷ
    ʔiʔkil-akʷ
    bless-PART
    “something or someone blessed or healed” (FirstVoices, 2009)

e. λix̌sʔəʔakʷ
    λix̌s-(k)ʔa-akʷ
    advise-sound-PART
    “educated, someone who has been advised or taught” (FirstVoices, 2009)

B.3.4.5 -u l

The suffix -u l has two main passive-like uses. One creates stems referring to the stimuli of verbs of experience (993) and attitude (994); Sherer (2014) terms this the “sensory stimulation” voice.

(993) a. dugʷəɬ
    duqʷ-ɬ
    see-STIM
    “was seen, something seen”

25Although it looks like a passive form, the corresponding verb hawasud shows that the su is not the passive, since it occurs before rather than after the -d.
There is another use, which I have not encountered but is documented in Boas et al. (1947) and Levine (1980), which creates stems referring to those affected by outside forces (995).
While there is a semantic commonality, between the two uses of -wɬ, of experience or affectedness, it is still important to note that these two uses treat their arguments differently; in (993) and (994), the subject is the thing causing the sense or feeling, while in (995) the subject is the thing affected.

B.3.4.6 -w.m

-w.m, added to a verbal stem, often indicates themes and patients of a particular sort, but has a wide variety of uses that are hard to capture under a single semantic generalization. In some ways it is the “elsewhere” nominalizer, forming nouns when a more specific nominalizer is not appropriate.26

Various types of stems, however, regularly take their “passives” in -w.m. For example, attitude verbs like “worry”, “trust”, “fear”, “dislike”, etc. have passive-like counterparts formed with -w.m.

(996)  a. q̓iq̓əʔeǧəm
    q̓i-q̓i-hiq-w.m
    REDUP-much?-in.self-ONGOING-NMZ
    “what one is worried about”

    b. kələm
    kl-w.m
    fear-NMZ
    “be feared, what is feared”

26Note, however, that there are indeed some forms (like those in 977) where another nominalizer would be, a priori, appropriate, but -w.m occurs instead.
c. ʔənyaďəm
   ʔənyas-\textit{w}m
   wonder-\textit{NMZ}
   “to be wondered at” (FirstVoices, 2009)

d. ˈcəngʷəm
   ˈcnkʷ-\textit{w}m
   offended-\textit{NMZ}
   “cause of fury or anger” (FirstVoices, 2009)

e. ˈyəx̌muḍəm
   ˈyək-m̕ut-\textit{w}m
   bad-remains-\textit{NMZ}
   “what is disliked” (FirstVoices, 2009)

Verbs of performance (and some other verbs dealing with abstract objects, like \textit{līq}-, “to name”) have -\textit{w}m forms as well; when one sings, tells a story, or otherwise performs, the thing performed is indicated with -\textit{w}m (997).

(997) a. saləm
   sal-\textit{w}m
   sing.love.song-\textit{NMZ}
   “love song”

b. ˈqəmdəm
   ˈqm̕t-\textit{w}m
   sing.to.baby-\textit{NMZ}
   “song”

c. nuyəm
   nus-\textit{w}m
   tell.legend-\textit{NMZ}
   “story”

d. ˈcək̕aləm
   ˈcək̕al-\textit{w}m
   tell.news-\textit{NMZ}
   “story, rumor, news” (cf. ˈcək̕aɬəla, “relate the news, tell a story”)

-\textit{w}m is also used to express the themes of verbs of movement, placement, giving, and leav-
ing; it generally indicates what was moved or given.

(998)  a. yağʷəm
   yaqʷ-\textunderscore w.m
   give.property-NMZ
   “gift, present, a gift given at potlatch”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

   b. həłaḡəm
   hłaqʷ-\textunderscore w.m
   pay-NMZ
   “payment”

   c. buxʷəldʷəm
   buxʷ-(\textgreek{g})əɬ-\textunderscore s-\textunderscore w.m
   leave-change.pos-on.ground-NMZ
   “to be left on the ground”, also “to be an illegitimate child”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

   d. maɣuɬəm
   maɣ-uƛ-\textunderscore w.m
   bear.child-obtain-NMZ
   “to be born”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

   e. dəʔeɬəm
   d-\textunderscore w.iƛ-\textunderscore w.m
   carry-into.house-NMZ
   “something taken into a house”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

   f. qʷəɬʔalidʷəm
   qʷəɬ-ʔaɬ-\textunderscore w-\textunderscore s-\textunderscore w.m
   waves-towards-beach-NMZ
   “to be washed ashore by waves”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

   g. y̓alaḡəm
   y̓alaqʷ-\textunderscore w.m
   send.someone-NMZ
   “someone who is sent by another”  (FirstVoices, 2009)
The voice suffix \(-_{w}anəm\) forms stems referring to what is obtained by an action: what is caught, what is hunted, what is collected, etc.; Sherer (2014) terms these “obtained goods”.\(^{27}\)

\[(999)\]

\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & \text{kalwanəm} \\
& \text{klx}^{w}-_{w}anm \\
& \text{buy-OBTAINED} \\
& \text{“something bought”} \\
\text{b. } & \text{kikanəm} \\
& \text{kiƛ}-_{w}anm \\
& \text{net.fish-OBTAINED} \\
& \text{“fish caught with a net”} \\
\text{c. } & \text{ʔəniʔganəm} \\
& \text{ʔniʔq-}_{w}anəm \\
& \text{gather.wood-OBTAINED} \\
& \text{“firewood obtained”} \\
\text{d. } & \text{didanəm} \\
& \text{did-}_{w}anəm \\
& \text{borrow-OBTAINED} \\
& \text{“something borrowed”}
\end{align*}

The hypernym of these is \(loçanəm\) (“obtained by getting”); like various other hypernyms based on \(l\)- (“go”) it does not seem to require that motion be involved.

\section*{B.3.4.8 \(-gil\)}

The suffix \(-gil\) indicates reasons and motivations for doing something; it seems to consist of \(-gi\) (“do, make”) and \(-_{w}l\) (used for the stimuli of experience) (§B.3.4.5), which would make it literally something like “stimulus for doing”. One notable use of \(-gil\) is to allow the questioning of beneficiaries.

\(^{27}\) As noted in §B.3.4.2, \(-_{w}anəm\) is also used in many words describing people, such as \(bog^{w}anəm\) (“man”), without any indication of an “obtained by” meaning.
(1000) ?əngʷiʔs kilxʷaɡilʔoʔs?
  ?ngʷ=ʔiʔ=s kilxʷa-gil=aʔuʔs?
  who=3DIST=2POSS buy-reason=invis=2POSS
  “Who did you buy it for?” (Lit: “Your reason-for-buying was who?”)

(1001) ?əngʷasux̌da ʔəgiɬiʔs?
  ?ngʷas=ux̌=da kapi̲x̌i-giɬ=a
  whose=3MED=DET gather-reason=INVIS
  “Who are we gathering for?” (Lit: “The reason-for-gathering is-whose?”)

(1002) ʔəm, he=ʔm=n lagil ƛikoƛ
  ?m, he=ʔm=n la-gil ƛiko=x̌
  ver, be.3DIST=VER=1 go-reason borrow=ACC
  “Yes, that’s why I borrowed it.” (Lit: “My reason for borrowing it was that.” or “That was my reason for borrowing it.”)

(1004) ʔəm, he=ʔm=n lagil ƛiʔidi
  ?m, he=ʔm=n la-gil=aʔuʔs he ƛiʔidi
  what=3DIST=2POSS go-reason=invis=2POSS be.3DIST whatever-change=3DIST
  “Why would you do that?” (Lit: “Your reason that you did that was what?”)

B.3.4.9 - anxious

As noted in §B.3.4.1, - anxious (“instrument”) is particularly interesting in that it appears to participate in two different constructions, with different resulting meanings: the “lexical” - anxious is added to “neutral” stems – that is, stems that are not yet formally nouns or verbs – and creates stems referring to instruments or tools (1005), but which would stand in a variety of semantic relationships with the prejacent stem, while “passive” - anxious is added to verbal stems – that is,

28This is literally “reason for going”, but there is no requirement that movement be involved (§B.2.1).
stems with one of the verbal suffixes like -la or -xʔid, or roots that tend to be used as verbs without verbal affixes like co ("give") – and promotes to the subject an argument of the prejacent verb, regardless of whether this argument is an instrument or tool (1006).

(1005) a. ƛ̓adayu
   ƛ̓at-w-ayu
   write-INSTR
   "pen, pencil, writing implement"

b. ʔibayu
   ʔip-w-ayu
   pinch-INSTR
   "dice"

(1006) a. ƛ̓q̓pidayu
   ƛ̓p-xʔid-w-ayu
   scissor.motion-CHANGE-INSTR
   "to be taken by tongs"  
   (Boas et al., 1947, p. 312)

b. keʔgəsilayu
   keʔgs-(g)i-l-w-ayu
   cake-do-ONGOING-INSTR
   "[of a cake] to be made"

"Lexical" -w.ayu has several variant forms, which are often but not always predictable. Some stems ending in plain resonants and /a/ take -y̓u rather than -ayu. Sometimes both forms are possible, and for at least one root, ʔn- ("sew"), the two forms have different meanings (1009).

(1007) a. diʔəm̓yu
   dy-(g)m-w.ayu
   wipe-face-INSTR
   "face towel"  
   (FirstVoices, 2009)

(1008) a. ƛ̓əlayu, ƛ̓əlyu
   ƛ̓l-w-ayu
   dip-INSTR
   "dip net, brailer"
b. xacayu
xac-_w.ayu
strain.food-INSTR
“strainer for food”

c. celayu
cel-_w.ayu
bail.water-INSTR
“canoe bailer”

(1009) a. qən'yu
qn-_w.ayu
sew-INSTR
“thread”

b. qənayu
qn-_w.ayu
sew-INSTR
“needle”

-w'anu is used for stems that receive -nd rather than -ʔid (Boas et al., 1947, p. 317) – that is, after many location and body part suffixes.

(1010) a. hənxƛanu
hn-xƛ-w'anu
put.container-on.fire-INSTR
“cookpot, kettle” (cf. hənxƛənd, “put a pot or kettle on the stove”)

b. sīkəganu
sik-haq-w'anu
use.cane?-carry-INSTR
“a cane”  (FirstVoices, 2009)

c. ?oxʔstanu
?ox-ʔst-w'anu
do-in.water-INSTR
“be put into water”  (Boas et al., 1947, p. 317)
B.3.4.10  \textit{-w}as

\textit{-w}as primarily indicates the place where something is done, although it has a variety of other uses as well.

\begin{displayquote}
\begin{enumerate}
\item [(1011)]
  \begin{enumerate}
  \item a.  ləʔas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    l-\textit{w}as \\
    go-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “location, destination”
  \item b.  səbilas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    sp-\textit{w}il-\textit{w}as \\
    project.light-indoors-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “theatre, cinema”
  \item c.  ɬəǧas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    ɬq-\textit{w}as \\
    pick.seaweed-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “seaweed patch” (FirstVoices, 2009)
  \end{enumerate}
\item [(1012)]
  \begin{enumerate}
  \item a.  dəʔas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    d-\textit{w}as \\
    hold-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “railing, banister” or “a place of holding” (FirstVoices, 2009)
  \item b.  ġawas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    ġaxʷ-\textit{w}as \\
    hang-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “clothes line” (FirstVoices, 2009)
  \item c.  ġaxʷčəwəs
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    ġaxʷ-čw-\textit{w}as \\
    hang-in-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “hanger”
  \item d.  xəndəʔas
    \begin{tabular}{l}
    xns-\textit{w}as \\
    sniffle-PLACE
    \end{tabular}
    “nose”
  \end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}
\end{displayquote}
e. gəłdas
  glt-w as
  long-PLACE
  “trunk, luggage, box, container”

-w as lengthens resonant-final stems.

(1013) a. gʷañas
  gʷn-ew-as
  pay.debt-PLACE
  “place where debt is paid” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

b. ca’yas
  cy-ew-as
  draw.water-PLACE
  “place of drawing water” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

c. hañas
  hn-ew-as
  put.container-PLACE
  “place to tie up a canoe or place to put box” (FirstVoices, 2009)

The referent of an -w as stem is not always locative; sometimes the referent is a patient or goal (1014).

(1014) n̓igas
  n̓ik-w as
  say-PLACE
  “person one speaks to” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318)

This suffix is also one of the main ways to derive abstract concepts; as Boas notes, “While this suffix designates primarily place, it also has many derived meanings such as time, size, number, way of” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 318).

(1015) yaq̓əndas
  yaq̓nt-w as
  speak-PLACE
  “language”

Dimension terms are also built with -w as; these will be considered in some more detail in
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(1016) a. w̓ aladʷas, w̓ alayas
   w̓ alas-ʷ as
   big-PLACE
   “size”

b. w̓ as-go̓ mas
   w̓ as-sgm?ʷ as
   length-round?-PLACE
   “length”

c. w̓ ogʷas
   w̓ okʷ-ʷ as
   thick-PLACE
   “thickness”

Many of abstract nouns are built on the indefinite stem ǧʷi-, the non-interrogative counterpart of the question stem ʷy- (cf. §B.2.2, §4.4.4).

(1017) a. gʷiʔx̌uwas
   gʷi-ʔx̌u-ʷ as
   whatever-throat-PLACE
   “voice, what one sounds like”

b. gʷiʔstuwas
   gʷi-ʔstu-ʷ as
   whatever-eye-PLACE
   “color”

c. gʷiʔkal̕as
   gʷi-(k)hə-a-lʷ as
   whatever-sound-ONGOING-PLACE
   “manner of speaking”

We can see these used as arguments in (1018-1020).
“There are many kinds of salmon.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 13)

“Jon doesn’t know what he’s doing.” (Lit: “Jon doesn’t know his behavior.”)

“You don’t know how I feel.”

The only “gʷy- noun” that I have encountered used as a predicate is gʷixʔidəʔas, which has a use something like “to do so”.

“...we also do so with dried eulachon.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 21)

Context: The Wildman protects a child who got lost, but upon being invited home, he refuses, saying he has to stay on the island.

“...and protect other lost children...” (lit: “children who are/get lost”)

(1022) Context: The Wildman protects a child who got lost, but upon being invited home, he refuses, saying he has to stay on the island.
b. ḡʷixʔidəʔas
   ḡʷi-xʔidʷ-as=uʔs
   INDEF-CHANGE-NMZ=2POSS
   “...like you did.”  (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

B.3.4.11 -ʷači

The combination of -ʷas and -ʰi (a general nominalizer, usually indicating objects) is very common, and indicates container-like objects such as bowls, boats, or buildings; in a sense, it represents objects that are also locations where other objects can be.

Usually, stems in -ʷači represent containers associated with particular actions (1023) or things (1024).

(1023) a. ḥigʷači
    ḥikʷ-as-ʰi
    sweep-PLACE-NMZ
    “dustpan” (cf. ḥigʷayu, “broom”)

b. yəqači
    yq-ʷ-as-ʰi
    knit-PLACE-NMZ
    “knitting basket” (cf. əqači, “knitting needle(s)”)  

c. ḥʷidači
    ḥʷit-ʷ-as-ʰi
    stir-PLACE-NMZ
    “mixing bowl” (cf. ḥʷidayu, “mixing spoon”)

(1024) a. badaʔači
    bad-ʷ-as-ʰi
    butter-PLACE-NMZ
    “butter dish” (cf. badayu, “butter knife”)  (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. kʷigwači
    kʷi-kʷ-as-ʰi
    eagle-PLACE-NMZ
    “eagle’s nest”
Many names for types of boats are built with -wac̓i:

(1025) a. dabači
dap-awas-ŋi
tow-PLACE-NMZ
“tugboat” (FirstVoices, 2009)

b. kiłac̓i
diƛ-awas-ŋi
line.fishing-PLACE-NMZ
“fishing boat”

c. ƛəmgac̓i
ƛmq-awas-ŋi
proud-PLACE-NMZ
“tourist ship” (FirstVoices, 2009)

Sometimes -wac̓i stems refer to buildings, other structures, or places (1026).

(1026) a. xəlac̓i
xəɬ-awas-ŋi
smoke.fish-PLACE-NMZ
“smokehouse”

b. ǧəlgac̓i
ǧlq-awas-ŋi
swim-PLACE-NMZ
“swimming pool”

c. kuʔdᶻac̓i
kw̓ s-awas-ŋi
potato-PLACE-NMZ
“potato patch”

B.3.4.12 -ay’

A wide variety of Kwak’wala nouns are built from -ay’ (as well as -w-ay’ and -h-ay’), and there is no single way to characterize them.
(1027)  
   a. ʰəm̓eʔ  
       h̓m-ay̓  
       eat-\textit{NMZ}  
       “food”  

   b. ʔəʔeʔ  
       pt-ə,ay̓  
       take.medicine-\textit{NMZ}  
       “medicine”

There are some tendencies, however; articles of clothing, blankets, and jewelry, for example, are often -\textit{ay̓} forms (1028), as are body parts and parts of wholes (1029).

(1028)  
   a. ʔəʔeʔ  
       q̓s-(k̓)ən-ay̓  
       shirt?-body-\textit{NMZ}  
       “shirt”  

   b. nəxʷʔənay̓i  
       nxʷ-(k̓)n-ay̓  
       cover-body-\textit{NMZ}  
       “regular blanket” \textit{(FirstVoices, 2009)}

(1029)  
   a. ʔəʔeʔ  
       ʔw-ik-ə,ay̓  
       so-back-\textit{NMZ}  
       “one’s back, back of something”  

   b. ʔəʔeʔ  
       ʔw-x̌tw-ay̓  
       so-top-\textit{NMZ}  
       “top” \textit{(Boas et al., 1947, p. 324)}

   c. ʔəʔeʔ  
       ʔw-xtə-ay̓  
       so-stern-\textit{NMZ}  
       “stern of canoe” \textit{(Boas et al., 1947, p. 324)}

One use of particular note is to create stems referring to the action or state itself. For exam-
ple, while -m stems seem to refer to the external participants in attitudes – for example, what one is afraid of or worried about – the -ay' stem can refer to the attitude itself.

(1030) a. ńinkiğe?
ńi-nik-ay'
REDUP-say-in.self-NMZ
“thought”

This can also be seen with an apparently related suffix, -h inay' or Ḥ inay', which often derives nouns that would be similar to English gerunds like “working” or “hearing”.

(1031) a. ʔiyaxineʔ
ʔiyax-h inay'
work-GER
“work, job, profession”

b. wə̱ƛəlaʔ inay'ı
wə̱ƛ-əla-ʔ inay'ı
hear-ONGOING-GER
“hearing”

c. hil̕iqəl̕ inay'ı
hiɬ- iq-l-h inay'
correct-in. self-ONGOING-GER
“trust” (cf. hiliqəla, “to trust”) (FirstVoices, 2009)

B.3.4.13 -w̓t, -w̓ɬ

The suffixes -w̓t and -w̓ɬ serve to make stems referring to “companions/fellows”, often a comitative participant in an event; Hall (1888a, p. 64) describes this as marking “fellow-agent nouns”.
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(1032)  a. ǧukʷəluʔt
    ǧukʷ-l-ʷt
    house-ONGOING-fellow
    “compatriot, fellow villager, ‘my people’”

    b. ʔiʔax̌əluʔt
    ʔiʔax̌-l-ʷt
    work-ONGOING-fellow
    “co-worker”

    c. q̓aq̓uƛ̓uʔt
    q̓a-q̓uƛ̓-ʷt
    REDUP-know-try-fellow
    “fellowscholar” (Hall, 1888a, p. 64)

After surface fricatives and dorsals, -uʔt surfaces as w̓ət (1033), according to the rule in §A.6.5.

(1033)  a. ʔəmlw̓ət
    ʔml-ʷt
    play-fellow
    “teammate, play-fellow”

    b. kiɬw̓ət
    kiɬ-ʷt
    net.fish-fellow
    “fishingcompanion” (FirstVoices, 2009)

    c. qasw̓ət
    qas-ʷt
    walk-fellow
    “walking partner/companion” (FirstVoices, 2009)

As with most of the other voice suffixes, it can also be added to non-eventive stems.

(1034)  bəxw̓ət
    bkʷ-ʷt
    man-fellow
    “fellow man, companion”
-w̓t and -w̓ɬ do not seem to have the exact same meaning and distribution; I am not certain what the difference is, but the meanings and postnominal morphology of -w̓t stems suggests to me that they are lexical nominalizers forming “companion/fellow” nouns, while the meanings and postnominal morphology of -w̓ɬ suggests that they might be forming a “comitative” passive of verbs.

(1035) a. ʔəngʷ is ga̱x wəɬ oʔ oʔs
   ?ngʷ=i=s ga̱x-w̓ɬ=a=uʔs
   who=3DIST=2POSS come-COMIT=INVIS=2POSS
   “Who did you come [to Vancouver Island] with?” (Lit: “The one who came with you was who?”)

   b. k̓əyosən ga̱x wəɬ
   k̓yos=n ga̱x-wəɬ=a
   none=1POSS come-COMIT=A
   “I didn’t come with anyone.” (Lit: “The one who came with me was no-one”.)

B.3.4.14 Agentive suffixes

There is no participant form devoted to creating agentive nominalizations; enclitic determiners added to a verb suffice to refer to the event’s agent for the purposes of, say, questioning, such as =ida ga̱xɛʔ (“the one who came”) in (1036).29

(1036) ?əngʷida ga̱xɛʔ suʔ*da him̓ ayəx̌
   ?ngʷ=i=da ga̱x=a=aʔ s=uʔ=da hi̱n̓-ay̓=q
   who=3DIST=DET come=a=INVIS OBL=3MED=DET food-NMZ=VIS?
   “Who brought the food?” (Lit: “The one who came with the food is-who?”)

There are various suffixes that form stems describing people that habitually, frequently, or skillfully do something. -h, inu̱xʷ usually describes experts or those who are good at something.

(1037) a. kiƛ̓inux̌ʷ
   kiƛ̓-h, inu̱xʷ
   net.fish-expert
   “fisherman” (lit: “good at catching fish with a net”)

29 Such verbs very often have =ɛʔ after them, but this should not be confused with the nominalizer -ay̓ (often [ɛʔ]) (§B.3.4.12); this =ɛʔ has a different vowel quality, never weakens or hardens the stem, and occurs after rather than before tense enclitics.
b. Ɂəɣəkɨnuw
Ɂəɣ-ɨnuw
kick-expert
“soccer player” (lit: “good at kicking”)

-₃₀, -₆₄, -₆₆, and -₆₀₄ indicate someone who does something often, habitually, or to an extreme.

(1038) a. ƛəɬƛəʔs
ƛɬ-ɬʔs
REDUP-forget-AUG.CHAR
“forgetful”

b. m̓ iƛ̴iƛ̴w
m̓ iƛ̴-iƛ̴w
mean-CHARACTER
“person who is mean, who teases”

c. y̓axpu̕xstəbs
y̓ak-p̓-x̌sta-bs
bad-taste-mouth-always
“someone who is always swearing or saying bad things”

d. qədəlkʷ
qt-əlkʷ
guard-always
“stubborn”

Boas et al. (1947, p. 336) describe -₆₆ as meaning “fond of” or “devoted to”, but my consultants report that it means “always”, which makes more sense for (1039): everyone is fond of winning, but only those who actually win frequently are dulobəs.

(1039) dulobəs
dulo-bs
win-always
“someone who always wins”

---

³⁰Boas et al. (1947) and FirstVoices (2009) transcribe these words with -₆₆, but I often hear a glottal stop before the s and transcribe it as such here.
B.3.4.15 Other participants

There is no single way to refer to the time at which an event takes place. As Boas et al. (1947) note, -w as can refer to the time of doing, but it also refers to places and various abstract concepts. There is a suffix -hən̓x̌ that creates stems that denote, roughly, seasons, but can also be used for shorter periods of time.

(1040) a. miʔxən̓x̌
   miʔ-ən̓x̌
sleep-season
   “sleep time, bedtime”

The suffix -xdəm (roughly, “proper” or “appropriate”) was used to denote shorter, conventionalized times in Hall (1888a, p. 65) and Boas et al. (1947, p. 366), while -hən̓x̌ described seasons and longer spans of time. Currently, -hən̓x̌ is used for both, as the modern form in (1041b) shows.

(1041) a. həm̓ apdx̌dm
   h̓m-ап-xdəm
   eat-consume-proper
   “dinner hour”

   (Hall, 1888a, p. 65)

   b. həm̓ əʔən̓x̌
   h̓m-ən̓x̌
   eat-season
   “eating time”

-alas indicates a material associated with an action, often the input material, or the material for making the tool associated with that action.

(1042) a. yəqalas
   yq-alas
   knit-material
   “wool”

   b. məkʷalas
   m̓kʷ-material
to.iron-input
   “things or clothes that need ironing”

   (FirstVoices, 2009)
c. ćəpalas
c̓p- alas
dip.in.grease-material
“food eaten with eulachon grease” (FirstVoices, 2009)

d. sixxwalas
sixʷ- alas
paddle-material
“material for paddle” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 322)

x̌dəmkən, from -xdəm (“proper/appropriate thing, time, or place”) and -kən (“body”), describes the clothes associated with particular actions.

(1043) a. ʔiʔax̌dəmkən
ʔiʔa̱x- xdm-kən
work-proper-body
“work clothes”

b. ʔəmlədəmkən
ʔəml-xdm-kən
play-proper-body
“play clothes”

c. q̓əy̓ax̌dəmkən
q̓y̓ak-xdm-kən
kick-proper-body
“soccer uniform”

d. mi̱dəmkən
mi̱x-xdm-kən
sleep-proper-body
“pyjamas”

-ʔumas and -ʔimas tend to derive names for classes of objects, or objects that fall into a class, like animals or birds. -ʔimas seems to be the historical form (Boas et al., 1947); some of these forms (like 1044a) seem to have switched to -ʔumas more recently.

31 q̓ʷaʔx̌ʔumas for “plants” is probably a recent coining, since many speakers do not seem to have heard of it, but they readily accept the term.
(1044)  

a. .games

gl-gl- Cômas

REDUP-crawl-CLASS.NMZ

“land animals, quadrupeds”

b. ʃipəƛ̓ Cômas

pi-p石化 Cômas

REDUP-fly-CLASS.NMZ

“birds”

c. ʔixpəʔōmahs

ʔik-p石化 Cômas

good-taste-CLASS.NMZ

“sweets, dessert, fruit”

d. ʃiʃəkʷ Cômahs

ʃi-ʃəkʷ Cômahs

REDUP-clam?-CLASS.NMZ

“shellfish” (FirstVoices, 2009)

e. ƛ̓u-ƛ̓əp̓ Cômahs

ƛ̓u-tup石化 Cômahs

REDUP-barbecue.salmon?-CLASS.NMZ

“berries”

They also happen to serve as the stem formatives for particular adjectives.

(1045)  

a. ʔumahs

ʔal- Cômahs

recent-CLASS.NMZ

“new”

b. hilmahs

hil- Cômahs

correct-CLASS

“great, amazing”
There are several suffixes that form stems referring to what is left over or left behind, -hawayaway ("left over", cf. -hayola "to leave behind"), -ʔaway (cf. -ʔola, same meanings), and -rmut ("refuse, leavings, things left behind, worthless things"). Boas describes a suffix combination for things left behind, -ʔawe? (Boas et al., 1947, p. 313), which seems to be a combination of -ʔaw ("leave behind", cf. kwk-ʔola) and one of the -ay nominalizers. (In some words the suffix combination appears as -ʔahayawe?, with an additional initial suffix.)

(1046) giʔsʔawe?
    gy-hsʔaw-ʔay put-on.ground-leave.behind-NMZ
    “left on the ground” (cf. giʔsʔola, “to leave behind on the ground”)  
    (Boas et al., 1947, p. 313)

As with other such suffixes, the stem is not always an action like “put on the ground”; it can also be something like a shape-classifying stem.

(1047) ʔəqʷilʔaway
    ʔəqʷ-ʔilʔaw-ʔay round-in.house-leave.behind-NMZ
    “round thing left in house” (cf. ʔəqʷilʔola, “to leave a round thing in a house”)  
    (Boas et al., 1947, p. 313)

**B.4 Enclitics**

Kwak’wala has a wide range of enclitic particles, with a variety of uses, including determiners, possessive markers, discourse particles, tenses, and modals.

In this section I will detail a number of these enclitics, roughly traveling rightward in the
sentence; I begin with predicate-modifying enclitics in §B.4.2, and proceed to sentential enclitics—a variety of elements indicating markers of questionhood, tense, modality, and contrast, and also containing various pronominal elements—in §B.4.3.

There are also a number of enclitic categories associated with arguments themselves, and which form a constituent with the argument; we can see this when we consider pairs of sentences like those in (1048).

(1048) a. ləm̓ iši Bəkʷəs ńika
   lʔ=x̌=iš=x̌=i Bkʷ-ʔs ńika
   then=VER=and 3DIST man-outside say
   “Then Wildman said...” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

b. ləm̓ is ńiki Bəkʷəs...
   lʔ=x̌=iš=x̌=i Bkʷ-ʔs
   then=VER=and say=3DIST man-outside
   “Then Wildman said...” (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

Unlike the “sentential” enclitics that occupy a fixed place in the sentence, the enclitic =i moves when Bəkʷəs moves, suggesting that it forms a constituent with Bəkʷəs. Some of these occur before the argument, and are termed “prenominal” (§B.4.4), others occur in the second position of the DP (that is, after the first word of the DP) and are termed “postnominal” (§B.4.4). I assume the analysis in Chung (2007) for these, with the exception that I assume tense enclitics to be a clausal category rather than one associated with DPs.

It is not unusual to find a number of enclitics, in different categories, “piling up” on a single word; in (1049) we find three sentential second-position enclitics (=ʔm, =x̌a, and =ux̌) followed by the prenominal enclitics (=s and =iʔs) of the following word.

(1049) ʔəx̌əlaʔəmx̌əʔux̌asiʔs ʔx̌-la=ʔm=x̌a=u̢x̌=(a)=iʔs ʔx̌anənx̌aʔstu ʔx̌annx̌a-ʔstu ʔx̌anənx̌aʔstu
   do-ONGOING=VER=ADD.FOC=3MED=OBL=3POSS.REFL glasses?-eye
   “He’s also wearing his glasses.”

**B.4.1 Epenthetic enclitic a**

One notable property of enclitics is the resolution of certain consonant clusters by the addition of [a]. Suffixes either do not resolve these clusters at all, or (when necessary for other phonological reasons) insert an [ə], but enclitics receive [a] when they themselves do not start with a potential
We can see in (1050), for example, two instances of [a] that are not always present in other morphs of *yəxʷ* (“dance”), =*xdaʔʷ* (plural), or =*s* (second person). While one of these might be that predicative [a] that appears after predicate stems, they are probably not both this; this “epenthetic enclitic [a]” can occur numerous times within a stem, and in any case it can also occur in various sentential positions for which we would not expect the “predicative” [a], like after the third person distal =*uxʷ* in (1049).

(1050) yiʔyəxʷ*axdaʔʷ*as  
    yý-yxʷ=axdaʔʷ=as  
    REDUP-dance=PL=2  
    “You (plural) are dancing.”

We can observe the difference between the epenthetic [ə] before suffixes and the epenthetic [a] before enclitics in the examples in (1051).

(1051) a. həmdᶻəkʷ  
    hms-ʷkʷ  
    pick.berries-PART  
    “picked berries”

b. həmsəbula  
    hms-a=bula  
    pick.berries-A=pretend  
    “pretend to pick berries”

We can also see that this *a* seems to act like /a/ in the vowel coalescence patterns in (1052); the *a* coalesces with /w/ to form [a].

---

32 There does appear to be some sensitivity to the identity of the previous segment (words that end in *s*, *l*, and *m* frequently do not receive [a]) or possibly the word class (e.g. noun or verb) of the word to which the enclitic attaches; I have not managed to pry these criteria apart.
The use of [a] as an enclitic “joiner” can be seen in cases where material is optionally enclitic, the accusative and oblique \(x(a)\) and \(s(a)\). These words are sometimes enclitic on the previous word, and sometimes not; when they are (for example in (1049)) this [a] appears, giving \(=as(a)\), but when they are not (for example in (1053b)), the realization is just \(s(a)\).

Suffixes that end in \(d\) (like \(-xʔid\)) tend to drop the \(d\) to resolve such clusters rather than insert \(a\), but both are possible; for example, \(gəluʔxʔid\) (“steal”) and \(=x\)a (accusative) can be realized as either \(gəluʔxʔi=xa\) and \(gəluʔxʔidaʔx\). There are also various combinations that have specific resolutions and portmanteau forms, and some unexpectedly missing [a]’s: for example, \(=ʔm\) induces [a] on most stems except \(l\)– (“then, now, go”) even though other enclitics do not.

However, I cannot in any case offer a full account of the appearance of this [a]. For the most part what I can point out is that there is a morphophonological pattern here that appears to correlate with a morphosyntactic distinction: elements that attach to the previous element with a preceding \(a\) (in certain circumstances that I do not fully understand) are also those that show enclitic like behavior in other respects (like showing variable attachment, or attaching to already-inflected material in §B.4.2.2).
B.4.2 Predicate-modifying enclitics

In any Wakashan language, there is a question regarding where in the word the suffixes end and the enclitics begin. Various predicate modifying elements (e.g., *bula*, “pretend”; *nukʷ*, “have”; *ǧaway̓*, “more”) which might initially appear to be suffixes (even suffixes that we might describe as “lexical”, like *ga*, “eat”), can be occasionally observed to engage in enclitic-like behavior.

Enclitic-like behavior of apparently suffixal material is still productive in Nuuchahnulth; Nakayama (2002) and Wojdak (2005) offer arguments that these elements are nonetheless still affixal, and constitute a class of elements (“affixal predicates”) separate from enclitics.

In Kwak’wala, on the other hand, this currently appears to be more of a relic phenomenon; I only have encountered a few examples in my own data, and speakers do not always accept examples that other speakers have produced. The question of what these elements “really” are is thus difficult to answer. Nonetheless, it is important to consider some of their enclitic-like properties, because without recognizing them some of the example sentences in this thesis – like (75-76) in Chapter 3 and (179-180) in Chapter 4 – would be otherwise difficult to comprehend.

B.4.2.1 Phrasal attachment

We can observe, for one, that occasionally in multiple-word phrases a modifying element like *nukʷ* (“have”), *(x)dʔakʷ* (“resemble”), or *ǧaway̓* (“more”) attaches to the first word of the phrase when it would modify the whole phrase, even though it does not modify the first word itself. For example, in (1054), the prejacent phrase would be *səka* ?əmləm (“five toys”); =*nukʷ* (“have”) is added to the first word (*səka*, “five”) rather than (as we might have expected) the second (?əmləm, “toy”).

(1054) ʔəngʷuχda ʔəmləm
?ngʷ=ux=da  ska=nukʷa=q  ?ml-wəm
who=3MED=DET five=have=VIS play-NMZ
“Who has five toys?” (Rough lit: “The one that five-has toys is who?”)

(1055) ʔoladəʔakʷa  xʷəmdiya
?wa-la=dʔakʷa  xʷmdi
SO-ONGOING=resemble  otter
“It really looks like a otter.” (Rough lit: “It really-resemble is an otter.”)

---

33 This is a question in many languages, of course, but it is particularly pressing in Wakashan languages due to the high degree of both suffixation and encliticization.
In a few phrases that allow variable orders, like ǧeɬa mi̱xa (“long sleep”) and mi̱xa ǧela (“sleep long”), we can observe the element ǧaway̓ (“more”) occurring on the first word no matter which order it comes in.

(1056) a. ǧela ǧaway̓ən mi̱xa  la̱x
    ǧy-aɬ=aɬaway̓=n  mi̱xa  l=(a)̱x
    long.time-ongoing.position-more=1  sleep  PREP=ACC
    “I slept longer than her.” (Rough lit: “I long-er slept than her.”) (=75a)

   b. mi̱xa ǧaway̓ən ǧela  la̱x
      mi̱x=aɬaway̓=n  ǧy-aɬa
      sleep-more=1  long.time-ongoing.position  PREP=ACC
      “I slept longer than her.” (Roughly lit: “I slept-er long than her.”) (=75b)

The phrasal attachment of modifiers is still pervasive in Nuuchahnulth (Nakayama, 2002; Wojdak, 2005); in Kwak’wala it currently appears to be a marginal phenomenon. Speakers occasionally produce sentences like the above, but some speakers have struggled when asked to translate them or evaluate their grammaticality.

B.4.2.2 Attachment to inflected elements

Another notable feature of elements like buɬa (“pretend”) and (x)dəʔakʷ (“resemble”) is that they can attach to already-inflected elements, specifically the copulas described in Chapter 4.34

(1057) a. yuxdəʔakʷa
   yu=xʔakʷa
   be.3MED=resemble
   “That looks like him!”

34Even if we do not want to call this phenomenon, in which copulas undergo suppletion based on the person and deixis of their subject, “inflection”, it is nonetheless striking to have what appears to be derivational material attached to an already-suppled stem, as if “my being” and “his being” were expressed as “my aming” and “his ising”.

550
(1058) Context: Pat has shown up to a Halloween party with his hair and clothing done in the manner of his friend Mike.

a. nugʷa-bulačímas Mike  
nugʷa-bula-čímas Mike  
be.1-pretend-should Mike  
“I’m supposed to be Mike.”

b. hebůlʕx Mikaʕ  
he-bul=ux Mike=q  
be.3 DIST-pretend=3MED Mike=VIS  
“He’s pretending to be Mike.”

(1059) Context: I am playing hooky on Vancouver Island, while still telling people I am in Vancouver.

hebůlən laʔe Vancouver  
he-bul=n l=a=i Vancouver  
be.3 DIST-pretend=1 PREP=EMBED=3DIST Vancouver  
“I’m pretending to be in Vancouver.”

Unlike the phrasal attachment above (§B.4.2.1), all speakers that I have asked could comprehend sentences like these without difficulty, although none were completely certain of the details (e.g., with which element should the copula agree, what interpretations are possible of a constructed sentence, etc.).

B.4.3 Sentential enclitics

For the predicate-modifying elements above, the enclitic nature of the elements is only occasionally seen. The elements that follow these – =ʔm and the material that follows =ʔm – the enclitic nature is more apparent; each of these expresses a sentence- or clause-level distinction like polarity or tense, each occurs reliably in a particular sentential position (for most of these, second position).

It should be noted that, since arguments can be (and often are) of clausal origin, sentential enclitic material that is associated with clausal categories (like tense) can occur within arguments (as well as quasi-arguments like copular complements).

35 To be precise, tense, when it occurs, will in most sentences occur on each predicate in the sentence (§B.4.3.3), and =ʔm has a variety of somewhat fossilized uses, and these uses can occur outside of second-position (Chapter 8).
These elements considered below do not by any means exhaust the elements that occur after =ʔm, but they are some of the most frequent, the ones that will feature in other observations later in this work, or ones that may be of special interest to pragmaticists.

B.4.3.1  =ʔm

The “discourse” enclitic =ʔm is the most frequent of the sentence-level enclitics, and occurs in a wide variety of contexts; I consider it in detail in Chapter 8, where I suggest that its basic use is to signal the presence of a discourse-relevant polar (P/not P) contrast, and that other contexts in which it is ubiquitous (like additive and exclusive contexts) are ones in which polar contrasts are discourse-relevant.

B.4.3.2  =ʔ(ʔa), “but”

=ʔ(ʔa) is often used in situations in which we would use “but” in English.

(1060)  Context: The speaker is describing the difference between two pictures.

a. dənx̌əlux̌da  ćəqʷana
dn̓-l=u̱x̌=da  ćqʷana
sing-ONGOING=3MED=DET bird
“That bird is singing.”

b. həm̓ apt̓ida  ńəmukʷ  ćəqʷana  x̌ada  q̓alawi
hm̓-ap=t̓=i=da  ńm-ukʷ  ćqʷana  x̌a=da  q̓alawi
eat-consume=but=3DIST=DET one-person bird  ACC=DET worm
“But that bird is eating a worm.”

(1061)  Context: The speaker is narrating a storyboard in which we are comparing a man to his taller, wealthier, and altogether more skilled brother.

a. gəł̓əx̌stu̱x  Masakiyəx̌
glt-ʔ,x̌st=u̱x  Masakiy=q
long-end=3MED Masaki=VIS
“Masaki is tall.”
It also, however, occurs in various situations in which a contrast is relevant, but in which “but” would be somewhat awkward in English. I think the difference may lie in expectation; English “but” has some manner of requirement that the sentence be contrary to expectation, whereas I have not noticed such a requirement in Kwak’wala. I think that =t̓a may just have a requirement that it contrast in some way—exactly what way, I am unsure—with something prior, without necessarily requiring that anything be contrary to expectation.

(1062) a. q̓əlxʔidi  
Hannah  
laʔe  
ʔedaqil̕ela

q̓l-xʔid=i  
Hannah  
la=a=i  
ʔedaq-r̕-y̕-y̕-ala

tired-CHANGE=3DIST  
Hannah  
PREP=EMBED=3DIST  
return-here.and.there-ONGOING

“Hannah got tired from pacing.”

b. la  
neʔakʷ  
q=s  
̕xʷəlgəliʔ.

la=t̓a  
neʔakʷ  
q=s  
̕xʷl-gl̕-i̕l=a=aʔ.

go=but  
go.home  
for=3POSS  
lie-away-indoors=a=INVIS

“She went home to lie down.”

(1063) quʔs  
qʷəlyaxʷʔiƛ,

q=uʔs  
qʷls-akʷ-xʔid=ƛ

for=2POSS  
old-PART-CHANGE=FUT

lata=ɬas  
λixʷʔi̕l̕.  
lax̌a  
kʷaxdəmil

la=t̓=(a)λ=s  
λixʷ-xʔid=ƛ  
l=(a)x̌a  
kʷa-xdm-ʔ̕-i̕l

go=but=FUT=2  
ʔ?-CHANGE=FUT  
PREP=ACC  
sit-proper?-indoors

“When you get older, then you can move to the [adult] chair.”

(1064) ̕qu̕sxʷənul̕cuʔdənʔsaʔa  
ğanuƛ,  
lat̓ən?=s  
kʷəlxʔida

̕qu̕xʷm-ul-ču-d=nʔs=(a)x̌a  
ğanuƛ,  
l=ʔ=nʔs  
kʷl-xʔida

clothes-ʔ?=in-CHANGE=1INCL=ACC  
night,  
then=but=1INCL  
lie-CHANGE

“We get undressed at night, then we go to bed.”  
(Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 103)

While =t̓a on its own seems to occur before tense enclitics (1065), we can also occasionally observe it after later enclitics in certain combinations like =x̌at̓ and =λat̓.
(1065) ǧəʔgustowi Sarah, məmíḵən̓təx̌dən
    ǧʔ-gusto=i Sarah, m-miix̌-kn=t(a)xD=n
early-up=3DIST Sarah, REDUP-sleep-body?=but=RPAST=1
   “Sarah got up but I slept in.”

I have not observed the alternation suggested in Boas et al. (1947, p. 341), in which λ means “on my part” and ʔa means “on his part”; as (1064) and (1065) show, ʔa is used for first persons as well.

B.4.3.3 Tense

There are three main non-present tenses in Kwak’wala, =ƛ (future), =xd (recent past), and =ul ~ = wəl (distant past).36 The only tense marker that seems to be obligatorily marked is the future tense; the past tenses are optional (Greene, 2013). The epistemic modal =x̌ənt (“must, might”) also appears in this slot, although other apparently modal elements (like =x̌s) generally occur before =ʔm.

Of the second-position sentential enclitics, tense is the only one that will occur on each predicate stem in a sentence with auxiliaries (or what Boas terms “coordinate verbs”).37

(1066) k̓iʔsƛux̌ k̓iʔs=ƛ =ux̌
    duloƛ not=FUT=3MED win=FUT
   “He won’t win.”

(1067) ʔoʔəmƛən kʷəʔeɬ ʔoʔm=ƛ=k n kʷ-wəi=ƛ
    ʔwa=ʔm=n sit-indoors=FUT
   “I’m just going to sit indoors.”

This is most readily seen in the future tense, since marking of other tenses is not obligatory; for the non-obligatory tenses I most frequently encounter the tense marked on the first element and not on subsequent ones.

36 In Boas-era Kwak’wala, there was also a use of xʔid as a recent past marker that is distinct from its use earlier in the stem, but I have not encountered this usage.
37 There are conventionalized uses of =ʔm, in which a particular operator always receives =ʔm even when it is not in second position, and in such cases =ʔm can occur on multiple predicate stems, but this is a different phenomenon; =ʔm will not occur on every auxiliary and predicate the way the future tense =ƛ does.
Even for the future tense, this “tense agreement” is not completely obligatory – examples in which one of the elements lacks a future tense specification are not hard to find – but when agreement is frequently absent, or when there can be non-agreement between tenses (that is, over marking of different tenses), that is likely evidence that the predicates in question do not belong to the same clause.

Tense marking also appears within DPs as an apparent postnominal enclitic, to mark arguments as being future or past, although (contra Chung, 2007) I do not analyze postnominal tense as being a separate inflectional category (§B.4.4.6).

### B.4.3.4 Questioning =a

Yes/no questions receive an =a enclitic in second position, occurring in the slot after the tense enclitic. It can be difficult to notice, since it often occurs right before another enclitic with an initial nuclear segment. For example, the realization of the second person is often [=as], but if we look at instances of second person subjects after /m/ and /s/, as in (1070a) and (1070a), we can see that the [a] usually encountered in =as is really the epenthetic enclitic a (§B.4) and the second person enclitic is simply /s/. In yes/no questions like (1070b) and (1071b), however, this =a is present regardless.

(1070) a. ʔoxseʔams  ꙋanana ꙛma
   ?wa=xse=?m=s  ꙋn-w.anm=a
   so=still=VER=2  young-person=A
   “You’re still a child.”

   b. ʔoxseʔas  Ɂaɬila
   ?wa=xse=?m=a=s  Ɂk-w.il=a
   so=still=VER=QUES=2  awake-indoors=A
   “Are you still awake?”
(1071)  

a.  
Context: We’re brainstorming what Pat can do today.

welʔoms la ġəłqa  
wel=ʔm=s la ġłqa  
can=VER=2 ACC swim  
“You can swim.”

b.  
Context: Someone has to be the fish in our fish/fisherman role play, but no one wants to.

welʔmas kutəlaʔa  
wel=ʔm=a=s kutla=a  
can=VER=QUES=2 salmon=a  
“Can you be the fish?”

Before enclitics that begin with a syllabic nucleus, like =n (first person subject, first person possessive), =ux (third person medial subject), or =i (third person distal subject), the yes/no question =a receives the same “variable” quality that, in §A.5.3, I analyzed as the realization of the schwa before /a/ syllabified as an onset.

(1072)  
ʔixm̓ eʔeda həɬagəkʷ  
ʔiʔ=ʔm=a=i=da hɬaqʷʷ  
good=VER=QUES=3 DIST=DET pay-PART  
“Is the pay good?”

(1073)  
welʔmasʔ ʔəxeʔ?  
wel=ʔm=a=n ʔx-aʔ  
can=VER=QUES=1 aux-NMZ?  
“Can I have one?”

B.4.3.5  =ƛa, “also”

The additive focus enclitic, which appears to have the underlying form of =ƛa but only rarely surfaces exactly as such, follows the tense/modality enclitics; I look more closely into it in §7.2.

B.4.3.6  =eƛ, surprise

An enlitic =eƛ expresses surprise; I am unsure of its exact position in the 2nd position enclitic string but it occurs after the questioning enclitic =a and probably before the contrastive =i(a).
(1074) Context: Stacey had thought that Pat’s pet Fluffy was a dog, cat, or rabbit.

siləmeλu̱xda Fluffyxɬe?
silm=eɬ=ux̌da Fluffy-xɬ=a=a?
snake=oh=3MED=DET Fluffy-name=a=INVIS

“Fluffy’s a snake!”

(1075) Context: I have just called the speaker on the phone after a long absence, and she responds...

suweλa
su=eλa
be.2=oh

“Oh, it’s you!”

There are various expressions that involve a λ in second position, that have no clear semantic or pragmatic core except that they might all fall under “affective”, “emotive”, or “expressive” speech (Kaplan, 1999; Potts, 2005; Schlenker, 2007). It is interesting to consider that many of these situations are ones in which the general “expressive” particle nukʷ of Nleʔkepmxcín (Littell and Mackie, 2014) would appear, although =λ enclitics are not nearly so ubiquitous nor as broad in their pragmatic range.

(1076) a. heʔaɬu̱las la̱ xa ʔugʷaqala bs
he=aɬu̱l=as l=(a)xa ʔukʷ-qa-la bs
be.3DIST=oh?=2 PREP=ACC different-ONGOING bus

“You were on a different bus!”

b. ləm̓ ax̌u̱las xəsaməs xuʃx Naomi
l=ʔm=aɬu̱l=as xs-amas ʃ=xu Naomi
now=VER=oh?=2 lost-CAUS ACC=3MED Naomi

“You lost Naomi!”

(1077) suʔəmɬu̱las
su=ʔm=ɬu=as
be.2=VER=oh?=2

“Oh, it’s you!”
(1078) nugʷanítxsλiʔ
   nugʷa-nilxs=λ=iʔ
   be.1-wish=oh=3DIST
   “I wish I were her.”

(1079) heʔəmλa ʔik gənanəmi Madeleine
   he=ʔm=λa ʔik gn-ə’anm=i Madeleine
   be.3DIST=VER=oh good young-person=3DIST Madeleine
   “Madeleine is the good child.”

This dl also occurs in the combination Ṃoʔat̓, considered in §7.4.1, the use of which a speaker described as somewhat snarky or sarcastic.

B.4.3.7 Pronominal enclitics

After the enclitics above, but before the second-position questioning =e (§B.4.3.8), we find the subject pronouns.

=ən 1st person
=ənʔs 1st person inclusive
=ənuʔx̌ʷ 1st person exclusive
=s 2nd person
=k 3rd person proximal visible
=gaʔ 3rd person proximal invisible
=ux̌ 3rd person medial visible
=uʔ 3rd person medial invisible
=iq 3rd person distal visible
=iʔ 3rd person distal invisible

I do not often encounter these dedicated third person pronominal enclitics, except for an occasional clear instance of =iʔ, especially in pedagogical contexts.38

(1081) yəxʷiʔ
    yxʷ=iʔ
dance=3DIST
   “He/she/it [invisible] dances.”

38It is also possible that the =i that I do hear is actually =iʔ, since Kwak’wala glottal stops are often not particularly strong.
In place of the dedicated pronouns, it is perhaps more common now to hear prenominal determiner sequences, minus their arguments, used as pronouns; \(=da\) is often (but not always) present in these sequences.\(^{39}\)

(1082) \(\text{i mas}gada\)
\(\text{i mas}ga=da\)
what=\(3_{\text{PROX}}=\text{DET}\)
“What's this [proximal]?”

(1083) \(\text{waciyu}x\text{da}\)
\(\text{was-i}=u\text{x}=da\)
dog-\(3_{\text{NMZ}}=3_{\text{MED}}=\text{DET}\)
“It [medial] is a dog.”

(1084) \(\text{i ma}c\text{a}lida\)?
\(\text{i mas-nal}=i=da\)
what-kind=\(3_{\text{DIST}}=\text{DET}\)
“What's that? (pointing way over there)” (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 10)

It appears that \(gada\) has, or is on its way to, being reanalysed as an independent word; it will sometimes receive its own stress, and sometimes is preceded by \(=i\), as if \(gada\) were an adjective and \(=i\) were simply the non-medial deictic determiner.

Enclitic pronominal objects appear after subject enclitics, and after (if the subject is first-person) the connective element \(\hat{\lambda}\). Boas described these elements as follows (Boas et al., 1947, p. 252):

\[
\begin{align*}
=\text{ol} & & \text{2nd acc.} \\
=q\text{ak} & & \text{3rd proximal visible acc.} \\
=\hat{x}g\text{a}\hat{=} & & \text{3rd proximal invisible acc.} \\
=q^w & & \text{3rd medial visible acc.} \\
=q^w, =\text{qu}\hat{=} & & \text{3rd medial invisible acc.} \\
=q & & \text{3rd distal visible acc.} \\
=q\text{i} & & \text{3rd distal invisible acc.} \\
=\text{sak} & & \text{3rd proximal visible obl.} \\
=s\text{ga}\hat{=} & & \text{3rd proximal invisible obl.} \\
=su\text{x} & & \text{3rd medial visible obl.} \\
=\text{su}\hat{=} & & \text{3rd medial invisible obl.} \\
=s & & \text{3rd distal visible obl.} \\
=si & & \text{3rd distal invisible obl.}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^{39}\)This use was also present in Boas and Hunt’s time – various examples can be seen in Boas et al. (1947, p. 259).
The only ones of these I encounter with regularity are \(=q\), \(=q\), \(=s\); it should be noted that, due to the fricativization of stops in syllable-final position, this paradigm ends up being often indistinguishable from the prenominal accusative and oblique series (§B.6.2).

The first persons do not have enclitic accusative or oblique forms; rather, they have special forms based on \(gax\) (“come”):

\[
\begin{align*}
gax\text{ən} & \quad 1\text{st person accusative or oblique} \\
gax\text{ənʔs} & \quad 1\text{st person inclusive accusative or oblique} \\
gax\text{ənuʔx̌w} & \quad 1\text{st person exclusive accusative or oblique}
\end{align*}
\]

For some speakers, the second-person accusative \(=o\) is uncommon except in its \(l\)-form, \(lo\) (not to be confused with \(lo\) “get, receive”). Instead, I encounter the second person possessive enclitic, serving the same function.

\[
\begin{align*}
duqʷ\text{ən} & \quad \lambda u\text{s} \\
dwqʷ-l=n & \quad \lambda =u\text{s} \\
\text{see-ONGOING}=1 & \quad \text{conn}=2\text{POSS}
\end{align*}
\]

“I see you.”

When there is an auxiliary, the object enclitics will come after the main predicate, rather than after the auxiliary as subjects do, which suggests their positioning is primarily syntactically than phonologically motivated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kiʔsən} & \quad wə\text{əlax} \\
\text{kiʔs}=n & \quad w\lambda\text{-}=l=(a)x̌ \\
\not=1 & \quad \text{ask-ONGOING}=\text{ACC}
\end{align*}
\]

“I didn’t ask her.”

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kiʔsən} & \quad nι\lambda u\text{s} \\
\text{kiʔs}=\lambda=n & \quad nι=(a)\lambda =u\text{s} \\
\not=FUT=1 & \quad \text{show}=\text{FUT}=2\text{POSS}
\end{align*}
\]

“I’m not telling you!”

When the first person would be immediately followed by an object pronominal or prenom-
inal enclitic, a $\lambda$ intervenes.\footnote{According to Boas et al. (1947, p. 255), $\eta ml$ is probably the historical form of the first person subject enclitic.}

(1091)  $\eta ml\text{ʔid}=n$  $\lambda ax a$  papaquila
eat=CHANGE into  eat=conde  ACC sandwich
“I ate the sandwich.”

(1092)  yəlkʷən  $\lambda as=\text{ʔwiger}$
hurt=1  CONN=OBL POSS so-back-NMZ
“I hurt my back.”  (Powell et al., 1981c, p. 8)

Not all speakers retain this $\lambda$, and thus allow object enclitics directly on first person markers; some speakers retain it but sometimes leave it out, and accept sentences in which it does not occur.\footnote{One speaker who does not retain $\lambda$ sometimes replaces it with an extra $\text{ʔa}$, with the result that it appears that accusative has been marked twice.}

It is worth noting that contemporary material written by speakers usually treats $\lambda$ as a separate orthographic word, and speakers talk about $\lambda$ and its enclitics as if it were word with a meaning or use, calling it the “pointing word”; this term is also used in the seventh volume of the Kwak’wala textbook series (Powell et al., 1981f, p. 4). This “pointing” description might be due to the way that it hosts deictic enclitics $\lambda ax ga$, $\lambda ax u x$, etc., rather than any meaning inherent in $\lambda$ itself. In any case, I follow speaker usage here in writing it as a separate word rather than encliticizing it to the first person subject.

B.4.3.8 Other questioning enclitics

Besides the questioning $=a$ that occurs directly following $=\eta m$ (§B.4.3.4), there are additional enclitics that occur at the end of the enclitic sequence, $=e$ or occasionally $=i$, that seem to also indicate yes/no questionhood (§B.4.3.4).

(\text{\textit{a})}  $\eta ml\text{ʔm}\text{ɬ n}$  $\lambda x\text{g}=\text{ʔm}\text{ɬ nx}$
play=1  CONN=ACC=3PROX=POSS play-NMZ=VIS.3PROX
“I’m playing with my toy.”

\textbf{561}
(1093) ǧəlqam̓ a?  
  ǧəlqaʔ=m=a=s=e?  
  swim=VER=QUES=2=QUES?  
  “Do you swim?”

(1094) ʔəx̌ʔexsdam̓ a?  
  ʔx̌-hɛxsdaʔ=m=a=s=e  
  do-want=VER=QUES=2=QUES ACC coffee?  
  “Do you want coffee?”

(1095) ʔəx̌ʔex-ux̌e  
  ʔx̌-hɛx=ʔm=a=u=e  
  do-want=VER=QUES=2=QUES  
  “Is that a fish?”

The =e is very common after second-person subjects, but does not solely occur there. I suspect that it is meaningful – that is, that there is some pragmatic difference between =e questions and those without =e – but I cannot determine what it signifies. One speaker judged (1096b) to be better than (1096a), but both =a=s and =a=s=e occur frequently.

(1096) a. dagʷadaʔmas  
  dagʷadaʔ=m=a=s  
  doctor=VER=QUES=2  
  “Are you a doctor?”

b. dagʷadaʔmas  
  dagʷadaʔ=m=a=s=e  
  doctor=VER=QUES=2=QUES  
  “Are you a doctor?”

There is also occasionally a sentence-final =e or =a, also seeming to express yes/no questions.

(1097) w̓elman̓as  ɪnomugʷaʔad gaʔəne  
  welʔ=m=a=s  ɪnomuʔʷaʔad gaʔ=n=e  
  can=VER=QUES=2 friend-REL come=1=QUES  
  “Can you be my friend?”
B.4.4 Prenominal and postnominal enclitics

There are two sequences of determiner-like enclitics associated with sentential arguments, rather than with the sentence itself: the “prenominal” and “postnominal” enclitics. It should be noted, however, that Boas’s terms “prenominal” and “postnominal” do not necessarily mean “before/after noun stems”, but “before/after arguments”; the arguments themselves might be verbal in origin, or adjectival, or clausal.

The “prenominal” enclitics, encoding categories like case, deixis, possession, and (something like) definiteness, precede the noun (or adjective or verb, as the case may be) and are realized as part of the preceding phonological word, whatever that word may be. The “postnominal” enclitics, encoding visibility, deixis, and possession, occur in second position after the first word of the argument phrase.

For example, the \(=i\) in (1099) is the prenominal enclitic for \(buk^w\) (“book(s)”), indicating that it is in nominative case and is deictically distal, while \(=ɛʔs\) is a sequence of postnominal enclitics indicating that the books are not present and are possessed by a third person.

I assume a similar account and structure to that in Chung (2007), in which Kwak’wala determiner phrases have an “articulated” skeleton wherein each enclitic occupies a functional head.\(^{42}\)

---

\(^{42}\) I am not sure where postnominal possessives like \(=uʔs\) and \(=s\) go, whether they are all in the same position, and how they are “accumulated”. It may be that the first and second person possessive postnominals are second-position postnominals the same way visibility enclitics are, while the third person possessive postnominal works is a phrase-final postnominal, or the prenominal determiner of the possessor.
The first word of the XP then undergoes head-to-head raising, accumulating the postnominal enclitics after it Chung (2007, p. 114–117).

B.4.4.1 Enclitics on short words

There is one systematic exception to the positioning of prenominal enclitics: when a DP occurs after a small class of short words (including some of the copulas described in Chapter 4 and certain instances of the locative element la described in §4.4.1), and these short words are not the initial word of the sentence, we can observe that certain prenominal enclitic determiners (like the first person possessive =ən and third person =ux̌ and =i) can “separate” from their DP and occur before the short word.

(1101)  k̓iyosm̓ən  la  siʔsasəma  
  k̓yus=ʔm=n  la  sy̓-sasəma  
  none=VER=1POSS  now  REDUP-offspring  
  “I don’t have any kids yet.” (Lit: “My children are currently none.”)

43In the case of la, its appearance as [ləʔe] or [leʔe], as if a distal element followed, is very common even when we would expect a different inflection or no inflection. Once in a while, a form that we might expect (like loʔox̌ ) appears instead, but in general this occurs as loʔe ~ leʔe and should probably be treated as a whole.

I nonetheless gloss it as if it had a distal third person.
(1102) we, yuminən la ʔənukʷu̱dx da ɡigəliʔəla̱x
we, yu=m=is=n la ʔənukʷ=ux̌=da ɡi-gəl-iʔ-la=x̌
wel̓l, be.3MED=VER=and.so=1POSS now child=3MED=DET REDUP-crawl-on.floor-ONGOING=VIS
babəgʷəma
ba-bkʷ-um=a
REDUP-man-DIMIN=A
“And this boy who is running about is my child.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 190)

(1103) ʔiʔsən yu ʔə̱ləliʔ u̱x
ʔiʔs=n yu ʔə̱ləliʔ=ux̌
not=1POSS be.3MED uncle=3MED
“This is not my uncle.” (Powell et al., 1981b, p. 6)

(1104) w̓ɪdən  leʔe dalači
w̓ y=d=n l=a=i dal-ə.as-ə,i
where=DET=1POSS PREP=EMBED=3DIST dollar-PLACE-NMZ
“Where’s my wallet?”

(1105) Context: On a paper map, I have placed a toy representing Katie on Antarctica. There are a few penguins drawn on the map, as well.

hedu̱x  ləʔe Katie̱e Antarctica ʔə̱wu̱x
he=d=u̱x l=a=i Katie=a=i Antarctica ʔə̱w=ux̌
be.3DIST=DET=3MED PREP=EMBED=3DIST Katie=EMBED=3DIST Antarctica and=3MED
penguins
penguins
penguins

“Katie’s in Antarctica with the penguins.”

It is possible for the enclitic to “fall through” multiple short words, as in (1106).

(1106) ʔiʔsu̱x  he  ləʔe Katie̱e Hawaii̱i
ʔiʔs=ux̌  he  l=a=i Katie=a=i Hawaii̱i
not=3MED be.3DIST PREP=EMBED=3DIST Katie=INVIS=3DIST Hawaii
“Katie’s not in Hawaii.”

I have only encountered this phenomenon in the copular complement of copular sentences (Chapter 4), so this may be an idiosyncrasy of that construction.
B.4.4.2 Case

Nominative case in Kwak’wala is unmarked, but there are two case morphemes, =x̌(a) and =s(a), that are used before non-subject arguments. I term them the accusative and oblique, and gloss them as ACC and OBL, respectively, although it should be emphasized that these terms are just descriptive; they do not necessary correspond to accusative and oblique, or direct and indirect object, in other languages.

Direct objects of transitive verbs are usually marked with x̌(a), with x̌ being used for proper names, some nonspecific arguments, and arguments in which an enclitic beginning with a potential syllabic nucleus follows (like the first-person possessive =n or the third-person distal =ux̌ 44). Otherwise, xa is used.

(1107) w̓eɬʔəms daxʔi xa kuki
wel=?m=s da-xʔid xa kuki
can=VER=2 take.in.hand-change ACC cookie
“You can take a cookie.”

(1108) k̓əp̓idida bəgʷanəm xa gʷagʷaʔ?l
kp-xʔid=i=da bgʷanm xa gʷagʷaʔ?l
scissor.motion-part=3 dist=det man ACC paper
“The man cut the paper.”

(1109) laʔx̌dən maltega x̌ən ḥəmumuxʷ
l=(a)xd=n maltega x̌=n ḥmumuxʷ
then=REC.PAST=1 recognize ACC=1 POSS one-person
“Then I met (lit: recognized) my friend.”

(1110) lalaʔuux̌ xuʔ həmumux
la-loɬ=ʔ=ux̌ xuʔ hmumux=q
REDUP-get-try=MED ACC=MED butterfly=VIS
“She’s trying to catch the butterflies.”

(1111) duqʷʔaɬaʔmasexʷ Laura xʷa ḥalaʔx̌
dwqʷ-ʔaɬ=ʔm=a=s=e=ʔ Laura xʷa ḥala=q
see-discover=VER=QUES=2=QUES=ACC Laura ACC=MED day=VIS
“Have you seen Laura today?”

44There is also a portmanteau form for x̌=ux̌ , x̌(a).
When the $x$ element has a following nucleus – that is, when it is not just the proper $x$ on its own – it can serve as a word on its own; it can be preceded by pauses, and can occur in a left-dislocated position with nothing before it (§B.6.5). However, it can also encliticize to the previous word; when it does, it is preceded when appropriate by the epenthetic enclitic $a$.

(1112) $duɣʷalida \quad \dot{c}ədaqαxa \quad \acute{kəməmαkw}$
$dwqʷ_{\perp_{l}}=i=da \quad \dot{c}daq=(a)xα \quad \dot{kα-(q)m-}_{w}akw$
see-discover=3DIST=DET woman=ACC write-face-PART

“The woman saw the picture.”

Meanwhile, some arguments – particularly instruments, things worn, carried, or moved, and the theme argument of ditransitive verbs like “give” – use $s$ or $sa$, with the choice of these determined by the same conditions as $x \sim xα$. While it is tempting to call these “indirect objects”, it should be emphasized that these objects do not necessarily correspond to English indirect objects; as Boas et al. (1947, p. 285) note “The number of cases in which the object is used in an action is expressed by the instrumentalis [read: oblique] is very large. In most of these we rather conceive the action as done to the object. We say ‘I pour water into the dish.’ The Kwakiutl prefers ‘I pour with water into the dish.’ On account of the use of the indirect object when the verb carries the instrumental, it remains doubtful whether in this case the dish should be considered psychologically as direct or indirect object.” (cf. Sardinha and Davis, 2011).

(1113) $kwixʔidida \quad bəgʷənəmαxa\quad qαsαs\alpha \quad \dot{i}lwaɣayu$
$kʷiχ-xʔid=i=da \quad bkʷ_{\perp_{-anm=αaxα}qαsa=s=i\alpha}$
$club=\text{CHANGE}=3DIST=DET\quad man-person=ACC\quad \text{sea.otter}=\text{OBL=3POSS.REFL} \quad \text{club=INSTR}$

“The man clubbed the sea-otter with his club.” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 282)

(1114) $hedi \quad sɬəm\quad gαx\quad \text{sa}\quad nαnɬnαma$
$he=d=i\quad sɬlm\quad gαx\quad \text{sa}\quad n-nq-ɬnəma$
$be.3DIST=VER=3\quad \text{snake}\quad \text{come}\quad \text{OBL}\quad \text{REDUP-drink-NMZ}$

“It’s the snake who brought the drinks.” (rough lit: “came with drinks”)

$=s(a)$ is also used to indicate third-person possession, either with an overt DP, with a pronoun, or on its own, but it should probably not be conflated with the oblique $=s(a)$ synchronically. The oblique $=s(a)$, when enclitic, conditions epenthetic enclitic $a$ (§B.4), while possessive $=s(a)$ does not. This suggests that the third-person possessive $=s$ is not just an oblique determiner on the following DP, but actually “belongs” to the previous DP as one of its post-nominal (or post-phrasal) enclitics. That is to say, this $=s$ seems to be head-marking, rather

---

45 The $a$ component of $=s(a)$, which is most likely its own morpheme, could still be a prenominal enclitic of the
than dependent-marking.

(1115) w̓ alasux̌ gukʷa̱x̌ s Masaki
w̓ alas=ux̌ guk*=a=q=s Masaki
big=3MED house=POSS=VIS=3poss Masaki
“Masaki’s house is big.”

B.4.4.3 Deixis

Third-person arguments are systematically distinguished according to deixis – that is, the category that distinguishes “this” and “that” in English. There are three deictic categories in Kwak’wala:

• **Proximal** arguments, marked with =ga (1116), are those very near the speaker, very often ones they are touching, holding, or pointing to.

• **Medial** arguments, marked with =ux̌ (1117), are those that are present in the current speech context but not necessarily right near the speaker.

• **Distal** arguments, marked with =i (1118), are usually absent from the current speech contexts, but are sometimes just far away, or further away than other objects. The distal category also contains things where the speaker does not know where they are, things that existed only in the past or do not yet exist, and things that exist only abstractly (names, reasons, etc.).

(1116) ḥəmʔəmeʔ =ga ʔmʔ-ʔm-ay̓=ga REDUP-small-NMZ=3PROX stand-on.ground=VIS.3PROX PREP=ACC=DET
laʔa̱x̌ada

“**These trees** [pointing to some trees] are smaller than the others.”

(1117) hanikəl u̱x̌da ʔədɑq̓əx̌
hanik=l=ux̌=da ʔədɑq=q
play.with.boat-ONGOING=3MED=DET woman=VIS

“The **woman** [over there] is playing with a little boat in the water.”

following phrase.
The proximal =ga, especially when in combination with the determiner =da, is often pronounced as if it were a separate word – that is, as gáda, and transcriptions frequently treat it as a separate orthographic word (e.g. Powell et al., 1981a, p. 4).

Deictic specification is obligatory for subjects, but other arguments need not have an overt deictic specification; ʰa can, for example, be used for objects that are either present (i.e., those that would ordinarily be marked as medial) or absent (i.e., those that would ordinarily be marked as distal). The distal non-subject determiner strings ʰ=⁻i, ʰ=⁻i=da, s⁻i, s⁻i=da are quite rare; these are ordinarily expressed ʰa, ʰada, sa, sada.

Boas et al. (1947) describe a somewhat more exotic system, as if the three categories indicate what person (the speaker, the hearer, or someone else) the object in question were closest to, but it is probably better to take Boas’s claim as an impressionistic description, often but not always true, rather than taking it as describing the necessary and sufficient conditions for the use of the three categories. Speakers will, for example, generally refer to entities that are present but out of reach as medial, regardless of which discourse participant is closest, and entities do not seem to change deictic category when different hearers are addressed. In my own data, and in other post-Boas descriptions of deixis (Levine, 1977; Stewart, 2011; Black, 2012; Nicolson, 2013), speakers appear to use a more typologically familiar “three-value, one anchor” system (near speaker, further from speaker, far away from speaker), of the sort that is familiar from, for example, Spanish.

The deictic class of an entity is not fixed, and can change as the discourse proceeds (cf. Black, 2012); in particular, proximal elements often shift to medial after introduction.
When no deictic enclitic occurs – that is, when a stem would appear “bare” – an [a] occurs.

As with all such [a]’s in Kwak’wala, it is difficult to pin down exactly what it represents. Boas et al. (1947, p. 290) treated the [a] that we see in (1121) as one of Kwak’wala’s aspects, generally used for single actions or continuous states that take neither -(ə)la or -xʔid. This may be so, although I do not think that this [a] is independently meaningful in that way, but is just a default in the absence of a more specific aspectual interpretation. For one, we can observe that the [a] that ends -(ə)la is not a part of this suffix when we look at the effect of mutating suffixes, which act on the /l/ itself; moreover [a] can occur on -xʔid in the right syntactic circumstances.

We could also treat this [a] as an “unmarked” deictic status, similarly to how ʃa(da) and sa(da) have largely supplanted the expected accusative and oblique distal ʃi(da) and si(da). It is not uncommon to encounter sentences with no apparent subject and only [a] on the predicate (1122), but some sentences would not be compatible with the hypothesis that these are just sentences with no subject at all: (1123) has the rest of the subject, but merely lacks deictic specification.

---

46 It should be emphasized, however, that this [a] occurs in place of the deictic enclitics; it is not underlyingly present and eliminated in hiatus. Since alternations like ɡolsa ~ ɡolson ~ ɡolsuʃ ~ ɡolsi are ubiquitous and easy to observe in Kwak’wala, it may seem that the vowel hiatus rules of Kwak’wala are just that /a/ is dropped whenever another vowel (or plain resonant nucleus) follows. However, in §A.5.3 I observed that realization of /a/ in hiatus with other vowels/resonants is complicated but systematic; [a] is often not present in the output but nonetheless has observable effects. These effects (like lowering of high vowels) do not occur in words like ɡolsi, and in consequence it is more consistent to treat such forms as ɡolsa+i rather than ɡolsa+i.

We might want to treat this [a] as the same as the epenthetic [a] that occurs before enclitics – that is, as if these words ended in a null enclitic and [a] occurs in between them.
(1122)  yiʔyəxʷa
       yy-yxʷa
      REDUP-dance=A
   “They are dancing.”

(1123)  dənx̌əlada       cıkʷabidu
       dnx̌=a=da        čıkʷa-bidu
     sing-ONGOING=A=DET seagull-DIMIN
   “The little bird is singing.”

B.4.4.4  =da

The prenominal enclitic =da is particularly difficult to characterize; it is something like a definite article, but pinning down the conditions of its use proves difficult. While Chung (2007) describes =da as indefinite – it does not co-occur with proper names or possessed entities, which are presumably definite – there is also the problem that Boas et al. (1947) describe indefinite nouns as being preceded by the lack of =da, and we can in any case observe numerous instances of =da where the entity would presumably be definite.47

(1124)  a. wigilaxduḵ       da  babəgʷəm?
       wy-gi-l=(a)xd=ux̌ da ba-bkʷ-ur=m?
     what-do-ONGOING=REC.PAST=3MED DET REDUP-man-DIMIN
   “What was the boy doing?”

    b. ʔoxʷsem̓uxda     babəgʷəm中国队 kʷala la ʔa ceya.
      ?wa=xse=?m=ux̌ da ba-bkʷ-,m=q  kʷ-ała la ʔa ceya.
     so=still=VER=3MED=DET REDUP-man-DIMIN=VIS sit-ONGOING.POS PREP ACC chair
   “The boy is still sitting on the chair.”

It would be difficult, under any definition of “definite”, to have =ux̌da babəgʷəm in (1124b) be indefinite. Instead, I concur with Black (2012) that it does not itself represent a definite/indefinite distinction; I gloss it as DET for “determiner” without making any particular claim what aspect of a determiner it represents.

It is also worth noting that =da does not mean “the”, even though it is often used in circum-

47 It should be noted that while Chung sets up the glosses “InDet” and “Det” for “InDetinite” and “Detinite” – the discussion suggests that these are meant to correspond to “indefinite” and “definite” – both =da and the lack of =da are glossed as “Det” throughout (e.g. Chung, 2007, p. 106).
stances in which English speakers use “the”, and shares some aspects of its distribution (like non-occurrence with proper names, and non-occurrence with possessives). =da does not seem to require that its argument is specific, or unique, or has occurred previously in the discourse, or identifiable by the listener, or even identifiable by the speaker.

(1125) q̓uxc̓olux he ḡwelida qiq̓ed
q̓ux-čo-l=ux he ḡw̃i-al=i=da qi-q̓i-w ad
dress-in-ONGOING=3MED be.3DIST whatever-ONGOING.pos?=3DIST=DET REDUP-many-REL
“He was dressed just like a rich man.”

The referent can be new to the discourse; in (1126) this is the first mention of killer whales in this book, let alone killer whales that are seen passing Alert Bay.

(1126) q̓inəmida maxlsx inuxʷ duqʷəl heqalaخذ ürnberg y̓olis
q̓imm=i=da maxlsx inuxʷ dwqʷ=ux li=da x̌a x̌a stimp.
many=3DIST=DET orca see-ongoing PASS.by-ONGOING=ACC Alert.Bay
“Many killer whales are seen passing Alert Bay.” (Lit: “The killer whales that are seen passing Alert Bay are many.”) (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 19)

It is often used in circumstances where the listener could not have known about the referent in advance.

(1127) Context: Two speakers are looking at different pictures; one speaker is describing to the other speaker what is in her picture.

 tômînasida kʷala laxa haμatu
 tômînas=i=da kʷ-ala l=(a)x̌a haμa-w d₃w
squirrel=3DIST=DET sit-ONGOING pos PREP=ACC food-surface
“There’s a squirrel sitting on the table.” (Lit: “That sitting on the table is a squirrel.”)

(1128) Context: Same situation as the above example.

duqʷələn ləx̌eda gukw̓ bidu
dwqʷ=l=n l=(a)x̌=i=da gukw̓ -bidu
see-ONGOING=1 CONN=ACC=3DIST=DET house-DIMIN
“I see a little house.”

It does not even mean that the speaker can identify the referent; =i=da is frequently the determiner string for the subjects of questions.
Context: We had been playing “Guess what animal I am”, and a new player came in and joined the game. His secret animal was the squirrel, but someone earlier had chosen a squirrel as well. After the animal is revealed, a speaker is wondering if anyone can remember who the other squirrel had been.

“Who ate the fish?”

It may require that the speaker knows that the argument exists – the complements of ḱəyos (“no, none, there is not any”) do not take =da, or deixis or case for that matter – but this would not really explain the distribution of =da, since most arguments would have this property.

In my own data the best predictor for =da, at least for subjects, is the absence of possession (cf. Boas et al., 1947, p. 259); nearly every non-possessed subject that is not a proper noun receives =da, while few possessed subjects receive =da.
(1132) a. məl̕ukʷi sasəm=ʔəs Henry
  mʔl-ukʷ=ʔi sasm=aʔ=s Henry
  two-person=3DIST offspring=POSS=INVIS=OBL Henry
  “Henry has two children.” (Lit: “Henry’s children are two.”)

  b. məl̕ukʷida ʔəmlə, ləmís ʔi̲lə dulo
  mʔl-ukʷ=i=da ʔmlə, l=ʔm=ʔi̲lə dulo
  two-person=3DIST=DET play, go=VER=and complete win
  “Two people played [a game show on television].” (Lit: “Those that played were two.”)

Like English “the”, =da does not co-occur with proper names; “Pat” is just =i Pat rather than =ida Pat.

Very occasionally, a sentence occurs in which the prenominal possessive enclitic does not occur, and only the postnominal possessive enclitic occurs; in such sentences =da can be found.

(1133) noq̕ʷadida ʔəx̌ʔiƛ̕iƛ̕i=q̕ʷəl̕yəkʷ=ʔəg̕əx̌ʷus
  noq-ʔwa=da ʔəx̌-ʔiƛ̕iƛ̕i=q̕ʷls-ʔaʔag̕ə=x̌ʷus
  heart=REL=3DIST=DET old-NMZ-more?=PL=2POSS
  “Your elders are wise.”  (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 83)

This does not hold up, however, for the use of =da in non-subjects; it is not unusual to see non-possessed objects without =da.

(1134) dux̌ʷʔedas x̌a migʷat
  dwqʷ-xʔid=as x̌a migʷat
  see-CHANGE=2 ACC seal
  “Look at the seal!”

(1135) ʔəx̌ʔiƛ̕iƛ̕i Jackie x̌a nən̓q̕u̓ma
  ʔx̌-ʔiƛ̕iƛ̕i=x̌=i Jackie x̌a nən̓q̕u̓ma
  do-CHANGE=FUT=3DIST Jackie ACC drinks
  “Jackie will bring drinks.”

Moreover, presumably something determines the choice of =uš or =uš=da for the third person medial pronoun, =i or =i=da for the third person distal pronoun, etc., even when no overt argument follows, so it cannot simply be a grammatical property like having a possessor.

Black (2012) suggests that =da might be encode something like ostension, that component of “this” or “that” aside from its deictic category or definiteness, in a sense as if =da were the
linguistic equivalent of pointing or gesturing. I think an account along these lines is promising, and captures something important about the use of \(=da\), but I should note that I have also encountered sentences where the speakers are actually pointing to something and \(=da\) does not appear.

(1136) **Context:** *The speaker is pointing out differences between two pictures.*

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ʔugʷaqalaga} & \quad \lambda iʔ\lambda oʔs\text{x} \\
\text{ʔugʷaq-ala}=ga & \quad \lambda \gamma\cdot\lambda a\tilde{x}^\text{w}=s=ik \\
\text{different}-\text{remain}=3\text{PROX} & \text{ REDUP-stand-on.ground}=\text{vis.3PROX} \\
\text{la}\tilde{x}ga & \quad \hat{n}\text{omx} \\
l=(a)\tilde{x}=ga & \quad \hat{n}m=\text{k} \\
\text{PREP}=\text{ACC}=3\text{PROX} & \text{ one}=\text{vis.3PROX} \\
\end{align*}
\]

“The trees are different from those.”

**B.4.4.5 Prenominal possessive enclitics**

We also find, in the same apparent enclitic slot as \(=da\), a series of prenominal person markers that indicate the argument’s possessor, as well as agents of passive and nominalized clauses.

(1137) məł̕ukʷən sasəm

\[
\begin{align*}
m?l-uk=w=n & \quad sasm \\
two-person=1\text{POSS} & \text{ offspring} \\
\text{“I have two children.” (Lit: “My children are two.”)} \\
\end{align*}
\]

(1138) w̓ alasən ?iyyašəla \(\tilde{x}\)ən \(\tilde{?uq}^\text{w}\text{-ine}\) \\
walas=n ?iyyaš-la \(\tilde{x}=n \quad \tilde{?uq}^\text{w}-\text{ina}\)̓y \\
big=1\text{POSS} \text{ work-ONGOING} \text{ ACC}=1\text{POSS} \text{ body-NMZ} \\
\text{“I’ve really been working out.” (Lit: “I’m really working my body.”)}
\]

There are two variants of the second person possessive prenominal, \(=u\)ʔs and \(=i\)ʔs; while these seem to be portmanteaus built on the medial and distal prenominals, respectively, and were described in (Boas et al., 1947, p. 254) as expressing medial and distal deixis, they currently seem to be in free variation. For example, repetitions of sentences will often flip from one to another, and moreover we can see in (1140) that \(=i\)ʔs, which we might expect to be a marker of distal deixis, co-occurs with the third person *medial* visible postnominal, suggesting that whatever they are, \(=u\)ʔs and \(=i\)ʔs do not currently serve to distinguish medial and distal.
“What kind of food do you have?” (Lit: “Your food is what-kind?”)

“What did you catch [by rod and reel]?” (Lit: “That which was caught by you is-what?”)

The prenominal possessive enclitics can be, but do not need to be, matched with corresponding postnominal possessive enclitics after the argument (§B.4.4.9).

Arguments possessed by third persons do not receive special prenominal possessive enclitics; they just receive the normal set of prenominal enclitics (e.g., =ux̌, =i, etc.).

There is, however, a special “reflexive” third person possessive prenominal =iʔs that is used whenever the possessor of the argument is coreferential with (usually) the sentence’s grammatical subject (Boas et al., 1947; Anderson, 1984), and sometimes the thematic subject of a passivized verb (Sherer, 2014, p. 31–33). This is built on distal =i or =iʔ, and in Boas’s time (Boas et al., 1947, p. 254) there were proximal and medial forms as well, but I have only ever encountered the distal form, regardless of the deictic category we might expect the argument to take.

“We do, however, find instances of =iʔs for which “coreference with the subject” cannot have been the criterion for their use. In (1143), the argument in question is =iʔs ġʷigil̕as (“her behavior/accomplishments”), and the coreferent is the oblique object (“my granddaughter”), rather than the subject (“I”).
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“I’m very proud of my granddaughter for what she’s done.” (lit: “for her behavior/achievements”)

Likewise, changes in the grammatical subject do not necessarily correspond to changes in possessive morphology. In (1144a), for example, =iʔs refers to Katie, who is the subject of this sentence. In the following sentence (1144b), however, Katie is no longer the subject, but =iʔs still refers to her.

(1144) a. ləmu̱x Katiyəx̌ du̱xʷʔaƛəla ̱x̌a bəgʷənəm
   l=ʔm=ux̌ Katiy=q dwqʷ-gʔaƛ-la ̱x̌a bkʷ-ənəm
   then=VER=3MED Katie=VIS see-discover-ONGOING ACC man-person
   ̱x̌a gəlulʔi ̱x̌ eʔs ̱kutəla
   ̱x̌a gluł-xʔid ̱x̌=iʔs ̱kutla
   ACC steal-CHANGE ACC=3POSS,REFL salmon
   “Then Katie saw the man that stole her fish.”

b. w̓ alasi ?iksukʷida bəgʷənəm gəlulʔi ̱x̌ eʔs
   walas=i ?ik-sukʷ=i=da bkʷ-ənəm gluł-xʔid ̱x̌=iʔs
   big=3DIST good-appearance=3DIST=DET man-person steal-CHANGE ACC=3POSS,REFL
   ̱kutəla
   ̱kutla
   salmon
   “The man who stole her fish was really handsome.”

These suggest that the possible coreferents for =iʔs are not just limited to grammatical subjects (Boas et al., 1947; Anderson, 1984) or even thematic subjects (Sherer, 2014), but can play other roles in the sentence, or even be constituents in previous sentences. It may be that =iʔs actually indicates coreference with the topic, rather than a subject; in these contexts, the granddaughter in (1143) and Katie in (1144b) were reasonable candidates for topic-hood even though they were not the subjects of either sentence. Since topics are often subjects, this could explain why =iʔs is so often coreferential with the subject, but not all subjects are topics and subject changes do not necessarily correspond to topic changes.
B.4.4.6 Postnominal tense

As noted in §B.4.3.3, since many arguments appear to be of clausal origin, tense frequently occurs in arguments. In fact, it is not uncommon to encounter sentences about the past or future where the only indication thereof is in an argument.

(1145) ʔəngʷida wosƛɛ?
       ?ngʷ=ɪ=da wos=ƛ=a=a?
       who=3DIST=DET sad=FUT=1INV
“Who will be sad?” (Lit: “The future sad one is who?”)

(1146) yum̓ən wayasƛux̌ Katie
       yu=ʔm=n wayas=ƛ=ux̌ Katie
       be.3MED=VER=1POSS sweetheart=FUT=3MED Katie
   “Katie will be my sweetheart.” (Lit: “Katie is my future-sweetheart.”)

It is entirely possible for sentences such as (1146) to have yuʔəmƛən (“will be my...”) rather than yum̓ən (“is my...”); on the other hand, leaving out the tense on wayas was immediately rejected (“She’s not your girlfriend yet!”).

Chung (2007) proposes that tense suffixes on nouns are part of a postnominal category of temporal deixis within the DP, comparable to spatial deixis or visibility deixis. In §3.3.3.2, I examine some of the morphology of these “tensed nouns” and suggest that it may be better to treat them as being of clausal origin. (That is, to say that these are headless relative clauses with a nominal predicate, and tense specification, rather than say that tense is a category of nominal inflection.) Morphologically, tensed nouns are treated more like verbal and clausal arguments than they are treated like ordinary nominal arguments (cf. Jacobsen, 1979). Furthermore, tense in a DP can occur multiple times, as it does in clauses (§B.4.3.3); it does not, as other post-normals do, occur only once, suggesting that this =ƛ is the same category as the clausal tense marker and that these arguments are clausal in origin.

(1147) ˈməsi ʔiʔsìʔəʔoʔs la yaq̌əntəməλəʔə
       ˈməsi=ʔiʔsìʔ=ə=ʔuʔs la yaq̌nť-ǩ-(ǧ)m=(a)ƛ=(a)əx
       what=3DIST not=FUT=a=2POSS now speak-sound-face=FUT=ACC
   “Then why not go talk to her?”
B.4.4.7  Postnominal possessive =a

Before certain visibility enclitics, there occurs an unexpected [a] when the argument is possessed, even when such an [a] would not be phonologically necessary. For example, the postnominal medial visible enclitic is just =q when the argument is not possessed, but =aq when it is. I treat this as a separate morpheme.

(1148)  a. ʔonisux̌  xəntalusda  busix̌
   ?wa=ʔm=is=uux̌  xнт-(k)a/l=uux̌=da  busi=q
   so=VER=and=3MЕD  snore-sound-ONGOING=3MЕD=DET  cat=VIS
   “But the cat just sleeps.”

b. ʔiʔqə̱nəmuux̌  biʔbusiya̱suux̌  Pat
   ʔiʔq̓inm=uux̌  buʔ-busi=y=a=q=s=uux̌  Pat
   REDUP-many=3MЕD  REDUP-cat=a=VIS=3POSS=3MЕD  Pat
   “Pat has a lot of cats.” (Lit: “Pat’s cats are many.”)

While I rarely see the postnominal distal invisible enclitic =aʔ, I frequently encounter =ɛʔ, which is probably the sequence =a=aʔ (§A.5.3).

(1149)  maʔcali  ʔiyaʔʔinaʔyuʔsa  čədaq
   mas-ʔaʔ=ʔa  ʔiyaʔ-ʔinaʔ=y=aʔ=sa  čədaq
   what-kind=3DIST  work-NMZ=a=INVIS=3POSS  woman
   “What does the woman do for a living?” (Lit: “The woman’s job is what?”)

(1150)  səʔomkuʔe  ʔoləʔəmmeʔs
   sas-ʔm=eʔa=i  la-w-ʔəm=anm=aʔ=s
   spring.salmon-genuine=ADD.FOC=3DIST  go-out-obtain-obtained=POSS=INVIS=3POSS
   “She also caught a spring salmon.” (Lit: “Her catch is spring salmon, too.”)

B.4.4.8  Postnominal visibility enclitics

Kwak’wala arguments are marked with a series of postnominal enclitics indicating visibility; Boas et al. (1947, p. 252–254) provide them as follows:
As with other deictic elements in Kwak’wala, I do not encounter this system in its full complexity; for the most part, I encounter a distinction between proximal visible =\( (i)k \) (usually =\( ĩx \)), medial visible =\( q \) (usually [=\( ɨ \)]) , and distal invisible =\( aʔ \) (usually =\( ɛʔ \)).

While traditionally the presence or absence of the distal =\( aʔ \) corresponded with the visible/invisible distinction, I rarely encounter =\( aʔ \) on ordinary nominal arguments regardless of their visibility status.\(^{50}\)

48 I do not have many instances of proximals, but for those I have the difference between =\( k \) and =\( ik \) seems to depend on the whether the \( k \) would form a valid consonant cluster or not, with an epenthetic [i] occurring where it would not. We would usually expect a schwa – specifically [ɪ] – here but I nonetheless hear it as a clear [i].
49 Whether the distal is =\( a \) (as in Boas) or =\( aʔ \) (as in the Kwak’wala textbook series) is unclear to me; it could be the glottal element I hear in =\( ɛʔ \) is a slight hiatus between the two /a/’s in sequence.
50 I do encounter =\( aʔ \) frequently on non-nominal and tensed nominal arguments (§3.3.3).
(1155) ?ə̊x̌ʔə̊x̌dsə̊n ƛə̊x̌ bigənəʔ
do-want=1 CONN=ACC bacon=invis
“I want some bacon.” (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 12)

(1156) ?ə̊x̌ʔə̊x̌dsə̊n ƛə̊x̌ badaʔə̊ʔ52
bada- w ayw=aʔ
“[I want a] butter.” (Powell et al., 1981a, p. 24)

I very rarely encounter =aʔ in the form seen above, but I do encounter it frequently in the form =ɛʔ, probably by coalescence with a preceding a.53

(7u) m̓ as=i la-giɬ=a=ʔ=5
what=3DIST go-reason=POSS=invis=3POSS
“Why did he...?” (Lit: “His reason... was what?”)

Bach (2006) makes an observation regarding the categories “visible” and “invisible” in Haisla, that these categories sometimes seem to depend on aspects of speaker knowledge rather than visibility per se, and that Boas’s designation of “visible” was made largely without comment (p. 279). He suggests that this distinction might be “basically evidential or modal” instead (p. 267). I think this suggestion is very plausible; when my own consultants talk about a “visible”/“invisible” difference, they are usually talking about the prenominal medial/distal deictic distinction rather than this postnominal “visibility” distinction (cf. Stewart, 2011, who finds that medial and distal deixis largely correspond to being in sensory range of the speaker).

B.4.4.9 Postnominal possessive enclitics

Following the visibility enclitics, we find another set of possessive enclitics:

= n first person possessive
(1157) = uʔs second person possessive
= s third person possessive

52 Note here the coalescence of /wa/ to [ə̊].
53 I sometimes find =ɛʔ where I would not expect a previous a; I think for some speakers =ɛʔ has become the realization of this morpheme in all environments.
I have not encountered the first person singular possessive postnominal on an ordinary nominal argument, but it occurs in the Kwak’wala textbook series, and I have encountered it on other kinds of arguments (§B.6.6.2).

(1158) w̓ iɬʔənalən ʔumpaqən.
    w̓ iɬ-(k)n-al=n ʔump=a=q=n
    skinny-body=POSS father=VIS=POSS
    “My father is skinny.”

(1159) y̓axəmən la̱wənəmaʔən
    y̓ak-sm=n laxʷʷənəm=a=n
    bad-class=POSS love-person=INVIS=POSS
    “My husband is bad.”

    (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 357)

I have, however, encountered an apparent first person inclusive possessive postnominal, in (1160).

(1160) Context: We had been reading and interpreting a Kwak’wala language book belonging to the speaker’s son; afterward, the speaker expressed her approval of the activity.

    ?ikənʔs ʔik=nʔs
    good=1INCL.POSS
    ǧʷixʔidəʔasd əʔən
    INDEF-CHANGE-NMZ=RPAST=1INCL.POSS
    “What we were doing was good.”

The second person possessive postnominal is much more common, although at least for nominal arguments it is optional; sometimes both prenominal and postnominal possessives occur, and sometimes only the prenominal occurs.

(1161) ̕iʔsən ̕oʔəx ʔəxʔasəsuʔs ʔəbəmpoʔoʔs
    ̕iʔ=n ̕oʔəx=(a)̕ ʔəx-əs=s=uʔs ʔbmp=a=uʔs
    not=1 know=ACC do-PLOY=3POSS=2POSS mother=INVIS=2POSS
    “I don’t know where your mother is.”

(1162) hedas ̕gʷiʔəmuʔs ʔump
    he=d=as ̕gʷi-(̕g)m=uʔs ʔump
    be.3DIST=DET=2 whatever-face=2POSS father
    “You look like your father.”
The third person possessive =s(a) is not optional here, although it does not occur for the third person “reflexive” possessive (§B.4.4.5), which is indicated by the prenominal =iʔs instead.

(1163) Context: A children’s rhyme, with the same rhythm as “Ladybird, ladybird”.

dasʔidas, dasʔidas, giğiʔmeʔeʔs  qʷyuŋ

das-xʔid=as, das-xʔid=as, giq-=maʔ=aʔ=s  qʷyuŋ

dive-CHANGE=3MED, dive-CHANGE=3MED, chief-NMZ=a=INVIS=3POSS duck

“Dive, dive, chief of the ducks!”

(1164) lusʔidas  x̌a  nəxʷʔaneʔeʔsa  bebi

lus-xʔid=as  x̌a  nqʷ-kun-ay̓=aʔ=sa  bebi

uncover-CHANGE=2 ACC cover-body-NMZ=a=INVIS=3POSS baby

“Loosen the baby’s blanket”

This is almost the same morpheme as the “oblique” case morpheme =s(a), but note that while oblique =s(a) conditions the epenthetic enclitic [a], this =s(a) does not seem to do so.

B.5 Predicates

Kwak’wala is a predicate-initial language, like Irish, Classical Arabic, or Malagasy; these tend to be called “verb-initial” languages but it is important to be clear that the predicate need not itself be a verb. Kwak’wala predicates are often verbal (1165), but predicates can also be nominal (1166) or adjectival (1167).

(1165)  a.  yəxʷuŋ
        yxʷ=uŋ
dance=3MED
        “He/she/it dances.”

b.  həm̓ apuŋ
        hm̓ -ap=uŋ
cat-consume=3MED
        “He/she/it eats.”

54 I am not sure which stems are “true” adjectives in Kwak’wala, but we can at least observe that a range of meanings that are expressed by adjectives in English or other familiar languages can be expressed by predicates in Kwak’wala.
Many things that are normally expressed by arguments, or within arguments, in English are expressed as predicates in Kwak’wala, such as WH-words (which are always predicates) and numerals (which are often predicates).
elements; I consider these sentences in greater detail in §4.2.

Locative sentences are also usually predicative. Although Kwak’wala has only one basic preposition (–, which I gloss as prep and translate as “at” here), further information can be expressed by one of a wide variety of positional predicates that express the relative position, posture, and sometimes shape of the entity in question.

(1170) ʔəx̌əd)'), uxda  kʷəʔstaχ  la  ḥm̓d'oʔaχ
ʔx̌w-d'=w-ay̓=uχ=da  kʷ-ʔst=(a)q  la  ḥm̓-w-d'=w-ay̓=q
do-on.surface-NMZ=3MED=DET  sit-in.water=VIS  PREP  ACC.3MED  eat-on.surface-NMZ=VIS
“The cup is on the table.” (Rough lit: “The cup is-on-a-surface at the table.”)

(1171) kʷalainuχ  da  ṭači  la  xa  ceya
kʷ-ala=ʔm=uχ  da  ṭaš-či  la  xa  ceya
sit-ONGOING.pos=VER=3MED  DET  dog-NMZ  PREP  ACC  chair
“The dog is on the chair.” (Lit: “The dog sits at the chair.”)

(1172) λoʔsida  Ṿawaiš  lax  ?aλeyeʔsa  qʷaʔaχ
λaʔxʷ-š=i=da  Ṿašš  l=(a)x  ?aλ-ʔya=ʔaʔ=sa  qʷaʔaχ
stand-on.ground=3DIST=DET  elk  PREP=ACC  inland-NMZ=INVIS=3POSS  tree
“The elk is behind the tree.” (Lit: “The elk stands-on-ground at the inland/forest-side of the tree.”)

(1173) Ṿx̌itbeχyida  ball  lax  ṭači
ʔxʷ-šilb-ay̓=i=da  ball  la=ša  ṭaš-či
do-on.nose-NMZ=3DIST=DET  ball  PREP=ACC  dog-NMZ
“There is a ball on the dog’s nose.” (Lit: “The ball is-on-nose at the dog.”)

There are also, however, a class of locative sentences that use the equative construction mentioned above; I examine such sentences in greater detail in §4.4.

### B.5.1 Complex predicates

Complex noun phrase predicates (e.g. “is a good man”, “is a new car”, “is a big cat”) seem to be fairly rare, except for ones where the adjectival component is Ḫik (“good”) or yaksəm (“bad”) (§3.4.4).55

---

55This is one of the notable ways that Kwak’wala differs from related languages like Nuuchahnulth (Wojdak, 2001) and the neighboring Salishan languages (Demirdache and Matthewson, 1995; Davis, 2011), where complex
“Were you a good kid?”

“Berries are good food.”

“My husband is a bad man.” (Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 357)

In fact, speakers go to some lengths to avoid the use of complex nominal predicates, in situations in which we might expect a complex nominal predicate to be the most appropriate expressive choice. Like multiple object sentences (§B.6.2), complex nominal predicates seem to be avoided in favor of a variety of workarounds, like expressing them as two sentences:

“Hannah is a dancer; she’s tall.” (Attempt at “Hannah is a tall dancer.”)

Also, we can observe, in Chapter 6, that one means of expressing focus is to make the focus the predicate. However, when a complex nominal like “new car” or “long dog” would be focused, speakers seem to avoid expressing this as a complex nominal predicate of the kind seen above. Instead, speakers use various other sentence types, including expressing the adjective as a predicate, the noun as part of the subject DP, and the background part as an optional relative clause on the subject.\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{56}Which answer type speakers use depends on the speaker. Some speakers tend to express this with a verbal predicate with a complex nominal object, as one would in English (e.g. “I saw a black dog.”). It is also possible to express this as two sentences (e.g., “What I saw was a dog; it was black.”).
It is possible, however, that (1178b) represents a pronoun-like use of =ida in the middle of a complex predicate, and the x̌ən duğʷəl that follows is an appositive (§B.6.5) rather than a relative clause. Sometimes there is reason to believe what follows the determiner is a subject, like postnominal determiners or determiners that are not used pronominally. Sometimes there is reason to believe that what follows is predicative, like a lack of postnominal enclitics on word classes like verbs that, as arguments, appear to require them (§3.3.3). Often, however, it remains unclear.

In general, however, I have not found, for adjectives other than ʔik and yaksəm, structural equivalents of the sentence (1175), in which the =ida would follow the putative complex predicate, suggesting to me (1178b) may not be a complex predicate in the same way that the predicate in (1175) is. I will err towards this analysis – that what follows subject determiners are subjects – and provide the more “literal” translations as if this were the case, but I will avoid basing arguments on examples where the structure is unclear in this way.

### B.5.2 Auxiliaries

The main predicate of the sentence may be preceded by one or more “auxiliary” (Anderson, 1984) or “coordinate” (Boas et al., 1947) verbs. The most common of these is l- again based on “go”, and often meaning something like “now”, “then”, or “at this/that time”, but sometimes having little discernible meaning at all (Boas et al., 1947, p. 287), particularly in the ornate rhetorical style seen in Boas’s texts. Other auxiliaries include certain focus-sensitive operators like ?o- (“just”), aspectual verbs like ǧʷəl (“finish”), the negative kiʔs, and a reciprocal auxiliary qʷəlis (“to do to oneself”).
Then I’m going to Mexico.”

“They were all glass, what we found.” (Lit: “That-which-was-found by us was just all glass.”) (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

“I’ll be my own friend.”

There are also auxiliary-like elements that appear to the right of the predicate, like waxa. waxa is similar, but not identical, to English “try”; it is used in a variety of contexts where the speaker’s attempts or desires were or are being thwarted.

“I want to sleep, but I can’t.”

“She really loved him but couldn’t have him.”

“I’m trying to call Naomi.”

A few such elements can occur before or after the main predicate, like ḥugʷaq- (“also”), wíl- (“all, completely, finished”), and ṣoʔom (“only, just, merely”). It is unclear to me whether
post-predicative ʔoʔəm is really an auxiliary to the predicate (§7.3.4.2), but it is not unusual (but also not especially common) to find ʔugʷaq- after its predicate (1185a) rather than before (1185b).

(1185) a. ʔəx̌əlaʔəm̓əʔox̌ʷ ʔugʷaq ṳx̌ Pate sa ʔatəmml
ʔx̌-la=ʔm̓=ʔa=ʔux̌ ʔugʷaq=ʔux̌ Pate sa ʔt-(ʔ)m-l
do-ongoing=ver=add.foc=3med also=3med Pat obl hat-face-wear

“Pat is also wearing a hat.”

b. ʔugʷaqəm̓əʔox̌ʷ Patex̌ ʔəx̌əla sa ʔatəmml
ʔugʷaq=ʔm̓=ʔa=ʔux̌ Pate=q ʔx̌-la sa ʔt-(ʔ)m-l
also=ver=add.foc=3med Pat=vis do-ongoing obl hat-face-wear

“Pat is also wearing a hat.”

While Kwak’wala allows several predicates in a row, to express a sequence of actions, this is not what I am referring to as auxiliaries; the auxiliary ʔgʷal, below, results in the meaning “Pat stopped laughing”, not “Pat stopped and laughed”, suggesting that ʔgʷal is taking what follows as a semantic argument.

(1186) ləmux̌ ʔgʷal dəɬṳx̌ Patax̌
l=ʔm=ux̌ ʔgʷal dl-l=ux̌ Pat=q
then=ver=3med stop laughongoing=3med Pat=vis

“Pat stopped laughing.”

Similarly, the semantic scope of auxiliaries seems to correspond to their linear order; in sentences like (1187) and (1188), the operator that would need to semantically scope over the other operator is also the one that comes first; this would suggest that each auxiliary takes what follows as a semantic argument.

(1187) kiʔsənuʔxʷ ʔel həm̓ ap ʔə x̌ə ʔqʷax̌
kiʔs=nuʔxʷ ʔel həm-ap ʔə x̌ə ʔqʷax̌
not=1excl can eat-consume acc tree

“We can’t eat trees.”

(1188) ʔgʷadʰos ʔoʔəm kʷala laxʷ, qasilela
ʔgʷa-dʰo=s ʔwa=ʔm kʷ-ała l=(a)xʷ, qas-e, yly-ala
stop=aug=2 so=ver sitongoing.pos prep=acc.3med, walk-back.and.forthongoing

“Don’t just sit there, walk around!”
I will therefore assume a hierarchical structure for auxiliaries, in which a sequence $A B C$ of auxiliary verbs has the structure $[A [B [C]]]$, unless there arises a compelling syntactic or semantic reason to assume otherwise for a particular auxiliary.

I do not know where in the structure postpredicative auxiliaries occur, or by what means they appear in their PF position; I have not encountered them frequently enough to work out the pattern of where exactly they occur and what semantic effects this might have.

### B.6 Arguments and adjuncts

Like predicates, arguments may have either nominal, verbal, or adjectival nuclei. That is to say, a DP may correspond to determiners followed by a noun phrase, but it can also correspond to a determiner followed by a verb or adjective phrase. This has long been a well-publicized aspect of Wakashan syntax, and underlies the classic claims of Wakashan word-class insensitivity that I re-examine in Chapter 3.

In (1189), for example, the verb $qasa$ (“walk”) is being used as the nucleus of the subject, and in (1190), for example, the adjective $lənxʔstu$ is being used as the nucleus of the object.

(1189) **hedida** $qasa$ duqʷəʔaƛax̌a ǧiwas  
      he=d=i=da $qasa$ duqʷ-ʔaƛ=ax̌a ǧiwas  
      be.3DIST=DET=3DIST=DET walk see-happen.to=ACC deer  

   “The one who was walking saw a deer.” [not the one who was hunting]  
   (Lit: “It was the walk who saw a deer.”)  
   (Sherer, 2014, p. 25)

(1190) **duqʷələn** $x̌a$ $lənxʔstu$  
      dwqʷ-l=x̌a $x̌a$ $lnxʔ-stw$  
      see-ONGOING=1 ACC green-eye  

   “I see something green.” (Lit: “I see a green.”)

### B.6.1 Subjects

In a simple intransitive sentence – that is, one without a pre-predicative auxiliary – the subject occurs after the predicate stem.
In a simple transitive sentence – again, one without a pre-predicative auxiliary – the subject occurs in between the predicate stem and the object.

Subject always precede objects; Sherer (2014, p. 21) uses as one of the criteria for subjects that it is always the first DP in the clause. I also adopt this criterion, but with the caveat that some constructions (like some predicate-modifying enclitics, appositives, and copular sentences) can make it appear that another DP precedes the subject; each of these, however, would not violate the requirement that no other DP belonging to the same clause precede the subject of the clause.

In more complicated sentences, like sentences with auxiliaries and sentences with complex predicates, there are often several possible positions in which the subject can occur (§B.6.1.1). Most sentences have at least pronominal subjects, but sometimes sentences have no overt subject or subject marking. This is most frequently seen when several short sentences with the same subject follow one another, as in (1193-1194) but occasionally we can see sentences in isolation without expressed subjects (§B.4.4.3).
Different speakers have different preferences when it comes to clauses without overtly-expressed subjects; some strongly disprefer clauses without overt subjects, others use clauses without overt subjects more freely.

**B.6.1.1 Mobile subjects and enclitic doubling**

When the main predicate is preceded by one or more auxiliaries, the subject may either remain *in situ* after the main predicate or appear after the first auxiliary (Anderson, 1984; Littell, 2012).

(1195) a. ləm̓ is Bəkʷəs ni̱ka
   l=ʔm=is=i Bkʷ-ʔs ni̱ka
   then=VER=and=3DIST man-outside say
   “Then Wildman said...”
   (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

   b. ləm̓ is ni̱ki Bəkʷəs...
   l=ʔm=is ni̱k=i Bkʷ-ʔs
   then=VER=and say=3DIST man-outside
   “Then Wildman said...”
   (Cranmer and Janzen, 2014)

(1196) a. k̓iʔsuḵ Katiy=q k̓pidsəw̓a
   k̓iʔs=ux Katiy=q kp-xʔid-sw̓a
   not=3MED Katie=vis scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS
   “Katie didn’t get a haircut.”

   b. k̓iʔsuḵ k̓pidsəw̓u̱x Katie
   k̓iʔs=ux kp-xʔid-sw̓=u̱x Katie
   not=3MED scissor.motion-CHANGE-PASS=3MED Katie
   “Katie didn’t get a haircut.”

When the subject does *not* appear in second position, then an agreement marker can occur in its place (Anderson, 1984; Black, 2012; Littell, 2012; Sherer, 2014); we see this obligatorily with third person distal subjects.
(1197) ƛum uč gəluƛiquoi=ux̌ Pat 
ƛum=ux̌  gl-uƛ-iqʷ=ux̌ Pat  
very=3MED crawl-obtain-NMZ?=3MED Pat  
“Pat is really a thief.”

(1198) k̓iʔs uč dənx̌ʔinux̌ʷ=ux̌ Pat  
k̓iʔs=ux̌  dnx̌-hinux̌ʷ=ux̌ Pat  
not=3MED sing-expert=3MED Pat  
“Pat is not a singer.”

The appearance of an “agreeing” =i seems to depend in part on what element would precede it. When an expected =i would immediately follow =ʔm, =i does not appear (1199), but when separated by =ƛ it does appear (1200).

(1199)  
Context: A tableau of brightly-colored wooden men, books, and pigs sits on the table. Most of the people have both books and pigs, except for the blue one.

?oʔəm gʷəsunukʷida d’aʔstu babəgʷəm. 
?waʔm gʷsu-nukʷ=i=da d’aʔstu ba-bkʷʷ.ə.m. 
so=VER pig-have=3DIST=DET blue-eye REDUP-man-DIMIN  
“The blue boy just has a pig.”

(1200)  
?oʔəm=kʷəmli kʷəkʷənixʷgaλi Hannah  
?waʔm=kʷ=ɬ=i kʷ-ɬnsʷ=kʷ-gat=ɬ=i Hannah  
so=VER=FUT=3DIST REDUP-bake.bread-PART-eat=FUT=3DIST Hannah  
“Hannah’s just going to eat bread.”

This is peculiar to the third-person distal determiner; the third-person medial determiner appears as expected.

(1201)  
Context: On the table there are wooden men of various colors. 

a. ?oʔəm maʔlida d’aʔstu  
?waʔm mʔl=i=da d’aʔstu  
so=VER two=3DIST=DET blue-eye  
“There’s only two blue ones.”
b. ʔom̓ux̌ ʔwa=ʔm=ux̌ so=VER=3MED two=VER=DET
məʔɬux̌da mʔɬ=ux̌=da blue-eye
dᶻaʔstu two=3MED=DET
dᶻa-ʔstu

“There’s only two blue ones.”

Also, note that this disappearance does not occur when it is the subject’s own =i determiner following =ʔm. These instances of =i remain regardless of what precedes them.

(1202) ʔom̓ ida ʔwa=ʔm=i=da so=VER=3DIST=DET
gəngənanəm gn-gn-get young-person
liʔlol ʔa həmumu ly-lob ʔa butterfly

“The kids only caught butterflies.”

B.6.1.2 Deriving subject position

If we make the common syntactic assumption that, universally, verbs and objects form a constituent to the exclusion of subjects, then the VSO order we see in Kwak’wala requires an explanation. One possibility is to assume an underlying [Specifier [Head Complement]] structure and raise the verb to a higher position; another is to assume an underlying [[Head Complement] Specifier] structure and suggest that object is somehow extraposed or scrambled rightward.57

I will assume the former structure, in part because this kind of movement, or some variant of it, is already necessary to handle the positioning of predicate-modifying enclitics (§B.4.2), of sentential enclitics (§B.4.3), and of DP-internal “postnominal” enclitics (§B.4.4).

(1203) [[S[V O]]] → [V [S[t_i O]]]

I likewise assume this for “higher” operators such as auxiliaries (assuming the hierarchical structure in §B.5.2): that subjects that occur directly after auxiliaries are their structural subjects, that auxiliaries likewise raise beyond their structural subjects, and therefore appear linearized before these subjects; I will examine an example sentence of this form in (1206) below.

It is worth considering whether enclisis, alone, is sufficient to motivate verb movement, or whether the verb must raise for other reasons and collects the enclitics as it raises. Consider,

57 Another possibility would be to assume the VP-internal subject hypothesis and then posit that subjects never move out of their base position. This, however, would raise some questions regarding how the subject gets case, and in any case does not provide much flexibility to account for why subjects can appear in the various positions they do.

A further possibility is to posit that neither ħ(a) nor s(a) objects are actually “objects” in the structural sense; that they are a special kind of adjunct, more akin to appositives or prepositional phrases, and simply serve to further describe a covert or unexpressed object. This line of inquiry is interesting, but I do not think it alone would explain subject positioning in Kwak’wala once we get beyond simple VSO sentences.
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for example, a simple sentence like (1204).

(1204)  laɬas?
       l=(a)ƛ=(a)s
       go=FUT=2
       “You will go.”

Assume a standard SVO-type analysis, in which the subject originates within the VP and raises to the specifier of T.

(1205)

There is a problem here in that =(a)s and =ƛ have no phonological hosts. However, if the verb undergoes head-raising to “collect” these, then all enclitics would have a host and would also happen to end up in the order seen in (622a). Note that all subjects – whether enclitic pronouns on their own or full DPs – at least begin with an enclitic element. The subject therefore cannot be the first item, and furthermore the subject cannot be the element that raises to collect the other enclitics (because it itself begins with an enclitic).

Another thing to note is that avoiding enclitics at the sentential periphery cannot be the sole motivation for their “collection” by the verb. Consider a sentence with an auxiliary, like (1206).

(1206)  laɬən  Ɂakəɬələl
         l=(a)ƛ=n  Ɂa-ɬuɬ-ɬ-l=(a)ƛ
         go=FUT=1  REDUP-fish-try-ONGOING=FUT
         “I’m going to try to catch fish.”

Let us assume that each of la (“go, now, then”) and Ɂakəɬələl (“try to catch fish”) has its own =ƛ, and that =ƛ has the same relationship to each. For example, let us assume the tree in (1207), and suppose that la takes Ɂakəɬələl as its complement.58

58 I leave aside here the question of where the subject (=ən) moves from, whether as an argument to la or to Ɂakəɬələl.
If the only motivation for movement were the avoidance of initial enclitics, the movement of la alone should be sufficient. However, this results in *la=ƛ=ən=ƛ k̓ak̓uƛ̓əla, which is not the correct order. Rather, k̓ak̓uƛ̓əla also raises to collect its =ƛ, even though this enclitic has a phonological host in the previous word.

So, either there is simply a morphological constraint against the occurrence of a tense enclitic there, the constraint against initial enclitics also applies within embedded domains, or the verb raises for some other reason. We might, for example, propose that each verb must raise to a dedicated structural position for syntactic reasons, collecting enclitics as it goes, but not moving in order to collect those enclitics.

In any case, the consideration of the exact details of, and motivation for, Kwak'wala sentential word order is somewhat beyond the scope of this investigation. For now, it is just necessary to assume some hierarchical structure – I will assume a basic [S[VO]] structure – and some means to relate this structure to the linear order we actually observe – I will assume V-raising.

### B.6.2 Objects

When the predicate is a transitive or ditransitive verb, it may take direct or indirect objects; these always follow both the subject and the main predicate. Objects can be introduced by the case markers ȧ, ȧa (roughly, accusative) or ȧ, ȧa (roughly, oblique) (§B.4.4.2).

Although it is possible (e.g. 1113), an =ȧ argument and a =ȧ argument do not usually co-occur as such in the same sentence (Sherer, 2014); as Boas (1947, p. 281) notes, “On the whole the combination of the verb with both, object and instrumental, is avoided”, and speakers seem to use various means to avoid this construction, like the expression of the erstwhile ȧa argument as the object of a preposition.\(^{59}\)

\(^{59}\) It should be noted, however, that this does not prevent the co-occurrence of several instances of ȧa in the sentence; ȧa is a morpheme with various uses – introducing relative clauses, appositives, and some kinds of adjuncts. In the following sentence, for example, ȧa introduces the time adjunct ȧa goʔala (“in the morning”), even though there is also a ȧa object that precedes.
(1209)  
\begin{align*}
\text{c̓owən} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{gʷada} & \quad \text{laχuχ} \\
\text{c̓o}=\text{n} & \quad \text{xa}=\text{sa} & \quad \text{gʷada} & \quad \text{la}=\tilde{x}=\text{uχ} \\
\text{give}=\text{1} & \quad \text{ACC}=\text{OBL} & \quad \text{quarter} & \quad \text{PREP}=\text{ACC}=\text{3MED} \\
\text{Hannah} & & & \\
\end{align*}

“I gave a quarter to Hannah.”

(1210)  
\begin{align*}
\text{nap̓idux} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{t̓isom} & \quad \text{laχa} & \quad \tilde{k}=\text{ʔsta} \\
\text{np}-\text{xʔid}=\text{uχ} & \quad \text{xa}=\text{sa} & \quad \text{tism} & \quad \text{laχa} & \quad \tilde{k}=\tilde{\text{ʔsta}} \\
\text{throw}-\text{CHANGE}=\text{3MED} & \quad \text{ACC}=\text{OBL} & \quad \text{rock} & \quad \text{PREP}=\text{ACC} & \quad \text{sit-in. water} \\
\end{align*}

“Pat threw a rock at the cup.”

This is similar to what Boas refers to when he notes, “Since Kwakiutl transforms the direct object q into the indirect object laq whenever the verb takes an instrumental s, these forms must be considered as substitutes for the direct object, or as a direct object attached to the coordinate verb la” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 284).

Another means of avoiding the expression of both as arguments is to express the la object as an “appositive” (§B.6.5).

(1211)  
\begin{align*}
\text{laλən} & \quad \tilde{k}=\text{ičʔid}=\text{λəl} & \quad \text{yəsgada} & \quad \tilde{k}=\text{ičʔayukʷ} \\
\text{la}=\text{λ}=\text{n} & \quad \tilde{k}=\text{ičʔ-}=\text{λ}=\text{ol} & \quad \text{ys}=\text{ga}=\text{da} & \quad \tilde{k}=\text{ičʔ-ayu}=\text{k} \\
\text{then}=\text{FUT}=\text{1} & \quad \text{club}-\text{CHANGE}=\text{FUT}=\text{2ACC} & \quad \text{REL.OBL}=\text{3PROX}=\text{DET} & \quad \text{club}-\text{INSTR}=\text{VIS.1} \\
\end{align*}

“I shall club you with this club.” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 282)

There are special forms to express accusative and oblique first persons, based on gax̌ (“come”): gax̌ən (first person singular), gax̌ənʔs (first person plural inclusive), and gax̌ənuʔx̌ (first person plural exclusive). These forms also serve in place of l- objects (that is, ones expressed as the object of the preposition l- in order to avoid the presence of two objects).

(1212)  
\begin{align*}
\text{qəp̓idas} & \quad \text{gaχən} \\
\text{qp}-\text{xʔid}=\text{as} & \quad \text{gaχ}=\text{n} \\
\text{overturn.container}-\text{CHANGE}=\text{2} & \quad \text{come}=\text{1} \\
\end{align*}

“Pour me another!”

(1208)  
\begin{align*}
\text{higaʔmən} & \quad \text{naqa} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{kafi} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{gəʔala} \\
\text{higa}=\text{ʔm}=\text{n} & \quad \text{naqa} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{kafi} & \quad \text{xa} & \quad \text{gʔ-ala} \\
\text{only}=\text{VER}=\text{1} & \quad \text{drink} & \quad \text{ACC} & \quad \text{coffee} & \quad \text{ACC} & \quad \text{early-ONGOING} \\
\text{“Only I drink coffee in the morning.”} \\
\end{align*}
(1213) wosmasux Kaitlyn gałan
wos-mas=ux Kaitlyn gał=n
sad-CAUS=3MED Kaitlyn come=1
“Kaitlyn made me sad.”

(1214) cəgilağawe’yux ǧela gałan
ck-,il-(a)ɡaway̓=ux ǧy-ala gał=n
awake-indoors-more=3MED long.time-ONGOING.pos come=1
“She was awake longer than I.”

B.6.3 Prepositional phrases

Kwák̓’wala has relatively few prepositions; most locative prepositional meanings are subsumed under the generic preposition la, from the root l- (“go”), while a variety of positional, locational, and directional roots and lexical suffixes provide additional information.

(1215) lən łaxá ʾcuwilas
l=n 1=(a)xá ʾcu̱xʷ-il-ux.as
go=1 PREP=ACC wash-indoors-PLACE
“I went to the laundromat.”

(1216) ǧəmutux̌da ʔuʔligəns laxá ʾməkʷəla
ǧmut=ux̌=da ʔw̓ ligns 1=(a)xá ʾm̓ kʷ-la
howl?=3MED=DET wolf PREP=ACC moon-ONGOING
“The wolf howled at the moon.”

(1217) lałən xusʔid laxən ʔiyaxineʔ
l=(a)x=n xus-ʔid l=(a)x=n ʔiyax-inay̓
go=FUT=1 rest-CHANGE PREP=ACC=1 POSS work-NMZ
“I’m taking a break from my work.”

(1218) w̓ idʰida ʔika ʔəwinagʷis ła̱x gukʷišəš?
w̓ y-dz=i=da ʔik=a ʔw-mmakinakʷ-il-ux.as
WH-AUG=3DIST=DET good=INVIS so-area-on.beach PREP=ACC house-do-ONGOING-PLACE
“Where is a good place for building a house?” (lit: “for a house-building place”)
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 166)
The preposition *q-* is used in many cases where we would use in English “for”: beneficiary arguments, to express motives (Sherer, 2014, pp. 60–61), and to introduce some embedded clauses.

(1219) ʔom̓ən ʔašokʷən̓ikʷ qəʔən čiʔčaʔa
ʔwaʔ=m=n ʔašokʷən̓ikʷ qəʔən čiʔčaʔa
so=VER=1 crawl-obtain-CHANGE acc bake.bread-PART for=1 REDUP-REDUP-younger.sib
“I only stole the bread for my family.”

(1220) ʔiʔq̓eʔa quʔs
ʔiʔq̓eʔa quʔs
“worried for you”

(1221) ʔoxseʔəms gəwalacuʔ quʔs ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
ʔwa=xseʔ=m=s ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
so=still=VER=2 help-ONGOING-PASS for=2POSS dress-in-PASS=INVIS=2POSS
“You still need help dressing yourself.” (Lit: “You still are helped for your dressing”)

(1222) a. lałəs lałəs
l=(a)ł=s ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
go=FUT=2 PREP=ACC Vancouver
“You’re going to Vancouver...”

b. quʔs leʔoʔs ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
q=uʔs leʔoʔs ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
for=2POSS then=2POSS REDUP-know-try for=2POSS REDUP-write-attendant=INVIS=2POSS
“...to learn to be a secretary.” (lit: “...for your learning for your being a secretary”)

The preposition *łw̓*, surfacing as *[łəw̓]* or *[łuʔ]* depending on syllabification, is used for comitative “with”, and also serves as a conjunction.

(1223) ʔuʔxʷcəʔwoʔos
“Come and sit with us.”
B.6.4 Temporal adjuncts

\( x(a) \) and variations of it – like \( x^w a \) in (1226) – also introduces time specifications like “today” or “in summer”.

(1226) w̓ igilas \( \tilde{x}^w a \) \( \tilde{n}ala? \)

what-do-ongoing=2 acc.3med day

“What are you doing today?”

(1227) həmsənʔsa \( h\dot{x} \)\( h\)\( \tilde{n}ax̌ \)

pick=1 incl=acc summer-time

“We go berry-picking in summer.” (Goodfellow et al., 1991, p. 135)

“Yesterday” and “tomorrow” have special forms (\( ɬənswəɬ \) and \( ɬənsƛɛʔ \), respectively) and do not require \( x(a) \).

(1228) gałən lə=ux̌ ɬənswəɬ

come=1 prep=acc.3med victoria=vis next.day-past

“I came to Victoria yesterday.”

When the time specification is itself a clause (along the lines of “...when X did Y”), it is expressed using \( ləʔe \) or \( quʔ \) (§B.6.6).
B.6.5 Appositives

It is possible to express an argument of the verb in a pre- or post-sentential position, usually separated by an intonational break; both subjects and $x$ objects are preceded by $yəx(a)$ or $x(a)$, and $s$ objects are preceded by $yəs(a)$ or $s(a)$; Boas refers to these as “appositives” (Boas et al., 1947, p. 283).

(1229) $\text{x}a \; \text{duq}^w\text{ʔaɬəla} \; \text{gaxən,} \; \text{giqəmεʔəmʔəʔe}$

$\text{x}a \; \text{dwq}^w\text{-gʔaɬ-la} \; \text{gax}=n, \; \text{giq}_w\text{ma}=?=m=\text{x}a=i$

$\text{ACC} \; \text{see-discover-ONGOING} \; \text{come}=1, \; \text{chief-NMZ=VER=ADD.FOC=3DIST}$

“The one that saw me is a chief, too.” (Lit: “The one that saw me, he’s a chief too.”)

(1230) Context: We are passing around a box of animal crackers, and everyone has taken one. Some of the crackers have already been eaten, but Audra is still holding hers.

$\text{ʔomumu} \; \text{daɬəxʔs}$

$\text{ʔwa}=?=m=u\text{x} \; \text{d-aɬa}=?=u\text{s}$

$\text{so=VER=3MED} \; \text{take.in.hand-ONGOING.POS=ACC=2POSS} \; \text{buffalo, y}=\text{x}a$ Audra.

$\text{ʔəx̌ən} \; \text{papaquɬa}$

$\text{ɬənswəɬ}, \; \text{yx}=n$

$\text{yəx̌ən} \; \text{ʔx̌-h}$

$\text{ɛxsd}\text{-sw}=\text{x=a=ʔ}$

“$\text{She’s just holding her buffalo, Audra is.’}”$

Since appositives often take the same form as $\text{x}a$ objects (§B.6.2), and of $\text{x}a$ relative clauses (§B.6.6.1), it can be difficult to tease out which is which. However, it does not seem to be the case that all $\text{x}a$ phrases are really appositives. For one, objects and appositives appear in different positions; we can see the object $\text{x}ən$ papaquɬa (“my sandwich”) before the time adjunct $\text{ɬənswəɬ} (“yesterday”), but the appositive $yəx̌ən \; ?x̌\text{exsdəsu}\; x^\text{rd} \; ?x^\text{rd}$ occurs after the time adjunct.

(1231) $\text{hən}\text{xʔidas} \; \text{ʔən}$

$\text{papaquɬa} \; \text{ɬənswəɬ,} \; \text{yx}=n$

$\text{hɪn-xʔidas} \; \text{ʔ}=n$ papaquɬa $\text{ɬns-ɬ,} \; \text{yx}=n$

$\text{ʔx̌}_h, \text{ɛxsd-sɛ}=x=a=a?$

$\text{eat-CHANGE}=2 \; \text{ACC=1POSS} \; \text{sandwich} \; \text{next.day-PAST, APPOS=2POSS}$

$\text{waxa}$

$\text{waxa}$

$\text{do-want-PASS=REC.PAST=a=INVIS} \; \text{try}$

“You ate my sandwich yesterday, the one I’d wanted!”

The intonational break appears to be important as well. For example, the constructed sentence in (1232) was rejected when I did not put an intonational break in the middle; the speaker said that it needed a “comma” in it.
(1232) m̓ ačal’dũxda mi̱xaʔ, ũʔs coweyaquʔs gaʔən
m̓ as-ɬal-d=ũx=da mi̱xa=q  ũ=ʔs co-ay=a=q=ũʔs gaʔən
what-kind-Aug=3Med=Det sleep=Vis, rel=2Poss give-NMZ=a=Vis=2Poss come=1
“What is that sleeping thing, the one that you gave me?”

This suggests that this sentence is ungrammatical if the ə phrase is a relative clause headed by mi̱xaʔ (“sleep[ing thing]”), but grammatical if it is an appositive.

B.6.6 Subordinate clauses

B.6.6.1 Relative clauses

Relative clauses in Kwak’wala usually (but not always) follow their head.

Only subjects can be relativized; that is to say, the “head” (be it overt or covert) must be coreferential with the subject argument of the relative clause. For example, for an event of a man stealing a fish, expressing “the man that stole the fish” uses an active verb like gəluɬʔid (“stole”) such that the agent is the subject, whereas expressing “the fish that the man stole” uses a passive verb like gəluɬʔicuʔ (“was stolen”).

(1233) a. w̓ alasi ʔiksukʷida bəgʷanəm gəluɬʔi ʔeʔs
w̓ alas=i ʔik-sukʷ=i=da bkwʷamən gluƛ-xʔid ʔeʔs
big=Dist good-appearance=Dist=Det man-person steal-change acc=Poss.Refl

k̓ utəla
k̓ utla
salmon
“The man who stole her fish was really handsome.”

b. w̓ idida k̓ utəloʔoʔs gəluɬʔicəw̓ a
wid=i=da k̓ utla=ʔoʔs gl-uʔ-xʔid-sw̓ a
where=Dist=Det salmon=Poss crawl-obtain-change-pass

“Where is the fish that you stole?”

Relative clauses are usually headless (“[the one] who stole the fish”); headed relative clauses are surprisingly uncommon given the ubiquity of headless relative clauses. Headless relative clauses are very commonly used in a number of common Kwak’wala constructions; most WH-questions, for example, have headless relative clause subjects. The subject-sensitive restriction on relativization, therefore, has widespread ramifications for the syntax.
“Who stole my cow?” (Lit: “[The one that] stole my cow is-who?”)

When relative clauses are “headed” (when they describe an overt determiner phrase rather than a covert [the one]), the head and the relative clause are in some circumstances separated by $\tilde{\alpha}a$.

These might all be “appositives” in the sense of §B.6.5, but I have not noticed relative clauses being preceded by the same kind of systematic intonational break seen before appositives. Also, we can see $\tilde{x}(a)$ relatives on $s(a)$ arguments, whereas appositives expressing $s(a)$-type arguments should use $s(a)$ (Boas et al., 1947, p. 283).

“Masaki, return the cake that you stole.”

A further reason was detailed in §B.6.5, that in some constructed sentences with relative-like $\tilde{x}a$ phrases, the speaker rejected them unless they had “a comma”, suggesting that the possibilities for relative clauses are more constrained than for appositives.

Apparent relative clauses occasionally precede their heads, even when complex.
(1237)  *Context: We were playing a game with animal cards; an elicitor asked what Masaki had just done.*

maʔɬux̌ ʔəx̌ʔaƛudayusu̱x  
Masaki wa̱či laʔʷa

mʔɬ=ux̌ ʔəx̌ʔaƛ-ud-ayu=s=ux̌  
Masaki was-ʔi la=ʔʷa
two=3MED do-move.to-change-instr=3POSS=3MED Masaki dog-NMZ prep=ACC

table
table
table

“Masaki put two dogs on the table.” (Lit: “The put-by-Masaki dogs on the table are two.”)

(1238)  ... laɬʔ7 daxʔid ʔa paqʷa
... l=ʔa=ʔi da-ʔxʔid ʔa paqʷa
... prep=EMBED=3DIST take.in.hand-change acc flat

he ʔgʷixs sʔukʷ t̓isəma  ... 
he ʔgʷi-ks sʔukʷ t̓isəm=a  ... 
be.3DIST indef-manner board stone=a  ... 

“...when he took hold of the flat board-like stone...” (lit: “the flat is-like-a-board stone”)  
(Boas and Hunt, 1905, p. 8)

B.6.6.2  Temporal clauses

“When” adjunct clauses are expressed by embedded clauses introduced by a particular form of *l-* or *ləʔe*. This seems to be *l-* (“then, now”), along with an embedding =a that occurs in second position.60

60This is also the form of *l-* we find in the embedded clause-like complements in locative copular statements and questions (§4.4.1).

I do not know whether this “embedding” =a can be reduced to any of the numerous other second-position =a’s in Kwak’wala. We can also see it when certain other clauses are embedded; the clause corresponding to “you only caught one fish” in (i) has an =a after ḵəʔəm that would not otherwise be there.

(i) ḵəʔəm=eg=n ḵa ʔoʔəm=ʔe ʔəmʔiʔu=s kilanəm
qəʔa=ʔm=eg=n ḵa=ʔi ʔwa=ʔm=ʔm=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔʔ=ʔ
“Who did you walk with?” (Lit: “Who was your companion, when you walked?”)

“After they left, Hannah woke up.” (Lit: “She only stood when they left.”)

“The bear was eating the salmon when I shot him.”

Temporal clauses usually come after the main clause, but occasionally come first.

We can also see temporal adjunct clauses introduced by auxiliaries other than \(l\)-; “before” adjunct clauses are expressed by \(ki\?s \sim \?i\?s\) along with \(=m\), the combination that conventionally means “not yet” (§8.3.4).
The marking of these clauses is similar to the nominal morphology seen in relative clauses, or embedded clauses like we find after q- (“for”), except without the prenominal possessive markers (§B.6.6.3). If the markings on these subordinate clauses are based on the postnominal possessive markers, then that would explain their sometime absence, since postnominal possessive markers appear to be optional (or their presence and absence signifies a distinction that I have not managed to discern).

Occasionally, we can also see what appear to be visibility markers on them in the absence of possession markers.

(1244) ləm̓ən ʔik̓iqli ʔa ̲ x ḥa ̲ ləndəyu
then=VER=1 good-in.self-ONGOING PREP=EMBED=VIS.PROX find ACC blow.nose-INST
“I was happy when I found tissue.”

(1245) Context: The speaker, a fan of the Vancouver Canuckshockey team, received as a gift a Canuckstheme clock, which is what she had wanted.

ʔolak̓al ʔa ̲ nən ʔoq̓eʔ?
ʔwa-ɬə-k̓al ʔa ̲ n ʔoq-a’ə
so-ONGOING-very good=1 heart-NMZ
leʔx̌ ləɬəx̌uʔx̌da Canucks
l=a=aʔ=ɬ la-w-ʔa=ɬ=ʔu=ɬ=da Canucks
PREP=VIS go-out-obtain=ACC=3MED=DET Canucks
“I was so happy to get the Canucks [clock].” (Lit: “My heart was very good when I got the Canucks.”)

When the event in question has not yet happened, a hypothetical clause (§B.6.6.3) is used instead.
Conditional and hypothetical clauses are introduced with \( q = uʔ \), a combination of \( q- \) (roughly, “for”) and \( =uʔ \), a hypothetical marker, and often contain \( laʔ \), a second-position hypothetical marker.

(1246) ƛ̓əliweʔnaxʷən ƛ̓l-iway̓-naxʷ=n forget-??-ever=1 quʔ q=uʔ for= HYP ləʔəm l=ʔm now=VER wife-rel-change=3DIST Laura
gagadəxʔidi gak- ad-xʔid=i Laura
“I keep forgetting if Laura is married yet.”

\( quʔ \) clauses can also appear initially, just as English “if” clauses can.

(1247) quʔ k̓islax̌ k̓is=lax̌ not=COND yugʷa, wy-gi-la=lax̌=aʔs “If it weren’t raining, what would you do?”

As noted in §B.6.6.2, these are also used to express future temporal clauses.

(1248) yudəxʷc̓aqilaƛi yudxʷ-c̓aqil=(a)ƛ=i three-o’clock=fut=3DIST quʔ q=uʔ for=HYP gaɬ carry daɬ
gax̌ gax̌=n come=1 gaɬ carry “It’ll be three o’clock when she picks me up.”

It seems that there has also been a shift of the 2nd person hypothetical form from \( qasuʔ \) to just \( quʔs \) (so that it is homophonous with \( quʔs \) “for your”).

(1249) ʔixʔəmƛəs ʔiκ=ʔm=ƛ=s good=VER=fut=2 quʔ q=uʔ for=HYP k̓ʷəmtoʔoʔs k̓ʷmt=a=uʔs smoke=invIs=2poss
“It’s ok if you smoke.” (Lit: “It will be okay, for your smoking.”)

(1250) quʔs kiʔs bo, ləmisas kəyagəlsuʔ quʔs kiʔs bo, l=ʔm=as kəyak-gəl-hs-sw
for=HYP.2poss not leave, then=VER=and=2 kick-move.to-outside-pass
“If you don’t leave, you’ll be kicked out.”
B.6.6.4 “Insubordinate” clauses

Some utterances appear to be embedded clauses without their matrix clause. Various types of utterance appear to have the structure of embedded constituents, especially those that express non-asserted meanings. For example, the construction *quʔ* ... *=lax̌* marks “if” clauses (§B.6.6.3), but this structure can be used as its own utterance to mean something like “What if it’s a cat?” or “Maybe it’s a cat.”

(1252) **Context:** Stacey realizes she has to buy food for an animal, but does not know what kind of animal it is.

```
      quʔ  busilax
q=ʔuʔ  busi=laʔ
for=HYP  cat=HYP
```

“What if it’s a cat?” (Lit: “If it’s a cat.”)

We can find similarly modal meanings expressed by what appear to be normal sentences, except that they are given the postnominal inflections that we might expect of nominalized clauses; the below sentence is expressed using the second-person possessive medial visible postnominal enclitic sequence rather than the second-person subject enclitic that we might expect.

---

61 Speakers differ significantly regarding the frequency with which they offer these; I think it is likely that some speakers feel that only “complete” sentences should be offered.
Context: In the same story as the above, Pat is wondering why Stacey bought a bone from the pet store.

“You might have had a dog.”

This kind of marking is also sometimes found in exclamations or other sorts of “expressive” speech (in the sense of Potts, 2005).

Context: The speaker is pretending to be conceited.

“I’m just very pretty!”

“I win!”

“Oh, Ema, what a good child you are!”
B.7 Questions

B.7.1 Yes/no questions

There are several morphemes associated with yes/no questions.

Most yes/no questions (with the exceptions treated in detail in §8.4) involve the “discourse” enclitic =ʔm, which I analyze in Chapter 8 as indicative of a polar contrast.

Yes/no questions also have another second position enclitic =a that occurs after the tense; this morpheme can be difficult to detect, but in (§B.4.3.4) I offer some evidence that it is present. I am unsure whether this =a is in every yes/no question, since it is sometimes difficult to hear.

Some polar questions, particularly second-person ones, also have an =e enclitic after a subject pronoun (§B.4.3.8).

B.7.2 WH-questions

WH-words in Wakashan are predicates\(^{62}\) (Anderson, 1984); the structure of questions is therefore rather different than in languages where WH-words are syntactic Ds. In a question like (1259), the word \(ʔəng^x\) (“who”) serves as the sentential predicate; the question can be rendered more literally as “That man is-who?”

(1259) \(ʔəng^xu̱x\) da bəg^wanam?
\(ʔng^x=ux=da\) bk^w-anm?
who=3MED=DET man-person

“Who is that man?” (Lit: “That man is-who?”) \((=940)\)

(1260) m̓ acaƛux̌
m̓ acaƛ=ux̌
what=3MED

“What is that?” (Lit: “That is-what?”) \((=941)\)

Questioning predicates is therefore straightforward: one simply replaces the predicate of an ordinary predicative sentence with a WH-word like \(wigil\-\) (“what-do”/“what-make”) or \(wiks\-\) (“how-doing”/“how-feeling”):

\(^{62}\) In Chapter 4 I observe that one question stem, \(vįy\-\), has a use in which the sentence shows copular rather than predicative syntax, so in this case a WH-word is not an ordinary predicate stem. However, the important thing to note is that Kwak’wala WH-words are predicate-like rather than determiner-like.
“What are you going to do?” (Lit: “You will do-what?”)

“What are you doing with my water?” (Lit: “You do-what my water?”)

“How do you feel?” (Lit: “You feel-how?”)

Questioning other sentential elements is often more elaborate, since the rest of the sentence must serve as the subject of the WH-predicate. The subjects of WH-predicates are therefore frequently headless relative clauses, with the predicate transformed by passivization or nominalization (§B.3.4) to indicate which element of the clause is being questioned. To put it another way, an argument must be promoted to the subject of the relative clause, in order to question it, as if, in English, we had to transform “I ate [the one]” to “[The one] that was eaten by me” to allow the question “[The one] that was eaten by me is-what?”.

“What did Ruby win?” (Lit: “The was-won by Ruby is-what?”)

“What do you see?” (Lit: “Your see-stimulus is-what?”)
The structure of questions often parallels, as seen in §6.5.2, their congruent answers, in which answer nominals serve as sentential predicates.

Kwak’wala has an extensive array of passives and/or nominalizers that can express quite specific participants in an event (§B.3.4), and many of these nominalizers – even the more specific ones – can be used in questions to isolate a particular participant for questioning. For example, the lexical suffix combination -xdəm (“appropriate thing or time for”) and -kən (“body”) means something like “appropriate clothes”; in the following question it can be used to question what a person will be wearing:

```
(1267) mačalʔs ḳiyaxdmkənʔoʔs
    mačal=iʔs ḳiyax-xdm-kən=aʔs
    what=3MED=2POSS work-proper-body=FUT=INVIS=2POSS
```

“What kind of clothes will you be wearing at work?” (Lit: “Your work-proper-body is-what?”)

Similarly, Kwak’wala question predicates can themselves be quite specific; lexical suffixes added to question stems like ḳongʷ- (“who”), ma(s)- (“what”), and especially wy- (a general question stem with a wide range of interpretations) can result in very specific questions (cf. §B.2.2).

```
(1268) ḳongʷaxƛux̌?
    ḳongʷ-xƛ=xuƛ
    who-name=3MED
```

“What is his/her name?”

```
(1269) wiʔstəwi?
    wyʔstw=i
    WH-eye=3MED
```

“What color is it?”
B.7.3 Periphrastic questions

In general, it is not uncommon for questions to express rather periphrastically what can be expressed (to an English ear, at least) more directly in a declarative sentence. Questions in Kwak’wala involve constructing a DP to refer to something (“that which was eaten by me”, “the one who won”, etc.), such that you can ask for a particular sort of information about it (its identity, its kind, its color, etc.), and it is not always straightforward to construct a DP referring to an arbitrary participant in an event.

For example, “comitative” participants are generally expressed, in a standard declarative sentence, with the preposition λw̓ (“with”), as in (1272):

(1272)  lən  lax̌  Camas  λəw̓i  Sarah
   l=н  l=(a)x̌  Camas  λw̓=i  Sarah
   go=1    PREP=ACC  Victoria  with=3DIST  Sarah
   “I went to Victoria with Sarah.”

There is not, however, an entirely straightforward way to question this participant, and speakers sometimes have trouble coming up with translations for sentences like “Who did you go to Victoria with?” Two possible renderings of this are in (1273) and (1274); respectively, using the suffix -w̓ət (“companion, fellow”) to isolate the accompanying person, or using the word wəʔokʷ (“other person(s), person(s) with someone else”).

63 Hall (Hall, 1888a, p. 76) gives several interesting uses of wəʔokʷ, including referring to people on one’s side [as in some manner of competitive event] and as “some” and “others” in the translation of “Some say (that thou art) John the Baptist, some Elias, and others Jeremiah.”

It is not clear whether wəʔokʷ is a reduplication of a stem like wəkʷ or the addition of -w.ukʷ (the person classifier) (§B.3.2) to a stem w-.

---

(1270)  w̓ ik̓alas?
   ʷy-k̓,a-l=as
   WH-sound-ONGOING=2
   “What do you sound like?”

(1271)  w̓ ix̌owas?
   ʷy-x̌u=as
   WH-throat=2
   “What does your voice sound like?”
(1273) ʔəngʷuʔs ʔiyaxʷətuʔs
ʔngʷ=ʔuʔs ʔiyaxʷt=ʔuʔs
who=2POSS work-fellow=2POSS
“Who do you work with?” (Lit: “Your work-fellow is-who?”)

(1274) ʔəngʷiʔs wəʔokʷəs ləʔaquʔs laʔ Ci̱mas
ʔngʷ=iʔ=s waukʷ=s l=ʔaq=ʔuʔs l=(a)ʔ Ci̱mas
who=3DIST=2POSS other=2POSS PREP-NMZ=VIS=2POSS PREP=ACC Victoria
“Who did you go to Victoria with?” (Lit: “Your other is-who, when you went to Victoria.”)

There is also not a straightforward way to say “which X”; two paraphrastic attempts are seen in (1275) and (1276).

(1275) ʔəngʷux̌ da bgʷanəmx̌ gʷəsunukʷa
ʔngʷ=ux̌ da bkʷ-anm=q gʷsu-nukʷa
who=3MED DET man-person=VIS pig-have
“Which man has a pig?” (Lit: “The pig-having man is who?”)

(1276) ʔəngʷida pusq̓ɛʔ laʔ xʷəʔoc̓ix̌
ʔngʷ=i=da pus-q̓a=a? la=xʷa wʔ-ʔws-i=q
who=3DIST=DET hungry-feel=INVIS PREP=ACC.3MED REDUP-dog-NMZ=VIS
“Which dog is hungry?” (Lit: “The hungry is-who, among these dogs?”)

Boas et al. (1947) noted some examples of “which” questions based on wîd- questions similar to those seen in Chapter 4, and Hall (Hall, 1888a, p. 78) notes a formulation of a “which” question in which the “participle” suffix -ʷina̱y’ attaches to the subject. -ʷina̱y’ usually produces something like a gerund from verbs, but could apparently be used on nouns to mean something like “kind of”.

(1277) m̓ asi ɡənanəminay̱as?
mas=i gn-w-anm-nay̱-as
what=3DIST young-person-NMZ-3POSS??
“Which child?”

There might even be some questions that do not seem to be able to be formed, like “What does he look like?” or “What is he like (in personality)?”. It seems that the language does not happen to have the WH-elements to express these. Although you can ask what someone looks
like in terms of their face (w̓y-ḡom), my consultants could not come up with a question that
questions what a person looks like in general (say, whether they are tall, short, thin, fat, etc.)
There also doesn’t seem to be a straightforward way to make a WH-question about personality
traits (whether a person is kind, mean, irritable, anxious, etc.); the closest we could get was to
use the “manner” suffix -ks, but speakers felt the resulting word w̓y-ks questions how a person
is feeling instead.

There also do not seem to be direct equivalents of “how” questions, in the sense of “in what
manner was this done”. Sometimes (although not always) a “how” question can be expressed
as a “what happened” question, as in (1278).64

(1278) ḻixʔicuw̓ux ḻeʔex ḻolan̓ama
w̓y-xʔid-sw=ux 1-h=iq loh-anm=a
what-change-pass=3med prep-nmz=invis get-obtained=a

“How was this [fish] caught?” (Lit: “What happened to this, when it was caught?”)

In general, question formation in Kwak’wala seems to be very dependent on the lexical and
morphological inventory – both in the formation of the WH-predicate, and in the formation
of the DP subject – and for some ideas there don’t seem to be the exact lexical or morphological
resources to form a question about them. There could be specific WH-predicates for (say)
personality traits or manner, and there could be constructions that allow these specific aspects
of a person or event to be expressed as a DP, but in the absence of both, there does not seem to
be a straightforward way to express these exact questions.

B.8 Summary

Kwak’wala morphology and syntax is complex, and there are many topics of potential interest,
but for the discussion in the main body of this work, these points are of particular importance:

• Except for a special class of sentences – a particular kind of copular sentence that will
be explored in §4.4 – Kwak’wala appears to obey something like the Malagasy “subject
restriction on extraction”. When an argument is coreferent with the implicit argument of
a lower predication – whether in a relative clause, a question, or a cleft – it must act as
the subject of that lower predication.

• Among Kwak’wala’s rich variety of “lexical” suffixes are a number of voice-like suffixes
that allow almost any participant in an event to be treated as a subject. These do not form

64Henry Davis (p.c.) notes that this is a common strategy among Pacific Northwest languages.
a homogeneous class, but we can observe tendencies in their interpretation depending on the derivational stage at which they attach to the stem (§B.3.4).

- The ordering of basic constituents – verb, subject, object, etc. – is relatively rigid; there are only a few variations on the positioning of constituents, like the ability for the subject to appear either after the main predicate or in second position.

- On the other hand, Kwak’wala speakers have significant freedom when deciding which participants in an event are to be expressed as the predicate, as arguments, etc. Any open-class word (i.e., verb, noun, adjective) can serve as a predicate without need for a copula, and similarly can serve as an argument.

In Chapter 3, I examine in greater detail this “flexibility” – the ability of lexical items to serve as predicates or arguments regardless of class and without copulas – and conclude that there is nonetheless reason to believe that Kwak’wala grammar is sensitive to a noun/verb/adjective distinction. Furthermore, I conclude in Chapter 4 that Kwak’wala does have a copula; although it is not used in the ordinary “predicative” sentence (that is, a sentence with a noun/verb/adjective predicate) that constitute most of the sentences we have seen thus far, there are additional sentential structures that do require copulas.